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RURAL DEVELOPMENT

MONDAYS MAY 3, 1071

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCGMMITFEE ON RURAL DEVELOPMENT

OF THE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY,
Sioux City, Iowa.

The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 1:35 p.m. in the In.
District Courtroom, Thud Floor, Post Office Building, Fourth and
Douglas Streets, Sioui City, Iowa, Hon. Hubert H. Humphrey,
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present : Senators Humphrey, Allen, Miller, and Bellmon.
]so present : Representatives Denholm and Abourezk.

Senator HUMPHREY. The Senate Subcommittee on Rural Devel-
opment Of the Senate Committee on Agriculture and Forestry will
now come to order, and we will proceed according to our program
and agenda with today's 'first fie t hearings.

We are very pleased to have with us a lumber of local officials,
officials of the State of Iowa, South Dakota; Nebraska, Minnesota
and also Members of Congress': Congressman Mayne, dongressman
Culver, of Iowa, Congressman Denholm and Congressman Abourezk,
South Dakota. The Members of this subcommittee, including the
Senator from Iowa, the ranking Republican member of the fW.1
committee Senator Jack Miller, the Senator from Alabama, 41fr.
Allen, the Senator from Oklahoma, Mr. Bellmon.

These are the members that are here. There are other nienibers
that. could not be with us todssx but we arc very pleased that we
have at least a representation cif, niembers of our subcorffiiktee.

Ladies and gentlemen. I have a very brief statement and then
we will proceed with our first witness, and we are honored today
to have as our first witness who will follow my statement the
distinguished Governor of the State of Iowa, Mr. Robert D. Ray.

We are very ple4sed, Governor, to be in your State and we
are here at the invitation, might I add, of your Senator, Senator
Miller, and also . of your other distinguished Senator, Senator
Hughes, who could not be with us today.

We are very pleased that the ranking minority member of this com-
mittee, the Senator from the State of Iowa, Senator Miller, is with us.
He promised us the greatest measure of hospitality and he certainly
has not misled us. He has been wonderful, warm, courteous, and
gracious.

We have had a fine morning visiting your excellent stockyard
.facilities here in Sioux City. We want, to thank Mayor Berger

(3575
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particularly for his graciousness and his helpfulness. We visited
the farm home of Loren Ifiinno. along with others farmer' in the
immedilte' vicinity. We met with representatives of the Extension
SerOce and a vocational education director and members of the
Future Farmers of America program.

At noon we were the guests and in company of the Sioux City
Chamber of Commerce alongs,with- the area mayors and county
supervisors and local officials.

The name of our subconunittee is as has been indicated, "rural
development.- but I hope that you would permit us to say that
it may 'be a little bit more than just that. We are talking about
the need for a rational growth policy. In other words, where are
the people of our great America going to live as it grows and
explInds in population? What national policies. if any, should we
design that might be helpful in making their choice as to where
to live?,

I am talking here abort wha.t I have called a' freedom of resi-
dence policy. Actually our People- are Ming pushed by economic
factor and other factors into the great metropolitan areas of our
country. until today we face wharf is comnionlv called the urban
cri§is.

Both the Democrats and lieptiblicans on this sabcommittee with-
out any regard to their partisanship want Americans to be given.
a real choice as to where they will liVe and not to be driven b.Y
factors beyond their control. Both city dwellers and -people in the
rural countryside are being denied the ba-ic right of where they
can live.

The Gallup Poll; a rensonabk measure of public opinion. shows'
that most 'people would like to live in what we call the rural areas
of America, the smaller towns. comntunities. -the size of. yes. of
the La Mars. of the Sioux Cities and other cities and communitks
in rural America. but they find that they cannot.

In all too many instances in sonic of our places there is not the
means to make it good living or jobs that pay a living wage. For
many of the breadwinner's in this country there are no real alter-
natives to migration, and so they, leave by the thousands. In fact.
over 20, million in the last 20 years have left the rural countryside
of America and have gone pushing into overcrowded efties. and
we are beginning to see the specter of the population hf our
country being on the shorelines of the great oceans. the Atlantic,
the Pacifi;', and the Gulf States and along the beaches and the
shorelines of the Great Lakes. Seventy percent of the people living
on 2 percent of the land.

To handle the new probkm that will come with more people over
the next 30 years it is said that we will have to'build the equivalent
of a new town of 10,000 every day. or to put it another way. we
will have to build every '40 days for the next 30 years a city of
the size of Portland, Oreg.every 40 days! That is a monntental
assignment.

Now, if our present hands-off. no-plan. no-policy approach con-
tinuesand that is what we stye had for the last 50 years. frank-
ly vast areas of rural Ameriet. may very well die..



Former Secrets of Agriculture. Mr. Freefnan, testified before
our subcomm last Thursday and he said that we could not
have cre a bigger mess if we had sat down at the drawing
boar and planned it. I must say that was a rather severe indict-

nt but that is what, he said.
I night mention at this point that our staff dii.ector for these

hearings is an Iowa boy from. Westfield, Jim Thornton, who was
the assistant to the former Secretary' of Agriculture, so maybe,
Jack, that may be a second ,reason why we got to.Sionx City so
early. ---

Our huge cities are vital hubs around-winch much of this Nation
thrives, but most of them realize-that they do not need to get
any bigger, and in fact most of the mayors of the great large
cities are now wondering how they can get outmigration from the
cities rather than iiimigration. so we need a balance, a sound
and well-planned social and economic balance between urban and
rural America.

They are already talking this way, for example, out in Colorado.
On Thursday of this past week Gov. John .Love told us of that
the days of pellmell, indiscriminate development and industrial
expansion for his State are over. Colorado is now being selective
in choosing its industrial immigration and it is no longer interested
in industry that wants to locate in the major population centers.

Our big city chambers of commerce used to measure progress in
their annual records ^by. the number of people who moved to the
big city. Now they are learning in many painful ways that growth
for its Own sake just is not that good. So we are not just talking
about rural. development, are we ?

It is true that two-thirds of our substandard housing is out in
rural America. It is true that much of our poverty and under-
employment are in our rural communities. And jt is true because
we have neglected the basics in rural America, things like adequate
telephone service, adequate borrowing availability, even such essen-
tial thingsas water and sewer facilities and all the rest.

Mighri caution you that to look over this beautiful countryside
in this area of our Nation is not necessarilx representative of the
whole countryside. This is an unusually gifted and blessed part
of this nation. We have influenced an unnatural growth in our
cities creating .what we call megalopsis situations. and we have
'created an unnatural'growth in the suburbs of those cities, creating
what one observer calls instead of slums. "slurbs."

In 1856 the steamboat O,n came to this place from St. Louis
carrying Sioux City's first store building. That boat was carrying
more, than a wooden building. Its cargo was .faith, faith in the

, nature in the future of the Sioux land by the pionees who built
here.

When Howard Baker and John McHugh and E. A. Burgess
built. the auditorium that now houses the studios of KCAH, they
bdilt to provide a higher quality of life for the people here and
that is the kind of thing we are talking about, not just the
.standard of living as the Governor of North Dakota put it to
us the other day., but also the duality of life, and we hope that
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through, regional, State, and national development and planning.
we can stop the situation in which Iowa and North Dakota and
other States now find themselves. My home State of Minnesota.
South. Dakota, Wyoming, Montana, many others, find themselYess
as exporters of college trained 'young men and women, trained in
their own States at public expense frequently, only to be exported
somewhere else because the young did not feel that there was a place
here for them.

But to do so we must have faith that it can be done and then
apply the kind of will to the task that was exemplified in the
Lewis and Clark expedition.

It may be that this is an emotionally troubled country. and I
guess today 'we have reason to believe, it iA in light of what
is ,going on in our Nation's Capital and other places, but this
problem of rural development is I think a tremendous challenge
and it is one that we can meet and we must meet, but we are. here
to find answers.

I do not think this is a country of quitters. I do not think we have
to take thing's just as they happen. And I do not believe that you
think so either.

The members of this subcommittee are reads' to help in any way
we can but more importantly, ,I must say that I think we need
your help, and I want to thank you for opening your minds and
your hearts and your Mmes to us.

Senator Miller. I know that you wanted to give us a word of
greeting and welcome and a statement and I yield to you.

Senator MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I could not possibly summarize what the subcommittee is all

about better than you have. I would just like to add this footnote,
that when you get into the subject of rural development, you are
getting into a many-faceted problem area, problems of housing.
credit, sewer and water facilities. land use, medical facilities, in-
dustrial growth, education, recreation, transportation, manpower
training, energy requirements, and what kind of a mix you have of
Federal. State, and local governmental financing.

Many people have heard about the revenue sharing bill for rural
development of which I am a sponsor, and there are many other
Senators who are sponsors of it. But that only touches a part of
the overall picture.

Now, I know that in looking over the witness list and the subject
matter to by covered; some of you may say, well. .you are not getting
into this deeply enough: You are not getting enough of a coverage.

I can assure you that Senator Humphrey and his staff will see
to it that these various facets of the subject of rural development
will be thoroughly and exhaustively covered by the time the field
hearings have been completed. After all, this is just the first of
12 jmearings, and in the nature of time, we oi.nnot, go into depth
on every facet at every stop that We make. But I think we have
a very fine kickoff here. Senator liumphrey; With the witnesses
that you have and with the subject matters that will be discussed.
And I want to 'publicly express my appreciation for your decision
to hold the first hearings here in Sioux qty and again tomorrow
up in South Dakota.

1 0
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Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you 'very much. Senator.
May I note for the record that the statements that have been

given to the committee staff and members of the committee today
by mayors. commissioners, supervisors. and other officials as well
as individuals, will be made a part of th official record. They
will be duly entered and noted.

Might I also note for the attention of the media and our _yieitors
here today that the representatives of the farm organizations
will also be called upon in other hearings to be listened to and
to be .interrogated and to seek their counsel and advice at some
length. We have great farm organizations,right here in this State,
Farm Bureau, the NFO. the National Farmers Union, your farm
cooperatives and many others. and all of them will be duly reported
and their witnesses will be asked to testify'and be heard. I mention
that because we today are trying to seek.out a little different kevel
of witness and interrogation art we might not be able to get
on another occasion or in Washington, and as Senator Miller has
said. we are g,oihg to have a large number of field hearings and
observations to learn from the people and then we are doing the
same thing in Washington where we can bring people in from
the national organizations' and from other parts of our country.

Our first witness is the distinguished Governor of this State and
we are very pleased to have him here with .us and we ask him to
come to the witness stand and to share his thoughts with us.

Governor Ray.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT D. RAY, GOVERNOR, STATE OF IOWA,
DES MOINES, 'IOWA

Governot RAY. Chairman Humphrey, Senator Miller, and Senator
Allen, first of ail. let me extend to you a'very warm and cordial
welcome to the State of Iowa. To you. Senator Miller, of course,
a welcome back home. We are pleased to have you with us today.
As a matter of fact, we are very happy that you have paid us
this visit and we hope it is a very pleasant and memorable ex-
perience and one that is very productive for the efforts that you
are making here to help solve a very serious problem in this country.

The. appearance today of your distinguished Subcommittee on
Rural Development following the visit of President Nixon and
membei's of'his Cabinq to Des Moines on March 1, has focused
the attention of the Nation on the needs and concerns of our
farmers and ruraPresidents in Iowa. This is something that has
long been needed and we are very pleased that you are here.

We appreciate the efforts of this subcommittee.
T appreciate your invitation to share with you my personal

concern for the future of our rural areas and to indicate to you
some of the steps we have taken in behalf of rural development
herein our State.

We, in the State of Iowa, have been blessed, and I think, Senator
Humphrey, you said it very wen. we have been gifted with a
great many advantages not ft:Ily shared by other regions in this
country.
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The problems of urban congestion, slums. p9Ilution, crime, and
social unrest that have reached critical levels n many States are
minimal in Iowa by comparison. We are f thee blessod by some
of the richest agricultural soil in .the W01* . Our Countryside pro-
ides us with fresh air. clean waters. tins. rpassed scenes of natural
beauty, and an inspiring sowie of serenity and tranquility. Iowa's
greatest asset, of course. is its people; they are well known to be
friendly. lione-st, and hardworking. In short. Iowa today is one of
the most desirable places in the United States to live and to raise
a family.

However. despite these many obvious advantages which Iowans
enjoy. we are not without our problems. One of the most serious
of these involves what I refer to. as qualitative outmigration: In
other words, our greatest resource for the future, the youth of
Iowa. is being drawn from the State by the lack of opportunities.
lack of job opportunities. in our rural areas.

As shown in table I in the attached appendix with the statement
that I think you have copies of. 90.400 to 14.6 .percent of Ioa's
young people now 20 or 3-1 years of age in 1970 have migrated
from the State.

Senator HUMPHREY. We will place the appendix to which you
refer into the record at this point.

(The appendix is as follows:)

TABLE I.OUTMIGRATION OF IOWANSYOUNG PEOPLE, 1960-701

Age
Number Percent of

Date Number outmivating outmlgrating

Group I:
10 to 14 1960 258, 8001
20 to 24_.. 1970 203, 7001

Group II:
15 to 24 1960 358, 3001
25 to 34_ . 1970 314, 8001

Combined (group I and II).
10 to 24,
20 to 34

1960 617,1001
1970 518,5001

47, 900

42, 400

90, 400

18.5

-11.8

-14.6

1 Source: Dr. Calvin Beale, USDA. Outmigration figures are based on 1950 60 survival ratios. April 1970.

TABLE II. RURAL-URBAN COMPOSITION OF IOWA POPULATION, 1970

91Vurce

State population. _
Urban
Rural

Places 1,000 to 2,500
Other rural

Number Percent

2.825,041
1, 616, 405 57. 2
1,207,971 42.8

203.322 7. 2
1, 004, 649 35. 6
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FIGURE I

NUMBER AND AVERAGE SIZE OF FARMS 1960-1970

Number 300
of Farms 280
(thousands) 260

240
Average Size 220

(Acres) 200
180

' 160
140
120
100

80
60
40
20
0

AverageeSize
(247 Acres)

Number of Farms *.

(139,000)

Source: Iowa Crop and Livestock Reporting. Service

FIGURE II

RURAL-URBAN COMPOSITION OF IOWA 1900-1970
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Governor RAY. The loss Iowa sustains when these well-educated,
highly-motivated, and talented individuals move to other States
that are able to capitalize on their abilities and tax their earnings
is great indeed. It is a compliment I might say to our young
people that they are in such demand.

This youth drain coupled with the fact that Iowa ranks second
only to Florida in the number of aged, 65 years of age and older,
places a great sivtin on the economic and leadership base of our,'
rural communitiO. Consequently, because young people have left
these small towns and rural areas and great numbers of older
people remain, the potential of these communities for rural develop-
ment also tends to decline at an increasing rate.

A major reason for the youth drain is the decline of employment
opportunities for young men and our young women in Agriculture.

To combat increasing operating costs farms have become larger
and more automated, thus reducing farm employment opportunities.

The number of farms in Iowa decreased by 32 percent during
the sixties while average farm size increased 30 percent as a result.

At the same time, agricultural employment decliried-by123 percent
between 1960-70 to an all-time low of 189,000 worker:h.

Employnient opportunitid for displaced agricultural workers
can seldom be found in our small rural communities. Most of
Iowa's communities are small and many of them are growing
smaller.

Currently 94 percent of Iowa's communities are less than 5,000
in population.

Small towns also cannot provide .enough jobs opportunities for
their own youth. Whenever small towns and rural counties in Iowa
lose their youth, their population obviously declines.

Iowa's counties losi 75 percent of other population between 1960
and 1970.

The outmigration of young people who marry and rear families
elsewhere affects our population growth. In terms of overall popu-
lation, the State as a whole grew at the rate of only 2.4 percent
from 1960 to 1970.

You might want to contrast our growth rate with other neigh -
bctring.Midwestern. States. They range from the figures. that appear
on page 4 of this statement, from Michigan, which had a 13.4 -
percent increase, and Wisconsin, 11.8 percent, down to where we
are. with 2.4' percent and South Dakota, which is a neighboring
State, had a minus 2 percent.

Percent

Michigan 13. 4
Wisconsin 11. 8
Minnesota 11. 5
Indiana 11. 4
Illinois 10. 2
Missouri 8. 3
Nebraska 5. 1
Iowa 2. 4
South Dakota 2. 1

One unfortunate consequence of the State population growth
rate has been the loss of one Iowa seat in the U.S. Congress.

1 '
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Let me make it clear at this point we are not looking for a
population explosion at all. We linderstand there is a great ad-
vantage in not having great hordes of people come into our State.
to live. but if we, do not move forward, we actually move backivard
because with the loss of our people on our farms.' it is absolutely
essential that we advance and that we provide new jobs and new
opportunities. This is the reason I :think some of the people that
will appear before you today will talk somewhat about some of
the, advancements we have made in the area of industrial deelop-
ment and business that has come .into our State on a balanced
growth basis, not really in our large areas, but in our rural areas
where we can call upon these people who want to stay on their
'farms, who want to live in rural areas, and as you pointed out,
Senator Humphrey, from the poll nit they cannot do so unlesb
they have, that opportunity.

I think Chad Wymer, the director of our development commis-
sion. will dwell somewhat at length upon some of the advancements
we hiive made in this area.
. But. in summary, let me say that the unusually high rates of

migration of young peoplecout of rural areas, plus the high number
of aged who remain, create a special situation of increasing concern
in Iowa. Unfortunately, this unique combination of factors fails
to show up in the statistics required by the Federal Government
to allow rural communities in Iowa to take advantage of Federal
public works programs. These public works programs were specifi-
cally created for the purpose of stimulating rural development.

For example. Iowa ranks 48th in the amount of assistance pro-
vided by the Public Works and Economic Development Act of
1965. It ranks 50th in the amount pf funds provided by the acceler-
ated Public Works Act of 1962.

I think it. is paradoxical that the more that young people migrate
from our rural areas, the less qualified the State of Iowa is to
participate in federally assisted rural development programs. It
tends to work something like this:

Federal rural development -programs are designed to assist only
those counties throughout this Nation with high levels of unemplo
ment and low per capita income.

Iowa's counties, however, do not have unusually high levels of
unemployment. because Iowans refuse to sit around and become
unemployment statistics; they leave when job opportunities are
not available to them.

And, because of thiseoutmigration of jobless and the combining
of eur farms into larger units. Iowa maintains 440,elatively high
per capita income.

Thus, Federal aid for much needed rival development is denied
Iowa, perhaps the Nation's No. 1 rural Farm Belt State.

The resultIowa is shortchanged.
The plight of Iowa's declining rural areas is finally being noticed

at the national level. As President Nixon stated in his Dural coma.
munity development revenue sharing message to the Congress of
the United States on March 10, 1971:

As well intentioned as past rural development efforts have been, strict fed-
eral eligibility rules haye often stood in the way of fair sharing of all federal
resources for rural development, or have made it difficult for states and 10-
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calities to do what they,must to attract industries and services. For instance,
many parts of the Midwest, which experienced some of the heaviest rural out-
migration in the Nation during the 1960s. still do not qualify for Economic
Development Administration Grants.

One can then see why President Nixon's overall revenue sharing
program has struck a responsive chord 'here in our state. This is
true of the President's $1.1 billion program for rural community
development as well as his general revenue sharing proposal. Rural
revenue sharing would eliminate the eligibility criteria which have
in the past disproportionately diverted lions of Federal tax
dollars paid by the people of Iowa for the ru al development needs
of other States.

Not only would rural revenue sharing ser -e to strengthen State
and local government in Iowa. but it would also dramatically
increase the financial capability of State government to deal "with
the problems of rural development. For example, we have estimated
that the Iowa share of the rural community development revenue
sharing program would annually exceed by 102.6 percent, or over
$14 million, the average amount we have been receiving since 1966
tinder various Federal categorical programs. These are the same
programs which are to 'be folded into the rural revenue sharing
package.

When President Nixon came to Des Moines recently he expressed
an opinion which I believe has considerable merit. At that time
he stated:

If the lessons of the past decades mean that as power has been -concen-
trated more and more in Washington, as decisions have increasingly been
made by remote control the special needs of our rural communities arid of
the great heartland of America more and more have either been neglected
or even gone unrecognized.

I want these decisions that affect rural America made by people who know
rural America And the people who know a place best are the people
who live' there . (Address to the Iowa General Assembly by President
Richard\ M. Nixon, March 1, 1971.)

We in Iowa are concerned, seriously concerned, about the future'
of our rural communities, our rural areas. and our great agricul-
tural industry. Federal rural develqpment programs are designed
to assist, only those counties throughout this Nation with high levels
of unemployment and low per capita income. We are a very basic
agricultural State, and we must rely upon this.

Our concern has led us to initial steps to make sure, that Iowa
State government participates effectively in the, important decisions
that lie ahead in the area of rural, community development.

Let,' me also at this point state that we have to recognize that
farm income is of vital concern to everybody in our State, not
just the farmers. although naturally it directly affects them. With-
out adequate farm income, of course. our-'whole State suffers, and
we know that particularly after what happened at the end of
last year when hog prices dropped and they dropped from $26 to
$15 or $14. You can best be assured that we were in trouble in
the State of Iowa. And we all are affected by that, government
alike.

On February 5, 1971. I issued an executive order creating a
program and council for rural community development. This pro-

63-582 0-71pt: 3-2
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gram is aimed at enhancing the qua]. y of life for present and
for future generations of Iowans livin in rural areas and com-
munities.

I am personally serving as chairman of this council which is
composed of the chief administrative officers of eight State agencies.
These agencies include Iowa Department of Agriculture, the Office
for Planning and Programing, the Iowa Development Commission,
the State Office of conomic Opportunity, Iowa Conservation Com-
mission, the Soil ervation Committee, the Cooperative Ex-
tension Service of Iowa State University, and the. Department of
Health. In addition, our Employment 'Security Commission and
Departments of Social Services and Education will be sitting with
these other agencies on the council.

This rural policy council approach is consistent I think with
the President's Task Force on Rural Development which recom-
mended, and again I would like to quote:

Each State government should be encouraged to establish a top-level rural
development council in the State executive branch, name a State coordinator
of rural development and designate a department, agency or organization
within the state to have primary responsibility for coordinating State gov-
ernmental activity for rural development in the State.

One of the first of its kind in the Nation, the rural policy
council has been given the responsibility of improving rural Iowa's
interagency coordination at all levels of government and to facilitate
more unified and immediate responses to the needs of rural Iowa.

Some of the major areas of inquiry and coordination with which
we will be dealing include: Agriculture and farm income, employ-
ment opportunities, local government capabilities, availability of
transportation services, delivery of education, manpower, law en-
forcement, health and social services, decent housing. and a suitable
living environment, many if not all, Jack, of the items that you
mentioned just a few moments ago.

Although the rural policy council has been in existence only a
short time, we now have the vehicle to coordinate existing or future
program's as necessary to bring about sound rural community de-'
velopment.

Let me in closing just say that we can state I think categorically
that if rural development will work anywhere, it will work in
Iowa. The building blocks of potential development ,are already
in place and the task now is for us to put them together.

Thank you very much.
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you very much, Governor. Thank you

for a thoughtful statement and particularly for the enlightenment
that you have given about your own rural development council
and the authority that it will exercise.

Do I judge from your commentary that you favor the special
revenue sharing, as distingiushed from the general revenue-sharing
proposal of the President, of the administration.?

Governor RAT. We think that it could be very helpful to us.
We are not advocating that we eliminate programs We do not
know how it would really fit well into the State's structure, but we
believe with more flexibility and with more latitude that we could
do much more than we presently are not able to do.
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I would not want to leave the impression that I do not think
that general revenue sharing would indeed be helpful to us also.
The $5 billion that are being talked about would allow us about
$75 million. Well, that means, of course, more th'in a cent sales
tax increase, and at the time when we are pinched financially as I
am sure other States also are, this could be a lifesaver for us. But
I do believe that even with the money that we are presently
getting, if we had more fieZitillity, Senator, I think we could do
a much better job.

Senator HUMPHREY. Your point is the flexibility that you would
receive in the pooling, and what you might call block grants

Governor RAY. Right.
Senator HUMPHREY (continuing). From categorical grants would

be helpful to you?
Governor Rai. Yes, sir.
Senator Htratratarr. Without drawing judgments on this and to

set aside general .revenue sharing, which involves entirely new
money ,$5 billion not presently a part of any program and get-
ting into special revenue sharing for rural development, I find
that the new money over and above last year's appropriations, that
is, fiscal 1971 appropriations, will be approximately $58 million.
In other words, the $1,100 million special revenue sharing for rural
development; proposed by the President compares to $1,042 million
of appropriated funds for 1971.

Now, all the appropriated funds have not been used or released,
but that was the amount that was made available. Therefore,
there is $56 million of new money to be used.

Is it your view that you would be able, in cooperation with your
legislature, to follow through on most of the programs that are
presently operative or do you feel that there are present programs
under the categorical grants, that you would drop? Or do you
feel that there are some that you would give more emphasis than
others?

Do you have a kind of a plan in mind, Governor? If these funds
were made available, and, we drop the restrictions, we gi4e you
the flexibility, with no stripgs tied, and you were to get your
share of the $1,100 million for the State of Iowa, would you have
in mind a program- that you think might be more desirable than
you presently have?

Governor RAT._ Yes, Senator, let me respond to that by saying
we are very reluctant to map out a complete plan or program; not
knowing yet what Congress will do, but may I give you an example
of how I think with some flexibility we could put the emphasis
where it is most needed.

Presently our Iowa Legislature is working on passing a con-
servancy bill, a bill that would require the saving and conservation
of our soil. Soil is indeed valuable to us in the State of Iowa, as
you well know, but it is also one of the greatest pollutants for it
washes away and into the streams and, of course, creates many
problems with the water and with the fish and with the chemicals
that are washed out with the soil, and at the same time we lose
topsoil. So this conservancy bill, would require conservation mess-
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ures and methods to be employed so we would not lose that soil.
Butokour farmers have indeed a problem, because it is not like

most businesses where you can add certain controls against pol-
lution and then pass along that to the consumer. Our farmers
cannot do that because of the price squeeze that they are constantly
caught up in.

So if we had additional funds we would be able to help those
farmers. We would help them /finatice the very measures they want
to take but alone cannot and the bill provides presently they will
not be forced into any kind of a measure without at least 75 percent
funding outside and away from them individually.

Here is a place we believe where we should place emphasis if
we had the funds and if we had the flexibility to use those funds
we think we would do an excellent job of conserving that which
is, of course, of importance to us in the State of Iowa.

Senator HUMPiREY. Governor, that is very helpful, to me and
I think members of the subcommittee.

I also thought your description of the formula that is used for..
federal rural development programs designed to assist only those
counties throughout this Nation of high levels of,--imeinployment
and low per capita income is pertinent..yrffl----r6mly have to have
conditions of misery in order to qualify for opportunities.

Governor RAY. Right.
Senator HUMPHREY. And what you are saying is that your people,

if they find no jobs, they leave and that, of course, does not leave
you with a high level of unemployment? It merely means that the
unemployment was exported but it did not contribute to your quali-
fying for federal assistance to develop new .industries and to develop
new community facilities?

Governdr RAY. You are obviously very alert and I appreciate
that very much..,

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you. You are the one that is alert.
[Laughter.]

Governor RAY. The example that I might give you is with the
EDA programs. We have two places in our State presently that
are receiving any funds and I understand there might be a third
one coming along. But one was really grandfatheredlin and the
other one was one where we finally receivedsome assistance only
after a business closed down and we had this great amount of
unemployment.

I often think that if governments could just anticipate a little bit
because if we know we are going to have this kind of a hardship,
if we just knew in advance and had the resources available that
we could prevent it, instead of having to wait, knowing it is
coming and then try to remedy it.

So we only have Maquoketa and Albia that have any assistance
at all. I might add in Maquoketa today it is being very helpful
and is working, but it would have worked much better if we just
had it before the disaster struck us.

Senator' HUMPHREY. It's like preventive medicine. Someone once
said we do not have health insurance. We have sick insurance.
You have to get sick before you get the benefits. Under our Fed-'
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era] rural development programs you have to get pretty miserable
before anybody decides to tape notice of you.

Governor RAT. That is right.
Senator HUMPHREY. I join you in the battle against misery.

,Senator Miller?
Senator MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Governor, I would observe what I think you know and that is

that the special revenue sharing program for rural development
does have a formula approach in which one of Ube factors for the
first time in a Federal program is the to of population in a
rural area over the last 10 years. It is an approach that I advocated
in connection with the old depressed areas legislation back about
1963; I am sorry it was not adopted but it is the right approach.
It is the preventive approach. But as a result of that factor being
in the formula for special revenue sharing for rural development,
Iowa will come out with better than its average share, which it
should, because we have lost more than the average around the
country in rural population over the last 10 years.

However, I must say this, that when it comes to misery, we
have plenty of misery in the rural areas, and I remember about
3 years ago, Senator Humphrey. when Secretary' Freeman empha-
sized before our Joint Economic Committee that when it came to
0E0 funds, the major metropolitan areas were getting about two-
thirds or more of the funds and yet just about half of the poor
live in rural America.

This is a point which I am pleased to say has been recognized
by the administration and there is an effort being made to give a
better balance to these povettv_programs as. between the rural and
the urban areas.

I doubt if you would be here today, Governor Ray, were it not
for the fact that like all the 50 Governors, there is a deep need
for money...

If we were not in a position to suggest that there would be some
Federal money coming out, you probably would not be here nor
do I think we would have very much testimony from the Governors.
The fact is that our States are strapped when it comes to raising
more revemie and that is the reason for the revenue-sharing concept.

Now, it looks to me' like this ural policy council is ready to go
once you get the money. And I commend you for this kind of an
organization. I 'think that if we can work out an arrangement
whereby the Federal Government will get a little more money
out to the State and local areas. they will be organized, ready,
willing and able to do. a very good job of allocating that money
where it is needed most according to their respective priorities.
. But we are not trying to shift all of the bureaucracy out of
Washington. D.C. I think 'the last figure I saw was that about over
$30 billion of money is coming out 'from Washington to the States
in a revenue sharing way. They do not call it that. they call it
Federal aid of various kinds, and the proposal that I happen to
have sponsored is just a part of an $11.1 billion package.

In effect we are saying we need a better balance in administering
and controlling priority allocations of moneys. Leave about two-
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thirds of it down there in 'Washington, transfer one-third out here
to the States and local areas of governm,mt and we will have a
better

But it appears to me that if we can get a better share coming out
to the State of Iowa, that vou are ready to work with it?

Governor RAY. Well, I ce lv think so, Senator, and what we
have attempted to do is n just appoint more people with more
committees for more expens and for duplicating efforts. We have
tried to take the people that already working in the respective
areas and putting them together. We then feel we can have a
concerted effort in one direction.

For instance. you mentioned 0E0. They now are involved in
industrial development. We have an excellent development com-
mission which can point with some real pride to some excellent
developments in our State, in rural areas, but you see, if you are
not careful you are going to bang heads with each other.

If we can get these people together, and this was our aim, we
can then coordinate efforts so that we do not duplicate and do
not make a lot of wasted motion and waste a lot of extra dollars.

Senator HUMPHREY. You are the best witness I have heard for
revenue sharing so far. I want to compliment you.

Governor RAT. Thank you.
Senator HUMPHREY. Senator Allen?

-Senator ALLE).Z. I want, too, to commend' you -In your very fine
'presentation and your testimony. I was delighted to hear you say
that you want to be sure that the Iowa State government partici-
pates effectively in the decisions regarding rural development. And
certainly you would feel that as regards the Governmel ector, this
is not just. a problem of Federal Government but it brings in the
State and local governments as well and will take, cooperation on
the part of governments at all levels, will it not ?

Governor RAT. No question about it. I think that is a must.
And

Senator ALLEN. Yes.
Governor RAY (continuing). Without, it is going to fail.
Many times we are forced to contribute money or raise money

for matching funds and I know it must seem like just a mere
pittance when we have to raise, say, $600.000 to het $14 million crime
commission money. It. mtist seem like a very little in Washington,
but $600,000 is an awful" lot of money in the State of Iowa, and
it is very very difficult. We naturally cannot .,pass up $14 million.
but just that little bit is enough to literally break us.

Senator ALLEN. You want to be in on the decisionmaking as to
how these funds are going to be spent, do you not ?

Governor RAT. And it can work very well. Let me give you an
example, if I may, and I know you have got a time schedule
to meet here, but a couple of years ago we ran into some flood
problems, very serious ones. We found, however, that when Public
Law 99 went into effect where the Corps of Engineers could
ticipate the. problem and build levees ahead of time, knowing
where the floods were going to be, we are able to save millions of
dollars of property, both government and privately owned property.

Now, how much smarter that was to spend about $2 million to
save $50 million than what has happened in the past where you
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Would wait until the floods came and you would destroy property
and, worse than that, we talk about misery, people who are driven
out of their homes by floods really suffer in wallowing misery,
and we had 'prevented that before but that is what happened and
then we would come back in and spend millions- of dollars to try
to reconstruct and make everybody happy.

It is that kind of planning with the Federal Government, the
State go-ernment, local government and individuals that can make
government live and really be responsible.

Senator ALLEN. That is mighty fine. Now, in a rural area neces-
sity agriculture has to be the mainstay and the foundation of the
area and, therefore, you must build on a healthy agricultural

ieconomy if the area is to prosper. Is that not correct ?
Governor RAY. That is absolutely correct in the State of Iowa,

I can assure you.
Senator ALLEN. Yet, in those rural areas in addition to a healthy

agricultural economy we need a better balance between agriculture
and industry. Arid can youwould you care to comment on the
value that one small sound industry would have on a rural com-
munity in Iowa?

Governor RAY. Yes. I can give yon several examples. Let me
just take one that I think fits us very well. It is one that I worked
on personally and I have some pride in, I guess, but the kitchens
of Sarah Lee, a Deerfield, Ill., Corporation, has a new plant in
New Hampton, Iowa, population 3,400. They employ about 300
people, or will have soon. This is an excellent company, well
founded. It is stable. It is a growth industry, and nicer people you
could not find to come into our State as good citizens.

They came in and are putting to work our people, not people
from Illinois or some other State, but our people.

Now, that means the people from at least a radius of 50 miles
around New Hampton who want to lave in rural America, who
want to stay here in the State of Iowa to live, have something
invested in it, can now supplement their income and they can go
to that factory and they can still maintain their small farms.

We wish they did not have to have any supplemental income
but we know that all of these people are not going to be able to
stay on their farms because of the necessity for 'much larger ones.
But this is the kind of company we are looking for in rural Iowa.

Now, in addition tO. providing the jobs and the opportunities
they also are going to be using Iowa products. They use Grade A.
butter, eggs, milk, and flour, the very commodities that we produce
in abundance here in our State. So it is a n. tural and it works
so well.

Now, that is the kind of industry that we are attracting into our
State. They are not pollutant companies. If they haVe any desire
to pollute or think they can, we are not interested in them.,

I think Senator Humphrey mentioned one of John Love's remarks
in this regard. "We have an opportunity in Iowa to plan. We have
an opportunity to make sure that the companies that come into
our State are the type that we are talking about."

Senator ALLEN. So decentralization eventually then would help
rural America?

Governor RAY. Yes, sir.
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Senator ALIEN. All over the Nation?
Governor. RAY. Very' much, and of course, .Kit keeps the small

communities around, the towns alive. It means new retail merchants,
it-means the people locally get the discounts because of a larger
volume of buying. It means that everybody can have services and
cultural items that they otherwise would be denied.

Senator ALLEN. Thank you very much.
Senator T-Iummuun-. Senator Bellmon?
Senator' BELLMON. Thank vou. Mr. Chairman.
I would lik- to congratulate Governor Ray on his statement.

His statements sort of reaffirm my faith in State government and
I am glad we have such a fine witness to help kickoff these
hearings.

I want to ask first a sort of facetious question. -Everywhere we
have gonewe have heard about the low price of hogs. Do fou
think revenue sharing would help raise hog prices?

Governor RAY. I do not know how I could be more emphatic
but if it will help our crisis. 1 will add a little more emphasis.

Senator BELLMON. Governor, I understand you have a time
schedule, so I will try to be short.

In Washington we often have questions raised as to whether
or not State and local governments could wisely use these revenue
funds and also whether or not the interests of rural people would
be given proper consideration. Do you have an opinion as to
whether or not your legislature would handle this money wisely?

Governor RAY. Well, I think that unquestionably the people in
our State. and T think it is undoubtedly true in other States, do
have a feel for the problems. They might not always solve them
and there are many reasons why they cannot solve them because
they have diverse and different problems locally in their own
communities. But when it comes to revenne, when the government
does not have sufficient funds it means also the people that they
are taking from in the way of taxes do not have enough. funds
either, and as we have, seen vlien, we have gone through the sluggish
economic year of last year people who do have money quit spending
the money and we had a drop in revenue in our State because of
unemployment, because of the strikes, because of the hog prices,
and., consequently we also had a drop in sales income. And that
means that the very time that government was pinched, we had
less revenue.

At the same time people had unemployment, fewer jobs, and
many were earning .less money. So they. too, were pinched.

Now, what happens? When this all comes together we really. do
not have places to go for funds. It is not that we do not need4
them. We still have to maintain quality education. We still have
to provide some health services which incidentally are a problem
in our State because of, nit having a sufficient number of doctors
and not having them distributed in the right places.

We have these problems and we have to help solve through
financial help, but if we had the revenue sharing, to answer your
question very specifically. I tun convinced that the people in the
State and State government and local government do know %what
these problems are; They do know they are severe enough that they
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need additional funds. They cannot continue to go back to the
taxpayer and say you have got to pay more so that we can provide
those services.

If that revenue would come to us so that we had some flexibility -

and could use it wisely, I think you would see in almost all cases
it would be used wisely.

Senator Br.4.1.moN. Thank you, Governor. Also, I was very much
impressed Tfy your initiative in creating a Council for Rural Com-
munity Development. As I understand it. this is largely a co-
ordinating effort to be sure that the different agencies involved are
zeroing in on the problem of rural development. But I would like
to ask you this.

Do you know how any offices of the Department of Agriculture
operate in the State of Iowa?

Governor RAY. No. I do not. Could you. give me an idea?
Senator BELLmoN. There are 95 counties. I understand, at least

fourFarmers. Home. Soil Conservation. Extension Service, and
CP. So that is something like four hundred officers.

Do you know. of any efforts being made to coordinate the work
of these officers toward rural development ?

Governor RAY. No. I think it will help to have a more centralized
locati6n in Kansas City. At least when we have major problems, we
know that there is one place now that we can go.

I would tell you this. though. and this is in regard to our own
Rural Development Council. We are inviting some of these people
in. Senator, so that they can become acquainted with car council
and likewise we can become acquainted with them and their services.
We had Nate Rubin in just a short time ago. Iam sorry. Robert
Pimin in, with FHA, and he described what he was able to do
and what his program was so that our people became thoroughly
acquainted with this, and I think this will be somewhat helpful
to us.

Senator BELLMON. But at the moment is there any effort made
by the Federal agencies to coordinate. all the efforts of these
agencies in rural development?

Governor RAY. I am not familiar with it if there is.
Senator BF:LIMON. I am not 'familiar with -it either. I am' nofr:

sure how much ywi have.
I do not want to keep you any longer but could you give us

a little more elaboration about how the Council for Rural Com-
munity Development is operating? You have been in the business
now since February. I know you'-hav'e not had too much experience
in it.

Governor RAy. Yes. Well, we started out by having regular
meetings that T am kind of reluctant to even say. I tend to think
in Government people measure your effectiveness by how many
meetings you have and frankly I Think that is prnbably the worst
criterion we could use. But the important thing is that we ore
now beginning to understand and relate, one program to another.

mentioned one a moment ago where two different groups were
working in one area at one time trying to develop that area.
They had ft contact. The contact was lost because of not being
coordinated and.this is the type of thing already we are beginning

r- ,
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to see a mai coorApated effort We find that this is possible. that
our social serviciOlepartment can help in many aeas whece we
have field peoplelout here in rural parts of our S'

Now. we did not include them originally but they ni employment
security came to us and said we should be also included. So now
we are finding that there are areas that would like to be plugged
into what others am.doing. like our development commission and
0 1;Q. and so we are now beginning. to have a real rapport and
they are going out working on a special problem together.

Transportation is one where now we are beginning to have sonic
flow of information 'iack and forth between these agencies who
See a need like 0111' development commission who sees a need that
you have got to have transportation or this,community cannot have
an industry that is interested in that particular locality. So we
are getting I think a very good understanding of what each
department has to do and instead of starting; a new department
or agency. NY'e merely now look to the one that exists. That is where
we are at present.

Senator lirt.r.mo. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Senator Ift-mmitiFY. Governor. just one thing. T think it would

be helpfid sometime if we do gett,for the record some data in connec-
tion With the special revenue sharing program and the programs that
will Is' consolidated MAN' it, and the matching funds that are re-
quied at the State or local

Now. the *1.1 billion spacial revenue sharing proposal does not
require matching funds. 'My question is. No. 1. could yon provide
us with what Iowa puts up in matching funds? This does not need
to he don,. 110W. Governor. but at a later time. And my other
question is would there be the same incentive if you just received
special revenue sharing funds with no requirements of matching
funds on the part of the State ? Would there be any incentive for
the Star,. legislature and for State authorities to put up the amount
that (ley are presently putting up to insure the impact or to
increase the impact of the present crtegorical grants?

Governor RAY. I think you ask a good question and I would be
less than limiest if I said I thought that they would put this
money up. I dare say that they find other uses for the
money and we perhaps would lose that input. I think that is a
matter of consideration certainly.

Senator Ili-mmitir-v. I think we need to look into this one. I do
not have any answer to it myself and I am not opposed to these
programs. I have said to my colleagues here that I am very
open minded. and I want to say that I support general revenue
sharing very strongly.

The second thing I would like to observe is in reference to
coordination. Although I commend you on your rural development
council. it has always appeared to me that we must have at our
regional offices. such as Kansas City. or Chicago. or wherever it is,
a special representative of the President who is in charge of other
regional directors. In other words. some sort of overall boss so
to speak.

We have ambassadors in every country that are responsible for all
United States prpg rams in France. namely the U.S. Ambassador
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to France. He is the man responsible for coordination and for
direction i you need to get an extra opinion. We have a council
of 'equals in these regional offices. When I was Vice President I
found that out. I discovered that when I went around to regional
offices that it was hard to find out who was in charge. Everybody
considered himself like a member of the 'U.N. with special sover-
eignty rather than considering themselves to be a part of total
government. One of my ideas was t to establish a system of
special Presidential representative egional administrative spokes-
man for the executive branch o e Government. If, you2 Governor
Ray, had a problem of an a cy and could not get it ironed out,

'ild go to Mr. X a ask him to please knock some heads
tok',!ri,_r so youcould your job done. Right now they don't
even, to use Senator o e's words "even march together." I think
we ought to take cook at that.

Governor R Senator, you sound like a governor.
Senator HREY. I have never been one. It may be a frustration

on m rt. [Laughter.]
n you very much, Governor.

Governor RAY. Thank you very much. I appreciate the oppor-
tunity.

Senator HUMPTIRET. Next 'we have Mayor Davis.
Mr. Davis. we greatly appreciate your- presence and we know we

also will be hearing from representatives of one of your local
development groups.

I believe that we will hear from Mr. Elmer Vermeer following
Mr. Davis..

Will you both just proceed.
Before the Governor leaves, may I say we will incorporate the

tables of his testimony in the appendix of the record.
Governor Rte. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SeNiator 11r3IPITREY. Arid now 'Mr. Davis and ,Mr. Vermeer.

STATEMENTS OF MERLE E. DAVIS, MAYOR, MAPLETON, IOWA, AND
PRESIDENT, NORTHWEST IOWA MAYORS ASSOCIATION AND -

ELMER H. VERMEER. DIRECTOR; LOW-RENT HOUSING PROJECT,
NEW HOMESTEAD, SIOUX CENTER, IOWA

MI'. DAVIS. The Northwest Iowa Mayors Association has a mem-
bership of approximately 125 cities and towns in northwest Iowa in
the heart of rural America.

Far too long, it has been easy to regard rural America as of
lesser importance in our country while we were- concentrating on
developing larger factories, larger apartment houses, more. trans-
portation facilities, taller buildings, and everything which went
with heroic materialism in our larR cities. And we who have lived
in rural America all our lives must accept some of the responsibility
for this lack .of attention by the Nation so far as the importaKe
of the rural areas was concerned. Because; strange as it may seem
to us now, we Went right along with the 'common feeling that a
shack hei.e and there in the country, in addition to the dirt streets
in front of our homes, were simply all that we could expect because,
after all. we were only America's farmers.
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But during the past 'few decades, our predecessors provided
excellent educational institutions, and modern technology provided
the same means of communication for rural America as the metro-
politan areas enjoyed; we have been waking up to the fact that
living in rural America is suburban living at its best, provided
we were given the opportunity to share in the wealth o the land
as well. Ansi so while agriculture-still suffers from. a ve,-y unfair
turn of the dollar bill, we, have none, the less wound up with
reasonably clean air, rivers that are not polluted as badly as the
rivers accommodating the mass populations. and at least a major
portion of our landscape is covered with growing things rather than
concrete or asphalt paving.

And so it is that by accident rather than by plan, that we wind
up on the garden spot of our Nation. Unfortunately, our economic
base is not such as will provide the necessary funds -to benefit by
and preserve the heritage we. have.

_ In the last arcade, many Federal programs have been developed
'which can help rural America continue in orderly development.
We look for a development so that we can share with our city
neighbors, hopefully, to relieve the, mass congestion that exists
in the urban neighborhoods, and furthermore, to provide a clean,
healthy and happy environment for family living for the future
generations of this great land.

The programs developed during the past years, although not
always adequately funded, have provided the start for rural de-
velopment that is so essential. Most Federal funds requiring match-
ing funds have ,been generous enough to provide facilities and
programs on the local level without an overburdening requirement
of local funds. And at the same, time, the local participation de-
mands the responsibility on the local level to create a sense of
pride in the program. Outright giveaways by the Federal Govern-
ment would elo little more than .provide the vehicle. for the continu-
ation of inadequate services by the replacement of local taxing
programs.

We believe there should be incentives, we would know of no
better incentives than a matching-fund program for priorities
established by local citizens who are willing to share in the funding.
So, in that respect, we say. keep up the good work, strengthen
the programs, and let us insist on proper funding of the programs
already in existence.

One of the finest programs to serve our rural area has been that
of low-rent housing. It serves to hold the elderly near to families,
churches, and social organizations where they_have spent their lives.
As part of my presentation on behalf of rural municipalities, may
I yield a few minutes of my time to Mr. Elmer Ii..Vermeer,
director of the low-rent housing project at Sioux Center, Iowa, and
after which I will conclude my 'remarks.

Senator HUMPHREY, Mr.' Vermeer, we will hear from you now,
and speak right up.

Mr. VERMEER. Thank you, Senator.
My name is Elmer H. Vermeer, director of the low-rent housing

project, New Homestead, at S;oux Center, Iowa. Our community
is most appreciative of the committee's interest and concerns in
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rural America, and I appreciate Mayor Davis sharing a few
minutes of time with me.

The city of Sioux Center, Iowa, has a population of 3,450, and
is one of the major agricultural service centers in Sioux County.
A majority of the -citizens in Sion fN Center are of Dutch descent,
and many of our farmers in the Sioux Center trade territory are
farming land which was homesteaded by their families about a
hundred years ago.

Many years ago small rural communities served primarily as
a trade center for foods, textiles, and implement needs. Further-
more, years ago the "community" was considered as those people
living within the incorporated limits of a town, and those living
outside those limits were considered farmer customers. Today,
however, these lines have disappeared, and whether we live inside
of the city limits or outside, our interests are in common, seeking
good living qualities for all of our citizens both urban and rural.
So even while the main street business section still serves impor-
tantly in the distribution of food, clothing, and farming require-
ments, the function of the trade community is much more than
trade.

The country school house has left the scene, many rural churches
no longer exist, and the rural town is now the center of activity
for the entire trade area. So it becomes necessary that the rnrak
town provide the necessary facilities and functions Tor comfortable."'
and healthy living. .

The low density of population as compared with dollar costs
for community facilities means that many small communities find
themselves in a financial bind to provide these needs and facilities
so essential to provide a quality of living to ;keep our people
in the rural area, and to avoid further piling up of population
in the metropolitan -centers.

My own particular work has been that of serving file Ilder
citizens in our community. and the low-rent housing project has
done this most efficiently. It should be pointed out that bcause
a low-rent housing p;:ject serves our elderly friends, that the
Federal funds involved have a particular efficiency in the turnover
of occupancy. After serving the Golden Years, the facilities are
available for a continuing group of occupants. I wish to bear per-
sonal testimony as to the tremendous efficiency of the low-rent
housing program, and in addition. the tremendous blessing of
happiness and security which it has brought to our elderly loved
ones with limited income. They have been happy, and the program
serves to keep elderly people near their home roots of families.
churches. and social institutions.

But in a very widest sense, the small rural community lacks the .

capital to provide facilities for its people. and I therefore join in
the request in the principle that the programs of matching funds
and categorical grants have taught our people to accept the responsi-
bility to share in the capital outlay, and to utilize the capital sharing
available `from State and Federal programs.

In addition to a beautiful low-rent housing facility:' our fine
hospital, recreational, and other facilities in .which there have been
Federal grants have made a tremendous contribution to living
qualities for all page groups in rural America.

2.1
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It is absoltily essential that Federal and State programs be
updated to meet continuing needs and demands, so that the rural
communities, and larger population centers can finance the needed
facilities to assure a continued orderly development of communities.
We hope that this committee will concentrate on the continuation
of Federal matching-fund programs, as well as to look into every
possible expansion of existing programs to encourage continued
community growth.

Senator HUMPHREY. Go right ahead, Mr. Davis. You have more
to your statement.

Mr. Davis. Thank you, Mr. Vermeer.
Doubtless, there are son programs which can be i4oved in

their organization. Perhaps in some instances, bureaucracy has been
the case of frustration on the local level. Again, if we are alert
to otiK own responsibilities and needs, we believe we can compete
and cope with some of this administrative machinery, and to thee
extent that is necessary, the Congr4s can correct some of the
faults'and problems.

Of course, we respectfully invite your attention to every program
to do what is necessary to make all programs' more workable.
On the other hand, for us to lament about red tape is only to
say, "we are not capable of participation in a sophisticated
program."

We recognize fully that while it may require reams of paperwork
in some programs, we also recognize that without very careful
control the program can become nothing more than the Federal
trough for whatever give-away may be available, and thereby
precipitate a breakdown in the program. So we are willing to work
with and cut through the red tape, and we plead with you to
continue and expand the program so essential to rural America.

The proposals as to revere u? sharing sound most tempting, but
we fear that a routine return of revenue to local communities
could very well serve to reduce local effort and destroy local
incentive. This is not to say that municipalities large ana small
would not welcome the supplemental revenues. In fact, there is
desperate need for these revenues, but in our opinion Federal match-
ing funds have provided goals for communities which again and
again have stimulated communities to greater effort. As a general
principle, we believe that Federal participation and partnership
has served to encourage the very best of our community effort.

With proper programing on the Federal level, rural America
holds the key to real glimmer of hope in erasing much of the
abuse we have caused in. the ill-manageduse-of our natural re-
sources. Some of our greatest resources are to be found in
munity efforts to utilize the intelligence and physical integrity of
our people in redeveloping and properly managing our American
heritage so that all people of this great land may enjoy a healthy,
happy and fruitful life in serving God and our fellow man.

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you very much, Mr. Dkvis. I gather
from your statement and from the statement of your associate, Mr.
Vermeer, that you feel that the categorical grants that require
matching assistance and matching cooperation by local governments
and States is desirable, that those programs are desirable?

30
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,Mr. DAVIS. Yes, we enjoy the programs.
Senator HUMPHREY. Are you concerned that by pooling or by

special revenue sharing, where you abolish the categorial grants
and put it all in one lump, so to speak, that you would lose some
of the initiative and involvement at the local level resulting from
matching funds? In other words. the present program may provide
70 percent Federal funds if you could raise 30 percent local funds.
Under special revenue sharing the Federal Government would pro-
vide the State with 70 percent with no requirement for local or
State matching funds. Is it your judgment that the 30 percent
normally contributed or matched locally would not be raised?

Mr. DAVIS. I am not real sure that I understand your question,
Mr. Senator.

Senator HUMPHREY. Let me just make it simple. The Federal
Government gives you $100,000 if you can raise $30,000 umier the
present program for some particular project. Under special revenue
sharing you'wyuld just get the $100,000, but with no requirement
AIM you raise $30,000. Do you think you would raise the $30,000
If there was not the requirement?

Mr. DAVIS. I am not sure at I n answer that.
Senator HUMPHREY. We , at do you think?
Mr. DAVIS. I think we coul , yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. That is what I was wondering because in

your statement you indicated that you were worried a little bit. You
said the local' participation demands the responsibility on the local
level to create a sense of 'pride in the program. Outright giveaways
by the-Federal Government could do little more than provide the
vehicle for continuation of inadequate services by the replacement
of local taxing programs.

I had a feeling that there was some doubt in your mind. I do
not say a certainty, but some doubt as to whether or not there
would be the equal initiative on the part of the State and local
'governments.

Mr. DAVIS. We feel that these funds would be properly spent if
local governments would match these programs. If they receive a
large amount of money, they may just go out and just waste it,
throw it away, and if they participate in it, some of their money
goes into it, they are going to be careful about what they do.

Senator HUMPHREY. So what von are saying, Mr. Davis, is that
by 'having matching requirements, you get more responsibility in
the use of the funds that are made available?

Mr. DAVIS. Correct.
Senator HUMPHREY. That is,your point of view ?
Mr. DAVIS. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. Senator Miller?
Senator MILLER. Just a comment. I do not want to get too &In-

fused over what is general revenue sharing and what is special
revenue sharing. But this general revenue sharing of $5 billion
which Governor Ray referred to which would mean about $75
million for Iowa, and would be more than our normal share because
of the factors that are involved, has a factor that ought to appeal
to mayors and that factor is State and local tax effort.
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Now, this is why some States do not like it, because there is a
three-factor formula population, per capita net income, and State
and local tax effort.

I know one State whose. Governor appeared before us is a State
very high up on population, very high up on per capita income,
and way down low on State and local tax effort. So they are not
going to get as good a share of that $5 billion as, for example,
Iowa, because we have a relatively high State and local tax.

S ne of the funds in turn are parceled out through the munici-
palities. It would seem to me that that would appeal to you because
the money would come directly to you .and then you could decide
what you want to use it for.

As it is now, when you get a categorical aid project, and you
have to put up the matching funds, you are pretty well restricted
as to what choice you have.

Under the general revenue sharing approach, you can decide
whether you need some sewer money or some water money or
maybe some electric energy money or housing money, and you set
your own priorities, which is what I would think you would want
to do. Furthermore, since State and local tax effort is a measure-
ment there, I think you would watch the way you spent that pretty
carefully.

I would like to suggest to you that we can have what you are
advocating and still have this revenue sharing principle but I think
it should be on a very important basis which is what you under-
scored. It should be done on a basis that is going to let the money
be spent where it needs to be spent and not just on superficial or
marginal type projects.

I am sure that is what Mr. Vermeer has in mind.
Mr. VERMEER. Yes.
Senator MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HUMPHREY. Senator Bellmon?
Senator BELLMON. No questions.
Senator HUMPHREY. I want to tharA you very much, gentlemen,

for your testimony, and I would suggest at this point in the record
in light of the fact that we have heard from the housing director
of Sioux Center that we might put the testimony of Mayor TePaske
in the record at this point, so it will fit together very nicely. He
presented his statement to us earlier today on the bus during our
trip between LeMars and Sioux C;ty.

Thank you very much. 'We appciate your testimony and thank
you for your comment.

(The statement is as follows:)

STATEMENT OF MAURICE A. TEPAsta., MAYOR, SIOUX CENTER, IOWA

Gentlemen, we deeply appreciate this opportunity to visit with you distin-
guished members on 'these matters of utmost importance. For those of us who
are the permanent residents of our rural areas. the: are subjects of tremen-
dous importance. At the risk of over - simplification, ou general program is that
as to how to provide adequate community services ni a static or shrinking
pOpulation and tax base. Without going into great ch /il, it is obvious that in
the ophistication of modern society, there is a "snow : lug" of the problem in
that the out-migration of our population from the :3 1 area has caused a
crisis for' which there is no easy solution.
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The uncertainties of weather, prices, markets, coupled with inflation in the
production costs and soaring capital requirements have all faced agriculture
with problems farther than ever !row solution. I mention these only because
I must recognize that a discussion of these most significant matters must be
left to agricultural economists and experts, and to which discussion I cab add
nothing.

However, as a mayor of a small but thriving agricultural community for 32
consecutive years, I do appreciate the opportunity to share some observations
with your distinguished delegation. All of Iowa is proud of her 'Senatorial
and Congressional delegation, and even its diversity is part of its. strength in_-
a democratic society.

So may I abruptly come to the point by quoting Congressman Mills who
made the comment in rererence to revenue sharing, ";money is the name of
the gaine !" And I am firmly convinced that the "game" in which rural com-
munities should be 'required to "play" is that through the processes financial,
social and psychological, of the incentives of categorical grants.

Although we sometimes have difficulty in convincing our rural friends of
these facts, over 900 of IoWa's 960 municipalities exist for only one reason: to
serve the agricultural community where we are located. There are no rea'
urban-rural differences for the vast number of Iowa's communities. The better
the rural municipality serves the agriculture territory around us, the better
are the living qualities for both rural and urban residents alike, and thereby'
the municipality retains its right to continued existence.

A parade of experts has told us that Iowa has ''too many small towns,"
and once having admated the principle, you are iminediately involved in a
most painful discussion as to wharf to do about it. It every existing munici-
pality is to survive and provide viable living qualities in a modern society,
"we are licked before we start." Not only will society find itself unable to
allocate sufficient resources, but even if it did, it would be perpetuating and
keeping alive inefficiency.

Which brings me to my first point of emphasis: a firm endorsement of
categorical grants by which through federal and state partnership, incentives
and inducements are offered to those communities which are willing to
demonstrate the energy, the effort and the capacity to help themselves. No
matter what form Revenue Sharing takes, it should never be permitted to
rob individuals and communities of- their initiative and effort. Federal
matching funds have already demonstrated the processes by which a com-
munity can prove its- right to continue existence. The encouragement offered
in this way to generate community effort and concern, first of all in a
wide variety of options and priorities, and then to do its share through
bonding, taxation or individual contributions, is one of the most effective
means ever devised to promote community development. It is sepsible, fair,
and leaves the decision with the people themselves as to how well they wish
to serve themselves, their communities, and all of the society in which we live.

Both within the community itself, and also among neighboring communities,
included in the application. of matching-fund programs should be the en-
couragement to the work on joint ventures. The possibilities in this 'respect
are limitless: in actual application, only the first feeble steps have been taken.
An infinite number of community programs can be maintained or enhanced
in their service V- society by offering strong encouragement to full utilization
of facilities and personnel. The Mutt Program of the Flint Board of Education,
relating to the community school concept, is an outstanding example of a more
efficient titilization of community facilities. These principles can be applied
totally or in part to scores of situations in our society, and become virtually
a matter of survival in the rural areas. Let me mention an area of community
activity where resistance to the principle is almost traditional. Is there any
reason in our small communities (or large population centers!) that the
school library and the public library be a joint venture for the entire com-
munity? I mention this example because seemingly it should be so obvious
that sharing the use of books would be one of society's greatest economies,
and yet this principle of joint use of library facilities has never found any
acceptance. So I respectfully submit 'that it ih at this very point and in this
area that the principle of matching funds should be applied to encourage
people to work together instead of working separately.

63-582 0-71pt. 3-3
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There are three specific areas, all of them exceedingly complex, but worthy
of continued federal guidance and support. I will comment on them just briefiY.

I. Health care in rural areas. The specialization and sophistication of health
care tends to follow the out-migration of population from the rural area,
and as a result, under present systems for the delivery of health care, the
rural area will find itself farther and farther away from health facilities and
personnel. Nb matter what pattern is indicated in the future for payment
of health services, the natural operation of economics will deprive sparsely-
settled rural areas of adequate health service. I believe that reversal of this
process can be achieved by massive increases in t e supply of health mini-
power at every level, with special inducements health practitioners to
locate in rural areas. As an example, at the pr nt rate of attrition, very
shortly there will be no general practitioners left in ary of the smaller com-
munities. This is not a complaint or attack on any professional group; it is
a reminder of society's failure, and unless the situation is corrected, small
communities are doomed.

IL The transportation needs of the rural area must take into consideration
more than just the economic feasibility studies of "traglc counts." The supply
of new primary highway construction in the rural areas has not kept pace
with modern automobile construction and speeds; plus railroad, and airline
service continues to become more limited, and the absence of diagonal highways
in Iowa linking the rural and urban centers with more direct transportation
has saddled Iowa wi':h built-in transportation inefficiencies.

III. Low-cost recreation. Federal funding and matching funds can continue
to make a tremendous contribution to the quality of rural living through
various recreational, Open Space, and other similar programs. Some of these
efforts have lent themselves to unfortunate innuendoes and political bigotry,
but the principle stands firm that encouragement toward the efficient and
economical use of leisure time is of the utmost importance socially and
economically for our rural areas.

Nobody has said it better and more concise than John W. Gardner who
recently said that Americans must tax themselves "to deal with what ails us.
Handing money back to the private sector in tax cuts and starving the public
sector is the formula for making usas individualsricher and richer, and
filthier and filthier communities more and more stained with consumer goods
in unlivable environment."

If we can keep our public revenues in perspective with what is happening
to the private end affluent indulgence of our own wishes, then there is no
escaping the conclusion that those dollars we ,spend in combined efforts
have brought us infinitely greater service ai=d efficiency than virtually any
other money we spend.

Again. may I express my appreciation of our efforts and concerns for a better
life for rural America.

Senator HUMPHREY. We now have Congressman Wiley Mayne.,
Congressman, this is your home town, your home district, so we

-welcome you.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILEY MAYNE, REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE SIXTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF
IOWA

Representative MAYNE. That is correct, Senator Humphrey, and
other distinguished members )f the subcommittee. It certainly is a
privilege and an honor to welcome you here. to northwest Iowa.

Of 'course, Senator Miller needs no introduction. here as this is
also his home town. and I would also like to acknowledge the
presence of and welcome my 'colleagues, Congressman Culver of
Iowa's 2nd District and Congressmen Abourezk and Denholm from
South Dakota.

Mr. Chairman, I want particularly to commend you and to thank
you for having arranged the field trip this morning which included
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the visit to the Loren Hanno farm in Plymouth County. I think
that in all probability there will be no time which this distinguished
subcommittee will spend during all of its activities which will be
more genuinely informative of what is going on in rural America
than this visit to the Hanno place and the conversations which
you arul the other members of the subcommittee were able to have
with Mr. Ijanno and his neighbors.

As you 'very well put it in your remarks at the Hanno place,
you were able to talk there first-hand with actual farm operators,
bona fide farmers and their children and assistants who are actually
undertaking agriculture in America today.

I appreciate how the great the pressures of scheduling are in
setting up an itinerary for a subcommittee such as this, but I want
you to know that IV deeply appreciate and I am sure that the
farmers of northwest Iowa deeply appreciate that they did have
some chance to talk to you and the other members of the subcom-
mittee directly, face to face. about the problems which they are
facing.

I regret that we could have only 1 hour there learning their
views. I think that hour was spent to the fUllest advantage but it
certainly would have been better if we could have had even more
time. But in scheduling these things I know how everyone wants
to get into the act and too often we wind up with everyone getting
to put in his two bits' worth about the problems of rural develop-
ment and farming except the farmer himself.

I note that on this afternoon's agenda there is only one actual
farmer operator who is engaged in full-time farming who is on
the entire 41/2 hour agenda this afternoon.

Now, I know you have pointed out that there will be opportuni-
ties for representatives of the farm organizations to speak later,
but I do think it is absolutely vital that we talk directly to the .4.

farmers of America about farm problems. There are many people
this is not said in derogation of any of the distinguished people
who will appear on this program this afternoon, many of whom
are vastly experienced in community development and will have a
very distinguished and worthy contri tion to make. But I prize
the time that you gave to the farme of America this morning
where they had an opportunity to spe for themselves and I per-
sonally would have been very lad yield my time this afternoon
to some northwest Iowa farme if hat were possible.

Knowing of your deep conce or agriculture. I want again to
thank you particularly for that field trip to the Hanno farm this
morning r-l.d to urge upon, you that you make every effort to allocate

,substantiaity more time to such visits to farms on the subcommittee's
future trips.

I have been holding a series of meetings with farmers through-
out this district during this spring and I can report to you that I
find they have pretty much the same concerns as those which were
expressed to you by Mr. Hanno and his ieighbors this morning,
and they all agree that the greatest singli thing which is needed
for rural development is improved farm income.

This would enable more farmers to remain on the farms, living
useful productive lives for America. They would continue to pa-
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tronize the independent small businessmen in thousands of rural
communities who have been so hard hit as have the farmers been
by the draining out of farm and small, town population from
Middle America. And the farmers who have met with me in these
instances during the spring agree that the best way to increase
farm' income is to improve the prices of farm commodities in the
marketplace.

Farmers nrgently need expanded and more flexible farm credit,
and this is essentially true of younger farmers just starting out on
their own. They are more than willing to continue to do their full
share in preserving the environment, and our farmers in this area
have been working in soil conservation projects and doing more
than their share for many \ But to that end, they are asking
the Government to increase funding for soil and water conservation
and watershed projects.

Now, I have returned from these meetings with farmers in 'this
area back to Washington to report their needs and views, and have
done my best working with you and other members of the Congress
to obtain Government action in line with the very reasonable re-
quests of these farmers, and I was very gratified to note that in
his farm message yesterday, President Nixon certainly showed
that those requests have not fallen on deaf ears. He announced a
number of hig'.1y significant steps to improve rural development
and farm income including the following:

(a) Insured farm ownership loans will be increased from $210
million to $350 million next year.

(b) The federally insured lean program for building water and
sewer systems in rural areas will be increased by $100 million this
year and $111 million next year.

(c) $28 million more will be spent next year for Federal grants
for small watershed projectsthat is a raise to $103 millionand
loan programs to help local communities finance their share of these
watershed projects will be quadrupled.

(d) $12 million more will be spent next year on the Soil Con-
servation Service.

(e) The President is asking Congress for $7.6 million additional
for Federal and State agricultural research for fighting. corn blight
and other plant diseases.

(f) The Nixon administration will continue to promote increased
supports of our agricultural products which are of such great im-
portance to middle America. We are now exporting more than
half of the soybeans grown in America. The average Iowa farm
receives $3,632 gross income per year from exports. Fa.rni exports
will reach a record $7.4 billion this year, but the President has
announced a goal of $10 billion and is asking Congress for an extra
Sl million for the Foreign Agricultural Service which helps farmers
expand overseas sales.

We are very hopeful that the increased flexibility of the new
farm program will also give our farmers greater freedom to make
their own planning decisions and have a better chance to maximize
farm income, and here in this great cattle and hog feeding area,
the increased flexibility has made the program more attractive fro
our farmers who are participating in record numbers because they
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can now participate in the program and still grow the grain that
they need on their own farms.

You head this morning on the bus that heretofore many farmers
have had to buy corn. They could not raise enough corn for their
qwri feeding requirements and participate in the national program.
That is being changed this year. And while hog prices remain
distressingly low, the Department of Agricalture has been making
the largest pork purchases in the last 15 years. They are the largest
this year of any in the last 15 years, the largest since 056; purchases
for Federal distribution and school lunch programs4

The Department has also tried to'persuade chain stores and meat
packers to stop dragging their heels on passing lower hog prices on
to the consumer. There is no question, however, but that some
packers and retailers have continued to exploit depressed hog
markets by retaining exhorhitant markups and profits, and this
may well require corrective action by the Congress.

Mr. Chairman, my time has almost elapsed. I want to keep within
the ta minutes allotted to me because I know you have real problems
with your schedule. but I do want to say that those of us who have
a long association with rural America certainly look with favor
upon what appear to be this sudden surge of national concern
for the problems confronting this section of our country. For too
long rural America has been the stepchild where Federal assistance
was concerned. The resources of this great Nation have been em-
ployed to combat the problems of the metropolitan areas with little
or no regard for one of the major causes of the problem, rural to
urban migration.

Granted. the problems of our cities are profound and Cannot
be neglected. I doubt anyone here today would advocate that they
should be. At the same time, however, we must achieve an overall
perspective of the problem if satisfactory solutions are to be found.

Our population continues to concentrate in certain areas of the
' country, primarily along the east and west coasts. With increases

in size our cities have become less and less governable. Essential
public services such as adequate police protection and sanitation
disposal are becoming more difficult to provide.

In other areas of the country the exodus from rural areas has
drained the local communities of thei most valuable resource
people. The time is long overdue to turn the attention and talents
of this Nation to the problems of rural America, and I know that
that is flu- mission of this distinguished committee. I wish you
every success and I promise you every cooffration.

Now. I would like permission to submit the remain* of my
statement in writing because I realize my time is up. ~')

Senator lit-menaEy. We thank you very much. Congressman. and
thank you for a, very informative and helpful statement.

Just one or tiVo observations for the record here. I think all of
us agree with you as to the critical need for better farm income.
This has been 4 constant ,struggle in this country for 50 years and
it still is not one that we have mastered.

The reason this subcommittee is ot doing more about it is we
have jurisdictional problems. Being Members of Congress I think
we all understand that. We have the Subcommittees on Commodity
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Programs. We also have a Special S9committee on Farm Credit.
So we touch these things peripherally, so to speak. We do not want
to run head-on into other subcommittees that have specific responsi-
bilities in these areas, but we welcome. for example the thoughts
that have been expressed and indeed your evaluation of the Presi-
dent's message on farm credit.

I think this is very constructive and it is .one of the areas we
will have to go into even though it borders upon the jurisdiction

.of another subcommittee.
All of us know, as the mayor of Sioux City pointed- out and as

others have, farm income is at the base of rural community develop-
ment. There is no community development without it.

By the same token as Mr. Davis, speaking for the Northwest
Mayors Association, said, the day ctf separating the town from the
farm, the farm from the town, is all over and what this subcom-
mittee primarily is looking at now is how we blend in the additional
economic, cultural, education, health facilities, opportunities and
transportation requirements to assist rural America, in the promises
and hopes of this country.

I want to thank you very much for your contribution today. .
Any other comments?
We will place, the prepared statement of Congressman Mayne's

statement in full in the record at this point.
(The prepared statement of Representative Mayne is as follows:)
I wish to take this opportunity to welcoine you and the other distinguished

members of your subcommittee to Northwest Iowa, Senator. During the
course of these hearings this afternoon you will be hearing the testimony
of several Northwest Iowans who have a wealth of experience in the area
of community development. I am sure they sincerely appreciate having the
opportunity to give Sou their observations and constructive suggestions.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I want to thank and
commend you for including the Loren Hanno farm near Le Mars on our
itinerary this morning. From what I observed I am sure the conversations
whi li took place there with Mr. Hanno, and other actual farm operators
fron Plymouth County, offered one of the best opportunities the Subcommittee
will aye to get reliable first hand information about the problems confronting
farmers and rural communities today. It is unfortunate that so little time
was reserved for our visit to the Hanno placewe coed very profitably
hde spent a much longer, time than one hour learningWilie views of this
group of farmers. ButloI want to give you credit for having tried to eonsult
at least a few bona fide American farmers on this trip devoted,to the subject
of rural development which concerns them most of all.

I know how difficult ft is to set up a schedule on a trip like this. Everyone
wants to get into the act and time is at a premium. All too often the result
is that everyone gets to put in his two bits worth about the problems of
rural development and farming except the farmer himself. I note there is
only one actual farm operator who is engaged full time in farming scheduled.
to testify on the entire 41/2 hour agenda this afternoon. I personally would
have been very glad to yield my time to a Northwest Iowa farmer if that
were possible. But I do want to thank and commend you, Mr. Chairman.
for the visit to the Hanno farm. however brief, and I hope you will be able
to allocate substantially more time to such visits on the subcommittee's
future trips.

I have been holding a series of meetings with farmers throughout this
district this spring and I find that they have pretty much the same concerns
as those expressed by Mr. Hanno and his neighbors this morning. They all
agree that the greatest single thing needed for rural development is improved
farm income. This would enable more farmers to remain on the farms, living
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useful productive lives for America. They would continue to patronize the
independent small businessmen in thousands of rural communities who have
been so hard hit by the draining out a tarm and small town population from
middle America. And the farmers meetilig with me agree that the best way
to increase farm income is to improve the prices of farm commodities in
the market place.

Farmers urgently need expanded and more flexible farm credit, and this
is especially true of younger farmers just starting out on their own.' They
are more than willing to continue to do their full share in preserving our
environment, and to that end have asked the government to increase funding
for soil and water conservation and watershed projects,

I have returned from these meetings with farmers to Washington to report
their needs and views and have done my best to obtain government action
in line with their very reasonable requests. I am haPPY to say that in his
farm message Yesterday President Nixon certainly showed that those requests
have not fatien on deaf ears. He announced a number of highly significant
steps to improve rural development and farm income, including the following:

(a) Insured farm ownership loans will be increased from $210 million to
$350 million next year.

(b) The federally insured loan program for building water and sewer
systems in rural areas will be increased by $100 million this years and $111
million next year. -

(c) $26 million more will be spent next year for federal grants for small
watershed projectsthat's a raise to $105 millionand loan programs to beip
local communities finance their share of these watershed projects will be
quadrupled.

(d) $12 million more will be spent next year on the Soil Conservation
Service.

(e) He is asking Congress for $7.6 million for federal and state agricultural
research for fighting corn blight and other plant diseases.

o, (1) This administration will continue to promote increased exports of our
agricultural products which are. of such great importance to Middle America.
We are now exporting more than half of the soybeans grown in America
and the average Iowa farm receives $3268 gross income per year from exports.
Farm exports will reach a record $7.4 billion this year, bat the President has
announced a goal of $10 billion and is asking Congiess for an extra $1 million
for the Foreign Agricultural Service which helps farmers expand overseas
sales.

We are hopeful that the increased flexibility of the new feed grain program
will also give our farmers greater freedom to make their own planning
decisions and maximize farm income.

While hog prices remain distressingly low, the Department of Agriculture
has been making the largest pork purchases in the last 15 years for federal
distribution and school lunch programs. It has also- tried to persuade chain
stores and meat packers to stop dragging their heels on passing lower hog
prices on to the consumer. There is no question but what some packers and
retailers have continued to exploit depressed hog markets by retaining exorbi-
tant markups and profits, and this may well require corrective action by the
Congress.

Those of us who have a long association with rural America look with
favor upon what appears to be a sudden surge of national concern for the
problems confronting this section of our country. For too long rural America
has been the stepchild where Federal assistance was concerned. The resources
of this great nation have been ,employed to combat the problems of the
metropolitan areas with little or no regard for one of the major causes of
the problemrural to urban migrate

Granted, the problems of the cities Are profound and cannot be neglected.
I doubt if anyone here today would advocate that they should be. At the
same time, however, we must achieve an overall prospect of the problem
if satisfactory solutions are to be found.

Our population continues to concentrate in certain areas of the country,
primarily along the East and West Coasts. With increases in size our cities
have become less and less governable. Essential public services such as
adequate police protection and sanitation disposal are becoming more difficult
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to provide. In other areas of the* Country the exodus from rural areas has
drained the local communities of their most valuable resourcepeople. The
time is lqiag overdue to turn the attentions and talents of this nation to the
problems "Of rural America. The topic of discussion this afternoon has been
the subjgct of several Northwest Iowa Community Conferentes. It has been
my privilege to host such conferences on an annual basis in Mashington,
D.C. since my first year in Congress, These sessions have provided the mayors
and other community officials who attended with an opportunity to visit
personally with the representatives of the various Federal agencies and
pursue solutions to local problems.

It is an unfortunate economic fact of life that all who choose to live in
rural areas an not be farmers. Many former residents of rural areas long
to return and would do so if our local communities could offer greater
opportunities. Other important factors which they consider tare the avgil-
ability of adequate sewer and water facilities and quality schools.lThe local governments can not be expected to bear the burden for these
costly improvements alone. Local government expenses have increased 12 fold
in the past 25 years. Their sources of revenue are primarily property and
sales taxes which tend to be regressive and haven't kept pace with the
level of expenditures.

In my discussions with farmers and community officials it has become in-
creasingly clear that the present system of Federal assistance programs has
not been successful. It is presently organized in a hodgepodge of categorical
grants. These grants are overlapping, cumbersome to administer and entirely
all to inefficient. The stream of tax dollars becomes a trickle after the
maintenance cost of the Federal bureaucracy az., siphoned off. The adminis-
trative cost of Federal programs is accounting for an increasingly larger
percentage of the total program expenditures. A dollar's benefit is not received
from each tax dollar appropriated. For all of its faults the Federal organi-
zation is one unit of government which certainly can not be criticized for
lacking the machinery to collect tax revenues, Why not allow the Federal
system to collect the funds and allow the local people to decide how these
funds will be spent? The President's proposed Rural Community Development
Revenue Sharing Program is a bold, imaginative new approach designed todo just that.

The President first unveiled his rural development, proposal during his
March 1 trip to Des Moines. Most Iowans were pleased with the President's
decision to visit our state to discuss the program with, the people directly
concerned and I am sure are pleased to see others following suit.

The program is one of six subsidiary parts of Mr. Nixon's overall plan
to share $18 billion in Federal revenue with the states. It is the President's
intent this dramatically new proposal will bridge the ,;ap between promises
and performance.

The program is tailored to provide more effective assistance for community
development by making Federal grants to the states more flexible. The pro-
posal calls for lumping funds from 11 existing rural programs together with
$179 million in new money for a total of $1.1 billion and distributing the
vfitire package to the states with no strings attached for use in rural areas.
With the elimination of the Federal middleman, a dollars benefit will resultfrom each tax dollar invested,

The amount of money each state is entitled to receive is determined by a
formula based on rural population, rural per capita income, and changes in
rural population. This formula puts the money where the problem exists.
The State of Kentucky will receive half again as much as the .State of
New York. Iowa will receive more than California.

The funds will he allocated to the State in grant form at periodic intervals.
The States will not be required to match the Federal Funds. Activities which
may be supported with reveLkije sharing funds include all those conducted
under the Federal programs currently in existence plus such other activities
as the states may designate including direct financial incentives to promote
industry. The,monies will be spent according to a state plan developed bythe governor in consultation with an advisory panel consisting of elected
officials from planning districts established throughout the State.

Jack Miller has introduced the bill in the Senate where it is now pending
before the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry. The bill is worthy of

40-
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support, by all farm state congressmen regardless of pentical affiliation: An
examina:lon of the facts shows that Iowa particularly will reap a real
bonanza under the President's proposal. According to figures obtained from
the Department of Agriculture, Iowa received a12.1 million in rural categorical
grants under the present system in fiscal year 1970. According to figures
released by the White House, Iowa would receive $28.6 million from the
President's proposal the first year it is in operation. This would be a windfall
gain of $14.5 million annually. Then, of course, the entire $28.6 million will
be spent as determined by the local people.

A. reorganization of the existing categorical grant system as proposed by
some will not be sufficient. It is time to move away from a system of rigid
Federal controls and provide the local people with the means to deal with
local problems.

Senator livatrithEr. We have Congressman Culver here and we
will ask him now to come forward.

We welCome you, Congressman, and thank you for your ,longtime
interest in these matters of rural America. We look forward to
hearing from you.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN C. LIZVER, REPRESENTATIVE IN CON-
GRESS FROM THE SECOND CONGRESSIONAL-DISTRICT OF IOWA

Representative CULVER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman,
Senator Miller, Senator Bellmon, Senator 'Allen.

I also wish at the outset to welcome you to the State of Iowa
and to commend you personally for your leadership in this critical
area of public policy and also for the interest and participation of
the other Senators who are here today.

Senator HUMFIIREY. Congressman, I have just been informed that
last week you introduced legislation entitled "The Small Community
Development Act of 1971," and it had 36 bipartisan cosponsors and
it is designed to do three things. -

One, assist small communities in the construction of or rebabili-
tation of multipurpose community ce7ters for health, recreation,
library, public safety; and local government.

Two, assist in the renovation of small community business
districts.

And, third, simplify administrative procedures so that local
officials can get help on a onestop shopping center basis.

I thought.we ought o enter that into the record.
Representative CULVER. Thank you very much, Senator.

Air. Chairmen, I am submitting a detailed statement., With your
permission, for the record.

Senator HUMPHREY. We shall incorporate it at this place.
(The prepared statement of Representative Culver is as follows:)
Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for the opportunity to appear before

the subcommittee today, to address the need for a commitment to a national
growth policy establishing a sound balance between rural and urban America.

A good starting point is the Nation's population distribution. More than
20 million people have abandoned the small farms and towns for the large
cities, so today more than 75 percent of our people are now crowded into
less than 2, percent of our land. The recent census confirmed that rural
America has been undergoing an outmigration crisis. From 1950 to 1960,
-1,500 of the 2,700 rural counties lost population because of failing incomes,
disappearance of jobs and other economic opportunities, and because of a
deteriorating or lagging ability to support community facilities and institu-

to
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tions. In the decade of the 1960's, the story was the samenearly half our
counties lost population, and 1000 of them were this same counties. In Iowa,
74 of our 99 counties lost population; 24 lost over 10 percent. If this trend
is not reversed, it has been projected that by the year 2000 over 100 million
more Americans will be crammed into the large urban areas where 150 million
are already living.

This exodus from rural America has been primarily the best equipped and
the least equipped people in terms of skills and training. 'Die departure of
the best equipped stripped rural areas of .vital human resources, The arrival
in the cities of the least equipped compounded the problems of the cities.

The people left behind include a higher-than-average ratio of those under
18 and over 65 years of age. This non-working ratio is often 20 per cent
higher for rural counties than for urban counties.

There seems to be, however, a growing awareness that this trend is un-
desirablethat it is bad for both urban and rural America for our population
to be so heavily concentrated, On one hand, these population 'concentrations
result in the universally recognized "urban crisis" in the over congested
metropolitan areas, as the economic and social costs of population growth out-
runs resources. On tLe other hand, it leads to a correspondingbut still
largely unrecognized"rural crisis," as the depopulating areas suffer from
economic decline and stagnation and an erosion of the resource base that
supports public services.

It is time for the Nation to recognize the "rural crisis";
Over one-half of the Nation's substandard housing is located in rural areas.

One out of every 13 rural dwellings is classified as unfit to live in.
Some 35,000 rural communities now lack modern central water-systems. and

44,000 lack adequate waste disposal systems. Thousands lack medical centers,
libraries, good schools, and recreation facilities.

Few of the nearly 14 million jobs created in the last 15 years were in
rural America. Unemployment and underemployment rates in rural areas
are 2 to 3 times greater than in urban areas.

In suburban areas, one person in 15 is poor--in the cities, one person in B
in rural areas, one out of every 4,

Rural farm children complete an average of 3 years less schooling than their
urban counterparts.

Twice as many people in rural areas proportionately suffer from chronic
health conditions. Twice as many proportionately die from accidents due
to a lack of emergency services.

Although 27 percent of the Nation is rural only 12 percent of our doctors,
18 percent of our nurses, and 14 percent of our pharmacists are available
in rural areas. In 1967, the ratio of population to a doctor was 681; in
Iowa it was 841.

President Nixon reflected some awareness of the rural crisis when he
disclosed in his first state of the Union message that the objective of
national policy must be not only to "stem the migration to urban,-,--tnters
but to reverse it." And the Congress late last year formally expressed its
awareness of the rural crisis when it committed itself, in title IX of the
Agriciabire Act, to a "sound balance between rural and urban America"
and declared the highest priority must be given to the revitalization and
development of rural areas." Yet the President has proposed no measures.
and the Congress has enacted no measures that come anywhere near to
being adequate to achieve the policy objectives of a national growth and
settlement policy covering the geographic distribution of economic opportunity,
jobs, and people.

If we are to implement such a policy we must first recognize that the
headlong pace of urbanization cannot be checked without very strong
government assistance to rural areas, We must realize that the forces behind
urbanization are powerful and will require governmental action of sufficient
leverage.

The forces I am talking about are economic, not social. It is a myth that
most people want to live in big cities. A 1968 Gallup poll indicated that
where people are given a choice, 56 percent preferred a rural setting; 25 per-
cent suburban; and 18 percent the city. But people have to live where the
jobs are. Concentration of population has followed concentration of economic
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activity. This trend can be reversed if the Federal Government helps bring
about greater balance in national investment through diverting into neglected
areas much of the economic growth over the next Aeveral decades, that would,
in the absence of such policies, be located in already congested population
centers.

If we are serious about developing a balanced national growth policyas
well as we should bethen we must accept the challenge of a national effort.
We have reflected on rural development for two decades and now the luxury of
time has run outthe crisis demands action. The following suggestions are
not specific legislative recommendations but rather guidelines the committee
may want to follow in preparing- their legislative package. I suggest that a
government policy designed to effectuate a balanced national growth policy
must have four facets.

1. Community services: Economic growth depends primarily upon an infra-
structure of public services. Too often public services in rural communities
fall, far short of the standards set by the metropolitan areas with which
they compete for industry. In order to be able to provide adequate access
roads, water and power supplies, and sewage facilities for industrial plants,
rural communities need Federal assistance. In addition, rural communities
cannot, throngh their own efforts, provide the other services that make a
community an attractive place in which to live and workgood schools,
health facilities, park and recreational facilities, adequate housing, sanitation
facilities and so on.

In short, balanced population growth will not occur until public services in
non-metropolitan areas a=e raised to a parity with the level of public services
in the metropolitan areas with which they must compete for industry. This
will require generous funding, as well as programs which are tailored to
small community needs rather than to urban problems. To this end, I intro-
duced last week the Small Community Development Act of 1971, which would
provide Federal assistance to small communities in renovating their business
districts, and in constructing community centers which would provide govern-
ment, health and recreational facilities.

2. Economic incentives: As I said earlier, people live where there are jobs.
Without new investment incentives to encourage industry to locate more
facilities in rural America, the jobs will continue to be in our already over
congested metropolitan centers. During the 19th century we utilized incentives
to encourage people to move westward; today we should do no less, since
to do so would help alleviate both the urban and rural crisis.

3. Rural credit sources: The Congress many years ago created a series of
credit instrumentalities for agriculture but non-agriculture enterprises in
rural areas are equally remote from the Nation's financial centers and thus
have the same kind of difficulty in obtaining credit. This is a gap that needs
to be filled by some form of public or quasi-public credit institution. A rural
development bank could guarantee loans made through private lend,rs for
community or area development and improvements; fund housing; provide
loans to industry and businessmen who are willing to establish or relocate
business in smaller communities; provide direct loans to communities for
special community facilities and services; and provide a full range of technical
and planning assistance to those groups and individuals eligible to borrow
money from the institution.

4. Organization: If rural development is to succeed we must create a new
national and regional planning framework to develop and coordinate the
thousands of Ir ederal and State rural development programs. individual proj-
ects. and area planning efforts operating both in the federal government, and
at the various political subdivision levels within the States.

We need multicounty and multicommunity organizational groupings. Tiny
jurisdictions lack expertise. and professional skills. To assist these organiza-
tions in planning, promotion. and implementation of development. technical
assistance and community development management assistance should be
available on a full time. permanent basis to each multicounty or multicom-
munitv organization.

I have set forth a rough plan for a balanced national growth policy. In
the days ahead we must remain cognizant of three problems inherent in the
course we are dedicating ourselves to follow. First. we must realize that we
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cannot sacrifice effective agricultural programs to rural development. We
have to build on our economic base of agriculture, not risk that base in the
name of rural development. Second, we must plan rural America's rebirth
carefully so as to preserve its environment. We must not again enslave our-
selves to progress and technology. We must recognize that growth simply for
growth's sake is not an appropriate goal. Third, and most important, we
must soon bring a halt to rhetoric. The rural crisis has been as much
studied as neglected for 20 years; immediate and sustained action is all it
now needs.

Representative CULVER. I do not intend to take the time of the
committee to deliver it because I know that each of you is cog-
nizant of the problems inherent in the urban rural crisis.

I would, with your permission, like to summarize some of the
guidelines which I think we should respectfully be following in
developing a balanced national growth policy.

First, I think it is essential to assist rural communities in im-
proving local community services since economic growth depends
primarily upon an infrastructure of public services. And in short,
I think balanced population growth will not occur until public
services in our nonmetropolitan areas are raised to a parity with
the level of public services in the metropolitan areas with which
they must complete for industry and other economic benefits.

I make that observation based on an opportunity as all of you
have had and all of you I know have availed yourselves of and
that is meeting on a continuing basis with local public, officials in
trying to make an accurate appraisal of their staffing and adminis-
trative requirements and needs.

Second, I think rural America needs new economic opportunities.
As I pointed out in my statement for the record, people live where
there are jobs; without new investment' incentives to encourage
industry to locate more facilities in rural America, the jobs will
continue to be in our already congested crisisridden population
centers.

Third. I think rural communities need access to adequate credit.
The Congress many years ago created a series of credit institutions,
as you are all aware, for agriculture. It is time, in my judgment.
that Congress recognize that nonagricultural enterprises in rural
areas are equally remote from the Nation's. financial center and
that they have the same difficulties in obtaining credit.

This is a gap that should be filled by some form of public or
quasipublic credit institution.

Fourth, I think we are going to have to create multicounty and
multicommunity organizational groupings, and a new national
planning fromework to plan. promote and implement rural de-
velopment. To assist the multicounty and multicommunity orga-
nizations in the planning. promoting and implementation of
development, giving them the necessary technical and community
management assistance that they now lack, should be provided on
a full-time and a continuing basis.

And. 111L__Chairman, I have sketched some of the directions in
which I believe press urgently in order to find better
legislative as well as administrative solutions for the problems of
rural America.
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We have a deep obligation to see adoption of the kind of reforms
and statutes to which I have alluded and about which I am aware
you have heard and will continue to hear much more testimony.

But I submit that we as legislators have an additional responsi-
bility. It is to help create a voice for rural America which can
carry the just claims of agriculture, and rural development, to an
increasingly nonrural America, and to a public growlingly conscious
of the unfulfilled needs of its urban sector.

,More and more the voices of rural America have been discordant.
The voices of rural America have been slow to assert themselves
with any unity or common theme. To be sure, I think the various
segments and special interests within agriculture have spokesmen.
They have their trade associations and their lobbying interest
groups. But these are often narrow gauged. They are only spe-
cialized and little &meted to the larger needs and wider economic
and social centers of rural America as a whole.

Certain commodity interests are able to pitch their demands
effectively so that they are heard and acted upon, but it is increas-
ingly rare that a program is espounsed which takes account'of the
whole agricultural terrain, and the interdependencies between the
performance of agriculture on the one hand and the economy of
rural communities as a whole on the other.

In addition, a smaller and smaller minority of Congressmen as
you are all aware, represent districts where agriculture has
dominant or even a substantial role. I remember going to Congress
in 1964 for the first time and being reminded that 15 years ago,
150 Congressmen out of 435 represented farm districts. Today we
know that number is in the forties out of a legislative body of 435
members. So clearly if we are going to see a response politically
within our current institutions of government to the just needs of
a rural America, it will require a massive task of educational pro-
motion and mutual understanding.

I think in this regard that more and more those seeking to serve
the needs of agriculture and seeking to serve the needs sincerely of
rural America must stop talking defensive and negative positions
about the problems of the rest of the country, trying to hold onto
long stated rather than move to new policies for building a better
America as a whole.

An absolutely essential condition for such a reversal is the ,estab-
lishment of effective cotnmunications between rural and urban
America. Agriculture cannot afford to talk only to itself, much
less be a house divided within itself. There are, in f:-.ct, very real
common interests between the. vitality of rural America and the
vigor of our cities. This year, for example, the public location of
the new census figures is every day confirming the serious imbalances
that have been referred to here earlier in the distribution of our
population. The welfare crisis in our cities shows unmistakably
how today's neglect of the small town in the farm areas, as the
Governor has made reference to can tomorrow bring a desperate
source of social and economic stress for the large metropolis.

We therefor need, Mr. Chairman, not only publicity as these
hearings usefully provide. We also need communication with urban

4; ?*.
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America, and we need to create a wipe of common destiny among
all the -principal rural interests.

Mr. Chairman, I think we need to move toward the formation
of a rural coalition, just as there has emerged in recent years a much
needed urban coalition, and an increasing coalescence of mayors
and municipal interests. In my judgment this would be very much
in the mutual interests, both of rural and urban America. We need
this to speak out in a clear voice but also to open channels of
communication with the vast constituency whose numbers predomi-
nate in the Congress and with whose fate ours, too, will be deter-
mined. How often we hear of the Urban Coalition. How often we
hear of the Urban Institute or e Urban League or the Conference
of Mayors. We do not begrud their effectiveness and their pro-,
fessional concern and capac. y, but rather I think we need to
emulate them in terms of rural needs in more effective presentation
of them.

May I by way of example point to tin urban-rural exchange
program which I have sponsored along with my farm advisory
group. a group of farmers that I organized 7 years ago from all
farm interests in the second district of Iowa. Under their sponsor-
ship, under their financing, we have had a program going now for
that period of time bringing eastern Congressmen from urban areas
out to live on Iowa farms. to better acquaint themselves during the
period of 3 or 4 days with the problems of rural America.

I think that this has been a very useful program. They have
returned to Washington to the assumption of their responsibilities
there with a greater sympathy, a greater awareness and understand-
ing of our very real needs and our very special problems in this
area.

Now, I think as well that we have to bring about jusi, the reverse
situation. I also sponsored and directed a nationwide program
several years ago in cooperation with the U.S. Conference of Mavors
and the Ford Foundation, and this was a program by which we took
rural and stiburban Congressmen into ghetto areas in our major
cities in the United States. We had very excellent bipartisan par-
ticipation in this program. Sonic of the leaders of the Republican
Party in the House of Representatives were some of the people who
were most enthusiastic in their participation, and in my judgment
I can confidently report that almost without exception. those who
participated found the experience either in the city or on the farm
to be highly rewarding. to have afforded exceptional opportunity
for increased common understanding.

These visits did not seek to pit city against town or farmer against
worker or east against west but rather to arouse appreciation of

.., how there is a merger bf need as well as special requirements for
eachhow we are all interdependent as Americans.

Therefore. I shall propose again this year that a similar, though
even wider effort, be undertaken for joint urban-rural visits by
Members of both parties from both the House. and the Senate, and
I know that you are among those that have indicated keen interest
in such an enterprise and there are others in both Houses who have
expressed a desire to participate.
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To be most effective I recommend that groups be organized which
would have both rural and urban membership and which together
would participate in at least one visit to both a farm community
and t larger city.

And finally, Mr. Chairman, just as we have had city visitors live
actually on the farms:; and sometimes get out of bed to help with
chores in the morning, to get a better understanding, of farm *fe
and of our problems here, I would suggest we do the same thing
in reverse concerning rural and suburban visits to urban areas: have
congressmen and Senators in the course of a weekendtnally live
and sleep in the ghettos, eat the diet of the ghettos, stay in the
housing of the ghettos, sleep in the environmental circumstances
and conditions of the ghettos. Hopefully we would derive a greater
appreciation and perspective and raise the sight of all legislators in
this country whether they be rural or urban.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I wish to thank you for your oppor-
tunity to appear today, to commend you again for your leadership
and certainly to commend the Senators who have taken time to
come out here to listen and to learn. Thank you.

Senator HUMPHREY. Congressman Culver, we do thank you and
may I particularly thank you for your innovative proposals and
suggestions of communication, possibly the most fruitful and con-
structive we have had. I think that is something that we ought to
give very serious consideration and support to, not just, con-

,
sideratien.

We are going to incorporate all of your testimony in the record
as if delivered.

The matter of your proposal about urban congressmen, I just want
to make this comment in the presence of my colleagues, it is my
intention at a later date to meet with and to ask some of you to
meet with a number of urban, essentially urban congressmen, s,k-
that we can share some views, just so we can talk some things °LW
so that we do not get into a bind here where it appears we are
pitting a rural development subcommittee against a Senate or House
urban development. subcommittee. because I think all, of us do
appreciate that these are two sides of the same coin, that there isn't
any chance for either one to do much, to have much progress with-
out the other.

Senator Miller?
Senator MiLLEa. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, ernigressman Culver, for a very fine statement. I

certainly am sure all of us subscribe to the idea of trying to find
out what the other fellow's problems are. That is the essence of
what you were talking about, in getting rural area Congressmen
to visit the ghettos and vice versa.

iHowever, with respect to the problem tha\ this subcommittee is
really trying to solve, I do not. think there is much need for rural
Senators and rural Congressmen to add to what they have been
saying for years to these urban Congressmen. We have been telling
them, look, you have got to do more for the rural areas because if
you do not, our population is moving into the urban areas and
causing ghetto problems, if not causing certainly aggravating the
situation.
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Representative CULVER. Senator, I wonder if I could just comment
on that point. I certainly think that some of us have been talking
but obviously we have not, been very effective. It sems to me that
what is essential is that we cannot talk on the one hand about
mutual understanding and then have voting records in rural areas
that are uniformly opposed to programs that are designed to be
responsive to the particular needs of a metropolitan situation and
then get reelected every year boasting about our refusal to deal
with the problems of this critical aspect of national public policy.

I think-what is essential is to demonstrate not just by word but
by vote that we have the enlightened vision here as representatives
of rural America to appreciate the interdependency of our national
economy. We are not warring factors. We are in this together and
we are going to hang separately or hang together. And I think it
is this kind of demonstration of genuine concern and commitment
that our urban brothers will be responsive to, and I think the thing
we have to equip them with is an understanding so that they can
make the appropriate political arguments within their own con-
stituencies to educate their own communities about the interde-
pendency of the economy so that if you do not have prosperity in
rural America here and the fact you will not have it in the factory.
But we have got to vote as well as talk. We have got to educate
as well as lea 1.

nator M ,LER. That is so. What you are saying is that nobody
sho id be so ovincial that just because he might be a city Con-
gressman he o erlooks the rural areas or vice versa. Somewhere
along the line there has been a breakdown of communication.

Former Secretary of Agriculture Orville Freeman emphasized
this repeatedly, that the rural areas were not getting their fair share
of poverty funds, and they were not, and yet half the poor live
in the rural areas of this country. It has 'taken several years but
finally we are starting to get a fair share in the rural areas.

So I am all for this sharing of ideas and I am all for this non-
provincialism which you talk about, Itiut I do say that we have got
to do a better job of getting the people who come from the urban
areas and the metropolitan areas to realize that unless they help
us stem the flow of the population from the rural areas into their
areas, their problems are going to get worse and worse and worse.
This is something I am proud to say has been typified by the
chairman's viewpoint on this. And Senator Humphrey, having a
metropolitan area background as well as a rural area background,
I think is a yery happy choice for this subcommittee chairmanship
because he represents the blend that we need in bringing people of
good will together.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MTMPIIRET. Senatbr Allen?
Senator ALLEN. I want to congratulate Congressman Culver on

his presentation and the thoughts and ideas and proposals that he
has recommended. It certainly gives us a lo of food for thought
and I will certainly be one who will study it refully.

In view of the lateness of the how, Mr. Chairman, I, will forego
asking any questions in order that we may get threlvgh all the
witnesses.
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Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you. Senator.
Senator Bellmon?
Senator BELLMON. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. I also would like

to congratulate Congressman Culver. He has certainly shown he
understands the problems and has given some good ideasAbout how
we might attack them.

I would like to ask- this one question. All these agencies deal with
a tiny segment of the problem of rural America and yet there is
no single agency that looks at the whole picture. Is that one of your
concerns?

Representative CULVER. I think it is and I think the coordination
that Senator Humphrey made reference `4 his experience as the
vice .president is a great problem for these local communities as

iwell as those of us in public life and those in positions of responsi-
bility in Congress. It is difficult for us to get an effective response
nd action upon agricultural needs generally when we see this
roliferation of program and proliferation of administrative
irection.
Senator BELLMON. Now, we have in the urban areas what is

called the model cities program which is intended to coordinate all
the Federal efforts to produce desirable results. Are you suggesting
we may need a similar approach as far as rural government is
concerned?

Representlitive CULVER. Well, I feel that what we should do
before we embark and place an inordinate amount of resources
into that particular approach for the development of new towns,
given the magnitude of the problem that Senator Humphrey made
reference to where we would need the development of one town a
day in excess of 10.000 population to match this kind of migration
trend, I would hope, Senator. that we would place a better balance
of national resources at the present time into smalltown needs as
they currently exist.

It has been my experience. which was the basis of the small de-
velopment act legislation that Senator Humphrey made reference
to that I introduced last week. that we have in all these small
communities a common denominator of problems and it seems to
me that so much of our Federal aid when we talk about meeting
the needs of rural areas and small town communities is out of
whack. It is designed to go to large metropolitan areas. It has
approaches and prerequisites for participation that are unrealistic

terms of being tailored and fitting the vety unique and special
needs of a small community.

So I would hope that we get a better balance in our existing
on-going programs, that we try to make the substantive program
more relevant to their real needs.

Specifically I have in mind. again, in this legislation, assistance
in the form of loans and grants for multipurpose community
centers. All these small towns need this. In every town as you gentle-
men know from your own State experience, every community you
go into needs parks, recreation. sewer and water, fire stations, police
stations, and I have suggested that we take this money from the
Federal Government, not a massive bulldozer urban renewal ap-
proach, but make available loans and grants so that these small

63-582 0-71---pt.
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towns can either construct new multipurpose community centers,
even with the health facilities, doctors, paramedical personnel in
itall in one buildingto get the maximum economy and efficiency.
Each town needs a place where the elderly can gather, where the
young can get together, where the police and fire needs of a small
town can be housed, where the municipal facilities can meet, the
city councils can get together. To achieve this end, we can either
restore an existing building to make it more efficient and effective
for those combined purposes under one roof, or build a new one
with loans and grants from the Federal Government.

That is one thing I think would be a very exciting' shot in the
arm in elevating the quality of public service capabilities in small
towns.

The second thing is also relatively simple, and that is to makeavailable loans and grants , to a nonprofit corporation. a local
government group, to get together and restore the face of MainStreetjust paint up and fix uputilizing by methods of inex-
pensive enovation the unique architectural attractiveness of the
areas we low have at minimum cost. A town could start with seed
money for an architect's plan and then get money to stimulate a
common contractor to sandblast these. buildings, to paint, them up
and fix them up attractively, and really stimulate the retail sales
potential of these small community business districts as well as
their aesthetic appearance. Make them attractive places so people
who want to stay in rural areas have a legitimate choice, a choice
in services, a choice in the quality of their environment.

We have had two examples right nearby here, one in Albia,
Iowa, one in David City, Nebr. They have had much to their
credit, the local initiative, leadership, and enlightenment to get
together and organize themselves on a private basis to achieve this
latter objective of restoring Main Street, cleaning it up, fixing it up.

Here again this type of legislation would help in that direction.
Now. as you say, the shopping list is endless. Senator Miller

properly checked over this almost inexhaustible list of things that
are needed doing.

I think based on my experience of sitting down with these people
on a monthly basis for the last 7 years, seeing .their problems, this
is the kind of thing that would really help with a minimum amount
of Federal financial investment.

The last point, the thing we have got to do and must do, is
simplify the administrative maze and bureaucratic jungle that these
small local community officials are confronting whenever they make
application for a program from the Federal Government today.

When I go into these towns and I say what is your problem and
they say it is housing or it is sewer and water, or it is nursing
home, fine, I will send you some information. Fine, we will followup
on an application if you submit it, but I go back to Washington
and I send them truckloads of books and application blanks and
materials and,it would take a Philadelphia lawyer to read it in 1
year, much less realistically the small community official with limited
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staff who is a mayor out of the goodness of his heart. It is difficult
to imagine how he could ever begin to fathom all that materilb
make an application, and realistically troubleshoot it through bit-
reaucratic redtaPe.

So the, last part of this program would envision a onestop simple
shopping center approach so we design not only the substantive
program to fit their needs but also the administrative structure, so
that they do not have to be a paid professional lobbyist in Wash-
ington or have one to figure out what they must do to get a certain
just share of their hard-earned taxpayers' dollars back in to benefit
smalltown America in this .country. [Applause.]

Senator MILLER. That last point 18 a tremendous argument for
revenue sharing.

Senator HUMPHREY. I want to express our thanks to you, Con-
gressman Culver. I might add in reference to your final statement
that one of the things that has been suggested. at least I have felt
it was worthy of some consideration, in our large urban centers,
is to develop the city up to what I call a confederation of neighbors,
rather than one big urban mass, where there is kind of a separate
viability, separate life in each of the neighborhoods.

We have done very little in this country to think in terms of
neighborhoods. We have been thinking in terms of urban and big
city. One little project that we are starting up in the city of
Minneapolis is instead of calling the police station a police station,
we call it a community security and service center, which I thi k
gives people of the neighborhood a whole new piqture.

The police; are there, the fire people are there, the local servi s,
the family, children services are- there. the social worker is there, the
kids can meet with the scout troop. The old folks can get together
if they want to play checkers or go to a reading room. Having one
center. a onestop neighborhood center, instead of having the police
looking like they are the gendarmes over here and the fire depart-
ment waiting for the ring of the bell over there. and the social
worker being at odds with the police and the people being at odds
with everybody. having a single center bri»gs everybody together
in one center of understanding and cooperation.

I do not know whether it will work or not but I think it is worth
a try and I believe what you are saying/about these neighborh6od
centers is very much the same with the smaller community. After
all. a city ought to be made up of a cluste: of communities; That is
what I learned as mayor of Minneapolis. Bloomington and Lake.
Chicago and Lake, Camden. Olson Boulevard. Plymouth. These
were little neighborhoods. These had separate characters unto
themselves. They were just as different as children in a family or
different families in a neighborhood and as mayor of that city I
had to understand the personality of the people that lived down
on Bloomington and Lake, compared to those who lived up on
Central and Plymouth Avenue. They were different people.

We are grateful to you Congressman Culver for your statement
and comments.
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We now have two witnesses who will work in tandem, so to
speak, Mr. Don Meisner, followed by Mayor Berger.

I am going to ask Mr. Meisner, director of the Sioux Land Inter-
state Metropolitan Planning Council, to appear first followed by
Mayor Berger, and if it is agreeable with my colleagues, we will
have the two testify one after the other and then I am going to
turn over the opportunity for first inquiry to Senator Allen and
then we will go to Senator Miller.

STATEMENT OF DONALD M. MEISNER, DIRECTOR, SIOUXLAND IN-
TERSTATE METROPOLITAN PLANNING COUNCIL, SIOUX CITY,
IOWA

Mr. ArEISNER. MC. Chairman, Senator Miller, Senator Allen,
Senator Bel lmon :

My name is Donald M. Meisner. I am the director of the Sioux-
land Interstate Metropolitan Planning Council (SIMPCO), a local
council of governments operating in Woodbury County, Iowa,
Dakota County, Nebr., and Union County, S. flak.

Now, so you will understand, Senator, I will read to you our
objectives in this organization which as I said is a local Council
of Governments.

The stated objectives of SIMPCO are:
1. To plan for and promote economic and industrial development,

of the Siouxland Area.
2. To promote and assist in the orderly growth of all sectors of

the economy.
3. To plan for and promote the upgrading of housing conditions

throughout the Siouxland Area.
4. To minimize the overall and long range cost of government.
5. To plan for and promote the development of a pleasant and

healthy environment for living.
Intergovernmental cooperation in this area is a reality. Local

governments, with the assistance of citizens and other units of
government, have prepared comprehensive development plans and
planning processes for the three-county area. Coordinated planning
on a multijurisdictional basis, although complicated, has proven to
be advantageous to the residents of the area. Transportation systems
are being planned and implemented throughout the area. joint usage
utility systems have been planned, engineered and constructed. An
example is the Sioux City Water Pollution Control Facility which
services all of Sioux City, the town of Sergeant Bluff in Iowa,
South Sioux City, Nebr., and will soon serve North Sioux City,
S. Dak.

Information systems have been developed and maintained by
SIMPCO for governmental and private uses. Coordinated activities
are on-going in the areas of transportation, flood control, river
development, health care, land use, and development controls, data
processing, purchasing, training, as well as communication, crime
prevention, and drug information and education. Although we are

r;
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making progress iii areas of planning and development we have
not been able to add sufficient employment opportunity to retain
our young:

The 1930 population of this 24-count; area of which this metro-
politan area is the center, was listed at -458,000 people.'The advance
reports of the I7.S. Census Bureau indicates that the 1970 population
is -126,512. a loss of 31.569 persons. Had the area experienced no
migrationa zeto migration factorduring this period there would
have been in excess of 750.000 persons in the same area.

A comparison of ages of the area residents in 1930 and 1970 is
interesting.

(The table referred to is as follows:)

193010 CENSUS COMPARISONS

Age group
1930

population Percent
1970

population Percent
Plus or
minus

0 to 4 44, 730 9. 8 33, 043 7. 8 11, 6V
5 to 14 95, 767 20.9 87, 260 20.5 8, 507
15 to 19 42, 819 9.3 44, 080 10.3 +1, 261
20 to 24 38, 357 8. 3 28, 990 B. 8 9, 367
25 to 34 67, 795 14.8 41, 526 9. 7 *-26, 269
35 to 44 62, 959 13.7 44, 366 10.4 18, 593
45 to 54 45, 968 10, 1 47, 323 11. 1 +1, 355
55 to 64 31, 445 6.9 41, 996 9, 8 +10, 551
65 to 74 19, 577 4.3 33, 243 7.8 +13, 666
75+ 8, 664 1.9 24, 685 5.8 +16, 021

Total.. 458 081 100.0 426, 512 100.0 31, 569

Mr. MEISNER. It is interesting to note that no county in our
area has retained its natural increase since 1930. This trend is
certainly not controlled by local action or inaction and it is certainly
not the desire of our residents.

We believe, that the provision of adequate and meaningful emc,
ployment is a key prerequisite to area progress. Based upon
thousands of returns on a recent three-county manpower study, the
desires of the residents were cited as job opportunity first, and
those things that make possible a higher quality of 'life, a near
second.

By not having these jobs, people are forced to migrate. This
force migration changes family relationships and, I believe, adds
greatly to the social problems of this Nation.

The need for a national growth policy in terms of land use and
population distribiltion has received considerable attention as of
late. It appears to me that the need for such growth policy is
evident.

What is being done and what can we do about altering the exist-
ing growth pattern throughout the Nation to better achieve the
quality of, life for all citizens and more wisely use our scarce,
resources?

First, of all, the things are being done. Local groups and gov-
ernments are striving to provid, jobs for those entering the job
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market. They are also making considerable gains in provision of
the services, facilities, and processes that will allow the improve-
ment of a god life. State governments any now beginning to study
the, problei common to our area and are establishing programs
that should result in the improvement of the quality of lib. in
rural America. More can be doneI am sure it will beat the local
and State level. At the same time, some shortrun measures can be
implemented by the Federal Government.

They could do these things:
1. Restructuring of Federal aid programs to put the money here

where it is needed to achieve the desired results. This could include
financial assistance to those regional groups and local governments-
who area working together to provide responSible and responsive
local government.

2. Direct and substantial financial aid to local governments to
aid them in the provision of ne:essary public improvement to
accommodate growth. vie,

3. Immediate fiuiding pending Federal aid programs and public
work projects throughout this area that are aimed toward the pro-
visions of jobs and the raising of the standard of living.

4. Location of additional Federal installations in the Midwest,
consistent with national, State, and local policies.

S. Changes in transportation services, rates, and regulations that
will assist in the desired development.
/ Second, and in the long range, if we are to achieve any geo-
graphical balance in growth and opportunity we must materially
alter present investment and development patterns. Possible de-
yelopment could include those industries that process or use
agricultural and meat products or byproducts.- Certainly we must
assure that the business of agriculture is a profitable endeavor.
There may also be the possibility of relocation of carporate, head-
quarters find those industries that are relatively free of locational
constraints of raw materials or other normal market considerations.
In other words, we must build the economic system locally that
will sustain the population and at the sane time permit the people
within that system an opportunity of realizing. their aspirations.

If we are to achieve the building of such a regional economic
system, national incentives or disincentives may have to be imple-
mented. Here changes may be painful and they are gothg to
certainly challenge our minds and our energies.

In the meantime, I believe that we can realize considerable gain
in our desires .if those shortrange recommendations that 'I have
already listed are implemented.

Senator HUMPHREY. The map of the Sioux City and surrounding
area map showing population change will be' inserted in the recovd
at this point.

(The map is as follows:) //
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NET MIGRATION, 1950, 1960, 1970 FOR SELECTED NORTHWEST IOWA CUNTI ES

Persons

1950 ',)0 1960-70

Percentage

1950-60 1960-70

Cherokee
Crawford .

Lyon__ _
0 Brien .
Plymouth_ ..
Sioux _
Woodbury .

#

- 3, 028
3, 737
2,782
2,965
3, 115
1,193
13,315

2,698
1, 376
2,409
2.626
1.713
1,181
15,015

15.9
18.9
18.9
15.6
13.4

18.5
12.8

14.5
7.4

16.7
13.9
7. 3
4. 5

13.9

Source: Sociology Department of Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa.

Senator HUMPHREY. Might I ask you to just move over a little
bit and I am going to ask Mayor Berger if he would come forward
because I am sure his testimony fits very neatly into the patternof your discussion.

Once again, Mr. Mayor, we want to thank you for your hospitality
here, and for your good work.

STATEMENT OF PAUL BERGER, MAYOR, SIOUX CITY, IOWA

Mr. BERGER. Thank you. With your permission I will use some
visual aids here.

Senator HUMPHREY. Great. If you need an associate there to help
you with those, perhaps you can provide them or maybe you have
one.

Mr. BERGER. Mr. Chairman, other distinguished members, Senate
Subcommittee on Rural Development, may I at the outset thank
you gentlemen and officially welcome you to not only Sioux Citybut to the 'Fri-State area, what we call Siouxland, the heartland
of the United States.

We are honored and we would like to commend you on your
infinite wisdom in seeking our area here as the kickoff point for
your hearings.

Senator HUMPHREY. Do you include in Siouxland that part called
Worthington, Minn., Nobles County?

Mr. BERGER. Absolutely. [Laughter.]
Senator HinteuREy. I just want to be sure because Jim Vance is

here, the editor of the Worthington Globe, and I wanted to be sure
we included that in.

Mr. BF.RGnR. Absolutely.
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you. and if anybody wants to speak

from south of me, from South Dakota and North Dakota, I willbe glad to let them.
Go ahead, Mayor.
Mr. BERGER. I would concur that this Nation has reached a critical

state in our development process warranting the establishment of
a national policy on population distribution. However, I would
caution that such a policy must be deliberate, well conceived, prop-
erly funded, and structured to eliminate, to the greatest extent
possible, future situations of the type we are now witnessing in
Seattle, Wash., and other communities whose economy has been
directly or indirectly influenced by and tied to Pederal Government
installations and contracts.

t i)
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We are painfully aware in Sioux City of our outmigration
problem and very concerned that this community cannot provide
the employment opportunities for the people that are raised and
educated in this area. We are equally aware of the economic impact
caused by the closing of Federal facilities. The phasing out of the
SAGE installation at the former Sioux City air base is a case in
point in this community.

Because of the economic complexities of the problem, however, a
population policy must be comprehensive in scope, recognizing both
the rural and urban problem simultaneously if it is to achieve any
meaningful success.

Sioux City, 'Iowa, is a community that has the potential to par-
ticipate in providing the opportunity for people with roots in this
region to remain here or to return. We are a well organized,
functioning regional center supplying goods-iand services to a? 24-
county trade area of 426,000 people in three States.

I should perhaps amend that to four States out of respect to
you, Senator Humphrey.

Senator HUMPHREY. I thought you were leaving out Nebraska
there. I was going to protest that. [Laughter.]

Mr. BERGER. For the past 18 years we have worked toward the
fulfillment of seven basic community goals defined through a com-
prehensive citizen participation study completed in 1953. We, have
absorbed the loss of a major portion of our employment base with
major adjustments in the meatpacking industry since 1954.

In 1964, an $18.5 million Army Corps of Engineers flood control
project was completed, protecting our industrial Floyd River Valley.
This required local participation of $5.6 million. *Over $4 million
of local funds have been invested in a federally assisted urban
renewal project to create industrial sites.

We have moved decisively in upgrading our residential environ-
ment through the process of systematic code enforcement involving
over 16.000 dwelling units to *date. In those residential areas where
blight and deterioration have reached advanced stages, redevelop-
ment and rehabilitation programs are necessary and the needs of
these areas meet national priority goals and objectives for Federal
financial assistance. Three project applications committing this
community to an eventual expenditure of over $9.2 million have
been on 'file since 1968 with not one project yet approved for
execution.

On the map you will see delineated the three areas.
Skip, I wonder if you would be so kind as to point that out.

Three residential renewal areas.
For this city, conservation and redevelopment of its central busi-

ness district is essential. Since 1964 we have attempted to deal with
the problems in the downtown area. Federal funding of a three-block
project in 1965, the first of five such projects in a comprehensive
plan, was an important start in the redevelopment process, but
failure of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment to follow up with the funding for the other central business
district projects jeopardizes. the success of the entire program. Our
conservative estimates indicate potential for 500 additional jobs
and $200 million in value added_ in these areas alone.
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We have progressed in many other areas such as sewage treatment,
water supply, public transit, hospital expansion, crime prevention,
and socially oriented programs. Our educational plans and cur '-1-
lum is beiNg revamped with the construction of three new
high schools to provide an equal opportunity for education for all
our children. Continuing to create a skilled labor force
is also a fact in Sioux City, through two 4-year private colleges
and public and private vocational technical training schools.

All of this effort is being accomplished under the umbrella of a
program of comprehensive community planning in which we have
identified our problems, evaluated our potential, ranked our priori-
ties, and secured the support of both the leadership and the citizens
of this community. We have prepared and adopted a master plan
to guide the growth of Sioux City to most effectively use our
resources and build upon our inherent strengths in order to provide
a more satisfying urban experience for all our residents.

The expenditure of funds for the facilities necessary to properly
serve our people is based upon a well thought out capital improve-
ments program and financial plan. However, the implementation
of our plans and programs is hamstrung not by local disagreements
or lack of motivation but instead by the failure of an unresponsive
State legislature to recognize the critical financial needs of cities of
Iowa and the failure of the similarly unresponsive, Federal-aid
system to fund these programs upon which we are now so dependent.

It is anticipated that the industrial growth of this community
will continue, at a relatively slow rate in spite of our best efforts
to provide fully serviced diverse sites unless the capital investment
decisionmaking process finds new incentives here. Perhaps as a
part of the national growth policy.

If national policies were instituted which would stimulate an
accelerited rate of employment opportunity within this community,
the effect on local programs would be to collapse the time frame
from the execution of existing programs. It is misleading to say
simply "collapse the time frame" without underscoring the necessity
to have a Federal financial assistance program which will allow
the community' to meet its obligations in a timely manner. It must
be a more responsive program than is now being administered since
we are currently unable to even execute many of the projects con-
sidered necessary to improve the quality of life for the existing

/residents.The community has expended q great deal of time, effort, and
money in preparing for the future. We have the desire to participate
meaningfully in a national growth policy that will provide economic
opportunity to area residents. We are willing to commit resources
to improving the quality of life as we have already demonstrated.
bet there is a limit to our capabilities and a national growth policy
must be responsive to local priorities and financial needs.

Thank you.
(The description of the plai, portrayed by the map referred to

is as follows:)
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A SUM MAST Or THE SIMPCO Gnaw. Purr

The General Development Plan for the Sioux City Metropolitan Area, prepared
for the Siouxland Interstate Metropolitan Planning Council, is a projection
of economic and population growth to 1990 and a recommendation on how
governing ,bodies can n.;:i. plan for that growth.

The metropolitan area upends into three states and is composed of the
urban areas of Sioux City and Sergeant Bluff in Woodbury County, Iowa ;
South Sioux City end Dakota City in Dakota County, Nebraska ; and North
Sioux City in union County, South Dakota, and their, immediate environs.

Lying at the confluence of three rivers, two of which, form state boundaries
and one of which is the navigable Missouri River, the/ metropolitan area has
a diversified economylargely agriculturally orientafi ; a stable but slow-
growing population estimated at 105,000 as of 1917, and a long-standing
position as a trade center for an area covering some 24 counties in the
three-state area. Due to economic reverses in 1968-1969 period and preliminary
1970 census data, the population may be somewhat below the 1987 estimate
of 105,000.

The metropolitan planning council known as SIMPCO, is a council of
governments formed in 1985 to coordinate the planning and development of
the area. Its composition consists of the mayors1of Sioux City, South Sioux
City, Dakotg. City, Sergeant Bluff, and North Sioux City ; supervisors and
commissioners of Woodbury, Dakota and Union Counties ; planning com-
missions of Sioux City,' South Sioux City, Dakota City, Sergeant Bluff, and
Woodbury County.

SIMPCO's activities to date have included comprehensive planning, crime
prevention activities. youth needs planning, coordination of physical projects,
and provision of a wide range of information about the area to industrial
interests and other agencies.

The SINIPCO Development Plpn, initiated in February, 1967, and com-
pleted in its initial phase in May; 1969, was prepared under a contract with
an Omaha consulting firm, Henningson, Durham and Richardson, with the
assistance of the SIMPCO staff, state and local government staffs, and private
agencies. Planning is a continual process and the pertinent planning data
will be kept current.

The plan is contained in five volumes:
Volume A: Regional Setting, Economic Summary, Population, Existing

Land Use and Future Land Use.
Volume B; Neighborhood Analysis, Open Space, Schools and Public Buildings.
Volume C: Water Facilities, Sanitary Sower Facilities. and Storm Drainage

Systems.
Volume D: Transportation Technical Report.
Volume E: Economic Technical Report.

POPULATION

The Siouxland area is located in the west north central region of the
United Statesan area which has grown in population at a slower and more
uneven rate than the national population. The national growth rate from
1950 to 1980 was 18 per cent ; the regional rate was 9 per cent; Iowa's rate
was 5 per cent : Nebraska's rate was about 6.5 per cent : and South Dakota's
rate was a little more than 4 per cent. During that period, the 24-county trade
area served by metropolitan Sioux City actually lost population, from 444,000
in 1950 to 439.000 in 1960.

The SIMPCO urban area has had a slow growth' since 1900, while farm
consolidation in recent years has caused a population decline in adjacent
rural areas. The urban area grew from 83.000 in 1930. to 38.000 in 1940, to
91,000 in 1950, to 99.000 in 1960, and to an estimated 105,000 in 1967. After
going through the 1940s with practically no growth, Sioux City showed a
modest gain (84,000 in 1950 to 89.000 in 1960)4,nd then slowed down some-
what to reach an estimated 91,000 in 1967.

South Sioux City, and surrounding area. has shown the greatest rate of
growth in the metropolitan area, was first enumerated separately in 1930
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at 8,900 and by 1960 had almost doubled that to reach 7,200. By 1967, South
Sioux City had reached an estimated 8,023.

Dakota City, first enumerated in 1940 at 477, had almost doubled to 928
in 1960 and was estimated at 1,093 in 1967. Sergeant Bluff grew from 569 in
1950 to 813 in 1960 and 1,109 in 1967 before the Air Force operation was
deactivated. North Sioux City grew from 553 in 1950 to 136 in 1960 and
to an estimated 916 in 1967.

All three counties of the metropolitan area have been experiencing out
migration, losing part of their natural population increase (net gain from
births over deaths) because of lack of sufficient employment opportunity.
Union County had a natural increase between 1950 and 1960 of 13.4 per cent
and lost 18.9 per cent to migration for a net loss of 5.5 per cent. Woodbury
County had a natural increase of lti.5 per cent, but lost 12.8 per cent 'to
migration for a net gain of only 3.8 per cent. In Dakota County, however, only
8.4 per cent migrated out of a natural increase of 20.4 per cent, leaving a net
gain of 17.0 per cent between 1950 and 1960.

The reason for the migrationmore job opportunities elsewhereis evidefit
from the age breakdown in census figures showing that the greatest losses
have been of young people in their productive years and their children.

But the ,90 economic forecast calls for 17,000 more jobs in the ten major
employment Troupes than were available in 1967an increase of 50 per cent.,
If the increase takes place, it should stem the out migration and result in a
population growth greater than the natural increases in the metropolitaf. area.

Thus it is forecasted that the metropolitan area will reach a population of
160,000 by 1990a 53 per cent increase. Sioux City is expected to increase
46 per cent to 133,000 by 1990; South Sioux City could Increase almost 100
per cent to 18,300' Sergeant Bluff may increase 58 per cent to 3,0001;
North Sioux City 148 per cent to 3,5001; and Dakota City 127 per cent to
2,500.1

LAND UBE

When examining land use in the metropolitan area, vacant undeveloped
land is readily apparent. Much of this land lies in peripheral areas, but there

hare also numerous tracts of undeveloped land in the more densely settled
areas. Of the 22,000 acres in the metropolitan area, 68.5 per cent is either
vacant or in agricultdre.

Of the f9,000 acres that are developed (31.5 per cent of the total), 34.3
per cent is in residential use; 23.1 per cent is used for streets and alleys; 18.1
per cent is devoted to transportation, communications and utilities (including
airpotts, railroad rights-of-way and freight yards) ; 13.1 per cent is in public
and semi-public use; 7.6 per cent is in commercial use; and 3.8 per cent is in
industrial use.

South Sioux City and Sergeant Bluff are more than 40 per cent residential,
while North Sioux City is only 23 per cent; North Sioux (*ity has about
28 per cent of its developed land in commercial use, partly because or a
dog racing track; Sergeant Bluff is 9.2 per cent industrial because Of its
brick yard and grain storage bins; and Dakota City has 49 per cent of its
developed land in streets and alleys because of small blocks and wide streets.

With an expected 50 per cent increase in population by 1990, the plan
projects a need for 14,000 new dwelling units by that time and 3,700 additional
areas of residential development. Most of that future growth should take
place as extensions of present growth areas, , i.e., south Morningside and
beyond, the southern portion of South Sioux City and beyond, northern and
northeastern Sioux City and presently open area in the middle to far west side.

Since commercial areas are developed to serve residential areas, new local
shopping areas are expected to emerge in the Indian Mils area, the mid and
far west side areas, in central and, south Morningside, in the south part of
South Sioux City, and in Dakota City.

The major Industrial areas. of the filture are seen as the Floyd Valley in
x City, the broad Missouri River bottom land north and south of the

Sio x City Airport, and between South Sioux tits and Dakota City.

Includes adjacent and currently unincorporated areas.

GI)
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THE ECONOMY

SIMPCO is optimistic about future economic growth in the Sioux City
Metropolitan Area. The optimism is based partially on what progress the
area has made in the last decade and partially on what local businessmen
themselves foresee for the future. Part of the SINIPCO planning process was
updating of a 1958 Sioux City economic survey, to 1967.

The data obtained in the new survey, as was the case in the original, was
completed in the form of regional income and product accountsa method, Still
unique when done locally-, of measuring how much each business or segment
of industry adds to the economy in value of goods or services produced. It
differentiates between value produced for, local consumption and for export
outside the metropolitan area and judges prospects for growth accordingly.

There was no attempt made to project value added to 1990 because of time
schedule involved. The 1958 survey projected a growth in total value added
from $202 million in 1958 to $250 million in 19i0. The new survey indicated
that the figure had already reached $303 million by 1967, or $265 million if
adjusted for inflation.

Employment' was 32,000 in 1958 and was expected to oach 39,000 by 1970.
The actual figure was 35,000 by 1967. SINIPCO planners forecast of employ-
ment in 1990 is 52,000 jobs, about 17,000 more than in 1967.

It was noted that between 1958 and 1967, value added grew much more
than employment, reflecting to an extent considerable increases in productivity.

Here is the outlook for the area economy through 1990, broken down into
11 major industry groups:
Agriculture

This category includes agriculturally oriented urban services, such as veteri-
narians, nurseries, hatcheries, and landscape gardening, but excludes commer-
cial farming. Employment in this segment decreased from 115 in 1958 to
63 in 1967. but is expected to increase again to 130 by 1990. The segment
produced $545,000 worth of value added in 1967 up from $352,000 in 1958.

Construction
This is a fast-growing segment which increased its employment from 819

to 1,742 between 1958 and 1967, and Its value added from $3.7 million to
$10.5 million. With more homes needed and business and industry expected
to expand, the segment should have 2,400 jobs by 1990, an increase of 41
per cent.
Meat Packing

Employment in this important industry dropped from 2,983 to 2,730 between
1958 and 1967. and value added declined from $38.4 million to $35.7 million,
largely because of the closing of the Armour and Company plant. The outlook
for the future has improved because of the effect of Iowa Beef Processors
and other new modern facilities, and the trend toward preparation of con-

isumer cuts at the plants. An employment increase of 77 per cent to 4,885
jobs by 1990 is forecasted.
Other Food Processing

Employment in this segment declined from 1,818 to 1,560 between 1958 and
1967, but should increase to 2,555 by 1990 for a 67 per cent increase. The
value added increased, from $14.4 million in 1958 to $22.4 million in 1967.
Other Manufacturing

Other manufacturing is expected to.be the'segment of greatest growth, with
10,500 jobs by 1990, an increase of 162 per cent. The growth already is
underway in what is becoming a diversified and stable segment Which almost
doubled its value added to $50 million from 1958 to 1967 and saw employment
rise froM 3,572 to 4,341.
Transportation. Communications and Utilities

After a slight employment loss from 1958 to 1967, this segment should
show a modest 32 per cent increase to 3,500 jobs by 1990. The value added
went up to $36 million in 1967 from $24 million in 1958.
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Wholesale Trade
This function has shown a substantial decrease in value added, from $14.2

million to $11.9 million and in employment, from 2,512 to 2,120 jobs and is
expected to grow by only 18 per cent to 2,500 lobs by 1990.
Retail Trade

The largest segment of the economy both in employment and :value added,
the retail sector, has suffered from declining population in the trade area,
but should be able to better compete with other nearby trade centers and
show a modest 13 per cent increase in employment to 9,300 b' 1990. Although
employment rose only slightly from 6,914 in 1958 to 7,314 in :L967, value added
increased substantially from $32.5 milibpn to $56.8 million.
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate

This function is expected to experience a 15 per cent employment increase
to 2,800 jobs in 1990 after an increase from 1,432 in 1958 to 1,984 in 1967.
Value added has increased from $7 million to $13 million in the same period.
Services

The second biggest employing sector at the present time is services and is
expected to experience a 35 per cent increase to 8,490 jobs by 1990. The
increase from 1958 to 1967 was from 4,900 to 6,312. The value added went upfrom $21.5 million to $39.8 million.
Government

Employment in government, including local schools, should increase 22 per
cent to 5,420 by 1990. The 1958-1967 increase was from 4,329 to 4,453. The
value added went up from $20.0 million to $25.6 million.

NEIGHBORHOOD STUDIES

In order to determine long-range needs in the various areas where residents
live, work, and play, SIMPCO planners have divided the metropolitan area
into 89 planning districts or "neighbdrhooUs" and assessed each of them on
the basis of content and deficiencies. Boundaries were determined by using
the moat appropriate criteria including natural barriers, land use, and neigh-
borhood character. The average population of each neighborhood is 3,000,
with a\ range from 1,800 dwelling units in the most populous to 59 dwellingunits -.11v.st populous.

Each neighbOrhood is rated by the condition of its buildings, the parks and
recreation deficiencies, the location of schools which serve it, and the manner
in .vhich it has developed, including the effect of topography.

Within the context of the study, ways and means for improving the
ens ironment are set forth. The recommendations include zoning action to
improve development patterns, code enforcement to upgrade buildings and
eliminate dilapidation, and acquisition of land to help make up deficienciesin parks and playgrounds.

OPEN SPACE

Open spaces, both for recreational purposes and for scenic and environmental
enhancement, are extremely important to urban development and tend to
increase property values. The Sioux City Metropolitan Area is fortunate in
having an abundance of open land and should preserve some of it in the
developing areas to assure that it is not lost. Some of the older developed
areas do not have enough parks or playfields, and they should be supplied
where feasible.

In the densely populated areas, it may be feasible only to purchase or
lease individual lots foe necessary recreation aireas. In other areas- it ispossible to develop larger neighborhood or community parks. School playgrounds often provide the bulk of recreational area in a neighborhood, and
may need expansion. One way to provide scenic. as well as recreational
space, is to acqtfire gulleys, ravines, and steep hillside and protect them from
development.

The SIMPCO Plan recommends the following acquisitions to meet the
needs of 1990:
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Morningside
Area from Pulaski Park to South Rustin Street; vest pocket parks in the

northern part; playflelds north of Grace land Cemetery ; extend Ravine Park
to the east and nor list; square out Green Valley Park; playground near
Sergeant Road and rraine.
Sioux City Ea8tside

Acquire extensive wooded and low-lying land in Bacon Creek Watershed;
use sanitary landfill to develop playfield northeast of Seventh and Logan.,

Sioux City Northside
Permanent vest pocket parks near northside; park between Mary Treglia

Center and Irvin School; acquire remainder of DevTs Hollow; playgrounds
at West 21st and Perry Creek and West 31st and Center; acquire bands of
open spaces along drainage courses; including Perry Creek lowland between
33rd and 36th Streets; provide five-acre playgrounds in new areas without
school sites; create nature study area adjacent to Herbert Hoover School.
Sioux City Westaide

Permanent vest pocket parks east of Hamilton; extend Edgewater Park
in Riverside to the southeast; expand Highview Park to the bluffs; extend
War Eagle Park along the bluffs east to Alton Street.
South Sioux City

Acquire river front land along the Missouri River; develop a public marina
in the northwest seCtion; promote reclamation of Crystal Lake; acquire

. open space corridors in southeast and southwest.
Dakota City

Expand and develop river front park; convert the radio transmitter site
into a playfield.
Sergeant Bluff

Acquire Capthart ball diamond and additional playground in the area; add
to the existing park on the bluff.
North Sioux City

Acquire unbuildable land along the Big Sioux and develop a playground
park adjacent to the river front.

There are a number of ways in which local communities can get help in
financing the acquisition of open space land, and SIMPCO communities
should use as many of these methods as possible. Additional recreational
space can be1/4Tailuired in connection with river or highway projects, and
federal match ng funds 4te available for such purposes under at least two
programs. An often suceeli:sful method is for local communities to create
committees to solicit private donations of park land.

SCHOOLS

With a major high school construction program about to get underWay in
1970, Sioux City already is on its way to solving its high school needs for
the next twenty years. South Sioux City also has built a new high school
which should be adequate fon the foreseeable future. Generally, the enrollment
bulge is in 'the upper grades. so this construction should take care of the
most critical school problems in the metropolitan area.

Due to lolcalized conditions within the metropolitan area, certain junior
high schools and elementary schools, mostly in growth areas, are operating
over capacfty and need relief soon. The SIMPCO Plan recommends a number
of new junior high and elementary schools, not only to relieve present over-
crowding, but also to accommodate future growth.

Central and East High Schools with a total capacity of 2.875 pupils, had
an enrollment in 1968 of 3.205. Leeds and Riverside junior-senior high schools
had a total 1968 enrollment of 1.263 in buildings with a capacity of 910.
Other Sioux City junior high schools had an enrollment of 3,796 in builning's
that hold 4,025 pup118. Elementary schools had an enrollment of 10,806 in
buildings with a capacity of 11,219.
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The South Sioux City school system, which includes Dakota City, had a
high school enrollment of 492 (capacity--750) ; a junior high enrollment of
561 (capacity-350) ; and an elementary enrollment of 1,383 '(capacity 1540).

The Sergeant Bluff Luton School system had an enrollment of 250 in its
junior-senior high schoolright at capacity, and 385 in its elementary school
with a capacity of 500. McCook School in North Sioux City had an enrollment
of 300 in a building which holds 375.

Projected 1990 enrollments are, for Sioux City, 5,600 to 6,000 in the high
schools and about the same for the junior schools, and 16,650 to 18,000 in
the elementary schools; for South Sioux City, 870 to 935 in the high school
and about the same in the junior high, and 2,600 to 3,000 in the elementary
schools; for Sergeant BluffLuton, 210 to 250 in the high school and 450 to
620 in the elementary school, and for North Sioux City, 140 to 160 in both
the high school and junior high age groups (they now attend school in
Sioux City) and 420 to 470 in the elementary school.

The SINIPCO Plan calls for the following new schools in addition to the
present plans to construct new high schools in Morningside, the north side
and west side and the conversion of Leeds, Riverside, and East High Schools
to junior high schools and the conversion of Central to a technical high school.
A need is seen for an additional east side high school after 1990 and for
two more new Junior schools in the immediate future: in south Morningsidewest of South Lakeport and near Military and Talbot Roads, and a neweast side junior high after 1990.

Elementary school needs in Sioux City in the near future include construc-tion of a new school in the area and one at 19th and Casselman.
Nod land School in southeast Morningside has recently been completed. By
1990, three additional new elementary schools will be needed farther south in

irningside; Franklin School should be replaced with a new school ; one
adjacent to the new north side high school and one near West Fourth and
Burton Streets. A number of existing school sites 5110111(1 be expanded and
Floyd School should be abandoned. After 1990 there NVill be a need for a
new school near 38th and Stone Park Boulevard.

In South Sioux City, the present high school Amid(' suffice with possible
additions; a second junior high will be needed near the high school. New
elementary schools will be needed on the east side---(me to replace Harney
and two more farther south, and after 190(1 a new one will be needed NN'eSI
of Lewis and Clark School.

Sergeant BluffLuton may get along without the need for a new high
school. although the building is quite old. An addition to the elementary
school will probably be needed. North Sioux City will probably need an
additional elementary school and a means to -insure quality education for
junior and senior high students.

LIBRARIES

Sioux City reeds a new main library at the edge of downtown. possibly
just north of the auditorium. and branches near 27th and Pierce and west
of \Vest 7#.1: and Isabella. South Sioux City needs a new library, possibly at a
new city hall near 18th Street. Sergeant Bluff, Dakota City, and North Sioux
City can be well served by bookmobile service.

FIRE STATIONS

The only new stations needed in the metropolitan area are at the Sioux
City Airport and near the Industrial Interchange. However. South Sioux City
may need a new facility in the south part of the city if ther,t is substantial
industrial growth there in future years. Dakota City needs a new building
for its station, Sergeant Bluff needs more space and more Nvater capacity,

` and North Sioux City needs more water storage.

WATER SI-STY:NIS

Each of the SIMPCO communities has an independent water system supplied
from wells. Each of the cornmunities water supply needs to enhance quality.
Sioux City must add to the storage capacity and distribution system within
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the planning period. The other communities need, or will need in the next
several years, 'additional capacity for storage and supply.

S131PCO planners suggest that a central plant for supply and treatment
of water for the entire metropolitan area would be advantageous and cost
saving. The logical place for such a plant would be in Sioux City, which not
only has a plentiful supply, but is planning a major treatment plant.

Aside fmni the recommendation for consideration of the central plant
concept, the plan also lists needed improvements to the individual systems
to meet the needs of expected growth by 1990.

It is recommended that Sioux City gradually replace all the Lowell Field
wells with river front wells, as planned, to improve the quality of the water.
It is recinumended that softening facilities be added to the proposed plant
for the removal of iron and manganese. The report recommends locations for
later new major supply mains in areas likely to grolit

Dakota City needs a new aeration and filter plant, a new well ors wells
and additional storage. Sergeant Bluff will need so much expansion because
of expected growth that it might be difficult to finance the improvements
without connecting to an area system. North Sioux City faces about the same
needs as Sergeant Bluff.

South Sioux City will need some additional wells both because of the
condition of some of its present wells and because of future growth needs.
Improvements should be nuide at both pumping plants to increase filtration
rates; an additional 1.5 million gallons storage and several new mains are
needed.

SANITARY SEWERS

Sioux City, already facing the prospect of a Federal order to install
secondary treatment at its sewage plant. also is approaching hydraulic capacity
of its present primary treatment facilities and within the next two or three
years should start planning an expansion to be put into operation by 1974.
Plant capacity is 17.5 million gallons a day and Sioux City already has reached
about 17) million with the addition of Sergeant Bluff and airport sewage loads.
The expected 1990 flow, including South Sioux City, also now on the line, and
Sergeant Bluff and North Sioux City, is 24 million gallons a day. Sewer needs
in Sioux ('ity inelude the installation of sewer service in west Riverside,
completion of the Perry Creek trunk sewer and expansion of sewer system
in southeast Morningside.

South Sioux City will need some more sewer trunk lines to meet future
growth. Sergeant Bluff will need more pumping capacity. Dakota City should
investigate connecting to Sioux City's collection system as an alternative to
expanding its own treatment plant. North Sioux City has prepared plans for
a sewer system and will either build its own treatment plant or connect to
Sioux City's system.

STORM DRAINAGE

Sioux (7ity's drainage problem is due to steep terrNn ^_nd fast flow of
runoff. The older sewers are in the flood plain and catch' most of the water.
Other parts of the metramlitan area have an opposite problem, flat terrain

,with 'Hauling creating n nukance.
Two pending flood control projects on the Big Sioux River and Perry

Creek will make substantial drainage system improvements possible in both
Sioux City and North Sioux City. Sioux City will he able to extend the
enclosed portion of Perry Creek north through the residential area. The
Bacon Creek Oluservation project may make siniihir improvements possible
on the elst

A number of additions to the storm drain system are needed, ineluding
critical areas on Sioux ('ity's west and northwest side.

Storm drainage improvements are needed in Sergeant Bluff, South Sioux
City, and Dakota City.

STREETS AND HIGH WAYS

More people, more jobs, more homes and more businessesall forecasts
of the SIMPCO:comprehensive plant reportcreate more traffic.

The consultants who worked on the plan assembled all the growth statistics,
determined the most likely places for the growth to take place, and then

71 pt. 3
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plotted routes connecting those areas and other areas. The 1965 traffic origin
and destination survey was the basis of which traffic factors were developed.

Socio-economic growth statistics were converted into traffic volumes and
estimated that by 1990, 457,000 vehicle trips will begin and/or end in the
metropolitan area on an average weekday, a 65 per cent increase over 1965.
Examination of the existing street and highway network in the metropolitan
area indicated that many street segments are overburdened under existing
traffic loads.

It was then determined which existing streets must be widened or otherwise
improved to carry more traffic and where new routes will be needed. A
schedule for carrying out the recommended construction over the next twenty
years was developed, based upon the priorities established through the
planning process.

The resulting program calls for $92.7 million worth of major street con-
structionincluding both new streets and huprovements to present streets
by 1990, with more than half of its scheduled within the next five years.
Total mileage involved by 1990 is 84 miles.

This includes ten miles of freeways costing $38.6 million; 15.5 miles of
expressway costing $31.2 million ; 29.5 million of arterial streets costing
$17.6 million and 28 miles of collector streets costing $6.2 million.

Of the $92.7 million in major street projects, $49 million would be needed
by 1975; $17.6 million between 1975 and 1980; $5.1 million between 1980
and 1985; and $20.9 million between 1985 and 1990.

The major expenditure will occur in the next five years because that is when
the second Missouri River Bridge and approaches are to be built. The Iowa
segment would cost almost $18 million and the Nebraska segment a lesser
amount.

In addition to th major street construction, the SIMPCO plan envisions
$14.5 million worth of n'w subdivision streets over the next twenty years
and $10 million worth of resurfacing and rebuilding of existing streets for
a total cost of $117 million by 1990.

The new bridge, to he located so that it will be about a mile north of
the Industrial Interchange on the Iowa side, will connect two outer belt
routes, one around Sioux City and one around South Sioux City, both built
to freeway and expressway standards. The Iowa outer belt route will extend
from the bridge east and north to cross present U.S. 20 at the east city
limits (and to serve as a U.S. 20 bypass for that distance), continue north
and west to cross U.S. 75 at the southern tip of Leeds and continue northwest-
erly to intersect with former Highway 7 at about 41st Street.

The South Sioux City outer belt route would include the approach to the
new bridge west across South Sioux City near 39th Street, and Highway No.
20 and Highways 77-73 bypasses around the east and west edges of the city,
circling in to join each other at about Ninth and Dakota Avenue. The
bypass will extend south past Dakota City.

Other expressways called for in the next twenty years include improvement
of East Gordon Drive to expressway standards in the next few years and
replacement of the Combination Bridge with a new $17 million structure
just prior to 1990.

Arterial projects proposed, with estiMated costs, include:
Four-laning of Ricer Drive from North Sioux City to Sodrac Park by 1975,

$265,000.
Widening of Military Road (four lanes from Rebecca to Casselman and a

wider two lanes from Casselman to Riverside) and improvement of the
Military RoadRiverside intersection, by 1980, $930,000.

A new four-lane route generally following Edmunds Avenue from John
Street west to Riverside Boulevard, by 1975, $520,000.

The Hamilton Boulevard extension to West Highland and Isabella, scheduled
to begin next year, $1.1 million.

Four-laning of Wesley Way to West Eighth and extending it to 13th Street
as the west leg of a proposed inner loop, by 1985, $500,000.

Reconstruction of Third Street through downtown to a six-lane divided
street, by 1975, $600,000.

Widening of Floyd Boulevard over the next fifteen years to a four-lane
divided road all the way from Gordon Drive to 38th Street, replacement of
the present Wall Street Viaduct, $1.1 million.

G fit
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A new cross town route from Hamilton Boulevard to U.S. 75 in the vicinity
of 12th or 13th Street, by 1980, $6.4 million. It would be the northern segment
of the inner loop and would bridge over Pierce Street and possibly pass under
Douglas and Nebraska Streets.

Development of Sixth Street east from U.S. 75 to Fairmount and replacement
of the old Fourth Street bridge with a new Fourth and Fairmount connection,
by 1875, $205,000.

Development of one-way streets on either side of Dakota Avenue in South
Sioux City between 16th and 29th Streets, to divert traffic off of Dakota,
by 1975, $300,000.

Collector street improvements include
Realignment of Hale Street on the west side from Harris Street to Military

Road, by 1990, $250,000.
Paving of Casseltnan between West Fourth and Villa, by 1975, $150,000.
Widening of Villa from Prescott to Turner, by 1980, $200.000.
Widening of Rebecca from West First to West 21st, by 1985. $110,000.
Conversion of West Third and West Fourth to one-way streets west to

Leonard Street, by 1975, $145,000.
New streets and street extensions in the Indian Hills area, southeast

Morningside and eastern South Sioux City to better serve growth areas.
These projects and others in the recommended SIMPCO traffic plan will

probably not all be carried out, or at least as soon as recommended. because
of financial problems, although the recommendations are considered minimums
which may be understating actual needs.

TRANSIT SFRVICE

Although the main traffic needs of the future is new streets and highways
to handle fast growing numbers of automobiles, there will always be people
who cannot or will not drive cars and thus a need for continuing the City's
transit system.

It is noted that an estimated 25 per cent of the population, mostly children,
youths and the elderly. are potential bus riders who may be induced to use
the transit system if service is improved.

The report recommends extending routes so that almost all areas have bus
service within a quarter of a mile so that it will be available to most potential
users. Although revenue should be increased with better service, costs al
will increase and it must be recognized that the system will alwayseh e to
be subsidized by local taxes and by Federal and state grants.

Senator IftimrmEy. Mr. Mayor, I will just make one observation.
The first thing I want you to know it I am going to send a copy
of your testimony to the Deparrment of Housing and Urban De-
velopment. Now. I am not scolding that Department any more than
I did when I was in the executive, branch of government under
the previous administration. I served as Vice President. I do not
recall whether you were there at some of our conferences that we
had for the mayors, but I had 44 such conferences for local govern-
ment officials in which I would bring the Highway Commissioner,
the Secretary of HUD, the Secretary of HEW, the Secretary of
Labor, or the Under Secretary, and meet with local government
,offieials and try to break through this wall of what I considered at
that time to be just deliberate delay, and I am speaking now of an
administration in which I served. And we were able to get some
things done. It took some doing.

To serve as a mayor of a city and have these projects approved,
locally and to have your plans all prepared, with differences
reconciled, only to end up having nothing clone because neither
State nor Federal assistance is forthcoming, even though it is said
to be forthcoming, is not only frustrating, it is downright inde-

6 ,
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fensible. I am going to see that this testimo..k. n amours kets to the
proper authorities.

I hope other members of the committee will comment on it. I
do not want to go into whether or not this involves withholding
of funds. We are not going to argue about that.

The point is that you have a plan. You have indicated that
you aie having some problems. I think somebody ought to 'look
at those problems. I think that is one of the duties of a committee
like ours, even though not necessarily this committee.

As a matter of fact, you have cited a national growth policy.
In a sense we are a part of that in this committee. We are not the
whole part. We do not have a national growth policy and we have
not had one since the 19th century. We really haven't. The last
national growth policy we had was in the days of the land grants
and homestead acts.

So without regard' to Republican or Democrat or without regard
to Warren Harding or Richard Nixon, Calvin Coolidge, or Lyndon
Johnson, or Herbert Hoover, or John Kennedy, we just simply have
not had a national growth policy. This city really depends on rural
America, doesn't it? You cannot survive out here without rural
development. You are not Philadelphia or Los Angeles or New
York. You are a city of approximately 90.000, is that right? And
you have problems which are related to agriculture.

Mr. BERGER. Mr. Chairman, could I suggest that neither Los
Angeles or Philadelphia or New York could survive long with
help?

Senator HUMPHREY. I should say not. but this is more direct. No
doubt, all of them rely upon the rural areas of our country.

Senator Allen has some questions he wants to ask. I will yield
to him now.

Senator ALLEN. I will wait my turn.
Senator Hummin Ey. Go ahead. Senator, while we have both

gentlemen here.
Senator ALLEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In order to conserve time. I will direct my remarks at Mr.

Meisner and also a question or two I would like to develop.
Mr. Meisner. I certainly watt to commend you on your fine state-

ment and as director of the Sioux land Interstate 1,1etropolitan
lanning Council. I am pleased to note that you are adopting in this

Council an interstate approach because certainly the problems of
rural America know no geographic lines. They know no sectional
lines. And as I have heard these problems of rural America as they
exist here in this area, outlined, I have not found one single problem
that does not also exist in my home State of Alabama.

Just as you need more job opportunities for your young people,
just as you need better housing, you need a stable agriculture, you
need a better balance between agriculture and industry, you
need more credit in rural areas, so we in Alabama and the South
need these very same things.

We had not been here in Sioux City long before it was pointed
out to us several area9 through which we traveled that had been
flooded by the floods of the early 1950's. and I would like to inquire
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as to what benefits have accrued to this area of the country as a
result of the development of the Missouri River?

Mr. MEISNER. Well, Senator, the implementation of the Bick-
Sloan plan and general programs on the Missouri River I believe
is probably the one biggest thing that hasone \if the biggest things
that has ever happened to this area in the terms of positive good.

No. one, we are no longer flooded in this area or downstream from
Yankton which is the first main stem dam which is 65 miles up-
stream from Sioux City. We are no longer flooded from that river.
We CAll also use releases of that water for flood control from some
of our unregulated rivers that come into it downstream from that
point.

No. two. it has turned into being probably our biggest recrea-
tional asset in the area. both the reservoirs upstream and the river
here. You probably noticed the development along the river.

Three, I believe it is starting to have a big impact on industrial
development and, of course, it is the headwaters of navigation
system on the Missouri River and I believe the benefits of river
navigation are well known. So we have those plus the pollution
control element of that river. That is a tremendous asset, especially
now that it is developed.

Senator ALLEN. Well. now, these programs of navigation and
flood control, recreation, pollution control, have they improved the
quality of life in this area?

Mr. lfissr.R. Without a doubt.
Senator ALLEN. Well. now, would you say, then, that these water

resources development programs, have they in any way improved
the economy and encouraged people to remain in this area that
might ordinarily have moved from the area?

Mr. MEISNER. Yes. sir.
Senator ALLEN. In other words, would your outmigration be a

great deal worse had it not been for the development of the 'Mis-
souri RiverBasin?

Mr. :11tsx}:ii. Yes, sir. I believe it would have been. We have not
done a considerable amount of development in what was once the
flood plain, industries such as Terra-Chemical, Iowa, Public Service,
Borr!on. Netra-Flow and others. Other industries have received
benefits from that flood-free river.

Senator Amyx. From time to time there in Congress it has been
proposed the levying of user charges in water-borne commerce and
then lvtneficiary charges on flood control irojects. World the levying
of these assessments or charges, would they impede the economic
dc's elopment of this area and would they retard rural development
in this area?

'AffasxErt. Well. Senator. No. 1, beneficiary charges are paid
by local government in the flood control project that Mayor Tler(ver
spoke of. T believe the city of Sioux City expended some $5.6 million
in that project. We have a project on the Rig Sioux River now that
plannhur netimlly liegan in the early 1900s on that. Tt is now
authorized by Comvress for final engineering design.

There will he a certain amount of that expense that will be local
expense. Benefits from the user charge should point in terms of
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) what we hope to accomplish in this area in terms of national
growth policy. I can see no benefits from the institution of user
cha rges.

Senator ALLEN. Would it not cost the farmer who sends his grain
or his other produce by water. would it not cost him money and
therefore reduce his net return from his operation?

Mr. Ai EISNKR. Absolutely.
Senator ALLEN. And certainly it would do just the opposite of

encouraging the development of rural America as it applies here
in this area?

Mr. MEISNER. Yes, sir. I believe that is absolutely' correct.
Senator ALLEN.. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Yr. Chairman.
Senator HUMPHREY. I thank the Senator for his questions.
Senator Miller?
Senator Mum?, I thank the Senator from Alabama for his last

point because it fits precisely with some of the testimony we have
had that indicates we have to have a strong agricultural economy
and to the extent that that is diminished by these user charges, We
are frustrating the basic objective that we know we have to achieve.

I am pleased to tell yon, Mr. Meisner. that in connection with
your fourth point, about the location of additional Federal installa-
tions in the Midwest, that there is a bill pending before Senator
McClellan's Government Operations Committee which several of
us are co-sponsoring, which would require the installation of the
placement of Federal installations in the Midwest. What we have done
in that legislation is provide for the location of Federal installations
and the awarding of rontraets with a view to eliminating or avoiding
further congestion in the metropolitan areas. If that could ever get on
the books, I think our rural areas in America and in the Middle West
would certainly obtain their fair share of those expenditures.

I might say I put in a bill in 1966 to do that. I am sorry to say
it was never reported out. I think we are getting more action this
time; we are moving now. This is the first year I have seen real
momentum on a policy such as we are after here.

I want to particularly commend you on the last paragraph of
your statement. I think I know what you are talking about. You
heard Congressman Culver refer to red tape. I presume you share
in his views on that?

Mr. BERGER. We all do.
Senator MILLER. Well, believe me, I saw one application page list-

ing 27 or 28 different points that had to be covered and they were
rather exhaustive points, before, a small amount of money could be
obtained in connection with the economic area development pro-
gram and this was for a mayor of a small town over in eastern
Iowa. He was just upset about it. He could not cope with it.

This, of course, gqs you back to revenue sharing. It gets you
back to the pass-through provision in the general revenue sharing
program which says that not only will the money go out to the
State but it will go out to the counties and to the cities. It will be
passed through and you won't have to wait for a legislative decision;
you will be able to use the mechanical structure that you have

!U
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already established and yon will be ready to fro with it. But you
Peed the money, and that is what this is all about.

I might say that we are not the Subcommittee on Urban Develop-
ment revenue sharing. That is another bill which I think is pending
before the Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs Committee. I can-
not tell you much about that. But the point was made by Senator
Humphrey that if the rural areas in this Sioux City region become
viable and industry locates here., the people will stay here. I do not need
to tell yon that Sioux City and any city like it are going to have tre-
mendous benefits as a result of that, and that is what we are really
after here.

I do not think there is anything in the rural development 'revenue
sharine. bill that would have any direct benefit to Sioux. City..
ITrbant"development would. But if we can get going on some of these
programs to revitalize rural America ,and hold the population out
here where they will have good jobs and good opportunities, cities
like Sioux City are going to benefit greatly.

I dare say that one reason why we have not had the proper
growth in Sioux City, Mr. Chairman, is the fact that rural America
located in northwest Iowa, northeastern Nebraska, southeastern
South Dakota, and southwestern Minnesota, has not been sharing
fairly in the national income. If it had been, I think Sioux City
would have had its share of the growth.

I want to commend you on your statements, too.
Senator HUMPHREY. Senator Bellmon?
Senator BRir.mox. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Meisner, on page. 5 you say, if we are to achieve the building

of such a regional economic system, national incentives or disin-
centives may have to be implemented.

Could you be more specific about what incentives you have in
mind.

Mr. MEISNER. They might be any type of incentive ca. disincentive,
Mr. Senator. It could be in terms of a tax. I would think that that
would be a good place to begin. It could'be

Senator Tic:IA.3E0N. You mean a tax
Mr. MEtsNER. Incentives on location of even local taxes up to the

point of corporate income taxes. That could be
BELLMON. You mean you would give the company that

builds in Sioux City a tax advantage?
Mr. MEISNER. Sir, if it is going to be a national priority or a

policy to get people back to the Midwest. then I would take, those
steps necessary that it has to do that. I am not too sure what all
of those steps would be.

Senator BELLM0N. Let us talk a little bit about a tax break where
a newcomer conies and builds in Sioux City. Do you think this
would he fair for the companies that are already here?

Mr. MEIsNER. That the tax itself-=it depends on the type of
business, I should imagine. Mr. Senator.

Senator BELL3toN. Well, now. let us get down to specifics. We have
to know exactly what you are thinking about if we are, going to
put. this into a law. What incentives would you recommend?

Mr. MEtsxER. Tax incentives is one of theman incentive that
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tax paymentS could be made in lieu of local property taxes. That
gets back to some of the existing States' problems.

Senator BELLMON. How do we do this without working a dis-
advantage on the companies that are already working with your
city?

MFISNER. I am sure we do not want toI am not too sure
we know all the answers on how to solve the problem. I suggested
the things that we could look into. Unfortunately I do not have
those answers, Mr.-Senator.

Senator BELLMON.-I thought you m;ght have s'mething specific
in mind that we could refer to.

Mr. 111Eismilt. I do. We do give different typesin many types
of industries now I do not believe it is absolutely necessary for
corporation§ who titre quartered, say, or governmental headquarters
from an administrative standpoint, to be, in the largest urban
centers. Not necessarily.

Senator BELLMON. how do we get them to come to Sioux City?
Mr. MEISNER. I would think as long we could have the educa-

tional facilities and the rest of the facilities, we could add to
offering a meaningful life, that maybe we will be able to start to
turn this trend and once the system becomes successful, then I

Senator, that it will start feeding on itself like it has in
most of the areas that have grown over the years.

Senator BELLMON. Mayor. do you have any idea 'or specific
recommendation as to what kind of incentives the Congress might
put into the law that would help drasw the kind of development
here that you want?

Mr. BERGER. Well, I think just to expand on what Mr. Meisner
was saying, probably in a different vein with respect to tax incen-
tives. I certainly from a local standpoint am not in agrement with
offering tax incentives and concessions to any industries coming
in here because I feel it is unfair to the industries that have been
here for a number of years and have paid their taxes. But possibly
there could be incentives from the Federal tax level to companies
that would move facilities to. say, a given geographical area, iike the
Midwest, and so forth, that could be granted to them through the
Federal tax system. And possibly if industries in the Sioux City
area are economically depressed there could be additional considera-
tion given to them.

Senator Miller. T am sure. is an expert on tax matters He
could devise something much better than I could.

Senator BELLmox. Mr. Mayor. in your statement you comment
on the failure of nonresponsive State legislature to recognize the
critical financial needs of cities.

If we go ahead with revenue sharing and turn most of the money,
or at least a lot of the money. over to the State legislature. do you
think Sioux City will get -a 'fair shake?

Mr. BERGER. would say. Senator. that i agree with the policy
of the U.S. Conference of Mayors and the National League of Cities
in which I believe their policies they insist on a mandatory pass-
through of at least 50 percent of the revenue to the cities and towns,
the local jurisdictio; s. That would be my answer.

Senator I3m.i..3rox. You mean the Congress would
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My. BERGER. Mandate a pass-through to the cities.
Senator .BELLMON. Yes, but what about the other 50 percent? Do

you feel the legislature will be responsible and fair in dividing it
between the needs of the urban centers and the rural areas?

Let me tell you the reason for iny question. In my State of Okla-
homa we have had apportionment in the last 7 or 8 years, and what
was once a rural dominated legislature is now pretty much an
urban dominated legislature, and I am curious to know whether
those urban legislatures may be sitting Ahere licking their chops
waiting to get even with some of the country boys for what they
used to do to the cities? (Laughter)._

Mr. BEROER. I would certainly hope not, that urban legislators
would feel that way.

Senator BF:LIMON". In your statement you apparently are very
critical of the legislature and I am just curious to know if you are
telling us we should not go into revenue sharing.because the legis-
latures cannot be trusted?

Mr. BEROER. I would have to say that on the basis of our rela-
tionship with State legislature during this session and previous
sessions that we have every reason to b/e concerned in Iowa. Now,
I am not sure the other mayors in Iowa concur with me on that
statement. but I certainly feel that way. I think the Iowa Legisla-
ture is currently going through the throes of reapportionment and
I would hope in the future it would be somewhat more reflective of
urban concerns, but so far it has not been tq evident.

Senator BEI.I.MON. So you would say that the Government should
be very careful in approving some guarantees that would assure fair
treatment to both rural and urban areas?

Mr. BEROER. Yes.
Senator BELLMON.. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HUMPHREY. Mr. Mayor and Mr. Meisner, we do want tp

thank you very much. I couldn't help but think as I listened to you
about where Federal institutions should be located. I wondered why
we did not locate the Department of Agriculture out of Washington.
The only thing we grow down there are petunias, tulips, and
magnoliak. nWe have got beautiful dogwood but

Senator -MILLER. And locate it in Sioux City.
Senator HUMPHREY. We will have a big struggle now whether it

goes to. Minneapolis and St. Paul or Sioux City or Des Moines. I
suppose we will have to cut. in Oklahoma City and Birmingham. I
don't know how we will do it. Maybe We )otter leave it where it is.

Thank you very very much. [Lau en]
We are very grateful to you gentlemen. and thank you for your

display.
Do you have a smaller copy in miAture of your city plan, Mr.

Mayor ?
Mr. BERGOR. Yes. we do.
Senator Humeitar.y. We would like to have it for the purposes of

our record.
Mr. BERGER. We will See to it'that you get it.
Senator HUMPHREY. I understand the next witness will move out

of position here according to our sheet. It. is Mr. Frank Griffith.
Mr. Frank Griffith is the president of the Iowa Public Service Co.

tl
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Hewill testify instead of Mr. Stan Swanson. This is quite a con-
cession for a Minnesotan to make. They have got a lot of Swansons
in Minnesota, not tqc many Griffiths but we welcome and appreciate
your taking the tireto appear before us.

Mr. GRIFFITH. 'I .lank sou, sir.

STATEMENT OF FRANK GRuiriTlf, PRESIDENT, IOWA PUBLIC
SERVICE CO., SIOUX CITY, IOWA

Mr. Giurrrni. Mr. Chfiirman and Members of the committee I
appreciate the opportunity to discuss with you the status of energy
.supply in Iowa and ',areas surrounding Sioux City. My name is
Frank Griffith, president of Iowa. Public Service Co. and also a
farm owner.

Senator HUMPHREY. Where is your farm, sir?
Mr. Caurrrrii. In Plymouth County, about 5 miles north of Sioux

City.
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you.
MT. GRIFFITH. Our company provides electric service to 235 cities

and towns, two cooperatives, and 10,000 fares. We provide gas
service in 108 communities in three States. Thus, I am familiar
with both urban and rural problems. By the way of background
in the energy business, I have been associated with the administra-
tion of the Iowa power pool since its inception.

This power pool consists of the major energy suppliers in the
State of Town, both private and cooperative. I have been a member
of the Mid-Continent Area Power Planners (MAPP) executive
committee, which consists of 15 investor-owned utilities, eight gen-
eration and transmission cooperatives, 28 municipal electric utilities
in a'10 State region of North Central United States and a et-
Crown Corp. in Manitoba, Canada.

I just completed a term of office as president of the North Central
Electric Association, which covers seven States in the upper midwest.
I am a member of the Edison Electric Institute Board of Directors
and am currently serving as president of the Midwest Gas Associa-
tion, which includes pipelines, distributors, and associated industries
in an 11 State Midwest area. One of my most pleasant duties is to
serve as a member of the Iowa Development Commission.

I would like to present to you the current status for the supply
of basics energy in this area. Let's first discuss the natural gas supply
situation. The midwest krea was one of the first to aggressively
develop the use of natural. gas for residential, commercial and in-
dustrial use.

Up until this time, our supplies have been completely adequate
and very competitively priced. We, and I am speaking for all of
the gas suppliers in the area, have been able to satisfy the requests
for any and every industry needing natural gas. Our pipeline
supplier has done a substantially better job than most in securing
new gas preserves. Last year 80 percent of sales were replaced with
new gas reserves compared with 50 percent nationally. Even though
supplies are diminishing nationwideas evidenced by the res"rve
production ratiosI believe that we are in a favored position pro-
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vided that our pipeline supplier is successful in its efforts to import
gas from Canada.

Most recta indications are that these negotiations are proceeding
favorably, but are still subject to approval by the Canadian National
Energy Board and the Federal Power Commission. Northern's
Canadian and Tiger Ridge reser% total 4 trillion feet. Success in
bringing these reserves into the Mi st is essential to long range
development.

At times it appears tbArt the rural States simply do not have
sufficient political influence in comparison with the more populous
areas. The interest and assistance of your committee, Mr. Chairman,
can be vital to development of this area. There are indications that
the Federal Power Commission is tending more towards controlling
the end use of gas. This will have the effect of conserving gas sup-
plies for those uses which gas can peiform most efficiently or which
cart be served by no other product.

In the alternative, industries which can use other fuels probably
ultimately will be directed to use such other fuel,s. To sum it up,
feel that currently we are in a comfortable comp'titive position for
natural gas supply, but the successful conclusion to Canadian gas
imports is absolutely vital for the future supply in this area.

Oil and propane are fuels primarilyused on a standby b, is for
large industries usin natural gas as a primary fuel or those
areas where there i. no natural gas distribution. These f is will
become more important as the end use of gas comes en further
control. There is no commercial source of either oil or propane in
our area. Our entire usage must be transported by rail, truck or
pipeline. Supplies appear to be adequate fOr requirements in this
area as long as the transportation - systems are operating. Here again,
price increases' (both for the basic material and for transportation)
are reflected in delivered price.

Coal is one of the prime industrial fuels. For many Years there
was substantial coal production in the southern part of Iowa, Nit
this hils diminished to relatively negligible quantities. We are most
fortunate to have available virtually unlimited quantities of low
sulphur Wyomihg coal at prices competitive with other fuels. Much
of the Nation's supply of low sulphur coal is in the Western States.

This source is now becoming extremely important because of the
necessity to burn low sulphur coal to meet Air quality requirements.
Substantial coal mines are in operation in southern and eastern
Wyoming and additional mines are being established. Unit train
rates for bulk movement of this coal to consumers in our area have
been negotiated. Therefore, we are, assured of completely adequate
supplies of this very important fuel for as far into the future as
one can visualize. I believe government sources in Wyoming indicate
there is enough coal in Wyoming to satisfy the entire Nation's
energy requirements for 1.000 years. Thus, I can assure you that
an inditstries wishing to locate in our area can he assured entirely
ado 'late supplies of energy.

I elieye it should be pointed out at this time that energy costs
are increasing in our area as they are nationwide. I believe our
increases are comparable to those taking place elsewhere. Virtually
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all basic energy supplies must be shipped into this State, so we are
subject to increases in transportation costs, as well as in field prices.

Let's now turn to electric power. The three previously mentione,
isources of energy (gas, oil and coal) are, of course, used in varyin

degrees in the generation of power. A supply of coal is vital an
ours is adequate for future generating requirements. In our own
immediate area, we have under construction here in Sioux City 860
megawatts of fossil fueled generating capacity, which is scheduled
for operation in the near future. Two additional power sources are
in the region. In our immediate area, there are several nuclear gen-
erating stations in various stages of construction. All of them are
expected to he in commercial operation withinithe next 2 or 3 years.
The Missouri Rover has been developed as a large hydro electric
generating source through the construction of the main-stem dams
on the river.

All available energy in the water flowing down the river is now
utilized sir all the water in the reservoir is passed through the
turbines f r wer generation. Any further hydrodevelopment along
the Misso c n only be in the form of peaking generation, but will
not increase the total energy output of the river.

Capacity from peaking generation should he equitably distributed
to all power suppliers in the area. Thus, further development of
base load electric energy sources in the area must come from fossil-
fueled or nuclear plants.

I would like at this time to point out one of the unique features
of the Iowa power pool. The Iowa pool began operation in 1958 and
thus was one of the earliest and most conservatively operated pools
in the ...Nation. It was our concept right from the beginning (and
this is perhaps due to the fact that all of us have a rural realistic
concept). that the thing we were really interested in was whether or
not the pool could actually perform as was expected.

There are many ways of describing the capacity of generating
units, but the figure we always insisted on was the net generating
capability at time of system peak load and furthermore to quantify
these results to the amounts deliverable at usable voltage. In other
words, we were interested in the actual output. of the generating
units tinder the weather and operating conditions prevailing at
system peak. which normally is the time of the most adverse weather
conditions.

Not only do we want to know what the units will produce, but
also the amounts that can be delivered by the. transmission system.
As a result of this realistic concept. the Iowa pool has always been
able to plan and maintain adequate generating capability to ieet
the needs of its customers. There have been pally. many, ins , aces
in recent years when we have sold substantial amounts of energy
to other systems (particularly in the urban areas of the country.).

Planning of the Iowa pool is done in detail, for 20 years in the
future, using the most sophisticated methods. Thus, I can assure
you that we will have adequate generating capacity to supply any
and every development in the area. The Iowa pool members are all
members of MAPP and also work closely with other neighboring
power supply systems, such as the Omaha Public Power Distriot,

/
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U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, and all the other members of this re-
gional organization.

Thus, you can see that we can give you positive assurance of an
immediate and long-range ability to meet energy requirements in
the area.

I would like to present to you one of the efforts of the Iowa
utilities to stimulate development. It has .been our feeling, and I
believe this is shared by the development commission that our big-
gest problem is to make people throughout the Nation aware of the
joys and opportunities for business and gracious living in this area.
We have the clean air, the blue skies, the pure water that both people
and industry need. We have good schools, good transportation, ample
recreation. However, we do not have public awareness.

Therefore, we prepared this brobure-250,000 copies of this have
been supplied to the Iowa Development Commission. The utilities
are doing extensive advertising in national media to bring this area
to the attention of industry and commerce throughout the country.
The efforts and the interest of influential people. such as the hon-
orable gentlemen on this committee. can do a great deal to support
and expand the development of rural America.

We are ready, we have the capability for supplying every need
of commerce or industry that may move into our area. We need
and request your advice. yoffr assistance, your guidance. in stimu-
lating the flow of industry from the crowded cities out to the great
plains.

Thank you for your interest in our problems. We stand ready to
assist you in any way possible.

Senator ALLEN (now presiding). Mr. Griffith, what percentage of
the power comes from hydro electric projects, what from nuclear
power plants, and what from coal fed steam plants?

Mr. GRIFFITH. Senator. in th's area encompassing the MAPP
region, the hydro system. -whicl is the Bureau of Reclamation
system, has a little over 2,000 me awatts of capacity against a total
capability in the area of about 13.500 MW. At the present time,
there will )e operating this ummer 500 megawatts of nuclear
capacity. Th .e is another 2. 00 megawatts of nuclear under con-
struction, or roughly 20 percent. The balance is fossil fuel, 60 per-
cent fossil fuel.

Senator Arlxx. Is there some disillusionment among power
companies as to the value. effectiveness, and relative merits of nuclear
power, that. is, electric power made in a nuclear plant?

Mr. GRIFFITH. Well, sir. the costs of nuclear plants escalated
very dramatically. They are uniformly late in coming on line. In our
own company we have seen fit to take the approach of the fossil
fuel plant utilizing unit train loads of Wyoming coal.

Senator ALLEN. «';11, now, the discharge of the water back
the streams, does that present any pollution problems ?

Mr. GRIFFITH. The nuclear plants have a heat rejection of about
twice the amount of a comparable capacity fossil plant. The units
which we are constructing south 9f Sioux City here on the Missouri
River will not cause any particular problem. We have had extensive
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engineering and biological surveys made in cooperation with the
Corps of Engineers and they have indicated to the best of our
knowledge that there will be no degradation of the biological
condition of the river.

Senator ALLEN. Now, did your company produce a surplus Of
power last year?

Mr, Gurrirru. Yes, sir. And we sold our surplus to other systems.
Senator ALLEN. I see. But you do have sufficient power to take

care of the foreseeable growth in this area?
Mr. GRIFFITH. Yes, sir, absolutely.
Senator ALLEN. What about the rural lines?
Mr. GRIFFIT1I. The rural areas of Iowa, South Dakota, are served

primarily by rural electric cooperatives. These groups, in fact, the
manager of one of these groups, our neighbors to the northwest,
Northwest Iowa Power C8operative are sitting here in the hearing
room. We have worked closely with them. We have interchanged
agreements with them. We work closely. with the Bureau of Reclama-
tion, but in addition we do serve a substantial number of rural
customers ourselves.

Senator ALIEN. Would you have an idea as to what percentage
of farms in Iowa either have electricity or have it available to.
them if they should connect on the line?

Mr. GRIFFMI. Yes, sir. We have made an extensive survey of the
problem. To the best of our knowledge there is not a single rural
customer in Iowa that wants power that does not have it.

Senator ALLEN. I think that is excellent. Certainly that is one of
the conveniences that rural America needs. To put it on a com-
parable basis with our city cousins.

Mr. GRIFFITH. Absolutely.
Senator ALLEN. Thank you very much.
Senator Ilumpintcy (now presiding). I am sorry that I had to

depart from the room at the time that you testified. I noticed that
you are a member of the Midcontinelif Area Power Planners execu-
tive committee. I have met with your 4roup, as you know, in Wash-
ington and I wish to commend you for the kind of planning that
you and your associates engage in.

Mr. Gan' Fun. Thank you, sir.
Senator HUMPHREY. One of the great needs of the country as I see

it, of our entire Nation, is a national energy program and a national
energy policy. We are suffering today from I suppose what one
might call lack of planning.

Mr. GRIFFITH. I couldn't agree more.
Senator HUMPHREY. Maybe we just grew faster than we thought

we would, but we desperately need a national energy policy in this
country.

Mr. GRIFFITH. I agree.
Senator HUMPHREY. I have no questions to ask except as I came

in I heard your final statement to the effect that there is not a single
farm or business that wants electrical energy in this State that is
without it. Is that correct?

Mr. GRIFFITH. That was absolutely correct.
Senator HUMPHREY. That is another tribute to the State of Iowa
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and to the enterprise that you head and to the companies that are
affiliated with you. I want to compliment you.

Mr. GRIFFITH. Thank you.
Senator HUMPHREY. Senator Miller?
Senator Mn-LER. Just one question, if I might.
I take it that a goodly portion of the coal you will be using or are

using is transported all the way here from Wyoming?
Mr. GRIFFITH. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLER. Now, of course, that costs money to bring it all

the way here, and that means your rates are going to be higher than
they would be if you had the coal mines right next door.

Mr. GRIFFITH. Yes, sir, that is absolutely true.
Senator MILLER. I am rather curious. Take the Chicago area; how

do they generate most of their electric energy? Is that through the
use of coal or oil or what?

Mr. GRIFFITH. Commonwealth Edison is primarily dependent
upon coal-fired generation. They have several nuclear units running,
several more under construction. At the present time Commonwealth
is shipping extensively from Wyoming into Chicago, but they are
dependent on coal.

Senator Mum.mr. Yes. I guess they have a little coal in southern
Illinois but that is very interesting to know they would be shipping
coal all the way from Wyoming to Chicago.

Mr. GRIPFITII. One of the most interesting facets of the Wyoming
coal, about SO percent of the Nation's low sulphur coal supply is
west of the Misissippi. The bulk of that is in the Wyoming-
Montana area.

Senator Would you know offhand how our energy rates
compare out here with those of the Chicago area?

Mr. Gm Frurtr. Yes. sir. I can speak with authority as far as our
own company is concerned and I think as frir as the other suppliers
and I are concerned. Both our residentirrl rate,-our commercial and
industrial rates. are lower than they are in Chicago.

Senator MILLER. In other words, we are competitive, very very
comyetitive, if the only factor involved was the cost of energy?

Mr. GRIFFITH. Yes, sir.
Senator MILLER. And then we also have the assurance of unlimited

supplies to meet whatever needs come. into this quadstate area.
I must say, Mr. Chairman, I feel a lot better about this than I

did before, because as the chairman knows, there are some areas of
this country that are more competitive because they have been
blessed with more natural resources than others. We have been
hoping that the Chicago area would see fit to decentralize a little
bit and move out into the rural, midwesterk area, and thereby give
their people a better chance for good, clean, wholesome living and
better schools which are not so: congested. I know that energy is a
terribly important decision in plantsite location.

I feel very comforted by this testimony. Thank you.
Senator IIUMPHREY. Senator Bellmon?
Senator BELLMON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Griffith, in your opening remarks you mention that you own

a farm.

( .1
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Mr. Glut-Erni. Yes, sir.
Senator BELLMON. We have been out to a farm, heard about the

price of hogs. Is your farm a good investment ?
Mr. GRIFFITH. I think it is, yes.
Senator BELL:goy. You think you get a fair return from it?
Mr. GRTFFITII. Yes, sir.
Senator BELLmoy. I wondered if you had it because of some senti-

mental value or if you felt the farmer is here to stay.
Let me ask you a 4pestion about the relative costs of these different

points of energy. Apparently you fire most of your thermal plants
with gas.

Mr. GRIFFITH. We have up, until this year used about 50 percent
j,,gas,the balance coal and oil with coal predominant. Through the

action of the Federal Power Commission and our supplier, gas for
powerplant use is very rapidly disappearing from the scene. Webelieve there will be little if any natural gas for powerplant
generation from now on.

Senator BELL:goy. What is the relative cost of a btu of energy
from gas as compared to coal and oil and nuclear sources?

Mr.'-thuFFrrit. Gas has been somewhat cheaper than coal but it is
escalating more rapidly. At the present time gas in our area and
coal in our area are about standoffs. Oil is about 50 to 75 percent
more expensive. Nuclear mneration on a heat basis is about com-parable but the installed cost of nuclear plants is so great that wefeel the best decision is the fossil fuel, for the coal fired generatingplants.

Senatpr 13Etamo.N. So you intend, then, to plan your generatorto be fdeled fro k a coal source?
Mr. GRIFFITH. Yes, sir.
Senator BELLmoy. I think you are probably right. Coming back

to Oklahoma, we supply a lot of energy for this part of the world,natural gas and crude oil. I would say the price of gas is not going
up fast enon01 because our oil companies are not sinking the money
into those developments. cnless they get .a fair return on the present
prices they will not do it. Gas ptiees have to go up.

I want to ask One other quick question. You apparently, in yourstatement, feel that we are going to become increasingly dependentupon Canadian natural gas sources?
Mr. GRIFFITH. Yes, sir, in this area.
Senator BELLMON. You just said you are going to plan on usint

more and more coal. Do you feel that Canada is dependable as asource of energy for the United States? Think about what that willhe as contrasted with the Middle East.
Mr. GRIFFITH. Well, sir, yon who are closer to the halls of Gov-

ernment, than I would know that situation much better. My personal
contact, with Canadians has been very excellent, but I think tire long
range development of Canadian gas is a viable and feasible projvet.
These, are our neighbors. We get along quite well.

Senator BELLmoy. Butt you are still betting, on Wyoming coal ?
Mr. GRIFFITH. I an still betting on Wyoming coal, yes, sir.
Senator BELLmoy. I think that makes the point. Thajlk you, Mr.Chairman.
Senator llmintm:y. Let me ask a question about your freight

6u
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rates on Wyoming coal. First of all, is lignite a low sulphur content
fuel?

Mr. GRIFFITH. Is lignite a low sulphur content ? Our coal is not
lignite. It is bituminous.

Senator 1.1u3teHREY. I)o you know whether lignite qualifies for
that ?

Mr. GRIFFITH. Lignite could or could not be low sulphur depend-
ing upon the beds.

Senator HUMP] IREY. Irkrtow in North Dakota Basin Electric uti-
lizes both hydro and igmite fossil fuels and hydro. Is the freight
rate from the Wyoming field, into your Iowa area, competitive, let's
say, with freight rates from the Appalachian area into Cleveland or
Cincinnati or Chicago?

Mr. GRIFFITH. Well, sir, the only way I can answer that, on the
delivered price of coal, freight is more than half the cost. But I
have no reasonable comparison between our rates and those for the
systems in the east. I am just not knowledgeable of their coal costs.

Senator III-meHREr. One of the reasons I asked the question, is
because the majority leaders; Senator Mansfield, was speaking in the
Senate the other day about Railpax on Amtrak anti he said that at
the very time they were cutting out the passenger servicewhich he
doubted was going to be very helpful to the development of the
Western States and the Midwestern States- -they were raising
freight rates 111 4 percent, and

Mr. GRIFFITH. I share Lis concern.
Senator 11urnennET. I know there are different rates. For exam-

ple, there are commodity rates that you can negotiate as well as the
regular. I did not know what your rate was as compared to others.
Do you deliver at or negotiate a delivered price with the coal com-
pany? Is that it?

Mr. GRIFFITH. No, sir. We negotiate freight rates to our points of
delivery with them but all of these rates as filed 'contain escalation
provisions and I am speaking only of the current rates. I am sure
they will be more in the future.

Senator IlumeHREy. Do you use water transportation at all ?
Mr. GRIFFITH. No, sir. The coal in this area just is not located

close to water transportation.
Senator lIumeHREy. In other words, it is cheaper to come directly

by rail than to have a point of transshipment ?
Mr. GRIFFITH. Yes, sir.
Senator IITTINIPIIREY.. Now up our way we use an awful lot of

barges. W' have our barge terminal in the Twin Cities.
Mr. Gm Fills I I. Right. The Missouri River to Sioux City still has not

been certified for the 9-foot channel which is economic for the bulk
shipment of coal.

Senator lIumentzEr. Just a quick word on that. I)o you think it is
desirable to have a 9-foot channel on the Missouri River?

Mr. GRIFFITH. I am a great enthusiast about the benefits of the
river to Sioux City and the more we improve it the more this area
will see industry and commerce moving in.

Senator HUMPHREY. Good. I noticed Senator Allen's question a
while ago to Mr. Meisner about development of river and water re-
sources, and I tended to agree with the Senator about the whole idea

t1.1 ,71pt. :1 4;
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of users' fees and users' charges on that. I believe in river develop-
ment. myself. I think it is good for the country.

Mr. BELLMON. Could I ask one question? I was in Oklahoma City
yesterday, filled my car up at the refinery oil pump at the price of
34.9 and as we drove up here the price is 2'1.9. How do you do it?

Mr. GRIFFITIL That just tells you what great people we have in
the business.

VOICE FROM AUDIENCE. The rest of the town is higher than Okla-
homa because I lived there. last year.

VOICE FROM AtmENE. We are having a gas war.
VoicE FROM AUDIENCE. Much higher than Texas.
Senator HUMPHREY. We are trying to keep the testimon, most of

it, right up here.
Vow,: EROM AUDIENCE. I am sorry.
Senator Humemmy. Not at all. We are glad to get the commen-

tary here because gas wars are not unusual in this part of the world.
Senator MILLER. May I say to my colleague, don't worry, it will

go back up.
Senator I EUMPHREY . Thank you very much.
I believe our next witness is Mr. ('had Wvnier, who is the execu-

tive director of the Iowa Development Commission.
Is Mr. Wymer here ?
Mr. 'Wymer, welcome you to the subcommittee. Any way that you

can abbreviate your testimony and tell us the sum and substance it
will be appreciated. However the entire testimony will be included
in the record.

Linder what Public law do you operate, if any, or is it executive
order?

STATEMENT OF CHAD .A. WYMER. DIRECTOR, IOWA DEVELOPMENT
COMMISSION, DES MOINES, IOWA

Mr. WYmEi:. No. It is created by legislative. branch, chapter 28 of
the Iowa Code.

Senator HumedREY. Proceed.
Mr. WYMER. Senator Humphrey, Senator Allen, fellow Oklaho-

mans, Senator Ilellmon, and Senator Miller, gentlemen : It is a great
pleasure for me to be here today and at least present to you some of
the positions of the Iowa Development Commission. As has been sug-
gested by Senator Huinphrey, I will not try to read totally what I
have to .present here. There are some points that I %-yould like to
bring out, and I will try to summarize.

The commission itself was established by the State legislature in
1945. It is designated as the agency responsible for economic devel-
opment and that area of responsibility covers industrial Jlevelop-
molt, agricultural product promotion, export and international
trade, and tourist promotion. We have a professional staff of some
36 people to .?ary out these responsibilities. The Iowa Development
('ommission has been keenly aware and has been quite involved with
rural area development for ninny years. Since its conception I think
it should be pointed out that Iowa cities such ,is Des Moines, the
city we are in today, Sioux City, Cedar liapicbT and many others,

c.
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cannot be classified totally as urban in nature, as their economy de-
pends quite heavily on the rural economy.

I have attached hereto an exhibit which gives you some record: of
industrial locations and things that have haptv'ned in the State of
Iowa over a 10-year period. I think 'you'can read those as to where
those locations have taken place. Primarily I would call your atten-
tion to the first sheet, the second sheet shows the counties and the
areas where these are located, the population and the size of the
cOrnmunities. This leads me into apart of my testimony in which I
would like to point out to you that last year following the ccnple-
tion of the census reports, ottr research department sat doW' and
took a long look at what we had to do in this state to provide job
opportunities for only Iowans.

Our projection was that we needed 167,000 new jobs in the next
10-year period. This is coming from, of course, the people graduat-
ing from our schools, coming off our farms and agricultural employ-
ment.

That research division, by the way, and I have attached a list,
does a lot of work in the areas of publications, studies, research
projects, et cetera, and I think again if you will note these listings
you will see what, I am talking about, such as cow-calf herd studies.
'They are done to assist. in our overall goals.

We are working on a project wAli Iowa State University on veg-
etable production in the Missouri River Valley to see if we can di-
versify the economy and improve farm income in this region of our
State.

I could go on, but prima 0y these studies are related to the agri-
cultural commodities produ6ed in our State.

We are fully aware certainly, that one of the big jobs We have to
do is motivate communities and community leaders to prepare their
communities to be able to improve the community image where it
can be more attractive, to attract new payrolls to the community,
and we are certainly aware that the need, as Senator Miller has
pointed out, of the educational opportunities, the health services,
transportation, adequate city facilities, sanitation treatment facili-
ties, recreational, cultural, and social activities of the area are also
very important to us, certainly the availability of capital to assist in
this area is important.

One of the big problems certainly in our cities is. the available as-
sistance from the Federal and State agencies which will assist these
communities in providing these facilities and if it does not happen,
certainly there are a lot of them that I think,.will go by the wayside.
Of major concern to me, and some people discussing the national
growth policy, has been that they have talked about communities the
size of 10,000 to 50,000.

Gentlemen, I would suggest to you that we here in Iowa, in rural
America, have to give Nisideration to the cities ranging in popula-
tion from 1,000 to 50,000 rather than to say there is a need to create
new cities in our States as the large majority of these cities in these
population ranges can and do provide a nucleus on which we can
build and expand at a lot less expense while providing a good stand-
ard of living.

8
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To me this will assist in the out migration problein that we have
to the metropolitan areas which creates the problems we are witness-
ing today.

I would like to cite some of the statistics from the attachments on
page 4 to you. In Iowa we have only seven cities with a population
of over 500)00. Thirty cities have a population range between 10,000
to 50,000, while there are 221 with a range of 1,000 to 10,000 popula-
tion which I do not believe we can afford to overlook.

I believe that a trend of their potential to attract desired growth
is illustrated on page 2 of exhibit 1 where we note that during that
period from 1966 through 1970, we experienced the following activ-
ity in communities with a population ranging from 1,000 to 10,000.

New industries started, 85, which r(Tresents 61 percent of the
total new industrial projects for that ii.ne period. There are 148
branch plants which represent 47 percent of the total branch plants
located in our State, and 322 expansion projects by existing industry
which represents 38 percent of the total expansions taking place in
the entire State.

These communities are awfully important to us. I should point
out to you, which was not explained earlier, but iilecluded in testi-
mony. When we are talking about a new industry, we are talking
about a company that did not exist before. It is a brand new opera-
tion. A branch plant, is a company which has headquarters in the
State or out of the State locating a new plant in some community
within our State. Expansions, I believe, are self explanatory. At this
point I have not mentioned the vast majority of our communities,
711, for instance, under 1,000 in population. Atany of these commun-
ities can and have attracted new economic opportunities. Many of
these do not possess the necessary facilities to support industry and,
therefore, cannot compete with the larger communities. Further, the
expense to prepare_ them is not economically feasible. All of ;hese
communities, however, are so located that they have easy access to
the communities of 1,000 or over and can and will benefit from the
con itration of activity and services within the larger communities.

To 'Mier illustrate this point, when 'talking about population I
have ii uded in exhibit 3, a story written by Mr. Bob Bigler, -;ecii-
rity State Bank, New Hampton, Iowa, on the location of the Kitch-
ens of Sarah Lee, a $27 million iVfallation, providing employment
for about 500 people in a city of 3,600 population.

Other examples recently announced in past months are a plant fa-
-eility in the town of Wilton Junction, Iowa, population 1,873 by
MISCO. They will employ initially some 250 with a projection of
up to he 1,000 employed, and in Sibley, Iowa, right in this region,
population 2,749, with Chase Bag Co. announcing a plant to be built
there, which will employ approximately 200. .

Senator Hp-menarir. When something like that happens, it gives
real plant facility to the city.

Mr. WymEa. That is right. You will see a change in the activities
of Sibley, Iowa, in the next few years, and I know you are familiar
with those, Senator.

Another major problem is that of farm income. It is my consid-
ered opinion if this problem could be resolved, many of the other

8`1
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problems would resolve themselves. To date in most of the recom-
mendations that have been made on rural community development
except for these hearings today, I would say, one- of the major prob-
lems is low prices for agricultural commodities and it has not re-
ceived a lot of attention. I realize in thelast week President Nixon
has come or stronger in this area, as. he did when he was in Des
Moines, but I am quite concerned with our cheap food policies both
on the national and international levels. This added to the rapidly
spiraling increase of farmers' production cost, to me, contributes to
the total overall problem.. To further emphasize the complexity of
this problem. I am submitting "Exhibit 4, Problems Related to Ali-
culture in Iowa - -done for me by Dr. Marvin Lind, director of our
research division, in cooperation with Mr. Del Van Horn, our agri-
cultural director. Both of these gentlemen, by the way. are farmers.

The agricultural productivity and industry is increasing every
year.. The world food situation demands this. The problems I have
just finished discussing will continue to perpetuate themselves unless
we take a positive approach to find solutions. It is fairly obvious
that if we are to maintain the present cheap food policy and a mar-
ket level that will expand our foreign exports, and if we are to in-
crease the income level that will expand our foreign exports, and if
we are to increase the income level of: our farmers, then we must
subsidie tncome as has been done in other industries.

I. therefore. recommend that in conjunction with a program for
rural community development that a task force be established that
would deal exclusively with the problems of low farm product
prices.

In the past we have had almost countless task forces looking into
this problem. These task forces have gathered volumes of informa-
tion showing that there is indeed a problem. The vast majority of
solutions proposed have been in the nature of putting out specific
brush fires as they arose.

The type of force that I propose is one that is held within the con-
fines of the total program and one that operates under the goal of
the solution of the total problem, not the documentation of it.

I would propose that the Membership of this task force include an
individual who would b' a member of the President's White House
staff and who is currently a producer in agriculture. and knowl-
edgeable of national and international marketing problems. The bal-
ance of the membership shoeld consist of individuals who are knowl-
edgeable of agriculture's overall present policies and problems.

The membership should be representative of all sector:; of the
agricultural economy.

I have pointed out in my printed text other factors that we con-
sider and the problems relating to them which I am certain you, the
committee members, can read. The transportation facilities problem
certainly as it relates not only to transporting our grain and agri-
cultural products, but also our nonagricultural products. we defi-
nitely need an overall plan in coordination with the Federal and
State Clovernments, to work out this problem today, a modern trans-
portation system.

The education facilities in our State are good but there has to be a
lot more coordination than in the past.

8 rti
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POLLUTION

Certainly one of the big problems is air and water pollution in the
State. We have a policy in this State but we have to develop
an understanding Ween Federal and State level. We at the com-
mission do not seek and will not try to located in our State a plant
that we think is a polluter, unless they can assure us that they can
correct the problem.-I can cite you cases where this has happened
and has worked out to everyone's satisfaction in our State.

HOUSING NEEDS IN THIS AREA

We used to have a planning division, which has been transferred
to our office of program and planning. This group offered not only
community planning, regional planning assistance, but in addition
ceptral business district renovation plans.

Cdngressman Culver was talking about this earlier in his testi-
mony to aid these communities on a do- it- yourself program, and it
has been working' in our State. The housing needs problem in our
Stateis that 70 percent of all dwellings are classified as substand-
ard and I would suggest to you that a majority of these are located
in our rural areas.

Health facilities are documented as to what our Onrrent needs are
in the rural areas.

NATURAL RESOURCES

There is a need to develop a master plan for the _proper and best
use of our natural resources so they can be preserved and utilized to
the best advantage of our overall development.

Such areas as recreational development needs to be increased that
will serve the needs of our people. /*his, properly done, they can be-
ut,ed to attract and serve tourists in our State who also can and do
make major contributions to our economy.

Mr. Griffth talked about the major problems, or the one major
problem we have in this area, the national energy crisis. This is only
as it concerns fuel power today as we see it, but it is,a major prob-
lem right in this region of the State, as well as a problem in the
southwest region of the State. We know today if we attracted a
plant in that area, which had a large demand. for natural gas, we
cannot guarantee theft a supply. As the experts have explained it to
me, if an immediate solution was found today. it would require from
3 to 4 years before the problem could be solved. 'Kherefore, we are in
trouble unless we can turn to some other source of power.

Senator IItrmptiaEy. Let us get that straight.
Mr. WYMER. I am talking about fuel power, gas, natural gas pri-

marily. We have definite shortages in certain areas of the State
today and the projection is not good. Mr. Griffith and I are in agree-
ment on the problem. As it relates to electrical energy, there is no
problem in the State as we understand it today. There is this prob-
lem, however, which not only is in our State but other States of the
location of the nuclear power facilities and this is due primarily to
the problem being pronounced by the public as relating to the pollu-
tion of the environment and the ecology of the area where these
plants operate.
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We have to do more in educating and create a better understand-
ing of this problem in order to gain public acceptance for these
plants.

In conclusion, President Nixon's proposal for Federal revenue
sharing which includes $1.1 billion for a program for rural commu-
nity development is most certainly a refreshing and welcome ap-
proach to us at the State level to determine our own problems, set
our own priorities and then proceed to carry out a program that in
my opinion will provide maximum benefits to rural Iowa. For too
many years the programs that have been funded and directed by the
Federal /Government have not been flexible enough nor do they
allow us at the State level to use them to the fullest advantage
which would aid us in alleviating some of these bleras.

I also call our attention to the tremendo mint of overlap we
. kive betweai Federal and State agencies. This has created quite a

waste and in any cases has not produced major results. For exam-
ple, Extension rvice within the United States Department of Ag-
riculture is charged to carry out progranis for economic develop-
nent. Soil Conservation Service also is charged with this
responsibility in their R.C. & D. proyects.

. In addition the Department of Commerce operates the public
- works program for the Economic Development Act of 1965, which is
r supposedly designed to assist the economic development of certain

regions of our States when they can qualify, and I think Governor
Ray testified -to this very well when he pointed out that outmigra-
tion must be considered as a factor for qualifying these areas.

The Office of Economic Opportunity is presently conducting pro-
grams in multicounty regions with the stated objective of economic

. development. .

As one reviews these promms, besides the overlap there is a lack
of coordination between these agencies. There needs to be more coor-
dination of effort with the State agencies who are also charged with
this responsibility.

We need to encourage all agencies to coordinate their efforts in
compliance with the delineated mnl

Gove ment for
regions established upon_

the recommendation of the Federal better planning
and use of Federal funds and programs to ssist these areas.

I do not desire to appear as an all-out critic of these programs as
there are those that have been of value and assistance to these re-
gions, especially those administered by the Farmers Home Adminis-
tration to assist rural regions in the areas of housing, water systems,
sanitary treatment facilities, and recreational areas, and I am glad
to see increased funding for these purposes because it will help our
State.

*--- I would suggest that one of the problems is that these agencies
were not originally designed for the purpose of community and eco-
nomic development. Their design was for specific objectives, nar-
rowly defined, and we now find them working in broader related
areas that were not considered as a part of their prime objectives.

Hence, management and working staff at no fault of their own,
find themselves working in an area unfamiliar to their profession.

Gentlemen, this suggests a need for consolidation, cooperation, and
coordination as being proposed by the administration's reorganiza-
tion of the executive branch.
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In February of this year Gov,?rnor Ray established our rural de-
velopment council, which he has already outlined its membership to
you. It can and will provide the vehicle to direct the maximum ef-
fort and program that can achie(e the desired results for rural de-
velopment.

The Federal agencies that I have mentioned hive been considered
and included on this council. It will ly3 necessary for those at the
Federal level who direct their operations to insist they work within
and comply with the framework that is established at the state level
to help carry out these programs.

In closing. I thank on for extending me the opportunity to ap-
pear and testify before your committee and may I encourage you to
give every ,consideration to our President's proposal for Federal rev-
enim- sharing and especially as it relates to rural development.

You see, gentlemen, Iowa is truly a place to grow and we ask only
the opportunity to take full advantage of our tax moneys and serv-
ices to prove it to be true.

Senator IIt-meinitx. Mr. Wymer, I want to thank you very much,
and again may I say you have given persuasive documentation and
argwiient on the revenue sharing program and I like very .,uch
what you had to say in the next-to-the-last paragraph in your state-
ment. that Federal agencies as you Put it that I..ave been considered
and included on this council. And it will be necessary for those at
the Federal level who direct their operations to insist that they work
within and comply with the framework that is established at the
;-'4ate level to carry out these programs.

think that is getting right at it, getting right down to the nifty-gritty of what it is all about. We cannot have the kind of State
organizational structure that you are putting together here and your
Iowa Development flonunission and the other programs that have
been described by Governor Ray going in one direction and then
have the Federal Government going in another direction or if not
going in another direction, not in step with what you are trying to
do statewide.

I consider that, of course, one of the most effective arguments for
the revenue sharing. While it does not possibly meet all of our re-
quirements I think that has some of the those benefits.

am not going to ask any questions. I wanted to make sure that
weeincorporaied, of course, in the record the entire body of testi-
mony. I thought it was excellent.

I low long have you been in business?
Mr. Wymt:. I had been in community development work, cham-

ber of commerce manitovment, for about 11 years prior to my
appointment to my present capacity almost 2 years ago as director of
the cnunission.

Sonutor IIT7munr.v. Give me an evaluation, a candid evaluation;
wi t your commisson has been able to do. Do you think it has

met your expectation0, What do you what would you recommend
over and beyond what} you said here, if anything, to strengthen the
commission's work ?

Mr. Wvmra. Senator, certainly I do not think that any one of us
in my Iishie,s from your State' or any other Statesiwople in my

Ho
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capacity are satisfied with what we are accomplishin and we feel
there is more dint can be done. One of the biggest problemslems we have
in this State or any other is the lack of finance or capital to do it
well. I can give the relationship. I am not knocking Extension Serv-
ice at this point, but again indicate they have he moneys and per-
sonnel to do it, 102 professional people on the staff in this State
alone.

Senator HUMPIIRET. Where is that?
Mr. WYMF.R. Extension' Service and in a broad field, again their

emphasis has been rural development. I have a staff of 36 people. I am
talking about people who are responsible for economic development
who are knowledgeable in tliis field of endeavor. In that 36, you can
cut it in half because there are secretaries and clerical personnel who
support the professional staff. The point I make, the problem we have,
we are professionals in this business and I have been in this business,
as I said, almost 16 years, and my staff is entirely a professional staff.
They know economic development. Just turn them loose, and let them
go and we can help rural development. I am thoroughly convinced
they have done an excellent job in your State as well, but I think if
you cite one problem they have today, former Governor Be llmon
would agree, it is a lack of money which you can get out and
really do the j!,1) you want to do an bettq prepare the communi-
ties, I mean prepared in the right wri, planned in the right way. I
think industry will definitely locate here.

Senate!' Humenar.v. Give us a qualitative analysis or evaluation
between the Federal agencies and your commission? Are you getting
this cooperation? Is it reluctant ? how do youI mean just lay it di\
the line. What do you think?

Mr. WymEn. Senator, I would say first of all, I rim a lot to 'lame,
too, because we were not achieving total cooperation. I had seen a
lot of waste by Federal agencies working supposedly in the area of
economic development because it is a popular term.

What I am saving is that they are out all over our state with the
announced purpose beintr economic development. They Ore turning
people on but they do not know how to deliver. How do you get a
prospect ? How do you plan an industrial park-.

This is lily point. They are filming on people but not in the areas
of leadership and know-how. We have gone to some of these agen-
cies: yes. we have sat down with them and discussed this problem. I
believe we have !rained pore cooperation with them now in our
State than we had previously. We recently had a meetine. with Ex-
tension Service and the Office of Planning and Programing for this
specific purpose, which I do not believe was totally ,succes-ful or a
total understanding was reached. W are going to go hack and meet
with them and try to break this. and see where we can help each
other. This again relates hack to the Governor's Rural Policy Coun-
cil. I have proposed to 0E0, both in the State and in Washington,
that in lieu of conducting projects within multicounty regions for
the purpose of economic development, which is operated with Ftaff
people of 0E0, who live within these regions that we attempt to
utilize these funds in the multicounty regions that would comply
with our State's multicu,unty delienated areas, a program that would
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fund directly or on a matching basis to local development corpora-
tions, moneys that could be used for the purpose of creating new
employment or attracting new employers to their communities. To
just state that we are going to set up a program within.these re-
gions, and in most cases they do not comply with our State's multi-
county delineated areas, hire people who in most cases do not possess
the professional backgrounds for this purpose, to attain economic
development within these regions has not and is not working. They
retain people to compile information and data that possess little or
no knowledge or ability that will achieve this goal. In many cases,
the information on the region has already been compiled and is
available. It is repenting working that has already been done. 0E0
is spending more money in this State today in three proposed re-
gions for economic development than our agency, the IDC, is spend-
ing for the total State of Iowa, and 'we are charged with the respon-
siblity of the economic development of our State. I have yet to see
them locate an industrial plant so, therefore, my suggestion to set up
this experimental project with the intended purpose of funding the
professionals within the local communities Who are responsible for
the economic development for their community and allow them to
proceed and show iem how it can be accomplished.

Senator HUMP EY. That makes sense.
1 Mr. Wymsa. I ink it does. We have pros as well as lay individ-
uals in these communities that can do it, in the smaller communities
as well, and if they luive programs that have meaning and purpose
and they can provide new job opportunities, fund them, require
them to match funds, they will match them. But let us quit hiring
people for the sake of hirii people and let them run around the
countryside getting everybod' excited when there is nothing really
to get excited about.

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you for your frank testimony, Mr.
Wvmer.

senator Allen?
Senator ALLEN. No; I have no questions.
Senator Hu:Amami% Senator Miller? \.A

Senator MILLER. Conspicuous by its absence from your testimony
was any suggestion about tax incentives.

Mr. WYMER. Senator, I do not believe in tax incentives. I think
good industry will pay its fair share. If you have a good program,
you will attract them.

Senator MILLER. Let me turn it around. Conspicuous in your state-
ment was the absence. of anything said about the competitive disad-
vantage you may suffer
property taxes.
1:111% WYMER. Well, I

tai N programs are pretty
provide as favorable ta.
tween the Iowa Development Commission and our legislature. For
instance. one of the disadvantages is the 3-percent use tax on capi-
talized ,,niipment. Tf I had that eliminated toay, it would make us
much more competitive with Minnesota.

Senator IIrmeitnEr. You mean to tell me we have got one good
tax advantage?

n connection with State tax systems or local

oink in Iowa and the entire Midwest, our
attractive. I would suggest that the battle to

climate, that will serve as an incentive is be-

90
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Mr. WYMER. You have one. The point being as you look at the
toal midwest, we are beginning to work together more, the midwest-
ern States. Primarily 12 States, to attract industry to the region, we
are talking more on these terms today. For instance, John Johnson,
my assistant director, will be in Munich, Germany. sometime in the
middle of June, where he will represent all the midwestern States
west of the Missouri River, seven of them, and proposing reverse in-
vestment within these States. Today we note a new and expanded
trend of foreign investment taking place. We in the midwest have
not been exposed and, therefore, are not identified as a location for
foreign companies, yet we can offer programs that produce a much
more favorable business climate than that offered by the east coast,
where a majority of these companies are locating. When you com-
pare the problems and the rapidly increasing cost being experienced
in Germany today with the east coast, then we in the midwest are
definitely more attractive when it comes to the total cost of opera-
tions, quality of labor, etc. 47.

In cooperation with the Department of Commerce, we finally have
the opportunity to break this barrier by sending a man over there
and making a direct pitch to these foreign corporations. We think
we can gain from it very definitely.

Senator :HILLER. That sounds great to me. I have not beard of
that development. They are doing it in some other states and there
is no reason why we should not do it here.

Mr. WYMEH. We found out last June when we were in Europe,
the major problem we have is identity. The other midwestern State
agencies have joined with us in a joint effort to attract business.

Senator MILLER. Thank you.
Senator Ift-mein my. Senator Ilellmon?
Senator IlEmmox. I want to say at this point, I am really proud

of the statement MrAVymer. made here and I also want to congratu-
late him on his fine record of new industries and branch industries
located in Iowa. Somebody probably got here before you did.

Mr. 1VY3tEx. That i7 right.
Senator BELLMON. I do not want to ask you your professional

secrets, but what do these, plant locators look for with an idea of
helping us devise more attractive programs?

Mr. WYMER. Certainly, Senator, you as a former Governor of
Oklahoma know that the first problems or first thing they look for
is the market they are going to serve. Once they determine that area,
now we bring it down to location faetors. Transportation is a key.
I think the one thing we, are seeing today, one of the biggest trends,
is quality of people and rural America has quality people, people
who want to work and will work. We have people who will work an
hour for an hour's pay and companies like this. There are many
other factors.

Certainly you must have all of the ingredients and you never
know what the eon-wally is going to place the most emphasis on,
taxes, water supply, schools. You never know. It depends on what
they are marketing, what they are building, so you have to adjust to
each but you have to have all of these elements' and the resources of
that community has to be good enough to he able to supply them.
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Certain communities may have an advantage in that their transpor-
tation system is better so they are more attractive.

It may be their rail transportation or truck transportation but it
varies with communities and with industries what they seek, but I
am finding more and more today, and it is a problem, in urban
America today, in the metropolitan areas today right in our State
that industry today, the former chairman of the board of 3M Com-
pany said :t and said it well when he commented when he was asked
why did you locate a branch plant in the town of Knoxville, Iowa,
population 7,755.

We can find people there who want to work. I can make a profit. I
think that is the key.

Senator BEt.t.-3tox. Do you have any counsel for the committee as
we undertake to devise the programs to bring more development to
rural America? What do we need to concentrate on in the Congress?

Mr. Wym ER. Give us the vehicle to prepare our communities, a
transportation system that will serve this midwestern region. I think
this is of prime importancethe, sewer systems, the water systems,
reeeational areas, things of this nature.

Senator BELL3tox. In other words, if we will provide the where-
withal for you to provide the cotrummity services you believe you can
bring in the job?

Mr. WYMER. I sere do, sir.
Senator I3ELL1rox. Let me ask you a couple of other questions. In

these rural developmental efforts that you carry on so effectively, do
von !ret the kind of help you would like to have from the existing
'federal agencies?

Mr. WYME12. I WOUld say that in ninny instances we do. I am
going to talk straight from the $11°11141°, I hate to appear to keep
hitting at Extension Service. Let us say that we do have a prospect
who needs or requires a large quantity of milk in their processing of
a product. If we do not ;Already possess information on the supply
of milk from this area, then one of the best sources for us due to
their staff people already in the field would be Extension Sem ice, as
they ,can assist in documenting the source and quantity of supply,
and we do get this cooperation and input from them. You see, we
cannot operate without the cooperation of all the other a*eneies. For
example, our air and water pollution people, vocational and techni-
cal training. and programs, labor supply, etc. So our role is to get
everybody together in the balbnmie that has any intuit to assist us in
comIliling the proper factual information and data to do the best
job in presenting our proposals to the company to locate within that
region. I would suggest that when this type of input is needed from
those agencies, you receive their fullest cooperation.

::enator llvir.moN. Do you feel that the Federal agonies we have
in the field at the present time are oriented toward rural develop-
ment?

Mr. WY I think the orientation has come down from USDA_
and again as I stated earlier, I lizwe no quarrel with the idea or the
concept but 1 do not think they were originally designed or set up to
do this type of work and I am talking about economic development
work. I believe Hint there are men within their organizations that
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can go out and help get these communities in line in preparing
themselves, but I am afraid as you examine a majority of their per-
sonnel, their knowledge of really how to. go about industrial develop-
ment, economic development how do you really prepare, what :s
really needed, how do you get a prospect is lacking very definitely.

Senator RELLmoN. Do you feel that these Federal agencies should
properly get iuto that field? '

Mr. WYN1Elt. Not necessarily. I would like to have some of the
money they are spending on it in that area today, and let me put the
proper people to work in these regions. I think that we could show
von quite a ditrerenc.i in the trends.

Senator Iim,i.moN. do you are saying we may be wasting some
money over the years.

Mr. Wymiat. it has been popular to say we are going out and
bring economic development to rural America. It has been very pop-
ular since way Lack Iyhen and everybody gets into the ballgame and
you have multiagencies running around saying we are going to be
responsible for economic development. I am mint critical of the peo-
ple. They have been told to do this.

They are not getting the job done and you show me where they
have located a plant.

Senator limi,moN. So your analysis, your recommendation would
be that we provide the wherewithal to give the mayor and city coun-
cil and county commissioners the necessary funding to bring their
community service up to a level that is attractive and that the plant
development, plant location, can be handled by the State and that it
will happen?

Mr. Wymiii. That is right. I firmly believe that. I think mid-A-
merica is hot today for locations.

Senator BELLmox. Now, then, one other question. If yon come
into a community- of, say, 3-i00 and bring in a plant that is going to
employ, let's say, or a thousand people, this is going to be a

influxnflux of population for this community ?
Air. WYML1. O.

Senator .141.1.7tox. The people are already there?
Mr. Yes, they are there, the point being we have in the

State of lowaour unemployment rate as one of the lowest in the
country, but arain I can cite to youI have not seen the figures but
recently the announcement of the Fuller Transmission Co., Shenan-
doah, Iowa, population SAO

Senator BELLMON. Let us take a smaller community.
Air. Wymun. OK. Take the plant at Wilton Junction, Initial em-

ployment, .2.;0 to 275, projected to 1,000. The community size today
is less than 2,000. They will move 13 families, the company will,
to that community. We have surveyed the region and the people
are there. They are' engaged in farming. They are housewives
-living in the area, and they will commute. It is easier to commute 50
miles out in the country than it is in the city.

Senator Ifumr.unEy. Give miles, my friend.
Mr. Irymnit. I agree.
The people are there. It is a matter of upgrading them, giving

them new opportunities and a lot of them who are available are not
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shown as being employed. I am saying Mrs. Housewife today or the
farmer who is farming the 160, 320 acres, will put in 8 hours in a

, plant a day and still maintain his farm.
Senator BEIJ,MON. So this becomes a sort of supplemental income

that lets the underemployed farmer stay in agriculture?
Mr. WYMER. Right.
Senator BELLMON. You sort of cut off the question I wanted to

ask. That is whether or not when you do get an influx of population
where the local communities are willing to go ahead and bond then,-
selves for the new schoolhouses and perhaps hospitals and ot`
services they are going to have to provide?

Mr. WYMER. I think you will find that so. Maybe people out ire
the perimeter will move in and create a load in the school but ordi-
narily we find industry has provided a new tax base in that com-
munity which will also help provide these services. We have experi-
enced industrial locations in Iowa taking place and no increase in
the tax load. I can cite cases where we have had a heavier concentra-
tion by industry locating within a given community and the mill levy
has actually gone down.

Senator BELLMON. So the new plant is not a burden on the com-
munity ?

Mr. WYMER. There could be timesbut a majority of instances,
industry will pay their own way.

Senator BELLMON. Our situation in Oklahoma is because of mu-
nicipal bonds, we literally build a tax-free facility for 20 years.

Mr. WYMER. We use the industrial revenue bonds in this State but
they have to contribute an amount equal to the property taxes to the
taxing bodies.

Senator HUMPHREY. Payments in lieu of?
Mr. WYMER. That is right, and, we feel again they ought to pay

their own way and thus, we do not have these problems.
Senator BELLMON. That is all.
Senator HumeitHEY. There is very little activitiy here in EDA ac-

cording to the Governor. Are you of the same mind as the Gover-
nor; namely, that the qualifications for EDA developrnont loans
should be substantially altered?

Mr. WYMER. Very definitely, Senator. I know Bob Podesta quite
well. He is the liaison man between my national organization, The
National Association of 'State Development Agencies, to Secretary
Stans. The are 12 of us. My counterparts who are serving in an ad-
visory capacity to Secretary Stans working through and with Bob
Pode-ta, who W3 also in charge of the EDA program, and I believe
that he is very much aware of the problem as it relates to qualifying
for EDA funds here in the midwest. We have three counties in the
State today, who qualify, but the problem is not only the outniigra-
tion factor but the problem of the horse is out of the barn before
you can qualify.

Look at your native State, look at Duluth Minn. Befog it could
ever quality, the people were unemployed. It was a mess nd this is
the problem with EDA.

Senator HumellaEy. I was over to see Bob about a matter in Se-
beka, Minn., the same problem you are talking about. We do not
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quality. We have $50 million, gentlemen, the total amount of money
for economic deve4ment loans for the entire United States of
America. We loan iSore money than that to La Paz, Bolivia.

Mr. WYMER. That is right, and also look at agriculture the same
area, the same problem.

Senator HUMPHREY. Incredible. Do you measure both the costs
and the benefit when promoting a plant for a community

Mr. WYMER. Oh, yes. You mean as it relates to our costs?
Senator HUMPREY. Do you have some kind of measurements or

standards, you apply when you are out to get a new plant for a
community which will tell you the benefit to the community, as well
as what the costs might be? This goes back to the question Senator
Bellmon was asking.

Mr. WYMER. Normally we do and we try to analyze it, espe,cially
the benefits to the community as they would compare with the cost
that might be encountered as it would relate to such things as sewer
and. water mains, etc. Vie also assist in planting the plantsite layout
of the plantsite, etc.

Senator HUMPHREY. I want to bin down one thing because I was
impressed by your evaluation and statements about it. Am I correct
in imderstandmg your poiht of view that if the Federal Government
will Supply resources for community facilities, as mentioned by the
Senator here, and supply loans and grants that your State agency
will get the new industry, and work out the arrangement with the
State, and local people?

Mr. Wym nit. Yes, sir, I do. Don't misunderstand the point. Not
just we, thetState agencies alone. It is with the people right here for
instance, in Sioux City and other communities within our State that
are equipped and are doing the job today. If you have the industrial
groups well organized in the communities, strong leadership and
who know what they are doing, they are our tools in assisting us of
getting the job done for their communities.

Senator HumennEy. You are .aware of the fact, aren't you, 'AEI%
Wyer, that everybody does not have as good an organization as
you have. I am aware of your program down here.

Mr. WYMER. Well, I appreciate that.
Senator HUMPHREY. I am serious about that.
Our people in Minnesota told me about the things you are doing.

Is every State, do you think, from your professional contacts, as
well equipped to handle these programs, plant locations, industrial
development, economic development, as you are and with the degree
of competence that you do!

Mr. WYMER. Yes, I do.
Senator BELLMON. You do?
Mr. WYMER. Well, again, there are some that are politi^ally ap-

pointed and in this case they do not have the professional staff of
people and are not doing the total job, but I would say the majority
of the States are today prepared and can do the job and they are
doing the job and in the last 5 years we have seen a very great
change in this area.

Senator IlirmertnEr. Thank you very much. You are very helpful.
You are a man on the job and we appreciate it.



WYMElt. Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Wymer follows :)

Mr. Chairman, Senators, and guests, we in Iowa are most pleased to have
you here and it Is indeed a pleasure to have the opportunity to appear before
you.tWe are even wore pleased that you chose Iowa as the site for your firstHearing which I believe you will agree is in the heartland of rural Americaand is Li major contributor to the agricultural out-put of this great nation of
ours.

The Iowa Development Commission has been Involved in rural development
since it was established in 1945. The Iowa Code designates it as the agency
with the responsibility for the total .economic development of the state. This
direction covers a direct responsibility in the areas of industrial, agricultural,
export and international trade, and tourism promotion, with a professional
staff of 36 carrying out these responsibilities.

The Iowa Development Commission is keenly/ aware of the need for rural
community and area development. Since a vatemajority of the communities in
our state can be so classided, it should be further pointed out that the econo-
mies of our larger cities such as Des Moines, Cedar Rapids, Sioux City, etc.,
are closely aligned to the economy of our rural areas, and it has often been
said that "so goes the farm economy, so goes the total economy of Iowa."

I have attached a sunauaryt marked Exhibit I, of the Commission's activi-
ties as it Nvould relate to industrial locations within the state during the past
10 year period, with a recap sheet showing the amount of activity, total em-
ployment and (.1110111 investments during the 10 year period from 1960 through
1970.

The second sheet indicates the percentage of these industrial locations and
expansions by community size.

The third sheet indicates the number of branch plants anti relocations
within each county for the period 1960 through 1970. (Branch plants are those
eor panics which have plant facilities in other areas who start it new plant
within our state.)

The fourth sheet shows the new industries started within each county dur-
ing the same period. (New industries means a compan4 newly started that has
no plant operation anywhere else.)

The last page indicates the SIC classification of the types of companies lo-
cating or expanding in the state of Iowa during the period of 1970.

I believe that it can be quickly noted that a high percentage of these plant
locations and expansions lit- :e taken place in rani communities alai a high

"percentage of these compliment our agricultural economy by providing new
markets for our agriculture products. This is especially true of the city in
which we are holding this hearing today.

Following the completio-.'a the 1970 census, the Commission, through its
Research Division, projected that during the next 10 year period, we in Iowa
will need to pet vide 167,000 new jobs just, to provide employment for Iowa
people graduating from our h., a schools and comiug off our farms or farm em-
ployment: In addition, it should he pointed out that through our Research Di-
vision, several publications and numerous studies are made which haro and
will assist the rural communities and farmers to improve their et onomip sta-
tus,

1 have attached Exhibit 11, which is an outline of some of these publications,
current :t ml recently completed studies and some of the past research projects,
which haVe been conducted by our Researell Division and In several cases, in
cooperation with our Universities and other interested organizations.

Another najor effort made by this Commis,:ion, in addition to attracting in-
dustrial development or creating new job opportunities within these. communi-
ties, is to wort: and motivate them to prepare and improve the overall image
and services or the community so that they can he prepared to compete for
new payrolls within their community and areas.

We art fully cognizant that the quality of life provided in these communi-
ties is a key factor In their future ability to attract new grciwth. Such facili-
ties as our educational. institutions, health services, transportation, adequate
utilities and sanitation treatment facilities, as well as the recreational, cul-
tural and social activities of the area are of equal importance in these key
factors.
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Available capital and the assistance from federal and state agencies which
will assist these communities In providing these facilities is highly essential if
we are to achieve the goal of accelerated growth in these cdtnmunities.

It has been stated that we should seek a national growth policy that would
accelerate the growth in the cities from 10,000 to,50,000. There has been a lot
of diticussion and money spent in developing new and model cities.

I would like to suggest that in reviewing the guidelines for a pational
growth policy as it would relate to Iowa and rural America, consideration must
be given to include the communities ranging in population size from 1,000 to
50,010 -

I further would suggest that there is tio need\to create new cities in our
state as a large majority of these communities in this- population range, Can
and do provele a nucleus on which we can build and expand, at less expense,
that will provide the opportunities for our people to maintain and enjoy a
good standard of living.

This would assist in eliminating the migration of the citizens of these areas .

to the metropolitan areas which create the additional problems that are preil-
ently being experienced in the metropolitan centers.,

In Iowa today; we have only seven cities with a population of over 50,000;
30 cities have a population ranging between 10,000 and 50,900; while there are
221 with a range of 1,000 to 10,000, which. I do not believe we can afford to
overlook their potential of being able to attract new growth that will provide
job opportunities that would at least %now the residents of that region to re-
main there and earn an adequate living.

I believe that a trend or their potential to attract this desired growth is il-
lustrated on page two of Exhibit I. We note that during tne period from 1966
through 1970, we experienced the following activity in communities with a
population ranging between 1,000 and 10,000: New industry started-85, which
represents 61% of the total new industrial projects for that time period. There
are 148 branch plants, which represents 47% of the total branch plants locat-
ing in our state and 322 expansion projects by existiag industry, which repre-
sents 38% of the total expansions taking place in our state during that time
.period.

To this point, I have not mentioned the vast majority of our communities .
711 in this instance, that are under 1,000 in population. Many of these com-
munities can and hare attracted new economic opportunities. However, many
of them simply do not .possess the necessary elements to compete with the
larger communities, and Tile expense to prepare them is not economically feasi-
ble. All of these communities, however, are so located that they have easy ac-
cess to communities of 1,000 and over and can and will benefit from the con-
centration of activity and services within these larger communities.

To further illustrate the abilities of the smaller communities to attract job
opportunities, I have attached Exhibit III, a story written by Bob Bigler,
President of the Security State Bank, New Halapton, Iowa, population 3600.
This article appeared in the publication "Banking Journal of the A4rican
Banking Association." This article sights the announcement of the Kitchens of
Sara Lee's multi-million dollar plant in that city.

Other examples which support my,,theory that industry can and will locate
in the smaller communities are the recent announcements of two in our state.
One in Wilton-Junction, Iowa, population .1873 by MISCO, which will build a
facility ir. that community ;ith opening employment of approximately 250 and
a projection that the employment could go to 1,000.'Two is Sibley, 4owa, popu-
lation 2749, locating a facility that will employ initially some 200.

One of the major problems today facing rural Iona and America is that of
farm income. It is my considered opipion that if this problem could be re-
solved, many of the other problems related to rural community development
would resolve themselves.

To date . in-most of the recommendations that have been made on rural
community,deiclapment, one of'the major problems, low prices for our agricul-
tural commodities, has not recicred enough attention.

Our cheap food policies, both on the national and international levels, added
tothe rapid spiraling increake of the farmer's production costs, is the major
cofftributor to the overall problem. , --

To further emphasize the complexity of this point, I am submitting Exhibit
IV, entitled "Problems Related to Agrkulture in Iowa" which was done for me

83-58* 0- 71 pt. 3T
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by 'Dr. Marvin Lind, Director of our Research Division, in cooperation withMr. Del Van Horn, our Agriculture Director. Both of these gentlemen are
farmers.

The agricultural productivity and industry is increasing every year ... the
world food situation demands this. The problems that I have just finished dis-
cussing will continue to perpetuate themselves tiniest; we take a positive ap-proach to find solutions.

It is fairly obvious that if -,ve are to maintain the present cheap food policy
and a market level that will expand our foreign ex/torts, and if Ve are to in-
crease the income level of our farmers, theri we taus subsidize their income ashas been. done in other industries.

I, therefore recommend that in conjunct*.on with a- Program for Rural Com-
munity Development, that a Task Force be establiShed which would deal ex-
clusively with the problems of low farm product prices.

blithe past, we have had almost countless Task Forces and groups looking
into this problem. These Task Forc'es have gathered volumes of information,
showing that there is, indeed, a problem. The vast majority of solutions pro-
posed have been in the nature of putting out specific. "brush fires" as theyarose.

The type of Force that I propose is one that is held within the confines of
the total program and one that operates under the goal of the solution of thetotal problem, not' he documentation of it.

I would propose that the membership of t is Task Force include an individ-
ual who would be a member of the President's White House Staff, and who is
currently a producer in agriculture and knowledgeable of national and interna-
tional marketing problems.

The balance of the membership should consist of individuals who are cur-
rently producer oriented as well as those individuals who are knowledgeable of
agriculture's overall present policies and problems.

The membership should be representative of all sectors of the agriculture
economy.

Other major factors and problems where assistance is needed in preparing
our communities so that they will be more attractive and can accommodate
new growth, ate as follows:
I. Transportation Facilities

The state is experiencing problems in both rail 'and truck transportation.
Tilts involves not only the transportation of grain in and through the state,
but also the transportation of non-agricultural commodities throughout the
state. The solution to the transportation problem calls for a joint effort on the
part of state agencies as well as federal agencies.
2. EduNtignal Facilities

In Iowa there are a number of educational programs at various levels. How-
ever, in a number of cases these education programs are not coordinated.
The secondary schools, the area vocational schools, the colleges and universi-
ties, and private schools, as well as extension programs, need more Coordinatedeffort at the state level.
J. Pollution Control -

While urban areas are stifled by the many forms of pollution resulting from
concentration of people, the rural areas are also being affected by the various
activities of man, but of a diffArent nature. Specifically, pollution problems in
rural areas have to do with the various forms of air and water pollution. Un-
less this growing blight is curbed, rural areas will experience a apart of the
menacing effects brought about by the lack of environmental controls. State
and local :agencies face an enormous task of developing standards and enforc-
ing the str .cards for pollution control. In this area there needs to be a close
coordinated effort between the state and federal government.

We at, the Iowa Development Commission maintain a policy in developing
new industry . . that we will not seek :to l'ocate within our state, those opera-
tions that would pollute our environment, unless we can be. well assured that
the firm can and is willing to make the necessary investment and comply with
our environmental standards.
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4. Cities and Towns
An integral part of the rural areas is a small city, town or village. It is im-

perative that many of the small serve areas be retained to facilitate further
development in the area. This entails essentially the improvement of services
needed in these areas. Closely aligned with the improvement of the small
towns is the improvement of service, facilities including water and sewer, pol-

qution control, adequate welfare facilities and adequate police facilities.
A major problem .in the small cities and towns is that of financing needed

facilities. The various alternative ineans for financing need to be coordinated
by local, state and federal agencies.

Some of the services, studies and publications available from this state to
sist these communities are: 1. Planning Assistance 2. Planned Unit Housing

peveloptnent 3. Sanitary Land Fill Manual 4: Central Business District Reno-. vation Manual.
Housing Needs
Stu( s show that there is a housing crisis in Iowa, not the classical crisis,

of the u ua sed, but rather that of the poorly housed. Twenty-four Iowa coun-
ties haven excess of 40% of their housing stock classified as substandard and
no county has less than 20% substandard housing. On a statewide basis, less
than ioq of all dwellings are classified as standard. The problem of poor,
housing /is proportionately greater in rural areas than it is in urban areas.
Here again is a need for a joint effort by both state and federal agencies.
6. Health Facilities

The Committee on Health Manpower, upon review of the Iowa health care
system has identified the major problem areas. No effort has been made to es-
tablish priority among those areas, here listed:

a. The provision of health services and medical care for the rural popu-
lation.

b. The provision of health service and medical care and supporting med-
ical-social arrangements for the indigent population (living primarily in
cities).

c. The provision of health semices and medicare lot. the aged.
d. The provision of emergency medical services.
e. The provision of rehabilitative health services.
f. The provision of community health services.
g. The provision of public health Programs and services.

7. Natural Resources
These is a need to develop a master plan for the proper aril best use of our

natural resources so they canAe preserved and utilized to the best advantage
of our overall development.

Such areas as recreational development needs to be increased that will serve
the needs of our people. Plus, properly done, they can be used to attract and
serve tou-ists in our state who also can and do make major contributions to
our economy.

Another major problem is that of the national energy crisis. It is our consid-
ered opinion that if we are to be successful in our goals for the good, sound
economic development of our state, then we will have to be assured qf an ade-
quate supply of fuel power. Today, in Iowa, as well as many regions thrdugh-
out our country, this is a major crisis. I call upon this 'committee and all the
other agencies of the federal government that are concerned with this problem,
to expedite with (Inc haste, all efforts to resolve this crisis.

The electrical energy crisis that has been sighted in various sectors of the
United States does not presently exist in Iowa or is there any projection in
the foreseeable future that we will have a problem for an adequate supply of
electrieal energy however, a major concern 's that of developing nuclear
power facilities, due to the problems that are being pronounced by the public,
as it relates tel polluting the environment and the ecology of the people in the
areas where these plants operate.

In conclusion . . . President Nixon's proposal for Federal Revenue Sharing,
which includes $1.1 billion for a Program for Rural Community Development,
is most certainly a refreshing and welcome approach to allow us at the state
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level to determine our own problems, set our priorities and then proceed to
carry out a program that in my opinion, will provide maximum benefit to
rural Iowa.

For too many years the programs that have been funded and directed by the
federal government have not beeh flexible enough., nor de they allow us at the
state level to use them to the fullest advantage, which would aid us in alle-
viating some of the problems.

I also call your attention to the tremendous amount of overlap we have be-.: tween federal and state agencies. This has created a waste and.in many cases
has not produced major results.

For example, Extension' Service within the United States Department of Ag-
riculture, is charged to carry out programs for economic development. The Soil
Conservation Service is also charged with this responsibility, in their R. C. &
D. projects. In addition, the Department of Commerce operates the Public
Works Program for the Economic Development Act of 1965, which is suppos-
edly designed to assist the economic development of certain regions of our
states when (hey can qualify. The office of Economic Opportunity is presently
conducting programs in.multicounty regions with the st'' objective of eco-
nomic development.

As one reviews their programs, besides the overlap, there is a lack of coordi-
nation between these agencies. There needs to be more coordination of effok
with the state agencies who are also charged with this responsibility.

We need to encourage ali agencies to coordinate their efforts in compliance
with the delineated Standard Multi-County Regions established upon the rec-
ommendation-of the Federal Government for better planning and use of fed-
eral funds and programs to assist these areas.

I do not desire to appear as an all-out critic of these programsas these are
those that have been of value and assistance to these regionsEspecially those
administrated by the Farmers Home Administration ,to assist rural regions in
the areas of housing, water systems, sanitary treatment facilities and recrea-
tion areas.

I mould suggest that one of the problems is that these agencies were not
originally designed for the purposes of community and economic development.
Their design was for specific objectives, narrowly defined, and we now find
them working in broader related areas that were not considered as a part of
their prime objectivesHence management and working staff, at no fault of
their own, find themselves working in an area unfamiliar to their profession.

Gentlemen this suggests a need for consolidation, cooperation and coordina-
tion as being proposed by tile Administrations reorgantUation of the Executive
Branch.

In February' of this year, Governor Ray established our Rural Development
Council, which he has already outlined its membership to you, that can and
will provide the vehicle to direct the maximum effort and program that can
achieve the desired results for rural development.

The Federal agencies that I have entioned have been considered and in-
eluded on this council. It will be neces
direct their operations to insist that th
framewo:k that is established at the state

In closing . . . I thank you for extend
testify before your committee and may I
ation to our President's proposal for Fe

ry for those at the federal level who
work within and comply with the

evel to catry out these programs.
ng me the opportunity to appear and
encourage you tc give every consider -
leral Revenue Sharing and especially

as it relates to rural development. You see, gentlemen, Iowa is truly a place to
grow, and we ask only the opportunity to take full advantage of our tax mon-
ies and resources to prove it to be true.

4.

iC 1 0
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(The exhibits attached.to Mr. Wymer's statement are'as follow4:)

Exhibit I
1960-70

1960._
1961
1962..

1964.
1963 -...

1965
1966.._
1967...
1768. ,. .
1969... . _..
1970.

New industry Branch plants Expansions Totals

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENTS

18 23 44 85
17 11 33 61

' 17 3838 62
28 124 186
49 158 278
36 89 163 288
30 101 191 312
20 70 151 241
344 61 173 2i4
23 37 185 245
32 36 , 155 223

304 553 1,405 2,262

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT

1960.__
1961._.
1962 _
1963 __
1944 _
1965. _ . .

1966
1967_
196/.
1969
1970...

46'
967
890

1, 350
921

1,645
505
246
754

1, 188
904

9,830

CAPITAL INVESTMENTS 1

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
19i5
196
1967 .
1968.
1969
1970

$2, 589, 000
22,755, 000
5,150, X0
9, 821, 296

16, 176, 500
71, 745, 000

2. 770, 000.
2,720, 000
8. 029, 000

25, 102, 000
14, 028,n00

181, 185, 796

1, 298
961

' WOO
1,719

1, 689
1, 431
2, 035
2, 954

3, 447
3, 359
3, 625
6, 093

2,396 3,559 6,876
2,920 6,969 11,534
5, 263 9.698 15, 466
2, 213 6, 846 9, 307
1,492 4,763 7,009
3,845 6, 206 11, 239
3, 130 3, 50$ 7, 542

26, 007 49,660 85, 497

$34, 910, 000 $28, 203, 000 $65, 702, 000
24, 583, 170 32. 230. 000 79, 561, 170

4, 500, 000 17, 795, 000 21,145, 006
23, 316, 000 37. 675, 764 70, 813, 060
52,790, 500 65, 400,753 134, 367,753
27, 061, 000 111. 224, 900 209. 630, 900

102, 260, 000 132, 160. 000 237. 210, 000
54,710, OM 213, 575, 600 271, 005, 600
26, 115, 000 176. 920, 125 211, 064, 1/5
55, 375, 000 128, 879, 000 209, 356, 000

107, 990, 000 96, 930, 200 218,948, 200

513, 630, 670 1, 040, 994, 342 1,735, 810,108

I Source: (SIC) Standard Industrial Classification Manual. Does not include electrical pnerating

Note: Compiled by Development Division, Iowa Development Commission.
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INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENTS BY COMMUNITY SIZE .

Population...-. ..... Less than 1,000 1,000 to 5,000 5,000 to 10,000 10,000 to 25,000 "Over 25,000-----
Num-

bar

Per-
cent of

total
Num-

bar

Par-
cent of

total
Num-

bar

Per-
cent of

total
Num-

bar

Per-
cent of

total
Num-

her

Per-
cent of

total
Annual

total

1966

New industry 5 17_ 12 40 5 17 4 13 4 13 AO
Branch plants 19 42 41 19 .19 7 7 14 14 101

Expansions 9 25 14- 25 -14 23 12 99 55 181

Total 9.3 11 79 25 49 16 34 11 117 37 312

1967

New industry 2 10 7 35 2 10 2 10 7 35 20
Branch plants 25 36 24 ,. 34 7 10 5 7 9 13 70
Expansions 0 0 26 17 29 19 29 19 67 45 151

Total 27 11 57 24 38
=-

16 36 15 83 34 241

1968

New industry.. . 4 12 13 38 7 20
14

6 18 34
Branch plants._ _ _ 38 57 12 19 5 7 I 9 13 67
Expansions... 7 5 42 24 II 10 20 11 87 50 174

Total__._._._ 49 18 67 24 30 '111 27 10 102 37' 275

1969

Now Industry_.__ 1 4 13 57 2 9 1 4 6 26 23
Branch plants 1 3 13 35 8 22 4 10 c 11 30 37

Expansions 6 3 52 28. 42 23 104 13 61 33 185

Total 8 4 78 32 52 21 29 11 78 32 245

1970 *
New Industry 0 0 18 56 6 19 1 3 7 22 32
Branch plants 2 6 8 22 10 28 7 19 9 25 36
Expansions. ..... 5 3 34 22 30 20 13 8 73 47 155

Total 7 4 60 27 46 '20 21 9 89 40 223

4
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1970 INDUSTRIAL 1)911-01(AENTS tY SIC CLASSIFICATION

Branch plants
New industry and relocations -Expansions Total

20 Food and ed products 5 7 43 t,

22 Tenth' if products 2 1 0 3

23 A. ru and fabrics 0 1 3 4

2 umber and wood products 2 2 4 8
urniture and fixtures 1 - 0 4 5

26 Paper and allied products 0 0 6 6
27 Printing and publishing 0 2 1 3

28 Chemicals and allied products 0 3 $ ii
30 Rubber and plastics ,2 3 4 9
31 Leather and leather products 0 0 1 1

32 Stone, clay, and glass products in 1 0 11 12

33 Primafy metals 2 1 2 5
34 Fabricated metal products 7 . 7 37 '51
35. Machinery (except electric) ____ --2" 3 19 24
36 Electrical machinery 2 3 5 10

-37 Transportation equipment 5 3 4 12
31 Professional and scientific 0 0 0 0

39 Miscellaneous manufacturing 1 0 3 4

Total 32 36 155 223

Exhibit II
PUBLICATIONS AND STCJIES BY THE RESEARCH DIVISION,

IOWA DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION

1. Periodic Publications
a. Iowa Economic Indicator Quarterly
b. The Business of Agriculture, Monthly
c. 1970 Statistical Profile of Iowa, Annual
d. Manufacturers Directory, Biennial
e. Export Directory, Biennial

2. Current Studies
a. Confined Cattle Feeding Facilities
b. Increased Feeder Cattle Supply
c. Market Development for Iowa Soybeans

_ d. Harvesting, Drying and Storage, Quality Determination of Cons
e. Transportatioh of Grain
f. Community Comparison Studies for Industrial and Economic Develop-

ment
3. Past Research Projects

a. Microffology in Meat
b. Role of Convenience Foods
c. Soybean Breeding .
d. Cross-linkable Starch
e. Byproduct Upgrading
f. New Developments in Meat and Meat Packing Technology
g. Meat Technology and Transport
h. Food Processing Opportunities in Iowa
i. Iowa as a Location for Pet Food Plants

Exhibit III
SMALL TOWN ENTICES Boa INDUSTRY

(By Robert R. Rigler)1
(Here is the story of negotiations which brought the multi-milliondollar
"Kitchens of Sara Lee" to New Hampton, Iowa.)

New Hampton, Iowa, with a population of 3,600, is a rural community in
typical Iowa farming country in the northeast corner of the state. Many resi-
dents commute to work in farm machinery plants and related industries in

1 The author is presitlent of Security State Bank, New Hampton, Iowa.
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neighboring larger cities as there is no sizable industrial employer in our city.
Population of the county has been slowly declining with the mechanization of
farming. v

Business leaders had made attempts, futile for several years, to attract in-
dustryuntil Kitchens of Sara Lee, of Deerfield, Ill., broke ground on Oct. 1,
1970, for construction of the most modern food-processing plant in the world.
The plant will be completed in July 1972, wilt employ more than 500, will
cover 340,000 square feet, and will be a multi-million-dollar facility.

Behind this tremendous development lies a story of significant bank involve-
ment.

When officers of New Hampton's industrial corporation learned that Sara
Lee was planning to build a plant to produce its new line ot institutional
foods, as well as expand its production of traditional bakery products, they ex-
tended a personal invitation to the president of the company to come look the
city over.

He sent out a team in January of 1969. They spent a (lay and a half with
New Hampton's five-man negotiating team apd with city and school official;.
We thought we had the answers to important industrial questions, but we
soon realized how much we didn't know. However, we were honest with them
and never tried to deceive. We promised them prompt answersand we pro-
vided them.

The Sara Lee people seemed pleased when we asked if our negotiating team
could bring Iowa Governor Bob Ray and the director of the Iowa Development
Commission to their Deerfield headquarters. Fortunately I happen to be a close
friend of the Governor, having served 15 years in the state senate. We made
the trip in April 1969.

All of us were tremendously impressed with the Sara Lee plant and its peo-
ple and they seemed impressed with .us, and with the Governor and his atti-
tude toward industry. They were vitally concerned about thd Iowa tax climate
and a restrictive 3% tax onlnew construction which had been enacted by the
Iowa legislature the year before. The Governor had advocated its repeal and
was successful later that spring in getting it repealed. We knew many other
communities were trying to entice Sara Lee, so we 'offered to provide free the
40 acreas of land they felt they needed. We had only 30 cents in our corporation
treasury at the time, but felt we could raise the necessary money.

. Negotiations continued through the summer and we heard little until late
..Atigust when the president called to tell us his negotiating team would be cut
in five (lays to get our answers to many important questions and to receive
our complete proposal. The Iowa Development Commission immediately sent an
expert to New Hampton. He spent three (lays helping us put our firm offer in
brochure form.

We met for an evening and a day at a motel in a neighboring city. With us
were our mayor, our city attorney, and representatives of the municipal light
plaut. the gas company, the telephone company. the two railroads that serve
our city, and the area vocational college.' Sara Lee brought an attorney. After
the meeting we all drove back home to look over the site we had suggested
and had mapped out in our brochure. By then they had decided they needed 80
acres and we offered to give them additional land. For a variety of reasons, they
objected to otir site when they saw it, so we showed them an anternate location
we felt we could acquire.

It was two months later when they called and said they would meetus the
next (lay in another city for final negotiations. At this meeting they had a pro-
posed nxillen agreement on which we negotiated. After many changes, agree-
ment was reached on basic point.i. But they then told us the only site they
would consider, if they decided on New Hampton, was our alternate one. All
the time they made clear they were also dealing with two cities in other
states.

We returned home with much additional work to be done and new informa-
tion to secure. My assignment was to get options from nine different local par-
ties. They were signed within a week and delivered to Deerfield. The others on
our team were busy with their delegated responsibilities. After much further
negotiating, we received a call a month later saying Sara Lee was ready to ac-
cept our proposal and would locate here if we could make good on our many
promises.

10 k;
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When we told them for the first time about having only 30 cents on band;
they gave us the gee -ahead to. try and raise the money, This meant finally let-
ting the community know of our negeethetions. It took us three days to plan
our fund drive, A special- committee of 20. with three co-chairmen, was orga-
nized. Quotas were. set. It was decided to solicit only in New Hampton and not
in the surrounding townt A geoid of $1:10,00 was established.

Our drive was set for Monday morning. On Sunday afternoon we had rep-
resentatives of local service Mulls call and invite business 1111(1 professional peo-
ple and their sp eases to a series of six meetings at the community room of the
First National Bank here. Preespects were told just enough about the meeting
to whet their appetites, I spent 4(1 minutes at ceich let the meetings explailiiug
the entire history of the nrgotiations I we had been able to keep it all secret
with amazing success), what Sara Lee's coining would mean to New HaMpton
taut all northeast Iowa. how ranch money we' had to raise, and why.

., The solicitors for each group were, present at the meeting; some contacted
their prospects as they left the meeting. Others were contacted at their offices
rod Stores. previously our team and a few others we' felt would be generous
givers had made pledges. The. two banksFirst National Bank in New Hamp-
ton- and Security State Bankwith combined assets of about $13,000,000,
pledged a total of $35.000. We told the prospects we lead to have cash and !wk.
promises but agreed, for tax advantagesigto take their contributions in twee
cheeks: one dated that day in Septmeber 1969, and the other dated Jan. 2,
11(70. The banks 1)1T(.1141'ne take notes at 6c,te for a two-year. .period from all re-
liable contributors.

Within 12 hours utter the first meeting. we had reached our ima4,after 36
hours we had $250,00 raised. We were able to exercise our options, set aside ,
$35,00 for future activities of our industrial corporation, and still refund 40cic
of each person's contribution! t

A week later the Sara Lee I an.la IS Cann' out for a gala announcement eere-
enemy in our local high schwa auditorium Construction was started Oct. 1,

1970. There are 160 workers employed on the construetion.project and :100 will
lee working by this summer.

r mo MORAIJE BUIplER

Not only was it a great economic achievement for the community. but it leas
been a tremendous Morale builder and seelidifier. IIad we not had perfect co-
operation from everyone involved, had riot each public official been enthusiasti-,
cally helpful. wet would have fa1led. Teamwork was imporative; fortunately,
we had it.

We are now developing a 'O -acre industrial park and have several prospects
for other industries. The future is bright. The community is proud of itself
and most appreciative of the role the banks played. We feel our experience is
an example of wleat is required if rural areas are going tee lee successful in
attracting industry. We feeheed that areas like (airs have what industry wants.
but that it takes tremendous planning and selling effort.

One of the most ewarding results is that Sara Lee officials seem even hap-
pier with their de ion than we, We. are convineed that in the years immedi-
ately ahead it is o ly logical that successful industries like Sara Lee will lee
looking at and locating in communities like ours throughAt rural America.
Awl there is no better perstin to take the initiative in his local community
than the country banker, Don't hide your talents--you've got Meat industry
wantssell yourselves!

Exhibit IV

PROBLEMS IIKLATING To AGRICULTURE IN IOWA

.1. LOle-ineOhle FarAcra
Low farm prices or linfavorable crop yields can produce income problems

even on adequately capitalized. well- managed farms. Ifowever. many Iowa
farmers face perpetual low henna(' because of too little land, too little capital
and too little management ability. A farm that is too small, in terms of vol-

le of sales, does not provide the potential for an adequate income. Low in-
come does not hermit saving to adequately equip and operate a farm unit or
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finance expansion. Low education and/or lack of managerjtil ability does not
oefrnit borrowing for expansion.

Farm record summaries indicate that the income a d financial position of
many Iowa farmers is strong. However, the same ,ords also reveal lower
labor "find capital returns on some farms than the otential Jor this labor and
capital in other uses. The issue facing the state i d nation is (1) how to iden-
tify and assist those low-income farmers who bi -e the potential for success in
farming tb achieve this goal, and (2) to identify those who appear to have
greater opportunity in other sectors of the economy and assist them to leave
farming.
2. High Capital Requirements in Farming

Increasing machinery costs, rising land values, and the large sales required
for full-time employment have caused a rapid rise in the amount of capital re-
quired per farm worker. The ability to control the necessary $150,000-$450,000
may not always rest with those Men with the most interest or ability for suc-
cess in farming. The risk assumed by individual farmers is large when %Sera-
tor labor is a small part of total costs. The income potential may be higher on
a large commercial farm, but the potential cash losS from unfavorable
weather, prices or yields is also large. Those who do not have both ability and
capital Brill have to accept relatively low income levels in farming. Those who
lack capital but have ability may be unable to accumulate capital fast enough
in one lifetime to reach an economical size.
3. The Coat-price Squeeze

The capacity of United States agriculture to produce more food and fiber
than domestic and foreign markets can buy has kept downward pressure on
the prices of many farm products. At the same time, per unit costs of many
farm inputs have trended steadily higher. This has forced individual farmers
to search out and adopt newer and more efficient methodS of production in
order to keep production costs per unit of output as low as possible. There is
also pressure to increase the size of operating units in order to make more
effective use of labor-saving machinery and equipment. This need for greater
prodUctive efficiency in agriculture seems certain to continue in the -years
ahead. It will be especially critical for smaller farm operations where the mar-
gin Ieteen prices and costs are narrowest. Continued effort will be needed to
nelp the public and farmerS understand this process and to adjust policies and
farming operations to effectively meet these changes.
4. Farm Labor Supply

Obtaining the services of competent farm workers is increasingly difficult in
Iowa. Farm work has low status and long hours. The availability of good off-
farM employment has made farm hands scarce. Farm wage rates in many cases
are not competitive with other employment alternatives when the working con-
ditions. job security and fringe benefits are concidered.

Farm work is by its nature seasonal high in spring and fall and lower in
summer and winter. Farmers cannot offer full-time employment in all cases.
Part-time or seasonal workers are especially difficult to obtain'. With larger
machines and expensive livestock, highly skilled workers are needed.
.. Pollution Problems

Pollution of water. air and soil is a problem of growing concern in Iowa.
Agricultural production is one possible contributor to this problem. Animal
wastes and crop chemicals ire large potential sources of surface pollution of
water and soil. Concentrated feedlot waste is potentially a major source of
surface water pollution. This problem may become severe as more_Itrrge-scale
hog production and cattle feeding facilities develop and as col tmetnent feeding
of livestock increases.

Sedimentation of lakes. 'ponds and waterways fronf-soil eroded from culti-
vated fields is another source of pollution. Herbicide and pesticide residues can
contaminate soil. surface water and grourid-Water.

Appropriate policies and measures to obtain the desired level of pollution
control will require considerable- research and discussion during the next few
years. `Me entire Iowa public has nn interest in protecting or improving the
quality of natural resources. Farmers have an added interest in that they may
be restricted or fOrced to incur added costs by pollution control.
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6. Pt-rattly:inn Control and Price Support Policies
While the 1 resent Act has liloyralized the fatth program, there is still the po-

tential for surplus grain production resulting in depresSed grain prices.
7 late rmatonal Trade Policy

'A .Strong WIlVe .of international trade protectionism has developed in Iona
thrt ilghnut the country during the past 2 years. This is related in part to

more restrictive policies in some instances by the European Economic Com-
munity by disappointment in some quarters with the outcome of the Kentredy
Round of I;ATT Wenerill Agreement on Tkriffs and Trade) negotiations, and
larger impor' of certain products-. Inflation in the U.S. has raised the price of
rojr goods rnatianally and ref/need the relative price of imports to the U.S.

In agrieultute, much of the comtern has centered on meat imports. especially
Reef. Present meat import legislation, passed in 1964, provides for imposition
of import (monis if imports in a calendar year are estimated to exceed an ad-
justed historical share of the U.S..' market. Some livestock groups are urging it
more restrictive meat import- law. Exports of feed grain. wheat and soybeans
are much larger than meat into rts. Since a restrictive trade policy for partic-
ular commodities brings retaliation its other dimensions of trade and interim-
tintti ttotie:, the issue is impoi.tant. ThiA issue will require extensive and in-
"*nrinell discussion a ml study.

FUTURE PROSPECTS FOR IOWA'S AGRICULTURE

Iti,cent I'wentirs in eMployment in agriculture in Iowa are expected to
ontinur The numbor of farms will drop. further, and average farm size will

increase as additional farm labor is replaced by capital investment in machin-
ery and equipment. Total output of Iowa's agriculture is likely to trend up-
\iard during the next few years. However. the amount of gain will be influ-
enced by the kind and specific form of agricultural policies in force during the
period ahead. For example. Iowa 4.rop production would likely increase more if
land retirement and production control programs were concentrated on land of
relatively low productivity: or if food aid programs were substantially
expanded. On the other hand, policies of land retirement at uniform rates
,iniong states would likely mean a smaller gain in Iowa production of crops.

Iowa is expected to retain its dominant position in the production of hogs
and grain fed cattle. However, such states as Nebraska and Texas will proba-
bly ffiutrt, closer to Iowa in cattle feeding. Iowa is also expected to continue as
one of the top two states in corn and soybean production. Iowa's production of
milk and eggs will continue to make a sizable contribution to national totals.
Bat the relative importance-of these products in Iowa agriculture may decline
further.

Imonie opportunities from farming. in Iowa are expected to he favorable for
large- volume operators with a high level of inanageinetitjability Adequate

sufficient volume and good managenuTht will keep production costs rela-
tively low Income _potential will continue low on small-volume. poorly man-
aged farm units. The net inetane gap and the difference in return per untt
resources ladwPCII poorly managed and well-managed 'farms will likely widen.

Iowa agriculture will continue to make a major contribution to the Iowa
economy ilia] the nation's food supply. The direct value added through agricul-
'arid production will trend onward. The value added through the manufactur-
ing. transportation and trade sectors Which art* related to raw materials to or
from agriculture \I, ill continuo to gain as farm output grow.

In relative terms. however, the agricultural sector of the Iowa economy will
contriliate4less in percentage to the future gross state product than it has in
the past Future growth iu value added by manufacturing, trade and other
nonfarm sectors of the Iowa economy may he inure rapid than growth in total
income from agriculture. This will mean a further decline in the proportions
of employment personal income and gross state product in the agricultural
sector

Senator 111. M PH REY. 'We have Mr. this Mahn with us. Iowa Em-
ployment Mee ui' tw Office. to talk to us a little bit about the Wage sit-
um ion, Manpower t ra ining, and employment in Iowa.
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We appreicate your patience. We are not too bad off considering
how long we have been going.

Go right ahead. If there is any way you can summarize your
statement or if you do not feel the necessity for reading the entire
statement, do as you see fit.

STATEMENT OF D. W. "GUS", RAHN, MANAGER, SIOUX CITY
OFFICE, IOWA STATE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, IOWA EM-
PLOYMENT SECURITY COMMISSION, SIOUX CITY, IOWA

Mr. HAHN. I will cut this down to about 5 minutes.
Senator HUMPHREY. YOU can take more time than that.
Mr. IImus. I know you are running behind.
It is not too late to reverse the trend of continuing urbanization.

More job openings must be Ina& available to the rural area. We
must field new ways to enable industry to make informed decisions
concerning the wide range of available locations. Businessmen can
now choose ;from over 5.000 communities in the 2.500 to 5(000 popu-
lation bracket.

Of coukr.) f we went lower than that. there are many more.
Problems requiring Federal resources, to slow down and perhaps

reverse the trends that damage both urban and rural areas are :
(a) Provide financial incentives to encourage employers to expand

to the rural areas.
(b) Prevent traffic unbalance to compensate transportation car-

riers for higher costs of operations in the rural area. through Fed-
eral subsidies.

(e) Allow employers to use the existing on-the-job training pro-
gram to train new employees, by removing the disadyant tied
cr:leria for selection.

(d) Develop a system to increase the understandigg of thos envi-
ronmental characteristics which are distinctive of a smaller town or
community.

In other words.. the executive might live closer to this workbe-
cause of this be would have more time. with his family. more time to
be involved in eommunity affairs and considerably more leisure time.
T think some publicity could be given to this.

The outmigration from the agricultural segment of the rural area
is caused by larger' farms, mechanical feeding. new and larger equip-
ment .with less persons required to do the same job. Again say if
the smaller, community is to survive, there must be jobs those
communities Or the residents will leave. Outimgration front 1960 to
1970 in Woodbury County totaled 4.4 percent. Monona County, just
south of 'Woodbury County. experienced a loss of 13.3 percent.

Senator HUMPHREY. Do you think some of this outmigration went
into the Woodbury County ?

Mr. HAHN. It did. I think some might have migrated to Omaha,
or to either coast.

Senator HUMPHREY. Nobody has told us about the inmigration.
For example, I know a lot of people migrate out of the State of
Minnesota. We have had simiht, discussions as we have had here
today. But I nevqr get an evaluation of how many people come from
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some place into our State to replace those who go out. Do you have
any

Mr. HAHN. No. I do not. The only thing I have is, of course, pop-
ulation. We have a population of around 86,000.

Senator HUMPHREY. Just the overall population statistics?
Mr. lImm. Yes.
Then I can go on, on the other .side of the coin. Sioux County

gained 6.1 percent, -Plymouth County just north of its here has a
plus 1.7 percent. Dakota County across the river experienced an in-
c-sease of 8.9 and all beruuse of new manufacturing employment.

Talking about our problems here in the rnidwest, Sioux City is
fourth in Iowa, according to 1970 population figures, and using-the
most recent (1969) Annual Average for Manufacturing Population,
ranks seventh in tutfd manufacturing. I am not going to read the fig-
ures but to give you an idea, Cedar Rapids is the largest within
Iowa, 27,970, and of course Sioux City has 9,300. This was back in
the average for 1969.

Ous last figures which will be March, our totaYmanufacturing em-
ployment was 10 percent less than this. So we are running about av-
erage there.

In nearby Sioux Fails, S. Pak.', they are smaller than Sioux City
they have 6,030 engaged in all forms of manufacturing while Omaha,
Nebr., has over 37,000 employed in this industrial group.

Let's go even further and not discuss Iowa cities, but Iowa coun-
ties. For resource I would like to use counties in northwest Iowa
and compare their employment with the figures I have just men-
tioned. Monona County has 274 employers-16 constructions firms,
nine manufacturing establishments, employing 66 people, 116 retail
firms, 21 in transportation and public utilities, 33 engaged in whole-
sale trade, 16 firms working with insurance, finance, and real estate,
and 63 in the service industries.

Take the combined total of all manufacturing f r the other six
7-1

counties by this office and its totals 3,171 employeesi So you see west-
ern Iowa needs more manufacturing if we are to 'reverse the trend
of outmigration. New manufacturing and new industry is the key.

I am going to skip from page 3 and not talk about the civilian
work force, I will go on over to page 5 and talk a little bit about the
employment mix, using March 1971 figures. The Sioux City area
shows a total employment of 47,190. Of that, 17.4 percent are in-
volved in retail trade; then comes service at 15.4 percent. Nondura-
ble manufacturing, 13.2 percent ; durable manufacturing, 6.5 per-
cent ; wholesale trade, 6.7 percent; and construction at 3.5 percent.

We are also working with the underprivileged applicants. Most of
these I will not read.

Again I will skip to page 6.
Of the 624 persons considered ED, 43.5 percent of them are

disadvantaged. A further breakdown of the characteristics of the
ED May provide, the reasons why these individuals have difficulty
obtaining suitable employment.

The barriers show age, that is too young, 18.1 percent; age, too
old, 5.6 percent; lacks education, skills or expe, ience, 77.1 percent;
health problems, 17.1 percent; personal problems, 13.9 percent;

iiiw
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transportation, 4.3 percent; child care problem, 5.9 percent; care of
other family member, 0.3 percent; and other barrier, 17.6 percent.

My office is invol,ved in working very closely with a six-county
rural area. We have, a 'rural manpower program where we have des-
ignated 56 volunteer representatives and 16 rural manpower repre-
sentatives. The 16 are in key areas and contacted on a regular sched-
ule at a definite day. and hour. The only difference between the
volunteer representatives and the rural manpower representatives is
the frequency of contactsonce a month for all volunteer represent-
atives and twice a month for the other 16. In addition, these rural

ints are advised of job openings, throughout the area and Sioux
ity proper by a jab news bulletin. This goes out twice a week. Ap-

plicant job development profiles are published and mailed to poten-
tial employers and rural manpower representatives, at periodic in-
tervals.

This agency has the ability to recruit not only the disadvantaged
and the, hard core; but, if a new firm was interested in a-particular
community, new employees %wild present no problem. With ag-ad-
justment (meaning agricultural-adjustment), there is still an un-
tapped labor supply in this irea.

We also have a cooperative agreement in five communities where
we cooperate with the CAP organization in operating a small em-
ployment service ; these are run on a daily basis.

In 1963 the Armour plant closed in Sioux City and approximately
1,100 persons were without employment. This office became immedi-
ately involved in the placement and retraining of these individuals.
In fact, former Secretary of Labor George Schultz and his first as-
sistant, Arnold Weber, have uwitten a book entitled "The Strategy of
the Displaced Worker," regarding this very situation.

We were faced at that time with a retraining problem and we re-
trained approximately 500 for new positions new work. At the pres-
ent time the Manpower Development Training Act has been
changed. I believe our biggest problem is that we have only 45 cur-
rently enrolled here at Western Iowa Tech, and that represents only

ercent of the total persons in this area needing retraining for
new sobs.

I ant to g I on. --
Io a has n excellent smaller community program where man-power ies are conducted by a special staff to evaluate the poten-

tials of its smaller communities. This recent small community study
has not been made available for the public although it is being
printed. But I have four copies for you gentlemen, and I would like
to talk about the highlights of this local manpowestudy.

What we are doing is going out_ to these communities and giving
them a tool to help find new industry and I have included completed
county, manpower studies in the packet that I am leaving for your
gentlemen.

Only July" 23, 1970, manpower survey packets were mailed to
44,153 residents of the Siouxland metropolitan plamAng area which
includes Union County, S. Dak.; Dakota County, Nebr.; and
Woodbury County, Iowa. Response from the mailout totaled

1
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14,878 people. This response represents 11.8 percent of the total
Sioux land population of 125,832 and 26.4 percent of the Sioux land
area labor force.

AVAILABLE WORKERS

Of the 14,878 respondents, 4.424 indicated interest i employment
in a new industry. This figure represents 29.7 percent of the total re-
sponse.

After screening we haVe dropped that down to 3,447. This figure
represents 7 percent of the total Siouxland area liiipor force.

WORK EXPERIENCE
/-

Of these respondents interested in industrial employment, 3,320
men and women have backgrounds in other than farming 'occupa-
tions. The largest occupational background reported was clerical and
sales which included 1,217 people. Of the women who responded, siz-
able groups had service. benchork and processing backgrounds. A
total of 96 women had experience in professional,"technical, and man-
agerial occupations.

AGE OF RESPONDENTS

Fifty-two percent, or 1.795 of those people interested in new job
opportunities are between the ages of 16 and 35.

EDUCATION LEVEL

Of the 3,447 residents interested in new employment, 2,603 or 76
percent have a high school education or better.

Senator HUMPHREY. That is rather a high level of education.
Mr. HAHN. Yes. it is..
Now, the annual average of unemployment rate for Sioux City for

1970 is 3.6 percen, which was higher than the 2.7 percent for 1969.
At the present time I am not going Ito read these figures but they
are all here. Our present total is 4.8 percent. And

Senator HUMPHREY. It has gone up from 2.7 to.3.6 to 4.8?
Mr. HAHN. Right. Currently there are 2.360 persons considered

unemployed in the Sioux City standard metropolitan statistical area,
which includes Dakota County. Nebr.

The 12-month average unemployment, rate for this area totaled 3.2
percent. To break these figures down by counties. Woodbury County,
3.3 percent ; Cherokee County, 2.7 percent; Ida County, 3.5 percent;
Lyon County, 3.6 percent ; Monona County. 3.3 percent ; Plymouth
County, 3.1 percent ; and Sioux County, 2.8 percent.

In order to determine underemployment iii this area, I went to the
active applications and counted the part-tithe file. This number does
not include students interested in summer employment.

All this includes people who have jobs and are looking for other
jobs for a little moonlighting, and the total in Sioux City came to
433-199 in the professional and clerical section, 76 in service, and
158 in other. So this is the only way I can determine how many are
underemployed.

83-882 0-71-pt. 3-8
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To compare wages with other Iowa communities, I would like to
use the "Hours and Earnings for Total Manufacturing," February
1971. .This reports shows, in chronological order, Davenport paying
the highest weekly wage of $165.68, Dubuque was second with
$163.61, Waterloo, third with $161.99, Des Moines next with $161.54,

then Cedar Rapids payimg $157.53, and last was Sioux City with
$146.08. This same trend carries over into the nonmanufacturing
segment with a starting wage of $1.60 an*our not uncommon.

A wage survey conducted in April 1971 by the Sioux City office of
the Iowa State Employment Service encompassed 600 employers.
This survey reported only entry wages paid by the employers to be-
ginning full-time employees. Both large and small firms were re-
ported. This survey is attached to this compendium. Time does not
permit the discussion of this survey.

As far as the future is concerned, total nonagricultural employ-
ment will increase in the next 3 to 6 months. This is usually the
trend during the beginning months of the year. Seasonal additions
by construction, wholesale and retail trade, transportation, and serv-
e e businesses are indicated in the nonmanufacturing portion of the
1 bor market. Manufacturing concerns indicate definite rises in the
d rable goods sector and a decrease in the food processing sector.
T e main increase will come from machineryincluding electrical

durable goods and a drop on the part of meatpackingnondurable
goods.

The economy in this area does not seem to be improving very fast
and it is doubtful that normal levels of employment and unemploy-
ment will be reached this year.

Unemployment should remain at a higher level throughout 1971;
however, economic conditions should return slowly to normal during
the last part of 1971.

Gentlemen, thank you very much. That is the end of my state-
ment.

Senator HUMPHREY. Do you find an increase in demand for em-
ployees in what we might call out-State, away from the larger cities,
or do you find no particularincrease or demand ?

Mr. HAHN. I would say the demand would be in the larger cities.
Senator HUMPHREY. What about in the smaller communities? You

heard Mr. Wymer's testimony here, new plants and branches, and so
forth ?

Mr. HAHN. The only one that is close, that I am very familiar
with this, is up at Sibley which is out of my area. But we do work
closely in fact with five communities where there is a CAP agency
and as far as new employment is concerned, they are getting only
eight or nine or 10.

Senator HUMPHREY. Eight or nine or ten what?
Mr. HAHN. Persons getting new jobs each month. I would say hir-

ing is quite negligible in the rural area.
Senator HUMPHREY. No particularly new demand for workers?
Mr. HAHN. No. This is why I feel if they are going to survive out

there we are going to have to find more jobs for these people.,
Senator HUMPHREY.-How does this testimony add up With what

we heard here just a while ago about the number of new plants that
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are going into certain parts of your State, by total new industries,
304. Of course, this is 1960 to 1970, a 10 -year period. What you are
saying, in other words, to the subcommittee is that this time there
does not seem to be any new demand for workers?

Mr. HAHN. Well, as far as the new demand, there is a demand for
Sioux ,City. We want new firms in our

Senator HUMPHREY. I am talking outside of Sioux City.
Mr. HAHN. To my knowledge, no, sir.
Senator HUMPHREY. Your office takes care of employment requests

for the rural communities?
Mr. HAHN. Yes; througii the rural manpower service.
Senator HUMPHREY. Is there any possibility that people do not,

are not accustomed to. using the rural manpower service and there-
fore you have no way of really measuring new demand?

Mr. HAHN. Well, this is how we do it. We go out and set up vol-
unteer people in the comniunitks, well-known persons. We give them
publicity. This could be a place that might sell feed or grain or a
farm orientated business. Another thing that we do do, we go out to
the schools and find out the names of the students interested in sum-
mgr employment and we give these names and telephone numbers to
th-M gentleman. So if for example, anyone out there might be inter-
ested in a worker, the volunteer has the names and he can all them
for the job. So this is another rural service..

Senator HUMPHREY. You work with the National Alliance of
Businessmen, NAP organizations?

Mr. HAHN. Yes. This started only in September. At the present
time in our seven-county areaI am just guessingbut I think we
have approximately 18 different persons involved in the OJT section
and I think we have three employers that have actually signed
NABS contracts. One in Sioux Center, one at St. Joe Mercy Vosspi-
tal, and they is one other one I believe.

Senator HUMPHREY. You recommended that the on-the-job train-
ing program be changed under the JOBS program, from the disad-
vantaged to just retraining of any and all workers?

Mr. HAHN. I mean out in the rural areas because the
disadvantaged are a little harder to come by and, of course, the pres-
ent criteria say 50 percent have to be disadvantaged.

Senator HUMPHREY. In order to qualify for the supplemental
payments?

Mr. HAHN. Right, but I am suggesting, in the 'rural area they do
not use this criteria to attract new business.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes. I wanted to mention that. This is a
point that I have had brought to my attention elsewhere. Under the
present program, and since 1967, the JOBS program, which provides
training grants or training assistance, means that private industry
that takes on workers for the puzpose of on7th -job training, in
order to qualify for the supplements or the assist ce, must have 50
percent of his total trainees being disadvantaged. his means, out in
the countryside where you may not have people that are so classi-fied

Mr. HAHN. This presents a problem.
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Senator HUMPHREY (continuing). Or whatever the reason may be,
the program just cloy not extend to that. When you say job training
you mean on-the-job training programs.

Mr. HAHN. Right.
Senatcu. HUMPHREY. I think again we are seeing the necessity of

having some variables in these standards. You cannot apply the
same standards to Minneapo:is, Minn., that you apply to Windom,
Minn., or the same standards to Davenport that you apply to some
small community out here in the State of Iowa, a town of 2,500 people.

Senator Miller?.
Senator Mnam. Mr. Hahn, you said that you expect. a drop in

meatpacking employment?
Mr. HAHN. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. This has already happened. We are already involved

in that problem right now. There has been a layoff already in meat-
packing; IBP employment has dropped and we also have some more
that dropped. I suppose the demand for the product has dicated
that.

Senator BELLMON. May I answer the question.
It is because they are moving to the high plains, Oklahoma:-
Senator MILLER. Well, is this a seasonal drop ?_ - --
Mr. HAHN. Well, it has not happened befOre. It has beenmeat-

packing, in the last few years, been fairly constant as far as employ-
ment is concerned. In fact, IBP is a fairly new employer and, of
course, the labor demand was high, and they were hiring constantly
until recently. All of a sudden now they are reversing this.

Senator MILLER. Have they given you a reason for it?
Mr. HAHN. Well, I think what they gave the paper would be the

fact of less demand for a certain product. Until they need more,
they are not going to process it.

Senator MILLER,, Less demand for the product would account for
layoffs, but I cannot understand why there would be less demand.

Mr. LARRY SHARP (KMNS News). Senator, this particular in-
stance indicates that

Senator HUMPHREY. Your name, please.
Mr. SHARP. Larry Sharp, KMNS News. The reason IBP gave was

that this is in their new section of the plant which involves breaking
down the meat in cutup sections and mailing it in boxes rather than
halves and quarters. It is a fairly new process in which they set up a-
new plant and so far the demand has not been able to meet their
processing capabilities. They shut it down for a week and now it is
back up to normal. The question is, How long will they be able to
sustain this demand ?

Senator MILLER. I see at the top of page 12, "Currently there are
2,360 persons considered unemployed in the Sioux City standard
metropolitan statistical area."

Have you analyzed who those 2,360 are so we would know how
many of them are heads of families and how many are the second or
third wage earners in a family. ?

Mr. HAHN. No; I haven't, sir.
Senator MILLER. You do not have any idea?

I
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Mr. HAHN. I do not have that information. Our information is
derived from your unemployment statistics, the number of people
drawing unemployment claims, the number of people on a continu-
ous claims basis. I can tell you the number of people I have in my
active file which would not encompass all of these, and that is 2,120
persons as of this morning. Of those I have 1,377 males, 743 females,
662 veterans, and of the total 371 have some type of handicap. But
other than that I could not tell you whether they are heads of the
house.

Senator MILLER. Do you know what kind of an increase you have
had with respect to veterans in the last 12 months?

Mr. HAHN. No. I know that we jumped the gun and as of Janu-
ary we started putting on quite a campaign here on hiring the re-
turning veterans. At that time we had abOut 587 veterans ir. our file
and we have used all kinds of marquees, television publicity, radio,
et cetera, and we are still getting more and more back and we have
now 662. So the unemployed veterans problem is still going higher.

Of course, we are placing them as far as we can.
Senator MILLER. "What is the education or apprenticeship level of

those 633?
Mr. HAHN. You mean theveterans /
Mr. MILLER. Yes.
Mr. HAHN. I would say as far as their age is concerned, and so

far as their ability, they would be ideal for any type of apprentice-
ship.

Senator MILLER. Yes; but I am wondering how many, of those
have had apprenticeship training or what level of education, if they
have been beyond high school. The reason I ask this question is be-.
cause I am, wondering, in your interviews with that, is there any
counseling about going on and taking some apprenticeship training
or technical training or education under the GI bill of rights?

Mr. HAHN. This is the first thing we do, any returning veteran,
one of the first things we want them to do is get them to go to one
of our counselors. J have three in my office. This is the first thing we
do try to do get them to a counselor.

We have been very successful so far but like I say, the vets keep
snowballing and with the economy like it is, me could use a few more
jobs.

Senator MILLER. Thank you.
Senator HUMPHREY. Senator Bellmore?
Senator BELLMON. No questions.
Senator ALLEN. Mr. Hahn, I believe you said the Sioux City un-

employment rate was around 4.8 percent?
Mr. HAHN. At the present time.
Senator ALLEN. It is a little bit below the national average?
Mr. HAHN. Right.
Senator ALLEN. Do you have a breakdown as to what the percent-

ages in the towns as opposed to the strictly rural areas?
Mr. HAHN. You mean what---
Senator ALLEN. Is unemployment higher in the urban areas?
Mr. HAHN. It is higher in the urban areas.

1
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Senator ALLEN. Than in the rural?
Mr. HAUN. For example, in Cherokee County which is not very

far from here, it is 2.7 percent. Ida
Senator ALLEN. That would be rural
Mr. HAHN. Yes, they areall except WoodburyMonona, 3.3,Ida
Senator HuminiriEy. How do you account for those? Are the un-

employed already moved out of the area or do they find something
to occupy themselves that would keep them from classify themselves
as unemployed?

Mr. HAHN. As far as statistics in the rural areathats another
problem. The only way we can come up with statisticswe do not
have rural bench marks, so we use, as base, the number of people
filing unemployment claims. Of course this method is a changeable
thing. In other words, a person could be laid off and in 3 weeks,
with an attachment to the labor market, be called back to work. This
is what is happening out there in the smaller communities and makes
unemployment rates hard to predict.

I know that there are very few pople in the summertime looking
for employment in the smaller communities. If they are looking for
a job and cannot find one, then they could leave.

Senator ALLEN. On the manpower training, is it necessary that
they have some likelihood of obtaining employment in the area in
which they are receiving training in order to comply with the re-
quirements?

Mr. HAHN. Well, of course, you see, this is the first thing that we
do. When we put anybody in, we will research these occupations be-
fore enrollment in. But again now we are talking about your di8ad-
vantaged. According to manpower training require. its 65 percent
must be disadvantaged, you see.

Senator ALLEN. Yes, what I am talkinvibout, if someone comes
in, wants to get training as a steel worker and there is no steel mill
within a hundred miles

Mr. HArix. Then we would not train them.
Senator ALLEN. It would have to be something that there would

be some reasonable likelihood that they might become employed in
the immediate area?

Mr. HAIIN. True. When MDT first started back in 1963 this was
very successful. In fact, we were running about 77 percent success
rate. But these were peoplf that were retrainable, but now when we
are working with the disadvantaged, success rate is lower now. In
fact, when you are working with the real hard core, another prob-
lem, is your dropout rate, and that training is very difficult for some
of these people to grasp.

Senator ALLEN. Is this training given by local employees?
Mr. HAHN. This institutional trainingthis is institutional train-,

ing through schools like Western Iowa Tech or Northwesterri Iowa
Tech.

Senator ALLEN. What would determine the length of time for the
training?

Mr. Ilium. The school decides this. Some go 24 weeks, some 16
weeks, depending on what they are learning.
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Senator ALLEN. What sort of trade school program does Iowa
have? How many trade schools are there in the State?

Mr. HAHN. Iowa has 16 area schools and out here in our commu-
nities we have two schools. We have one at Sheldon and one here in
Sioux City. They are both very good. These are vocational schools
where they are actually teaching all kinds of machine trades, the old
standbys, wig mechanics, this kind of thing.

Senator ALLEN. But the employees doe not get the manpower
trair.ing there in trade school courses, do they ?

Mr. HAHN. Some of them do, yes, sir. For example, all we have
now in Sioux City are 45. I say that was about 15 percent of the
people that have come to us anci said we need training to get jobs.
We need the training but we haven't got the Federal money.

Senator ALLEN. Is the manpower training program working in
your judgment ? Is it justified ?

Mr. HAHN. I think it is a fine piece of legislation. In fact, in 1963
when I became involved with this plant closing, two other citiesin
the United States also had Armour plants closed and they did not
have the Manpower Development Training Act and had problemI
did and I did beautifully because of MDTA. Had I not bad it I
probably would have been in trouble, too. But it came out very very
fine.

If it is going to succeed with the disadvantaged we are going to
have to have more moneyin order to keep the cost down, we are
doing what we call slotting co these vocational schools. We buy a slot
for $200, $300. If we do not have enough money to buy slots we say,
I am sorry, we do not have the slots and the person does not get
trained and remains unemployed.

Senator Humpnany. Senator Miller ?
Senator MILLER. I want to come back to the veterans, some 633.

How many of those are from Sioux City and how many from what
you might call the purely rural areas around Sioux City?

Mr. HAHN. I would say probably 80 percent are from Sioux City.
Senator MILLER. Are these Vietnam war veterans?
Mr. HAHN. Many of them are, yes.
Senator MILLER. You say you counsel them?
Mr. HAHN. I don't counsel them, there is counseling available.
Senator MILLER. Your shop does. And does this mean there are

600 to 666 who have been counseled to go ahead and take apprentice-
ship training or go to a technical school or go on for more education
and decided not to do so?

Mr. HAHN. Most of these people have decided what to do and
they are in the process of completing plans. Most of the schooling
will not start until September.

SenatorMILLEn. They do not have a summer program for voca-
tional or trade schools?

Mr. HAHN. Not to my knowledge. They might have some remedial
training but to my knowledge, the next course will start next Sep-
tember.

Senator HITMPHREY. It is kind of hard to tell a man to stay un-
employed.

Mr. HAHN. That is a problem-Say, I just got out of service and I
want to go to Iowa University. With the labor market like it is, I

J
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you until September" and lie said, "let rue talk to somebody who
wants to work for me full time." So this could be a problem finding
a short-time job.

Senator MILLER. You .:nade inquiries with the community college
about a summer program ?

Mr. HAHN. No, sir, I have not.
Senator MILLER. I would certainly think it would be indicated.
Mr. HAIIN. If we are going to do a summer program, then we

would almost have to have, say, 15 who wanted to all enroll into
welding, or 20 that wanted to go into draftsman or 20 that wanted
to take a TV course or something like that.

Senator HU3IPIIREY. I think what Senator Miller is getting at is
as you _counsel people and as you determine their job or training
preferences, you could put together, let is say', 12 people thit
wanted to go to welding, that you could go to a technical institute
or to an on-the-job training program and say, look, here we have got,
12 people that want to take advantage of this program?

Mr. HAHN. 'We are doing this. In fact, in r few days I am meet-
ing with the technical school on our work incentive program. We are
also involved in working with ADC mothers and trying to retrain
them to become. self-supporting. We are involved now with the
school not operable this summer as far as these new enrollees. We
are talking about a pre-business, pre-work orientation, something
like that to start these people soon. Otherwise we are going to have
to wait till September.

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you very much. We appreciate your
information. All the testimony will be included in the record.

Mr. HAHN. Thank you, sir.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Hahn is as follows :)
It is not too late to reverse the trend of continuing urbanization. More job

opening$ must be made available to the rural area. We must find new ways fo
enable industry to make informed decisions concerning the wide range of
available locations. Businessmen can now choose from over 5,000 communities
in the 2.500-50.000 population bracket.

Probletns requiring ,federal resources, to slow down and perhaps reverse the
trends that damage both urban and rural areas are :

(a) Provide financial incentives to encourage employers to expand to the'
rural areas.

(ON Prevent traffic unbalance to compensate transportation carriers for
higher costs of operations in the rural area. through federal subsidies.

(e) Allow employers to use the existing on-the-job training program to train
new employees, by removing the disadvantaged criteria fur selection.

(d) develop a system to increase the understanding of those environmental
characteristics which are distinctive of a smaller town or community.'

In other words, the executive might live closer to his workbecause of this
he would have more time with his family, more time to be involved in com-
Inanity affairs and considerably more leisure tjme.

The out-migration from the agricultural segment of the rural area is caused
by larger farms, mechanical feeding, new and larger equipment with less per-
sons required tob do the same joe. Again I say if the smaller community is to
survive, there must be jobs in those communities or the residents will leave.
Out-migration from 1960 to 1970 in Woodbury County totaled 4.4 percent. Mon-
ona County, just south of Woodbury County, experienced a loss of 13.3 per-
cent. Lyon County. at the northwest tip of Iowa, lost 7.8 percent Ida County,
10.5 percent and Cherokee County. 7.1 percent. On the other side of the coin,

'Sioux Cbunty gained 6.1 percent. Plymouth County showed a plus 1.7 pcbrcettt
and Dakota Counts. Nebraska experienced an increase of 8.9 percentall be-
cause of new manufacturing employment.
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Sioux City is fourth In Iowa according to 1970 population figures, and using
the most recent (1969) Annual Average for Manufacturing Population, ranks
seventh in total manufacturing. I would like to read the figures for manufac-
turing in the 12 largest Iowa cities:

Cedar Rapids 27, 970 Sioux City 9, 300
Des Moines 26, 400 Ottumwa 5, 110
Waterloo 19, 500 Muscatine 5, 070
Dubuque . 13, 750 Fort Dodge 4, 860
Burlington r 12, 910 Mason City 4, 090
Davenport ... 11, 850 Keokuk 3, 670

In nearby Sioux Falls, South Dakotathey have 6,030 engaged in all forms
of manufacturing while Omaha, Nebraska has over 37,000 employed In this in-
dustrial group.

Let's go even further and not discuss Iowa -cities, but Iowa counties. For re-
source I would like to use counties in Northwest Iowa and compare their em-
ployment with the figures I have just mentioned. Monona County has 274
employers-16 construction firms. 9 manufacturing establishments, employing
66 people, 116 retail firms. 21 in transportation and public utilities, 33 engaged
in wholesale trade. -16 firms working with insurance, finance and real estate,
and 63 in the service industries. Lyon County has 13 in manufacturing with a
total of 119 workers. ,Ida County has 14 firms engaged in manufacturing with
327 employees. Cherokee has 18 different manufacturers and Plymouth County
has 20. The combined employment total of all manufacturing for the other six
counties served by my office totals 3,171 employees. So Western Iowa needs
more manufacturing employment if we are to reverse e trend of out-migra-
tion. New manufacturing is the key.

The are several variables which nifty affect the vel of the civilian work-
force in Sioux City. 'although not all of them may b present at the same time.
At specific times of the year, the movement of peo le in and out of the work-
force due to seasonal or other factors will c nge the le I. The most
prominent movements take place in the spring whe arms, instruction
start up: in June. when high school and collegetu cfiter the orkforce;
in August and September when the students leave th r summer job: n
to school: and during Thanksgiving and Christmas
tatters employ extra help.

The civilian workforce includes: (1) Nonagricultura e earners: (2)
Noisgricultural self-employed. unpaid family and domestic workers; and (3)
Farm workers, hired and self-employed. The Sioux City workforce varies from
approximately 50,000 to 53,500 workers with the 1970 average manpower level
at 510,360.

Employment varied from 48.600 to 50:700 in the Sioux City area during 1970.
The 1970 annual average employment level was 49.500. During the last quarter
of 1970 and the first quarter of 1971. employment has declined to 47.190 in
March from 50.294i in October.

This low level of employment is due to reductions in both the manufacturing,
and notimanufacturing industries as a result of various governmental anti- infla-
tionary policies, reduced consumer spending and increased personal savings.

In manufacturing. employment was at a much lower level than in the pre-
vious year in March. Layoffs have been occurring in these industries in both
the durable and nondurable segments. Machinery (including electrical) is 520
below its level the previous year. Food and kindred is also below normal.

Nonmanufacturing trades and businesses are slightly below normal, but are
In the process of recovering. Construction is below levels of the previous year,
as are transportation. service. and agriculture.

Generally the economic atmosphere is shflkey with the feelLng that the econ-
omy could go either way.

Manufacturing has had layoffs starting in October, 1970 continuing until
:March, 1971 with no relief in sight. Nonmanufacturing made a very slight re-
coves/ in March with the outlook possibly a .little cheerier than in previous
months.

Using March, 1971 figures, the Sioux City area shows a total employment of
47,190. Of that, 17.4 percent are involved in retail trade: then comes service at
15.4 percent. Nondurable manufacturing, 13,2 percent ; durable. manufacturing,
6.5 percent ; wholesale trade, 6.7 percent a 'd construction at 3.5 percent.

12y
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A special effort is aide to identify underprivileged applicants. These appli-cants frequently hay cuity obtaining employment because of their low
level of skills, educat and job knowledge along with many personal'
!ems and undesirable traits.

The person who needs some sort of employability ,2,evlopment assistance in
order to obtain suittikile employment is labeled an -ED" by the Employment
Service and special efforts are made to help this individual become job ready.
Services such ascsounselidgi testing for aptitudes, manpower training pro-
grams, special placement sgrViees including job development, are all utilized in
order to help this individual reach a level where he may be considered job
ready.

The ED is usually a person with one of the, fah:ming characteristics' unem-
ployed or underemployed, school dropouts, underage or too old, member of a
minority group, or .andicapped. If they have on Or the-above characteristics
and fall within a certain income level, they are alao considered disadvantaged.

A disadvantaged person may be a person drawing social ,g4ority and trying
to get a job to defray some inflationary expenses, or i ay be alhIgh school drop-
out needing a job to help out at home, an unwed Mother seeking employment
to keep away from the welfare roll, or even a handiemartrperson needing a
chance to prove himself. Not all the disadvantaged are hard core uneMployed
as some might imagine.

Of the 624 persons considered El), 43.5 percent of them are disadvantaged. A
further breakdown of the characteristics of the ED may ptevide the reasons
why these individuals have difficulty *taining suitable employment.

The following is a list of barriers that these persons have

Percent
Agetoo young 18. 1Agetoo old 5. 6
Lacks education, skills, or experience 77 1
Health problems 1 i. 1
Personal problems 13. 9
Transportation 4. 3
Child -care problem 5. 9
Care of ( ther family member 0. 3
Other barrier 17. 6

My office is involved in working very closely with a 6-county rural area. We
have a rural manpower',program where we have designated 56 Volunteer Rep-
resentatives and 16 Rural Manpower Representatives.

Senate Subcommittee Hearing
, .

The 1,6 are in ksy arnas
,
and contacted on a regular schedule at a definite

day and hour. The only .difference between the Volunteer Represent tives find
the Rural Manpower *R6Presentatives is the frequency of contac nce a
month for all Volunt<er Representatives and twice a month for the ether 16.
In addition, these rural points are advised of job openings throughout the area
and Sioux City proper by a Job News bulletin. Applicant job development pro-
files are published and mailed to potential employers and Rural Manpower
Representatives, at periodic intervals. This agency has the ability to recruit
not only the disadvantaged and the hard core ; but, if a new firm was inter-
ested in a particular community, new employees would present no problem.
With agadjustment there is still an untapped labor supply in this area.

We also have a cooperative agreement in five communities where we cooper-
ate with the CAP organization in operating a small employment service; these
are on a daily basis.

In 1963 the Armour Plant closed in Sioux City and approximately 1100 per-
sons were without employthent. This office became immediately involved in the
placement and retraining of these individuals. In :act, former Secretary of
Labor George Schultz and his first assistant Arnold Weber have written a
book entitled "The Strategy of the Displaced Worker" regarding this very situ-
ation. At that time, we became very closely involved with manpower training,
and in less than a year had 16 ongoing institutional programs operational,

1'P
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from meat cutter trainees to TV repairmen. This was 'very successfulMDTA
did what it was supposed to doretain workers. This is a wonderful piece of
legislationif more funds were available to train persons needing it. Now be-
cause of limited federal funds, Iowa has had to reduce their manpower train-
ing to slot-ins to various vocational schools such as Western Iowa Tech. At
the present linty, we have 45 currently enrolled in Sioux City.. This means that
approximately 15 percent of those applicants registering with us for training
and who net.41 training to become employable, are receiving it.

Iowa has an excellent smaller community program where manpower studies
are conducted by to special staff to evaluate the potentials of its smaller com-
munities.

The Manpower Study for Woodbury County has not been released but is in
the process of being printed. The local committee included representatives
from he Sioux land Interstate Metropolitan Planning Council, A.S.C. and Ex-
'Pusk' Service. Sioux ('ity Chamber of Commerce, South Sioux City Develop-

lit Corporation, Industrial Development Corporation of Sioux City, Wood-
,ary County Labor ('ouncil, Ministerial Council and commercial clubs from the
three -state area.

here are the highlights of the Siouxland Manpower Study
Community Response. On July 23, 1970. manpower survey packets were

mailed to 44,153 residents of the Siouxland Metropolitan Planning Area which
Includes Union County, South Dakota ; Dakota County, Nebraska ; and Wood-
bury County, Iowa. Response from the mail-out totaled 14,878 people. This re-
sponse represents 11.8 percent of the total Siouxland population of 125,832 and
26.4 percent of the Siouxland area labor force.

A railable Warke'x.Of the 14;878 respondents, 4,424 indicated interest in
employment. in a new industry. This figure represents 29,7 percent of the total
response. Careful screening of the questionnaires removed those repondents
considered "set- in their jobs, high acreage farmers, or students not actually
entering the labor market ; the number of available workers v,as reduced to
3.447. This figure represents 7 percent of the total Siouxland area labor force.

Work Exycricnce.Of these respondents interested in industrial employment,
3,320 men and women have backgrounds in other than farming occupations.
The largest occupational background reported was clerical and sales which in-
cluded ,1.217 people. Of the women who responded, sizeable groups had service,
benchwork and processing backgrounds. A total of 96 women had experience in
professional technical and managerial occupations.

gf; of ke.tyondrnt.t.--Fifty-two percent. or 1.795 of those people interested
in new job opportunities are between the ages of 16 and 35.

Educational Lerel,--Of the 3,447 residents interested in new employment,
2,603 or 76 percent have a high school education or better.

The Sioux City 144 anomie situation has followed national trends and unem-
plo meld has increased to levels much higher than in the past few years.
Trends seem to be towards improving conditions and the lower levels of pre-
vious years should be reached sometime in 1972.

The annual averag' unemployment rate for 1970 was 3.6 percent which was
higher than the 2.7 percent for 1969. The average national rate was 3.5 for
1969 and 4.9 for 1f`; 0. The average number of unemployed increased from 1,360
in 1969 to 1840 in 1970.

Unemployment began its rise at the end of 1969 and continued to rise to 5.3
percent of the workforce in June 1970. This rate is the largest. since February
1964, when the unemployment level reached 5.3 percent, too. Then unemploy-
ment began to decrease and has continued to do so from 3.7 percent in July
11) 33 percent in Decendar for an annual average of 3.6 percent in 1970. Janu-
ary and February started 1971 with rates of 4.4 percent and continued up to

percent in March.
The reason that unemployment rose so high is the result of seasonal job

seekers entering the labor market along with continued decline in employment.
'Persons not at work because they are directly involved in a labor-manage-

ment dispute, on sick leave, on paid vacation, on unpaid vacation, are counted
as unemployed, only if they were actively seeking other work. Persons who
were laid off as an indirect result of a labor-management diSpute would be
considered unemployed.
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UNEMPLOYMENT: SIOUX CITY, IOWA

1969 1970 1971

January ,. 3. 0 3. 4 4. 4
February 3. 0 3. 3 4. 4
March 3.1 3.6 4.g
April . 2.8 4.4
May 2.4 4.3
June 3.3 5.3
July 2.8 3.7
August 2.5 3.5
September 2. 4 2. 0
October ..", 2. 0 2.4November 2.4 2.9
December 2. 5 3. 3

Annual MAIMS 2.7 3. 6

Currently there are 2,360 persons considered unemployed in the Sioux City
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area.

The 12-month average unemployment rate for this area totaled 3.2 percent.
To break these figures down "hy counties : Woodbury County, 3.3 percent ; Cher-
okee County, 2.7 percent ; Ida County, 3.5 percent ; Lyon County, 3.6 percent ;
Monona County, 3.3 percent ; Plymouth County, 3.1 percent ; and Sioux County,
2.8 percent.

In order to determine under-employment in this area, I went to the active
applications and counted the part-time file. This number does not include stu-
dents interested in summer employment. Total : 433-199 in Professional and
Clerical ; 76 in Service; 158 Other. These were people wanting additional
money to supplement their present wage.

To compare wages with other Iowa communities, I would like tel use the
"Hours and Earnings for Total Manufacturing", February, 1971. This report
shows, in chronological order, Davenport paying the highest weekly wage of
$165.68, Dubuque was second with $163.61, Waterloo, third with $161.99, Des
Moines next with $161.54, then Cedar Rapids paying $157.53 and last was
Sioux City with $146.08. This same trend carries over into the nonwanufactur-
ing segment with a starting wage of $1.60 an hour not uncommon.

A wage survey conducted in April, 1971 by the Sioux City office of the Iowa
State Employment Service encompassed 600 employers. This survey reported
only entry wages paid by the employers to beginning full time employees. Both
large and small firms were reported. "This survey is attached to this compen-
dium. Time does not permit the discussion of this survey.

Total nonagricultural employment will increase in the next three to six
months. This is usually the trend during the beginning months of the year.
Seasonal additions by construction, wholesale and retail trade, transportation,
and service businesses are indicated in the nonmanufacturing portion of the
labor market. Manufacturing concerns indicate definite rises in the durable
goods sector and a decrease in the food processing sector. The main increase
will come from machinery (including electrical) in durable goods and a drop
on the part of meat packing (nondurable goods).

The economy in this area does not seem to be improving very fast and i is
doubtful that normal levels of employment and unemployment will be reached
this year.

Unemployment should remain at a higher level throughout 1971; however,
economic conditions should return slowly to normal during the last part of
1971.

(The survey referred to above is as follows :)

WAGE SURVEY-APRIL 1971-Sioux CITY METROPOLITAN AREA

The following survey is based on job orders placed by 6(X) employers with the
Sioux City office of the Iowa State Employment Service. The survey represents
only entry wages paid by employers to beginning full time employees. Wage
rates paid by employers subject to labor management negotiations are included
to a limited extent. Both large and small firms are represented. Salaries are
rounded to the nearest multiple of 5.

12
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PROFESSIONAI TECIINICAL,` At MANAGERIAL, 006-199

Accountant, $520-1000/mo.
Accountant, Tax ; $1.60-2.50/hr.
Announcer, Radio & TV, 100/wk.
Assessor, $525/mo.
Auditor, $600/mo.
Building Inspector, $525!-560/mo.
Catalkiger, $720-870/mo.
Catalouer, $720-870/mo.
Chemist, $500-825/tuo.
Claims Taker, Unemployment

Benefits, $3.00/hr.
Community Organization

Worker, $1.50/hr.
Computer Programmer,

Business; $665-835/mo.
Continuity Writer, $1.60/hr.
Construction Inspector, $550/mo.
Copywriter, $1.60 - 1.75 /h r.
Cost Accountant, $580-750/mo.
Counselor, $640-860/mo.
Dental 4,ssistant, $250-275/1110.
Dietician, Therapeutic; $550/mo.
Director, Student Affairs, $520-670/ino.
Draftsman, Architectural, $555-750/mo.
Draftsman, Electrical, $450/mo.
Ilraftszujin, Mechanical, $2.10-2.50/hr.
Electrical Engineer, $700-750/m11.
:.lectrical Inspector, $600-725/mo.
Food and Drug Inspector, $3.15/hr.
Forester. $6:M-800/mo.
Housemother. $125-205/m1.
Inhalation Therapist, $300-365/mo.
Interviewer, Employment,

$550-7)00/n1o.
Lalso-Plconmulst, 610/mo.

Librarian, Reference, $280-650/1no.
Licensed Practical Nurse, $385-425/ino.
Log Buyer, $125/wk.
Manager, Advertising; $650-800/mo.
NIanager, Credit &

Collection, $400-500/mo.
Manager, Office; $500-870/ino.
Manager, Parts ; $110-150/wk.
Manager, Restaurant or

Coffee Slop, $100-170/wk.
Manager, Retail Food, $2.50 /hr.
Manager, Sales, $125/wk.
Manager, Store, $325-850/ino.
Manager, Theatre, $1.60-2.60/hr.
Manager Trainee $435-1000/mo.
Mechanical Engineer, $700/mo.
Medical Assistant. $325/mo.
Medical Technologist, $400-450/flu).
Musician, Instrument, $4.00/hr.
News Analyst, Broadcast, $140/k.
Nurse Staff, Occupational,

$400-580/mo.
Pharmacy Helper, $300 /mo.
Pri rgra in Director,

Scouting. $380-670/na
Public Relations Man, $115--160/wk.
Purchasing Agent, $500-600/mo.
Rodman, $1.75-3.15/hr.
Social Group Worker, $1.60/hr.
Surgical Technician, $1.60-1.85/hr.
Surveyor, $750/mo.
Teacher, Commercial, $550-550/mo.
Time Study Engineer, $500-600/mo.
Tool Designer, $800-1000/mo.
Truffle Engineer. $12.400-15.000/yr.

CLERICAL, 200-249

Accounting Clerk, $300-350/mo.
Accounts Receivable Clerk,

$280-350/mo.
Audit Clerk, $70-80/wk.
Billing Clerk, $310-375/mo.
Billing Machine Oper., $1.60/hr.
Bill of Lading Clerk. $1.00-1.85/hr.
Bookkeeper, $300-550/mo.
Bookkeeping Machine Oper., $1.60-

2.50/11r.
Calculating Machine Oper. $1.60-

2.25/hr
Cashier, $1.60--2.15/hr.
Claims Adjuster, 500-600/mo.
Claims Clerk, 300 - 320 /mo.
('Ierk, General, $280-375/mo.
Clerk, General Office, $280-480/mo.
Clerk-Typist, $2S5-380/mo.
Collection Clerk, $1.70-2.00/hr.
Contract Clerk, $75/wk.
Cost Clerk, $280-445/ino.
Credit Reporter, $1.65-2.75/hr.
Desk Clerk, $1,40/hr.
Digital Computer Operator, $425-450/

mo.

File' Clerk, $275-300/mo.
Film Library Clerk, $250-290/mo.
Food Checker, $1.45-1,65/hr.
Food Tabulator, Cafeteria, $1.65/Iir.
Grain Sampler, $2.20-2.50/hr.
Hospital Admitting Clerk, $1.80/hr.
Hotel (Motel) Clerk, $1.60-2.00/hr.
Information Clerk, $275-310/mo.
Insurance Collector, $450-550/mo.
Inventory Clerk, $1.60-2.25/hr.
Investigator, $450-500/mo.
Invoice Clerk, $1.60/hr.
Kardex Clerk, $1,60-2.25/11r.
Key Punch Operator, $310-360/mo.
Laboratory Helper, $1.60/hr.
Legal Secretary, $3(X)-425/mo.
Library Assistant, $255/mo.
Linen Room Attendant, $1.60 /hr.
Mail Carrier, $1.75-1.90/hr.
Mail Clerk, $330-440/mo.
Manifest Clerk, $1.80/hr.
Material Clerk, $345-425/ino.
Medical Secretary, $285-340/mo.
Messenger, $60-80/wk.
Messenger, Bank, $380-300/mo.
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Meter Reader, $1.95-2.50/hr.
Offset-Duplicating Machine Operator,

$300-425/mo.
Order Clerk, $280-360/mo.
Parts Clerk, $1.70- 2.50 /hr..
Payroll Clerk, $2.00-2.25/hr.
Posting Clerk, $300-350/mo.
Posting Machine Operator, $1.60-1.90/

hr.
Price Clerk, $1.75-1.85/hr.
Procurement Clerk, $350/mo.
Receiving Clerk, $115/wk.
Receptionist, $220-350/mo.
Room Clerk, $1.50-1.60/hr.
Scaler, $1.05-1.15/hr.
Secretary, $300-530/mo.
Service Clerk, $480-585/mo.
Shipping Clerk, $65-100/wk.
Shipping and Receiving Clerk, $1.60

2.65/hr.

SALES

Carpet Layer Helper, $1.75-2.00/hr.
Cashier-Checker, $1.60-1.80/hr.
Clothing Inspector, $1.15-1.35/hr.
Delivery Boy, $1.60-2.20/hr.
Display Man, $1.60-1.70/hr.
Drapery Hanger, $1.60/hr.
Grocery Checker, $1.75-2.00/hr.
Groceryman Journeyman, $80- 130 /wk.
Produce Man, $1.75-2.00/hr.
Sales Attendant, $120/wk.
Sales Clerk, $1.60-1.75/hr.
Sales Closer, $100/wk.
Salesman, Advertising, $75/wk.+

comm.
Salesman, Automobile, Commission
Salesman, Automobile Parts, $48tp

500/mo.
Salesman, Chemicals & Drugs, $325

750/mo.
Salesman, Commercial Feed, $500

600/mo.
Salesman Driver, $85-125/wk.

Commission
Salesman, Farm, Garden Equipment &

Supplies, $1.60-2.10/hr.
Salesman, Floor Coverings, $90-100/,
wk.

Salesman, Food Products, $390-605/
mo.

Salesman, General, $350-650/mo.
Salesman, Grain & Feed Products,

$400-700/mo.
Salesman, Hardware Supplies, $350/

mo.
Salesman, House-to-House, $100-125/

wk. (Commission)
Salesman, Insurance, $500-700/mo.
Salesman, Office Machines, $435-670/

'no.

Sorter, $100- 125 /wk.
Statement Clerk, $450-500/mo.
Statistical Clerk, $325-380/mo.
Stenographer, $300-400/mo.
Stock Clerk, #1.60-3.10/hr.
Survey Worker, $1.60-2.50/hr.
Tabulating Machine Oper., $70-75/wk.
Telegraphic-Typewriter Operator,

$300-325/mo.
Telephone Operator, $255-350/mo.
Teller, $280-400/mo.
Ticket Seller, $1.00/hr.
Timekeeper; $2.75-3.00/hr.
Traffic Clerk, $350/mo.
Transcribing Machine Operator, $28°-

345/illy
Typesetter Perforator Operator, $85/

wk.
Typist, $1.60-2.70/4r.
Ward Clerk, $165-1.80/hr.

250-2'19

Salesman, Paper. & Paper Products,
$150/wk. and/or Commission

Salesman, Petroleum Prod., $100/wk.
+ comm.

Salesman, Piano' & Organ, 2-8% com-
mission

Salesman, Radio & TV Time, $500-
700/mo.

Salesman, Real Estate, Commission
Salesman, Securities, Commission
Salesman, Tobacco Prod. & Smoking,

$420-565/mo.
Salesperson, Curtain & Drapery,

$1.60/hr.
Salesperson, Fashion Accessories, $65-

70/wk.
Salesperson, Food, $1.60-2.95/wk.
Salesperson, Furniture, $85-100/wk.

and/or comm.
Salesperson, General, $1.60-2.55/hr.
Salesperson, General Hardware, $1.60

2.30/hr.
Salesperson, Mens & Boys (lathing,

$1.60-2.00/hr.
Salesperson, Millinery, $. /wk.
Salesperson, Parts, $70-110/wk.
Salesperson, Photographic Equipment

& Supplies, $1.60-1.80/hr.
Salespertion,Shoes.$1.60-2.45/11r.
Salesperson, Sporting Goods, $1.80-

2.00/hr.
Salesperson, T.V. & Appliances, $150/

wk.
Salesperson, Women's Garments, $1.60 -

1.85/hr.
Salesperson, Yard Goods, $1.60/hr.
Sales Representative, $375-670/mo.
Telephone Solicitor, $1.50-1.75/hr.

I I)
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SERVICE

Assembler, Laundry, $50/wk.
Babysitter, $15-25/wk. or .50/hr.
Baker, $1.50-2.85/hr.
Bagtender, $2.25-2.60/hr.
Bellman, $.65-1.00/hr.
Bus Boy, $1.00-1.50/hr.
Chambermaid, $1.00-1.60/hr.
Charwoman, $1.40-1.65/hr.
Chef, $150/wk.
Co-Hostess, $1.45-1.65/hr.
Combination Girl, $1.35/hr.
Concession Attendant, $1.00-1.30/hr.
Cook, $60-120/wk.
Cook, Fry, $1.50-2.25/hr.
Cook Helper, $1.45-1.60/hr.
Cook, Short Order, $1.75-2.50/hr.
Cook, Specialty. $1.40/hr.
Cosmetologist, Commission
Countergirl, $1.25-1.70/hr.
Dayworker, $1.5Q--2.00/1ir.
Dishwasher, Hard, $1.30-1.65/hr.
tisliwasher, Machine, $1.00-1.65/hr.
og Catcher, $1.50/hr.

Elevator Operator, $1.30/hr.
Floor Girl, $1.35-1.65/hr.
Floor Waxer, 1.60/hr.
Fountain Man, $1.25-1.50/hr.
Funeral Attendant, $1.004hr.
Guard, $1.60-2.00/hr.
Hospital Aide, $1.65/hr.

300-399

Hostess, $1.50-2.60/hr.
Janitor, $1.70-2.70/hr.
Kennelman, $1.50/hr.
Kitchen Helper, $1.15-1.50/hr.
Laundry Laborer, $1.45-2.10/hr.
Life Guard, $1.60/hr.
Locker-Room Attendant, $1.55-1.60/hr.
Maid, $1.45-1.75/hr.
Maid, Hospital, $1.50-1.70/hr.
Marker, $1.45-1.60/hr.
Matron, $1.75/hr.
Meat Cutter, $2.75-3.60/hr.
Nurse Aid, $1.50-1.90/hr.
Nursemaid, $1.60/hr.
Orderly, $1.60-1.90/hr.
Pantry Girl, $1.45/hr.
Porter, $1.60-2.60/hr.
Presser, Machine, $1.45 -1.75/hr.
Salad Girl, $1.35-1.80/hr.
Shirt Finisher, $1.30/hr.
Shirt Presser, $1.45-1.55/hr.
Tray-Line Worker, $1.55-1.70/hr.
Usher, $1.00/hr.
Waitress, $1.00-1.60/hr.
Waitress, Cocktail, $1.25-2.25/hr.
Wallwasher, $1.75-2.00/hr.
Watchman, $1.80 - 1.80 /hr.
Window Cleaner, $1.60-2.50/hr.
Yardman, $1.60-2.50/hr.

AGRICULTURAL, 400-499

Bale Bucker, $1.50-1.60/hr.
Cernetary Worker, $1.50-2.00/hr.
Dayworker, Agriculture, $1.60-2.00/hr
Detasseler, $1.30-1.35/hr.
Farm Couple, $100.- 300 /mo.
Farm Hand, Animal, $85-100/wk.
Farm Hand, Dairy, $350-500/mo.
Farm Hand, General, $200-500/mo.
Farm Hand, Grain, $1.35-2.00/hr.

Groundman, $1.60/tiv.
Groundskeeper, $1.60/hr.
Laborer, Landscape, $1.65-2.00/hr.
Laborer, Nursery, $1.50-1.60/hr.
Landscape Gardener, $2.00/hr.
Livestock Caretaker,

Yard-or-Transit, $2.20-2.55/hr.
Nursery Worker, $1.60-2.00/hr.

PROCESSING, 500-599

Baker Apprentice, $1.80-2.50/hr.
Baker Helper. $1.75-2.60/hr.
Candy Maker, $1.60-2.00/hr.
Candy Maker Helper, $1.60-2.00/hr.
Concrete-Vault Maker, $2.00/hr.
Doughnut Machine Ow. $70-120/wk.
Equipment (leaner, $2.05=2.50/hr.
Extractor Operator, $1.45-2.95/hr.
Foreman, Extraction Mill, $600/mo.
Hide Handler, $2.40-3.50/hr.

Laborer, Slaughter &

'

Labor, Brick do Tile, $1.70-2.00/hr.
Laborer, Electroplating, $1.60/hr.

Meatpacking, $2.70-4.40/1Ar.
Meat Grinder, $1.95/hr.
Metal Cleaner,

Immersion, $1.95-2.15/hr.

Poultry Worker, $1.05-1.85/hr.
Renderman, $2.75-2.90/hr.
Sandblaster-Shotblast-

Equipment-Tender, $2.10/hr.
Skinner, $3.80-4.00/hr.
Sorter, Agricultural

Product, $1.60-1.75/hr.
Sterilizer, $285 /mo.
Tire Molder, $2.50-2.75/hr.
Tire Recapper, $2.00-2.20/hr.
Tray-Casting Machine

Operator, $2.00/hr.
Utility Man, $1.85-2.80/hr.
Washer, Machine, $1.50/hr.
Wood Pole Treater, $100/wk.
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MACHINE TRADES, 600-699

Assembly Press Open, $1.90/hr.
Automobile Mechanic,

$90-140/wk. Commission
Automobile Mechanic

Apprentice, 31.80-2.80/hr.
Auto Service Mechanic, $80- 120 /wk.
Bicycle Repairman, $1.60/hr.
Boring-Mill Setup Oper., 32.40-2.55/hr,
Brake Operator, $2.50/hr.
Brakeman, Automobile, $2.00-2.55/hr.
Bus Driver, 32.10-2.45/hr.
Bus Mechanic, $2.60/hr. ,
Bus Mechanic Helper, $2.15/hr,
Copitruction-Equipment

Mechanic, $3.15jhr.
Construction-Equipment

Mechanic Helper, $1.70 - 3.15 /hr.
Cutting Machine Operator, $2.00/hr.
Diesel Mechanic, $2.25-3.25/hr.
Cylinder Press Man, $3.20/hr,
Drill-Press Operator, $2,30=-2.45/hr.
Engineering Equipment

Mechanic, $3.75/hr.
Engine-Lathe Setup

Oper., $2.15- 2.45/hr.
Farm Equipment

Mechanic, $2.30- 2.50 /hr.
Farm Machinery Setup Man, $2.35/hr.
Gas Appliance

Serviceman, $2.50-3.00/4"-
Grinder Operator, $2.15-4E50/hr.
Inspector, Floor, $2.00-3.00/hr,
Laborer, General, $1.75-2,25/hr.

Lathe Operator,
Production, 42.30-2.50/hr.

Michine Assembler, $2.25/hr.
Machine-Shop Foreman, Tool, $2.50/hr.
Machinist, $2.25-2.85/hr.
Maintenance Mechanic, $2.40-4,00/hr.
Mechanic, Industrial

Truck, $2.00-2.85/hr.
Metal-Fabricator Appren-

tice, $4.95/hr.
Millwright, 53.00-4.45/hr.
Music-Box Repairman, $85-100/wk.
Office-Machine Service-

man, $1.70-2.80/hr.
Offset Pressman, $85-100/wk.
Pantograph-Machine Setup

Operator $2.30-2.45/hr.
Printing Shop Foreman, $495-595/mo.
Production Foreman, $2.65/hr.
Punch-Press Operator, 32.00-2.50/hr.
Sawmill Worker, $1.75/hr.
Screw Machine Operator, $2.10-2.70/hr.
Setulf Man I, $2.50/hr.
Sewing Machine Repairman, $2.00/hr.
Shear Operator, $1.80- 2.00/hr.
Tire Buffer, $2.50- 2.75/hr.
Tool and Die Maker, $2.50/hr.
Transmission Mechanic, $100/wk.
Truck Mechanic, $2.50-3.00/hr.
Tune-up Man, 375-100/wk.
Turret-Lathe Setup

Operator, 32.20-2.70/hr,

RENCHWORK, 700-799

Alteration Tailor, $1.60/hr.
Assembler ( elect ric ) $1.80-2.25/hr.
Assembler, Production, 32.00-2,60/hr.
Bench man, $500/mo.
Boxmaker, Paperboard,, 32.10-2,25/hr,
Boxmaker, Wood, $2.50/hr.
Box-Spring Maker, $1.60/hr.
Coil Winder, $1.80/hr.
Dental Laboratory

Technician, 31.00-1.90/hr.
Drapery Operator, $1.35-1,60/hr.
Electric Motor Repair-

man. $1,85-3.00/hr,
Electric Tool Repairman, $1.70/h
Fish Lure Assembler, $1.t10/hr.
Furniture Upholsterer

Apprentice, $1.60/hr.
Grinder-Chipper, $2.00/br.
Inspector, Motors &

Generators, 52.3072.55/hr. ,
Lens Grinder, $1.00-2.50/hr.

Lens-Coating Inspector, $1.75-2.50/hr.
Matress Maker, $1.80/hr.
Mattress-Spring Encaser,

$1.75-1.80/hr,
Painter, Brush, $2.00/hr.
Painter Helper, Spray, $1.60/hr.
Painter Spray, $2.00-2.80/hr.
Radio Repairman, $100 /wk.
Seamstress, $1.50-1.75/hr.
Sewing-Machine Opera-

tor, $1.45-1.60/hr.
Spreader, $2.20/hr.
T.V. Service & Repair-

man, $2.50/hr.
Tire Mounter, $1.80-2.50/hr.
Upholsterer, $2.00-2.25/hr.
Upholsterer Helper, $1.60/hr.
Vacuum Cleaner Repair-

man, $1.60/hr.
Watchmaker, $90-100/wk.

STRUCTURAL WORK, k 0-899

Antenna Installer, $2.25/hr.
Assembler, A.to, $1.85-2.15/hr.
Assembler, Metal Buildings,

$2,00- 2,50/hr.
Assembler, Production Line, $1.70/hr.
Automobile Body Repairman,

. $2,00-2.50/hr.
1
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Awnii r Hanger, $1.80- 1.75/hr.
Body vireman, $1.75/hr.
Build Operator, $2.150-3.50/hr.
Carp* - $2.50-4.00/br.
Carpe -it s Apprentice, 32.00-3,00/hr,
Carpent r, Finish, $2.50/hr,
Carpel, Rough, $2.00 /3.50/hr.



Cement Maim, $2.00-3.00/hr.
Cement Mason Helper, $2.00/hr.
Central Office Installer, $2.25/hr.
Construction Worker, $1.75-4.40/hr.
Crusher Operator, $2.50/hr.
Electrical Appliance

Serviceman, $125/wk.
Electrical Repairman, $2.50-4.00/hr.
Electrician, $3.00-3.25/hr.
Electrician Apprentice, $2.50-2.75/hr.
Fence Erector, $2.00-2.5 /hr.
Flame Cutter, Hand, $2.00/hr.
Foreman, Mobile Homes,

8.000-10,000/y r.
Foreman, Truck-Trailer

Assembly, 050-175/wk.
Form Builder, $2.04-3.30/11r.
Framer, $2.40-2.50/hr.
Glass Installer, $s5-125/wk.
Insulation Worker, $2.00/hr.
Kett !ennui $2.00/hr.
Laborer, Carpentry, $1.75-2.50/hr.
Laborer, Construct ion.$2.00-3.00/hr.
Laborer, Road. $2.20-2.40/hr.
Lather, $4.30/hr.
Lather Apprentice, $2.25/hr:
Maintenance Foreman, $670-1000/mo.
Maintenance Man. Building,

$2.00-2.99/11r.
Maintenance Man. Factory

or Mill, $2.90-3.30/hr.
Metal-Fabricating Shop

Helper, $2.25/hr.
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Mobile Home Repairman,
$1.85-2.50/hr.

Mortor Mixer; $3.00/hr.
Muffler Installer, $80-90/wk.
Painter, $1.60-2.50/hr.
Painter Apprentice, $2.75/hr.
Painter Helper, $L60-2.50/hr.
Painter, Rough, $2.00/hr.
Pipe-Layer Helper., $2.50/hr.
Plasterer Helper, $1.60-$2.75/hr.
Plumber Helper, $2.00/hr.
Power-Shovel Operator, $2.00/hr.
Roofer, $3.10-4.70/hr.
Roofer Helper, $2.25-2.75/hr.
Scraper Operator, $2.50/hr.
Sewer-Pipe Cleaner, $2.50/hr.
Sheet Metal Worker

Helper, $1.80 - 2.00 /hr.
Sig!' Erector. $2.00-2,50/hr.
Sider, $1.60/hr.
Soft-Water Serviceman, $80/wk.
Structural Steel Worker, $2.80-3.50/hr.
Tile-Setter Helper. $2.50/ hr.
Trackman. $2.90/hr.
Traffic-Signal Repair-

man, $4110 /mo.
Trailer Assembler, $1.70-2.40/hr.
Welder, Arc, $2.10-4.00/hr.
Welder. Combination, $2.25-2.50/hr.
Welder, Gas Shielded

Arc. $1.811-2.70/hr.
WAI-Digger Helper, $1.50-2.20/11r.
Wrecker, $1.75-2.00/hr.

MISCELLANEOUS OCCUPATIONS. 900-D99

Ambulance Driver, $80/wk.
Auto Service Station

Attendant. $70- 100 /wk.
Bagger, $1.60/hr.
Baling Machine Oper.. $1.60-2.45/hr.
Bundler, $2.10-2.25/hr.
Bus Driver, $98-175/wk.
Car Cleaner, $1.60-2.15/hr.
Car Rental Clerk. $1.60/hr.
Chantfettr. $1.60/hr.
Circus Worker, $1.25-1.60/hr.
Concrete-Mixing-Truck

Driver. $2.35-3.20/hr.
Deliveryinan. $1.60/hr.
Dispatcher, Motor

Vehicle, $433-760/mo.
Dump Operator, $2.15-2.80/hr.
Electric Bridge-Or-

Gantry-Crane Operator. $2.50/hr.
Elevator Oper., Freight, $1.60/hr.
Film Viewer, $280-350/ino:
Food Service Driver. $2.55/hr.
Fork Lift Truck Operator,

$2.00-2.40/hr.
Furniture Mover. $1.60-2.50/hr.
Grain Elevator Man. $2.00/hr.
Laborer. Stores. $1.60-3.95/ht.
Lineman. $1.70-2.00/hr.
Lubrication Man, $i0- 120 /wk.
Marker, $2.00/hr.
Material Handler, $1.60-3.00/hr.

83-5S2-71----pt. 3-9

Order Filler, $1.95-2.10/hr.
Packager, Hand. $1.69-2.35/lir.
Packager, Machine, $2.00-2.16/hr.
Parking Lot Attendant. $1.25-1.65/hr.
Porter, Used Car Lot. $75/wk.
Radio Technician, $550-760/mo.
School Bus Driver. $250-300/mo.
Service Parts Driver, $100/mo.
Stationary Engineer, $370-A11(21mo.
Stock Boy, $1.90/hr.
Substation Oper. Appren-

tice. $1.97/hr.
Taxi Driver, PerCentage
Tire Repairman. $1.652.50/hr.
Tractor Operator. $360-450/ino.
Tractor-Trailer Trpck

Driver. $2.00-3.70/hr.
Tree-Trimmer, Groundman,

$2.35-2.80/hr.
Truck Driver, Heavy. $1.90-3.30/hr.
Truck Driver Helper. $1.75-2.50/hr.
Truck Driver. Light. $1.80-2.50/hr.
Video Operator, $100/wk.
Warehouse Foreman, $90-100/wk.
Warehouseman. $2.50-3.00/hr.
Water Treatment Plant

Open. $2.70-2.95/hr.
Weigher. $2.40-2.50/hr.
Yard Clerk. $3.25/hr.
Yardman, $1.60-2.55/hr.
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Senator Hum PlittEY. I also have the testimony that has been sub-
mitted by Mr. Ralph Fitzgerald, Cresco, Iowa. He is in the audience
here on behalf of the Upper Explorer land R.C. & D. project, and I
am going to ask that it be included in the record as a part o4 today's
testimony.

(The statement is as follows :)

STATEMENT OF RALPM FITZGERALD. CHAIRMAN, UPPER EXPLORERLAND
R. C. & D. COMMITTEE, CRESCO, IOWA

We are here in behalf of the proposed Upper Explorerland RC&D project,
with the goal of rural development in this five (5) county northeast Iowa
urea. We represent 70,045 rural and 25,627 urbau people located in more than
2 million acres.

An examination of a report by the Cooperative Extension Service of Iowa
State University, using the 1969 Iowa Income Tax returns and the U.S. De-
partment of Labor Income Criteria its a source, we find:

1a) That 15.3% of Iowa farm population are economically disadvantaged.
This is the state average.

tO That our five counties however range from u low of 19.8% to a high of
33.Sc,.. This is well above the state average.

We feel that your goal for rural development can be accelerated most read-
ily by making long-term low-interest financing available in two areas; namely,
land improvement and agriculture oriented industrial expansion. The term,
land improvement, will Mean tiling, terracing and pasture improvement on
land suitable for agricultural use, without disturloing the wildlife habitat so
necessary iu our area to realize its full recreational potential. As an example,
one of our counties, lb)ward, has approximately 70.000 acres of some of the
world's most productive soil, with drainage so inadequate that it cannot con-
sistantly produce a profitable crop A corn yield study, conducted in Howard
County by Dr. Lloyd Dwaine' of Iowa State University, shows that on his test
plots. the a vcrage corn yield has gone from 47 bu. per acre in 1964 to a 1970
yield of 128 bu. per acre. It is true that improved seed, increased use of fertil-
izer, etc. contribute to this yield increase but the main reason is earlier plant-
ing. made possible by proper drainage, which in turn allows the ground to be
prepared at an earlier date. This In in yield will bring more income to
the farmer resulting in a return to the government via taxes paid. Why does
this condition exist? Is the Howard County farmer that backward? Not at all.
When the bulk of Iowa farm land was tiled, it was hand dug to adepth of
tsio 12) feet and was cost shared by the Federal agencies. The type of soil in
northeast Iowa didnot lend itself to tht two (2) foot depth placementit was
simply not effective. With the IldVent of machine dug tiling at the four 14)
foot level it became feasible, but caught between the rising cost of tilirw and
the lack of sufficient cost - sharing money at the federal level, he was left in a
Boni I. Today. *200.00 per acre tiling costs pins low farm prices and the high
money market is not an encouraging prospect to the small family farmer. To-
day's lending practices 'are so restrictive that it threatens to eliminate the
family farm. Only the wed-to-do farmer can afford to use present means.

We therefore urge the following steps be taken:
1. A S4 in rev of long-term. low-interest loans be made available for laud im-

provement. This should be in a Sufficient amount that the objective can be
reached. The Farmers Home. Administration has such a plan bow, but it is SO
restrictive and limited in funds that it has been no benefit to community de-
velopment.

If. Possibly a more praetical approach would be enabling legislation that
would allow the forming of a localaLand Improvement Cooperatice patterned
after the R.E.A. 5ueh a plan would keep administrative casts at a minimum
and ajlow the most direct benefit for each dollar spent. The established rate of
2% interest would also he reasonable for this project.

Of almost equal importance in the realm of rural development would be sin -,
liar type loans to local non -profit civiek development groups to be used for es-
tablishing industrial sites. Theme funds would be used to build railroad sidings,
roads, water extensions, etc., items that cannot readily be charged in a lease
purchase agreement, but can be repaid by the group if they operate the In-
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dustrial site as a business. Community money is being raised to aid in obtain-
> ing industry and such means as revenue bonds and local bank financing is

being used for industrial building. These are limited to the degree that there
is more industry available than local financing can accommodate. Selected in-
dustry broadens the tax base which in turn means more money to operate
local government.

We were pleased to see legislation being introduced by Representative John
Culver of the Seeond District of Iowa in this field. We urge every considera-
tion be given this bill and prompt action taken.

ion might say that the Small Business Administration can do this funding,
but it too suffers from the same restrictions as the F.H.A. Complicated forms,
red tape. delays. make this too complex to be used by small rural communities.
We feel that these loans should be made to an industrial group rather than in-
dividuals, because these groups are formed from community leaders, people
that have an investment in the community and will, by their continued' inter-
est, make it a good loan for the Government agency.

The Upper Explorer land BC&D committee is not asking for a welfare pro-
gram even though our proposed project can do much to prevent additions to
the welfare roles. We are proposing a rural development project under existing
agencies, preferably u pilot project, but muter expanded conditions which will
result in community development beyond the ability of the local people work-
ing alone. The greatest tool that can be provided for this area is long term
loans.

Is this arm worthy of your Special attention? We believe it is. The commu-
nity will provide the initiative and the natural resources. ali we need is the use
of additional capital.

Senator Ilumeiturv. Our final witness in this rather long dav, but
I hope fruitful and helpful day, is kr. Herbert W. tike of Monona
County, a farmer from Whith.g, Iowa, who has consented to come
and talk to us 'about a problem partially within oar jurisdiction,
namely, financing ram] development.

-1 should say to you, Mr. Pike, that I am privileged to be a co-
ponsor of a Senate bill S. 1483, to amend the laws governing the
farm credit syStem. Also under title IX of the Agricultural Act of
1970, the President is required to report on possible use of Farm
Credit Administration to finance fle total credit needs of rural
America and that report is due on September 1. All of these reports
will come to our subcommittee amd all of them will be carefully
evaluated. we hope, within the limits of our ability, and we are
going to study them in light wf \dial- we learn in the field as well as
what we think are the needs of the country.

We welcome you and thank. you for your patience in waiting so
long for us.

STATEMENT OF HERBERT W. PIKE, WHITING, IOWA

Mr. PIKE. Thank you. Senator Humphrey, gentlemen of the com-
mittee. I understand that Senator Allen and Senator Bellmon are
also -)sponsors of Senator Talmadge's bill.

Gentlemen, it is a pleasure to have you lasere in Siouxland for a
"show-and-tell time" on rural development. I think it is fitting that
a taxpayer should have the last word.

Senator HUMPHREY. Pardon me. May I interrupt. We are all tax-
. payers. That is no longer any unique qualification.

Mr. PIKE. That is my primary occupation.
This morning you had a look at Plymouth County with its good

livestock farmers, to the north of Sioux City, and with our back-
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ward weather you probably had a chance to help get the ice out of
the hog troughs. .

I farm in Monona County, south of Sioux City. The west half of
Monona County is in the Missouri River Valley. The east. half of the
county was formed about 12.000 years ago when silt blew out of the
valley and formed the river Was and that deep loess soil. It must _

have been some duststorm. That was before the antipollution laws
and effective erosion control.

I have been invited to appear before your committee to discuss
rural agricultural credit, a field in which I have had some experi-
ence. Prior to World War IL I was a farm manager and land ap-
praiser for an insurance company. Since returning from military
service in 1946. I have operated a large grain-livestock farm in the
Missouri River Valley near Whiting, 30 miles south of Sioux City.

I am a borrower-member of the Sioux City Federal `Land Bank
Association, serve on its board of directors. and represent the stock-
holders of the Omaha. Farm Credit District on the Federal Lhnd
Bank Association's national advisory committee.

Fortunately, interest rates have settled back to more reasonable
levels in the last 6 months. Eight percent money was especially trard
on the Federal hind banks because they were committed to borrowers
on long-term loans at much lower rates, some as low as 4 percent.

We know now it was a mistake to guarantee the interest rate to
borrowers for long periods of time in the face of uncertain money
markets. The new loans have a flexible rate which varies with the
cost of money to the bank. o

Worse than high interest rates' would have been the continued
scarcity of 1nable funds we experienced in 1966. This was due to
an attempt to dampen the inflationary demand for money and hold
interest rates in line by rationing -

As you Imow, Farm Credie'legislation has recently been intro-
duced in both the Senate and the House. This proposed legislation is
designed to modernize the Farm Credit System to enable it better to
serve farmers and ranchers and meet their changing needs.

There are two items in the bill which are closely related to rural
development and are a departure from Farm Credit's policy of serv-
ing only farmers and their cooperatives. The first is a proposal that
the Federal land bank be allowed to finance nonfarm rural homes,
homes outside of incorporated towns, and not part of a farm unit.
This will fill a need for middle-income rural residents because the
principal lender in this field, the Farmers Home Adinit.istratio ,
must restrict its loans to low-income borrowers.

The second 'departure is the proposal to finance persons providing
farm-related servicescustom services such as combining, aerial
spraying, and other highly specialized farm operations. We are in
effect, asking that these people be classified as farmers though they
may not have crops or land of their own.

Much of the proposed legislation now before Congress is an out-
growth of the gar's work of the Commission on Agricultural Credit
whose report was issued in March 1970. This 27 -man Commission,
:appointed by the Federal Farm Credit Board for the purpose of
recommending changes in the Farm Credit System, was aboutf
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equally divided between people identified with Farm Credit and ag-
ricultural leaders outside the system. I served on the Commission be-
cause I was then chairmanof the Federal Lanl Bank Association's
national advisory committee.

In a section of the report entitled "Serving Rural America," the
Commission had this to say:

During its study of agricultural credit neet% the Commission also took stock
of the opportunity for the Farm Credit System to serve nonfarm rural resi-
dents and the rural community . . . Should this credit institution be used to
help meet future eapital needs of rural America as well as American agricul-
ture?

The problems of financing rural America are real and of great magnitude.
Communities have, and will continue to have, difficulties in financing such cru-
cial projects as water systems, facilities for waste disposal, recreational facili-
ties, and similar projects for improved rural living. There is special need for
credit for nonfarm rural housing....

The Commission would hope that the Farm Credit System might assist, for
examine. for financing nonfarm rural homes, rural community needs, and rural
cooperative utility systems. Although the Commission does not include in this
report specific recommendations on how to achieve such services. it does urge
that the System consider how and when such services might be initiated.

In considering any proposals that Farm Credit expand outside its
tradional role of serving just agriculture, one must bear in mind
that it appears the will be a greatly increased need for strictly ag-
ricultural credit. In 1970 farmers owed a total of $55 billion in both
mortgage and short-term debt. $15 billion of which was supplied by
the Farm Credit banks. It is estimated that total credit needs of ag-
riculture could morq than double by 1980, that would be over $110
billion.

I might add that those members of the Commission who were
closely identified with Farm Credit, those who had been instrumen-
tal in paying off the Government capital from a peak of $638 mil-
lion, and seeing the Farm-Credit bank become wholly farmer owned,
were much less enthusiastic about getting into these nonagricultural
'loans than some of the outsiders on the Commission.

A. report of the President's Task Force on Rural Development en-
titled "A New Life for the Country," the little green bookcame
out just a few days before the Commission on Agricultural Credit

-met to consider the final draft of its report. While the task force re-
port included a chapter on financing rural development and specifi-
cally recommended creation of a rural development credit bank
within the Farm Credit System, it was too late for the Commission
to give this idea amplication in its report.

Such a bank designed to finance rural cgininunity needs might be
set up under the supervision of the Farm riredit Administration and
be parallel in structure to the existing Feperal land banks.. Federal
intermediate credit banks, and banks for co-operatives. Government
capital would be needed at the outset, hu the hank might in time be
borrower owned arid the same as the far er banks. Additional Gov-
ernment financing could also be provide, by expanding the activities
of the Farmers Home Administration.

There is a precedent for the Farm Credit Administration in the
supervision of the lending of Government funds. During the depres-
sion years, second-mortgage Commissioner loans from Government-
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supplied capital were coupled with first mortgage. Federal land bank
loans.to aid in refinancing many farms itiffinancial trouble./ Incidentally, the Federal land banks now have a working agree-
ment with the Farmers Home Administration whereby Federal land
bank makes the first mortgage loan and Farmers Home
Administration the second mortgage loan, thereby extending Farm-
ers Home

more
limited appropriated Government funds

to serve more borrowers.
The proposed legislation also seeks to provide a way in which

rural banks with small loan limits can handle the overage on large
loans through the Production Credit Associations, rather than city
correspondent banks. Many city bankers now have high urban prior-
ities for their funds and are no longer eager to get involved in agri-
cultural loans.

There is general agreement, I believe, that many rural communi-
ties are in 'trouble. and that lack of credit is one of the reasons.
Private investors tend to channel their funds into areas of high vol-
ume- and low risk. Homes in the open country and in small towns
have less zoning protection, have fewer public services, and are less
readily saleable because of the smaller ni nbers of people-.

Probably the credit risk is greater in fii ncing rural housing and
community improvement projects than in ither urban housing or
agricultural loang. I would expect that government will either have
to supply a good shore of these funds or at least underwrite the risk.

If credit is not available to replace. homes' and expand business in
rural areas. these communities will degenerate into areas of people
too old or too poor to move. Landowners who are concerned about
recruiting capable young farmers and farmers who would like to see
their own sons cotneback to the farm. should realize that the quality
of life'in the local community will have a bearing on where these
young people decide to locate.

We have always had migratic'i from rural areas and some adverse
selection in that the people who could get an education tended to
leave the farm and not come back. This is not all bad. It keeps
,farms from being subdivided every generation and provides better
opportunities for those who stay.

The average farm operator today is over 50 years of age. Inability
to retire. or unwillingness to retire. .on the part of older farmers
makes it harder for yoting farmers to get started.

,Nationally. we ma'y still have too many people on farms. Rut in
Iowa. I think. we are at the point where both the quantity and the
quality of farm operator replacements is cause for concern. So far,
those eager to farm more lanhave offset dwindling numbers.

If our most capable young people leave the farm for what they .
think is a better opportunity elsewhere, ihen we will have adverse
selection and fewer capable people left in agriculture. No farmer
stays in the hog business long if he sends his best gilts to market.

In our county, a few capable young couples are migrating back to
the family farm. Some give as their reason that the increasing hassle
and Pressure of city living is just not worth it. 11Iv wife and I de-
cided that 25 years ago. At a time when the cities are overcrowded
and saddled with problems, a rural community can be the best place
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in the world to Hve, work, and raise a family, if the people can
overcome their lack of numbers by working together.

Inflation° and rising costs have matle it difficult for both the small
farm and the small business to survive, because neither has much op-
portunity to spread increased costs over a larger volume. As the sur-
viving farmers solve their cost-squeeie problems by getting larger
and more ,.efficient, the small town businessman finds himself with
fewer customers and insufficient volume to compete with retail out-
lets in the larger towns.

Farmers have a stake in maintaining a trading point and com-
munity services close to their farms. As farms get larger and rural.
populations decline, we are faced with what the researchers call the
"social cost of space." Services cost more, or may not be available in
rural areas.'§imply because there are not enough customers to cover
the increasing overhead costs of local businesses and government in-
stitutions. If retail stores continue to move to larger towns further
away. it may well take farmers. even with better roads and faster
transportation. as long to get. in town as it did in the horse-and-
buggy clays. On page 10 there is a table which shows the distribu-
tion of the 1970 population in the various towns in Iowa. Of the 948
Iowa towns, about half of the people are in the sixteen largest
towns. If we were to assume that towns smaller than 500 population
will have difficulty in offering a full complement of retail stores and
providing municipal services,.it can be seen from the above table 498
(52 percent) of Iowa's, incorporated cities and towns are too small.

(The table is as follows :)

DISTRIBUTION OF 1970 POPULATION IN IOWA

Size of town

Cities Population

PercentNumber Percent Number Percent

0 to 499. 493 52.0 115, 343 5.7
500 to 999 205 21.7 146, 859 7.1
1,000 to 4,999 190 20.0 392, 765 19. 3
5,000 to 24,999 44 4. 7 405, 513 19. tik ...... .....
25,000 and over 16 1.6 982.858 48. 1

Total towns 948 100.0 2, 049,338 100.0 73.2
Rural 747, 127 26.8

Total, State 2, 790, 465 100.0

Source: Preliminary census data. Iowa Marketing Res arch Corp.

Mr. PIKE. Did I hear Mr. Wymer say he felt a thousand popula-
tion was about the minimum size to attract industry? In Iowa 74
percent of the towns have less than 1,000 people.

Like the buildings on a farm, a strictly rural town is not self-suf-
ficient. but serves as a headquarters for the surrounding land. Just
as farmsteads have become st,his in the trend toward larger farms
and fewer people, so will some of the smaller towns.

My hometown of Whiting, with a population of about 600. is a
good example of one of these many small Iowa towns. In a business
way. it is no longer able to compete with the country seat of Onawa,
8 miles to the south, or with Sioux City, 30 miles to the north. Cer-

to
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Willy, its future will depend, upon economic activity and jobs in
Onawa and Sioux City, as much as support from the 150 remaining
farmers in its 09-square mile school distiiet.

Whiting is a pleasant place to live, supports two churches and has
a good school. There is plenty of parking space. It has city water, a
sewer system, and most of the streets are paved-probably a million
dollars in municipal improvements which should continue to be uti-
lized. A reasonable goal for Whiting might be to strive to become a
high quality residential area in the strip city we think will develop
in the Missopri River Valley between Sioux City and Omaha.

One of the frustrating things to a farmer living outside the city
limits is that he really has very little to say about a town's future. I
think Whiting 'could use some help in zoning and plAming, es0-
cially to find out where they are headed.

In a small town the most active educational forum is the cof-
feeshop, the cardroom, and the pool hall, in that order of social im-
portance, and I must admit that my leadership effectiveness wns
diminished, when I flunked coffeeshop for missing too many 8
o'clock classes.

Finally, any consideration of financing rural development should
include a look at the. Nation's tax structure and how it is weighted
in favor of the Federal Government.

The table on page 12 shows the tax take on the Pike family. I
tried this out on a friend of mine and he said, "Herb, are you brag-
ging or confessing?" But to me what I am paying in taxes brings
the whole thing into focus and T think maybe I can get the point
across using that.

(The table is as follows :)

TAXES PAID BY MR AND MRS. HERBERT PIKE

I In percent of adjusted gross income

Type of tax 1966 1967 1968;1: 1969 1970

Federal income 30.0 28. 5 33.0 29.0 27.0
Iowa income 2.4 2.3 2. 2 2. I 2.4
Iowa sales tax_ .9 I.0 1.4 2. 1 - 2. 5
Personal property . 2.0 2.0 1.9 2.9 3. I
Real property. ... 11. 1 13.0 14 20.4 24.9

Total taxes paid 46.4 46.8 X2.7 56.5 59.9

Property tax increase 100. 0 108.0 120.0 111.0 148.15
Income change 100. 0 94..0 98.0 80.0 69. 0

Mr. PIKE. Briefly, the table shows that about 30 percent of my ad-
justed gross income, is being paid in Federal income taxes. Only a
little over 2 percent, is being paid in state income tax and yet there
is tremendous resistance to increasing that tax in our State.

Senator IIrrustenrax. And is that not deductible from your fed--
eral

Mr. PEKE. Yes, the Iowa tax is. deductible from ones federil ad-
justed gross ipcome.

Senator HUMPHREY. We do not have any in Minnesota?
Mr. PIKE. The deductibility of the heavy federal tax traps the

State when it comes to figuring the State income tax.
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Another interesting thing is my property tax. It has gone up from
1O) percent in 1966 to 148 percent in 1970.

Senator BEILMON. Has the amount of property gone up'? Has the
total Inunber of acres increased?

Mr. Prim No. That has been constant. I made sure that that was
not a factor.

The personal property tax is relatively high because I am trying
to feed the minimum number of cattle considered efficient in today's
frtrm operations. I am feeding about 300. But when you take a tax
of a head on those steers it counts up. It 'may also have some-
thing to' do with Iowa losing out on cattle feeding and the closing of
pa' king plants in Sioux City.

I might point out that we have some nonfarming investments, oth-
erwO:e. property taxes would he an even greater percent of income.
Note that our property taxes have increased about 10 percent a year
in the face of decreasing income.

N;ttionwide property taxes have reached burdensome levels because
of the increasing costs of local government, especially schools. At-
tempts to shift these costs a State or local income tax meet with
resi,tanoe Iecause of the already highly progressive federal income
tax. At the same time there is pressure to solve an increasing num-
bor of local problems with Federal grunts.

Senator Mir:1-x% Can I ask a question?
)I r. PIKE. Yes, Senator.
Senator MtrA,En. We have the agricultural land\ tax credit on the

st:itnt- hooks. Do von know .otfhand what percent of that is being
pa id out ?

r. PIKE. It is not being fully funded. I would guess not over a
third. If we could get a more equitable form of tax relief for farm-

boliuve farmers would he willing to give up rig land credit be-
cause it does discriminate in favor of farmers. It was a stopgap in
t he early days.

Senator MILLER. I do not thin',: it has ever been fully funded.
PukE. That is probably right.

Senator MILLER. My recollection is it goes down to about 25 per-
cent of full funding.

Mr. PIKE. Yes.
Scil afar Mint ER. Please proceed.
Mr. PIKE. I think the dilemma that we are in on property taxes is

that while we in the country pay a high percent of our income in
property taxes, we are getting along pretty well with our local gov-
ernments. In the cities where there is not much.property tax on the
individual except his home, they are in real trouble trying to fund
their municipal governments using only the property tax. So while
the individual is not hurt in the city, the city collectively is hurt.
While we may think we are paying too much in the country, collec-
tively we are getting along pretty well.

Well. at the risk of being considered antiestablishment: I would
like to propose a more equitable use of my tax dollars. I would like.
to see my Federal taxes cut from about 30 percent of income to 20
percent of income along with the reduction in Federal. grants, and
the State income tax increased to about 10 percent of my income
using the reductions from the Federal. Then, the personal property
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tax Might well he eliminated and a portion of school costs shifted
from real property to a State or local income tax, so more people
would become involved and become more cost-conscious.

Some type of incentive is needed for State and local governments
to make greater use of the income tax. I do not think it would do
any good to reduce the federal taxes without some incentive to in-
crease State income taxes and depend less on property taxes.

In 1986 an advisory commission on intergovernmental relations, a
bipartisan panel of officials representinr, Federal. State, county, and
local governments, proposed that an individual be allowed a credit
of 40 percent of State income taxes paid. to be subtracted from the
total Federal income tax otherwise due. Like investment credit, this
would come off the final tax and would be a break for all taxpayers,
not just businessmen.

I think you know how investment credit works as an incentive to
businessmen and agriculture to modernize their plant and spend
money and get things going.

You see, if the Federal Government would shift 10 percent of my
taxes and let the State have it. I would double my State income
taxes with a 10 percent reduction in the Federal. We would possibly
get away from this remote control from Washington of trying to
fund these projects when it is so hard to manage it.

The Federal Government will need to continue to finance, projects
that are national in scope or beyond the ability of State and local
governments. but I am concerned with the increasing number of
Federal grants for projects. clear down to the local school, that are
not really an obligation of the Federal Government. When such
funds are up for grabs, unnecessary spending is encouraged, local
units are unable to plan ahead with certainty, and are often left in
an emhrarrassing financial position when the grants expire.

As long as individual citizens are furnishing the hulk of the
funds, the most efficient form of revenue sharing, would be to res-
tructure income tax rates and keep larger proportion of funds at
the State and local level. This imbalance is the cause of many prob-
lems. both rural and urban. Too long the States have eaten at the
second table when their residents are furnishing most of the groceries.

To summarize :
1. There is need for more credit, both private and public. to

finance development of rural areas.. Possibilities are the formation of
a Mimi Development Credit Bank under the supervision of the
Farm Credit Administration, as well as an expansion of lending ac-
tivities of the Farmers Home Administration.

2. Farmers have a stake in upgrading community services and
raising the quality of rural living. This will he an inducement in re-
cruiting capable young replacement farmers.

3. Fewer farmers on larger farms will make it very difficult for
many of the smaller towns to survive.

4. The tax structure needs to be modernized. State and local gov-
ernments should collect a larger share of the funds and assume more
responsibility.

That completes my prepared statement Senator. Thank you.
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Senator HUMPHREY. Well, I do want to thank you for your testi-
mony, Mr. Pike.

I have a concern which I must express to you. I grew up in South
Dakota and my father was a'merchant and our home was first in
Do land and then in Huron. We were private owners of a private
business and still are but there are a large number of concerns that
are line business houses and they are fine people that run them but
they do not leave any money there in South Dakota. Whenever you
want a contribution for the college you have to write to New York.
Whenever the local people want a contribution to the church they
have to write to Chicago, on Philadelphia. Whenever they want a
contribution from Humphrey's Drug Store we make it right in the
town. We leave it right there.

When you talk about reducing that Federal tax, a lot of money
that conies from any little home town does go to somewhere else.
People get paid $250,000 a year. One of the reasons they get paid
that is because they are able to take a lot of money out of Huron,
S. Dak., and when we pay anybody in our State it all stays in Huron,
S. Dak.

One of the reasons for the Federal income tax is that it is the
only way I know for some areas who have less income to be able to
share better in what this country has to offer. With the interstate
corporation and with so many people who are no longer private
owners but really renters and wage earners and salaried people
working for somebody else, it seems to me that the most equitable
tax is the progressive income t x in which a larger share of the tax
is collected by the Federal Gove invent.

Take, for example, Delaware where a large number of corpora-
tions are incorporated, or Co ecticut, which has many big insur-
ance companies, They do not 11 all their insurance in Connecticut.
They sell it all around the entry and their executives live in Con-
necticut. They make a hundred thousand dollars. I am not angry
with them. I know they are mostly worth it even if they get
$250,000. If we are going to reduce the Federal income tax on all
those people and the State of Connecticut can raise its State income
tax on those people, that means Connecticut gets a whole lot more
money even though a lot of money in Connecticut came right from
my home town.

I have a tough time going along with you. Maybe it is because of
where I was born and raised. I make much more money today than
many people do. I think I ought to pay more tax. And the only tax
I do not like to pay is the real estate tax because that has nothing to
do with my income, not a thing.

I go out here and see a poor -farmer that does not get a crop at all
and he has got to pay real estate tax. Now, he could be the richest
farmer in the country and no crop, and he still has to pay his real
estate tax or lie could be the poorest farmer in the country and he
still has to pay real estate tax.

I believe in income tax. I think you ought to pay on the basis of
your ability to pay and if you earn a lot you ought to pay a lot and
if you earn little, pay a little, Until they get a local tax structure
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that will do that I am not going to be moved for a plea to reduce
Federal taxes even though we have reduced Federal taxes four times
in the last 15 years. The Federal income tax has gone down since
1952 four times. Corporate tax is down from what it was, 52 percent
down to 47 percent.

The thing that bothers me about these tax arguments is that the
only way an underpopulated State or one with less corporations can
get its fair share of revenues is through the Federal taxes, corporate
and personal income.

Mr. PIKE. Well, Senator, I think we are in agreement that the in-
come tax is a fair tax. My plea is that by reducing the Federal a lit-tle with a system of cross credits, we could get the States to move
into this field more than they have. Somebody recently told me that
Ohio does not have an income tax and their schools are in real trouble.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes, I agree. They are trying to get one.
Pennsylvania did not have one either. They just recently got one,
one that was not too big. A. small personal tax.

I understand your point. I think I see it a little more clearly now.
You said in substance that you wanted to make sure that whatever
drop there was in the Federal was picked up by the State income
tax. My only counterpoint there just for discussion, and it is always
worthy to talk these things out, was that in some areas the income
distribution is so different.

Take, for example, Montgomery County, Md. It has one of the
highest per capita incomes in the United States. Most of it happensto be government income as compared to Wright County, Mimi.,
where I live. I think of this country as one country. Migration itself
tells me that it is one country. I consider when things go wrong in
Oklahoma or Minnesota it, hurts Iowa and Pennsylvania.

Anyway, I just thought I would toss that out as a counterforce.
Let me ask you this question. Are farmers borrowing as a substi-

tute for income or are they borrowing as a means of expanding their
operations?

Mr. PIKE. I would say it is expansion, especially if it is real estate
credit which I am most familiar with. Chattel Credit, possible, in-
stead of income.

Senator IIII3teuakiy. Most of it you think is for the purpose of
modernization and expansion?

Mr, PIKE. There has been a terrific pressure to expand the size of
farms, especially in the Midwest where they started small.

Senator Hummel:Y. Do I understand you support this idea of a
rural development bank?

Mr. PIKE. I think we could, yes.
Senator IIumennEY. I like the idea.
Mr. PIKE. I think it should be separate. I do not think you can

mix it in with existing banks because the problems would be different.
Senator HumenuEY. I understand.
Senators?
Senator MILLER. First of all, I very much appreciated your fine

testimony butt would like to add a footnote or two to what Senator
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Humphrey had to say about this shift from the Federal income tax
to the State.

Suppose that your plan was adopted and the Federal income tax
was cut back and the Iowa income tax was increased. Do you have
any assurance in the present state of the law in Iowa that that in-
crease is going to get back down there to Monona County?

Mr. PIKE. We are on the verge in the State legislature of a fund-
ing bill for schools. The schools are the things that are hurting.
They take 60 percent of the property tax. And we are on the verge
in the legislature right now of facing up to that.

They voted a freeze, property taxes will not go any higher, and
something we feel is going, to be done in this session, and it can go
sales tax or income tax. It is about the only way left. They will
probably go both.

Senator Alirixit,j\rell, of course, that has never happened yet.
That is why I asked you about the agriculture land tax credit. It
has not been done yet. Maybe tomorrow they will change it but quite
apart from schools, do you have any assurance that a share of that
State income tax is going to come back to Whiting, Iowa, to help
Whiting if they have a sewage treatment plant problem or if they
have some need for low-income housing or something like that?

Mr. PIKE. I would feel it might be easier to get it back from Des
Moines than from Washington.

Senator Well, you might feel that way but I can tell you
that the general revenue-sharing bill has ft strict requirement for
pass-through of a fair share of this money to the cities and the
counties. We do not have that assurance in the State statutes.

Mr. PIKE. I realize it is a problem.
Senator MILLER. So if you really want assurance, I think you

would have it under the revenue-sharing approach.
Now, there is another aspect of it and I thought, Senator Hum-phrey, if he had just stayed with his first argument, he would havereally made a good point. He cites the case of corporations doing

business in many States and pulling the income out; if you come
along and you say to their home State of Connecticut or Delaware,we are going to cut your Federal income tax so that Delaware and
Connecticut can have an increase in their State inome tax, the lion'sshare of that, I think, is going to go to your wealthy States. I have
heard this said before our Joint Economic Committee, Senator, thatunder that system the rich States would get richer and the poorStates would get poorer.

This is the reason for the formula in general revenue sharingwhich has three factorspopulation, per capita net income, and fi-nally State and local tax effort. under that system I can tell you thatcapita income and about middle in population, but our State andlocal tax effort is higher.
This is why Ohio does not like it. At least the Governor said hedoes not like it before our Joint Economic Committee, because their

14
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State and local tax effort is way down low and yet their per capita
net income and their population is up very high.

I think if you will look into this you may conclude that the equi-
ties are with the revenue sharing approach with those qualifications
in there and with the pass through in there. Without the pass
through, you put yourself in the same situation as. if you used a tax
credit.

Anyway, I wanted to ask you one other question. It is estimated,
you said, that total credit needs of agriculture will more than double
lyv 19S0. Are you talking about farmers or are you going beyond
that into the area of agri-business or farm related business?

Mr. Piste. No, strictly agriculture.
Senator MILLER. Strictly farm?
Mr. PIKE. Yes. That figure comes Out of our report and the figure

as I recall was around $12() billion. This would be all lenders, not
just the. Farm Credit, of course.

Senator MILLER. If there is going to be Iliiat much of an increase
in the next 9 or 10 years, I am wondering if are your going to have
enough resources in the Farm Credit Administration and the bank-
ing system to meet the needs of the farmers if you dilute your ef-
forts by authorizing Farm Credit loans for rural housing. Are you
going to have enough resources?

Mr. PIKE. Well, we do not think rural housing would amount to
as much in dollars, but to take on financing rural electric coopera-
tives or community sewage or those big things, we have some reser-
vations About that, unless you would fund a separate bank.

Senator MiLLEN. Well, if, for example, this rural bank Senator
Humphrey asked you about were established by the Congress, where
would that leave your Commission with these two recommendations
that you alluded to in your testimony?

Mr. PIKE. There is some difference of opinion within Farm
Credit, whether we should get into rural housing, or not. Generally
the Federal land banks in the East, favor it, They have a lot urbani-
zation there. They are hurting for farm-loans. They need the busi-
ness to keep busy.

Some of the more commercial 'farm areas, they have some reserva-
tions, and I do not think there would be a hard fight to keep rural
housing in the pending bill. I mean, if von had a development bank.
I would think it might be morn logical for the Federal land banks
to make the individual farm and rural housing loans and then this
rural development bank could get into the large loansthe communL
ity financing, the sewage, the water, utilities, and even business loans
in rural areas.

Senator MILLER. You talk about an individual home ont in the
rural' area and I can certainly understand that situation. I am sure,
there would be some concern if outside this incorporated city limits
there would be a big, housing development of some kind that would

,
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be financed by Rum' Credit. I. think that might gat away from the
policy that you .artiL really advocating. Of course, after that was
built, then it would only be a question of time before the limits were
etteuded out. I donot think you have that in mind, do you?

Mr. PIKE. No. This would be more than individual homes. We feel
that the private capital and Federal Housing Administration will
take care of these zoned housing developments.

Senator MILLER. Thank you very much.
Senator Hilill'HIIEY. Senator Bellinon i

,., Senator Bzumox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As a fortner Governor of the great State of Okla1;4a, I want

also to object to your proposal that we do away with part of the
Federal tax and go to a higher State tax. I want to tell yoti why.

Our State has a State income tax, also a corporation tax. Our
neighbor to the south, Texas, has neither and already our State has
jlost a lot of entrepreneurs such as the Braniff's. When we passed an
income tax years back they packed up and went across the Red
River to Texas and never came back.

If we in Oklahoma 'would go ahead and raise our income tax up
to 10 percent we would lose a lot more people. We have to stay corn-
petitive. When it is up to the State to levy high income tax when
you have people like the Texans who do not need it you put us in an
impossible situation. I think if we are going to have to get it back
into the States, we have to do it through revenue sharing.

Mr. PIKE. What do you depend on?
Senator BELLMON. W e have no State property tax.
Mr. PIKE. Do jrou have a local ?
Senator BE izioN. We' have a school districtmunicipal govern-

ments that levi property taxes but we have income tax and corpora-
tiontion tax, and a whole--

Mr. PIKE. You do have income tax?
'Senator BzwaoN. Yes. Texas does nothae.
Mr. Ptak Well, Texans are different.
Senator' BELLMON. They really are.
Now, let me ask you a question on the subject we just talked

about: You work for the Federal land bank. Do you have anything
to do with production credit?
. Mr. PIKE. Very little.

Senator BELIZION. In our State we have an unusual circumstance.
Apparently the Federal Credit Administration was set up to pro-
vide a need, a source of credit, to agriculture, and it came in at a
time when credit for agriculture was extremely hard to get, and yet
over the years it seems to me that the FCA's have become and to
some extent Federal land bank has become the most conservative
loaning agencies that agriculture deals with. .,

Very frequently a farmer can go in to try to get a loan from. the
Federal land bank on land and is turned down, or tries to get it
from production credit, is turned down and gets it from a bank.
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Is it your thought that these Farm Credit Administration loaning
agencies should be the most conservative loaning agencies around or
should they be a little more aggressive?

Mr. PIKE. Well, they should be solvent. I mean, that is the first
requirement.

Senator BELLMON. Is that their objective?
Mr. PIKE. Yes. It is farmer owned and we have no subsidies and

we have to remain solvent.
Now, there is one thing in the Federal land bank law, chartered

back 50 years ago. We are limited to 65 percentyou know that
thing.

Senator BELLMON. Ye.S.
Mr. PIKE. And we areNisking that that be made more flexible.
Senator BzumoN. So,you are in favor of liberalizing
Mr. Prim Yes.
Senator BELLMON. Let me tell you what happens in our State. It

might not happen up here. In our State very often the board of
directors of PCA will get to be very mature gentlemen all of them
gray-haired, most of them on social security, and they would not
loan a dime to anyone that is not gilt edged, and it is even worse in
some areas, that they all wind up being cattlemen and if you come
in not owning a herd of brood cows you are not a good risk.

How are we going to keep that from
Mr. PIKE. That has always been the best way to borrow money, if

you don't need it, but I thinkone thing our advisory committee
_has continued to recommend is that we have some turnover in these.
boards, that we have a retirement age.

Senator BELLMON. There is nothing in the new law that requires
it.

Mr. PIKE. No, maybe it ought to be in there.
Senator BELLMON. I am going to put it in there if I can.
Mr. PIKE. We recommended that 70 would be a good retirement

age for all boards of directors, and the Omaha district is doing it.
When Omaha does it and other districts do not, that puts Omaha at
a disadvantage in seniority.

Senator BELLMON. What would you think about a provision that
made it impossible for a member .to serve more than two successive
terms?

Mr. PIKE. The Credit Commission kicked that one. around a lot
and I remember a farm leader said when you limit the tenure of
directors you destroy farmer leadership because the hired manage-
ment sits back and waits until the two terms are up and then do it
their way.

Senator BELLMON. Do ,you' think anyone who serves o one of
those boards of directors, if we put on a two-term restrictio , is any
more indispensable than the President of the United States?

Mr. PIKE. We probably think that is about all he can tame.

1 4
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Senator HumPHREY. We can have more than two terms in the
Senate. There is no limit on a Senator.

Senator BELLMON. But we are natlenders, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PHU. I was on a local co-op board and we had this two-term

limit and the argument was when we started it, that we have sonic
older men who did not want to retire and I think that was the rea-
son for it. We started it and we thought if a director was a good
man he will be back in a year or so but it did not work out that
way. Once they served their two terms, they did not seem to come
back.

I would argue against limited tenure but I think an age limit is
all right. Maybe 10 years from now I would feel differently.

Senator BELialoN. I want to make one other cOmment. In connec
tion with the Federal land bank making housineoans. To me this is
a desperate need because at present there is a real gap between the
farm operator who is eligible for a Farm Home Administration
housing loan and the one who is wealthy enough that he can build it
out of his bank account or get it from an insurance company or
some other source. There are so many yOung farmers who are almost
in the poverty class that the Farmers Home Administration deals
with, yet they have young families, need better housing, and yet
they cannot borrow a dime from any of the conventional loaning
agencies to build a house on the farm, and I think we must solve the
problem and I was glad to see that in the law.

Senator HUMPHREY. I want to share with you my prejudices on
housing. I think the whole housing financing program is upside
down., I am a man of some reasonably good means. All my family is
grown up. My children are 'doing well. I have eight grandchildren. I
love them very much. And I have two beautiful- houses. I rattle
around in them. I do not know what I am doing. When I had four
children I couldn't afford to have a nice place. I lived on a third
floor, a lousy room,. then*ented a part of a duplex not fit to live in
and that was what I had to bring my kids up in.

By the time they got arodnd to the point they were ready to leave
I had enough money to afford a house.

I think something ought to be done in the country. You ought to
be able to loan money to people when they are having kids so they
can have a decent place to grow up. When you get old, you do not
need all that space.

I told my sons, go in debt and buy yourselves a house. Don't be
stupid as your father. If they won't loan you the money get a second
orThird mortgage. Get a house while the kids are little.

Look at the number of people today. I go and talk to people in
their houses, and often they have a big house just for their maid.
The kids are gone. They have a hundred thousand dollar place for
the hired help. When the beloved children were growing up and
your wife is working herself half to death, she hasn't got enough
room for the kids to grow up in.

c
63-582-71-pt. 3-10
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We now have a statement from Ray A. Rtdeen, senior vice presi-
dent of the United Stockyards Corp., which we will place in the re-
cord at this point..

(The statement and exhibit is as follows

STATEMENT OF RAY A. Rom:EN, SEx1011 VICE PRESIDENT,
UNITED STOCKYARDS CORP., SIOUX CITY, lowe

My name is Ray A. Bodeen. I am Senior Vice President of the United Stock-
yards Corporation, which owns and operates ten Terminal Livestock Markets,
including Sioux City, Iowa. I have been associated with the livestock market-ing business for 43 years.

Terminal Markets have served the livestock producers and feeder for almost
a century. There is no industry inure closely allied with the livestock produ-
cers than ours. Our daily eustomers represent farms of all sizes and, therefore,
our allegiance is to all who take an active part in producing and feeding live-
stock, Many economic changes have orate about in this past decade which have
brought about a completely different type of farm operations than we have
known in the past. Each operatithi becomes more technical and mechanized, re-quiring a large amonnt of capital. In order to finance operations and have the
farmer to 11.101111le to Ire in a financial position to eontinue to work the land,
he Ins been forced to pursue work away from the farm. Also, it has brought
about a taanation whereby our young people are pursuing other fields of en-
deavor because they are not able ter accumulate financial backing in order to
start farm operations. This LUIS been very apparent front the fact that the av-
erage age of our farmers in Iowa today is 58 years. We, of the Midwest, arevery closely allied with r,grieu!ture and if at.,riculture cannot .ontinue to drawyoung families or new families into it, it could bring about a complete eco-
iv ante disaster.

Competitive marketing has not been responsibile for the disappearance of the
one family farm but it has raised the level of livestock prices received by thelivestock feeder. To substantiate this is an exhibit attached, which comparestypical average hog prices paid at the Sioux City Stock Yards with those paidat Iowa and Southern Minnesota direct points for the year 1970. You will notefront the statelllent of hog prices of representative grades and weights at
Sioux City, Iowa, Iowa and Southern Minnesota direct points for the year1D70 as compiled by the livestoek Division, ('onsumer and Marketing I)ivision.
United States Department of Agriculture, that on No. 1 and 2 barrows andgilts. 200 to 240 pounds. that the average price at Sioux City was 600 per cwtmore than that paid in Interior Iowa and Southern Minnesota. Similarly, forN t. 2 and 3 barrow's and gilts, 220 to 240 pounds, it was 75' per civt more.
For No 3 and 4 'barrows and gilts, 240 to 270 pounds, it was 930 per cwthigher and for 330 to 4(X) pound sows, the average price was 890 per cwthigher at Sioux City.

This price spread differential in favor of prices paid at Sioux City is more
significant when one realizes that freight rates to the consuming east aresomewhere in the neighborhood of 30e per cwt less in Interior Iowa than from_Sioux City, Iowa.

It is the position of those engaged in livestock marketing at the Sioux CityStock Yards that any program of industrial and agricultural expansion and re-
lireatbm of governmental headquarters in the Corn Belt area will aid the fam-ily farmer, city and town business man and provide employment which willdoter the exodus of people from the Corn Belt to crowded areas in our nation,
People will migrate to areas which provide the best job opportunities.

What are sonic of the ways that we can expand our economy to make livingin the Siouxland area attractive?
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Any sound expansion must be based upon processing the raw materials that
are native to our area.

One of the raw matertals nat being fully utilized at this time is roughage on
our farms. This feed lends it if to cow-calf production. That additional feed-
ing of livestock in Sioux land is necessary to maintain present packing plants
is demonstrated by the growth in packing facilities In Iowa the past ten years
as compared with the increase in fed cattle marketed.

In 1959 there were 2,279,000 cattle slaughtered in Iowa. In 1969, there were
4,130,000 head slaughtered, an increase of 81.2%. In 1959, there were 3,008,000
grain-fed cattle marketed. In 1969 there were 4,104,000 head, or an increase of
36.45. The slaughter capacity of Iowa plants in 1969 was 5,955,000 head. In
order to run at capacity, lows packers would have to import 1,851,000 head
from other states. Iowa is a deficiency state in cattle feeding, as far as slaught-
ering plant capacity is concerned.

This discrepancy between expanSion of cattle slaughtering plants and cattle
feeding in toWa is more pronounced in Northwest Iowa, Northeast Nebraska
and southeast South Dakota. when one realizes that new slaughtering facili-
ties have been constructed at Schuyler, West Point and Dakota, City, Ne-.
braska, which are in the Sioux land area.

Expansion of cattle feeding will convert more of our grain for further proc-
essing. Approximately 40% of our corn is exported or used for purposes other
than livestock prodirion. Iowa could greatly increase Its livestock feeding and
still export millions of bushels of corn.

Not only will expansion of cattle feeding through a stepped-up cow and calf
program benefit the farmer, it will benefit the town business man and worker
as well. There will be more business for the veterinarian, the banker, the feed
mannfacturer, the implement man, the lumbermanpractically everybody on
Main St reet.

comm the Federal government do to augment this program? One
thing it could do would be to release soil bank acreages for cow and calf graz-
ing the year around. It could participate in granting or guaranteeing loans
'made to farmers who want to get into this program. That could be done
through an agency such as the S'Inall Business Administration.

We are in the midst of the cattik slaughtering center of the United States.
Unfortunately, I have been unable to obtain figures from the United States De-
partment of Agriculture its to the number inspected by the Sioux City Station
of the Bureau of Animal Industry. I venture to say that there are over
3.000,000 slaughtered annually in the Sioux City area. That means there are
3.00,000 hides. There is no economic reason why beam houses, the first step in
tanning leather, shouldn't be located in the Siouxland area. There is no eco-
nomic reason why tanners shouldn't all be located in the Middle West. There
is no economic reason why slow factories shouldn't be located here, The only
real deterrant Is the difference in freight rates on hides and shoes. Shoes can
be shipped to population areas easier than hides.

Among the numerous byproduts from livestock slaughtering operations are
various glands used n the manufacturing of pharmaceutical products. Being
the hu of livestock laughter in the country should be conducive to the estab-
lishme It of eutieal /liaises in Siouxland.

Bute . uppiy houses, as well as slaughtering plant machinery manufactur-
ers. could economically locate in Siouxland, providing freight rates on raw ma-
terials and finished products are not unfavora'de.

We are in the center of Agricultural America. Yet, our governmental
agencies are headquartered in Washington, D.C. or other eastern cities, a long
way from the Heart of Agriculture. Why couldn't the Department of Agricul-
ture. or certain bureaus and departments, be located in the Midwest? This re-
location should result in thousands of jobs.

We caw stop the exodus of our young people from the heartland of the
United States if we will provide job opportunities.
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Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you very much, ladies and gentlemen.
That brings us to the end of our hearing today, and the committee

will now act ourn. \(Whereu n, at 6:50 p.m. the subcommittee adjourned to recon-
vene Tues y, May 4, 1971.)
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RURAL DEVELOPMENT

TUESDAY, MAY 4, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
SUMCOMMirrEE ON RURAL DEVELOPMENT

TI lE COMMI11'EE ON Aolu(curcrw. AND FORESTRY,
Fe pin ion, S. Dak.

The committee met, pursuant to recess, at f):15 a.m., in the New
Center for Continuing Education, University of South Dakota, Ver-
million, S. Dak., lion. Hubert II. Humphrey (chairman of the sub-
committee) presiding.

Present : Senators Ilumphrey, Allen, and
Also present : Representatives Denhohn and Abourezk.
Senator HUMPHREY. The Senate Subcommittee on Rural Develop-

ment of the Semite Standing Conunittee on Agriculture and
Forestry is now in session and will come to order.

May I first of all present, our panel of Senators. To my left is the
distinguished Senator from the State of Iowa, Senator Jack Miller,
who is the ranking Republican member of the Senate Committee on
Agriculture and Forestry, and has been long interested in and an ac-
tive proponent of programs and policies for rural development.

To my right and Your left is Senator James Allen of the State of
Alabama. likewise a member of the Committee on Agriculture and
Forestr y. and one of our strong supporters for all programs as re-
late to the health and well-being of rural America.

To my right is the Congressman representing this district of the
State of South Dakota. Congressman Frank Denhohn. The Con-
gressman will give you his own expression of views today, and will
also share his tune very generously with two representatives of-
South Dakota agricultural organizations, Mr. Ben Radcliffe of the
Farmers 1..-nion and Mr. Gary Enright of the State Farm Bureau.

To my left is the Congressman from what, we used to call the West
River area. Congressman James Abouezk, who was with the student
laxly and faculty and others here last night on this campus. He has
kindly consented to join with us here today and to be a participant in
our hearing.

Let me just quickly state what our purpose is.
It is quite obvious that Anierica faces an urban crisis. It is well

known. It is written about and described in graphic terms. When we
know that 7(1 percent of the people live on 2 percent of the land of
this great republic, we know that there is an imbalance of popula-
tion distribution. It is estimated that in the next 30 years 85 percent

(:nH)
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of our people will be living on less than 2 percent of the land, unless
'\ there is a change in population pattern.

It is estimated that have to build a town larger than Ver-
million every clay for the7next, years unless we are able to do a
little something better about population dispersal.

It is said that. we will have to build every 40 days a city the size
of Portland, Oreg., just to take care of the increase in population
between now and the year 2000.

I think young people in particular are appreciative of these statis-
tics because. it is going to he their world' f15 percent of the people
alive today in America will he alive in the year 2000. Students on
this university campus will be in the fullness of life, in their period
of greatest responsibility as this Nation approaches the population
figure of 2711 to 300 million.

So. it is fitting and right that we ask ourselves where will people
live? Will they be crowded into the already overcrowded cities? Do
we really believe that you can govern a city the size of New York
when it doubles its population, as it mav very well, in the next 25
years unless there are policies that permit us to have what I call
freedom of residence.

Can we learn from other countries as to how we might have better
population distribution?

This is what we are trying to look at.
Now, we know that young Americans, who have a college educa-

tion or a high school education, or a part of a college education, liv-
ing in the television age, livinn in the age of freedom of movement,
are not going to live in areas that offer no opportunity in jobs or in-
come. Nor are they going to be satisfied with communities that offer
no medical services, inadequate education, lack of proper transporta-
tion, leisure time, and cultural activities.

Tn otlic' words, we are trying to find out how we can build in this
country the basic structure that will entice the development of in-
dustry. the creation of jobs. the enhancement of or the augmenting
of figricultural inoome which is at the very base, of course, of our
world economy.

Now, those are sketch' outlines of some of the things we are look-
ing at. if we had all of the answers we would not be here. People
have said why didn't we do this before? We have been at it before
but like many other things, it takes time, and more than that., it takes
a sense of urgency.

We think that it is urgent that the country get on with policies
and programs that provide livinzt, 5 tare for people, and provide de-
cent living conditions for people.

I said to a group of faculty this morning that I do not believe
that God Almighty intended man to live in concrete, asphalt, and
steel. I think that there ha: to be a relationship between the human
being and his physical environment, the human bein!, and Lis social
environment. and we think that coming to a great university campus
like this affords us an opportunity to hear in particular the views of
young men and women as to why so many of them leave our mid-
western areas.

)
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I am a native of the State, as you know, and I have a great senti-
mental attachment to it through my mother, my father, my brother,
my sisters, my family. Why is it. that. South Dakota and North Da-
kota, lose population? Why is it that this wonderful area that has so
much to offer, has not attracted more of the young people to stay?
It is the young people that provide the great asset ultimately for the
strengthening of the State and of the Nation.

We would like to hear from them today and from others as to
what it is that they want, what it is that bothers them, in terms of
their present environment here in the Midwest., in the heartland of
America.

Our first witness is Dr. Robert Morrisey of Briar Cliff College,
Sioux City, Iowa. He represents the mid-America association of col-
leges, and I understand that Dr. Morrisey, along with student lead-
ers Bruce No lop and Tim Barry will be with us today.

I might add that I notice that my friend, Sentor Miller, ahtays
gets good representation from Iowa wherever we are. Senator Allen
is just about ready to whisper to me, do you think he will have an
Iowan testify when we are down in Alabama?

From what I know, I think that will most likely happen.
Dr. Morrisey, would you like to proceed

STATEMENT OF DR. ROBERT J. MORRISEY, BRIAR CLIFF COLLEGE,

SIOUX CITY, IOWA, REPRESENTING THE COLLEGES OF MID-

AMERICA

Dr. MORIUSEY. Thank you. On April 23, 1971, President Everette
Walker of the Colleges of Mid-America. Inc.. requested by etho-
rand= that all 11 colleges in the consortium participate in a study
of their prospective graduates for the purpose of presenting perti-
nent information to this subcommittee.

Prior to that memo, I was asked to design a questionnaire, analyze
the data, and prepare a report for this meeting.

Primarily beetruse of the time constraint. only five colleges were
able to return completed questionnaires to me by 110011 ye.-terday.
The five colleges represented in this preliminary report arc Briar
Cliff, Buena Vista, Huron, Westmar, and Yankton. From the corres-
pondence I received from these colleges with the questionnaire.. I
would estimate that only half of the prospective graduates of these
five colleges are represented in these data. One probable source of
bias which has been noted is an apparent tinder-representation of ed-
ucation majors. This is the time of year when these people are off
campus fulfilling their practice teaching requirement. Many could
not he reached in time to complete and return the questionnaire to
me.

My point here is that these data cannot be said to represent the
responses of all the graduates at these five colleges, much less the
consortium, and the region.

On the other hand, we do have responses from 316 seniors who
have provided much data. I feel these are worth noting at least in
this preliminary form of analysis as long as the above caseate is re-
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speeted. Further analyses may be done if more study indicates that
the data are representative enough to warrant it. If such analyses
are done, I will see that the subcommittee is provided that informa-
tion.

The re lilts are as follows. Question 1: Where is you h' of
permanent 'residence? T will not read these all the way down because
I realize ydn have copies.

Senator Itumpu Ite.y. We will include all of -this material as
printed in your statement in the record and also we would like to
suggest that any further material that you receive or any further in-
formation as a result of your questionnaire be made available to the
subcommittee to be ineluded along with your testimony.

Dr. Moan's Ey. I will do that.
Response and percentage to question 1: Iowa. 57.6: South Dakota

15.4: Minnesota 5.8: Illinois 4.9; Nebraska 3.5; New Jersey 3.2; New
York 2.9; Massachusetts 1.6: Pennsylvania 1.3: other 3.8.

Question 2: Where did you live. immediately before you began at-
tendin!r this colle,re? Iowa 53.4: South Dakota 13.4; Minnesota 7.7;
Illinois 5.4; Nebraska 4.8: New York 3.5 ;' New Jersey 2.6; Massa-
elmsetts 1.9: Pennsylvania 1.3; Other 6.0.

Que-,tion 3: 'Where will von be vim!: immediately after you grad-
natp ? Iowa 45.1: South Dakota 12.2; Illinois 5.4; Minnesota 4.2; Ne-
braska 3.8 New York 2.6; New Jersey 1.9; Massachusetts 1.3; Other
03.5.

Question 4: Where wold you prefer to live? Iowa 25.3; Colorado
9.0: South Dakota 8.0; Minnesota 5.4; Nebraskle 3.8; Arizona 3.2;
Illinois 2.2: New York 1.9; Massachusetts 1.8; other 39.4.

Question 5: Why ? Friends andior relatives are there 22.0; job op-
portunitie.-; are better 12.3: climate 11.7; less crowded living condi-
tions 9.4: recreational opportunities are better 6.3; cultural oppor-
tunities are better 5.7; less land, water, and air pollution 4.4; higher
salaries 3.9: lower cost of living 2.4: other 21.9.

(,estion 6: What do you intend to do after you graduate? Work
70.5; do not know 6:0; service 5.8; drop out for a while 1.4: other
16.3.

Question 7: Do you have a job secured at this time? No 72.6: yes
27.2; no response 0.2.

Question 8: Your age: Twenty-one. 40.6; twenty-two. 32.0: twen-
ty- three. 6.7; twenty. 3.8; twenty-six, 3.2: twenty-four, 2.6; twenty -
five, 2.2: t wentv-seven, 1.9; thirty-six, 1.9; other 5.1.

Question 9 : Your sex : Female, 53.0: male, 47.0.
Question 10: Married : No, e:;.6: yes, 34.4.
Question 11 : Children : No, 74.9; yes. 16.3; no response 8.8.
Because of the lack of time I was not able to analyze these data

much further than what has been presented here. I think it. perti-
nent to point out that four Eastern States are in the top nine repre-
sented by these students. About 9 percent of the students come from
those States.

Although Iowa is represented by about 55 percent of the students,
only 45 percent plan to live there after graduation. In general, it ap-
pears that the students seem to plan to live somewhere other than
their home after graduation. This became even more evident when

1. 'Ot
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they wereasked where they preferred to live. Fifty-seven different
responses were given.

Even though I knew the job market was tough, I was surprised to
see that only about one-fourth- of these people have jobs secured at
this time even though almost three-fourths are planning to work.
Graduation is about 3 weeks away for most of them.

I would like to make a few comments now based on material that
has been presented to you earlier in other places and which was pro-
vided to me.

In reference to former Secretary Freeman's pomments: I agree
with Mr. Freeman in his presentation to this subcommittee on April
29 that it is necessary to develop capacity in riAral areas to provide
basic education. as well as training and counseling service for all. I
disagree with him, however, on the point that bew community 2-year
colleges must do the job. There seems to be a sufficient number of in-
stitutions of private higher education, and public, in this area and it
would seem financially wise to support these rather than creaie new
community colleges which would be mote expensive. The concept
that community colleges mast perform this task is too rigid, waste-
ful. and expensive. Many existing institutions, both public and
private, are perfOrMillg these tasks of basic education, training, and
eoun4eling, and many more are capable of providing them, and are
willing to provide them if only the proper forms of assistance would
be made available. These tasks are not the unique doman of only one
kind of institution. They can be performed by many. .

I suspect that our situation here in Siouxland is -not unusual;
there surely must be many rural areas of the country where new in-
stitutions .of higher education are not needed but where new ap-
proaches to such education are necessary.

I would like to refer again to former Secretary Freeman's presen-
tation and his comments on a new vitional and regional planning
network. and I would like to contrast what he said with that of
William Guy, Governor of North Dakota, in his presentation-on the
same date, The comments of both men, I feel. are pertinent to na-
tional planning of higher education.

Freeman's plan. I think most metropolitan planners would agree,
,is badly needed and offers much potential for orderly national
growth and the settlement of many problems caused by imbalances
in the distribution of our population. -

I would like to call the subcommittee's attention to the fact that
Guy's position seems to be laissez faire on this matter. He stated
that certain cities should not be designated growth centers and that
every city and village in rural. America has the potential to be a
growth center. It appears to me that he is supporting current policy
and the past, practice which got us into the position we find our-
selves today, and from which we hope to be extricated.

It is my position that higher educational services should be in-
cluded in the national planning which Freeman proposes. Consortia
like the colleges of mid-America are numerous today, and they are
bringing regional planning to higher education. Most States now
have higher education commissions which consider planning to be
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part of their bailiwicks. A national planning network is now needed
to pull these individual efforts together into a team.

And finally, a pertinent article appeared in last Sunday's Des
Moines Register (May 2, 1971, page 1T, column 8) which I think
probably depicts a typical situation in professional education in this
region and other sparsely populated regions of the country. I believe
the following excerpts should be included in the records of. this sub-
committee:

'ow. Cur, IowA.Nineteen of the 129 medical students scheduled to receive
their degrees at the University of Io Wa next month will stay in Iowa for their
internships.

I repeat, 19 of 129.
The other 110 will go into internships elsewhere, which means, if pa trends

continue, that 80 percent of them will not return to Iowa to practice medicine.
Brightwella senior medical studentsaid a poll of seniors indicated seven

have irternships at Broad lawns Polk County Hospital in Des Moines, 11 have
them in rowa City hospitals and one is going to intern at Cedar Rapids.

Mr. .;erry O'Sullivan, Sioux City councilman, has informed me
that Mr. Sidney Slater, an administrator at St. Vincents Hospital in
Sioux City, told him that probably none of these interns come to
Sioux City hospitals because we did not have the variety of cases to
attract. them. In other words, we do not have a sufficient variety of
specialists he now to serve the patients who need them. The pa-
tients have to go elsewhere, and the interns follow them.

To return to the article:
Recent studies show the location where a physician practices correlates most

closely with the location of his postgraduate studies. Unfinqunately, the selec-
tion of a location in Iowa is not great.
,Where a forced rytention policy tins been tried, it has never been successful.
Officials at the University of Iowa estimate that about 35 percent of the

medical college graduates remain in the State.

There is also available a study done by the University of Iowa
which roughly corresponds with the results and confirms this out-
migratfon of medical students.

Gentlemen, I appreciate being allowed to present this material. I
hope it will be of some help to you in your efforts to solve the prob-
lems surrounding rural development and in influencing a national
growth policy. I am certain that all of us who reside in rural areas'
especially value your labor.

Thank you very much.
Senator HUMPIIREY. , Dr. Morrisev, we thank you for your state-

ment. I think it would be well now before we ask you any questions
or interrogate you, if we would hear from our student witnesses.

We welcome you, Miss Berry.
Miss BERRY. Thank you.
Senator HUMPHREY. And, gentlemen, while you were here first, I

think that in light of old-fashioned sentiment and new respect for
Women's Lib, we are going to ask Miss Berry to lead off. Is that
agreeable ?

Would you like to make your commentary now ? Give your full
name and the institution that you represent.
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STATEMENT OF MISS ROMAN N. BERRY, DAKOTA WESLEYAN UNI-
VERSITY, MITCHELL, S. DAB.

Miss BERRY. My name is Rojean Berry and I am from Dakota
Wesleyan University in Mitchell. S. Dak. -

When Terry called me and asked me to make testimony on urban
and rural development, my first .thoughthe said the topic would be
why so many students are leaving the mid-west and first of all? I
would like to say that I do not plan to .have the mid-west. I do like
it here and I do plan on staying. Probably because I hope to help
make the Midwest a better place to *live. But it is difficult to as
some of my fellow friends, at Wesleyan, why they plan on leaving
or why they do not care, to stay in South Dakota or even in the mid-
western area.

Of course, their main reason was the opportunities that exist here
are not perhaps what they really would like.

Also, I think that perhaps one of the main values that we in the
Midwest have is lack of pride in our area and I think this is where
we really need to develop it in gaining it so people not only want to
come here but when they do get here they enjoy themselves and do
have 'this feeling and a desire to really beto be here and feel ac-
cepted.

Another area which I think is very important is in our education.
Being an elementary education major I think, well, last fall as a
student I went to one of the schools in Mitchell and I think the
main place where we had problems was in communicating with our
parents because they were not educated to some of the new educa-
tional systems and this goes along just because I think a lot of peo-
ple in South Dakota are very conservative and until they can be ed-
ucated, not saying that we want to change because the change needs
to be done but tell them why this change needs to come about.

For instance, in the nongraded school system. Why do we need to
have a nongraded school system, because it helps perhaps in creativ-
ity in our students and not just say we need this change because it is
0.oine to make our South Dakota better, but tell them how and why
and how it can make it better.

Therefore, I would say just in educating our rural citizens to the
needs in making the Midwest better. And, of course, my first thing
was I think just having a lot.inore pride in what South Dakota does
already have to offer.

Senator Hummer:Y. Miss Berry, it would be very helpful to your
representatives in Government, and I think to your fellow citizens,
as we seek to educate one another or communicate--:that is what edu-
cation is all aboutif we could find some way to know just what is
it that new young Americans want in terms of where they live?

I know, for example, that one thing they want is peace, to be sure,
and I know that they would like in the broader terms social justice.

When-we get right down to what is it that you would like? What
kind of an environment would you and your contemporaries like to
have ? What is it that would entice you or influence You and your
associates of your age group to want to remain in Southbakota ?

I t) r
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Do you have any commentary on that?
Miss BERRY. Not right at this moment. I do have some ideas.
Senator HUMPHREY. You think about it for a while. When we

come back to youjust let your mind whirl on that for a while.
This is Mr. Nolop. Bruce Nolop. Would you give your education

and institution of learning?

STATEMENT OF BRUCE NOLOP, PRESIDENT, STUDENT ASSOCIATION,
unrmRSITY OF SOUTH DAKOTA, VERNI-MON, S. DAR.

Mr. NOLOP. I am Bruce Nhlop, lrniverity of South Dakota. This
past Sunday

Senator HUMPHREY. What is your title?
Mr. Norm,. I am student association president here. This past

Sunday I had the opportunity to attend a federation meeting of the
South Dakota Student llody Ptesidents in Pierre, and while there I
brought up as a topic of discussion the fact that people are leaving
rural arias for the purposes of this hearing today. And many of my
comments are the consensus that the group reached concerning this
very crucial problem. I think as Senator II nnplirey said. it must be
analyzed in terms of what the problem is and possibly some sugges-
tions for improvement. We found the problems to be somewhat the
follosVing. First of all, the obvious one is the lark of jobs and this,
of course. it seems quite evident. is in the fart that many students
will have to take less pay, may not be able to find the'occupation
they desire in the area of the Midlyest.1

But other areas also present problems. including the cultural and
services p7ovided in South Dakota. and these other Midwest areas.

W find that people living in this area do not have the cultural
advantages that you would find elsewhere_in the United States. They
do not have the opportunities for theaters and el.en the movie limi-
ters lutvi, .2 to :-vear-old movies showing on them.

Yon do not have the nightclub atmosphere, do not have the social
life which can guarantee, a good life for those. in addition to the
service provided also by Government and other education agencies.

Also education as Miss Berry pointed out, seems to have somewhat
of an inferiority to some other areas around the country. There
seems to be lack Of government services. The agencies of the goy -
eminent, especially municipalities. do not seem to come up with solu-
tions to the problems of the Nation. This is another reason people
leave.

The third reason again is a somewhat obvious one and that is the
climatic conditions here. We find that South Dakota is competing
with ninny areas, ninny of which can provide climate, of a regular
kind in contrast to South Dakota's 110 degrees in summer and 30
below in the winter. rind I think many people feel the development
of places like, Arizona. Coloralt. Florida. California, these other
places, with somewhat moderate climates are somewhat appealing to
the persons here.

And finally. we think it is a problem for the people of South Da-
kota that I think they are more conservative by nature than can be
found elsewhere and are more likely to resist change and I think as
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these hearings will show, change is the thing that is needed, and
many- people 'are not as responsive to change and as Miss Berry
pointed out; tend to resist more often the changes taking place.

She brought otttAls:e example of education system where the resist-
ance is there.

We have come nj with a few suggestions for improvement we felt
might be able to lielp these areas. The first one we felt, would be the
development of a few large cities. States which have a fewlet us,
say even Nebraska, which has Omaha and Lincolnare able to pro-
vide some of these cultural and service opportunities which other
States provide. Just simply having a large community located some-
where in the State can help alleviate some of these problems in rural
areas. Some places such as Sioux Falls and metropolitan areas are a
definite asset to the Midwest. But while we are building up these
large cities and trying to have a few metropolitan areas we must see
that we do not eliminate the advantages which are already present
in South Dakota.

We did not feel that industry was the answer, that simply bring-
ing in industry for the sake of more jobs is not what is desired by
South Dakotans. The advantage of South Dakota and the advantage
of this Midwest area are the environmental conditions to a chl) ,e
aml if industry is bonght in and any type of opportunities 1 .e

brought in, they must not subtract front the already various advan-
tages iwesent here. .

And we especially wanted to point out we do not feel that crowd-
ing our people into these cities and trying to provide the high-rie
complexes is .. he answer either, that while this development should
take place it should be well organized and planned developmeiit.

The next point we brought out was the lack of- leadership in the
State. It seems our State legislature and sonic of the leaders of the
State are bogged down in sonic of the past tradition. We need an in-
flux of new leaders. people who are NN*111:11.tr to 111:11:0 changes :nil
wilting to present new ideas.

In this regard I think that the idea pre:;ented 1,y Senator Hum-
phrey is pertinent. theAlea concerning haying young people to have
.111 ooportitnit,.. especially in metropolitan government, to have in-
ternships to find out exactly how government policies are made at a
young age, which will ,permit them to stay in this area to answer
some of the problems. and once we conic back to this area, try to
come up with some of the answers to these questions.

Filially; T think we are "going to need money. We are going to
need money to support some of these services. For example, it was
pointed out the number of medical stpdents who are going to be
lea v ill g the-State. I think the fact that persons can achievetrie same
type of medical services which they cannot find elsewhere, for exam-
ple, many-areas have one doctor covering a large rural area and this
is a definite problem. Although Miss Berry mentioned we need
priorities we also need new resources. We have got to do things
pragmatically also and we are going to need some type of Federal
funding wherever this money is going to come from. some type of
supplement to provide the services for the people in this area.

These are basically the findings that we reached at this meeting.

15
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Senator HIIMPHRET. I surely want to thank you, Mr. No lop.
May I just say again because of your role of leadership of the stu-
dent association you could perform a very valuable service by taking
this particular point that you have made now, I mean this initial
presentation, building on it, asking through the student association
to crive us more of their ideas in greater depth.

I will come back to you.
The next gentleman is Mr .Tim Barry. Tim, where is your school?

STATEMENT OF TIM BARRY, BRIAR CLIFF COLLEGE, SIOUX CITY,
IOWA, AND PRESIDENT, STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION,
COLLEGES. OF MID-AMERICA

Mr. BARRY. Sir, I represent the Colleges .of Mid-America Student
Government Association. Tam presidctt and I personally attend
Briar Cliff College. Sioux City, Iowa.

Recently T attended a meeting at Southwest Baptist College where
we tried to bring in all of the student body presidents of every
sinall college in the Midwest to talk about common problems. The
initial problem we encountered was one of communication. I think
that is basically the problem that we are having in the Midwest
today.

First of all, I think my presentation more than my two colleagues,
would be more of what I would like to see, more than what actually
is.

Basically, I think the first' thing to do is sit down and analyze our
problems. I think that is what you . gentlemen are doing. That is
what I hope my role is. Yesterday you attended a meeting at be
Mars. Town. if Tani not mistaken. In Le Mars is a small college
called Westmar College, part of our consortium. I would like to see
you gentlemen after you analyze your problems. possibly give money
back to small colleges and let them research the community problems
that they are having in the rural areas as well as the rural areas
around them and possibly in bringing together all the integral parts
of the college community as well as the community itself. the farm-
ing community, and the hinterlands. you will possibly bridge the
ireneration gap. talk about common problems. and yet in Mani you
will receive a feedback.

T think that would be possibly one way that you could alleviate a,
lot of the problems I think involving especially farming communi-
ties and in our particular situation would be very apropos to solid
communication.

Often colleges in our part of the country do not have the commu-
nication with the actual people in the cities and the towns that they
shonld have. and at least it has been to my knowledge. in the past.
when Government funds have been given to study rural areas. they
have been given to major State universities and often as in the case,
say. like the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, or Wisconsin,
with Madison. these are urban areas and the people do not get out
and meet the farming community, or meet the small town business-
Mall who is the core of the community. the civic leaders, Boy, Scouts,
et cetera.
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So, I would feel, that possibly communication can be gained
through this.

Talking about my own individual situation. I have r "eepted a job
here next year in the Midwest, but I am one of the few, as Dr. Mor-
risev pointed out, that do have a present position. I think seniors in
collegepeople are really facing an awful crisis because if there are
not jobs the only thing to do is not to take a job or to go on to
graduate school, a big hole so far as finances are concerned, and con-
tinue your education hoping that 2 years after your master's degree
has been attained there are job openings.

Well, in the Midwest we do not have a huge number of graduate
schools. On the east coast, west coast, they have got graduate schools
in practically every university. Iowa has a lot of small colleges but
several of them do not offer graduate programs. We have to go to
Iowa or Iowa State.

Well, possibly we find the problems there that we find in our own
schools and we go outside the Midwest.

I would agree with Bruce when he suggested the social and cul-
tural aspects of the Midwest and I think that the colleges are a rep-
resentation of learning and learning is where everything is at, to
say. and learning involves cultural and social aspects as well as the
academic environment.

Possibly through government funds the colleges can become a
place of social, cultural, and academic endeavors. As they are now
they are just more academic areas than anything else. So possibly I
am asking for more money. I guess, more than anything else, to de-
velop these programs and I am sure they have been brought up be-
fore but I feel that in my role of representing 10,000 students in 10
colleges that I have had to say this because I have a communications
problem with them as much as you Are having with me.

We have to it down. we have to analyze our problems. draw up
priorities and then move from there.

I do not know if this has made any sense but this is my statement.
Senator Iirmemt Er. I think it has made a lot of sense. We are

very grateful to you.
Let me just start off here and then I am going to yield to Senator

Miller and Senator Allen. Just a couple of suggestions.
We are in a dialog here and we are not in an argument. We are

just visiting.
I think it would be very helpful from the three of our young stu-

dent leaders. when you go back to your Midwest association, your
consortium, if you could kind of put down somewhere, after careful
discussion. the pros and the cons. No. 1. what is it that young people
really want in terms of the elements of the criteria or the character-
istics of where they are going to live? What would you like to have?
What is your idea of a community that would fit your needs, the
economic needs. the social needs, the environmental needs.

I think this is where we really ought to start because quite
frankly, an awful lot of people we have talked to are not going to
be around here long. I have been sipping on Geritol in the hopes
that I would last for a little while, but I think that the truth of the
matter is that we need to be looking at all of this problem, particu-
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larly the problem of what we call national growth policy, in terms
of what young people have in mind, what kind of a country do you
want, in terms of its population distribution.? What kind of country
do you want in terms of economic opportunities? What kind of
country do you wanthow would yon like to. have it in the com-
munity where you would like to live, in terms of social activities,
cultural activities, which by the way, is becoming ever-more impor-
tant as all three of you have emphasized, and has a great deal to do
with your judgments.

Then after -wit have kind of gotten down the ideal community,
what you would like. then ask yonrself what are the assets that we
have in these areas that you are familiar with? Some of them have
been stated here. There surely is space. and, of course, one way that
you get to appreciate, the assets you have is to go some place else to
find out what they are up against.

Whitt are the positive values in Nebraska, Iowa, South Dakota,
North Dakota, this great hinterland of Kansas. into Wisconsin. the
Minnesota area, et cetera? What do we have to offer that you would
like? What do you consider to be assets? What you consider to be
assets may not be for someone else, but what do you consider them?
What do you consider the liabilities?. What is it that we have to
overcome even if you had the money. and holy would we do it ?

Now. I really believe if we could get our young student leaders to
concentrate on this, we would be getting off the die here and start-
ing to move in the right direction.

What worries me about what we are doing is that I am afraid we
may be doing what we think we ought to do at our age and what I
am more interested in thinking about is what you think we ought to
do and we act as your agents, because in this 'sense we are in power
and this is a part of the problem between the generations, one that
is coming up and one that is in.

By the way. it is not unusual. It has always been this way. I was
always shoving the fellow ahead of me. So. do not worry too much
about that. Just come up with your ideas.

Now, I have a question at this point for Mr. Morrisey. I want to
just pick up on the community college pint of view.

I understand your interest in the private college and I have been
a teacher in a private college and a very good one, Macalester Col-
lege. so I have a key interest in the needs of our private colleges and
also the great State universities. So. I have been on both sides.

Mr. Freemap spoke of the community college because it gets to so
many more people. That is what he was getting at. And the point
that I thought wastsomewhatI have to take somewhat exception to
was when you talk of a community college being rather wasteful
and expensive I gather in light of the facts there are so many pri-
vate colleges than there are public colleges today.

I am very involved in community colleges. It is one of the best
ways to get a good education at low cost and particularly for urban
centers. I am not so sure that the community college offers every-
thing that we want for some of the rural community development.
It is your view that you have at the present time if properly used,
adequate higher education facilities to meet the basic needs of the
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educational requirements of people in the midwest,- in yeur area,
represented by your consortium ?

Dr. MORRISEY. I think so. Of course, the studies have not been
done. Data is not available to say definitely that the colleges that are
currently here are meeting all the needs of the area, but it seems on
a nationwide basis, in light of the job situation for college gradu-
ates, that, I think, it would only be fair to the taxpayers to be very
careful before we embark on more institutions of a similar nature.

I do notI did not intend to give a blanket condemnation of
community colleges. I do not think my Words say that.

Senator HUMPHREY. No.
Dr. MoantsEY, Nor did you say it, either. I think community col-

leges do indeed serve a useful purpose. I am a transplant Kansas Ci-
ty an. I have been in Sioux City 2 years, so primarily I am an urban
person rather than a rural person, and I have observed the commu-
nity college development in that locale, and I think it does a fine job.

I think the need for these types of colleges, though, is in the
vocational, technical area. I think these are the kinds,of trained peo-
ple we need today.

Now, I do not say this at the same time saying people should not
be liberally educated also, but I think we are reaching a point in our
national needs for higher education where the liberal arts degree
perhaps is becoming somewhat emasculated, uselels.

To me liberal education is now getting to a point where it is a
life-long endeavor. It is not a thing for which you go and get a de-
gree and then stop. I think the proper approach at this point is vo-
cational, technical training to prepare people for jobs, liberally edu-
cate them at the same time and have the liberal education as well as
their professional education continue on through life. I think those
who are professionals in continuing education, especially in urban
areas, have been saying this for many years.

Senator HUMPHREY. I apps eciate that Bitilosophy. I tend-tiAtgree
with it. I think we have got "diplomaitis" and the young lady, Miss
Berry, was talking about restructuring of our education system.

One final thing. You commented about these studies made of med-
ical schools. For example, the one from Jerry O'Sullivanthis is the
Sioux City councilmanwhere you said, "recent studies show the lo-
cation where a physician practices correlates more closely with the
location of his postgraduate studies."

We have some sort of feeling that postgraduate studies have to be
conducted in the medical fieldI am not a medical man except as a
pharmacist, but we have had a feeling that it had to be in the big
general hospitals or the. big hospitals because you have the variety
of cases. This particularly for specialization.

Have we not arrived at a point now where we ought to begin to
think in terms of the general practitioner, the paramedical person-
nel? My contact with a number of the top, medical people at Mayo,
for example, in Minnesota, is that a substantial percentage of the
cases that come to a doctor could be handled by persons who are less
than what you might call Harvard Medical School trained, that
they could be handled by general practitioners and persons who are
primary medical officers, competent nurses, pharmacists or the pri-
mary medical people plus the use of closed circuit color television.

i6 t,
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There is an experiment which you might be interested, in certain
communities in southern Minnesota. Scr P my colleagues may re-
member we met a man from Dundee, Minn., yesterday, a small rural
community. It has a primary medical 'officer in that town and
through closed circuit television he is able to communicate between
the medical center where there are the top medical personnel. If the
patient requires further medication, further assistance, you have a
type of mobile ambulance service.

'I am sure that when we are all through with this miserable mess
in Vietnam that we ought to be able to have enough helicopters and
heficopter pilots to be able to provide sufficient transport to take
care of our people.

Have any of your people in the academic community given
thought to this?

Dr. MORRISEY. I think we are of one mind on that, Senator. I am
not an avid reader of medical education. I do come across literature
on the special education in the medical area along with other higher
education literature. I am very much a proponent of the entirA
medic idea. I think the medical profession i starting to move on
this as you indicated with several examples. I think they do have a.
long way to go. I do not take issue with paramedics; I think they
could be used to greatly alleviate the medical problem in the rura
areas.

Senator HUMPHREY. Senator Miller?
Senator 'MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I)r. Morrisey, and stakats.,I enjoyed your testimony very much.

I might say, Tim, that is it not unusual for a witness to appear be-
fore a committee and ask for money. But I would like to suggest'
this to you, that about the best we can ordinarily do is provide what
you might call seed money. The bulk of the money that is going to
be used for the purposes you intend is going to have to come from
the State and local and private level. That is one reason why we
have this concernand I have been long concernedabout economic
development in rural areas.

I thought Bruce made a very good point. I am quite sure you
would not come out against economic development, but it appeared,
to me you warned that when we have industrial growth to provide
job opportunities, we should be careful in our growth policy that we
do not destroy the values offhe rural areas. Is that correct ?

Mr. Nowt.. Yes.
Senator MILLEa. That is something about which we have to be

very careful, although at the same time I think we have to reconcile
ourselves to the fact that we cannot have all of our cake and eat it.
We cannot have new plants with opportunities for our younger peo-
ple to build a future without having a certain amount of waste ma-
terials but we do not have to go whole hog and end up with an envi-
ronment that is just cluttered up with pollution and congestion. I
think that is another point you were making.

Now, I am a little confused, I)r. Morrisey, in a way. I find that in
vim" survey in answer to your question, why you would prefer to
live in certain areas, only 12 percent said they wanted to live in
some State because the job opportunities were better.

1(3 4
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When you total up the given reasons of less crowded living condi-
tions, recreational opportunities are better, and less land and water
and air pollution, you are talking about 20 percent. Thus 20 percent
of these young people in your college group, with the modification
that you gave us at the beginning, are thinking tmore in terms of
good living than they are in terms of jobs.

Now, I am a little confused on that because the implication is col-
lege graduates do not have to worry as much about jobs and, there-
fore, they are thinking first about good living, so to speak, figuring
that the jobs will come along.

I am wondering what it would be like with respect to over half of
our young people who cannot afford to go to college. I have a feel-
ing that they might think of jobs first, whereas your college gradu-
ates who have a better opportunity to get jobs might put that sec-
ond.

I hope you will carry on your survey because it is this kind of
information that is quite revealing and I hope we can get similar
surveys from educational groups around the country. It will be in-
teresting to see whether or not they come out about the same way.

Now, finally, I must tell you that this is a subcommittee of the
Senate Agriculture Committee. I do not know of anyone up here
this morning who is not deeply interested in education. I, too, had
the privilege of serving on a college faculty and, like Senator Hum-
phrey, I have been long interested in education and put in a plug
for it every chance I have.

But our committee and this subcommittee does not have jurisdic-
tion over education. What we have jurisdiction over are specific bills
such as, for example, a bill to improve farm credit or a bill known
as a revenue sharing for rural development.

Now. this may seem a little far removed to some of you, but if we
can have some inputs along these lines so that the agricultural sector
of our economy does grow and improve and the smaller communities
will have these various aspects that Senator Humphrey talked about
at the beginning of the hearing, I think we are going to have eco-
nomic growth. We are going to have cities like Sioux Falls expand,
not to become megalopolies but to become more viable larger com-
munities, just like my home town of Sioux City. It is this kind of
specifics that our committee is looking for because we are going to
have some legislative proposals that I hope we can get passed and
make some progress on.

It has ticen too long since we have been able to get legislation cal-
culated to do this. We have not been sharing fairly in the national
dollar. There has been too much attention to the cities. I do not say
the cities should not have attention but it has been to the exclusion
of theirural areas. I remember Secretary Freeman about 3 years ago
testified before one of my committees and he was complaining about
the fact that so much of the poverty funds were going to the cities
when half the poor live in the rural areas of this country.

So, I think this subcommittee's day has come and I thought I
would point up the jurisdiction of this subcommittee because much
as we are interested in education, I .would not want you to get the
idea that we are going to go back and turn out of the Senate Agri-

:
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culture Committee some kind of an educational bill. We cannot do
that, although I ant sure that all of us will have an input to our
friends on the Education Committee.

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you very much, Senator Miller,
Might I follow up Senator Miller's suggestion under a survey

with your college, and I thought you made a very valuable and im-
portant point. It might be well if you could, through your college
work, m e your survey as to where young people want to live,
why tl v want to live there, or why they do not -yant to live there,
at the enior high school level because most young people get to the
senior high school- -not all, because there are a lot of dropouts be-
fore they get that farbut everybody who goes to high school does
not go on to a college. Therefore, we get a more valid sample. Do
you see what I mean?

I think Senator Miller made a very good point when he noted
that in college graduates there may be more confidence about the
fact of getting a job, at least when you graduate from college. Life
may upset that a little later on and there is more emphasis on the
quality of life rather than just the standard of living, which is
surely commendable for the college students.

But let us see if we cannot broaden the sample a little bit. We
would like to ask you to do it.

I make one other observation. While the Senator from Iowa said
there has been much emphasis on the cities we do not want anybody
to think for a minute that we are antiurban. To the contrary, the
urban crisis and the urban problem are two sides of the same coin.
One side is the urban crisis. The other side is the problems of rural
America. But we were in Sioux City yesterday and one thing that
Senator Miller pointed out to us with great pride was the fact that
in area that used to be flooded regularly today is a highly developed
industrial area of the city in which there is income and jobs, in
which floods no longer take place. Why? Not simply because they
put dikes at Sioux City but because of the Missouri River develop -
went plan upstream, the reservoirs, the diversions. So that the floods
that moved down on Sioux City year after year in the fifties and
particularly destroying millions of dollars of property, taking lives,
no longer take place. And it is not because of what they did at
Sioux City per se, but what they did up along the Missouri River
and the reservoirs all the way up.

That is what we are talking about here. The floods of people, the
22 million people that spilled into our cities in the last 15 years
many of them unskilled, illiterate, many of them coming from rural
societies with no understanding of urban life at all, going to a city
that is impersonal.

That is like the flood. That is the inundation of humanity upon
the social services, the physical plant of the city, and we are out
here to go upstream, if you get my analogy. We are out here to see
what can we do upstream, so to speak, in the towns of a thousand,
500, 5,000, 10,000, farmers as such- rural America, what can we do to
hold back the massive tide of humanity that could engulf the great
metropolitan areas, and in a sense not only hold back but lift up to
make it better, because South Dakota is much better because of the
Missouri River development, much, much better.
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Senator Allen?
Senator ALLEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Morrisey, I was very much interested in your testimony and

the testimony of our student leaders, and certainly it is quite appar-
ent that the attitudes of the people here in this area regarding rural
development are so different from the attitude of people down in my
State, the State of Alabama.

Certainly, this problem has no sectional lines. It is a problem that
faces the entire Nation and certainly it is more acute in the rural
areas, but it is a problem that affects urban centers as well.

I was interested in some of your statistics, and I suppose you can
prove any sort of thesis with statistics, but I was just wondering if
you considered your question, question 4, "Where would you prefer
to live," as being an abstract question or whether that question ap-
plied with conditions as they are? Would you feel that that question
elicited an answer as to an abstract State under ideal circumstances,
with job opportunities available?

Dr. MORRISEY. I think it was answered in various ways by the dif-
ferent students, Senator. I listed here only the most common re-
sponses. There may have been 30 or 40 responses to this question. I
do not have the data here in my hands.

Some students answered things like Communist China, Belgium,
anywhere outside the U.S. Obviously, some of them took it less ab-
stract than that and thought in terms of a job, raising a family, cli-
mate, etcetera, and considered their answers very carefully.

So the question perhaps is not the best in that nse in that it was
.abstract enough that it could be interpreted both ys.

Senator ALLEN. I was interested to note, too, t t students living
in Illinois, New York, and Massachusetts, that th e were more who
live there than stated that they would prefer to live there. So, it is
quite obvious from that that the students who answered the ques-
tionnaire are not interested thenthey do not prefer toimove to the
big cities. Would you reach that conclusion from those answers?

Dr. MomusEy. Well, no. I think I would not, Senator. I did not
have time, as I explained in the text, to study this data as well as I
might and I share some of the confusion of the subcommittee on the
answers here, but it seemed as I look down the list here that stu-
dents just did not prefer to go back where they came from, in gen-
eral, whether it was a rural area or an urban area. They wanted to
go somewhere else.

Senator ALLEN. Well, it is true that the State of Colorado is not
listed at all as having students there, but yet 9 percent of those an-
swering said they would like to live in Colorado. Is that the "big
city" for this section of the country?

Dr. MORRISEY. I found that interesting, too. I did admissions work
in college for 3 years here in the midwest and I did get out to Den-
ver as well as covering many areas here. I think Colorado has an ad-
vantage over many States in that it has a kind of romantic image.
People think of the mountains, clean air, et cetera, and they want to
go there. You go to Colorado and those students want to go else-
where, too, though.

Senator HUMPHREY. That is a good healthy attitude. I went to
school in Colorado and I want you to know it is beautiful but we
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had the Governor up there and he does not want too many more peo-
ple. [Laughter.]

Senator ALLEN. I want to ask Bruce a question or two, if I may.
Thank vou, Dr. Morrisey.
Bruce, I was interested in your testimony and certainly what you

suggest would be an ideal situation to have a big city with the ad-
vantages that might come from it, still preserve the countryside, the
rural areas. Do not bring in any industry to create jobs but still
maintain these services and bring in more money from some uniden-
tified source.

This, it would seem to me to be the ideal situation in the abstract,
but starting with your suggestioa of a big city in South Dakota, I
will not ask which city you would suggest become a big city but
where would these people come fromSouth Dakota, rural areas of
South Dakota, or outside of the State ?

Mr. NOLOP. I think they would come from both areas. You would
have some who would, of course, migrate within the State and some
would come from elsewhere, and to clarify my point, although you
mention it would be an ideal State to bring in or build up a State
without industry, I do agree that there has to be some type of in-
dustrial development.

What I meant was that catering to your industrial development,
to the needs and advantages of South Dakota, in other words, selectthat industry which will capitalize on the atmosphere, will not de-
tract. Do not bring in some industry that does not have any rele-
vance or corelationship to South Dakota simply to bring in jobs.
That is no Purpose for the quality of life you want to provide for
the people here.

That was my main point in bringing that up.
Senator ALLEN-. But if the people move from the rural areas into

the big cities of South Dakota, would that not further compound the
problem that we see in the needs of developing rural America?

Mr. Nou,. I think rural areasI think the entire State of South
Dakota would be considered a rural area and that the development
of the State would he the development of the entire area per se, that
by having a large city also you are going to improve the benefits to
be gained living around that area.

For example, a person could live in a small town outside of a
large city and if lie wants to go in for some of the advantages, let us
say. the weekend or something, he has that opportunity available. Asit is now, a person has to drive possibly to Minneapolis to see a
major league baseball game. 300 or 400 miles you have to drive. It is
a definite disadvantage.

I think it would just increase the benefits to be gained by living in
the entire area as a whole.

Senator ALLEx. What size would you suggest would be ideal?
Mr. Nowt,. I am not talking about a Los Angeles or somethinglike this. I am just talking in terms if as I point out, 100,000,

'200,000, even 300,000 population city. A city large enough to provide
the advantages that we think. are necessary.

Senator ALLEN. Well. now, that is almost half the population of
South Dakota, is it not?
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Mr. NOLOP. Well, yes, but I would assume that the purposes (if
this committee also would be to change some of the demographic
conditions in the United States and that South Dakota would antici-
pate a large population in general,-so what might be half the popu-
lation of South Dakota now would bv., in future years be approxi-
mately the same percentage as it is now per city population.

Senator ALLEN. Would not that more or less make of the rest of
South Dakota suburbia rather than rural? Would that not have th t
effect possibly?

Mr. NOLOP. I do not think so. I think South Dakota has enough ex-
panse that we do not quite have to be megalopolistic. I do not think
that is indeed involved.

Senator ALLEN. Thank you very much.
Senator HUMPHREY. I surely want to thank you very much, Mr.

No lop, and Senator Miller was just whispering to me that he thought
you had a very valid point and we appreciate it very much. I had
hoped that between now and our bicentennial, or at least from 1970
to 1976, that some way or another we might develop the one or two
new cities in this country that were the finest that modern technol-
ogy, engineering, sociology could possibly develop as models. There
is what we call the satellite complex in which you have a center city
and have smaller communities around it.

By the way, you spoke of Minneapolis and the baseball team. If
you can find a couple of pitchers, would you let me know?
[Laughter.] This subcommittee just. gives me an opportunity to
move around the country to see if we cannot find two new pitchers.
The Twins losing all those ball games in the eighth inning. Bad,
Bad. [Laughter.] Well, I think we had better let this distinguished
panel retire with a note of appreciation and thanks for the quality
of your testimony and the insights that you have given to us, but
you got yourselves into some trouble. You came here and you were
so good we are expecting you to do better, namely, that there are
some things we would like to have you follow up on for the benefit
of your communities and for the benefit of this subcommittee's work,
and if you will do that along the lines of some of what we men-
tioned here it will be helpful.

We will be back in touch with you by letter and I would appre-
ciate it very much, Mr. Barry, in your role as the leader of the con-
sortium of student associations, if you could bring to the attention
of your student leaders what they talked about the other day and
get their help. This is their country. They are going to have to live
here a lot longer than any of the members of this subcommittee, and
I think that it is important that they start to give us a sense of
direction and a sense of evaluation of what we need and what you
need, what you want, for the kind of country you want to live in
and how we can handle this tremendohs population of America.

I do not happen to think we are really overpopulated, you know.
I think what we have is an imbalance of population. There are so
many areas that can be developed in America.

Thank you very much.
Dr. MORRISEY. Thank you.

1
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Senator HUMPHREY. Now,.our next witiitss will be Dean. A er of
the College of Agriculture, in that neighboring community, Crook-
ings, S.D., the State University at Brookings.

Dr. Acker's testimbny will be followed by the testimony and the
statement of the distinguished Governor of the State of South Da-
kota. I hope -e have not violated all protocol by keeping the Gover-
nor in third position here. But you are a forgiving man, Governor,
are you not?

Governor KNEIP. I certainly am.
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you. I was worried about whether or

not we were going'to get out of here today.
Yes, Dean Acker.

STATEMENT OF DUANE ACKER, DEAN, COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY,
BROOKINGS, S. DAB.

Dean ACKER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We appreiate very much, gentlemen, not only our State leadership

but our representation in Washington and I alp pleased to appear
before you today representing two groups. first of all, and most im-
portantly, the agricultural experiment statidu.dthe department of ex-
tension service, and the agricultural teaching programs of South
Dakota State University, located about 100 miles to the north.

Second, as chairman of the division of agriculture of the National
Association of State University and Land-Grant Colleges, it is my
privilege to represent the agricultural teaching, research, end exten-
sion activities of 70 similar institutions involving probably 10,000
county extension workers, 8,000 to 10,000 agricultural faculty across
the country in teaching, research, and extension., about 55,000 stu-
dents that are majoring in the agricultural sciences the tinder
graduate level, and about 17,000 at the graduate level.

I will divide my rem arks into four areas.
I want first to describe the economic base from which we operate

in South Dakota.
Second, I'll discuss our population trends and some impacts of these

t rends.
No. 3, I would like to describe some of the activities and leader-

ship of our South Dakota Land-Grant University as a representa-
tive of the land-grant universities across the country.

And 4, I would like to make some recommendations for considera-
tion by you and your colleagues.

Agriculture is our primary industry, and we know that growth in
any industry is not automatic.

We have limited alternatives for expanding our economic base,
better prices for farm products, expanded irrigation, increased proc-
essing of farm products, and improved production efficiency and
production volume:

There are, of course, others.
I d like to first turn to the economic situation in South Da-

kota in t s of tie total agricultural production and I would like
to use these charts, if I may.
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Senator HUMPHREY. By the way, Dean, any of your testimony
that you paraphrase, do not worry about it. We will include the en-
tire documentation as a part 9f your testimony and then your oral
presentation will be in addition thereto.

Dean ACKER. Thank you, sir.
This chart illustrates gross farm income in South Dakota, 1965 to

the present time, increasing to a billion dollars. Our goal 5 years ago
was H, billion dollars gross production and it has been achieved. We
have %creased our gross production in South Dakota from approxi-
mately $870 million in 1965 up to and surpassing a billion dollars.

At the same time the net farm income, the span between these two
lines, has not changed materially. The net farm income is the dis-
tance between the two lines on the chart. As you can see, the produc-
tion expenses have increased essentially as rapidly as has gross farm
income.

The spread hetwee ese two lines, net farm income was $277
million in 1965. It is $349 'Ilion 'n 1970.

During this span of time, as the numbers across the bottom of the
chart indicate, price parity has not significantly changed, there was
a slight increase in 1966, and since then a decline.

In other words, the gross farm income has resulted from not an
increase in price per farm product but rather an increased volume
on our South Dakota farms and ranches.

Now, I would like to turn to the population of South Dakota, the
farm population specifically. The total population is characterized
by the top line on the graph, the rural population by the second and
broken line, urban population by the lower line, from 1880 to the
present time.

Senator HUMPHREY. What do you call urban? I mean, where do
you start on vour indices? Where do you start with urban? Is it a
community 4:4'2,500 or 5,000?

Dean ACKER. A community of 2,500. In 1952 we had 65,500 farms
in South Dakota. At the present time we are well below this. We
have lost farms at the rate of about 1,000 farms per year.

In South Dakota we have less than 700,000 people in fact,
666,000. This is comparable, in fact, a bit smaller than the total pop-
ulation of the Twin Cities, Minneapolis and St. Paul. There has
been a loss in the past 19 years of 20,000 farms and ranches in
South Dakota, production units. not need to tell you, gentle-
men. the impact a loss of 20,000 small businesses would have on a
community like St. Paul or Minneapolis.

The population in South Dakota increased every decade from 1880
to 1930. During the decade of the thirties, depression and drought
caused a net loss of 50,000 people in South Dakota. Though there
were increases in the decades of the forties and fifties, we have not
yet reached the population that existed in South Dakota in 1930. We
have not gained back what was lost during that depression and
drought decade.

I would like to share with you some characteristics of our South
Dakota population. Income level is an important characteristic. In
1969, South Dakota farmers had a realized net farm income of
$7,721. The best estimates we have of all households in South Da-
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kota indicates, both rural and urban, that 18 percent of these house-
holds had an annual income of $3,000 or less.

Senator HUMPHREY. That is a striking figure.
Dean ACKER. It is very impresSive to us, yes, sir. About 45 percent

of the South Dakota households in 1963 had an income of $4,000."1
cite both instances merely to assure you that we do have data to sup-
port this kind of information. That is two out of every four fami-
lies.

Senator MILLER. Are you including Indian population in those fig-
ures?

Dean ACKER. Yes, sir.
Now, I would like to tell you a bit more about the characteristics

of these low income families.
Our rural sociology department at South Dakota State University

using agricultural experiment station funds set out to describe and
delineate the low income families found in the rural areas. We
found three general types of low income families, divided in num-
bers about equally.

Number 1, what we call the Social Security type, average age, 71,
two in the family, and a female is usually the head of the family be-
ause of health problems of the husband, because of being a widow,

perhaps having a sister or mother, living with her.
Number 2, what we would call public assistance families, those

getting aid through welfare. In this group the average age is 61.
There are two members of the family and again the female is the
head.

The third type we call simply "low income" because they receive
no public assistance. In this group the average age is 36, there are
five. inthe family, and a male heads the household.

Now, we compared the characteristics of this last group with a list
of 14 characteristics commonly identified as being a part of the pro-
file of a typical low income person in an urbanized area. The list in-
cludes high rates of unemployment, high degree of job jumping,
high rates of residential mobility, et cetera. It is significant to note
that 75 percent of the 120 rural families analyzed in the three-
county area in this study possessed fewer than half of these "culture
of poverty" characteristics and only four out of 120 interviewed
were actually unemployed. Eighty-three percent were fully em-
ployed as farm managers, farm laborers, or service workers in the
rural community. This means that the real problem, gentlemen, in
South Dakota, is underemployment, not unemployment.

Senator HUMPHREY. Would you not say that is rather characteris-
tic of most rural areas?

Dean ACKER. Yes, it is, similar to eastern Nebraska and western
Iowa. I am very familiar with these areas. In other words, our man
who is head of household cannot take time to stand in line for a
welfare check. He is working. Even though his income is relatively
low. And when I use the term underemployment I do not mean that
they do not put in a 40 hour week. They may put in a 40 or 70 hour
week. Their income is limited, number 1; because of the prices, be-
cause of business volume, both in the farm and the nonfarm com-
munity.
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Now, I would like to say a little bit more about population trends,
using demographic data for the State of South Dakota.

Now, let us take a look at the characteristics of the population of
South Dakota for the year 1960 and the year 1970, age groupings
from 6 to 9, to 24, age 25 to 64.

In 1960 there were in South Dakota 229,000 people in these lower
three bars of the graph. Ten years later there are 193,000 people in
South Dakota aged 10 to 24, a net loss in that group of people in
the neighborhood of 37;000. Ten years later the number is smaller.
But A more dramatic comparison can be made, regarding the group
in the 0 to 5 age bracket. There were, in 1960, 83,000 people in this
group, children from 0 to 5 years of age. In 1970 there are 54,000
people.

Now, if we think we have had problems with school reorganiza-
tion and school consolidation in the last ,10 years or 15 years, we
have not seen anything yet. The impact on rural communities, on
churches, on schools, will be utterly fantastic in the years ahead,
both in the primary and secondary schools and, of course, eventually
in colleges.

Senator HUMAIREY. What this really reveal is that you have a
substantial drop in young married couples.

Dean ACKER. That is right, yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. Family units.
Dean ACKER. Yes, sir. Family units that provide not only the

leadership and ideas, but also the next generation for the State of
South. Dakota.

Senator MILLER. You say there is a drop of 35 percent for South
Dakota compared with 30 percent. for the U.S

Dean ACKER. That 30 percpt for the United States, sir, is not a
figurthat I can stand behind. We just do not have all ottile popu-
lation data for 1970 or for all of th States, but 30 percent is pretty
close.

Senator HUMPHREY. That figure, think, if I may be helpful, re-
lates to a 30-percent drop in othe areas that have had population
drops.

Dean Acxmi. That is right.
Senator HITMPHREY. There Xs a heavier population drop in t his

particular area in that age group. I have seen some of these figures
elsewhere, and where other States have lost population, there has
been an average of a 30- percept drop in that primary group, 0 to 5
you have taken a 35-percent drop, with another 5 percent likely.

Dean ACKER. Yes, and obviously caused by the loss of young
married families.

Now, the impact on services in South Dakota: man who is
seriously injured in a farm accident in our St more apt to die
from his injuries than a soldier with the same injuries on the ttle-
field of Vietnam. We have 75 doctors for every 100,000 people in
South Dakota. The average for urban areas is 140 doctors per
100,000 people.

Senator litrxemtEr. Might I just interrupt to say this. Your
problem in rural America is getting to be exactly what it is in the
ghetto areas of the city. The 140 for the urban areas talks mainly

t/I
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about an average of 300 for the suburban areas and dropping down
to a very low level in the inner city areas, so that you have rural
America with inadequate medical care, inner city' ghetto America
With inadequate medical care, and suburban America with the afflu-
ence with excess medical care.

That is what is happening. a constant growing disproportion of
medical services in areas of lower population in the suburban areas,
high density population in inner city, fewer doctors and low popula-
tion in rural America, fewer doctors.

You have got to get sick itythe right place, my friends. [Laughter.]
DEAS ACKER. You will be interested to know that our cooperative

extension service is working with the School of Medicine here at the
University of South Dakota trying to develop a pilot program for a
system of health education delivery to the people of rural South Da-
kota. It is in a planning stage at the present time.

One other characteristic that I would like to call to your attention
is the transportation problems that result from the sparse popula-
tion. There were, this past year, trucking firms that refused to serve
some communities in South Dakota because they did not have a
four-lane, all weather road. The result was the closing of some proc-
essing plants. Trucking firms know they could save 1.7 cents per
mile by reduced travel time, lower vehicle cost, and lower accident
rates on freeways. They also average 35 miles per hour on freeways
compared to about 8 miles per hour on highways.

Now to railroads. Northwestern and Milwaukee, which serve most
of South Dakota, lost money this past year. Rail line abandonment
is a problem. On one main line the speed limit for freight is re-
ported to be 12 miles per hour or less.

Senator HUMPHREY. I hope your Congressmen are listening and I
know they are and they are very good and very able, and your Gov-
ernor. You ought to just raise uncertain cain with the ICC. That
outfit ought to be abolished anyway.. [Applause.] That is just my
personal prejudice. But you have an ally here in Senator Mansfield
and a few of the rest of us. They are going to take these railroad
passenger services out of practically all of our States and they are
raising the freight rates and letting the trackage become deplorable.
There has got to be something done about this. I am glad you cited
it because there will not be any rural development without highways
and railroads. You can just put that down in the notebook and just
forget it.

Dean ACKER. Well, if I might insert another comment that is of
in the written testimony, if we had only put some of the SST m ey
in railroads and highways for South Dakota

Senator HUMPHREY. Or Minnesota. We have got to take a bigg
view of this. [Laughter.] You see, I double my view.

Dean ACKER. Now, the role of land-grant universities. One of our
research thrusts in an experiment station is to learn how to increase
the business volume. 1 apologize if I bring in a few items not in the
testimony but I want to make a comment about some of the work at
Oklahoma State, which is represented in absentia by Senator Bell-
mon, Auburn University, Iowa State University, and the University
of Minnesota. We invest funds in trying to increase business volume
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of the rural communities. The crossbreeding research, the research
on trying to produce twins routinely in beef cattle, increases in
grasslands productivity, whether it be near llobridge, S.D., or the
black belt of Alabama, and, Senator, I would explain to our audi-
ence that the black belt in Alabama refers to the black soil in the
west central part of the State, very rich and good agricultural coun-
try. I spent a couple of days down there with some of your county
agents and I know they are trying to increase grassland productiv-
ity, increase beef cow numbers and beef cow productivity, to give .
the rural businessmen an increased business volume, and this is one
of the thrusts of agricultural research.

The same is true in the State of Iowa and the State of Minnesota.
The Cooperative Extension Service has been working also with non-
farm or farm-related industries and businesses. A joint project of
our extension service and experiment station with the five major
dairy cooperatives in South Dakota resulted a few years ago in con-
solidation. We did not make the decision for them. We did research
studies for them. They made the decisions to consolidate and to save
themselves money and return more money to their members in terms
of net income for the sale of their milk.

We carry on training programs for managers and directors of co7
operatives, not only dairy cooperatives but also all kinds of farm
produce and farm supply cooperatives.

A total of 775 man-days were used by Cooperative Extension
Service personnel this past year in helping farmers learn manage-
ment practices and principles, what we would call farm and ranch
management. We have a series of farmers participating in an educa-
tional program designed to increase business volume and designed
to increase profitability of farming operations to the extent possible.

The Cooperative Extension Services of all of our midwestern
States have been involved in community development education pro-
grams. Since 1967, when we establish41 a Joint Research and Exten-
sion Committee, we have developed and carried out an educational
program for community leaders throughout South Dakota. We have
trained nearly 400 professional workers, not only extension but
Farmers Home Admmistrion, Soil Conservation Service and other
community leaders in principles and concepts of community develop-
ment.

We have carried on a series of educational programs, a series of
evening short courses for chamber of commerce members, community
businessmen. Our last project, an educational program, involved
nine counties of which Vermillion is the center. This past year ex-
tension personfiel participated in at least 139 community develop-
ment projects all over the State of South Dakota.

Irrigation development in South Dakota is badly needed. We have
r an irrigation research farm near Redfield, S. Dak., on a 4-year plan of
modernization, an improved research and development center which
will involve all kinds of irrigation systems, water delivery, gravity,
sprinkler, et cetera.

I have touched just briefly on some of the educational programs
and research programs of the Land-Grant University. Now, I would
offer several recommendations.

1
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1. We recommend anything that can be done to improve farm
prices.

2. We recommended that certain incentives be considered at the Fed-
eral level that would encourage farm product processing firms to
move out into the more rural areas and perhaps discourage them
from locating in already heavily urbanized areas. things as kw
rate loans for building plants, some immediate iSnTne tax advan-
tages, subsidization of plant location, transportatio subsidy ar-
rNngements, et cetera, et cetera.

3. Probably the most important factor in making our farm and
ranch industry more efficient today would be in the area of modern-
izing the transportation systems. We talked earlier about rail rates.
I would also like to mention that barge rates are three-tenths of a
cent per ton-mile while rail rates average 1.3 cents per ton-mile and,
by the way, barge rates on the Missouri for grain are presently. 3
cents per bushel higher than for the same distance on the Missis-
sippi.

We feel at a significant disadvantage here in the State of South
Dakota. A rail-water service combination should be considered both
for outbound freight and for inbound farm and nonfarm supplies to
the State of South Dakota.

For example, in the case of outbound produce we should not look
just downstream on the Missouri. It has been suggested by one of
our staff members that we might look upstream, put a lock in the
dam in North Dakota, send our grain to Fort Peck, Mont., and .then
down. the Columbia River for export to Japan. With the tremendous
industrial growth of Japan, they are going to use an awful lot of
wheat, an awful lot of soybeans in the years ahead, and I think one
of your greatest opportunities for a positive balance of trade in the
Unified States is a fantastic growth in the exports of agricultural
commodities. To do this, we need a very efficient production and mar-
ket:lig distribution system to get this produce tq the coast. And I
would like to add one item that is not in the written testimony. I
would not mind moving the U.S. Department of Agriculture to
Brookings.

Senator HUMPHREY. We mentioned the possibility of moving that
Department out of Washington. Maybe after this last weekend they
will be glad to move it all out of there. [Laughter.]

Dean ATiaa. I have a very high regard for the Department but
noting that Secretary Morton is considering running the Depart-
ment of the Interior from Denver for a few weeks, I do not think
Brookings or eastern South Dakota would be a bad location or
should the Government reorganization occur and there be a Depart-
ment of Natural Resources, South Dakota would be a very logical
spot for that. Maybe even the Department of Community Develop-.
ment. Sioux Falls, Vermillion, might not be a bad spot for these.

Senator HUMPHREY. May I say in all seriousness these suggestions
are not just facetious. I think there is great merit in them. I really
do. I think that yOu offer constructive suggestions, particularly in
developments so represented.

Dean AcKER. Though I smiled, it was offered in seriousness and
I have watched for a decade and a half the developments in Brazil

IA;
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after they established the Federal capital of Brasilia out in the
heartland of the country.

There are other items covered in the testimony, I would like to
cover just one of these in oral form nd that is just that though
South Dakota ranks, 40th among the States in terms of population
and we rank 36th in farm numbers, we rank 13th among the States
in the number of university students that are majoring in agricul-
tural sciences.

This indicates to me a very positive attitude toward agriculture
and rural life by the young people of South Dakota. Iowa State
ranks first in agricultural enrollment, Oklahoma Statz ranks ninth,
and the University of Minnesota ranks eighth.

We just completed a survey of the 1964 graduates of our College
of Agriculture. Fifty-five percent of these are living today in the
State of South Dakota. Of the native South Dakotans who pursued
agriculture at our University, 61 percent are living in the State of
South Dakota and are employed here.

I might offer a side comment. You may be interested in knowing
that 66 percent of the South-Dakota State agricultural alumni since
1964 have served in the Armed Forces of this country. Incidentally,
that compares with 36 percent for the rest of the north central re-
gion, primarily States to the east of us. Apparently our farmboys
from rural south Dakota appreciate very highly what it is we are
trying to defend and that we have here in this country.

I have tried to describe to you gentlemen in a few moments the
economic base of the State of South Dakota, population trends, and
some impacts these have on our communities. I've also described the
activities of the Cooperative Extension Service, the agricultural ex-
periment stations, and the College of Agriculture of South Dakota.
I have offered some recommendations. We commend your efforts and
interest and we sincerely thank you for coming to South Dakota and
we thank you for your attention.

Senator HUMPHREY. We want to thank you very much, and I
hope you will forgive us if we do not take the time today to interro-
gate you on this splendid, ,well-documented, well-researched testi-
mony. We are grateful.

Senator?
Senator MILLER. Thank you. I just want to add my thanks to

Dean Acker for a splendid paper and most meaningful information.
It will be very helpful.

Dean ACKER. If we can provide you additional information we
will be pleased to.

Senator ALLEN. Send a copy of your testimony to Dr. Harry
Philpot and Dr. Fred Robertson clown at Auburn.

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you very much.
(Dean Acker's prepared statement is as follows :)

INTIODUCTION

Gentlemen. I am pleased to come before you today to discuss the problems
of revitalization and development of rural America. You are in one of the
most rural States in these United States. Today, I am pleased to offer testi-
mony as one responsible for the Agricultural Experiment Station, Cooperative
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Extension activities and the teaching programs in the agricultural sciences of
South Dakota State Universitythe land-grant university for South Dakota.

As chairman of the Division of Agriculture for the National Association of
State University and Land-Grant Colleges I also represent the agricultural
teaching, research and extension functions of almost 70 such colleges and uni-
versities.

I shall divide my remarks into four areas. First I shall describe the eco-
nomic base from which we operate in South Dakota and somr of the trends
taking place around 1114 in our farm and small town business connunitied! Sec-
ond I shall try to describe for you our population trends and tt-11 you some of
the implications they seem to hold for the future of our area as well as the
impact that these trends have already had.

Third, I shall describe the leadership that our Land-Grant University has
been providing in area and community development in South Dakota. In this
regard I shall review some of the larger problems which we are going to have
to have some help with. Finally, I shall make some recommendations that I
hope will be helpful, Senators, in your search for answers to some of th,e ques-
tions relating to the important issues to which you address yourselves today.

I am certain that some of the illustrations I provide have parallels in your
home states and in most of the states that surround us and I will try to use
those that I feel would be representative of the area rather than just a single
state, wherever possible.

Agriculture is our primary industry. Economic development of our state and
the income of South Dakotans will depend on the growth of agriculture in this
state in the forseeable future.

Industry growth in a free enterprise is not automaticit takes planning and
lots of doing on the part of many people. In a predominantly agricultural
state we have limited alternatives for increasing our economic base: 1. Better
prices for farm products; 2. Expanded irrigation; 3. Increased processing of
farm products; and 4. Improved production efficiency.

B.D. ECONOMIC 81\l'I'ATION

A review of the _economic situation in South Dakota since 1965 indicates
that our total income from agriculture has been growing some.

Our chart shows agricultural income for this state was at $87' million in
1965, showed nearly a 14 per cent increase in 1966 and has had slight in-
creases since that time . . . 7 per cent in 1968 and last year less than 3 per
cent.

Notice that livestock is the backbone of our agricultural economy and last
year accounted for 81 per cent of our crop and livestock income. Crops ac-
counted for 19 per cent last year'. The livestock-crop ratio has remainea about
the same over the past six years, however, the total income from livestock was
up in 1970.

More important than the total agricultural income picture, r,f course, is the
amount of money that our farmers are making.

While the total gross income for agriculture has been moving upward the ac-
tual net income has not followed that same trend. Once again our chart shows
a modest increase in net earnings-for 1966. But note that this level has been
surpassed only once since that timein 1969. Last year-1970nrt income was
back to the1966 level. Notice that the production expenses have been increas-
ing at about the same rate as the total gross on an overall basis. But in 1967

..production expenses went up $55 million and gross income went up only 17
million and again in 1969 the gross went up only $27 million and farm ex-
penses increased $45 million.

Since 1965 cash receipts from agricultural products in ?lentil Dakota have
gone up $250 million while production expenses have gonep over $200 mil-
lion.

Note then that this gross income increase has come only through more,
efficient units and better marketing techniques. The parity ratio (listed at bot-
tom of chart) has remained. about the same or has been dropping during this
same period. Unfortunately all this work has kept the farm producer at about
the same level economically.

Anyone can tell Nou you can't keep anybody down on the farm under those
circumstances. And we aren't keeping these people on the farms; and because
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we aren't keeping them on the farms we find it difficult to keep them within
the state. . . . Instead they are leaving and heading for metropolitan areas.
And some of than at least are adding to the difficulties, especially the welfare
problem of these areas.
Farm Trends

Gentlemen; there were 65,500 farms in South Dakota in 1952. We have been
losing on the average of just over 1,000 farms annually since that time. Our
farm numbers have declined to 45,500 this year and based on the economics
trends we talked about earlier there is no question but what the trend will
continue.

That means we have lost 20,000 businesses in 19 years. Our population as
you know is roughly the size of the combined population of St. Paul and Min-
neapolis (their's is about 800,000). You don't need a very sharp pencil to figure
out what the lose of 20,000 small businesses to those two communities would
mean in terms of economic impact.

In terms of income the 1969 figures indicate that South Dakota farmers had
a realized net farm income average of $7,721. But the best estimates we have
Indicate that 1S percent of all our householdsrural and urbanearo an an-
nual income of $3,000 or less. Area studies in eastern South Dakota Ls 1969
and In western South Dakota this year indicate 18 and 18.8 per cent respec-
tively.

A 1966 study, which is the last we have that was statewide (1970 data have
not been worked up yet) also indicated 17.9 per cent of the households in the
$3,004) and below category .. and that was a good year.

Another survey based on sales management data which estimates effective
buying power indicates that about 45 per cent of the South Dakota households
had an income of below $4,000 in 196.5. That's two out of every four families.

Before leaving the subject of 'ow income I'd like to share with you some
data from a small study conducted by our rural sociologists at South Dakota
State University. The objective was to describe and delineate the low-income
families found in a rural area.

A preliminary study revealed that we have three types of family situations
In our low-income group and ttsey are divided about equally in terms of the
number of family units. We have a group getting social security, average age
71. two in the faintly and a female is usually the head ; we have pUblictassist
ance familiesthose getting aid through welfare. In this group the average
age is 61. there are two members of the family and a female is usually the
head. The third type we called "low income" because they receive no public as-
sistance. In this group the average age is 36, there are five in the family and
a male heads the household.

Since the "low income" category best reflects the normal distribution of age,
and household characteristics, the remainder of the study concentrated on this
group.

The characteristics of this group were matched against a list of 14 charac-
teristics that are eommonoy identified as being a part of the profile of a typi-
cal low-income person in an urbanized area. The list includes: high rates of
unemployment. a high degree of job jumping, high rate of residential mobility,
and a poor attitude toward education among others. It is significant to note
that 75 per cent of 120 rural families analysed in a three-county area pos-
sessed fewer than half of these "culture of poverty" characteristics. And only
4 out of 120 interviewed were actually unemployed. Eighty-three per cent were
fully employed as farm managers, farm laborers or as service workers in the
rural community. This means that the real problem is UNDERemployment not
unemployment in our rural areas. It also means that if this segment of our so-
ciety can't hang on in the rural areas they will surely join the ranks of the
unemployed and appear on the welfare roles of places like Minneapolis when
they leave South Dakota.

I think Senator that it is also significant that this study was conducted
along the eastern edge of South Dakota. I'm sure you can see that there is a
good possibility that this could represent the same situation which probably
exists throughout much of the rural areas of Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska and
North Dakota

While I have the opportunity I should also like to call your attention to one
other fact illustrated here. Often the programs designed in Washington are
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meant to alleviate the problems of the low income families found in urban
ghetto situations. We in rural areas often have -about the same problems but
the characteristics differ.

When programs designed for urban areas are superimposed onto rural areas
with no consideration or flexibility to fit the specific- needs 6f the people there
is bound to be difficulties because the differences are so great. What we need
here is local control of such programs that will allow maximum utilization of
the resources offered if we are to get the most benefit from them.

POPULATION TRENDS

Partially as a result of our low-income situation let me illustrate what is
happening to our population in this state, especially as it affects our rural
areas. I'm sure the trends are similar in other rural states.

The official count of South Dakota's population as of April 1, 1970 was
666,257. This is a net decrease of over 14,000 from the number we had in 1960,
2.1 per cent decline. North Dakota had r ?.3 per cent decline. All other sur-
rounding states showed some increase.

Let me point out that ever since the first enumeration of its population in
1870 South Dakota increased in population every decade until the drought and
depression of the 1930's. The state lost nearly 50,000 persons when drought
and unemployment forced midwesterners to seek opportunity elsewhere. That
was a net loss of 7.2 per cent of our 1930 population. In spite of population in-
creases reported between 1940 and 1960 we hare not yet made up that popula-
tion loss. There is little hope for achieving this goal in the forseeable future.

I have here a map showiag the net migration rates for South Dakota by
Planning and Development districts over the past 20 years. The top figure in
each area shows the net out-migration between 1950 and 1960; the lower figure
shows the net out-migration between 1960 and 1970.

Note that in the western half of our state the out-migration accelerated rap-
idly during the 1960's. While tie trend moderated somewhat in Area IV note
that even in Area II which contains our most urbanized area in South Dakota
we did not reverse this trend.

In fact, if the present trend of out-migration is allowed to continue we have
a couple of decades ahead of us in which the adjustments will be even more
serious than they were in the 1930's . . maybe not the next one perhaps but
surely during the decade of the 1980's!
Population By Age Group

A comparison of South Dakota population figures by age group categories is
even more revealing. Comparing a breakdown of 1970 figures just out from the
Bureau of Census with 1950 and 1960 shows us some startling trends. Note
here that the population of children aged 5 years and younger has plummeted
from 83,000 in 1960 to 54,000 in 1970. Gentlemen, that's a drop of .35 per cent
for South Dakota compared with 30 per cent for the U.S. This is first time
in several decades that the number in this age group has not increased in
South Dakota's general population figures. We have obviously lost a high pro-
portion of the young married population.

The fact that there were 38.400 fewer children ages 9 and below in 1970
than in 1960 holds a significant impact on the future of South Dakota and
otter states with similar population trends. The impact on schools, churches,
communities and businesses will be tremendous. One more thing is clear. If we
think we had difficult adjustments to make in the past we are in for a rude
awakening because the economic squeeze on communities throughout the state
is going to be enormous unless we do something to reverse present trends
within the next 10 to 15 years.

Let me point out one more fact reflected here. In 1960 we reported a total of
229.0(X) youngsters ages 14 and below. These should now show up in the 10 to
24 age grouping. But the new census accounts for only 193,000 in this age
group. Obviously many of these young people migrated from this state along
with parents who were in the Income-earning group.

Maybe that's not all that bad because another important implication of this
chart is the future job situation for South Dakotans. In spite of the declining
birth rate and even out-migration, it will he some time before all of the babies
born here can expect to grow up and find a job opportunity.
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If we assume that only 120,000 youth out of this 10-24 age group remain in
the state for the job market ; and assuming that each retiree during the next
10 years could be replaced by one young person, we would have to create
around 60,000 additional jobs out in this area to absorb- the job needs of this
segment of the population. The 1970 census shows only about 62,000 in the 55
to 65 year age bracketthe group that can be expected to retire leave the
job for some other reason during the next ten years.
Impact On Services

While the implications that these statistics that. I have reveiwed with you
have on such services as health and education throughout the state are pretty
obvious, let me underscore this area of concern. The shortage of health care
professionals coupled with the inequities of health delivery systems in some
sections of our state are already critical.

In fact, a young man severely injured in a farm accident in some of our
most rural areas of south Dakota today is more apt to die from his injuries
than a soldier with the same injuries on the battlefields of Vietnam. Unless
some plan for alleviating this situation is brought into use, the problems in
this area wilt continue to become more acute.

Presently rural areas cannot even provide needed emergency first-aid treat-
ment because there is no ambulance service of any kind. In other areas there
Is ambulance service but it is not staffed on an around-the-clock basis. Yet it
is not uncommon for people in the western part of this state to live at least 90
miles from the nearest hospital.

While the number of hospital beds in South Dakota compares well with na-
tional ratios in terms of the population we have, these are misleading. Many
hospitals that exist in the outlying areas lack adequate care facilities. A sur-
prising number (I() not have intensive coronary care units. Paradoxically some
areas have two or more hospitals serving the same locality, duplicating service.

Here again the prospect looks a bit grim in our rural states . . . mainly be-
cause rural areas do not attract doctors. We have about 75 doctors for every
100,000 people in South Dakota. The average for urban areas is 140. Lack of
earning power isn't what drives doctors away from these rural areas, it's sim-
ply overwork and isolation.

Add to this the fact that South Dakota now ranks among the five states
with the highest percentage of population over 65 years of age, plus the fact
that our older people are on fixed incomes and simply find it hard to cope
with the high cost of medicH care and you can appreciate the prohlems we
have here.
Transportation Problems

We have an exceptionally good interstate highway system in South Dakota
but did you know gentlemen that there were trucking firms that refused to
serve some communities last year because the area wanting trucking service
(lid not have a four-lane, all weather road? The result was that we had to ac-
tually close some processing plants!

The reason. as tistia', was hard nosed economics. Trucking firms know they
save about 1.7 cents per mile l'y reduced travel time. lower vehicle cost and
lower accidents rates on the freeways. They also average 35 miles per hour on
the freeway systems compared to only 8 mp. on unimproved highways.

In 1967 South Dakota hr-` about 3800 miles of rail lines. At least 240 miles
of those railroads have either been abandoned or the plans have been made to
abandon them. Railroads are abandoning lines for the same reasons as the
trucking firms. In 1969 both the Northwestern and Milwaukee roads, which to-
gether serve 85 percent of the locations served by rail in South Dakota, lost
money.

Rail line abandonment is not the only problem in South Dakota. Many of
the main rail lines that we must save are simply not capable of handling the
new and larger freight cars that hring economies as well as better service. On
one stretch of main line in western South Dakota. because of poor track, the
speed limit is reportedly set at 12 miles per hour. The railroads aren't making
the traditional style box cars anymore.

The approximate cost of replacing light rail lines with heavy duty ones is
about $525.000 per mile. Needless to say these will not be built unless the rail-
road can make money. In 1969 the average return on railroad investment was

1 8 ..i.
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2.32 per cent. It won't be long until all box cars will be discontinued because
they are difficult to unload and they are being replaced by hopper cars. The
long range implication here is that is is becoming more difficult for our farm
people to compete for the markets they must have to continue making a living.

A study completed last year by our Economics staff indicates that South Da-
kota income from agriculture could be $19 million higher by the end of 1971 if
the state's grain and farm supply industries could apply known transportation
efficiencies and management. By 1980 the savings from these efficiencies could
run as high as $28 million.

PROJECTS IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Yes we have some problems .end being one of the most rural states our op-
portunities are somewhat limited in building this economic base on anything
outside of agriculture but we have been working hard with the resources we
have available to us.

I said at the outset that better prices for farm products would probably be
the best way to increase our economic base. While there Is little that our Ex-
periment Stations and Extension Services can do to increase farm product
prices directly there are number of things that we have done to help farmers
and ranchers take advantage of mirkets available to them.
Market Development

We have invested considerable time and effort in studies aimed at determin-
' ing the best locations for cooperatives handling South Dakota dairy products,

for example. .4 study conducted jointly by Extension and Experiment Station
personnel has helped South Dakota producers increase potential long-run earn-
ings by an estimated. $1 million per mon The study resulted in the consolida-
tion of five dairy cooperatives. Eacfi'-'is making short-term adjustments in
order to eventually gain long-range advantages of consolidation. The plants re-
quested assistance in 1968 and 1969. Today they are specializing in product
processing and provide a good foundation for our dairy industry.

I might point out that it was primarily through the efforts of our Extension
and research staff that dairymen in this state were the first to convert com-
pletely from a milk-can dairy industry to all bulk tanks. South Dakota Grade
A dairymen had completed this conversion in 1964. All dairy farms producing
milk for the manufacturing industry have now also made that conversion in
our state.

Thirteen other groups of farm supply, marketing and service firms have been
assisted in a similar manner. Many of them are contemplating re-organization
and mergers today as a result.
Training Provided

Past experience told us that lack of informed and trained management was
resulting in some inefficient business operations, particularly in cooperatives.
Our Extension Service has sponsored a series of workshops annually for 8
years to hell) with this problem. Managers and directors of cooperatives in-
volved tell us net earnings have increased by an estimated $9 million annually
during the last seven yeirra. 'I hat's a whopping $63 million added to the South
Dakota economy and they credit the schools with a substantial part of this in-
crease.

For example, the need for farmer-owners to plow mord investment capital
into some of these enterprises is decreasing and the business have also pro-
vided farmers with better services. Educatlpnal efforts centered around topics
such as a more business-like approach to credit policies, better planning and
use of financial statements and modernizing personnel employment policies
which has decreased employee turnover.

This effort is credited wth saving at least $3 million annually simply by re-
ducing free credit time and by charging for credit servhe in the grain elevator
and farm supply business in the state. These efforts have also helped farmers
and elevator managers become aware of opportunities they have to use the
grain futures market.
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Farm Management Help
About 775 man days were used by our Cooperative Extension Service person-

nel during the first half of this fiscal year on farm and ranch management ed-
ucation. By capitalizing on present knowledge and farm planning it's estimated
that net income could be increased by about $30 million in the next decade in
this manner.

County agents and farm management agents worked with over 8,000 people
in farm and ranch planning efforts during the first half of this fiscal year. A
series of training sessions entitled "Ten Steps to Farm and Ranch Planning"
enrolled 970 farmers and ranchers last year. The rest received some manage-
ment advice on an individual basis. In the six years since this program was
started more than 11,000 copies of the "Ten Steps" reference circular have
been receited by farmers and ran rs interested in the program.
Comnrity Development

Past experience has also shown us that a lack of informed and trained lead-
ership at the local level has been a major limitation in community and re-
source development.

In 1967 work was begun on this problem in South Dakota by establishing a
committee of 18 Extension and reward, staff members, which in turn devel-
oped an adult education program designed to meet the needs of community
leaders interested in stimulating economic development in South Dakota.
Nearly 400 professional field workers received trdining in community action
programs and educational meetings were held in 24 communities at the request
of community leaders. Four of these projects are multi-county in scope, the
latest involves the nine counties in this southeast area of the state . . the
area in which we are meeting today.

Dramatic results of this long range effort may not appear for several years
but the goal is to provide information so that many community leaders will
understand and identify community problems and then work together on an
area or regional basis instead of a local basis for recreational, economic and
social problems.

Extension personnel did participate tit at least 139 community development
projects last year. Wherever such resources were available they worked on
these projects in conjunction with help and resources from other community
and state agencies.
Irrigation Development

The Oahe Conservancy Sub-District was formed in South Dakota in 1960 to
prepare the area and the people in it for irrigation development. In addition
the Eastern border and southeastern areas of the state have large supplies of
underground water resources that have not been developed.

It was In the mid-1960's that we learned that the few irrigation wells we
had at that time were dropping in water yield. The problem was studied by
our University specialists and a well-treatment program developed that, has
been used with success since that time.

In 1969. with hancial help from a number of Conservancy sub-districts and
some good help from irrigation equipment companies we began a four-year
plan for modernizing the James Valley Research and Extension Center near
Redfield. When completed it will provide irrigators and potential irrigators
with a demonstration area for modern conventional and automated gravity
and sprinkler irrigation systems.

We have been carrying on a very active educational program with irrigators
that we now have .. ..p)anning for the day when the Oahe irrigation project
is funded.

RECOMMENDATIONS

At the outset I pointed out that agricultural states such as ours have lim-
ited alternatives for increasing our economic base. Better farm prices would of
course offer some immediate, short term, help to the farmers and ranchers in
our communities. But I think it's fair to say that this would not solve all of
our problems.
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Irrigation. Immediate funding of the Oa he development could have a terrific
impact on building the economic base of this state. Gentlemen do you realize
that South Dakota contributed over 500,000 acres of land to the four dams on
the Missouri River? That include 138,000 acres of cropland, 238,000 acres of
grazing land and 133,000 'acres of timber. The economic loss to our agricultural
industry as a result has been well over $9 million annually. .

We have reliable data that shows that construction of these irrigation facili-
ties would open up at least 2,509 new construction job opportunities and create
a demand for well over $17 million worth of sand, gravel, rip-rap and other
materials locally available. It would create a need to handle well over $83 mil-
lion worth of other materials in our state.

It is also estimated that this project would generate at least $40 million in
net farm income and it would increase the main street business in our state
by at least $80 million. It is expected that this would add 1,500 new farm
units to the central area of the state. It is further estimated that our urban
communities could easily add at least 32,000 people to fill jobs associated with
the agricultural industry, recreation and other businesses.

We would further recommend that certain incentives be considered at the
Federal level that would encourage farm product processing firms to move out
into the more rural areas and perhaps discourage them from locating in the
already heavily urbanized areas. This might fficlude low rate loans for build-
ing plants, some immediate tax advantages, some sort of subs`dization of plant
locations or some sort of transportation subsidy arrangement )ased on the dis-
tance from adequate highway, rail or barge system.

Probably the most important factor in making our farm an6 ranch indus-
tries more efficient today would be in the area of modernizing the
transportation system. As I pointed out, even our most efficient farm opera-
tions could be strangled unless they compete :'avorable with those located
closer to the major ports and market centers. Not only must our railroads be
modernized but the possibility of barge traffic should be explored.

We have water, and today the average barge rates are three-tenths of a cent
per ton mile while rail rates average 1.3 cent per ton mile. Barge rates on
the Missouri for grain are presently 30 per bushel higher than for the same
distance on the Mississippi. Increased shipments on the Missouri could reduce
that difference.

A rail-water service combination should not be considered not only for out-
bound freight. There are inbound possibilities, particularly as the Oahe project
is developed. For example, such a combination brought phosphate from rock
deposits of Florida to Louisiana saving 30% !or the consumeron overall trans-
portation costs. That saving has undoubtedly been reflected even in our own
area. They could he extended to more of our farmers and ranchers by sending
those barges up to Sioux City or Minneapolis.

We shouldn't be looking only ddwnstream on the Missouri either. We need to
look upstream to see what might be done in getting our grain out to Ft. Peck,
Montana, and getting Canadian potash down via a water route to central
states.
Work With Low Income Families

You also requested information on the role our Extension service is playing
with low income people. There are two projects that are relatively new but
very significant.

An intensive nutrition education program is being conducted with homemak-
ers who are in the low-income range. Using paid part-time non-professional pro-
gram assistants l'asic nutrition was taught to over 1300 individual families
last year in nine "pilot" counties.

Food stamps were available in 52 South Dakota counties last year and 14
others provide commodity foods to low income people. Home economics agents
in each of these counties made a determined effort to become acquainted with
the rotffines of stamp and food distribution centers and with the patrons of
these services. They now assist patrons with menu planning, food buying and
selection and in those counties that offer commodity foods home economists
and aides prepare dishes and provide recipes for the less familiar foods being
distributed.
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Seven college girls, live National Expanded Nutrition pro ;-ram assistants and
18 volunteer junior 4-H leaders were trained at a summer camp last year and
in turn helped with this effort.

Incidentally, one of the most helpful federal funds we had available to us
last year was the grant that provided work-study funds. The Cooperative
Extension Service employed about 60 girls and boys under this program last
summer and they provided an extremely valuable service. Unfortunately these
funds are not available to us this summer so we have been forced to eliminate
part of the program. We have had all kinds of inquirlei from the counties
throughout the state asking about this effort. This has been an excellent effort
that not only had an impact in our communities but provided hundreds of jobs
for young people last summer.

A second important effort is a project in one of our reservation communities
designed to help occupants adjust to public low-rent housing units. We have
over 800 low-rent housing units located in our Rosebud community in south
central South Dakota. Many of the occupants came from dwellings where
there were no sewers, floors, running water or electricity. Many of the occu-
pants did not know how to care for these new homes nor how to make simple
household repairs. A Housing Education Program grew out of discussions be-
tween the Rosebud Housing Authority and the South Dakota Cooperative Ex-
tension Service.

A $120,000 grant was received last November from HUD and a pilot project
was set up. That money is being used in several ways. One of the first projects
was the beginning of a loose-leaf manual that provided simple instructions for
many of the household maintenance tasks. Four maintenance aides have also
been employed to work with individual occupants to teach them how to care
and maintain the units. Home visitations are being carried out by aides in
much the'same fashion as those who work in the low-income nutrition program.

Aides receive an intensive three-week trailing course and then get toegther
for weekly training sessions utilizing information developed for the Home
Users manual. Discussions are also held relating to problems that have arisen
since the last meeting.

A report as of March 1 provides some clues as to the effectiveness of this
program. Since the effort began just seven months ago a program has been or-
ganized, a cadre of non-professionals trained, and 520 families have been con-
tacted, 428 of them up to four times. There has been a marked improve me n a,it in
the relationship between the Rosebud Housing Authority and the home u-
pants since the housing education program was initiated. Formerly proble s
were not taken to the housing authority. Now occupants realize that by report-
ing the problems they can eventually be solved.

The staff members have noted a decrease in rent delinquency, a higher inter-
est in family budgeting and increased pride in home ownership or occupancy.
For example, many of the homes in the Parmalee community that were once
surrounded by piles of junk now exhibit neat, well-kept yards. There are still
many problems but each is being worked on and progress is being made.

You are already familiar with the 4-H programs of the Extension Service
and there have been many changes initiated to make the programs more flexi-
ble which in turn makes participation much easier for children from low-in-
come families.

We are extremely proud of the accomplishments in our Extension and Re-
search programs and this brings me to my final point regarding the concept of
Federal Revenue Sharing.

I would have to say that we highly approve of it, particularly as it has been
carried out in some of our Extension and Research programs in South Dakota.
One of the best examples of a working arrangement of revenue sharing is the
Cooperative Extension program. Last year South Dakota State University re-
ceived about $1.3 million in Smith-Lever money from the Federal government
which represented about 93 per cent of the total Extension funds spent in this
state. The state matched this amount and county and private funds provided
14 the remainder or about 14 per cent of the money invested. That money was
used to support 67 field offices serving every county in the state.
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We feel this is a tried and proven method of revenue sharing. In addition to
the Smith-Lever funds we received last year $213,000 in Morrill-Nelson and
Bankhead Jones money which is used primarily to support college instruction
in agriculture and supporting disciplines; we received $832,000 in Hatch funds
which are used in our agricultural research program. We received $34,000 in
McIntire Stennis funds which are used for Forestry research and about
$100,000 in water resource money. This is being used for irrigation and water
development projects. Agricultural research facilities acts funds, authorized by
Congress in 1963, provides S.D. 14,000 per 1 million appropriated for the
United States. Funds were appropriated under this act for five years, but not
for fiscal 71 & 72.

I should also like to point out that the money we used to invest in the stu-
dents enrolled in our College of Agriculture and Biological Sciences has also
been an excellent investment in the future of this state.

We rank 40th among states in terms of population; 1970 statistics indicate
55.5 per cent of our total population in rural; we rank 26th in terms of farm
numbers among the states. However we rank 18th among the states in the
number of university students majoring in agriculture and related fields. This
indicates a very position attitude toward agriculture by our young people.

we just completed a survey of our 1964 alumni from the College of Agricul-
ture at South Dakota State University. That survey shows that 55 per cent of
all our 1964 graduates are working within the state today and 61 per cent of
the native South Dakotans are employed here.

You may be interested in knowing Senator that 66% of our South Dakota
State alumni served in the Arm,51 Forces. Incidentally that compares with 88
per cent for the North Central Kelton. The survey also showed that the gradu-
ates from our Plains states of Nebraska, North Dakota and South Dakota
were more likely to return to the farm or ranch than those in the other North
Central States. And 62 per cent of those surveyed believe there is a good fu-
ture and employment opportunities within the field of agriculture.

I have tried to describe for you the economic base from which South Dakota
and our most rural states must operate; I have pointed out some of the trends
taking place within these communities and I have tried to impress upon you
the need and urgency of placing some inputs into our rural economies that
might in turn generate some work opportunities, not only for the people in our
own state but for some of our own people who have already drifted to the
major cities and are just waiting for an opportunity to return. The only thing
that keeps them from returning is the lack of opportunity for providing a live-
lihc

I have told you of a few of the activities that we have been conducting
from our Land-Glrant Universities to encourage rural and community
development.

There has been developed a level of mobility in this country that has allowed
raw farm products to move to the cities. The technology of the modern farming
has flowed from the cities and rural dollars have flowed to the cities. Had the
processing of raw farm products or the manufacture of new technologies been
located in nonmetropolitan areas, the employment picture in our rural areas
might be quite different today.

But cost relationships have never encouraged the location of processing and
manufacturing in our most rural areas nor did government policies on transpor-
tation rates, public works development, the provision of public services, educa-
'lonal programs encourage this. But changes in private transportation costs

invade it possible for rural residents to travel great distances to obtain many
services. This paradox has added to rural community development problems.

Looking to the future the potential for development which actually creates
employment and income earning opportunities will be affected by a whole com-
bination of factors which have worked against rural communities in the past.

Thank You.
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WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT AND THE ECONOMY IN THE
OAHE CONSERVANCY SUBDISTRICT

(By F. F. Kerr, Extension Water Resources Specialist, and L. R. Wilson, Dis-
trict Exention Supervisor)

Water resources development is an important means to improve and stabilize
the economy in the Oahe Conservancy Subdistrict. The directors of the Oahe
Subdistrict have plans and studies under way for full water resources develop-
ment. Included are flood control, small watershed development, underground
water studies, and recreation, fish, and wildlife and irrigation projects.

A brief summary of the changes that will result from water resources devel-
opment has been prepared. It considers the major segments of the economy.
However, probable future industrialization and stabilization of income are not
considered, although they will have a very real impact as development pro-
gresses.

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT FROM DEVELOPMENT OF THE WATER RESOURCES IN THE OAEH SUBDISTRICTHOW
CHANGES WILL AFFECT VARIOUS AREAS

Area of change Groups Means

Livestock industryOahe unit_ _ Dry land farmers and ranchers_ Create a close-in market for about 140,000
more feeder cattle each year and a closein
stable feed supply to supplement winter
feed requirements for breeding herds)

Irrigation farmers and ranchers._ Can feed out about 190,000 more cattle each
year (a 210 percent increase))

Main stroll t business Increase value of livestock and livestock
products sold by 960,200,000 up 246
percent)

Overall agricultural industryOahe unit State and local government Increase annual revenues from auto licenses
by 9207,000, sales tax by $2,241,000, and
property tax by 14,392,000.1

General business activity Increase net farm income $40,300,000 (up
339 percent), ;roes farm purchases by
$33,000.000; increase total farm invest-
ment $143,000,000 Op 121 percent) and
farm repairs,. replacement, and supply
expenditures S14,000,000 (up 131 per-
cent))

Cropping patternsOahe unit Irrigation farmers and ranchers Make it possible to produce 211 pew-4mi
more corn on 55 percent Mare acres, 22e
percent more silage on 22 percent mod
acres, 76 percent more barley on 11

Percent less acres, 120 betted more
alfalfa on 4 percent lass acres, 375 percent
more animal unit months on al percent
more acres; almost eliminate small grains,
native hay, sorghum; about 21.000 acres
left for production of specialty crops)

Drvland farmers and ranchers_ Make readily available an assured supply of
feed grains and close-in supplies of
alfalfa for winter feed during drought
years)

Construction activityOahe unit Local job seekers Make available up to 2,500 new construction
job opportunities to be ailed from local
labor forces during construction of the
Oahe unit)

Local business and services__._ Create a demand for about $17,000,000
woiql of nand, gravel, iiprap, and tile,
most of which is locally available; create
a nerd to handle and 'stare about
5e3,000,000 worth of other materials
within the State; and provida.goods and
services to construction workers and
their families)

Recreation, fish. and wildlifeOahe unit.. All local interests Create about 25 new Ihd improved im-
poundments resulting from irrigation
projects works with associated oppor-
tunities to provide recreational services
to the traveling public and to local mere-
ation seekers)

PopulationOahe unit Urban areas_ Add 32,000 people to urban communities,
of which 19,000 will be supported us
result of jobs associated with the agri-
cultural industry, 1,000 as a result of
project O.M. & R. employment, and 12,000
from support of other multiple purpose
functions and general service obs
(based on 123 Persons per urban Nei )1

Rural snips Increase farm population ay about 5
(based on 3.5 Persons per family) through
about 1,500 new faun units)

19g.
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Means

Available city water supplies--Oahe unit 23 towns and cities!.

Watersheds'

O"

Flood controlJames River

Pollution abatement

Dryland farmers, farmers on
flood creeks and rivers,
townspeople on flood plains.

Make raw water available from the prolect
,:,orks at less cost than it could be obtained
from other sources. '

Watershed projects under Public Law 566
in subbasins could result in average annual
benefits estimated at $443,000. The prin-
cipal benefits on Crow Creek, Elm River,
Sand Creek and Spring Creek would be
reduction of flood damage resulting in
estimated benefits of $279,000. Recrea-
tion benefits of $77,000 in Elm River and
Sand Creek subbasins. Agricultural water
management (irrigation and drainage)
benefits of $87,000 in Spring, Sheeler,
and Ravine Creek areas.s

Farmers on the flood plain of Straightening and deepening the James
the lames River. River channel from Columbia to Redfield

S. Dak ., as part of the Oahe irrigation
project will reduce flooding fo lowlands.
Removing flood water at the diversion
dam to Lake Byron will reduce flooding
on the lower James. In 1966, farms along
the James in Brown and Spink Counties
lost over $1.500,000 to crops and facilities;
56 farms indicated nearly 12,000 acres
flooded.i

. All residents along lames A larger supply of fresh moving water will
River. reduce the pollution problem on the

James River as it flows through South
Dakota. This is a periodic oroblem most
years.

A feasibility study shows that about 15,000
acres can be economically irrigated. This
will add stability to the farming operations
income and farm edits of the area.,

Total 45,960 acres in the Oakes unit of which
about 40 percent are in western Marshall
and northeast Brown Counties. Agricul-
tural and business economy of the area
will be stabilizbd through Irrigation and
livestock production. Future developments
in South Dakota will depend upon forma-
tion of an irrigation district.,

The Oahe Conservancy subdistrict will
provide 50 percent of the cost of the study
borne by the county. These studies are
conducted to locate ground water aquifers
(for domestic and irrigation purposes) and
mineral deposits (sand and. gravel). The
Oahe subdistrict will accept contracts
with additiOnal counties as funds and
survey crews become available.

South Dakota contributed 509,000 aces of
land to the 4 dahis on the Missouri River-
138,000 acres of cropiand 239,000 acres
of grazing land, and 133,000 :rim of
timber. It is estimated that an annual
economic loss of $9,213,000 resulted from
the removal of 509,000 acres from produc-
tion. At the time of construction of the
dams, it was anticipated-that South Dakota
would regain this economic loss through
irrigation and full development of water
resources in the Oahe subdistrict.,

IrrigationPolloc.-Herreld unit, Camp- Farmers and people of Camp-
bell County. bell County.

Oakes irrigation unitMarshall and Farmers and business in
Brown counties (a part of the N.D. Marshall and Brown
Garrison unit). Counties.

Ground water studiesCampbell, Mc- Rural and urban
Pherson, Clark, Brown, Hughes, Mar-
shall, Day, Edmunds, Walworth, Faulk,
Hand, and Hyde Counties.

Lands flooded or right-of-way for Mrs- All people of South Dakota. _ _
souri River reservoirs.

ti

Oahe unit report, Bureau of Reclamation, Huron, S. Dak.
= Subbasin 'sport, Soil Conservation Service, Huron, S. Oak.

Survey conducted among land owners along James Rive. in Brown and Spink Counties.
Pollock-Nereid report, Bureau of Reclamation. Huron, S. Dak.

3 Garrison diversion unit report, Bureau of Reclamation, Bismartk, N. Dak.
Oahe unit report, Bureau of Reclamation, Huron, S. Dak., as based on "Negative Impacts of Garrison annahe Reser-

voirs on North Dakota Economy," University of North Dakota, Grand Forks.

Senator Itt:MPIIREY. We are now fortunate to have as
witness the 4istinguished and able Governor of the State
Dakoto., Hon. Richard Kneip.

We thank you for taking the time to come and your
We look forward to hearing from y'ou.
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STATEMENT OF HON. RItHARD F. KNEIP, GOVERNOR, STATE OF
SOUTH DAKOTA, PIERRE, S. DAK.

COVer1101* KNEW. Thank you. Senator Humphrey. May I just say
at the .outset that as Governor of this StaV, Senator Humplary,
Senator :wirer, and Sentor Allen. we Jiro appreciative of the fact
that you have taken time to come to South liktkota to listen to what
we believe will be intetesting, testimony about the needs'and the de=
velopments in South Dakota.

Dr. Lynn Muchmore, our nelv ditector of planning, I have asked to
sit at the table.

We have made a great ninny efforts in a vaviet of areas, gentle- .
men. One of the great steps that we are trying to take at this time is
to improve the planning efforts on the part of the State government.
We recognize it does little good to continually criticize, for example,
the Federal Government for whatever efforts it has made who at
the same time it would appear at least to me that the Federal Gov-
erninsut has liven the very first to recognize so many of the needs
and the State has been slow to pick those up and carry them for-
NV a I'd .

Now, I feel deeply about that particular question and at the same
time we want more than anything to improve the relationship be-
tweeh the Federal Government and State government, and so I want
to tell you about some of my thoughts on my rural developments, to
tell you some of the efforts we are making. and to discuss that par-
ticular subject with you.

The purpose of rural Oevelopment,

in the words of the President's task force on that subject,
is to create job opportunities, community services, a better quality of living,
and an improved social and physical environment in the small cities, towns,
villages, and farm communities in rural America.

This is, of course an ambitions objective; it is utterly impossible to
lay elowu in step-bx-step fashion the advances which will take us to
that tied. And like kiost ambit-ious programs. rural development, at-
tracts all of the cliche-ridden endorsements and pleasant-sounding
commentary which politicians must make to survive: But what we
need above all is realism; we must find a place to begin; we must
work effectively with what we have in ordc;r to discover what we
need and what we can achieve. I congratulate, again El's I said be-
fore. this committee on its determination to visit South Dakota and
to solicit the opinions of people whose principal concern is the wel-
fare and progress of rural communities.

My colleague from North Dakota, Gov. William Guy, has often
spoken of the need for an equal distribution of opportunity in
Americo I concur wholeheartedly with that particular goal. It
should tie Oenr to all that during the past two decades. the Northern
Plains area, including South Dakota, has not shared fully in the op-
portunities available elsewhere in this Nation.

The gap between incomes in South Dakota and' in'Coines in our
Nation has grown. Our State's pdpulation has declined. and the per-
centageof those who are either young or very old has. increased. We

r
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have exported many of our finest young South Dakotans, educated
in our schools. to the rest of the Nation. The supply of basic human
services. such as decent housing. and adequate health care. has dete-
riorated..

( Mi family farms become fewer. and otter towns grow smaller.
These social trends in South Dakota are, of course, linked very

closely to a. lagging economy. Our State is constantly adjusting to
the technological and market forces in agriculture that lead to fewer
farms and lower prices for farm products. 'his process of adjustment
11....s created a painful and often difficult economic situation.

Withoutqlhe opportunity to earn a decent living,. tho§o who might
otherwise five here cannot choose to remain in South Dakota.kic-
cordingly, the first step in promoting an equal distribution. of oppor-
tunity is the achievement of economic'growth in the Plains area.

Kconomic growth is not, however, an end in itself: Through that
growth we can provide more people with the choice of living in this,
a rural arealike South Dakota. By strengthening rural areas'we
shall, as,well, preserve a greater degree the cultural diversity that
enriches the human experience and insures the healthy operation of
our democracy.

My administration is now 'constructing a rural development effort
in South Dakota which rests upon the cooperation of Federal, State,
and local governments and which intends to provide rural peoples a
capacity to better meet rural needs, to participate in the design of
government services, to develop a coherent approach to the use of
private resources and public resources in a planned, rational, and
effective attack on rural problems.

I take as my -Purpose in this testimony an outline of the concep-
tual Aderpinnings of the South Dakota model rural development
program and a brief description of its principal components.

In fiscal year 1970. the total Federal outlay to this State was
roughly $725 million. This compares to a total States-revenue of $167
million. Thus. using dollars as a measure. Federal prbgram activities
.in South Dakota were a multiple of State government services. Be-
cause the ptiblic sector is so large. the composition of public expend-
iture is the most critical factor in the determination of resource de-
ployment in this State. Variations in that composition condition the
distribution of our lopulation, affects standards of health, the con-
servation of our natural resources. the quality of our transportation
system, the suitability of our housing. and the ability of our citizens
to.deal collectively with the whole bAttery of social problems which
beset an area dependent upon a deterioi-ating economic baise. It is
not the lei-el of public expenditure which concerns us. It is how we
use these expenditures that requires our close attention.

The grant-in-aid system is a good system. when administered
properly. But rural areas cannot now support the technical expertise
which is required to tailor grant-in-aid to rural development in a.

comprehensive 'manner. Grant-in-aid programs have emuged in a
frap:rnenbld. haphazard. and incoherentIsequence. I suspect that this
is inevitable. and that it is a waste of our imagination to try to con-'
ceive of a new and monolithic action phase which will replace the
current multiprogram structure and usher in a "golden age" by ad-
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dizssing, in a wholly integrated and totally coherent manner, rural
needs. The difficulties with the current grant-in-aid structure are
these: (1) Grant-in-aids programs have been developed with urban
problems in mind; (2) State and local governments caner support
the technical expertise which would be required to apply tlfese essen-
tially urban programs in a rural context.

AVe do not expect that the domination of urban concerns sill soon
cease; indeed, we expect that it will become more marked. The best
that we can hope for is that we who are responsible for the welfare
of rural people will be allowed the additional flexibility within the
current grant-in-aid structure which will allow us to mollify and
redesign program activities to conform more closely to the profile of
rural needs. Secondly, we can demand that a proportion of Federal
expenditures be allotted to the administrative, planning, and budget-
ing processes which must he conducted effectively _rder to moni-
tor the impact of Governint expenditures, and to modify the com-
position of those expenditu-:,s where the impact is contrary to the
best interests of our State. We have not been furnished, and we do
not have the resources to extract critical information about the
effectiveness of grantin-aid programs in South Dakota.

One of the priorities for South Dakota should be economic devel-
opment-, creation of new job opportunities which will in part, stem
the outflow of our young people. We realize that the performance of
the public sector in this instance is critical to our success. But the
design of industrial development strategy is a complex problem
which demands the attention of a body of well-qualified profession-
als with experience in the questions of economic development whO
can reflect the best current thinking on that or any other subject.
We send our best scientists to Washington and we sponsor their ex-
pertise in foreign countries; but we cannot .now, for some or other,
assemble in this State, because of our limited resources, the battery
of expertise which would be required to evaluate the structure of
our economy, to assess its strengths and its 'weaknesses, and to design
a long-range plan for optimal .vconomic strength and economic

4,growth.
It is our impression that theiRID and FHA housing programs

have not been very effective in dealing with our rural housing crisis,
but again we do not have the tools and instruments of analysis
which would be required to judge whether the suspicion is correct
and to suggest program changes which might remedy that particular
weakness.

We know that the Department of Labor's manpower training ef-
fort is based upon a definition of unemployment and underemploy-
ment which applies to x well-organized labor market, and we suspect
that its unemployment definition does not make sense in the context
of a rural economy. But again, we do not have access to the exper-
tise which would be required to substantiate or disprove that hy-
pothesis and which could furnish new definitions of unemployment
that truly reflects labor market conditions in South Dakota.

Well over 100 of the Federal grant-in-aid programs require exten-
sive socioeconomic analyses as a part of the current applications pro-
cedure. The fragmented. overlapping, and highly technical require-
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ments which ai e. a part of this planning process may iii effect be an
irritation to urban authority. To mild officialsthey cause: at the
least. paralysis. Our local governments cannot muster the pi.ofes-
sional assistance which is required to compose in a comprehensive
fashion ft picture, of rural needs. rued of the program moneys .which
are available to meet flies(' needs. The allocation of resources pro-
ceeds on a haphazard basis, and planning is regarded as an obstacle
Nvhil must be surnionnted rather tutu as a tool fdr rational deci-
sioninaking.

In summary. I am concerned that the State is hard pressed to in-
fluence effectively the deployment of the bulk of Federal program
monies *within its boundaries. The program flexibility is not suffi-
cient; and even if it existed. the tools which are .required- for con-
stant evaluation and redesign are not available to us.

The model rural development program is an effoq to work within
the current grant -in -aid structure to reveal program weaknesses and
to do the hest job possible with the programs available to us. until
those weaknesses can be remedied as a patof national policy. First,
we have asked the Federal Government. through the Mountain
Plains Federal Regional Council. to allow ns to consolidato all Nan-
ning requirements on a multicounty basis. Specifically, we expect to
develop) for each of the six multicomity districts in South Dakota a
compreliensk.v plan for area development. We are now requesting
f hat the plan be used to satisfy Federal planning requirements across
the whole gamut of grant -in -aid available to local emits of govern-
ment. Seemidly. we a N' plarint7, in each of the imilticonntv districts a _

professional planning staff. whose responsibility it will be to develop
the vomprdieusiye plan of the program and to render the technical
assistance to local governmental units which will require Imogram
monies for its implementation. Thirdly. we are establishing in each
multicomity district a planning and development committee. a repre-
sentative group of local people who will supervise the constiliction
of the plan. and who will express priorities and needs for their par-
tieula area. We do not intend to dictate to hwal orovernments the
programs which may be necessary to solve their local problems. It is
our intention. rather tq construct a framework within which they
may outline their own needs and which will serve as a focus for
State and Federal program activity. We have selected a pilot dis-
tict. and we will begin operation within that district by July first
of this rear.

The lionntain 131:111-4 Federal Tlegiond Cooncil 11:H assumed a
smmortive role. ,ind tiler have provided\ a well-qualified Federal-
State liaison officer. the very first in the Nation. I might add. fzentle-
mvp. accinainted with a wide variety of Federal program activities.
We are currently working wit:i him to assemble a technical assist-
ance package which: we expect. will in rove our ahilhv at the, State
level to supervise :crud control Feder:,1 expenditures in South Dakota.

T wish to eonclude any remarks with Pm(' observations on the fu-
(li, of this Stnte Avhich pinv Ogermane to the general subject of
rural development. -Between 1990 and 1970. we experienceda popula-
tion loss in the amount of ,2.1 percent. We are facing a prospect of
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further population loss: and my advisersand I underline the
words "my advisers"contend that South Dakota will,continue to
lose people:until at least the year 1990, unless we have a.great rever-
sal of present trends. While the prospects of industrial development
are bright, we may not be able to generate enough jobs during the
next several years to absorb even the natural flow into the labor
market.

Some of our lit,st thinkers have treated economic development. but
they have always addressed. au-expansionary situation. Again, .some
of our best thinkers have given attention to planning. but they .have
always addressed an expanding economy. We are now facing a situa-
tion.which does not fit thdse designs and which requires some new
thinking, to say the least. The questidn of whether we can reverse
the popllation outflow may be an irrelevant one: perhaps it must be
replaced with a more germane question, for example. How can we
best influence the social and economic structure of this State so that a
viable and healthy existence can be provided for the people of our
State and for those who'wis'li to migrate here as a relief from the
urban congestion we hear so much about. This is not an easy ques-
tion. and it is foreign to the thinking of those who continue to be-
lieve that this State is in danger of rampant and ill-structured in-
dustrialization. But I think that it is a realistic assessment; and we
cannot hope to design effective policy until we are ready to take as a
starting point a realistic view.

In conclusion, and again as I said before, gentlemen, we do not
spurn the help of the Federal Government ; indeed. we welcome it.,
But, we will of necessity, begin to demand that the nature and scope
of that assistance be made sufficiently flexible so that our people can
fit this and other things to our rural needs. We do not request that
Washington design a new program; indeed. we do not think that
Washington is capable of designing a new program. What we do re-
quest is that we be given the flexibility we have talked about within
the current programs to effect some changes in their application and
that we be allowed to appropriate part, at the very least a .part, a
small part. of the current Federal outlay to develop our own adminis-
trative planning and budgeting capacity. If that request is granted,
then I am confident that we can discover answers to thec,problems
which beset South Dakota.

I might just add. gentlemen. that through this new planning
structure that we have begun in the early months of my new admin-
istration. we feel the approach in the past has been wrong but the
approach as a rule has been to blame the Federal' Government for
all our Pls. while at the semi, time those of us who realize mid rec-
ognize what you people are trying to do only realize that we have
not accepted to'any real extent the -responsibi;lity that is ours at the
State level.

Now, we giant to improve that planning process. I think we are
doing it. I think Dr. Muchmore is doing a good job of it.

Our model county district level orderelopment, will be in opera-
tion as of July 1, but we are going to have to have some.input from
this end and we cannot look to you people overall for the answers to
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the many problems that face us but at the same time we have got to
ask for titat flexibility that is so necessary and to ask at the same
time that a part of those moneys which you appropriate for our
needs be used for planning and budgetary problems on our level

, since we are unable to put our finger Om the expertise which is so
necessary to keep this program going on any realistic baSis.

. Senator HUMPHREY. Governor, we want to thank you for again;
what I believe to be very constructive and candid- observations and
testimony. My colleagues will Lave some questions to ask of you. I
am impressed by your plea for the flexibility tha you feel is neces-
sary and I want to compliment you.ln the ruritl evelopment efforts

ithat. you are undertaking here in your .State an parqcularly your
inulticounty approach which I think Is absolutely essential. It is one
of my particulk/ pet projects, so to speak. I believe it is 'so neces-

Dr. Muchmore, do ,V011 have something you would like to add to
the statement of the Governor?

Dr. Lynn MUCHMORE. No, sir.
Senator rlymengEv. Do I understand you are the hea d of the

rural development planning program?
Dr. MUCIIMORE. Yes, sir. I .am the director of the State planning

agency and it is the State planning agency that is spearheading this
project.

Senator Ht- MPHREY. Senator Miller has sponsored in the.Congress
the special revenue-sharing program to which I believe, much of
your remarks were at least in Dart directed. I do not know of any-
one more alert and alive to tlp,issue, better informed on this issue,
than SenatorMiller, so I am going to turn over to,-him the cross ex-
amination foil a while here.

Serfator MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Governor Kneip, I must say after the testimony we received yes-

terday from Governor Ray. of my State and your able testimony this
morning, I feel very reassured that we are headed in the right direc-
tion if somehow oi4 others we can implement some of the
revenue-sharing concepts that have been introduced in the COngress.

I note in vour testimony you say, "We do not think Washington is
capable of designing a program for this state.'.'

I do not know how you could be any more right. We have some
good talent in our bureaucracies in Washington, D.C., but I do not
know how we could possibly achieve as good a result as you people
right Were at your own level. With the planning program that you
have indicated here, you are ready to go. But you cannot gp as long
as you are hamstrung by these categorical programs. You do not
have the flexibility.

Now. I am not saying that the special revenue sharing for rural
development is the whole answer to the problem with. which this
subcommittee is concerned. Of course, special revenue sharing does
not have anything to do with Sioux Falls directly. That is urban de-
velopment revenue sharing. We have got six of those. But it seems
to me that with what you said to us this morning, if we could have
special revenue sharing for rural development, you are ready to han-
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dle it with the flexibility that you need. Hopefully if we can get
geteral revenue sharing, it will beall new.rnoney and, you would 4.

have the wherewithal to enable you to have the necessary adminis-
trative expertise to develop the progragis which include the priori-

.. tie's von know you need better than anybody else. '
:That is my evaluation of. your testimony, which is like Governor

Ray's yesterday. .

. I just hope ore of our colleagues in 'Washington will read testi-
mony like this tecanse if they dd, maybe the situation will change..
By, preserving -the basic thrust I think we will get this revenue -
sharing program moving and you will be ready to handle it.

Governor KNEW. I wonder if I might raise somewhat of a ques- ,
tion here, Senator Miller, something that,has been of great concern
to me and 1 ant sure all thcf Governors of the country as we can con-
vene a Governor's conference any tune. .

Of course, as you know, and all peoine in 0-16 Congress know, the
principal. discussion centers around revenue. sharing. MY fear as a
Gov;ator is that in the dikuss'ion of categorical grants, or grants-
in-aid if any kind, whether it be in the block form or however, and
I ant sure that you and others are trying to improve the system, but
.my txperience, while looking to general revenue sharing, as a lot of
people are espousing it from a Federal level, is that we have lost the
urge. as it were, to fight for cattigOrical grants or bloc grants of any
kind and that we in the Slates are taking a tremendous loss because
all the chips, all the fight is centered on the general revenue sharing
which I am questioning nlyself in many respects, the dollar figures,
whether or not we are going to get ;+ and in searching for that one
big answer which every Governor is ( meerned about, I wonder if we
are not taking emphasis off other programs which are so vital and
so necessary to this State and other States, whether it be in housing ,
or economic development activity or or whatever.

I only express it as a convent. There is so much attention being
placed on revenue sharing in the broad general sense that I am fear-

- ful we are losing 'within this cateooriZ.al structure or change, if you
will. to block structure as a lot of would like to see, but the fight
is being lost on the total program overall, the emphasis being placed
in the general revenue, sharing, and I am fearful of what we might
expect because of that. /

Senator M I LIER. WPM. I think your fear might be justdied. I can
only speak for myself. I look on that as a package deal, that the
present revenue-sharing proposal consisting of about $11 billion will
not lose anybody any money. The general revenue sharing of $5 bil-
lion will be all new money. But even then, Governor, we are not tak-
ing the lairmucracy out of.Washington. As you well know, we have
over $30 billion in .teally revenue sharing coming out to the States.
We call them grants-in-aid and matching fund programs, and things
like that but they amount to revenue sharing with the States.

What I think is being. attempted here is to have a better balance
than we have now. We have perhaps all of the focus clown there on
the Washington bureaucracy. et us move about a third of it back

.......out here to the State and local levels and see how we do ff we do-...,
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that +ere will still b ity of categorical aid programs in that
other $.20 billion th not involved in this particular program. ,

But I think ir concern is entirely proper and speaking for my-
self, I. do intend to let revenue sharing to detract from the via-
bility some of these categorical aid programs that are essential.

matter of fact, I would suggest that if we pass some of these
special _revenue sharing billsthere are six of them, there will be
some specific controls put in'therriko assure that certain categorical
type programs will remain inviolate', such as the Extension .Service,
for example. That provision is already in the bill.

Anyhow, I applreciate your testimony andit-isOL;vious to me that
you'people here in South Dakota are ready fo go.

Senator Iti'MPIEREY. Senator Allen,
Senator AliLEN. Governor Kneip, I enjoyed your testimony very

much. I think it was-11 most important addition to the hearings.
Also I enjoyed reading your "State of the State" address that you
made, I believe, January 19, 1971, and T was very much impressed
by your approach to the problems of your State.

I remember it passage from your speech on that occasion that im-
pressed me very much as summing up pretty well what the problems
of viral America are. You said that many small family farms had
sent their sons and daughters to far off ciiies'and States because the
economics of the modern agricultural economy could not give them a
livelihood on the hind and that these boys and girls had made im-
portant contributions at other places, contributions that you needed
to have made here in South Dakota, and that South Dakota is the
poorer berailse these c-ontributions by these young people were not
made-in South Dakota.

That does impress me as being the problem that we are seeking to
cope with, to have job opportunities here in rural America for our
boys-and girls. And I feel that your approach to the problem and
your recognition of this problem is very good indeed.

I also like your approach to revenue sharing. I think that cer-
tainly you need flexibility at the State level to devise your own pro-
grams and toppliin for the programs that you do need and not have
that directive on down from on high in Washington.

I hace been impressed, too, as I have talked to people from out-
side of the south $here we believe in States rights, I have been im-
pressed with the number of people throughout the country that be-
lieve in States rights and the right of the States to make some of
these decisions and not have all the decisions made in Washington.

I feel that the frontier spirit in America is one of the things that
made America great and I would just like to ask you the question, is
the frontier soirit still alive in South Dakota?

Gove,ror -KNEW. Well, I do not know whet;Ier I May call it fron-
tier sprit or not hilt I think there is a spirit that prevails here
which- is unequal in a lot of States across the Nation. I think it falls
back on the most important ingredients we have here :old that is our
Inman rel,onr-es, Senator Humphrey- knows full well as well as our
Congressmen, the great people we have within oor borders and that
in rural America I think there is a sense, a quality that is unequal
anywhere else.. So, I am sure that we have the spirit.
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I only know this, that unless we join hands in,a working fashion
with the Federal Governmentto reject the thought outright is
wrong, and we need to try to improve upon that relationship just as
we need to improve upon the relationship of service from State gov-
ernment back to our own people in the cities and counties. And that
is done principally through good planning.

In my administration we are placing a great deal of emphasis, a
great deal of concern for total planning, instead of fragmenting it
as we have in the past, and that from that tie-in, we all should
enjoy more efficiency from the dollars expended.

Yes, 1 think that we have the spirit, Senator. And we art willing
t6---

Senator ALLEN. That is fine. I think we have it still in Alabama
amid much of the country.

Governor KNEW. At the same time, and I have just got to get this
pitch in, we can look to all the assets we have in South Dakota. You
can look to the clean air and soft clean water--we have no pollution
problemsand the open spaces and the great people and all that,
but at the same time, we lack income and that lack of income comes
principally from the agricultural economy which is falling back
onto the small towrs and people of the cities.

Taking as an exampleI do not know what influence you gentle-
men might have with that particular office but OMB has been sitting
on $350,000 of funds appropriated, approved and signed by the
President of the United States to get the land acquisition off and
running which in effect to me, is a construction start for the Oahe
-unit and it is a fulfillment of ;he pledge made in 1945, or whenever,
to the Flood Control Act that we were going to have that right, we
were going to have the program, and I would sure like to see that
$350,000 turned loose which could in turn affect our economy very
directly, to provide the income and jobs we look to.

I do not know that you gentlemen have the same concern because
all of Washington is up in arms about the impounding of Federal
dollars that should be released for one interest or another. But we
are vitally concerned about that.

We are vitally concerned about the Missiouri River Development
Commission funds where again, we take this problem on a regional
approach, where the Governors can sit down and work together for
economic development and development of one kind, and so while we
look at grant-in-aid of any kind, principally when they have been
appropriated, we would like to get our hands on that money and put
it to good use.

Senator ALLEN. Those funds should be released. I think yon will
find almost unanimous sentiment on the subcommittee for that.

Thank you very much.
Senator 1.1r3triniEr. Governor, we want to thank you. I could

visit with you all afternoon and you would help us a good deal.
Your testimony is excellent. I just said to Senator Miller as you
were responding here a moment ago that Governor Ray's testimony
and yours, I think, reveals a very keen insight into the present diffi-
culties we are having with Federal and State relationships on fund-
ing and types of programs we have, without being particularly criti-
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cal of Federal activities, but the necessity for greater flexibility.
greater initiative, and opportunities for initiative at the State level.

I might just add that I looked into the figures and under the bloc
grants type of thing evlsich is really what we mean by special reve-
nue sharing, South Dakota would betinder present law you would
get $7,150,000 under the items covered in that particular bill. You
would get $9,947,000 under the special revenue sharing, which is just
a new title for bloc grant. That would mean you would be getting
$.2,400,000 more to .do with freed-up money. That is really what it
talks about. Freed-up money. And I think it would be helpful.

Senator MILLER. May I just add, the reason why you would be
getting snore money and the reason why Iowa would be getting more
money is because of the 'formula for distributing that money. It
takes into account the rural population, the per capita net income of
the rn rat- ation, and the toss of rural population.-

With the loss of rural population we have hadand we have had
it over in Iowa, we should end up with more funds than we are get-
ting now.

I think it is a fair formula and I have not heard any criticism of
it. Also in the general revenue-sharing program, the State's popula-
tion is a factor as well as the per capita net income. We are not as
high in income in North Dakota, Iowa, and Nebraska. And finally,
there, is the factor of State and local taxes. I think you will find
that our States in this area will come out very well under that, and
:hey should. It is a fair formula.

As iris now, I do not see too much rhyme or reason for the way
these categorical grants are getting out to the States.

Senator IlumenREY. Thank yon, Governor. Good to have you
here.

Governor Kxrie. It is good to have you back in South Dakota.
Senator HUMPHREY. It is great to be back.
I want to compliment you on your jacket, Governor. [Laughter,

applause.] Just jealous, that is alt.
Our next witness is with us here at the podium and it is our dis-

tinguished Congressman, from the East River area, Congressman
Frank Denhohn. We are not going to have testimony, as I believe,
from Congressman Abourezk, but are very grateful that he is
here and Isam hopeful that one of the Congressmen will place in the
Congressional Record when you return to Washington, the Gover-
nor's testimony.

I think that the Governor's testinTony belongs in the general re-
cord and not merely in the testimony of our subcommittee.

Congressman Denholm, you are going to share some time, I be-
lieve, with a couple of your fellow citizens. You might want to
present them and I want to compliment you for your interest in this
subject natter and your generosity in sharing this time.

May I just suggest to you that we are under some time problem
and anything that you wish to paraphrase would be appreciated.
The total testimony will he included in the record because we want
very touch to take care of all that we have here in scheduled wit-
nesses today.
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STATEMENT OF HON, FRANK E. DENHOLM. REPR ENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE FIRST CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF
SOUTH DAKOTA

I 1A01 re:44'10.0i ve DKNI101.31. VCy WV11. Th; 11: you, Mr. Chairnmn
and members Of the committee.

fly name is Frank Denhohn and with me at the witness table this
morning is Mr. Ben Radcliffe, president of the South Dakota Farm-
ers Union, :Ind NIT.. Gary Enright, administrative director of the
South Dakota Farm Bureau.

I want the record to show that an invitation was made to Mr.
Robert Hanson, the district president of the National Farmers Or-
ganization. Ile was invited only yesterday and the notice was insuf-
ficient to provide him a reasonable length of time to appear with us
this morning. ,1Iv comments will he very brief. I want to yield part
of the time that has been alloWed to meto each of the gentlemen
With In at the witness table for their comments this morning.

I particularly want to commend you, Senator I fumphrey, as chair-
man of this commithp, and members of the committee for coming to
South Dakota to initiate those hearings in the heartland of America.
We are proud that the chairman of this distinguished committee is a
product of South Dakota. Ho was born here.

Dean Acker placed in the record some excellent evidence and sta
tistics that (learly indicate the (T011°111u '. problem in this areas. Since
my objective is to obtain legislation to solve some of the problems
that-we all reeornize in rural America, I want to proceed to that
part of my prepared remarks that refers to a proposed future Eco-
nomic Development Act.

Senator I IumrimEv. Page 9.
Representative DNiun,Nr. It is page ;) of my prepared remarks.
I Will briefly comment on that part of my statement and then I

will yield to the gentlemen with tile at the witness table.
I urge every member of the 1-.S. Congress to expedite deliberation

upon a Future Economic Development (FED). program that will
provide for planning. to the year 2020 and for an Orderly develop-
ment of the human and naturalresources of this National consistent
with the preservation of our environment for the benefit of unborn
generations of America. I propose to begin nowin this 92d session
of the Congress. it is essential that long-term planning should not
preclude short-term needs that must begin with immediate policies
and programs that will achieve that imperative balance of popula-
tUm trends and socioeconomic stability. The first thing I intend to
do in this Congress is pursue emergency measures essential for
short-twm need which include needs for positive action anwuding
the .kg, icultural Act of 1970 to provide fornot less than fr) percent
of parity to farmers.

I think all the testimony before this connifittee in the last days
is concerned about the deficiency of income to the people of our
rural communities. If we are actually serious about thatwe can
solve the problem by simply obtainino. parity for farm people, the
rural people. It is essential that there be d011arti in their pockets to
carry on fhe business of rural America. My colleagues and I have
plac(41 in the hopper on the House side an amendment to the Inter-
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nal 1:vveliie Code. to renew the 7 percent investment tax credit it bene-
fit wit bulimia] purchase limitatiorts at $15,010.

There should be a reconstructionand I am addressing myself to
what a ti be (1011V to Solve some of the problems we have recognized
1.11-Avalked about' fr- days---1 think there should be a reconstruc-
tion of the Conse.rvation Corps, the old (Xk program, to conserve
014.1 forests, fresh waters. fish, game, and wildlife habitat, and to_as-
"st in the O mevelopent of rural recreational facilities and the gen-
eral rmsevation of our natural resources,..including the active ptr-
ti)ipation ill antipollution prart,ices and programs.

Thesre are many other programs that have been actt'd upon by the
'mprress ti.at need immediate and continuous attention for full de-

Nedol meta of latmling water resource development and irrigation in
South Dakota. As the (ioveriu of South Dakota recognized this
morning. we talk about funding! of REA systems, funding of emer-
geny rural biasing and publieworks programs together with ap-
proi)riations for needed sewer and water facilities. All of these and

are essential to the quality of life for the people of rural com-
munities.

These are short-term program. In the long term we must be con-
erned about agriculture, not only where the people are located but
what kind of administration, what kind of programs agriculture is
going to be subjected to in the future because agriculture is the larg-
est imhistry in this State. Agriculture is the largest industry in the
1 'liked 'States.

A21:1C4Iiiiire is the most impoitant industry we have in this coun-
try. let. it is the most neglected today. I have proposed a basic
four point program---a base plan for agriculture. which I am hope--
fill can he considered by the 9.2d Congress. I solicit the help of each
member of this committee and each Member of Congress.in support
of a base plan for agricultureincluding a sound fiscal policy of
haig-terne low -rust credit for yotmg families in need thereof.

The task of improving the quality of life of the people of rural,
,))immunities is to I 1) overNane the deficiency of personal disposable
income, and I?) eliminate the economic pressure for continued out -
migration by pro\ iding equal economic opportniti-tfor the youth of
rural America.

The preferable balance essential to economic, political, andThorial.
stability in America is imperative to the pre§ervation of a free en-
t lqpri SV:--toin in our democrat iv System. The maladjustment of
population trends and the great wealth of this country in too few
place: must he attacked through imaginative programs of the future.
'Co do ( therwie will result in a continuation of policies that tend to
result in the voneept of making, a few privately rich and the ninny
puldicly pow.

I am attaching a copy of my address on the House floor as re-
printed from the Congressional Record of March 1, 1971. I am hope-
ful the bill will in its final form be enacted into law by the 912d Con-

and that I inny have the full support of every Member of the
onrress in the interest of improving the quality of lire of all

Anwrica.
The President has recognized that the people in this country are

losing faith in their Government. I think the people are losing faith
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in th;s Government because there is too big a gap between perform-
ance in,d promises. I think this is the time for action, Mr. Chairman.
I eomt,nd you, Mr. Chairman and the members of the committee
for coining into the country and actually doing something about the
economic problems of our rural community. I am hopeful that our
.colleagues in the IT.S. Congress will join ofi effort to.accomplish the
essential goals. Mr. Chairman, I respectfully request that my full
stitteent with exhibits attached be entered'und made a part of the
permanent record.

(Representative Denholm's prepared statement is as follows :)
liIr. Chairman and members of the committee, I commend Senat4ft Humphrey

and the Members of the Subcommittee for initiating these Hearings in the
heartland of America. It is appropriate the Committee should do so.

We are proud that South Dakota is the birthplace of the distinguished
(linkman of this Committee. This is the home of the Shrine of Democracy.
This state harbors the rich heritage of a people of common couragemarked
by the hardship; endured b) homesteaders of the last frontier.

South Dakota is a state that is not particularly unique, but it is substan-
tially elm rneteristie of life in rural America. The people from the plains across
the Missouri and unto the hills have depended and are depending, directly or
indirectly, upon the economy of Agriculturethe largest single industry of this
,hate and, in fact, the largest single industry in this nation.

The assets and investments in the industry of Agriculture total a sum equal-
to about two-thirds of the total of all assets and investments of all the major
corporations of this nation. The required investment ($50,000.00) per emplokee
in agriculture is twice as much as the required investment of ($25,000.00); per
employee in non agricultural' industries of this country : but the annual
($1,633.00) per capita income for employees in the industry of Agriculture is
less than one -half that of the annual ($3,380.00) per capita income of all em-
ployees in non-agricultural occupations in America. Admittedly the per capita
income to employees in the industry of Agriculture has doubled in the last two
decades, but that realization is not impressive in view of the fact that it is so
only Irecause of the millions of people that have left the industdry for non-agri-
cultural occupations in a growing industrial society of greater per capita in-
cont. and of greater job security to the employee, and because there is no re-
quired personal investment or risk capital on the part of theeniu,k)yee as is
generally required of people in agriculture.

Thelarm population of the Unqed States has declined steadily for more
than three decades, reaching a low of slightly less than five per cent of the na-
tion's population in 1965. There is no indication that the dwindling process is
conning to an end. The annual rate of outmigration from farut stood at 6.3
per cent during the period 1965-6S . . . the highest rate in United States his-
tory.

There has been no balance of national economic planning for population
trends tun' economic opportunities of the people in the industry of Agriculture.
The result- of no plannhig and' the wrong planning has "gutted" the comuni-
ties of rural America.

Corporate profits have been managed and mapiettgated upward in a dynamic
growth of the Gr(fss National Product (GNP) while Agriculture has during the
same period of time incurred an unequaled growth of debt ... that now stands
at an all time high in United States historyto be paid by fewer people in the
industry on income from prices for farm commodities at the lowest compara-
tive level since the mid 1930's.

The results of the last quarter century of economic history, including the
rise and fall of life in the rural communities of America, has been clearly
marked by ill-advised, ill-planned and wrong policiA and programs. Even
worse, and all too often, there has been on plan; no national poliey or program
implemented to achieve an economic balance essential to the stability of the
population growth and quality of life in this great country. `.-

The quality of life in the communities of rural America is directly related tri/the level of economic stability enjoyed imposed upon the people thereof.
The simple fact is there exists today and there has existed for the past

several years, a deficic4icy of income to the people of rural America. Tho/worst
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of two worlds has 'ueen imposed on the people of rural communities. That is,
that while rural people suffer a' deficiency of per capita disposable income they
have had to absorb a trend of increasing national inflation. Their costs of pro-
duction of food and fiber to feed and keep the people of this nation and their
increased costs of taxes in support of schools, state and policial subdivisions of
government, have more than double during a time that prices received for ag-
ricultural commodities have decreased to less than one-third and on some com-
modities of production to less than one-half of an equitable return to the produ-
cers essential to a proper and reasonable economic balr.nce.

The members of Congress, the national economic-- advisors to the President
and other knowledgable' persons of ,non-agricultural sectors of our economy be-
come rightfully concerned about a recession when unemployment increases to
an overall 6 per cent-and to more than 12 per cent in the aircraft and con-
struction industries of this nation. There has been much concern about unem.'
ployment and underemployment and the impact of alleged poverty pocketsi6f
the ghettos in the industrialized urban society sector of our national eco my.
And it is justly of great concern.

It will require billiotai and billions of dollars and it will require the greatest
of imagination to 'rehabilitate and restore the quality of life desired in the
monstrous and industrialized society of urban America. The harvest reaped is
a raped social structure by rampant crime to uncontrolled welfare and it can
be best evaluated only by time. History shall be the final judge of our actsor
our Billare to act. L do not -believe the industrialized urban society with all of
its consequences can successfully endure the test of time.

In the interest of brevity, statistics are intentionally omitted herein. The ef-
fect of wrong policies and Wrong progrfms are becoming more patent but few
have evaluated the cause, or economic, political and social disorder of contem-
porary history.

QUALITY OF LIFE VEHIRIS EQUALITY OF Iscoms

The quality of life in the communities of rural America is directly related to
per capita equality of income for the economic segment of Agriculture consist-
ent with other economic sectors of our national economy. The goal and objec-
tive should not be to achieve per capita equality of income within the industry
or economic segment of Agriculture or any other industry, private or public, in
our social economic structure. The purpose of national policy and national
programs should be to achieve a balance between the major economic sectors
of our total economy. Thns, prevent the maladjustment of population trends
and concentration of wealth in too few places at the expense of all.

The impact on the economy of the communities of rural America is ad-
versely affected by national programs that, result in prices to producers for
farm commodities at less than par on a comparative basis with other economic
segments of our national economy. Farmers and ranchers are presently receiv-
ing about one-third leis than par for the production of the highest quality and
greatest quantity of food and fiber this nation -, or any other nation has ever
experieticed in all history of mankind.
' It is an economic truism that the less the people engaged in Agriculture re-
ciive for commodities produced, the less disposable income they will have
available for acquisition of goods and servicesconsequently, the less often will
the ringing bell soumi on the cash register of the businessman on the main-
streets of rural America. A recent report of the Small Business Administration
announcing the failure of 480,000 business entities in 1970 is convincing evi-
dence of the loss of the multiplier effect of an agricultural economy on par
and balanced with the other major economic segments of this nation. It cannot
be concluded that 33 per cent unemployment exists in the industry of Agricul-
ture. However, the depressing effect of 60 per eent of parity of prices to pro-
ducers of agricultural commodities does have an undisputed and devastating im-
pact on the economy of every community in rural America. That impact is
evidenced by continued out-migration of almost all of the young and many of
the older people from rural communities in search for a more just and equal
economic opportunityby the locking of doors and loading of windows of
nearly one-half million buainesses and the destrttction of millions of farm fam-
ily homes and farmsteads each year, and by the growing burden of debt
against the fewer and fewer people' that remain in Agriculture as a segment of
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the total economy of this country. It is clear that the entire industry of 'Agri-
culture is exposed to traumatic change. The average 'age of farmers and ranch-
ers in South Dakota isfttver 58 years and the tax supported institutions of_
higher education are the\getes of the greatest exodus of the young people from
this state. There is littleVt tot in fact, no affluence in the industry of Agnelli-
titre in South Dakota. Conversely, the largest industry of this state is at the
threshhold of economic disaster and only adequate rainfall a'nd an abundant
harvest can prevent the economic slump of the magnitude equal to a depres-
sion. The quality of life iirthe rural connum4ities of this state is proportionate
to the injustice of the economic inelplities imposed upon the people thereof.

REFORM OR arvocr

Historically the rise and fall of governments of the nations of the world
,have been precipitated by economic collapse and followed by policies of land
'reform. The government of this natTfm should.be subject to neither. It will not
lie unless we fail to match our great wealth as a nation With Wisdom of phut-
ning for the future.

The first objective of our founding fathers was contained in the Preamble to
the United States Constitution " . . . in order to form a more perfect Union,
establish justice,"and no where following in that historic document or by all
the laws since enacted by 91 Sessions of the United States Congress and all of
the proceilent of ease law by tile Courts has the concept of "justice" been in-
terkreted to exclude economic, political or social justiceand no wher has the
word -justice" been limited to the-procedural and substantive comp is of law
before the Courts of this land.

I fear mat the reaction of the generation ahead of me if nothing s done and
a depression isto follow . . . that generation has demonstrated patience in
time of economic distress and the mediocrity of the role of government. How-
ever, the generation behind me has demonstrated little patience with improper,
balance and improper attention to priorities, and it is reasonable to conclude
that men in government service at the policy making Seed can ill-afford to
permit the economic inequities of our time to persist without confrontation of
explosive consequences unequalled is our history.

The urgency of our time is not policies of depression and acts of repression.
It wa s Daniel Webster that warned more than 200 years ago that "Repression
is the seed of rebellion." This is not a time for repression or surpressionthis
is a Hine for couragethis is a Haw that challenges the conscience of men. I
am hopeful it is a time to seek a balancethe balance of the wisdom of men
with the wealth of our great nation.

This cannot be at time of revoltthis must be a time of reform. This cannot
be a time for political patriots to remain parochially oriented in defense of
acts, policies and 'anagrams of the traditional pastthis must be a time of re-
construction, a time of reform to find a new quality of life for all people of
rural and urban communities everywhere. This cannot be a time for promise-
this is a time for performance. To perform is to reforthto reform corsistent
with the changing times is the greatest security against ...t1w--prtiteritig.-st-orm,_
clouds on the horizon of the rumbling sounds of revolt in total public dissatis-
faction of a troubled people with the role of government in future planning of
policies and programs affecting the quality of life of all of oar people in America.

FI°I't'RE ECONOM IC DEVELOPMENT ACT

I urge every member of the United States .Cmgress to expedite deliberation
of a Future Economic Development (FED) Program that will provide for
Canning to the year 2020 of an orderly development of the human and natural
resources of this nation consistent with -the preservation of our environment
for the benefit of unborn generations of America. I propose to begin nowin
this 92nd Session of the Congress. It is essential that long term planning
should not preclude short term needs that must begin with immediate policies
and programs that will .achieve that imperative balance of population trends
and socio-economic stability.

Emergency measures essential to short term needs include
Amending the Agricultural it et of 1970 to provide for not less than 85% of

parity to farmers and ranchers for corn, wheat and feed grains. (I intend
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to introduce the essential amendments immediately to assist rural people
to overcome the existing deficiencies of income to meet the inflated costs
of production.)

An Amendment of the Internal Revenue Code to renew the 7% Investment
Tax Credit benefit with $15,000.00 annual purchase limitations.

A reconstruction of the Conservation Corps (('CC) to conserve our forests,
fresh waterk fish, game and wildlife habitatand to assist in the develop-
ment of rural recreational facilities and ae general conservation of natu-
ral resources. including active participatio in anti-pollution practices and
programs.

There are many other programs that have been-acted upon by the Congress
ltat need immediate and continuous attention for full development of pending

water resources development and irrigation in South Dakotaadditional fund-
ing of REA systemsfunding of emergency rural housing and public works
programs together with appropriations for needed sewer and water facilities.
All are essential to the quality of life for the people of rural communities.

A BASE PLAN FOR AGRICULTURE

A new approach must be initiated to stabilize the depressed economy of the
rural areas of America without raising the cost of food.and-fiber to consumers
if an improved quality of life to the people of the rural communities is to en-
dure through the )ears. Emergency loan programs and short'-`term credit that
result in greater debt are not sufficient in the long term.

I have proposed a basic four -point program. A Base Plan for Agriculture
which places emphasis on people, performance anti production. It is a depar-
ture from the traditional farm programs of the past that have hopelessly
failed to stabilize income to rural people and erroneously emphasised limita-
tions of production to the disadvantage of farm families and permitted (sr in-
duced the large and corporate interests to collect sizeable sums of treasury
dollars for non-performance and non - production. The past farm programs at-
tempted ) stabilize income to rural people in the agriculture industry by em-
phasizing administration of the programs based on acres, bushels and bins.
Such programs have worked in practice about as well as a minimum wage law
could have benefited the working people if it had been based on nuts, bolts.and
wheels. . . .

The task of improving the quality of life of the people of rural communal
is to (1) overcome the deficiency of personal disposable income, and (2) Olin -
nate the ecommlic pressure for continued out-migration by providing equal ec( -
nomic opportunity for the youth of rural America.

The Preferable balance essential to economic, political and social stability in
America is imperative to the preservation of ft "free enterprise" system. The
maladjustment of population trends and the great wealth of this 4mutry in
too few places must be attached through imaginative programs of e future.
To do otherwise will result in a continuation of policies that tend to esult in
the concept of making a few privately rich and the many publicly poor.

I am attaching a copy of my address' on the House floor as re-printed from
the Congressional Record of March 1, 1971. I am hopeful the Bill in final form
will be enacted into law by the 92nd Session of the United States Congress
and that I may have the full support of every member of the Congress in the
interest of improving the quality of life of all America.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the members of this Connnit-
tee. today, and I am hopeful that you will act with great speed in the national
interest for the benefit of all of our people.

Sheldon Entry wrotefrom the Missionaries to "The Gentiles" as follows,
to-wit:

"When a land iejects her legeAds,
Sees but falsehoods in the past ;
And its people view their Sires
In the light of fools and liars,
`Tie a sign of decline
And its glories cannot last."

The President has said the people of this country are losing faith in govern-
mentat all levels. The public trust and the glories of the past can be pre-
served by performance and planning for the future. Let us begin.

63-582-71pt. 3-14
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(The statement before the House of Representatives is as fol-
lows :)

( Excerpt from the Congressional Record, House of Representatives, Mar. 1, 1971)

A BASE PLAN FOR AGRICULTURE

Mr. Denholm. Mr. Speaker, I thank the gentleman from Montana for yielding..
Mr. SpeiTker, my colleagues, and all citizens that are interested in the future

of America, there is one fact that can be recognized when we speak to this
issue...9f agriculture in this country, and one fact that is undisputed by any-
body, and that is that agriculture is the largest single industry in the United
.States. It also happens to be the largest dingle industry in my State, the State
of South Dakota, the Sale of the home of the Shrine of Democracy, and yet
it is presently the most neglected industry of all industries of this great coun-
try.

It now appears that the farm policy issues of the 1970's will be shaped in
large part not by thefarming community but by nonfarm people.

We will spend much of our time reacting to issues initiated by others when
we should be initiating actions e our own.

The issue is clear. The farm community and interested groups must either
leador be Led. Some of the reasons for the declining farm influence over
farm policy matters are these:

First. The declining farm population.
Second. The general unpopularity of large payments to a limited number of

corporate and large farm operating interests..
Third. The growing public concern over long-neglected minority groups; and
Fourth. A certain public weariness with the issues of commodity programs

such as the wheat, cotton, and feed grain program payments.
or almost 35 years the Government of the United States has "toyed" with

various programs of price supports and production .r.ontrois of numerous com-
modities in an attempt to stabilize the economy of the oldest and most essen-
tial industry of Americaaricuiture.

While American agriculture, as an industry, has always and is now the
producer of the highest quality and the greatest quantity of foOd and fiber of
any nation in all of the history of mankind, we ironically now find the indus-
try on ai 1910-14 parity basis barometer in equal economic status of the de-
pression of 35 years ago.

This i unacceptable and I submit that we can do better.
At th s hour the President of the United States is meeting with people in

the h land of America at Des Moines, Iowa. The purpose of the meeting
with people of the heartland is said to be the high interest of the Nixon
admin . tion in rural community development.

I submit that that interest could begin by raising the support prices for the
basic commodities that farmers depend upon to operate their business on the
land.

There is now and there will be much rhetoric. What ve need is action. The
constant cost-price squeeze on the people of the farms an the ranches must be
reversed. By all acceptable standards of reason and of jusnce and of economic
equity, the present deficiencies of the income structure for the people who till,
the soil for a living is unacceptable, This standard of depression is unaccepta
ble to the people involved and is unacceptable to agriculture as an,, industry,
and certainly unacceptable to a nation such as America. It is unacceptable for
we, the people, of a mighty country. If it is permitted to exist, a depressed ag-
ricultural economy will ultimately influence the further maladjustment of pop-
ulation and resources and the wealth of this great country.

This administration, the Members of this House, and the people, the commit-
tees and the iltreer personnel of Government must recognize that "nuts and
bolts" legislation of the past has not solved the problem. If it (lid, we would
not he here talking about it today.

We should recognize that "nuts and bolts" legislation will not solve the
problem for the ffiture.

T will vote for rural housing programs and I will vote for rural medical
health care programs and I will support and hope that we get more appropria-
tions for rural community development, for communications, and all of these

2
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programs. But, I ask of you, my fellow colleagues, what does such like and
similar legislation do in support of commodity pricesthe price of hogs? That
is the problem. When we establish a base plan for agriculture that will pro-
vide farmers a fair and equitable share of the great wealth of this country,
we will then find that they are capable of paying their own hospital bills and
of building their own houses.

The people of America have not lost self-initiative and the people on the
farms and ranches still believe in the concept that "this is the house that Jack
built"and that it was a good one.

It is time that some of us in uongres§ recognize that concept. I think it Is
time for a base plan for agriculture. I think we must realize, as adult people,
elected to this House of the people, that a base phin for agriculture ought to
be based upon people, based upon productionparticularly so when we have
people going to bed in this country suffering from malnutrition and a third of
the population of the world hungry. -

In Isaiah it is written, if I may paraphrase the words, that it would be well
to spread the bread among the poor and to shelter and comfort the homeless.

I subscribe to a philosophy that we ought to prepare a base plan for agricul-
ture that would be good for the people, and that we ought to stop paying peo-
ple for doing nothing and creating scarcity, when people cannot afford to
buy what we now produce at present prices.

I will propose a basic four-point program for agriculture. I intend to present
it in this session of the Congress. I contend that, instead of trying to write a
program:based on bushels, bins, and acres, it ought to be a program based on
production and people. We .did not write a minimum -wage law for the people
of this country based on nuts, bolts, and wheels. Yet when we tried to tell the
American farm people and the people of rural America thaf we would write a
program to stabilize their income, we based it on bins, bushels, and acres.
submit that in 35 years it has not worked. Agriculture as an industry is worse
off today than it was in the mid-1930's, with the partiy ratiothe debt ratio
the return on investment, no matter how you measure it. I suggest that we
seek a new economic base plan for agriculture. This country and the people in
agriculture are ripe for a departure from the traditional agricultural policies
and programs of the past.

ECONOMIC EQUALITY

I suggest that a base plaid for agriculture Should be established with a 100,"
percent parity payment directly to each farm ,family on the first $15,000 of
their annual gross sales, that is to say, we would provide for a direct payment
to producers equal to the difference between market price and parity on the
first $15,000 of the gross annual income of each farm family unit. I am not
talking about a family-sized farm. I am talking about farm families, and they
can be defined as a matter of law and as a matter of fact. Nobody has been
able to define a family-sized farm. Nobody can. The objectives of a sound econ-
omy for agriculture must be based on the farm family as an econotnic unit.
The farm family is an essential basic unit to the structure of a str eco-

ic, political, and social foundation of our system.
'1 ere ought to be a provision in the original law by which the am nt of

the ity payment benefit to producers could be carried back 2 years find car-
ried forward 3 years to allow for overproduction or underproduction dtl any
one year and thereby farmers and ranchers could begin to insure against the
hazards and elements of the industry.

PERFORMANCE PROGRA M PAYMENTS

Second, and in addition to the $15.000 parity base-plan which is conceived in
the interest of people and productionbeneficial to consumers and producers
alike--each farm family should have an opportunity through incentive pay-
ment progranis to earn a maximum of 33.000 per year tlkough approved pro-
grams of land and water conservation, the preservation of wildlife habitat,
and the development of rural recreation facilities. The law should provide an
opportunity to coordinate the maximum cooperative eifort to farm families to
earn a tote of $3,000 each year with emphasis on the farmstead and also in
approved a a or regional work incentive projects. This would constitute a
meaningful base-plan for agriculture.

1
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INVESTMENT TAX CREDITS

Third, we should reLLw the investment tax credit concept benefits for home-
stead improvements at a level high enough to encourage homeowners and
farmers to build, maintain, aml re9air their respective homes aml we could
then start to rebuild rural America.

We have pursued programs of destruction long enough. It us pursue posi-
tive programs of reconstruetion. There is no valid reason that every farm in
America can ma be like a garden and every home as "u man's castle."

A homestead is genetally defined as a matter of applicable law in rural and
urban America. Let us paint, fix up, and clean up--it is essential to the preser-
vation of the tax base of political subdivisions of government. It is good for
our people. It is good for our communities it is good for our country. Let us
begin.

LONG-TERM, I.0 W -COST CREDIT

101 nirtli, at sound base-plan for agriculture must include adequate credit poli-
cies of Snail:Wilt terms dud at u u'inimul interest rate level to sustain rural
families in times of need.

i propose a full-insured monetary credit policy of at least 40-year tern, at
ai level rate of interest to the borrower not in excess of 4 percent per annum
on the remaining unpaid balance from time to time due. Such a credit policy
would recognize the banks as the economic nerve centers of each community.
Presently, the essential requirements of national monetary- policy cause the

`s banking industiy to invest billions of dollars in Government securities to meet
secondary requirements of fiscal responsibility. Essentially, all_such -funds be-
long tit,the people as depositors thereof. It is a paradoxical dilemma, to pursue
liOvernmelit requirements that cause the funds of the-people to flow or tend to
substantiAlly flow to the Federal Government to be administered buck 01 the
people through a complexity of bureaucracies by acts Of this Congress. We
need a new approach to sound fiscal policy.

I recommend a 40-year, 4-percent titan program that first, provides the level
r tie of interesteait 4 percent to be paid by the borrower; second, provides that
the difference between the level rate of interest and the money market rate of
interestbut not less than 2 percentbe paid directly to the banks for admin-
istration and supervision of the credit and loan finance program.

Tile Federal Government should be the guarantor of the loans to 100 percent
cat value on the principal balance for the full term and the funding of the loans
should be provided from the deposits of the people and the private sector of
the economy.

The result of a new. approach to such credit plat' for long-term. low-cost
financing would be a direct savings to the Matewer for a ttrn, that would
secure against cycles of economic change; secttml. a savings to the Government
because Of the efficiency and interest of bunk- supervised 11(4111i sition anti
operating loans would he at a less cost difference than presently paid on
Government securities; third; it would constitute a more :0111141 tise:ti credit
policy than Government securities Federal Government palfCr backed 100 per-
cent to face valuebecause the loans guaranteed to 100 percent by the Federal
Government would become secured by "black-acre" and the notes in promise
Of payment wined thereby become negotiable in the private sector of the
economy.

Today, Government is pursuing a policy by will% bankers and the private
sector of our economy buy bondsinvest in Government securities which con-
stitute only Government paper backed 100 percent by the Federal Government
the Government then creates more administrative agencies and the 'Congress is
expected to appropriate more funds to pursue a "round robin" system of policies
and programs that impose a greater and greater burden of debt to borrowers
in the InNpitry of agriculture and related businesses throughout the country.

Some cal he policies of the past right and reasonable. I call such programs
nonsense. We are destined on a course that will not work and has not worked
and we endanger our whole future if we continue to pursue it.

I submit that we need a 40-year 4-percent financing program whereby Gov- (
ernment enters into a partnership with the people and recognizes that the local
bank is the nerve colter of the community. We need a new credit system of
equal economic opportunity for rural and urban people 'like.

2'.
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In essence, this is the kind of program I want to present during this session
of Congress and the program for which ; shall seek the counsel and cooperation
of my colleagues.

Today I commend those people who significantly have chosen this 1st day of
March for this discussion, this day when there is a touch of spring in the air,
and when the farmer and the people of rural America turn again their attention
and energy to the tilling, sowing. and toiling of the soil.

We here in the House of the peo4le must rededicate ourselves to bringing
to the people of the rural areas true economic equity and a fair, honest,
and true return for their efforts, investments, and labor as citizens of this great
country! I thank the gentleman from Montana for yieldtink and I commend him
and his colleagues for their great effort Today in the inte-Nst of all _people of
this country,

Mr. MELCHER. I thank my friend, the gentleman from South Dakota, for his
Pertinent remarks.

Representative DENnoim. _Yaw, I want to yield the rest of my time
to the men with me. Mr. Radcliffe, president of the South Dakota
Farmers Union

Senator IIumeinaly. We surely welcome you, Mr..Radcliffe. May
I just say at this point one of the reasons we have not scheduled a
huge number of witnesses from the farms themselves is that this
committee does not have jurisdiction, as you know, Frank. rongress-
man Denholm, over the commodity price structure and we have our
problems in Congress over jurisdiction. But we are hot, unmindful
of the fact that the central need of rural America is what the able .

Congressman just said, Co overcome the deficiency of personal dispos-
able income and to eliminate the economic pressure for continued
ontmigratiou by providing equal economic opportunities for the
youth and indeed, for all of rural America.

That is at the heart and core of it. We are well aware of it and
I think we have three members lucre, and Senator Bellnion was with
us, that fully appreciate the importance of adequate farm income
and we do not have it today as the chart shows and we have not had
it for years.

I do not think either political parties can take very much glory
in what we call providing adequate farm income or providing the
means for adequate farm income. With Cat I wanted yon to know
why we had not scheduled just one farmlperson after another to be
heard. We are going to have hearings in Washington, however, and
we possibly will have other hearings in which we will have the
leaders of all of the great farm orgabizations represented here, the
Farmers Union, Farm Bureau, NFO, the.different cooperatives, and
the Rural Electric Associations and all, to testify to us, to give us
their judgment and their -views and to see if we cannot be of sonic
help.

Go right ahead, Mr. Radcliffe.

STATEMENT OF:" BEN RADCLIFFE, PRESIDENT, SOUTH DAKOTA

FARMERS UNION, HURON, S. DAK.

Mr. RADCLIFFE. Thank you, Senator. Let me say I do appreciate
this opportunity. f also appreciate seeing you back in the U.S.
Senate.

Senator lIrmennr.v. I am enjoying it, as a matter of fact.
[Applause.] I can criticize the President now. I did not used to be
able to do that for a while.

2
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Mr. RADCLIFFE. And I am going to make my remarks brief, para-
phrase part of my statement, just read a section or two of it. Youwill have a copy

Senator HUMPHREY. We have it aim it will all be made part of
the record. /

Mr. RADCLIFFE. Very good. While this hearing is primarily limited
to the question of rural development, I assure you gentlemen that
the real cancer killing rural America is not lack of programs or
lack of study or lack of hearings such as this. It is the lack of fair
farm prices. It is parity at 70 percentthe lowest since the great
depression. We would not be holding this hearing today and we
would not be talking about problems of rural Atherica if the farmer
was receiving a fair price for his products. Not only would the
farmer be thriving, but so would the towns and cities of rural
America. That may sound like an over-simplification of the problem
but in fact, that is the problem. Rural States like South Dakotawill never be prosperous, nor will her towns and cities prosper
unless agriculture in the surrounding countryside is adequately paid
so that its bounty flows across the city borders into the cash registers
and payroll checks of our city businesses.

At this point I want- to say that I think it is terribly important
that Congress look at such plans as Congressman Denholm s, and
the Mondale bartering bill, Senator, we think has much merit.

Senator HUMPHREY. It is \iiidale-Humphrey now. [Laughter.]
As the junior Senator I have to get in position.

Mr. RADCLIFFE. Now. I will just paraphrase the rest of my state-
ment under the title of the final paragraph. We will oppose the
abolishment of the U.S. Department of Agriculture as has been rec-
ommended by the administration in. the shakeup o' the Cabinet
structure. At a time when farm prices are the lowtt since the
1930's. we think this is an ill-advised proposal. We are also oppos-ing the new rural revenue-sharing program i:, as we have been
told, it wipes out the new REAP or what was formerly known as
the ACP programs, which was a cost-sharing program, as you know,
that was very beneficial to farmers. The new rural revenue-sharing
program is alleged to be in the process. if supported and enacted, of
eliminating the Extension Services including the 4H program.

Senator HUMPHREY. That has been changed.
Senator MILLER. That is changed. I can tell you that I would

never have joined in sponsoring that bill unless it had been 'changed.
Mr. RADCLIFFE. We are happy to hear that. But we still have

some fear that the loss of some of these programs which are now
putting money directly into farmers' pockets might through a bloc
grant or the allocation of these funds to the States, to spend as they
see fit, might result in taking the money away from the farmer and
having it end up in the cities or industry that would be located in.
cities.

We are convinced that there is a better way to provide rural credit
for rural America. We have been supporting a joung farmers in-
vestment act for the young farmers leaving our State in large num-
bers and we've already heard about that today. We, too, are con-
cerned about the impoundment of the funds that were ap ro riated
for the Oahe irrigation unit. We are hopeful that tly will be
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released. We believe there must be some better way to regulate the
growth of corporation firming in this country. We made some
efforts at the State level but with not any great success. We think
something along this line could be done by the Congress of the
United States.

We are looking forward to improved tax systems for rural
Americi. Much of rural America today is depressed by high-prop-
erty taxes. I am not sure what the Federal Government can do about
that, but at least maybe they could help us provide some kind of a
study to bring about and to point to some direction for improving
that situation.

We support reenactment of the investment tax credit with a
limitation of $15,000 or $20,000 as a maximum.

Rural areas have a disproportionately large number of our elderly
people in the United States. We support continuation of such great
programs as the Green Thumb program, Senators, and to enlarge
and certainly continue that program.

Let me conclude by saying that rural America, including our
semiurban cities and towns, is in deep trouble. The very fact that
you are here today attests to that. We do not believe the ultimate
answer will be found by a piecemeal approach of peripheral-type
programs, whether they be revenue-sharing or some other innovat-
ing program. America is a great and wonderful country that simply
cannot afford to allow its farms and rural towns to decay and waste
away. What this country desperately needs is a national policy for
rebuilding rural America with a willingness to attack the problem
with as much determination and expertise as we ',five put into our
space program. can assure you that the results will be more
rewarding for earthmen.

This subcommittee meeting here today, and with subsequent meet-
ings, could well be the forerunner of such a national policy.

enator HUMPHREY. We thank you' very much, Mr. Radcliffe, my
good friend, Ben. May I say that the whole subject of special rev-
enue sharing will be gone into in considerable detail at a later time.
We appreciate your' commentary and I think there will be some
information that will be quite helpful. We thank you 'for your other
suggestions and proposals.

(Mr. Radcliffe 's prepared statement is as follows:)
My name is Ben Radcliffe, president of the South Dakota Farmers Union,

South Dakota's largest farm organization. At the outset I want to express my
pleasure at seeing Senator Humphrey back in the U.S. Senate and on the
Agriculture Committee.

While this hearing is primarily limited to the question of rurr.I development,
I assure you gentlemep that the real cancer killing rural America is not lack
of programs or lack of study or lack of hearing' such as this. It is the lack
of fair farm prices. It is parity at 70 percentthe lowest since the Great
Depression. We wouldn't be holding this hearing today and we wouldn't be
talking about problems of rural America If the farmer was receiving a fair
price for his products. Not only would the farmer be thriving, but so would
the towns and cities of rural America. That may sound like an over simplifica-
tion of the problembut In fact that to the problem. Rural states like South
Dakota will never be prosperous, nor will her towns and cities prosper unless
agriculture in the surrounding country side is adequately paid so that its
bounty flows across the city borders into the cash registers and payroll checks
of our city businesses.
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There's an old saying that depressions are farm led and farm bred. That's
certainly tree here in rural America.

However, there are areas other than price 1 would like to discuss. In addi-
tion to pricethrough sound farm legislation with which Senator Iluniplirey
was so long associatedthere are forces at large which would weaken the
fanners dwingling monetary share of what he produces.

Perhaps the most perniciousand 1 use the word advisedlyproposals are
the recent recommendations of President Nixon to abolish the Department of
Agriculture: and secondly, the proposed Rural Revenue Sharing Act.

Let me briefly discuss the elimination of the Department of Agriculture first.
This Department was originally founded to represent the farmer and promote
the science of agriculture. it is odd that at a time when farm prices are at
their lowest levet since the Great Depression, there is a move to eliminate the
Detainment of Agriculture which was founded in the first place to be an
advoeate for the fanner and to develop scientific fanning.

No one can dispute the fact that the Department of Agriculture has ade-
quately promoted the science of agronomy. Our agricultural production is the
envy of the world. Americans enjoy the lowest food prices of any industrialized
nation, and, indeed, any nation in history. Every fourth acre of farm products
goes for export to the hungrier nations of the world.

Not only do_we export food, but maybe more important is the expertise weexport. I think it's quite doubtful there would have been a Norman Borlaug
or the Green Revolution without the impetus provided by the United States
I k.partment of Agriculture. It would be similar to dismantling the space pro.
gram and .starting over.

Perhaps more dangerous IS the Rural Revenue Sharing Proposal. It could set
agriculture and (air ecology back 54) years. Under this program. the states would
have the option of deciding whether they would continue such time tested

.programs as REAPknown fur years as the ACP which is nearly entirely
devoted to sound land management and conservation programs, thereby making
it one of the strongest federal programs in existence today in fighting pollt
lion. And here I should point out that pollution dues not 1)egin in the lakes or
streams, but at the original source. NVith the aid of the federal farm programs
going back to the days of the dust bowl, the fanner need not apologize for his
environmental record eiiinureil to the industrial polluters.

'1'114. 111:111 calk into question the existence of the comity agent program as
well as the entire Extension Service including the 4-11 program, since it would
lie LI the states to decide if they wanted them.

A eritical.iiart of the proposed Ritral,Reventle Sharing Program is the way
the Census qh.pannient defines 'rural areas.' Funds. now going to farmers who
ripe(' them, could he used as grants to industry which locate in rural areas.
in other wowls, funds which now go to farmers might well end up in the
poehets of industry. I urge this committee ii(S, reject that proposal.

There are other problem's on the minds of fanners. One is the corporate
takeover of American agriculture. (Exhibit) We believe federal laws should
he made more stringent to prohibit tax loss and hobby farming, although we
realize some progress has been made in this direction: nine!) remains to be
done. NVO are urging action in our own state, although the legislature stillhasn't seen fit to respond to the need.

In this tiny of great Ce4)1()Ziell I V011(4.111. we might well ask the Congress of
the United States and the peopl4. of our nation. "who would you rather have
as custodian of our soil, the family farm or a giant corporate farm comolex?"

I wish also to pall this committee's attention to the feeling of frustration in
South Dakota and other states over the new presidential eonc4.pt of impound-
ment of funds. In South Dakota it is delaying the start of the vital Oahe Irri-gation P..deet. so long promised in repayment of the land inundated by theOda. Dam. This money was authorized by the Congress but the President
refuses to soend it. We helieve with others this is an unconstitutional sessionby the President and in this ease is lelaying the start of an irrigation nrojeet
that ty -nt'al twoide some real rural development in Ventral South Dakota.

wither area we suggest Your committee look into. is the prohlem of state
and 14eial taxation. Here w4. suggest a federal study showing how much the

arbili,tural sector pays in federal income taX('K and how 11111('Il in state and
ioen1 taxation.
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.We can supply data showing that South Dakota agriculture pays the heaviest
disproportionate share of taxes of any state in the nation. As an example,
while South Dakota farmers and rancnes made up only 1.5 per cent of the
nation's farm and ranch population, in 1887, they paid 4.3 per cent of all
personal property taxes in the nation. This is but one example.

Lack of adequate farm credit is another need. There is especially a need
for a young farmer investment act. The last time I checked the average age

. of farmers in Soqth Dakota it was in the high fifties. There are many young
people who want to tarp and who we will need on the farm if our agricultural
production isrto remain the envy of the world. But they simply can't afford
to look at it as a career in the face of today's astronomical costs.

Let me say in conclusion, that rural America, including our semi-urban
cities and towns are in deep trouble. The very fact that you. are here today
attests to that. We don't believe the ultimate answer will be found by a piece-
Meat approagh of peripheral type programs, whether they be revenue sharing
or some ether innovating gimmickery. America is a great and wonderful
country that cannot, simply cannot afford to allow its.farms and rural towns
to decay and waste away. What this country desperately needs, is a National
Policy for Rebuilding Rural America with the willingness to attack the problem
with as much determination and expertise as we have put into our space
program. I can assure you that the results would be more rewarding for earth
man.

This sub committee meeting here today. with its subsequent meetings, could
well be the forerunner of such a national policy.

Senator HUMPHREY. Now, we have with us the ge eman who is
the executive secretary. I believe, of the Farm Bur u. Am I cor-
rect? Gary Enright.

N r. Enright. we welcome your comments.

STATEMENT OF GARY ENRIGHT, ADMilNISTRATIVE DIRECTOR,
SOUTH, DAKOTA FARM BUREAU FEDERATION, HURON, S. DAK.

Mr. 'ENRIGHT. Thank you very much. Mr,Chairman and members
of the committee. I will keep my comments to about 2 minutes

,today.
.I am Gary Enright. administrative director of the South Dakota

Fa-,n Bureau Federation, representing several thousand farm fam-
iliestin South Dakota.

It is'indeed gratifying to rural Americans to be made aware of
the fact that turban residents of our great nation are turning again,
in their time of need. to the source of all our wealth in this Nation.
the land. ..

For most of our Nation's history. people derived the stain source
of their sustenance directly front the earth. During the so-called
industrial and electronic age of the United States, however, people
have forgotten that the source of all wealth and life itself. still conies
from the soil.

We have develop0 generations of peiple who are firmly convinced
that fy4a1 comes from the supermarket and that farmers are some-
thing/our ancestors used to be and something we would never en-
courage our children to become interested in.

In addition, we have literally penalized American agriculture for
keeping pace with modern times and updating our methods of pro-
einction so that each farmer is now able to feed 45 of his fellow
men..1Ve have been penalized by being subjected to increased costs
of production which we have not been able to pass on to the con-
sumer but have had to absorb ourselves. These costs have risen as
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much as 300 percent Ahile we are still receiving prices similar to or
lower than those paid, our produce 40 years ago.

We in Farm But W. however. would like to congratulate the
President's Task Force for Rural Development d this committee
for the work you both are doing in attempting to change the com-
plexion of rural Aiiierica,. The report of the -President's task force
contains a great deal of viiluable information and some very sound
suggestions.

At the optset, however, the task force stated that rural develop-
ment was not it new agency of government. Farm Bureau applauds
this attitude for obvious reasons. We are becoming rapidly over-
organized in government.

One important point to remember in this area of rural develop-
ment is that the machinery is already in existence to implement the
many outstanding concepts submitted by the task force. We are all
truly interested in efficient rural development projects, and if that is
true, then we should employ those servants and instruments already
in existence.

We also applaud the statements of the task force iv. the area of
suggesting that rural development employ the extensive use of local
governments and private enterprise wherever possible. This concept
brings us baek to the true strength of the American system of ac-
complishment.

The task force was perceptive ,in its suggestions regarding nutri-
tion. welfare. education, housing, health, water resources, develop-
ment of natural resour, es. and better transportation methods.

We urge this committee. however, to recommend the employment
of existing agencies wherever possible, in all phases of government
to accomplish these noble goals in rural development.

I thank you. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, and
Congressman Denholm, for yielding some of his time so all could
hear the voice of the farmer community.

Senator HUMPHREY. Indeed,. we thank you and we will be careful
students of the President's Task Force for Rural Development. I
mean going to school right out here in this university and in Wash-
ington as well in studying this task force report and under the title
IX of the Agriculture Act of 1970. We will be receiving five major
reports from the administration on the subject of rural development.
They are spaced over.-a year and each of those will be carefully gone
over by the subcommittee and its staff and the full committee. So,
we are in the process now, may I say, of a very intensive study and
hopefully something more than study. I think we have studied
these problems to death. We need to get some action and thatis,
what you are talking about.

We have here also Congressman Abourezk, and I think it is only
fair that I should ask him for a comment, if he has something- he
would liketo say in reference to this testimony and his own views.

Representative DENnor.m. I will be glad to yield to my colleague.
Senator Hultman% Yes. indeed.
Representative DENItoLm. Thank you very much.
Senator HUMPHREY. Yes. All of this will be made part of the

record and eye will expect to hear. of course, from your national
representatives at. a later date.

Jim?
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STATEMENT OP HON. JAMES ABOUREEK, REPRESENTATIVE IN

- CONGRESS PROM THE SECOND CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF
SOUTB DAKOTA

Representative ABOUREZK. Thank you, Senator Humphrey. want to
compliment Mr. Denholm and Mr. Radcliffe and Mr. Enright for their
contribution. I want you to know that I fully support Frank Den-
hohn's farm plan, his family plan. I hope we can get something
done on that.

Second, I just want to make a comment, that I think everyone
ought to appreciate the fact that Senator Humphrey is doing what
people talk about doing a lot but never get done and that is actually
,.-ing out and listening to what the people have to say. It is some-

.-,g I have advocated for a long time. Too many times people in
ashington, both in the Congress and downtown, the agencies, sit

there in the confines of their four walls, think up a program for
somewhere out in South Dakota, Minnesota, Nebraska, or Iowa, with-
out knowing actually- what effect it will have.

I refer specifically to the trucking regulations that the Depart-
ment of TransPortation tried to ram through here recently that
would have a terribly adverse effect on rural people out; in this- part
of the country, But this is the only way to do it, in my opinion, and
I think Senator Humphrey, Senator Miller, and Senator Allen are
to be commended for doing this.

Third, just for the record, Senator Humphrey, I might pass on
some of the inputs I have received from people I have talked to out
in rural areas about rural development. The lack of capital in rural
areas is one of the major problems. I am not talking about borrow-
ing money to buy land specifically or to buy cattle. We have the
Farm Home Administration for that. It does not have enough
money, .incidentally, but I would just pass on for the record this
suggestion, that where the Small Business Administration only hits
one or two towns in my State of South Dakota,

Small
it is impos-

sible for people in small towns to apply to the mall Business Ad-
ministration. why not consider making the Farm Home Administra-
tion a lending agency for small businesses in small towns, specifically
for the reason that the machinery is already there and ;tat there is
generally an office, an FHA Office, in every county. I think that is
something that everybody in the Congress ought to consider.

Senator HumgiratT. A very practical suggestion, I might add.
Representative ABOUREZR. thank you.
Senator HUMPHREY. And FHA is equipped for it.
We do have a statement here from Mr. Donal, 1 Jorgenson. Urban

Supervisor for the Clr.y Conservation District, and I am going to
ask that it be made a part of our record.

(Mr. Jorgenson's statement follows:)
STATEMENT OF DONALD JOROENSON. URBAN' SCPERVIGOR, CLAY CONSERVATION

DISTRICT. VERMILLION, S. DAK.

Members of Rural Development Hearing Cozumittee:
I am Donald .1otigenson, Urban Supervisor for the Clay Conservation District.

The Conservation Districts are government sub-divisions of South Dakota
charged with the responsibility, under State Law, of providing for the con-
servation and development of soil. water and all other related natural resources.
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Today there are 70 Conservation Districts in South Dakota and more than 98
percent of the State's total land area lies within their boundaries. Some -11,0(K)
farmers and ranchers are cooperating in their respective districts to carry
out conservation measures to protect and develop the soil, water, timber, grass,
wildlife and the environment.

Conservation Districts work with and prqyide assistance to public land-
holding agencies, municipalities and organizations when environmental prob-
lems are involved.

The South Dakota Conservation Districts with the techni;ial assistance of
the Soil Conservation Service are vitally interestetr and directly Involved in
such activities as Resource Conservation and Development, Environmental
Education, Wildlife, Recreation, 1t search, Public Lands, forestry, water re-
sources, watersheds, grassland resOirrees and the Great Plains Conservation
Program.

As a barker, I ant very much interested in conservation programs and prac-
tices that make this area a better and more attractive place to live. I am
concerneel about the proper use of all of the natural resources. In this area,
watersheds which combine soil and water conservation on the land with control
and use of runoff by means of upstream structures such as the Brute, Pattee,
Silver. Scott and Green Creek Watersheds; are making the landscape more
attractive. Locally we are in the prioress of developing a preliminary plan for
tlw Turkey Clay Watershed.

Recently. the Lower James - Vermillion Resimrce Conservation and Develop-
nient project submitted an a pill Iva don for assistance. This application resulted
in people getting together in eleven counties of which ('lay County is one
people helping to bring about a better place for people to live, work and play.
They are aiming at total resource development in the eleven county area.

The Great Plains Conservation Program is another cost share activity. This
:irograin heats the whole farm or ranch unit with the necessary vonservation
practices to entirely eliminate erosion and conserve soil.

Resource planning is being done with units of government. The SC 5, working
through the established local Conservation Districts. assisted some town.
city and county governments with their individual soil and waiter problems.
These protects include Salem. South Dakota Flood Control Project. providing
soils information for SIMPO (Sioux ('ity Improvement MetroPolitan Planning
Organization) and Union County Commissioners. The City of Nlitcheirrequested
assistance on a sediment. survey of Lake Mitchell. Canyon Lake in Rapid ('ity
also received assistance with a sedimentation survey.

Feedlot polintion abatement requests in Smith Dakota number 270 with 710
plans completed and 20 feetlot owners have constructed the necessary conserva-
tion nractices to reduce and eliminate pollution from ordinal wastes.

I feel that these Rural Development activities with prover assistance will
improve the environment for human and wildlife populations, palace pollution
tooth from soil erosion (which incidentally consists of SO percent of the pollution
in South Dakota) and animal wastes.

Senator Ili-meinwr. We also have a statement submitted bv Sen-
ator McGovern to the Subcommittee on Mind Development. This
statement Was made available to its by Mr. McKeever of Senator
McGovern's staff. .ktid T ant going to ask that following the testi-
mony of the two Congressmen. that Senator McGovern's testimo:Iv
be included 111 tOt9 in the rff`Ord.

Senn tor McGovern's statement follows:)

STATE\WNT OF HON, GrORGE Mt (10VFRN. A F.S. Sex t FOR 1 ROM CIE Sr ttr of
Sorrir Dauora

I regret that I cannot he with you today in Vermillion hilt I have hearings
of my Senate Seleet Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs in Washington
scheduled for today.

commend Senator Hubert Hmanhrey. Chairman of the Subcommittee on
Rural Development, and my colleagues on the Senate Agriculture Committee,
for arranging these important hearing's on rural development and for coining
to our State of Smith Dakota. We are glad to have you here.

In order to fully understand the future of agriculture for the 1970's we
mist he aware of what transpired last year.
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The Agricultural Act of 1965 expired at the end of calendar year 1970.
Early in 1969, we formed a grout of farm organization§ and commodity groups
to work out the details of a new fauna program. Eventually, thete were over
30 of these concerned agri-business associations involved in this common pur-
pose. The result of this effort was the introduction of the Coalition Farm Bill.

Despite the nearly unanimous support of agricultural interests we were unable
to enact the bill, chiefly due to the opposition of urban interests and certain
key figures in the Administration. We will now Wive to work within the traine-
work of a bill which, for the first time since its inception, marks a clear retreat
trout the time-tested parity' concept. I do not feei the bill we have now is a
good one.

Although this Committee' will be dea'ing with a number of various proposals
for rural development, it is my view twat there are few probiems we have in-
rural America that could not be solved with decent farm prices. No other
economic group receives so little return for their labor and capital investment
as do those who work the land. Farmers are receiving 1930 and 1940 prices for
what they sell and must pay inflated 1971 prices for what they buy. The top
priority of this Committeeand all others who share our concern with rural
Americamust be adequate farm prices.

At the same time, farmers and rUrai residents have cause for keen interest
in the discussion of national priorities going on now throughout the country.

The problems of the cities cannot be divorced from those of rural areas. Much
of the migration of rtirai people to metropolitan centers has been caused by
the lack of an enlightened farm program and the deterioration of employment
opportunities in rural states, and that trend is damaging at both ends.

It was amplified during the depression of the 1930's. We saw the disruption
of family life during World War II when millions of our rural youth went
into service and, eventually. made their homes elsewhere. The result has been
an older farm population with few incentives for the young folks to take over.

As consumers continue to demand more specialized and sophisticated jackag-
ing and processing of the food and fiber produced by American agriculture, an
increased share of the food dollar wili continue to flow to the processor, rather
than the producer.

Those of us in rural areas must take advantage of this trend by developing
more of the marketing procedures for the products we produce. There is no
reason, why we cannot capitalize on the potential for fully preparing the
abundance of cur land for market: This will require considerable expansion
of our present capabilities together with the development of the new techniques
that are in demand by American consumers.

New or additional land uses must constantly be considered, not only in terms
of ways to increase the income of farmers, but also for the puroose of making
rural communities better ones in which to live.

Local participation and eooperation can often succeed in developing recrea-
tional areas, artificial lakes and reservoirs or thebetter utilization of a national
body of water, parks game preserves and many other public and private
developments that use land for other than food production.

It should be kept in mind that the aggregate effect of expanding output of
many farm products is to reduce product prices and total income from such
products. Thus, new noncrop uses for land can, on balance, help f mers, nt
least until such time as public policy catches up with the need for volume
of food production of which we are capable.

Farms will continue to increase in size, they will basically continue to be
family farms, although we will also see a continuing tendency toward special-

ized large scale enterprises along certain lines such aS specialized hog feedinct
operations. large feed yards for beef cattle, egg producing faeilities, etc.

We can expect to see a continued flow of new technologies into farming.
There is available in our agricultural research stations enough new knowledge
to feed the present rate of technological advance for 15 years or more. These
things include improved grasses and grass production practices, improved wheat
varieties, water management practices to reduce losses and to increase utiliza-
tion by plants, improved feeding practices and improved strains of livestock.

Another development will be the continuing improvement of form manage-
ment We can expect to see electronic farm accounting become common as well
as the use of electronic farm btulgeting.

They make it almost impossible for young people to start without family
backing unless we innovate further with respect to farm finance. We might
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have a greater. coordination between local credit agencies who are willing to
"place their chips" on a limited number of well-qualified young men without
requiring much security other than tae managerial potential of the boys them-
selves.

We may also see more two-man or multi-family farming operations. The
livestock Share -lease is used in this way presently, as is the grazing association
concept. Lending agencies will probably tend more and Inure to lend to farmers
on a specialized basis, employing farm management specialists as loan super-
visors, and their loans will be set up on longer term, revolving capital basis.

Transportation technology has revolutionized the concept of the farm com-
munity. As a result the largest towns will continue to grow and wilt absorb
certain of the economic activities given up by small towns as farmers shift
their orientation and their trade.

We can look for improvements in rural housing and improved rural services
roads, schools, telephones and power.

We can anticipate an increased demand for all forms of recreationpublic
golf courses, tennis courts, parks, picnic areas, hunting, fishing and boating.
People will lose patience with inadequate medicalllind hospital facilities, and
will participate in more planning and action to consolidate redundant service::
and expand needed ones.

It will not be surprising to see pressure towards consolidation of county
governments and similar adjustments in township and other local government
units.

There is no fundamental reason why the plains area cannot be as viable
economically and as satisfying socially as any other area. Whether it is or not
lepends on the balance between resources and people, the state of the arts,
the institutional arrangements that bind people together, and the willingness
of our citizens to influence our future course. My basic feeling is one of
oldiniism: if we accept the challenge to take a positive hand in controlling
our destiny.

Senator HUMPHRE The Senator asked me to express his regrets
at not being here. lie is not on this garticular subcommittee. I think
it sbottld be noted that Senator McGovern is chairman of the Sen-
ate Farm Credit Subcommittee and will be doing a groat deal of
work in that field for us.

Senator MILLER. I would just like to add a footnote to what we
have received here in testimony in the last few moments. You have
to almost become a member of the Senate Agriculture (lommittee and
have to have served on the Conference Committee between the two
houses to iron out differences to appreciate what I tell the National
Corn, Growers Association in Des Moines a couple of weeks ago. I
said there was not a single farmer in that audience who could not
draft a better farm program,a- better feed grains program, than
the one we have.. But the drafting of a better program and getting
it through a Congress consisting of 535 members with many di-
vergent viewpoints is another thing. So the farm programs that
crank out of Congress are always a compromise. Nobody ever gets
what he would like to get. A lot of things are in there that he does
not like to have in and, as a matter of fact,---it_is getting tougher
every time to get a farm bill through the Congress. They came__
pretty close to not even getting one through the House, as recall.
So, I think we have to understand that when we talk about what we
are against and what we would like to have.

Another point on this investment tax credit. I was a sponsor of
an amendment to provide for a $20,000-investment tax credit which

am sure you will go along with, instead' of $15,000 at the time
they were considering the Tax Reform Act of 1969. I am sorry to
say it was defeated in the Senate. I am still for it and I will do all
I can on it bdt.yon have to have the votes. Of course, a lot of peo-
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pie were prejudiced about the investment tax credit because our
indicatedndicated that while it was on the books, the some 250

major corporations in this country were getting about 70 percent of
the takeoff and the farmers and small businessmen were getting the
crumbs. That prejudiced an awful lot of people. But if you can
keep it at a limitation of $15,000 or $20,000, that would not happen.

inally, there is alw-ays a lot of talk about, farm prices but at the
same time, I am acutely aware of the fact that what the, farmer
looks at is net income. There are two sides of the question. There is
therprice side and the cost side and inflation has been doing quite a
job on the cost side. That is one reason why I said for a long time
the farm economy is the one that gets hurt first and the worst by
inflation. I am ...gratified the inflation rate appears to be slowing
down dramatically, at least it did for the first quarter, but we have
got to put a stop to it. That gets you into this problem of impound-
ing funds and I think fairness demands that this be said, that the
Congress did legislate an expenditure and it is very difficult
for the Office of Management and Budget to make sure that all of
tt appropriations moneys are spent in line with that national expen-
d are ceiling. That is why I think just a few days ago the Presi-
dent was able to release some $250 million in funds because we are
getting near the end' of this fiscal year and one can see how things
are balancing out. But we cannot have our cake and eat it. We
cannot have all the mpney and expenditures we want and at the
same time put, a stop to inflation.

Thank .you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HUMPHREY. On this issue, there is a slight disagreement

between'the Senator from Iowa and the Senator from Minnesota,
but we shall. not burden vou . with this debate at this particular
moment. We will comp to aiat in the Congress.

Representative DENHOLM. Mr. Chairman, may I make this comment
in the recordthat from the best estimates available, if parity wa-lat 85
percent on farm produced commodities the income to people in
South Dakota would be increased by $75 to $100 million each year.
Congress is debating whether we should adopt a federal revenue
sharing plan of the President that provides only $1.5 million in
grants to this state. The rural areas are not in balance economically.
with other segments of our total economy. When an improper bal-
ance occursa shift of population results. 'We can not legislate
people or where they must live, but we can provide a sense of
balance for equal economic opportunity between major segments of
our national economy.

Senator HUMPHREY. You can see what we do in Congress. We
have a good time arguing these things out.

As I understand, we have three more witnesses. Is Mr. -Hargens
here ? And we have Mr. Fodness.

Mr. FonNEss. Right here.
Senator HumettnEY. And we have Webster Two-Hawk, is Mr.

Two-Hawk here? We are going to take about a 2-minute break. I
just recalled that yesterday this dear lady, our stenotypist* was
taking transcription for 61/2 hours without ever having a chance to
even stretch. And I think it is stretching time.
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We will take a -minute break and we will be back to hear the
testimony of our other witnesses.

(A recess was taken.)
Senator HUMPHREY. We will reconvene the Senate subcommittee.

My colleagues will join me very shortly.
Our witnesses now are Mr. Ray Hargens and Mr. Virgil Foduess

and then we will hear from Mr. Webster Two-Hawk. who I under-
stand does not have printed testimony but will speak to us anyway.

--We are very happy to hear from him.
Mr. Hargens lof Ida Grove, Iowa. Mr. Hargens, do you want to

introduce your associates and proceed.

STATEMENT OF RAY HARGENS, SECRETARY, IOWA ASSOCIATION
OF ELECTRIC COOPERATIVES, IDA GROVE, IOWA; DONALD MAS-
TERS, PRESIDENT, NORTHWEST. IOWA POWER COOPERATIVE,
MAPLETON, IOWA; AND ARCH :GUSTOFSON, NEBRASKA PUBLIC
POWER DISTRICT, COLUMBUS, NEBR.

Mr. HattouNs. Yes, that k Mr. Chairman. On my immediate
left I have with me Don asters, who is president of the NIPCO
organization. He is a farmer.

Senator HumenaEY. Where is he from?
Mr. HARGENS. He is from Mapleton, Monona County, Mapleton,

Itiwa. And to my extreme left is Arch Gustofson, who is the com-
munity development supervisor. He is also with the Nebraska Public
Power District.

Senator HUMPHREY. And what is your hometown?
Mr. Gusarsos. Columbus. Nebr.
Mr, HAftnExs. My name is Ray llargens. I am a farmer living

southeast of Ida Grove. Iowa, and I am extremely concerned about
the economic plight of farmers and farm communities here in the
midwest. The perils of today's farming operation directly affect tie
-economy of our farm communities and thus affect everyone living
in the midwest, whether he be farmer or businessman.

Our rural community businessmen are recognizing our dilemma.
Farmers have been experiencing stagnant if not falling prices for
their products. To compensate for this rice stagnation the farmer
has had no choice but to increase his t roductivity and his capital
outlay in an attempt to keep his incol e in pace with the rest of
the economy. Those farmers who are n t able to follow this prod-.
uctivity and capital outlay spiral hay been and are bein g forced
of the farms. Even those able .o folio\ the productivity and capital
outlay spiral have soon found that a point is reached Beyond which
increased productivity is absorbed by excessive costs. Farming
efficiency percentages vary extensively according to ability, soil. irri-
gation. et cetera, and Nv hen* that effic.iency is reached anci costs con-
tinue to spiral. one can easily understand why farmers go bankrupt.
The individual farmer is caught in a market in which he. and he
alone. has no control over the price of h 3 product. He is plagued
with the realization that he sells wholes vet buys retail. What
businessman could endure that kind of a r. irliet? Farm prices have
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to, be raised, and incentives provided to keep farmers on the farms
and in the rural communities. The income of farmers must be raised
so they may improve their substandard housing, so they may pro-
vide themselves with better health and dental care, and continued
vocational education so necessary in today's rural community. The
Federal Government could lower the interest rates on Farmers
Home Administration loans and even increase the funding of this
program. The Government could provide tax incentives or the
farmer instead of consistently giving, the windfall to b': usiness.
It is time the Government reviews the farm regions and ps trying
to step away from the problems of the farmer and the arm com-
munities. Suggestions, such as the abolishment of the De, artment
of Agriculture as it presently exists, would not only rem, ,e the
farmeis' direct communication with his Government,13ut co . .

sult in the abolishment of other departments of Government, a, :n-
cies and programs which try to boost the economy of rural A-nevi

Remeinber, I am not just talking about the farmer, I am Liking
about America,merica, which includes farmers and farm communities.
These people depend upon one another to make a living, and when
one segment such as the fanner is hurt, then the rural farm com-
munities and towns experience economic woes. Their economics are
directly affected by the farm dollar. Some of these communities
hardest hit by the farm price stagnation probably could not even
meet their financial share, which is. usually 50 percent, to be eligible
for Federal or State aid. Programs such as sewer and water projects,
airport development, park lands and traffic controls are out of their
reach. This situation is then compounded with aneclining,number of
taxpayers due to a declining farm and farm community population.
Our schools may soon be over-capitalized because of a decline in the
number of students and on the other ,side of the coin this accelerating
migration from the rural areas has helped compound the problems
of congestion and pollution of the large metropolitan areas.

I see a need for the Federal Government to set the example and
lead in the decentralization of its centers in large con d cities.
The Federal Government should locate some of its faeilit in rural
America. Then maybe private industry will follow suit. his could
alleviate some of the woes of the farm and farm co munity. It
could boost the farmers income by providing off -seas' work, and
provide jobs to help keep the rural population in the ru 1 areas, thus
keeping these people as taxpayers of the rural commu ities and not
burdens of the congested cities.

It is understood that basic needs and requirements m -t be avail-
able and met to attract a Federal center or private in. -try into
rural America. Needs- such as water conservation, tra .: ortation
facilities and the basic utilities, such as low-cost power au. ly and
telephone, are a must: Rural America wants to be able to bo th
it has the basis to attract Federal centers and private industry, ut
they need help to do this.

In 1968 the Wa Resources Council of the executive departments
increased the disc t rates used by Federal agencies in evaluating
proposed water veloPment projects from 31/4 percent to 4% per-
cent, which will be increased on July 1, 1971, to 5% percent. A deci-
sion of this sort makes many projects unfeasible at a time when the
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continued development of our natural resources for the benefit of
people is paramount. Here again, the human element involved seems
to be less important than the bookkeeping of the U.S. Treasury.

There are other programs that are viewed with dismay %this
region. What is happening in the Missouri River Basin in regard to
irrigation projects? Projects authorized 27 years ago have never
been funded, and yet today with the urgeht. need for conservation
and recreation, these nds remain frozen.

One program trg y needed to improve economic conditions and,
also enhance recreational opportunities is the complete development
of our soil and water resources. It is appalling that the soil con-
servation service has been in existence since 1935, and yet less than
one-third of our cropland has received proper land treatment. The
Federal Government should expand the soil conservation program
and increase the funding with the goal that all agricultural land will
receive conservation treatment by a specific date.

Improved conservation will increase the need for improved trans-
portation and rural America is generally at a transportation dis-
advantage. Following the completion of the present interstate high=
way system, freeway-type highways should be extended to rural
areas for the specific purpose of encouraging industry to locate in
those areas and to facilitate the movement of agricultural products

market.1p
il The railroads are discriminating against midwestern farmers in
the form of rail transportation rates, particularly on wheat and
other farm commodities. In Montana', for example, the cost of trans-
porting wheat is double when compared to the southern States where
the railroads compete with water transportation. Add to this the in-
ability of the railroads to provide adequate boxcar facilities and
you can plainly see the effect the railroads are having on rural
AineriCa.

Senator HUMPHREY: If you would tell me how we ever get those
railroads to get those boxcars around I would be the happiest Sen-
ator in the U.S. Senate. I have spent .half. my life chasing boxcars.
[Laughter.) I swear; every time the crop season comes up, those box;
carsthey have got them laying. over in Philadelphia where tliv
are not growing soybeans in Pliiladelphia.

Mr. HARGENS. They are not where they are needed.
Senator HumrintEr. It is terrible. I have been of the opinion that

the government should build them and lease them out to the rail-
roads. I do not know of any other way to do it. Even for defense
purposes. You farmers ought to get a little madder than you have
been about that. I have had a full head of steam on for 25 years
about boxcars. Every July, every June, that I have been in govern-
ment I have had a delegation of farmers come charging down on
me and haying where are those boxcars,fas if I ran the railroads, and
we never can get the. Interstate Commerce Commission to get them
delivered up.

Mr. ibutoENs. It is quite a. feeling for -a farmer when you are in
the harvest season like on bans or something and no place to go
with them. When the time is there, the time is there.

Senator Hrmeum:v. There are terrible crop losses because of them.
I think there is a Tailroad listening.
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Senator MILLER. I think all of us from the Middle West spend
an awful lot of our time trying to get boxcars out to some of these
areas. I think the main factor is the low demurrage rates which let
them stay in the East without penalty, at least a penalty that will
not cause them to send cars out here.

We will do all we can. It is a serious problem.
HARdENS. Fine. We suggest major reforms in the govern-

ment's transportation policies and control over uniform rail rates be
mandatory.

The existence of commercial air service has also become a require-
ment for the location of the industry. Originally, all trunk lines
received a subsidy. When they became self-sufficient the subsidy was
gradually eliminated. Now today all of t4ie local service airlines
receive a subsidy which is similarly being, reduced.

There are many small communities which need third level or
commuter airline service and could support it if the third-level air-
lines would receive the same subsidy the trunk lines have received in
the past and the local airlines presently receive.

This would facilitate the movement of freight and personnel and
encourage indtstry to locate in smaller communities.

Groundwork for supporting an industry through rural develop-
ment requires the basic utilities such as low-cost power supply. This
points sharply to the need for adequate REA loan funds to build
the distribution systems and power supply systems. The Rural Elec-
trification Administration's 2 percent. 35-year loan program is possi-
bly the soundest and most successful program the Federal Govern-
ment has ever launched. Here is a program that seeks to help, and
has helped the farmer and the farm community to provide the
necessary and all-important package to attract Federal centers and
private industry into rural America, and yet repays that trust with
principal and interest. It is helping people help themselves. The re-
turn on the investment the Federal Government realizes from this
program is not only monetary, but the program also enhances the
quality of life in rural America.

With the increase in farm oprrations utilizing electricity and in
order to increase electric production for industry, it will be necessary
not only to continue but increost the amount of funds available for
these programs.

Thu h deral Government should adequately fund existing pro-
crratITS be ore launching new ones. If it is trying to fund more pro-
grams than it can handle, it should eliminate lower priority programs
and do a ood job on those remaining.

The rove ue-sharing programs proposed by the Administration
may be the est, solution to the problem of inadequate funding of
Fede- .1 grant programs. In this way, rural areas could put the
money into the programs most needed in their States without dom-
ination by eastern urban interests.

Rural America has a special need in providing public improve-
ments such as water and sewer systems and housing, because its
towns are small and must pay 'a higher rate of interest on improve-
ment bonds than do metropolitan areas. The Federal Government
should either increase the grants to rural America. pay the differen-
tial in interest rates, or sponsor a rural America development bank,
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which would buy municipal bonds for improvement projects in rural,
communities at interest rates. comparable to those commanded by
the highest rated municipal bonds.

To meet the future needs of our country we must develop a plan
to reverse the rural to urban population flow. This can be accom-
plished by a realistic development plan.

We suggest that a 10-year program for natural resource develop-
ment be implemented immediately. The economic effect would be
immediate by providing jobs during the' construction phase. It would
further increase the economy by preserving our soil and water re-
sources and increasing farm income. As the conservation projects
are developed, recreational opportunities in rural areas will be
greatly increased. Furthermore, much flooding and its attendant eco-
nomic and personal losses would be eliminated. There is no other
way the Federal Government could immediately pump 'economic
life into rural America. Much of the surveying and engineering
have been done. The technology is available. The economic impact
would be immediate, thus making rural America once again good
for all Americans:

Senator HumEtiREE. We want to thank you very mt .It is splen-
did testimony and your suggestions are noted anc ry practical.

Senator Miller?
Senator MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairrwril
These are specifics we like to get. I wilfild just like to comment

on one of them and that is your recommendation for a follow-on
interstate system which will develop better highway transportation
in the rural areas. There needs to be a follow-on and I thoroughly
agree with extending this to the rural areas because if we do not,
we are not going to have the economic development that we want.
I am very pleased to get this kind of testimony, Mr. Chairman.

Senator HUMPHREY. We are very grateful to you, Mr. Hargens.
This is practical and down to Barth and very helpful to us.

Do your associates have anything they would like to add?
Mr. MASTERS. No, sir, I do not have any prepared statement, but

I would like to concur in all he said. And as chairman of the elec-
trical outfit that serves 23,000 farm families in northwest Iowa, we
are quite 'interested in the economic conditions of our faims. We
have a lot of services that are not used in our community. Some
organizations have probably as high as almost 20 percent and people
have moved out, new services there, something that causes great
concern because we are going to have to upgrade these lines.

Thank you, Senator.
Senator HUMPHREY. We want to compliment the rural electric

cooperatives and other utilities for their services to rural America.
I happen to think REA's can do a great job in community planning
and community development in rural America.

Do you have anything else?
Mr. GUSTOFSON. No, sir. It is a pleasure to be here.
Senator HUMPHREY. Tha:ik you very much.
Senator Allen, I did not mean to bypass you. Do you have any

questions ?
Senator ALLEN. I would like to ask on the REA, as to the avail-

ability of electricity troughout the rural areas of Nebraska. We 1,
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established yesterday that in Iowa, electricity was available to every
person in the State that wished to avail themselves of electricity.
What is the percentage here? 'What would the percentage be in
South Dakota or Nebraska? Do you have those figures?

Mr. HARGENS. The man from Nebraska can probably
Mr. GusTorsom. I do not have those figures, but of all the counties

in Nebraska which we serve, I know of no one who is in need of
electricity who does not have it.

Senator ALLEN: 'What about the rural telephone? Do you all have
the figures on that?

Mr. HARGENS. I am not too familiar with rural telephones. Maybe
somebody else

Senator ALLEN. Are you familia; with the fact that the Congress
has recently passed, the Senate at least, passed a conference report
on the rural telephone bank providing for a capitalization of $300
million to make loans to rural telephone systems?

Mr. HARGENS. Yes, that is true.
Senator ALLEN. This $300 million will be paid in at the rate of

$30 million a year and it will be an effort to add another loan
source to the 201 telephone loan program.

Mr. HARGENS. Mr.tMasters would like to
Mr. MASTERS. In answer to your question, Senator, in our commun-

ity in northwestern Iowa, they have recently formed a cooperative
for telephones and they have an np -to -date dial system with buried
cables. It is in very good shape. It serves at least a dozen or 15
towns around Sioux City.

Senator ALLEN. Thank you. That is one advance that rural com-
munities have made in recent decades, getting electricity and tele-
phones, is that not right? And what progress is being made on
getting water and sewer systems in the smaller communities?

Mr. HAuor.xs. There are some snow being made. Maybe
there is someone on this panel. some other gentlemen, that are in
these areasin niv area where I live. there has been a survy made
but that. is all. I do know of other areas where this is a thing of the
future.

Mr. Fodness.
Senator HUMPHREY. Welcome. Mr. Fodness. Do you want--we

will come back on the question again if it is agreeable, starting with
Senator Allen.

Mr. Fodness, we welcome you and look forward to your testi-
mony. Would you introduce your three associates by name and if
you will give their address.

STATEMENT OF VIRGIL FODNESS, EAST RIVER POWER
COOPERATIVE, LENNOX, S. DAB.

Mr. FODNESS. Mr.' Chairman and members of the committee. my
name is Virgil Fodness. I farm near Lennox, S. Dak., and am a rural
electric cooperative director. With me today are three fellow rural
electric directors. Harold McRae of Kadoka; Maurice Bergh of
Florence; and Herman Holt of Parkston.

Senator HUMPHREY. I will ask the staff to be sure to get those
names. Thank you. We welcome you. It is a good geographical
representation of the State of South Dakota. How is South Dakota?
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Mr. FonsEss. Good, we have had rain. A.

Senator HUMPIIRET. Rain in Kadoka. "God, things are getting
better. [Laughter.]

Mr. FODNESS. The committee or rural electric spokesmen that have
been involved in developing this statement on behalf of many of
the rural electrics of North and South Dakota has directed me to
present this testimony in their behalf. Time does not allow me to
orally present our statement in its entirety. I will have copies of
the lull statement to subinit to the committee at a later date and I
appreciate this opportunity to present a summary of our statement
at this time.

Senator HUMPIIREY. We will accept your full statement and put
it in the body of your testimony.

Mr. FonxEss. Thank you.
The rural electrics which I represent are deeply concerned about

the general economic and social conditions of the Great Plains re-
gioe. which has often been referred to as the last major under-
developed region of the United States. It is almost entirely a one-,
industry region, depending largely on the production and market-
ing of raw agricultural products for its onomic livelihood. It
is a region shy of capital and must depen largely on financial
institutions located ill large eastern metropolit n centers for private
investment capital.

We are particularly concerned about the economic plight of agri-
culture. After almost two decades of declining prices received by
farmers for their products, the climax was reached last November
when the farm parity index slipped to 70 percent, the lowest level
since the depression year of 1933 when it stood at 67 percent.

Depressed farm prices in the face of ever-increasing interest costs,
plus generally higher costs of production, have forced economic
ruin upon more than 1,000 farmers a year in each of the States in
this region. It is significant to note that in mid-America, for every
eight farmers that leave the Lana, one rural businessman is forced
to close his store.

In the last decade, the two Dakotas and Wyoming comprised three
of the four States in the Nation that lost population. We suggest
that the most positive step toward rural development today is a
decent level of farm prices to provide farmers a higher degree of
economic justice.

We urge this committee to recommend legislation that would im-
prove the farmer's bargaining power in the marketplace. Farmers
have virtually no voice in how much they pay for their needs or
receive for their products. historically, the farmer's share of the
consumer's retail food dollar has been 40 cents with the giant share
of 60 cents going to the middleman.

We agree with you completely, Mr. Chairman, when you call
upon America to give its citizens the fifth freedomthe freedom
of residence. Years of rapid and unchecked outrnigration from
rural areas have resulted in overpopulation of metropolitan areas.
Before the social problems in this country become unmanageable,
a long-range population policy must be developed in the United
States to bring vitality back to rural areas. This will cost money
for domestic programs but it can be done.
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Also, the section 5 REA loan program which was so quickly and
unfortunately abandoned muse' once -again be reimplemented and
funded. This is a program whereby rural electric cooperatives can
help farmers improve their liVing by making loans for electric
equipment and tools and whereby small business and industry in
small communities can find a source of loan funds in order to get
established and create jobs. We urge this committee to call upon
Congress to appropriate no less than $100 million as a start in re-
instating this program.

REA recently told us that under either, the REA mortgage or
the new common mortgageCFC, REA and/or others involved
rural plectrics' can expect much tighter controls in 'trying to aid in
rural development and similar programs. Most of our money will
have to go to cover debt service, operating costs, and so forth. This
has come to us as a directive from a division of the Federal Gov-
ernment and CFC. Thus, if cooperatives are to still have a role
in rural development, at least a sum of $100 million of section 5
funds must be provided.

We also plead with this committee to prevent the administration
from further eroding the REA 2-percent loan program. REA has
been one of the Federal Government'S most successful rural de-
velopment programs. While benefiting: more than 20 million rural
Americans. the REA program has paid more than $1 billion of
interest to the Federal Government in addition to repaying on
schedule virtually every penny of principle.

At a time when much of the Nation is continually exposed to
the dangers of blackouts, brownouts, and freezeouts due to short-
ages of electric power, it becomes indisputable that the REA loan
fund appropriations should be increased for both distribution and
power supply cooperatives. Only the Congress can provide such
increased appropriation and we urgently appeal to this committee
to recommend such congressional action.

The National Rural Electric Cooperative Association's latest sur-
vey of loan fund needs of its members reveals that by the end of
1972 there would be a backlog of $964 million of unmet needs. Yet,
the 1972 loan budget will meet roughly only one-third of these
needs.

Here in the Missouri Basin States, this lack of adequate loan
funds is particularly crucial. Rural elcctric systems have been hard
put to carry on even with 2 percent money, because our consumer
density in some cases dropped to less than one consumer per mile
of line. The total average density is somewhere around only two or
two and a half per mile.

If the Congress and the administration are truly concerned about
rural development, and a better quality of life for rural people, we
suggest that the slow strangulation of the rural electric program
is hardly indicative of such oncern. the cooperatives have
organized a supplemental source of capital, the CFCNational
Rural Utilities Cooperative 'Finance Corp.this institution is in
its infancy, and cannot satisfy the 'current capital requirements of
the REA borrowers.

Irrigation development in this region also is of great concern to
us. Ws are deeply disturbed that our major irrigation potential in
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e6tern South Dakotathe Oahe projectis still not funded. For
27 years this project has been promised, and our people have given
up 509,000 acres of valuable river bottoln lands to provide space
for four giant mainstem reservoirs. This land now represents a
loss from our State's tax base. To date the Oahe project remains
just thata promise, nothing more. There are other irrigation
projects in this area awaiting fundingthe Pollock-Herreid Unit,
the Horsehead and Winona Flats project, and several in Nebraska.

It is also a matter of great concern to the people of this area
that the cost-benefit ratio on water resource development projects
be evaluated with more careful concern for the social benefits, rather
than just the highest economic return to the U.S. Treasury. We
deplore the fact that, in 1968, the Water Resources Council of the
executive department increased the interest rate from 31/4 percent
to 4% percent or higher.

Senator HUMPHREY. Now that is going up. is that not right?
Mr. FODNESS. I understand
Senator HUMPHREY. You understood that will go up on July

first. 1971. to 5% percent. Is that about it?
Mr. FODNESS. I believe so.
Senator HUMPHREY. Go ahead.
Mr. FoircEss. We also call for redirecting Federal efforts to estab-

lish a population balance in this Nation. Today 75 percent of our
people live on 2 percent of the land, and some of our urban areas
are in danger of becoming unlivable.

Certainly. some of this imbalance of population can be blamed
on the Federal Government itself. The Government tends to con-
centrate its grants to institutions. its procurement contracts. and
various installations on the east and west coasts and in large. cities.
The Missouri Basin States deserve a greater consideration in select-
ing sites for Government projects and facilities. We ,applaud the
decision to locate EROS here. We plead that the Federal Govern-
ment locate more than just missile sites in this area. Also, regional
offices and other Government facilities need not necessarily be lo-
cated in Washington. Chicago. Denver. or flier large cities.

The status of public transportation, both the rates and services,
also deeply disturbs us. In the last 2 years, freight rates on the
shipment of grain products have increased 23 percent, and yet such
increases do not seem to help the railroads, which are abandoning
numerous services now to small towns. Railpax or Amtrac ..seems
intent on abandoning railroad passenger service to rural areas.

We are concerned about the discriminatory freight rates paid
by midwestern fanneis and annual shortage of boxcars. It would
seem major reforms in the Government's transportation policies are
mandatory.

We, believe it is vital to our rural communities that they have
adequate access to the Nation's interstate highway system. Primary
roads must be constructed that will allow the same loads to be
transported to and from these communities without penalty. (

The declining quality of life in most of the rural States calls
for programs to enhance rural America. For too many years we
}lave neglected to adequately fund rural housing programs, water
and sewer programs, and many other public services. Medical and
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dental -services af:.1 help to the elderly and handicapped are just
not available in many rural communities. Our people do not want
tc leave this area if they have a chance for a decent life here.

Many programs already exist that can help meet the needs of
rural America if these programs are more fully funded.

Wily no 'regional development commission? Twenty-five years
ago. Congress made a tragic mistake in rejecting 11.3Iissouri Valley
A'sitthority recommended by President Roosevelt. Since that mistake,
this vgion's hisfait has been one of economic decline.

Thin region instead ended up with a compromigethe Pick-
Sloan plan,While this plan has brought some benefits to the region,
it cannot be compared with what has taken place in the Tennessee
Valley Region:, Planning in the Missouri Basin region is to be
lamented while TVA has brought about ahnostunbelievable growth
based on a solid economic foundation -of low-cost electric power.

It appears that we have not learned from our mistakes of the
post. We have failed to establish a Missouri Basin Planning Com-
mission, and a Regional Economic 'Development Commission.

We have to ask the qr -,tion herewhy have these vehicles for
development not been estaPi,hed in this region? It seems that the
history of this region is always coming in with too little and too
late.

In spite of the fact that practically all of the Governors, Sena-
tors, and Congressmen in the region have petitioned this adminis-
tration for the establishment of a development commission, they
have been stubbornly refused. This is hard to explain because such
machinery for development already exists in most other regions
that had special development problems. Congress' has appropriated
5,7,00,000 for the implementation of a regional planning commission
as provided under Federal law.

We said earlier that the ITpper Great Plains is often referred
to as the last major underdeveloped region in the continental United
States. We have to repeat our question, thereforewhy have not
such development vehicles as Regional Planning (!ommission
and the Regional Economic Development- Commission been estab-
lished?

Thank you. and again we appreciate the opportunity to present
this statement.

Senator lItNtriumr. We do ,thank you very much. I think you
know that back io my earliest days in the Senate I was the sponsor
of the Missouri Valley Authority. I thoroughly agree with you, the
kind of planning that would come out of that authority. Fortunately,
at least we got Pick-Sloan that has had some decided beneficial
effects. The Regional Planning Commissionare you speaking of
something like the Appalachia Commission and the Upper Great
Lakes Conunission, and having Missouri and Missouri Valley
Commission

Mr. FonNEss. Yes.
Senator Hultrurt Er. I see no reason why we should not be able

to get that. We have all these different commissions for the dif-
ferent parts of the country. This apparently just was not pushed
hard enough.

Do you gentlemen llavt any commentary that you wish to make?
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STATEMENT OF MAURICE BERGH, CODINGTON -CLARK ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE, FLORENCE, S. DAS.

Mr. BEitat. Yes, sir. My name is Maurice Bergh. am a farmer
living in Florence, midway between the two towns of Florence
and Wallace, and being a farmer I would have to speak to this
issue as it looks to a farmer.

Thirty years ago the town of Florence was a thriving busy little
community, lots of people, lots of activities.

Senator HUMPHREY. That is where I was born.
Mr. BERGH. Today this town is but a shadow of what it was 30

years ago. The population. 'sure, is somewhat smaller but I do not
think this is alone the problem. We have approximately 2,367 mem-
bers- in the Codington-Clark Cooperative Services area. We have
500 idle services. I thittc, this is the problem in Wallace, S.D.

Senator HUMPHREY. What do you mean by 500- -
Mr. %Ram Built and not being used today. This amounts to

something over 25 percent of our active membership. These people
have left the Wallace community. This has affected our churches,
our schools, our social centers. it has created, I think, a problem
in my opinion.

What has this done to the people that are left? We have to pick
up the bill for the people who move out of our cooperative. We by
law as a cooperative are pledged to serve 100 percent of the people
if they desire service. We tried to do that and we have very nearly
succeeded in doing the 100 percent but the people that are left are
now paying the bill. paying for those lines, and doing it at a time
when we are receiving as was mentioned before today. approxi-
mately 70 percent of parity. We are victims of inflation like every-
one else. Our employees like highways. They are used to working
for S3 au hour. Now they want $5, $6. $7. I do not blame them
for this. They are justified. I bought a new truck last fall that cost
almost double what a comparative trii-k cost us in 1960. Our mem-
bers have to pay these bills. That the only source of revenue the
Codington-Clark Electric Cooperative has and this has to come from
the farmers and they are receiving 70 percent of parity.

In my opinion. gentlemen. give us parity income and I believe
that you can solve many of the economic ills of our entire country.

Thank you.
Senator lIumpultEv. Any other questions, genticmen?

STATEMENT OF HAROLD McRAE, WEST CENTRAL ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE, KADOKA, S. DAK.-

Mr. MCRAE. I would just like to mention what happened. This
is on Atherton. I took an 11 mile square area and made a map and
on this county map I wrote in the names of everyone that lived
there at the time. And there are 54 homestead farms in this area
at that time. I just happened to pick this map up 9 years later and,
my God, I thought to myself. this cannot be. And I started marking
them off and I would up with 19 left out of 54 in a 9-year period.
That is what has happened -to our area and the same thing as Mr.
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Bergh said, farmers that are left in that area are paying the bit.
for those idle services to those places.

Senator HumpnnEy. Senator Miller? You had a question?
Senator MILLER. Well, first, I would like to make a comment on'

Senator Allen's observations, that we received testimony there were
not any rural people without electric service. There sometimes is
a fatal and nonsequitur reaction that, therefore, there is no need for
a 2 percent interest rate. But the fact is that energy requirements in
the rural areas are growing. They need to.have new equipment. The
new equipment costs far more than what you bought the old for. You
have got to have equipment if you are going to have rural development
and I, think 2 percent interest money is here to stay for a long time.

I would like to have you know that that is the way some of us
feel.

would like to ask Mr. Fodness this question. On the Section 5
REA loan authority that you recommended be funded, what is
there that Small Business Administration either is not doing or
cannot do?

Mr. FODNESS. Well, I think it is more accessibla to the farmer.
As you know, we have an outmigration of farmers and there are a
lot of young farmers and I think that this is a loan they could get
more readily.

Senator MILLER. I am thinking in terms of where you said small
business and industry should be able to find a source of loan funds
because I personally in my office have processed and followed up
on a number of SBA applications for that very type of business.
If SBA. is doing the job, then. of course, we do not need to have

isomething else. If it is not doing the job because it in turn is not
given enough money, that is something for us to look into. But I
think that mainly in my State, the applications relate to Small Busi-
ness Administration loans and they are doing a pretty good job.

I was wondering if you have a deficiency in SBA loans for that
purpose out here.

Mr.' FODNESS. I am sure they are doing a good job. There are
some co-ops that have used this 5 percent, or this loan--7-I think
yours is one of them. Probably you could comment on that.

Mr. BERGH. I am not sure I understand you, Senator Miller, when
you talk of the Small Business Administration. WI have used
Section 5 loans in our cooperative for I do not know how many
years. I think we had approximately $250,000 invested at one time.
this went largely for bulk milk flanks, silo unloaders, home im-
provements, waterthings like that.

Senator Ath,LEs. You mean the individual farmers?
Mr. BERGH. To the individual farmer, yes.
Senator MILLER. AU right. Well, I was really directing my ques-

tion to this part of your testimony on page 2, Mr. Fodness, where
you said, "And whereby small business and industry in small com-
munities can find a source of loan funds in order to get established
and create jobs."

That was the only aspect.
Mr. FODNE8£4. Yes. Knowing that is there, this would be an addi-

tional way of getting that.
Senator MILLER. Thank you.
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Senator HUMPHREY. Yes, Mr. Fodness.
Mr. FonwEss. I would like to respond to Senator Allen, his ques-

tion earlier was in regard to creation of rural lines and of water
and it so happens in my areaI live close to Sioux Falls and just_
to the north of me, Harrisburg has had a water problem and they
have in fact, just got a large loan now to develop a water program,
similar to the REA program, and they are getting a lot of co-
operation from the City of Sioux Falls, so it is being done, andwe also have

Senator ALLEN. I am glad to hear that.
Mr. FODNESS (continuing.) An underground telephone service.
Senator ALLEN. I notice the telephone Companies are setting up

a private bank. That would be in addition to the rural telephone
bank that 'Congress has just set. up. Is that right? Do you have any
idea what its capitalization would be?

Mr. FODNESS. No, I do not know.
Senator HUMPHREY. Gentlemen, we want to thank you very, very

much for your time and your testimony. Again, I am afraid that
we have not done justice by you by really going over your statement
as carefully as we could but you have given us practical informa-
tion. We appreciate it. This testimony will be followed up. We will
take a look at your suggestions, particularly current problems, and
see what we can do to be of help.

Thank you very, very much for your time and patience.
Senator MILLER. Could I ask Mr. Fodness one thing? You refer

to a directive on page 2; could you supply me, with a copy of that?
I would like to look into it.

Mr. FODNESS. All right. Thank you.
Senator HUMPHREY. At this point I would like to enter into the

record the testimony of Carl D. Paulson, general manager of North-
west Iowa Power Cooperative, which was made available to us.

(Mr. Paulson's statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF CARL D. PAULSON, GENERAL MANAGER, NORTHWEST IOWA POWER
COOPERATIVE, LE MARS, IOWA

Mr. Chajrman and committee members, my name is Carl D. Paulson and I am
General Manager of Northwest Iowa Power Cooperative with headquarters
located In Le Mars, Iowa. We are pleased to see the Congress finally taking
an Interest in our rural problems and we hope these hearings will speed the
day when some positive action is taken to alleviate our problems. We are
also happy to have the privilege of preparing and presenting a statement con-
cerning our feelings and we stand ready to assist in bringing about a solution
as soon as possible. Northwest Iowa Power Cooperative, better known in the
area as "NIPCO", is an electric transmission cooperative delivering Missouri
River Power to approximately 23,000 farms and sixteen municipal utility
systems baying a combined population of 37,800. The area we serve in western
Iowa is one of the finest agricultural areas in the United States and at the
same time It Is one of the most economically depressed areas. There are many
reasons for our being economically depressed, but the principal one is the
money the farmer receives for his products which has not kept pace with the
economy. In fact It has changed very little In the last twenty years. Evidence
of this is the fact that late in 1970 the farm parity ratio slipped to its lowest
level of 70% since the depression period of December 1938 when it was 07%.

Most of the farmers have been able to live with the farm price problem by
Increasing theirproduction_through improved techniques or farming larger
amounts of land. We In the rural electrics like to think that we had a part
in helping the farmer increase his production but we believe that he has just
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about reached his limit. Either we soon make the farming climate more palat-
able to the individual farmer or big corporations will take over the farms and
dictate the prices everyone will pay for their products. You don't need to be
told what will happen to your food prices then. I do not profess to be an
agricultural or economic expert but it seems to me that we are paying for a
sufficient number of these type of specialists in the government to come up
with a logical and workable solution. The farmer receives numerous promises
at election time but for the past few administrations promises seem to be
about all he gets. We don't need any more promises. We need action and we
need it soon. Farmers are a unique group of people. Most of them are inde-
pendent yet they are also the first ones to cooperate with their neighbors to
get a job done that needs to be done. The organization of the rural electrifi-
cation program by the farmers is an example of this.

Another reason for the plight of the farmer is that new or additional indus-
try has developed in the rural areas at a very slow rate thus causing little Or
no off-season employment opportelities for the farm family. This has resulted
in our young people migrating in sizable numbers to the large population
,centers. This in turn has added greatly to the cities overcrowding and pollutionproblems and has caused a great loss of population and earning power in therural area. In today's economy a good percentage of our farm families must
simply "moonlight" at other'jobs in order to make ends meet.

To meet these needs of our country folk we must do something soon to re-' verse the flow of the rural population to the cities. We must double the present
average farm ,income. We must first increase the prices paid for the farm
products and at the same time attract industries to the rural areas which will
augment the farm work. Some of this industry must be, of the seasonal typethat will employ the farmer during his off-season farm work load and othersmust be of the type which will process the farm produce so that more of the
monetary gain from the Product will stay in the rural areas. One such in-dustry which could lead the way in rebuilding the rural areas is the locationof vnriots government functions in the rural areas. The government could
actually take the lead in the movement of industrial type employment to the
rural and small town areas. Until now most of this type of government industryhas been located either in, or adjacent to, large population centers makingthe congestion and pollution problems. worse in those areas. An example ofsuch a movement would have been the Space Center which was located in
Houston, Texas, a city already having a population of over a million. Centers
for handling retirement and disability pay for veterans and government em-
ployees were located in Cleveland and St. Louis. This list could go on and on
with similar examples and usually the cities involved are those with the
greatest problems related to congested population.

What could be a better industry for a small rural area community than a
U.S. Government record keeping facility employing a few hundred people. It
may even be possible for the government to save a gnsiderable amount of
money in making this move because the work would away from the large
population, high salaried areas.

Another iarge government function which could greatly improve the economyof an area would be the location of military facilities in our area ; yet it
seems that every time the decision is made to close a military base the onesin our area are the ones which are Shut down and the ones in California or
other warmer climate areas are the ones kept open. Again, in a good many
cases the military bases kept open are at. or near large population centers.
From this, one would judge that the military experts have determined that
our future wars will be fought in warm climates and near big cities. This is
certainly not true.

As an example of the scarcity of military bases in this area there are none
in Iowa, only one in Nebraska, one in South Dakota and a couple in NorthDakota. Some of these are quite small as far as number of personnel or pay-
roll is concerned. It seems this is another area where the Federal Governmentcould do a great deal to help the economic situation in our area and other
depressed areas. With leadership of the government In establishing facilitiesin the rural areas, other industries would surely follow. This has been the caseIn other areas and we think it would continue here. For every new job createdin the rural area, new reaulrements would be created for serving these peopleby adding more, but economically advantageous, problems to the employmentpicture.
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We strongly urge the Federal Government review bill of their functions with
the idea of moving as many of them as possible to the rural, economically
depressed areas, such as ours, and to give continuous top pligebto locating
in these areas whenever. .possible.

None of this can become a reality without a good base for economic growth
in the form of utility service including water, light and sewer systems,
housing, transportation, and other services. This is where we must start in
building our rural economy and this must begin immediately. In rural electri-
fication power supply we plan on doubling our facilities Jin order to meet thr
normal expected growth and we must do even more than that if we expect to
build our part of the added+ base to attract new industry. We are 'read:- and
willing to meet this challenge except for the fact that we do not have sufficient
finances available. We believe the Federal Government can be of great help
to the rural areas by continuing and enlarging the present REA loan program,
both distribUtion and the power supply -level. They should also make ample
financing available to rural water, sewer and similar programs so that the
rural areas can build a desirable Industrial base to attract all types of industries
for one of the greatest economically &pressed areas. With sufficient funds to
rebuild rural America we will once again be able to stand up and say, "Rural
AmericaGood For All Americans!".

Senator HUMPHREY. Also there are two splendid articles that
appeared in the magazine of this particular university. The first
is entitled, "The Inaugural Charge" by Dr. Lawrence Stavig, and
the second is the inaugural address of Dr. Richard L. Bowen of
the University of South Dakota. Both these addresses reflect con-
structive and perceptive thoughts on problems that face rural Amer-
ica, and I am asking that they be placed in full text along with other
testimony today in the record.

(The articles referred to follow :)

INAUGURAL CHARGEDR. LAWRENCE STAVIG

I think I am not saying too much when I say that a great host of people
have a deep and abiding stake in what is happening here today. The faculty
and staff of the University include many who are giving a substantial part of
their lives in this place. They are greatly coreerned about the future. The
alumni and present student body, and in addition great numbers of young
people still in the grades and high school, have an important interest in what
the future of the University will be. The eyes of our state look toward Ver-
million today as a young man becomes our president. I am expressing the feel-
ings of them all when I say we are wishing for you, the new presidebt. not
merely a pagable administration, or even one that is above the average. I
know we artrunited in wanting this to be a time of outstanding achievement,
of unusual .progress and accomplishment under skillful, inspired leadership.
In short, we expect *eat things of you.

Now for the charge. I think perhaps might stun up our charge. out challenge
and expectations by t.tying, "We want you to bring to the University and to all
connected with it an entlidshistic and confident vision. an enlarging vision, of
what the University ought to be. if it is to be adNpmte.for its opportunities and
responsibilities." Vision is an essential ingredient if there is to be significant
progress and achievement. There is need of someone who can articulate desires
and needs, then organize the programs and actions that are required for their
fulfillment. This we in this coun,try understand, for America came into existence
because men dreamed of a nation where all men would have equal opportunity
and rights. They had the audacity to envision a land where ordinary people
would have the right and the capacity to govern themselves. There is no limit to
what men can accomplish if they commit themselves to a dream. I have been
reading the biography of one of the most illustrious graduates of this University,
Ernest Lawrence. One of his colleagues in research tried to explain how Ernest
Lawrence was able to command almost superhuman response from those who
worked with him.' Said this man. "It was not that heAvas a slave driver, though
he kept you going at full speed and the pressure was on, but his own innate
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enthusiasm. He sort of imparted it to people apd they of their own accord gave
their maximum." Mr. President, draw into your dream and vision the members
of your faculty and staff and student body, your regents and the State Depart-
ment of Education, the governor and legislators, yourrelleaguas in the other
collegea, as well as the rank and the of our citizenshipethat there may come
into being ideas great enough to kindle enthusiasm to command commitmen
to release spirits and energies; and to unite all in a common loyalty and
pose. Be hard-fisted, be realistic and down to earth in your understandin of
what is required If dream are to become realities. But there must'be in you
an abundant measure of clear vision and abundant faith. Share your dreams,
set your professors to dreaming, set your students to dreaming, set our peo-
ple tb dreaming. Then combine these dreams into an energizing whole. It is
unbelievable what can be accomplished when people begin to dream of what
ought to be.

At this point let us Wake another suggestion. Every great university will in-
clude many characteristics common to any other great university. But every
university ought also to develop a personality and characteristics of its own.
It- would be tragic were the University of Alabama and the University of Cali-
fornia and The University of South Dakota all to be alike. I would hope that
you would seek to study and understand and then express and reflect the per-
sonality of our area. What-a variety is to be found here! Beautiful rolling
hills with the green of corn and the gold of wheat fields. Great cattle ranches,
oil wells, gold, the great Lakes of Missouri nested among the majestic river
bluffs, the fantastically beautiful formations of the Badlands. lhe woods and
mountains and lakes of the Black Hills. Blizzards, hail storms, tornadoes, floods,
searing heat, drought, beautiful sunsets, the memory of cowboys and gamblers
and Indian wars, ducks and geese and pheasants and prairie chickens and deer
and antelope and mountain goats. Capricious, changeable nature. Hopes raised
high by bountiful harvest and promising future. Hopes dashed as massive dis-
aster wrecks what men have wrought. A hundred years of struggle as people
have tries to find the key to this variety. Our university ought to be deeply
aware of this variety of background and experience and then in some way to
be truly a university with personality. Young people who study here ought to
understand what has transpired and what ought to take place in the future.

In every hand is the evidence that South Dakota is in process of transition.
Drive anywhere and you see empty farm buildings. gaudl towns, once centers
of education, business, religion, agriculture. and professional services, have
empty buildingr. and are only shells of earlier dreams and realities. Their peo-
ple watch the stream of traffic that rushes by to larger centers. The great lakes
of the Missouri, together with our western mountains, have made us one of
the tourist centers of the nation. What will South Dakota be 10 or '10 or 50
years hence? In a time when the overcrowded ghettos create seemingly insolu-
ble big-city problems, the great spaces of the prairies open the promise of very
Interesting developments. Without question, a part of the solution of the prob-
lems of the cities will be tied up with new and better uses of the broad prairies.
Let nu not be content merely to feed manpower and human resources into the
already overcrwded population centers of our country. Such an 'institution
its this ought to become even more a training center to provide leadership in
helping our people to plan and carry out the future development of oar state.

I cannot stress sufficiently the importance of the University's responsibility
in the discovery of outstanding talent and awakening the student to the thrill-
ing opportunity and awesome responsibility connected with exceptional poten-
tial. Probably it is true that unusual talent is of such a nature that it will
go a long way toward the discovery of itself. But how important it is that time
be not wasted and that a brilliant student be led through the great experience
of self-discovery as early in his career as possible. Let us never make the mis-
take of assuming that there are no such among the youth who come from the
farms and small cities and towns of our state. Hubert Humphrey with great
glee only a few weeks ago reminded me of the survey of states of birth of the
members of the United States Congress, which showed more native sons of
South Dakota than of any other state in that August assembly. I do not have
exact .statisties. but have been told that out of all proportion to population,
the upper areas of the Mississippi and Missouri flit Valleys supply national
leadership in business. education. the arts, and bit ment. Does it say any-
thing that two of the present potential candidates for the presidency in 1972
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are native sons of South Dakota? There must be a perpetual talent search to
uncover those sons and daug4ters who possess natural talent and to get them
started early in their preparation for life. But in some ways an even greater
challenge is to be found in the far larger number of those who are average
or above but still short of genius potential. They will carry a large share of
responsibility in the solving of the problems of this period of revolutionary
transition. These normal, capable people .ill carry the load in local business,
in the-professions, on the farms, as teachers and administrators at the ele-
mentary, secondary, and college levels. These are the people who will make
decisions concerning bond issues, school enrichment, hospital buildings and
urban renewal. They will elect city commissioners and mayors, and legislators,
and governors and congressmen. It is easy to become narrow and small and
limited and critical and selfish when we face decisions involving taxes and
expansion and changes. Denver used to have a slogan on one of its public
buildings, "Give us men to match our mountains." We need people to match
our prairies, our lakes and rivers, end our mountains. If our people ten or
fifteen years from now fail to measure up to their opportunities and responsi-
bilities, it may well be because we are failing them in their days of preparation.

. There can be no question concerning the responsibility to develop quality e
education in whatever areas you operate. You will be untrue to your calling
if you sell your students short by anything less than adherence to the highest
standards. There can he no justification for shoddy work or careless planning
and teaching. The demands in every profession or field of specialization are
so exacting that there can be no deviation. It is a wise move when various in
stitutions plan together to eliminate duplications in order that quality may be
maintained. I only pause to remind all of us that we must be very careful
not to place so great emphasis upon successful performance in a field of speciali-
zation that we rob the human personality and character of some very essen-
tial ingredients.

I think I can illustrate what I mean by referring to another brilliant native-
born South Dakotan, Merle Tuve, also born at Canton, grew up as the close
friend and early associate of Ernest Lawrence. After receiving his Bachelor's
degree at the University of Minnesota, he went on to brilliant doctoral study
at Johns Hopkins and Princeton. He was one of the original committee of five
called in for consultation by President Roosevelt when he made the decision
to attempt a nuclear bomb. Later, Merle Tuve headed the team charged with
finding a way to stop the Hitler blitz in England. They were successful and
made the drscoiery that was an important element in dulling the edge of the
German attack. A tremendous observer and one of the truly great contemporary
scientists! When Princeton University called together representative gradu-
ate school alumni to form a new organization, Merle Tuve was invited to de-
liver the principal address. Some years later, when my son entered Princeton in
work toward a doctorate in English, he was given this speech to read as g
part of his orientation requirement. In his address the distinguished Dr. Tuve
discussed the question whether education is meeting the needs of the world.
He spoke of the emphasis upon science today in all areas of education. Then
came this sweeping indictment :

"I have seen educated leaders with real poise and serenity of purpose, but
for everyone of these I have seen 20 or 40 who were shaken and uncertain,
technically competent, but anguished or disturbed, or hopeless and empty in
the real core of their being." Then he called for fresh recognition of the im-
portance of poetry; of aesthetic and spiritual understanding and expression,
and sums it up in these words, quoting Milton:

"The end, then, of learning is to repair' the ruins of our first parents by re-
gaining to know God aright, and out of that knowledge to love Him, to imitate
Him, to be like Him, as we may the nearest by possessing our souls of true
virtue." .

He calls this "Arresting languagN traditional expression not of ten heard
anymore in the circles I travel."

This is very significant language coming from one of the great scientists of
the world. I may be that here is to be found one of the reasons for the pres-
ent -day unr st among our youth. Here in America we have succeeded in build-
ing the gr test technological civilization in history. We are affluent to adegree no ther humans have ever experienced. For many people it seems
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enough that we have food in abundance, beautiful, comfortable houses, flue
automobiles, interesting travel, good hospitals, and toward the end of life, com-
fortable retirement. But somehow this does not appear to be enough. Maybe
our children read us etter than we read ourselves. A recent magazine editorial
takes seriously the p t turmoil and calls it a "struggle for the domina-
tion of America." It goes o predict that "The heart of the struggle will
not be carried out in the rioting ghettos. Rather, the conflict will occur on our
campuses. There has been mounting the most threatening challenge to our way
of life in this century. It was the students who finally asked if split-level houses
and color TV weren't a pretty Shabby thing to live for. The challenge is open,
particularly to parents who slave and pay enormous taxes to get their children
to college, only to have them reply that a technological education to make money
is no education."

The modern prophetic voice of John W. Gardner hauntingly puts it this way :
"Comfort isn't enough. Ingenious diversions aren't enough. Having enough of
everything isn't enough. If it were, the large number of Americans who have'
been able to indulge their whims on a scale unprecedented in history would
be deliriously happy. They would be telling one another of their unparalleled
serenity and bliss instead of trading tranquilizer prescriptions."

This is the great ultimate challenge to you, to all of us in this generation,
to recognize the deep longing and hunger of the human spirit, to find what
will provide truly abundant living. We must even ask the question: Is the
human being such that it is possible for a person to have everything and at
the same time possess a satisfied spirit? There must be some ultimate, final
answer when we ask: "To what purpose is all of this done?" I think we need
to confess our inadequaciesthen in true humility to join hands with our
children and youth to find that which will still the restless turmoil of the
human spirit. Mr. Gardner quotes George Bernard Shaw in a statement that
might well be hung in the offices of the president and senate and faculty of
every university, "I HO to believe the university will stand for the future and
the past, for the posterity that has no vote and the tradition that never had
any . . . for the great abstractions, for the eternal against the expedient, for
the evolutionary appetite against the day's gluttony ; for intellectual integrity,
for humanity, for the rescue of industry from commercialism and of science
from professionalism," then Gardner goes on. "I like to think that the uni-
versity will stand for things that are forgotten in the heat of battle, for values
that get pushed aside in the rough and tumble of everyday living, for the goals
we ought to be thinking about and never do, for the facts we don't like to face
and the questions we lack the courage to ask."

This is the ultimate charge and challenge to you as president of our uni-
versity in an interesting, tumultuous time.

INA L ADDRESS OF DR. RICHARD L. BOWEN

Dr. Stavig has iesented a very difficult challenge. This comes as no sur-
prise. It is what I expected when I asked him to do the University this honor.
He has always been unmincing in his standards, both for others and for himself.

Lawrence Stavig has significantly affected the lives of thousands of people
of this region directly or indirectly, often simply by example. Having spent
a good part of his life in private higher education, he possesses the vision, as
his coltribution today illustrates, to encompass the whole definition of higher
education, and to identify the role which a public deserves to expect of its

, public university.
I would like to respond to the two themes that I find in his challenge: First,

as the challenge pertains to The University of South Dakota specifically ; and
second, as it pertains to the current role of higher education generally.

A meaningful response requires an examination of where we are. The direc-
tion we determine to take in this "interesting, tumultuous time" must be from
where we find ourselves. We here are the latest result of the work of several
generations of predecessors. We carry out their aspirations and purposes much
as we would expect people a generation from now to be living out plans that
we have laid.

We have no choice about it. We can proceed only from here, where we are.

63-582 --71--pt. 3-16
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FROM HERE THE IINIFERSITT OF SOUTH DAKOTA

I will say plainly my judgement that we are privileged. Only occasionally
does a community experience a point of time whenAather fundamental changeis imminent. The people at hand who happen to be functioning within a com-munity at such a time are privileged in that they can materially determine
how the community will adjust to change, how it will redesign its role within
the greater community, how they and their institutions will undertake different
responsibilities toward achieving somewhat different goals.

We are closely approaching or have reached such a point in time in South
Dakota. For people who, like us, are privileged to live in a period of flux, and
therefor opportunity, real accomplishment that will have long-term effect be-
comes readily possible. We are privileged in a genuine sense. Boredom is notlot. Opportunity is.

Two conditions lead me to this observation. One is the particular point SouthDakota has reached in its historic and economic development. The other isthe unique quality of our environment.
As South Dakotans, we have a telling -tints in which to work. Look at whathas contributed to our present point of departure.
Almost within memory of some of the living, immigrants opened this placeup, These people had guts; confidence; pride; daring; imagination. They

achieved little personal recognition, They simply opened the way. But theirkind are the fundamental stock of this region.
But then, within one generation of statehood, there was severe economic

collapse. The agricultural depression in this region began well before the gen-eral economic depression.
I believe the Great Depression affected South Dakotans more than mostother Americans. I think We as a people are more than usually scarred by theexperience. A state having so little time to prepare lacked the tradition, the

development, requisite to respond positively to seemingly universal disaster.Confidence and hope were in large part obliterated. The setback was greaterthan for most other regions. Many of our most able people fled, choosing toobserve and comment from a distance, rather than to participate in rebuild-ing. Where there had been a great influx of new people, within a short time
there occurred a great outfiux of what might have been, under favorable con-ditions, oar own people.

And this became a surprisingly permanent atmosphere. With so short a timeIn our past, the disaster of that present came to appear as our past and asour future as well. This psychology of depression remained very real. There
was little confidence in the region, and therefore too little pride. Young people
were encouraged by parents and other elders to look elsewhere-- outside SouthDakotafor opportunity. There was so little confidence in the future, such
enormous mistrust of the environment, that there.was little disposition to strivefor any kind of development that was not tied to some kind of financing or
guarantee provided by the Federal government. No real risk. It may be un-kind, but I think it is valid to say that having the state stay out if debt seemedto become the end or objective itself of government rather than a means tomore significant purposes.

This psychology of depression was sufficient to slow development appreciably.We are a young area but have not a'cted like it. If one looks, he can readilyfind evidence of lack of confidence in the future.
Where, then, are the advantages in all this for the present?
The time for negative outlook is past. The specter of total depression is nolonger immediate. The circumstances which occasioned the negative outlookin the past no longer warrant it.
I do not imply that we are now going to realize unlimited resources or evengreatly increased resources. I perceive, rather, that we are beginning to exfe.rience a time when we can more completely. more freely utilize the resources

we have. We are experiencing a return of confidence. We can reasonably con-template results, taking our financial resources and multiplying them with
imagination, with optimism, with confidence, with courage.

In all this: w;? have one unbeatable advantage, an indispensable commodity,
our people. They still have, year after year, all the worth and strength of theones who had the courage to settle this prairie.

Dr. Stevie. referred to the quality of these people. South Dakota producesincredible talent.

4
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But too typically the persons having this talent leave the state. They are
raised with the attitude of leaving. It borders on a syndrome of expectation
to depart, and therefore departure. Frequently, no other real alternative is
considered.

A number of people have addressed themselves to this problem. There is
much commendable effort to attract new industry in order to employ and
thus keep our young people. Much of the industry that is attracted, though,
it seems to a e, is the kind that calls for intensity of labor. it will frequently,
for example, provide jobs and supplemental income for the women of the
families who are already committed to remaining here. There is little attrac-
tion for the graduates of our university. Certainly such additions to the basic
economy help; but alone this kind of addition will change very little.

Something more fundamental, needed more fundamentally, is a desire among
our people to remain. We need among our young the assumption of remaining
where one's roots are. Such a desire is a natural thing to a human being. It
will be found where there is a pride, en identity, a voice, a sense of place.
We need a conviction that here is where we belong.

Our author in residence, Fred Manfred, in his novels set in this region, ex-
presses clear conscicomess of qualities of our lives which grow out of where
we are, our place in the world.

People normally want a sense of , an identity. We seek the security of
knowing that there are my people, at this is my land.

Given this condition, and only wl when this condition is given, an area, a com-
munity, can develop from Within. It can build on its own uniqueness, on its
own potential, by its own momentum.

But let us not confuse this proposition with anotherthat is, that .we are
good enough, which appears similar but which works toward 'exactly opposite
ends: toward provincialism, Isolationism, complacency, feigned superiority.

The role of the University in working toward the take-off point, where de-
velopment from within happens, is clear. The University is not a place for
propagandizing. But it is a place to expose people to the quality of their heri-
tage. We celebrate our authors and our artists. We celebrate our humanities.
We understand and we criticize ouswinomy and our government. We study
our society. We analyze our psychology, we analyze, we understand, and we
utilize our environment.

Our students should be exposed to universal scholarship; our heritage is
general as well as specific. But we should allow, and encourage, and facilitate
their hearing their own voice.

The second condition which causes me to regard the present as a time of
special opportunity in South Dakota is the unique quality of our environment.
Ironically, to some extent, this favorable situation results iq part from our
failure to establish an advanced, industrial, environment polluting economy.

Through neither fault nor crfkit to us, we find ourselves controlling Mit'
of the few regions where the inhabitants retain the prekogative of determin-
ing the quality of life to be allowed future generations.

The Upper Missouri River Basin remains one of the last relatively unpolluted
major watersheds in the United States.

The Lakes of the Missouri are clean and fresha person can still swim and
fish there. Our air, unless you happen to he downwind from one of the rela-
tively few polluters there are, remains clean, The countryside and the towns
are uncrowded, 1Ve are not forced by sheer crowding to become edgy. In short.
we inhabit a highly habitable area.

Contrast that with a large portion of this country. This condition of sonic
of our great cities is such that some consider them ungovernable. It is not
true that they cannot be governed. Possibly it is true that popular democracy
will not work under such conditions. Many people consider a number of these
same cities uninhabitable. Note the striking determination to live away from
them, as far as the suburbs at least, even though economics dictate that a
Iverson earn his living there.

The conditions of over-crowding in some of these centers exceed the endur-
ance point for natural human behavior. The creative revolts against being
crowded too closely into too tightly restricted a living space. That there are
implications for us in our spaciousness seems clear. Perhaps. as Dr. Stavig
says. "A part of the solutions of the problems of the cities Will be tied up
with new and better IMPS of the broad prairies." Certainly the conditions we

ti
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see developing in heavily populated areas demonstrate for us what we mustavoid in our own development.
It would be easy to be smug about our relative condition. Somehow thereis an inclination to credit ourselves as responsible for retaining this beauty,as deserving to possess one of the last remaining unruined areas.Let us not be smug. We possess it largely by default. We will not retainit forever by default. Indeed. there are indications that the only element lack-ing at present to transform our beautiful. varied, clean, uncrowded area intothe kind of ruined, uniform, polluted, crowded place we see around us, is time.Quite possibly all we need to do is look at some of these ruined areas to seeourselves when given enough time to accomplish the ruin.
Look-around. People writing to the Argus Leader say Sioux Falls smells.The "Action Line" column agrees and explains whyin part unregulated in-dustrial activity. A good part of Vermillion spends the summer enveloped ingreen smoke. That air is as polluted as Chicago's air. Many of our prairielakes are already pollutedinhabited by carp in place of the clear water fishthere used to be. The water is no longer clear. Other lakes, so far relativelyuntouched, are beginning to change. Perhaps in not too long a time only theMissouri River lakes, which can be flushed, will be clean. Those who doubtthis need only visit Big Stone Lake.
There are pressures to convert the beautiful, meandering Sioux into a straightditch. There are pressures to channel the Missouri between Yankton and SiouxCity, presumably to make it as scenic as the Missouri is now at Sioux Cityor Omaha or Kansas City.
We try to bend natural diversity toward uniformity. We show no remorseas natural growth disappears.
There is a good deal we can learn from the Indian people who precededus here. They chose to utilize the environment for support. We extract muchmore comfortable support by changing the environment for utilization. Butnow we observe that a major body of waterLake Eriecan be killed as aby-product of man's uncontrolled efforts to change his environment.We need to learn to live in compatibility with the natural order. Masteryneed not mean destruction or perversion of the natural order. We have toolittle respect for the natural order and for how we fit in, and too great a re-gard for the momentary advantage to be achieved through immediate andcareless exploitation.
The wisdom and the leadership necessary to preserve our environment whileappropriately developing it will have to come from the campuses in SouthDakota. We are The University of South Dakota ; and our role is apparent.A major task for higher education is the protection of the quality of life inthis region while contributing to the development and diversification of thesociety and its economy.

FROM HERE; HIGHER EDUCATION

The second part of my response to the challenie presented by Dr. Stavigconcerns all of higher education, which includes the University.Higher education encompasses that which is important to people. I wouldnote three matters of current particular importance to people. I am not cer-tain which is cause and which is effect. All three may result from somethingelse. Or they may be causes of each other. They are evidences, I believe, of thehuman spiritual longing and hunger, which is our concern.First, a great many people seem generally to have lost their frame of refer-ence. Whatever they employed to measure all other things by seems to havevanished. As someone remarked recently, the world seems on the verge of anervous breakdown.
Second, and possibly as a result of the loss of a frame of reference, thereexists an active, process of redefinition of authority. Governors are challengedby the governed; military leaders are challenged by their subordinates; priestsquestion bishops and bishops question the pope; the authority relationshipsamong students, faculty, and administrators shift perceptibly.Third, and again possibly the result of the first two, there is much greateremphasis on means relative to ends. When there is no dependable frame ofreferencea definition of which values are superiorthen the very existenceof worthwhile ends becomes questionable. The meansthe style, fashion, way-
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are more tangible than the ends or purposes themselves, and the means as-
sume ..he greater importance. They do exist, after all. Very possibly the ends
do not. The means are immediate and therefore important. How one does
something easily becomes more important than why.

These are unsettling phenomena. Their totality is an unusual degree of un-
certainty, change, disruption in society. We look to higher education for bal-
ance and direction. One might expect the role of higher education to be to
arrest this change, to re5issert legitimate authority, to re-establish the basic
frame of >reference and the accustomed value structure, to try to contain
society in the form to which we have been accustomed. Neither higher educa-
tion nor anything else can permanently accomplish this.

A more promising role for higher education is to help adjust with the change.
We can help establish a more adequate frame of reference around which can
be developed more acceptable definitions of authority. There _s prospect for
success here since the very being of society presumes existence of workable
authority relationships.

Trying to restore an outmoded system is useless. There is potential for' suc-
cess in trying to shape or influence a system which is last now taking form.
Such a role is therefore realistic, And it is the role which isappionrfate for
us.

A promising and appropriate role it may he. It is nor-comfortable. It re-
quires of higher education the desire to search and grope; the willingness to
relinquish security; the ability to prepare individual persons to exercise au-
thority responsibly under conditions with which we are not familiar.

CONCLUSION

Dr. Stavig, thank you. On i?ehalf of The University of South Dakota, I
accept your challenge.

And in so doing, I ask all of youGovernor Farrar ; Legislators: Regents:
Commissioner of Higher Education: other Presidents: faculty, administrators,
and students of the University; and the people of South Dakota who support
usto join with me in proceeding from here.

Senator HUMPURET. Our final Witness, and I say that with a bit
of sadness because it has been a very pleasant experionce to be here
today. but we do have responsibilities that we have to return to
Washington for, and our final witness is Mr. Webster Two-Hawk,
who has patiently awaited this hour and we are just about a little
over an hour behind time. He is of the United Sioux Tribes and
he will talk to us about community development potential and
problems as they relate to the Indian population within South Da-
kota and what, if anything, might be done by the Federal and
State Governments to strengthen these efforts. We are very grateful
for his presence.

May I say to you. Mr. Two-Hawk, that any statement that you
have written will be placed in the full text in the record and you
are at liberty now to say what you wish orally and just talk to us.

We thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF WEBSTER TWO-HAWK, UNITED SIOUX TRIBES
OF SOUTH DAKOTA, ROSEBUD. S. DAR.

Mr. Two-llAwK. To the distinguished Senators here and the Con-
gressmen. I would like to say thank you for the privilege of ap-
pearing here at your subcomraittee hearing.. I think it is a great
idea to come to the people as one previous remark was made, and
we do appreciate that.

Perhaps I should say I do not mind being last because as the
Good Book says, the last shall be first. So perhaps
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Senator HumPIIREV. At least VOU will be remembered.
Mr. Two-I-him I represent the United Sioux Tribes of South

Dakota. the nine reservations.
The remarks that I have to make will be general remarks and

I would like to be very brief if I may, and I would like to then
offer a fact sheet that I have for your information and which
hope will present to you a picture of what reservation areas are
like.

First of all, I cannot help but say this, that I hopeI would
second and agree with all the testimonies that have been made here-
tofore. I say this with one selfish idea in mind that, if our farmers
and ranchers are able to get a better chance. and since we are de-
pendent upon our neighbors. that perhaps with their better -
hood. maybe we will get better income off of our Indian lands on the
reservations, so- indirectly I am sure that this will benefit our Indian
people.

The 5 inillion acres that the tribes have are. I would saymaybe
60, 65 percent of them are atilized by non-Indian people. So what-
ever affects the farmers and ranchers of our fair State here does
affect the Indian peoph, indirectly. perhaps. at least.

So I should like to state that and I would certainly agree. with
all that has been said before.

Now. turning to the area of the Indian reservation, the India-n
people have always held in high and great esteem what nature hers
provided to us, tliat is. land, water. and of course, the sun. I do not
think there is much we can do about the sun. but there iscertainly
we can do a lot about land and about water, and -,vith all of the
rural developments. the Farm Home Administration programs, and
agricultural programs. I must say that the -Indian lands are gen-
erally untouched by any development. and, I would like to say to
sou that land without water is certainly not worth very much. and
in the western area of the State we have the opportuillity and the
possibility: the potential of utilizing the rivers. for instance. the
Little White River in the area, developing of that basin, utilizing
the water that can be drilled and the possibilities of irrigation on
the Pine Ridge. the Rosebud. the Cheyenne River, are great. and
I should like to hope that along with the- development of eastern
South Dakota that we will then also follow it up with the develop-
ment of the water resources which will then improve our lands and
following up with that, improvement of the income off our lands.

We have been pretty much on the periphery of,most of the farm
programs but in the future I should like to hope that our people
will be actively involved with the FHA program and the United
Sioux Tribes are promoting such an involvement with whatever is
already available, and so I certainly would second the request that
these programs be adequately. funded. because Then it will take carat'
of all ,the population that we have here.

Basically on the reservation, unemployment is something that
plagues us. Jobslack of jobs. I do sympathize with our
neighbors as to the loss of population. and I can understand what
they are saying, but on the reservation we have just the opposite.
We have an ever-increasing populati6n. -

Todd Comity, for instance, on the Rosebud, iucreased 45 pewent,
45.7 percent, in the last 10 years. And so we do have a mounting
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unemployment rate because our people no longer will move off the
reservation. They feel this is their home and they have a rigl.t to
stay where they want and live where they like.

And so I would say the highest priority on our list is that of not
only creation but the utilization of land, what we already have, so
that we can employ more and more of our people; the inducement
of other States that may want to look to the reservation area to
establish, or to relocate.

However, there is a simple thing called credit and money which
the reservations lack. We are land-poor. So somehow through the
utilization of SBA, the,Small Business Administration. and through
the help of Congress, we hope that there will be seed money that
will he available in the business area so we can better use the land,
the manpower, that we have available in our reservation area.

Now. I think, gentlemen. if we do this. then all the other necessary
ingredients of the economy will be added in if we can provide more
jobs.

At the present time we have an unemplwyment rate of 6b percent,
and underemployment rate of 85 percent. And I would like to com-
pare this with any other part of the country. Arid this is where
tile real need is. We are actively tryinff to look to industries. The
United Sioux Tribes and each individual constituent tribe is out
looking. and of course. we are competing with every- community in
the State and in the whole. country,

So it is a hard job trying to bring in industry, and yet we have
been somewhat successful in locating. like on the Rosebud we have
an electronic plant. something that our people can do quite v.-011.
We have laminating plants. We are in the process of bringing in
a woodworking plant. So we feel that these will augment the in-
come that our land produces. and in the future certainly with a
diversified type of small industry like these. it will help solve, it
will help take the lead that is presently being borne by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs.

The attitude of the Sioux area right now is we would like to help
ourselves. but credit is something that stands in our way. Money is
hard to find on the reservations. We find that even the money that
a few of us earn does not stay on the reservation. It leaves the
reservation immediately as soon as it comes into our hands. and so
we need the service type of industry as we;} so we can generate and
we can turn that dollar around maybe at least two or three times
on the reservations_ It will do more people more good that way.

And so I Would like to make my comments brief, that the plight
of the reservationI am sure that the gentlemen who have been
on before me do recognizeour neighborsdo recognize this, and
we do recognize their efforts, too, and so we like to promote and
help them and in a way we would like to have them understand us,
too.

And so at this time we look now to Congress 'to the changing of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the changing of the policy so we can
deal with less red tape, so we can do directly without much time
and efforts as it has been done before, in the past. And so we would
he coming to you I am sure knocking on your doors in the future
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and especially at this time we in the Indian areas, not only the
ions areas, are trying to cooperate and communicate and coordinateour efforts.
So I think you will see Nrh aps a unified front where we will bespeaking on the same issues that affect its generally throughout the

_country.
And so again, as a summary, I W0111(1 Hi(' to say we want to keep

our lands. We do not want to alienate them any more as we havedone in the past. We cannot afford to. But we can also by the sametokenwe need to improve our land beeause of the ever-increasing
population explosion that we are experiencing on the reservation.

So with them, along with a line of credit, along with seed money
for industries, small industries. I think that you will find us veryuseful citizens of our fair State of South Dakota and of oureountry. And we do want to be that. And I think that we have
the expertise HOW today in the reservation areas (hat we in turn,like yon are doing. we can share with the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
the Department of Agriculture, the Interior Department, our feel-ings heeinis°, thinki that

with the solve
own

Pr("ems'
We can help ourse.ves w..a proper motivation, with the proper

credit available. So this morning I would like to make my com-ments very very brief and I would like to submit this fact sheet
which I hope can be read by the Secretary to be entered into yourrecord.

And so I do thank you araiii for this great opportunity tobe with you this morning, and we will be ik touch with von as you
are todaY.

Thank you very much.
Senator IrumennEv. Thank you very much, Mr. 'Iwo-Hawk.
Mr. Two-HANNA:. Any questiAms?
Senator FELIPTIREY. Let nn just ask von, first, what is your ad-dress so runt we may have it
Mr. Two-HAwk. Rosebud. S. Pak.

w.. grant -loan progranl beenSenator HUMPHREY. Has EDA it( itof any help?
Mr. Two-IIAwk. EDA has been of some help to us. certainly, but

again I would like to be honest am!, say the red tape is there and I
think again the people ill our regional offices as well as in the Wash-
ington offices need to understand our situation better. Perhapsmaybe they cite listen a little more attentively.

Senator HymminEr. We are grateful to you. I was in the Navajo
area. Navajo lands, sonic years ago out at Window Rock, and Ithink it should be made a matter of this record that manpower train-
ing programs for, the Indian people, have the finest record and per-
formance on the part of the trainees. The Indian worker that takes
the training seems to be absorbed more rapidly than almost anyone
and the rate of induction in these plantsthey were electronic plants
and small niachine tool plantswas outstanding.

Raymond Nald was a tribal chief and I spent. a couple of days
with him in his home and I was terribly impressed, very much im-
pressed, ith the work that i saw underway. The new industrial
plants th t were being placed theresome of them by some of the
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aeronautics and electronic industries from the west coastI just
wanted to make it for the record that the rate of learning and appli-
cation is the best of any group in the entire population structure.

Mr. Two-HAWK. Yes, sir. I am aware of the Navajo area and I do
believe that the manpower funds are being utilized very effectively
in our own area also. And we do appreciate that.

Senator HUMPHREY. Gentlemen?
Senator MILLER. I want to thank you for this testimony.
Senator ALLEN. I would like to say I am most impressed by the

testimony and I want to commend you on your fine public spirited
attitude and your fine attitude. 1N e are just proud that you and
your people are citizens of this great country.

Mr. Two-HAvvic. Thank you.
Senator HUMPHREY. May I just say at this point in our hearings,

since we are concludingfirst an expression of appreciation, of
thanks to the University of South Dakota, its President and its
administrative staff and faculty and student body for this fine re-
ception dnd the use of these splendid facilities. As a former South
Dakotan, I am very proud of this University. I visited this campus
I hate to say how long it was-40 years ago, and the changes are
fantastic. This is a fine midwestern university that offers great
promise for this part of our country as do other universities within
this area.

This subcommittee will continue its work. This is our first field
hearing. We are new at it in a sense. We are looking for answers.
We receive positive, practical information as we go along. We get
it in Washington as well, but it seems to me that it was important
that people understood that we do care, that we care enough to
come out and see the people, listen to them, talk with them, and
much of what we learn is not here at this table but just in our
personal visits. We have early morning breakfasts and tend to have
late dinners and hopefully get some lunch and generally we try to
find people with whom we can talk and listen and to learn.

I believe that the Nation. our country, is at a crisis stage but I
certainly do not believe it is without hOpe. I am reminded of
Dickens' "Tale of Two Cities."

"There "are the best of times and these, are the worst of times,"
and we sense both, great hope and great promise in this country,
and great problems and great despair, and our task is to change
those problems and despair into opportunities and challenge.

I think we can. That is what we are trying to do. And we are
going totry to make this Government our ours responsive to the
challenges that have been placed before us here.

It is not easy. As Senator Miller pointed out so well, and Sen-
ator Allen, we are dealing with 535 individuals in the Con
of the United States, with different cultural backgrounds and from
different regions. We are dealing with a country that is varied and
diverse. And I think the lesson that we have learned is that there is
not any one plan. We must have a diversity of programs just like we
have a diversity of people, and hopefully we will come out of these
hearings as just one of the segments of the Congress. There are
other Senators and Congressmen that are doing every bit as much
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and maybe more and we will try to piece it together, but we are
really serious about rural development and I really believe that this
is the first time that the Congress has knuckled down to the task oftrying to put together a comprehensive overall total apprukeh to
our problems of rural America, the great mid-America, ':',,t _-resthinterland of this countrywithout diminishing what we are trying
to do for urban America. We must never let these hearings become
a focal point of trying to downgrade our cities. America is a Nation
of cities and it will continue to be. What we need to do is make those
cities better and to improve the countryside at the same time. And

iit is in that spirit that we come to you and it is in that spirit that
we leave you and we thank you very much for your attention. We
thank you for your courtesy, this typical midwestern hospitality, and
I particularly want to thank the students that have come here to
share with us their time.

I only wish we had the balance of today and tomorrow that wecould be here ..with them.
Thank you very much. [Applause.]
(Whereup n, at 1 p.m. the hearing was concluded to reconveneat the call o the Chair.)

r.



RURAL DEVELOPMENT

THURSDAY, JULY 8, 1971

U.S. SENA1,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON RURAL DEvszo min

OF THE COMMITTEE ON AORICUI/TURE AND FORESTRY,
Montgomery, Ala.

The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 2:10 p.m., in the House
chamber, State Capitol, Montgomery, Ala., _Hon. Hubert H. Hum-
phrey (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Humphrey (presiding), Talmadge (chairman of
the full committee), Allen, and Curtis.

STATEMENT OF HON. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Senator HUMPHREY. Ladies and gentlemen, I am privileged to serve
as the chaieiCan of the Subcommittee on Rural Development by ap-
pointment of Chairman of the Committee on Agriculture and 14 ores-
try Senator Talmadge. Members of that subcommittee are present
with us today. Your distinguished senior Senator Senator Allen, who
was kind enough to extend the invitation for us io come to Alabama,
an industrious and dedicated Senator to the people of this State and
Nation; Senator Carl Curtis, who is the ranking Republican member,
a man dedicated to the well-being of agriculture and our rural devel-
opment; and as I said, the chairman of the Senate Committee on Agri-
culture and Forestry, who really has been the inspiration and the
driving force for our program designed to bring about rural develop-
ment.
. Ihave a statement but I ani not going to read it. I want tc say to
the members of the media, the press, we will save time by not reading
their particular statement. But what I would like to do is first of all
express to the Governor, to Mrs. Wallace, our very sincere thanks for
your hospitality, for the gracious manner in which yod have received
us, to express to your speaker, Speaker Lyons, our thanks for his co-
operation in .seeing to it that we could have these splendid facilities
in your capitol, and to the members of the house that cooperated with
the speaker to get this adjournment so that we could take over here
and to use these historic facilities in this very historic city.

I was just informed, by the way, that a piece, of legislation that
means a great deal to me, and I think to many families that have
problems, known as special education legislation, passed your two
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houses. This is for the special child, the exceptional, the gifted, theretarded, and I want to complimentyou.
We have had in Decatur, Ala., this morning, in the very area ofHuntsvilleand I think I can speak for every member of this com-mittee when I say we had an exciting and very rewarding experience.The northern counties of, this beautiful State in the TVA area, theTennessee Valley area, are making tremendous progress as I' am sureother areas of your State are likewise making progress. We thank youfor teaching us, for advising us.
We are here today to hear from you. I wanted to express, however,.in behalf of the Senate committee, our deep and sincere thanks foryour courtesy, your hospitality, and above all for your willingness toshare your thoughts with us today.
Ever since our new Rural Development Subcommittee started towork early this year, we have been concerned about national growth.The problems facing our Nation are many and difficult. People haveleft ti. countryside, pouring into the major metropolitan areas, sothe rural c it has become poor and the big city has becomeoverburd ed, struggling to provide adequate services while tryingto keep taxes at reasonable levels.
Our people have located in increasing numbers along the Atlanticand Pacific coast areas and the gulf and the Great Lakes. What isneeded is a balanced' growth between the urban and rural areas ofour country.
Both Alabama and Georgia have shown that industry can be dis-persed throughout the countrythat it doesn't need to locate onlyaround the big population centers.
The South has proved that hometown initiative with a reasonableanituint of Government action can turn things around, making renewed

areas out of depressed areas.
Our trip this morning to Decatur was a Visit to one of these success

stories. During the 1930's, the 15 counties in the Tennessee River
Valley were on a depressed. one-crop economy. There was chronic
malaria. These factors combined with a national depression didn't
leave much room for hope.

Then the TVA came. But it didn't come offering to solve all of the
problems of the people of northern Alabama, bua rather offering
people a chance to help themselves.

The men of TVA didn't offer an industrial boom, but instead theybegan with a plan to conquer the malaria and to diversify the economyof the 15 counties and they began by emphasizing the economic well-being of agriculture.
But the local people had to do the work, and this is what it is goingto take. The 15 counties of the Tennessee River Valley plan togetherfor their mutual development, because they know thitt together theycan accomplish what they cannot do separately. They kno thatwhat's good for one county is good for all of them. 4
The people' of the Tennessee River Valley have put it all toge er.The industry came. Growth and progress came, and it was ally newith A, combination of government assistance incentives that' ereoffered, but not imposed,on local people. But again, the' real rkwas (lone by folks at the grassroots with vision : people unwillin to
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accept the status quo; people who cared enough about their home-
towns and counties to make certain that they would grow and prosper.

Now what wekeed are more success stories like the one in Decatur-
Huntsville. Weiiope sincerely that the consolidated farm and rural
development bill our committee introduced yesterday will go a long
way toward making more success stories.

ft will provide loan money for the enormous capital needs of rural
communities, and it will give American industry incentives to develop
in areas of our country with fewer than 35,000 people.

You will be hearing more about this legislation as it makes its way
through the Congress. Your own Senator Jim Allen is one of the
cosponsors. I hope the people of Alabama will join in encouraging
its adoption. I believe it is the cornerstone for a balanced national
growth policy for our Nation. It will not only encourage people to
remain in small-town America, but permit many who have had to
leave an opportunity to return to where their families and friends are.

It is legislation which I believe persons of a.-iy political persuasion
can support, because it is for the benefit of the entire Nation.

This is the second field hearing held by this subcommittee. Our
first was in early May in Sioux City, Iowa and Vermillion, S. Dak.
We were privileged to hear from the Governors of both of those
States during the course of our hearings, and we are pleased that
today we can have the benefit of the experience orGovernor George
C. Wallace of Alabama. On behalf of the subcommittee, I would
like to thank Governor Wallace of Alabama for his hospitality and
for his interest and participation in our work.

With that, let us begin our formal hearings. Do any of our other
Senators have comments they wish to make? /\.

Senator HUMPHREY. Now, may I present my friend, Senator Allen,
that he may have something to say to his home State folks. I know
that he wants to say something. [Applause.]

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES B ALLEN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF ALABAMA

Senator ALLEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do appileciate so /
very much this opportunity we have on the Rural Development Sub-
committee to come to Alabama, to allow me, Mr. Chairman, to liter-
ally, come home. because right here in this chamber is where I first
entered public service as a member of the house of representatives
from Etowah County..

I believe that this is the very first time that a committee from the
U.S. Senate has met in Alabama, an historic State capitol, and I
believe that this is truly a step forward bringing government closer
to the people. This is truly an historic chamber, Mr. Chairman and
my colleagues on the committee.

Actually, this chamber has been serving in the legislative branch
of our government longer than the House of Representatives Cham-
ber in the Nation's Capitol or the Senate Chamber because this
chamber was occupied around 1846 as the chamber of the House of
Representatives of the Alabama Legislature, and it was not until
1859 that we occupied our present quarters in the Senate Chamber
in Washington.
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So, some 121/2 decades of history look down on us at this time. And
this committee doesn't come to Alabama to harass our people. It doesn't
come to investigate any of our citizens. And it doesn't seek to force
compliance with any bureaucratic decrees or edicts, and it doesn't

'seek to discriminate against any of our people. It simply is seeking to
help provide a better lot for all of our people, Mr. Chairman, and it is
in that context and in that light that we welcome this committee to this
historic chamber.

Mr. Chairman, I believe that you have already presented the other
members of the subcommittee, but we are so honored to have Senator
Herman Talmadge, chairman cf the Senate Committee on Agricul-
ture, which is the mother committee of the Subcommittee on Rural
Development, and as I said in Decatur, we in Alabama regard Senator
Talmadge as a third Alabama Senator because he thinks like we do in
Albania and he is always working for the economic development of our
section of the country. So Nkl. are proud to have him in our State and
honored at this occasion.

We are certainly happy to have Senator Carl Curtis, of Nebraska,
also a member of the Agriculture Committee and of this subcommittee,
certainly one of the outstanding Members of the IT.S. ;senate. We are
so happy, Mr. Chairman, to have you come to Alabama to visit our
people in this capacity, because I have noted with great pleasure and
interest the dedication that you Wave given to the task of the work of
this subcommittee. the rural development. seeing as you do that if we
can solve some of the problems of rural America that we can solve sonic
of the problems of the entire Nation.

We feel that we in Alabama need a better balance between agricul-
ture and industry. We need more job opportunities, and that need is
certainly prevalent throughout the entire Nation. And we believe, Mr.
Chairman and my colleagues, that the people of Alabama cannot only
outline or pinpoint or point out to the subcommittee some of the prob-
lem areas. we believe, that our people and our leaders, some of whom
you have heard in Decatur and others that you will hear at this time
and others who will put their testimony in the record, that we have
some of the solutions.

I know the subcommittee is going to enjoy hearing from the Ala-
bama witness who will testify and I appreciate this opportunity of
talking to my homefolks on this occasion.

Thank you very iniich. [Applause.]
Governor WALLACE. Thank von.
Senator ALLEN. Thank yon. [Applause.]
Senator Hu-Nrenam-. Thank you. Governor. [Applause.]
Now I would like to have Senator Talmadge make a comment if he

would like to.
Senator TALHADGE. Mr. Chairman, Governor Wallace, ladies and

gentlemen, I think Senator I fumphrey and Senator Allen have stated
the views of all members of this committee. I want to join with my
colleagues in expressing our deep appreciation to Governor and Mrs.
Wallace for their generous hospitality and lovely luncheon and the
hospitality we have received from the great State of Alabama.

Thank you very much. [Applause.]
Senator HumenaEY. Senator Curtis?
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Senator Gums. Mr. Chairman, I shall not take time for a state-
ment. I merely want to express my gratitude for the hospitality shown
here by Governor Wallace and all you fine people and we are anxious
to hear what you have to say to this committee. [Applause.]

Senator HUMPHREY. TIM is the second of our field hearings. We
plan, for yoy information, to have approximately 10 in different
parts of our country. Our first was in the early part of May in the
State of Iowa and the State of South Dakota, at Sioux City and
Vermilion. ,

At that time we were privileged to hear from a number of witnesses
from the Midwest and among those witnesses were the Governors of
the respp ive States, the Governor of Iowa and the Governor of
South Da a. Today we are pleased to have the benefit of the exper-
ience and f the insight of the Governor of the State of Alabama and
we are ateful for his presence and for his willingness to come to us
and share his information and knowledge about the problems of his
State and his hopes and his vision for its future.

Governor, without any further adomay I first say that we will in-
clude in the record those statements which were made this morning
at Decatur so that the record of this hearing will be complete in the
State of Alabamaand at this point we welcome you t is table,
Governor. [Applause and standing ovation.]

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE C. WALL ICE, GOVERNOR, STATE OF
ALABAMA, MONTGOMERY, ALA.

Governor WALLAcE. Senator Humphrey? it is a pleasure to have you
and the membert of this committee here in our State. As you know,
we are happy to have any of you here at anytime and especially you
who belong to the U.S. Senate and below,. to this committee.

I might say in the beginning that I don't know whether von met
President Nixon at the airport lie just left Alabamaand we are
glad to have you in Alabama also and you know I have known you a
long time and have had the pleasure of visiting your home in Waverly,Minn. We enjoyed the hotalsotality extended to all of ns there by your
tine family. We are happ t. to have von in this State; also Senator
Curtis, of Nebraska, and Senator Talmadge, of Georgia,-aud we are
very proud of onv distinguished Senator, Senator Allen.

I was raised in a rural section ofAthis State and back in the days
immediately after the depression When all people in our region of
the country were proud but poor. So when we talk about poverty

these days, I have lined in it. experienced it, as many of, this genera-
tion have not. I saw the rural area of my county at that time, 40,000
population, now reduced to 22,000 population even though its produc-
tivity remains high. The income is higher but the people have left to
go t the urban centers of our country, either in Alabama or many to
tl eastern seaboard, the Los Angeles area, or the Great Lakes region

here a great portion of the population happens to be confined at this
time.

I would thank Senator Curtis who have been a longi.inie suppolter
of tax -free bonds for industry. In this State, we too try to balance
oil our agricUltural and industry. Thislins been tine legislation as far
as this State is concerned.
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Now, my prepared remarks, and I will try to hurry as I recognize
the time element involved while I give you the benefit of my wisdom
on these matters [laughter and applause]we have a great sense of
humor here in this Alabama.

Senator HUMPHREY. Very similar to Minnesota.
Governor WALLAcz. You have a great sense of humor yourself, Sen-

ator. We are glad to have you, but it was cold when I was in Minnesota
in 1968 in Duluth.

Gentlemen, you have in your possession my detailed testimony out-
lining some of the problem areas facing rural .linerica,

Basically, I have pointed to nine critical factors which I feel we
must work to bring about, and I have suggested some methods with
\\*hi(' IL to work. The nine areas are as follows : (1) more and better
employment opportunities; (2) ample and adequate housing; (3) im-
proved public. facilities and services, snitary water and sewage facil-
ities: (4) police and fire protection; (5) streets; (6) utilities; (7) ed-
ucation and health-delivery assistance; (S) recreational and cultural
facilities and services; and (9) relief for our textile industry from
foreign imports which have forced the closing of 98, textile mills in
the South and Northeast since January 1, 1969.

I do not mean to say that we want to embark upon any protectionist
tariff war in this country that might be reciprocated in other parts of

'the world ; basically we are for free trade but we do feel there are some
places, industries, Chat the taxpayers of this country rehabilitated after
World War II that are today costing the jobs of many thousands of

la hamans and others in the Southeast.
We understand. of course, this does apply to maybe that area of steel

and of shoes, and so forth, and I say this in regard to rural America
because we are in the heart of rural America. Most of the textile mills
are located in what we call rural America. Those people who have been
forced from the farms because of mechanized farming and because of
the acreage controls of many of our farm nrograms, have gone into in-
dustrial activities and many are in the textile industry. They live in
the rural areas and confines of Alabama, and so when we have a prob-
lem of this sort. it actually affects rural America and not just the peo-
ple in the cities but it affects people in the rural areas of Alabama.

We need these programs which are mostly monetary but ve are also
looking for nonmonetary systems which restore the confidence of our
people and benefit all concerned.

Of course, what I am going to outline to this committee conies from
the heartland of rural America but applies to the length and breadth ofour cotuttr,

I am confident that this committee is deeply concerned about
lems facing the rural poor and his a genuine desire to really do some-
thing constructive and positive to help.

Many of the solutions offered before this committee are not new.
Many of them have been used before and have served the people of
America badly. The answer certainly cannot be to 'raise taxes and
dump more unfree "free Washington funds" into various Federal pro-
grams whose predecessors are mostly total failures.

The thing that is killing rural folk financially is the same thing
that is dragging the working man under in the city. The real culprit is
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our 'Oppressive tax structure and the resulting burden on the middle
class. Most Americans have no conception of just how much of the tax
burden they are actually bearing. They only see the visible taxes they
pay, but the biggest part of the tax iceberg is hidden from the view of
the taxpayers. For example, a loaf of bread contains hundreds of hid-
den taxes paid by the store, the baker, the farmer, and everyone who
has a hand in putting the loaf of bread on the grocer's shelf and on
the consumer's table. Cut taxes and you cut the cost of bread to the
consumer.

The average working man, Mr. Chairman, is led to believe that he is
flaying only about 20 percent of his income in taxes, but, as economist
Sylvia Porter tells us, the typical worker is now in nearly a 50-percent
tax bracket, and that goes for rural America, if all taxes are considered.

According to the National Tax Foundation, the typical American
works from January 1 to May 19 each yearthat goes for the rural
American alsojust to pay his taxes. Included in these average Amer-
icans are the rural residents with whom this committee is concerned.

However, there are many untypical Americans who don't pay 50
percent of their incomes in taxes, like the average workingman ac-
tually does. In fact, they pay hardly any taxes at all. These include
people who set up gigantic foundations merely to provide a tax shelter
for the wealthy few who spend so much of their time shedding croco-
dile tears over our less fortunate citizens as they exploit them for their
own political advantage. These people of the superrich elite keep
their own family funds safely hidden from the tax collector in their
myriad of family foundations and trusts. If this committee--and I
am sure it does want to help the poor, the workingman, and the rural
poor, it will recommend that the exemptions now allowed to these
foundations be eliminated and they be required to pay the taxes for
all of the spending programs they advocate. If these people carried
the same share of the taxload as the working class, we could then cut
taxes on everyone and this would be of genuine help to rural people.
I can foresee that this proposal probably will have a tough time be-
cause it really doesn't create any more bureaus. I feel that the founda-
tions issueand I am talking about the Fords and the Alellons and
the Carnegies and the Rockefellersis going to be a prime issue from
now an in this country. The superelite rich are today financing sub-
versive groups in this country, and that is documented without my
having to point it out.

Every Senator here knows what I am talking about, I am sure.
Theythe foundationsget by scot free and today that is compress-
ing the middle class, rural American almost to death economically.

Certainly many foundations provide real services of a charitable
nature, but here we are talking about foundations whose major activi-
ties are really political and ideological rather than charitable or edu-
cational. These foundations have been a sacred cow in this country
for far too long. Money hidden in them is used to promote an all-
powerful Federal Government which these people would like to con-
trol financially. I also say, as I try to hurry along here for I know
your time situation and we have many witness, that these founda-
tions are financing the revolutionaries in the streets who want to
destroy this country. I have that documented, and it has also been
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documented in the Congress. Why do they do this? I don't know why
they do it necewarily, but the terror in the streets is used as an excuse
sometimes to increase the size and scope of the Government and in-
crease political power of the owners and directors of these tax-exempt
foundations and their power-grasping colleagues.

Middle America is caught in a vise, between the bomb-throwing
radicals in the streets and the silk-stocking radicals with their founda-
tions. It is a big con game which is victimizing all Americans and it
is about time someone blew the whistle on it.

I might say briefly here that I intend to file a suit, and I hope the
members of this committee might consider that it is in the interests of
rural America that commercial property owned by the foundations
and churches today be taxed. Rural people are having to pay the dif-
ference in what is lost in the tax-exempt status of commercial property
for churches. My own church owns much property that is tax-exempt,
making my taxes higher. This makes the taxes of rural America
higher. When the Roekefelles get their tax status through the Con -
irress as they got it back when the income tax was passed, rural Amer-
ican and middle, urban American began paying the difference., and I
frankly think the Congress of the United States ought to help the
rural poor, the mind American, and the urban poor to stop, in effect,
subsidizing these foundations with their ultibillions and multihun-
(Inds of million of dollars. I know- some of the churches- -and I am
not talking about all the churches but rural America is paying part of
this billin subsidized grants to Angela Davis, an avowed Communist.
Churches with tax-exempt status do that, and should not be allowed
a tax exemption.

I sin not !roim, to bother you at all with the documentation of these
things but they are tr!te, and we in rural America hope some day that
the Congress is goiter to give us some relief.

I was going to talk about the income tax sy.tetn. It is regressive.
We are going to file a suit in July of this year in i he supreme Court

of the -United States. We are going to ask them to declare unconstitu-
tional the tax-exempt status of foundations, and commercial property
owned by churches. We are not talking about hospitals and we are not,
talking about church buildings. We are not talking about. schools. We
are talking about commercial property. .A d that does tie in with my
judgment in the neater of rural America and we are going to give
the Supreme Court a chance to vote sonic of this liberality toward
the working man in this countryrural and urban. We'll see if they
want to bus some of the foundations' money into the Treasury of the
omintry as much as they would like to bus school children in the coun-
try. [Laughter and applause.]

Rural Americans are freedom-loving people and they believe in
the principles of Thomas Jefferson. I have that in my written testi-
mony. I am not ;.ruing to dwell on it because we know that rural Amer-
ica has provided its great sources of strength to the founding of this
country all the way back to Thomas Jefferson and on down. They are
a deepiy religious people, as you know.

Now, I have recommendations, frankly, regarding programs pend-
ing in the Congress and I see where you gentlemen introduced your-
selves a bill yesterday that in my judgment probably will carry out
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some of the requests that I make and other members of this com-
mittee make. I am not going to bore you by giving you all the details
about our feelings regarding the Federal Home Administration and
so forth; because they are there and I have them filed for the record.

In the interest of saving time, I am going to file it with you and
let you gentlemen read it if you have time instead of rehashing all
the testimony that is in my file.

I do have a brief synopsis here but I am going to pass over some of
it. I might say that had we arrived he on tune I would go through
it ; but 1 understand the time.

I know you will probably say, well, you, Wallace, had to
and

into
this, but public education is of interest to rural: America and we be-
lieve in quality education of our children. But, in rural Alabama today
we have 1,700,000 of our people actually classified as rural, living in
the rural towns and small communities. We find today that we have
ehatoic conditions in the ruritil schools of America. They are bussing
little children 50 miles a clay to school ; closing rural schools and trans-
porting children back and forth.

I know this committee might say that we should be talking about
income for farmers and that is of interest and I have measures that
I have recommended in that regard, but I would say that the financial
burden placed on us by IIEW and the Federal courts have caused us
to close $53 million worth of school facilities. We spend $400,000 per
year to transport students and we have got to have an additional
$19 million to provide additional facilities to relieve, overcrowded
conditions which have been created by I I EW and the courts.

Our schools actually have become, in ninny places, like the schools
in other parts of our country where they can hardly operate. We find
today that rural children are transported backward and forward to
kingdom come, find frankly we would like for you to carry this Ines- ---
sage back to Washington; we accept many of these things bewtc-r--
WO have to accept them. We itre law abiding and we want to-ais what,
the law calls for but-on the other hand we like to work toward try-
ing to get some moderation and restraint. from those who impose tliese
conditions upon rural America.

We also feel that is necessary for rural America to provide sewage
. and water systems that will induce industry. If we are to solve the
problems creafed by a high concentration of population of in the gig
cities. Our legislature in 1917 started out in providing a trade school
program by which we could train people in the rural areas to remain
home fiend work industrially. We expanded that program in 1963 to
where we now have a system that We talked about many years ago.
We know that if anylxxly moves to the cities, we are going to have
economic and social problems, and we have them today. I have advo-
cated, and I think you. Mr. Chairman, advocated in 1968 that we
induce industry by incentives, taxwise, to bring their branch plants
to the brOaJ expanses of Alabama in Ameriea. If everybody continues
to stack on top of one another in the East. Great Lakes, and Farwest,
regions, we are going to have social and economic problems compound-
ed. I hope that the Cfmgress will do what is necessary in the matter
of offering incentives to an industry to build its branch plants in the
broad expanses of Nebraska and Minnesota and Ohio and Alabama
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because we must sustain ma-stop the Jos-: i,opulation in tlic rural
areas. Whether people remain on the fart.)- will depend on our
ability to induce them to remain on the farms. We cannot tolerate a
system like this in .our country which will burden us down in some
instances if we don't, -without proper planning, stop the growth of
large cities at an abnormal rate.

We advocated that n01110 of the poverty program money that is being
used could be best used to build a system of technical schools working
in conjunction with management and labor toward training rural Ala-
bamans and rural poor to take their places in industry.

I might say, Mr. Chairman, that I really did hurry because I am
conscious of the time and I don't usually talk this fast.

There are other folks out here that want. to give you testimony and
I want to tell you and the group assembled here that I have filed with
the tommittee some definite recommendations about Farmers home
Administration, about aid to the rural areas and sewage and water
systems and otherwise as far as fam prograInS are concerned.

I want to let's see if there is anything else good I can say here.
,fast 1111111th' laughter and applause].

There is one other Hai no rural America and rural Alabama has a
greet number of elderly people and, the blind and aid to handicapped
is not confined to the urban centers of our country. Recently the Con-
gress gave a Social Security increase and as a result of certain Federal
regulations that increase had to be taken into account by our State
departments of pension and securities when we put, the increase into
effect.

I believe Senator Howard Cannon from Nevada, has introduced
a bill in the Congress that provides that recipients of old age and aid
to the blind. et cetera. are not to he penalized because of any future
increases in Social Security. That is Senate bill -HOT. I hope you in
the Senate will see fit to pass it because many hardships have been
brought to these people through recent action. That is another recom-
mendation I hope you carry back. The legislature of this State will
hack me 100 percent, on that.

Anyway, thank you for listening to me and I know you want to
get on with the other witnesses unless you have some question you
think I can't answer. [Laughter.]

And I probably can't. [Applause.]
That is may minority support in the legislature. [Laughter.]
But. anyway, Senator, T do want to say that we folks in Alabama

are concerned about taxation, concerned about loss of population in
the rural areas, concerned about our schools and it affects rural people
of Alabama, Georgia, and throughout the country.

Senator, thank you for being here. It is a pleasure to have you in
A la bam a. We hope von will come back to see us.

(The remainder of Governor Wallace's summary statement is as
follows :)

SUMMARY STATEMENT OF GOVERNOR WALLACE

Soriig of the churches of this country are involved in financing the activities
of aYritted revolutionaries. Just as the tax free foundation gimmick should be
taken away from the silk stocking socialists, so should churches have to pay
taxes on the businesses and properties (other than church building, hospitals
and schools), which they own. Make no mistake herewe positively do not
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advocate taxing the church buildings in which people meet to worship, but it is
only right that a church which owns a supermarket should have to pay the
same taxes as any other store owner. This, too, would relieve the tax burden
on the rural poor. It would also reduce the funds available to the ultra-liberals
who have gained control of the hierarchy of some of our churches. There is
no reason that rural taxpayers should have to subsidize grants from churches for
the defense of avowed black panther and communist, Angela Davis. (Certainly
the Ac. lu will provide her with all the legal services she could possibly need or is
entitled.)

I speak not only for rural America, but I speak also for that long line of men,
women. and children, who, in darkness and despair, have borne the labors of the
human rave who stand today with arms out-stretched in mute appeal to this
conimittee to leave no stone unturned in seeking a major overhaul of the federal
income tax law which has been referred to as "the most regressive tax system
e' er devised," by recommending to Congress that the tax free status of founda-
tions who use their money to promote political causes and provoke revolution
in the streets be completely stripped of their tax exemptions.

In addition, the business investments of churches should be subjected to the
sans. taxes as are oiled on the small businessman.

Now, rural America has played a great part in the growth of this nation from
to a :all and weak confederation of states to the greatest and most powerful nation
on earth.

Rural Americans are freedom loving people. They strongly believe in the prin-
ciples expresses( by Thomas Jefferson when he said. "The government that governs
best is that government which governs least." The people of rural America are
au industrious and self-reliant people who believe that the government in Wash-
ingten is their servant and not their master. The fundamental principles of free-
dm on which our nation was founded were nurtured in the soil of rural America.
The fundamental principles of our government, which were developed by these
peoeie and expressed in the United States Constitution, gave the world a govern-
ment of law, rather than men, that has been long admired and respected by the

eo'f of the world. Men of rural America, such as Thomas Jefferson, Henry Clay,
(' unihmin, ()scar W. Underwood, John Hollis Bankhead, and Richard

ite-011, worked long tied tirelessly to give our people a government which
would protest, rather than destroy, the rights of the individual which are cher-
ished so dearly by all Americans.

Sons and daughters of rural America have fought our Nation's enemies in
ry battle from Lexington in 1775 to those battles now being fought in Vietnam.

Countless thousands of these men gave their very lives so that you and I might
coLit nue to .ice in a free America.

The people of rural America are deeply religious people. They pray to God
aid ask ills divine guidance in their daily activities. They teach their children
to pray to God as their parents taught there to do.

iturat americans are an industrious people. They realize the value and im-
pernince of hard work. They learned long ago that you can't get something for
!oohing

I't s iss,ple of rural America are an honest and moral people. They cherish and
este- frbsalships wits their neighbors am". fellowman. They highly. value their
fa :ly Crime rates are much lower in rural America than in the rest of the
,,,,,sry It, ,pc issidlers and pornography pushers don't find much of a market for

tr dirty wares among ttiOSe PV0pie.
S and order k apprtsiated and valued by the people of rural Americo. These

peeps kn. e full well that a government without law and order would not long
411: II, t, be a govermumt. Ithrn1 people treat policemen. firemen.,and other

law enforcement officers with the respect that they are due as servants of a
gue,.rnt: of In w. You won't find many people in rural Alabama who will spit
on s eoleman or call him 0 "pig."

Piddle education is Important in rural America. The people of this region
strongly believe in quality education for their children. These people have
worked hard, often in the face of overwhelming obstacles and adversity, to
build a system of public education second to none. These people believe that the
sebools they have built with their hard earned dollars 'are for educating chil-
dren rather than conducting sociological experiments.

The people of our region are deeply concerned with the chaotic conditions
which exist today in our public schools. Many other Americans, in other parts
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of our country are experiencing similar problems in their school& Many schools
in this and other regions of our nation have been turned into lawless jungles
where the first concern of the teachers Is in maintaining a semblance of order
rather than educating children.

Muny millions of dollars worth of badly needed school facilities stand idle
and empty today In our region as a result of bureaucratic meddling by the
courts and HEW in the operation of our schools. Hundreds of Mont:ends of
hard earned dollars are being spent every year to operate a school transporta-
tion system which rivals that of many commercial transportation companies.

Tue ultimate dream of the bureaucrats appears to be a massive school trans-
portation system which would carry pupils from California to Maine and from
Florida to Minnesota.

The financial burden which has been placed on state and local governments
by the courts and HEW has been tremendous. We in Alabama have been forced
to close more than $53 million worth of school facilities as a result of these
unreasonable court orders. We will spend an additional $400.000 per year to
transport students from school to school. We estimate that an additional $19
million will be needed to provide additional facilities to relieve overcrowded
conditions which have been created by HEW bureaucrats.

Many schools in this region appear more like penal institutions than educa-
tional institutions. These schools are so overcrowded that you cannot possibly
maintain order In them. Students threaten and assault other students and
teachers alike. Lawless students have destroyed and damaged property worth
tens of thousands of dollars in these schools.

The constant pressures, intimidation, and bureaucratic meddling in school
affairs appear to me to be filmed primarily at the people of this region. It is
the same discrimination against a proud people which produced the "Pittsburgh
Pins" contracts of a few years ago.

Gentlemen, you may carry a message baCIPth Washington from the people
of this State and region. You may tell the "Washington crowd" that the people
of this region are sick and tired of their Nation being destroyed by a Judicial
tyranny unprecedented in the annals of American history. You may tell them
that ne are tired of court decisions which allow smut. peddlers and pornography
pushers to corrupt and destroy the morals and minds of our young people. You
may tell them, gentlemen. of our concern for law and order. You may tell them
of our love for our great Nation.

It this committee will report these truths, you will have made a lasting and
enduring contribution to the birth of a new America and you will have- given
the low, the weak, and the downtrodden pcsiple of this Nation. at least, a small
glimmer of hope for a brighter life.

Senator HummtnEy. Before you go, Governor, we do want to thank
you.

Governor, I know that you have as you have indicated, a prepared
piece of testimony here that you did not read, but you made some
reference to, which relates to a number of programs going on in the
State of Alabama.

Governor WALLACE. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. And may I say with considerable candor that

the testimony that you did not read is very impressive and the testi-
mony that you gave was engaging. [Laughter and applause.]

Just one question I want to ask of you..
We have what we call rural revenue sharing and we have been try-

ing to elicit from our witnesses, Governor, some thoughts and views
on the recommendation for what we call special revenue sharing, in
this instance the rural revenue-sharing proposal of the President.

Would you give us any observations that you might want to on that?
Governor WALLAcr.. Well, Senator, as I stated in my prepared state-

ment filed with the committee, I am in agreement with the broad con-
cept of revenue sharing but I am not necessarily inclined to go on
record in behalf of all the present bill. I am not sure exactly, really,
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how it affects some of our cities. I am not sure exactly what the legis-
lation contains as far as rural America is concerned, but my recom-
mendations here involves rural America. Revenue sharing in the sense
that it would aid in the sewage and water systems and sewage dis-
posal and things like that that small rural communities must have in
order to induce industry.

There is not much need to talk about increased agricultural employ-
ment because of mechanization in some places, although that is not
out of the realm of possibility. I think as the population grows in
this country and the great demands for food and fiber continue to grow,
maybe a few years from now there will be actually more employment
on the farms of our country. But I am not in a position to recomms4/
the revenue-sharing proposals of the President, but would say gen-
erally I am for its concept.

Senator Humetin EY. We have two types of revenue sharing, Gov-
ernor. One is the genera I revenue sharing

Governor WALL,AtE. Yes.
Senator IIumrintEy (continuing). Which is, as you know, the one

that is being discussed so much in the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee and this other one is the rural revenue-sharing proposal and
I think as you have noted on page 12 of your testimony to us:

Thus the apparent intention to enlarge rural development funding would be
sabotaged, not aided. Furthermore, there is not enough "new money" in the
rural revenue sharing proposal to be significant.

This is speaking now that particular task force report on rural re-
venue sharing?

Governor WAttAcE. Yes, that is correct, and my experience in the
rural development field gave that to me. Mr. Bamberg, are, you here?

Mr. C. 11. liAmittIno ( director, Alabama Development. Office), Yes.
Governor WALLACE. We stand by that., don't we?

C,4 Mr. 13A3trwato. Yes. sir. [Laughter.]
Senator HUMPHREY. I don't want, to take any more of your time

right now.
Governor WALLACE,A Thank you.
Senator HUMPHREY. But I do say we have had quite a time here.
Governor WAI,LAcE. It is good to see you back here and we may see

each other in 1972. [Applause and laughter.]
Senator Cuns. I have a question or two.
Senator HUMPHREY. Of course, Governor, you meant that would be

strictly a social occasion ? [Laughter.]
Go ahead, Senator Curtis.
Senator Cuwris. Governor, and I will he brief, in reference to the

tax-free industrial development bonds, you feel that they have brought
job opportunities to rural America ?

Governor WALLAcE. Yes, Senator, they have, and in fact, I think
some of the industrial development bonds could not have been sold
had they not had the tax-free provisions. I understand that the Con-
gress has cut it to $5 million.

Senator Cuirass. That leads to my next and last question because of
the shortage of time.

There are it number of us who want to raise that figure from $5 to
$19 mill ion. Do you favor that ?
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Governor WALLACE. Yes, sir; I favor that because I would say that
the tax-free bonds have brought at least 150,000 industrial job oppor-
tunities to this State since the year 1951 and so I want to thank you
again for your attitude about these municipal bonds. In my judgment,
many municipalities bonds, could not have been sold if they were not
tax free. It is necessary for the development of rural America that
these tax-free bonds stay in existence. Actually Alabama and our
region of the country has increased its industrial development and
output and job opportunities, per capita income. We have done a tre-
mendous amount as Senator Talmadge can attest to.

Senator Cuirris. I am very pler,sed to have you say that because
here we have a proven answer, without interference from Washington,
to deal with the very problem assigned to this committee, and I am
very glad for your statement and for your recommendation that we
raise it.

Governor WALLACE. And I appreciate your interest in wanting to
raise it, too, Senator.

Senator TALMADGE. Governor, you referred to the problem of textile
imports, one in which I heartily concur. In my own State of Georgia,
the textile industry employs 100,000 people; the garment industry
about 68,000, thousands of others engaged in the business of produc-
tion of cotton, warehousing, seeds, insecticides, and so on. Imports
In my State last year destroyed 7,000 industrial jobs. How many were
destroyed in Alabama; do you recall ?

Governor WALLACE. I think the latest figure I saw the other day
was 1.000, but that was some weeks ago. Nov, T know of 2.000 that
have been abolished in the last 3 months, Roanoke, Ala., and Chil-
dersburg, Ala., so I think we have lost about 3,000 to 5,000 jobs and
I know they have lost them in South Carolina, North Carolina, your
State, and I might say, Senator, 'of course, I know of your support,
trying to get some reasonable quota and import restriction.

I might say we really don't nave free trade. You go to Japan and
they have all sorts of restrictions. They don't call it tariffs, but you
can hardly get anything into Japan.

Senator TALMADGE. Ninety -eight separate quota systems.
Governor WALLArE. That correct, and in my visit to Southeast

Asia a year and a half ago, they are trying to do economically what
they can't do militarily. In Saigon you see all these Hondas made in
Japan bought with American money. That is exactly what happened,
of course, and I frankly think we are on the verge of seeing economic
collapse in these industries which is going to maybe trigger a
depression.

Now, we must not price ourselves out of the markets and I am not
causing any tariff wars, but we can at least deal hardheadedly with
the Japanese, for instance, who are fine people, but. at the same
time they say they don't have any tariffs, but have got all sorts of
restrictions and yet they flood this country and dump it with every
conceivable item and items made in it chistries that we built with
our tax money. It is hard to see a textile worker in Georgia pay taxes
to build an industry in Japan that causes him to lose his job.

Senator TALMADGE. Here is a point I wanted to emphasize. In my
own State, virtually every textile job is in a small town, in a small
village or a small municipality. Frequently, that is the only indr-drial
job within the county.
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Governor WALLACE. That is correct.
Senator TALMADGE. Is the same thing true in Alabama?
Governor WALLACE. The same thing is true in Alabama and that

is the reason I alluded to it in the beginning of my testimony.
Alabama is suffering more each day from this particular matter of
Japanese and other imports. A. 1,000-employee industry closed in
Childersburg recently; 700,000 square feet of space, because of im-
ports. We cannot compete with them.

Senator TALMADGE. Isn't it true when they lose those textile jobs
that -frequently they can obtaiti no other job and they have to move
off, maybe to go to a large urban area and wind up on welfare?

Governor WALLACE. Exactly. That is correct, and actually if we
could maintain these jobs, and if we maintain them at the present
level, we must have some sort of quota. Some sort of program that
will stop this dumping. We are really killing the increase in oppor-
tunities that should come about as a result of an expanding textile
industry, but these people are trained in this particular field and
they have, really, in most instances, no other training and when they
are out of a job after having worked 10 to 12 years, they are com-
pletely frustrated because there is no place to go. When they go to
a large city they usually wind up on welfare mid I think it is some-
thing that the Congress ought to look into because I have a feeling
that soon we are going to go toward some depression massively unless
we protect some of these industries from foreign cheap labor.

Senator TALMADGE. Thank you, Governor.
Senator HUMPTIPEY. Senator Allen?
Senator ALLEN. Governor Wallace, there are many communities

over the State of Alabama that have payrolls now that would not
have had them without the benefit of the Wallace Act. Certainly I
want to commend you for that, for your leadership that goes back to
the days when you were in the State legislature.

Governor WALLACE. I believe you were in the legislature at that
time and that was some farsighted legislation on my part. (Laughter.]

Senator ALLEN. Certainly that is one way that we could continue
the development of rural America, is it not?

Governor WALLACE. That is correct.
Senator ALLEN. And I was delighted to hear Senator Curtis speak

of raising the limit on the amount of tax-free industrial develop-
ment bonds to S10 million and I am hopeful that that shall be ac-
complished by the Congress;

Governor WALLAcE. Well, Senator, T want to thank :foil for the
part you played in all of the industrial bond acts, including the
Cater Act that we use in Alabama. Senator Humphrey, thank you
for your attempts at that tax-exempt status in the Congress.

Senator ALLEN. I notice in this week's Look magazine an article
by you on the unfinished business of America, taking a look at the
next 5 years in this country, and you touch on several matters I be-
lieve that are of concern to this committee and with your permission
I would like to insert in the record your article as it appeared in the
July 13 issue of Look magazine.

Governor WALLACE. Thank you, Senator.
Senator HUMPHREY. It will be included.
(For article. see page 973.)
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Governor WALLAE. Thank you.
Senator ALLEN. Thank you. [Applause.]
Senator IIVMPIREY. Thank you, Governor. {Applause.]
(Governor Wallace's prepared statement is as follows:)
Governor WALLACE. I .am especially pleased with the opportunityafforded by this hearing to discuss some of the problems of rural de-velopment which include maintaining the viability of our agricul-tural economy. In formulating policies for rural development, wemust keep constantly in mind that agriculture is the No. 1 business in

. rural America. Agriculture in its many forms is a maior generatorof income of bankers, grocers, implement dealers, and many smallbusinesses in rural communitiesand towns.
A strong agricultural sector, therefore. is a foundation on whichtotal rural development must be built. With the farm parity ratio

currently at 70, it is obvious that a major element of any rural revitali-zation policy must provide for strengthening farm income.Alabama is a State in transition. Between 1960 and 1970 the State'spopulation increased 5.4 percent. According to the 1970 census, Ala-bama' population was 58.4 percent urban and 41.6 percent rural. Ac-cumulated evidence indicates that our rural counties are laggingbehind the State and the State behind the Nation in per capita incomes.In 1960, the average per capita income was $1,489 while the IT.S. aver-age was $2,216. By 1970, per capita income in Alabama had risen tobut still trailed the V.S. average by $1,072. Per capita incomesin Alabama counties vary directly with population. The average in-come in the six counties with populations over 100,000 was $3.095whereas the average was $1.608 in the :10 rural counties having pupil-hit ions between 10,000 and '24.999.
The generally accepted definition of economic growth hinges onrising per capita incomes. It. was felt that if incomes rose sinciently,the other components would follow suit. Recent experience; of someU.S. cities, however, indicate that this does not neeessiri' mold trite.Therefore, we must modify our definition of economic p-ogress toinclude all conditions necessary to achieve rising levels of living. Weneed programs that provide both monetary and nonnionetary assist-ance. These needs can be met throng') the establishment of a nationalpolicy for rural resource use and development to promote a balance ofopportunity between the urban and rural sectors. There is precedentfor such public policy as evidenced by the success of the Rural Elec-

trification Administration and Farm Credit System. The contribu-tions of this legislation to developing rural America can be witnessed
throughout the length and breadth of our rural areas.

A policy for rural resource use and development should consider
the development, of human, natural, and capital resources. Thereappear to be at least two major economic aspects involved in such
a policy. First, the resources of our rural areas must be further im-
proved and developed through investment which will strengthen the
viability of local organizations and institutions. The goal is to pro-vide a situation where resources can move freely from one area to an-
other when productivity and returns can be increased. Herein lies the
hope of revitalizing rural America.

Second. a national policy for rural resource use and development
should provide for the strengthening of current programs which have
a specific orientation toward rural problems and their solution. This
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would reduce duplication of efforts and lead to more intensive attacks
on specific problems. Such unified national direction is particularly
needed to provide for the future development of our rural areas.

A rural development policy must provide opportunities for those
people no longer needed in agriculture to perform other productive
work. In many cases existing skills and 'attitudes must be updated
through vocational training to meet these new requirements. Alabama
has recently initiated a substantial State vocational training program
in which local citizens are trained to specification for a definite em-
ployer. This program could well serve as a mechanism to channel addi-
tional Federal assistance in making qualified labor available to indus-
tries desiring to locate in rural areas. With the deCentralization of
industries in rural areas, further improvements in our system of
roads and, highways must receive increased attention. People will
con:mute to nearby industries which provide income opportunities.

Our land, water, and other natural resources form the base upon
which all subsequent development is built. These must be properly
developed to provide present returns and to preserve environmental
quality for future generations. Once agricultural or other "open space"
land has been transformed into "higher" uses such as highways or
urban development, the changes are generally nonreversible. There-
fore, a major aspect of a national rural development policy should give
direction to the wise use of our land resources for long-range maxi-

. mum benefit of society. County and regional laud -use plans consti-
tute the basis for future rural development. Such plans should be
used to determine appropriate location of local public investments.
County and municipal governments will then have the initiative to
enact appropriate resource use plans consistent with county and
regional ones.

In planning, it must be recognized that all land is not suited for
ievery type of development. Soils vary tremendously in their ability

not only to support agricultural production, but also to adequately and
properly support industrial plants, housing developments, shopping
centers, etc. Land-use planning therefore must be vigorously (wow-
as:ed as a part of any effort to develop specific rural areas, or, for that
matter. any general pl n for rural development throughout our State
and Nation. Much expert ise in this field is readily available and should.

used.
Soils information is available in every county from the Soil Conser-

vation Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture through past
and present efforts in the national cooperative soil survey. This in-
formation, together with aggressive and meaningful decisioninaking,
on land use can do much to achieve orderly development.

A national policy for rural resource use and development should
also stipulate that our water resources be conserved and utilized in a
manner consistent with present and future needs. Our Alabama Water
Improvement Commission is a step in the right -direction. If it is to
properly fulfill its function, however. explicit uniform national sta nd-
arch must be set. This is E.:pecially significant if the water resources of
our rural areas are not to suffer the same fate as the rivers, streams,
and lakes in some American cities where have become so polluted that
they are no longer useful. Development of rural industry, both large
and small, cannot be achieved without assurance of dependable water
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supplies for the industry itself, as well as for domestic BAPS. Also, im-
portant to development are plans for needed water-based recreation
facilities that complement rural development. We must take a look
therefore,'at our water resource base from uppermost points in our
watershed areas. We have in the past failed to take this intoaceount
in too many instances and have considered our needs met when large
volumes of water were stored and made available for further growth
of large population centers. We must take a new look at this entire
approach.

Upstream watershed developments, including consideration of all
needsboth present and futurecan make a major contribution in
this direction. Programs currently available and in operation such as
the small watershed program administered by the Soil Conservation
Service, can help in this effort. There is room for expansion of this
entire effort and for certain new authorities to make them even more
effective. We have several examples in Alabama where rural develop-
ment is being promoted and where new jobs are being created by up-
stream water impoundments that include water for municipal and
industrial growth and expansion, as well as for recreation.

In short, what is needed is a dynamic movement in the direction of
coordinated land and water resource development as a first step in
planning for proper rural development in Alabama, as well as through-
out the country. This also involves an input by State and local leader-
ship in making realistic decisions and adapting programs now avail-
able to meet specific local opportunities and needs.

Improvements in technology and increased use of manufactured
inputs have greatly increased the capital needs of our rural areas. This
is true for farmers, homeowners, small businessmen, and developing
communities as a whole. Therefore, a serious need for access to more
long-term and operating capital exists. Government lending agencies
active in rural areas perform a useful service by supplementing pri-
vate lenders. These agencies should be strengthened. In addition, the
establishment of a system of rural development banks to help small
towns and cities secure long-term capital at reasonable interest rates
and terms would make. a major contribution to supplementing their
needs. Under this system all rural communities would have fair and
equal access to the capital resources so desperately needed to stimulate
economic activity and to provide rural citizens with the public facili-
ties and services which make communities attractive places to live.
Urban and suburban people often take these facilities and services for
(minted.

In brief, a national policy for rural resource use an-I development
would have as its long-range purpose the creation of balanced oppor-
tunities for people who choose to live in our rural communities and
countryside. Such a policy would serve the two-fpld purpose of help-
ing our rural citizens become more productive members of society and
easing the migration pressures and problems of our cities.

THE ISSUE IS BALANCING OPPORTUNMEI

Much of the prevailing dialog concerning rural development and
reclaiming the wholesomeness of our cities has centered on population
distribution. This is a paradox within itself since balanced population
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growth throughout America is unattainable without a balance of op-
portunities. This is especially true for the rural areas of Alabama and
the Nation. For example, the most competitive game played by com-
munities of our time is economic development. For many years we have
witnessed the efforts of communities of all sizes to improve their eco-
nomic base through business and industrial development. This seems
to be a perpetual hungernumerous approaches and public programs
have been used to promote rural industry.

Communities have offered a bundle of inducements in the form of
tail moratoriums, financing, facilities and host of services. Others have
advertised the availability of cheap power and labor as incentives to
attract new job-producing enterprises. These methods and induce-
ments have not always produced the expected results.

To the amazement of many rural community officials and leaders,
local industries considering expansion or those seeking new locations
were looking for something more than a subsidy. They place high
value on community services, conveniences. recreation and community
pride as well as the 'factors directly affecting production. Consequently,
the attractive :ommiinities have been those stressing strong educa-
tional, recreational, cultural, social and environmental programs and
facilities. It is apparent that economic development in our rural com-
munities is conditioned by all of these factors. It is inconsistent with
economic logic to think that business and industry will be willing or
can afford the investments required to provide basic supporting serv-
ices. The majority of rural communities which can provide the future
home for thousands of Alabamians need and must have financial and
technical assistance in getting ready to assume their roles as viable com-
munities of tomorrow.

In discussing balance opportunities, it is heldfaLta.look at the num-
ber and size of the communities, towns, and cities in Alabama. Accord-
ing to the 1970 preliminary census r port. Alabama has six cities with
population of 50:000 and above; eight cities with populations between
25.000 and 49.999: 21 cities wit populations between 10,000 and
24,999; 41 cities with populations tween 5.000 and 9,999; 47 towns
and cities with populations 1)(41 een 2,500 and 4,999; and 240 towns
and cities with populations undei. 2.500.

While all groupings showed an average increase in population
growth over 1960. the most notable increase occurred in cities' in the
5,000 to 9.999 and 10,000 to 24,99rNpulation groupings. It appears
from this growth trend that people, provided opportunities exist, will
live in the smaller communities. This is especially true for those com-
munities that can yield a positive influence upon the quality of living
of its citizens.

It is not reasonable to assume that all rural communities can or
should be developed into trade centers with duplicating kinds of facili-
ties and services. The increasing interdependency of comma; 'es sug-
gests that services and facilities that can be offered by one ace condi-
tioned somewhat by those available in others. This emphasizes the
importance of looking beyond a given community or county boundary
in planning for the development of our rural areas. The implication is
that small rural communities and those in urban fringe areas must pay
closer attention to what neighboring communities are doing. Nfany
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cominnities in the 5,000 to 10.000 population range have existing cap-
abilities to become viable rural growth centers and consequently influ-
ence the prosperity and quality of life of their surrounding areas. It is
at this point that present national thinking must be redirected.

Some people in high echelons would direct public policy benefits
primarily to cities of 50,000 population and above. However, to pursue
such a policy to its logical end will only bring us to a point in time
where we could be faced with the reoccurrence of existing dilemmas of
population-impacted cities.

It follows that public policy and its resulting programs should re-
flect the unique needs and differences of urban centers as well as rural
areas and communities. This is a consideration that has been solely
lacking in many of the programs administered b!, agencies of Federal
Government which have attempted to umbrella the problems of urban
and rural people. Flexibility must be the principal criteria in the devel-
opment and implementation of public assistance programs aimed at
providing a balance of opportunities if this Nation is to experience a
rebirth of its unpopulated and depressed rural communities.

Increased public policy emphasis for rural communities should be
directed toward the following critical factor§: More and better em-
ployment opportunities; ample and adequate housing, improved public
facilities and servicessanitary water and sewage facilities, police and
fire protection. streets, utilities, education and healthy delivery assist-
ance, and recreation and cultural facilities and services. Housing can
be cited as a specific example of what we are talking about. The Farmers
Home Administration has performed a useful service in helping to
make, rural communities a better place in which to live and work.

Since the rural housing program of the Farmers Home Administra-
tion was initiated in 1949, approximately 22,000 rural families have
been financed for a total of approximately $192 million. However,
more than half of the families served and money spent has been dur-
ing the last 3 years after Congress provided additional funds so this
agency could make a greater impact on the housing needs of Alabama
and the Nation. If Congress continues to appropriate funds for the
next several years as they have for the past 3 years, it will enable
Fl IA to assist from 5,000 to 7,500 rural Alabama families each year in
obtaining new homes. Given capability, the Farmers Home Adminis-
tration could have a definite impact in meeting the needs for rural
housing in Alabama. My recommendation is that the Farmers Home
Administration housing program be provided funds and personnel
to continue at an increased rate and that the Congress enact legislation
to enable Farmers Home Administration to assist a builder in develop-
ing sites for houses in the rural areas.

The Farmers Home Administration community services program
is another excellent example of the kind of assistance that communi-
ties must receive before they can experience economic growth and
development. Since Oneness authorized the program in 1061, FHA
in Alabama has assisted 562 rural groups and communities with
needed facilities and services. Total loans and grants have been ad-
vanced in the amount of approximately $45 million to 52,000 fam-
ilies. Altogether 208,000 people in Alabama have benefited from the
services provided by these loans and grants. Even so, only 15 percent
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of the State's rural population is smwed by these community programs
lox is, and grants. Considerably more people could be served provided
funds were available. Priority lists have to be established because of
insufficient funds. The normal waiting period at present is about 2
years. Grant funds have been so restricted that only those communi-
ties that cannot, afford a feasible system are permitted to use the
minimum of grant funds to make the system feasible.

Almost every rural town or community in Alabama lacks an ade-
quate sewage system. If sewage systems are to be provided these com-
munities, provisions must be made for an increase in grant allotments.
I fully support increased appropriations for both loan and grant
funds to enable up-dating and installing new water and sewage sys-
tems where the economic impact will be'significant.

The rural electric cooperatives in Alabama are also in a unique
position to play a vital role in rural development. They serve 59 of
the State's 67 counties which include approximately 800,000 people
or roughly 23 percent of our population.

The rural electric cooperatives have played a vital role in raisiiig
the standard of living for the rural residents of Alabama. Twenty-
three rural electric cooperatives are controlled by approximately 200
Alabamians as directois. Their organizational structure in itself af-
fords an opportunity to be very sensitive to community needs and
desires. In essence. they are a part of the community.

One way to aid the mural development process is to strengthen
these 23 rural institutions by adequate appropriations and assistance
to the Rural Electrification Administration.

Rural electric cooperatives have already offered much leadership
in areas other than providing electricity. Some have been instru-
mental in the formation of water systems; such as, Sand Mountain
Electric Cooperative, Rainesville, Ala. Others have assisted in the
formation of nonprofit housing authorities to develop sites for homes
to be built through the Farmers Home Administration; such as Bald-
win County Electric Cooperative in Robertsdale, Ala. I single these
out only to illustrate what can be done by these organizations to help
rev ital We our ru ra I communities.

It. is These kinds of tangible amenities which citizens of our Ditli
century society expect and aspiir to. We can expect no great change in
population location patterns until national emphasis is intensified on
providing these, basic human needs and desires. This is what rural
development is all about. It is taking action now to create more eco-
nomic opportunities and a better environment in countryside Amer-
icawhich will simultaneously ease the pmssures on urban America
and help restore the opportunities and quality of life %vhich have been
their attraction.

FACILITATING RURAL DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Chairman, it is our concern for the need of a broad national
rural development policy that dominates much of in thinking as I
comment on the legislation now under consideration. We support the
objective of rural development around which the current revenue-
sharing bill is formulated. We must reject. however. much of the con-
tent of the revenue-sharing bill because it is at odds with this objec-
tive.
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We have looked for evidence that many programs which enhance
development would be continued under State sponsorship, but we do
not find it. We note that with the exception of the Cooperative Ex-
tension Service, no maintenance of effort on the part of the States is
required on any of the programs. Indeed, to the extent that States
might use some of the funds on secondary roads, hospitals in rural
areas, and for mmt and poultry inspection. they might be able
actually to reduce expenditures of State funds for rural programs.
Thus the apparent intention to enlarge rural development funding
would be sabotaged. not aided. Furthermore, there is not enough "new
money" in the rural revenue-sharing proposal to be significant.

We are not for continuing programs after their objectives have
been realized. But some of the programs that would be phased out are
increasing in significance to rural development. I refer to sewer and
water grants programs, the rural environmental assistance program,
and such regional programs as those under the Appalachian Regional
Commission.

We are also concerned over the possibility that competition could
result in reduced expenditures for rural development. Undoubtedly
some public and private institutions with marginal contributions to
rural development could become major competitors for funds. We
recognize that it is desirable to have programs which will help rural
areas attract indu- ies. However, we believe there are better ways
than taking funds from rural programs. An example cited previously
would be loans from a Rural Development Bank. Another example
might be use of credit on taxes for investments made in rural areas.

Our concerns are in no way diminished as we study the companion
legislation to revenue sharingthe departmental reorganization pro
posal. Under this proposal, the U.S. Department of Agriculture would
be abolished. Its functions would be spread among four new agencies.
This is not the first proposal to reorganize the executive branch of
gevernment. Every President since Franklin D. Roosevelt ha sub-
mitted such proposals. A central feature of such plans has generally
been the raising or lowering of agencies in the hierarchial framework
in order to increase or reduce their importance.

Under this proposed reorganization the agencies that now function
in the U.S. Department of Agriculture would clearly be lowered as
a result of the fragmentation that would occur. We presently experi-
ence frustration in conforming to requirements of the Office of Man-
agement and Budget as we try to implement and fund programs. We
can only imagine, the increased difficulties in directing proposals and
seeking approval of four different Cabinet members prior to executive,
approval.

The revenue sharing and reorganization plans have much in com-
mon. Both would abolish the U.S. Department of Agriculture and
diminish the farmer's voice in the executive branch of Government.
This is contrary to our conviction as to the basic role of agriculture
in rural development and to society's well-being.

In all probability the debate over the Administration's reorgani
zation proposal will be a lengthy onefor a multitude of vested in-
terests are involved. A more immediate concern is action to provide
relief from the program overlaps and waste inherent in the confused
structure of Federal programs having application to rural
development.
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Evidence of spectacular lack of coordination is coming to public
attention through the various media. The sad consequence of inter-
agency competition in providing Federal assistance to rural commu-
nities is to frequently exaggerated expenditures and inefficient deliv-
er of resources to the ultimate beneficiaries.

The efforts of a rural community population 5.000in a depressed
area to obtain financial assistance for improvements in its water sys-
tem is a case in point. Under existing programs either the Economic
Development Administration of the Commerce Department or
USDA's Farmers Home Administration could respond to the com-
munity's need.

Since EDA assistance is more or less directed to nrojects with eco-
nomic generating benefits. the community must often look elsewhere
if it is to develop its total water program for both domestic and in-
dustrial use. The Farmers Home Administration could work with
the community under existing authorities but ceilings on loans and
grant moneys impose barriers in planning and developing the com-
munity's total water needs. The result is often fragmented planning
and frustration on the part of community leaders in complying with
the procedures of two different agencies and programs. It would
appear that the Farmers Home Administration with its network of
county offices is better situated to administer a total community serv-
ices program to towns and communities in predominately rural areas.

The state of interagency confusion and overlapping is illustrated
in a recent report which cites nine different Federal departments hav-
ing programs for educational affairs. Federal recreational areas. many
of which have application for rural development, are run by six dif-
ferent units in three departments as well as by one independent agency.
In addition, we see agricultural-type programs operated by the Office
of Economic Opportunity and so on and on.

iIs it any wonder that understaffed county and municipal govern
ments and community committees become exasperated in their efforts
to dissect the entanglement of bureaucracy in their search for one pro-
gram and one agency to which they can direct a project plan.

Immediate improvements in this situation could be made by the
executive office through the budgeting process and by the Congress
through redirecting appropriations to those a ncies with historical
mandates and the know-how to administ programs for rural
communities.

BEGINNING WHERE WE ARE

A reasonable approach to the solution of any problem is to start
where you are with what you have and make the most of it. So it
must be with our efforts to improve the economic well-
being and quality of life of rural Americans through intensified rural
development programs.

The plight of small farmers and their communities is a national
problem that can only intensify the current population pressures on
our cities. This tragedy is vividly illustrated in the June 25, 1971,
issue of Life magazine.

The conditions cited in the farming community of Vienna, S. Dak.,
are typical of literally thousands of once thriving rural communities.
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It is a story of desperation and hopelessness which should toughen
the sympathetic nerve. of responsible public opinion leaders and policy-
makers.

The tact that displacement of people from agricultural production
has and continues to occur is not the critical social issue. It is, how-
ever. our failure to recognize and understand its consequences in the
lives of people and communities affected. Most serious is the abseirce
of an effective national policy of sufficient scope and emphasis to cope
\V it h the problems of transition of human resources and adjustments
in the social and economic opportunities of small towns and country-
side. U.S.A.

Although the 1969 aglieultural census data'are not vet published,
latest estimates indicate Alabama has approximately 85,000 farms
which is home for Alabamians. Of this total, approximately 80 per-
cent. or 68,000 farms, produce an ;annual gross farm income of $10,000
or less. After deducting the lcigh cost of production supplies required
to produce this gross, the remaining, net farm income fa ls below any
of the !ovelty ',mime guidelines that have been set forth. On a per
capita basis the incamer.tigures are even more distressing since most
studies show that this category of farm families is among the highest
in terms of family size.

A majority of these 6ti.000 farm operators are able to remain on
their land only through supplemental income from off -farm sources.
While this is 0 desirable arrangement, there is growino. evidence'that
;Arm income will contribute an even smaller share o1 total income
for these limited resource farm. families. Being confronted with in-
reased income needs. thousands will be forced to undergo the relent-

less frustrations experienced by those before them. Some will accept
a smaller income and remain on their farms. A few will be able to find
full-time local off-farm employment. But the majority will only ex-
perience the anxieties of decreasing levels of living and look to the
cities as a means of escape from their depressed situation. They will
not be easily convinced that the city only holds more of the same for
the many who go there ill prepared for either the work or social
environment or urbania.

Unless we can provide opportunities for these rural residents. what
hope exists for the larger long-range challenge of repondating Our
rural areas? Increased emphasis should be given to U.S. Department
of Agriculture programs which provide financial, education, and
technical assistance needed by the rank-and-file farm family. These
resources could be used effectively to meet the short and intermediate
range needs for generating more 'farm income and for providing addi-
tional stimulation for some who may have the potential capability to
naive into a commercial agriculture status. We should not take for
granted the contributions that further development of our agricul-
tual sector can make to viable rural economies and increased levels of
living of rural people.

The future on the farm for literally thousands of Alabamians de-
pends on access to credit at reasonable terms. A report recently
releafied by the Auburn ,University Cooperative Extension Service
bears this out. The report dealing with extension's demonstration
program for limited-resource farmers in Alabama indicates that ad-
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ditional credit could be put to productive use. Generally speaking, the
N'oluine of production on t hes: farms does not efficiently employ the
available labor. Forthermore, their equity position, ou the average,
is about 90 percent of assets or approximately $25,000. Consequently,
sufficient equity exists to adequately finance additional capital if it
114'1.0 readily a Vail:11)1V. Thl' additional credit, if NV 'tely mana.ed
could be used to expand existing or add new enterprises to the busi-
ness and more fully employ family labor.

The need for additional credit on the part of many farmers is
further illustrated in activities of the Farmers Home Administra-
tion. All FHA operating-type loans have been made from direct
appropriations. With the growing financial needs of farmers and
with the need to increase and expand their size of operation which
requires additional financial resources and with banks and other
priN ate lending institutions reducing their assistance to farmers, the
need of this program is increasingly critical. To enable Congress to
piatvidc adequate funds for this program, appropriations should 'i.a
switched from direct to an insured program with funds provided

local and national lenders.
Since the inception of the program, FHA in Alabama has as-

sisted approximately 11.000 families to enlarge, develop, refinance
or pnrchase fa 111IS of their own. Approximately $85 million has be:n
used for this program. A majority of these families were sharecrop-
pers and tenants IViao 111V now ,.bstatial citizens and taxpayers in
the State.

While responsibilities and lending authority of FHA have been
iniavitsing. tile Ilia 11 power of this agency has not increased propor-
tion:! If a concerted effort is to he made to keep people in rural
areas. appropriations for this agency should be expanded and ad-
ditional personnel provided.

'Hare is also a tremendous need for additional resources to pro-
' ilk intensive research and educational programs in the area of man-
agunient and use of production technology among Alabama's far-
er,. The use of modern business management techniques, particularly
:anon g farmers grossing less than $10.000 annually, is grossly inade-
quate.

Soncessful experiences gained in the rise of srrbprofessionals in the
iritional food and nutrition education program clearly demonstrates
that many rural families. given individualized intensive assistance.

niotivated to help themselves. This approach sImuld lend itself
to helping stimulat.- the productivity of thousands of small. fanning

Another major obstacle to further agricultural development is the
hick of adequate markets. Small farmers have particularly felt the
hrunt of economic forces resulting from lack of access to markets.
Luke all farmers. they are price-takersthe pri.es for their prod-
lict,4 an, set at ihe end of the marketing chain upon which they have
no influence. Further. there has been a general inability of limited
rc-oiirce farmers to integrate into the present marketing process due
to a lack of volume and capital. These factor's along with decreasing
..oloce,. of produetion supplies and outlets for their products have
irimpounded t In% price-c04 squeeze.
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Alternative arrangements are needed to aid groups of small farmers
in purchasing of their inputs and development of better and more
accessible markets. To bring these farmers into a total market economy
this will require a strengthening of the Agricultural Marketing Act
of 1946 and subsequent acts that have enhanced market development.
The inclusion of these farmers into the marketing process and the cor-
responding development of more marketing services will have a mul-
tiplier effect upon the tctul development of rural communities.

The production of an abundant supply of food is still an essential
for this Nation. Commercial farmers. in many respects. are the back-
bone of this country. Their significance and the importance of their
contribution cannot be overlooked in rural development. In addition,
agriculture through the growing export market contributes to the im-
proved status of the lathinee-of-payments situation for the United
States. The producers of most of . food have built up large capital
in-estmeits in land. buildings. machinery and equipment as well as
livesiock on which they, under today's conditions of prices received
and costs paid for production inputs. are not receiving a fair return
on their investment. Present agricultural policies and pro grams do
not point in the direction of helping commercial producers achieve
fair returns and incomes comparable to other segments of the econvmy.
The plight of many nonagricultural businesses is tied to that of the
farmer. Insuring that commercial farmers receive a fair share of na-
tional income is one of the most significant ingredients of rural
development.

TIIE STATISTICAL PICTURE

Charitable foundations
It has been reliably estimated that in 1950 there were only 1.000

charitable foundations with assets of $2.57 billion. In 1971, the num-
ber increased to 25.000 with assets of over $20 billion.

It is estimated that in recent years, charitable foundations have de-
voted 5,300 million a year to poverty group and minority programing.
Very little money is spent on behalf of rural or smalltown America,
blue-collar workers or white ethnic groups.
Universities

The Nation's colleges and universities are another repository of
growing tax-exempt financial power. It is estimated that their collec-
tive endowments total about $10 billion.
Churches

In 1969, the value of church-held properties and investments was
put at about $102.5 billion. Estimates are that had these properties not
been tax exempt they would have yielded $2.2 billion to local, Stateand Federal treasuries.

Tax relief for the average man is long overdue. A great measure of
relief can be given now by simply removing tax exemptions from these
and other organizations.

In 1947 we started a program in this State of building trade schools
in rural areas of Alabama recognizing that some farm programs had
curtailed the need for farm labor. Acreage control programs had made
it unnecessary for many who had worked on the farms in the past to
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continue. Combined with this, complete mechanization of farming
made it necessary for many people to be retrained and they went
to the large cities for industrial employment. Our idea is to train those
from the farm for industrial jobs in the rural areas of Alabama in
order to induce industry to migrate in the broad expansion of this
State.

I advocated during the 1968 campaign tax incentives and other pro-
grams to induce industry to build its branch plo.nts in the future in
the broad expansion of America. Realizing that if the people of our
country all lived in the Great Lakes area, Los Angeles area, and the
eastern seaboard, many problems would be compounded economically
and socially. We today are facing that problem, and it must be met
an dealt with. The long-range plan is to see that industry does build its
branch plants in the broad expansion of this country so people could
live in nual confines and still have industrial employment. This will
not only be good for the country, industrially and economically, but
will also help contain and solve some of the social and economic prob-
lems that are so prevalent and evident in the large cities of our Nation.

There must be a cautious look into the import policy of our country
pertaining to textiles. Over 4.6 billion square yards of textiles and ap-
parels of cotton, manmade fibers, and wool were imported.to our coun-
try last year. This has led to the closing of at least 98 textile plants in
the South and Northeast since January 1,1969.

We must seek to give our own manufacturers and laborers protec-
tion from imports that will cause loss of demand and loss of jobs.

Senator III-3tPlirtr.v. I want to make it clear for the record that the
entire testimony of the Governor as filed with the committee will
be minted in our proceedings as if read.

Our next witness 1611 be Dr. Luther II. Foster. Is Dr. Foster pres-
ent ? Dr. Foster is the president of the Tuskegee Institute and I be-
lieve you are accompanied by Dr. Mayberry

1)r. Foster, we are very grateful for your presence: fay I. as one
of your admirers. thank you for what you have been doing; at Tuskegee
and what vets do for this country. You are a five, good man. We are
just honored that you are here. We Nvelcome your testimony.

STATEMENT OF DR. LUTHER H. FOSTER, PRESIDENT, TUSICEGEE
INSTITUTE, TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, ALA.

I:r. FisrEn. Mr. Chairman, thank vou and members of the com-
mittae.

I have with me Dr. 13. D. Mayberry: our vice president for devel-
opment.

I do want to express my appreciation to the committee for this
opportunity to testify and also to express inv !,!ratification of your
concern for rural-based problems that lie at the root of many inade-
quacies in hmnan development in urban areas of our Nation as well
as ih rural settings.

We have sent to you a comprehensive statement, the first five or six
pages of which I will present to you. if I may.

senator Hu3trion:Y. We will have the entire statement incorporated
in the record with your recommendations.

2 .
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Dr. FOSTER. Thank you.
Over a long period of wears, distinguished committee members, we

at Tuskegee have lived with the problems of the rural poor. We have
made attempts to do something about these problems and the results
of our efforts left Tuskegee Institute a little Miser about the ways of
the people and more understanding of how big forces often play oft
little people. Our intimate view and insights have been rained from
the studies by our faculty who have been concerned with the human
condition. They have been concerned with this human condition from
the perspectives of their several disciplines. We have carried on formal
research. and we have been participant-observers in action programs.
We have learned from our successes and failures. We can offer some
possible .formulas for success, and we can indicate some mistakes: not
to make.

'nisi:twee Institute records will document its concern with Migra-
tion since the enunciation of Booker T. Washington's dictum of lS96:
-('ast down your buckets where you are.- We have particinited in
experiments in planned migration and we have recorded what hap-
pened to people who were trained and prepared to live elsewhere.
Staff people at Tuskegee Institute have spent time and effort trying
to help people of the rural South make an adequate living to support
a satisfying life where they were here in Alabama. Our successes and
failures in our efforts in this direction have taught us something. We
cannot) review for you here the reports of our research or the evalua-
tion of our experimental programs. but we can share with you the
oli,ervations made and some conclusions based on them.

There is a statement written by one of our faculty. We think it is
a very interestingone and rather beautifully stated but in the interest
of time I merely call it to your attention because we think it is some-
thing you would want to look at somewhat later.

We in Tuskegee have been a persistent voice seeking to offer facts
to the. policymakers and program devisers, but it seems few heeded
these indices that weand others have brought to the fore, now lead-
ing to the crises we face in the cities arid other places in our Nation.
So the desperate, impassioned shouting in the streets got attention in-
stead of the hard facts and other suggestions that came out of many
very useful studies.

Now, why people migrate and what they want where they are
have come. out in Tuskegee Institute program reports and research.
There are the results of sonie studies and observations at Tuskegee
Institute and I cite two of them: First, changes in technology that
reduce the use of man labor, thus depriving many of a livelihood.
These changes have taken away the minimal security people had in
an already deplorable system of agriculture. With no place to live and
no work to do, people must move. We might look at this development
as a many-times multiplied personal and family crisis. From the view-
point of the onlooker, it may be a migration problem; for those in-
volved, however, it is shattering of a way of life requiring forced,
undirected movements without any hopeful destination.

Second. the small sums of money spent on retraining programs:
Only a few people have been affected and the apologists for these
programs are often reluctant to assess them carefully. We at Tuskegee
have trained people and placed them in employment only to have large
numbers drift back to their homes and kin.

2
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Third, minimal allocations of public funds for welfare: These sub-
sidies do not provide adequate resources for health, education, and
human resource development.

Now, in our view, what needs to be done? First, develop an economic
policy about people and their needs; people will not look for greener
pastures if their own is satisfyiDg in its own greenness.

Second, initiate programs so well planned that involvement in those
programs gives the lives of people involved meaningful purpose in
making a living and having a zest for life.

Third, stop ignoring the information already available for plan-
ning and program execution; perhaps introduce a retrieval and dif-
fusion system.

Fourth, establish a new trend in America to plan with people and
not for people.

Now I would like to summarize sonic of our program recommenda-
tions dealing with program rather than so much with process as I
have touched on so far.

The problems of rural Alabama cannot be separated from their pov-
erty or the other interdependent factors that have isolated them from
the economic, social and cultural mainstream of American life. Like-
wise, the rehabilitation of this urea and its human resources cannot he
a piecemeal effort. For example, as we provide housing, jobs and edu-
cational opportunity, we must simultaneously provide access to ade-
quate diagnosis and treatment of disease. and to means for maintaining
health. What is especially needed is the commitment to act forth-
rightly and equitably at the local, State and Federal levels.

The program suggestions inducted in this presentation have lawn
organized under the headings agriculture, rural housing, health and
nut tit ionind community developtivutt.

I would like now to summarize our considerations of these.
Iii agriculture, we observe from analyses made .20 years ago in a

conference at Tuskegee Institute on "The Chatuing Status of the
Negro in Southern Agriculture'. and subsequent studies that there
has been a policy of land use that may be described as progressive
sterilitymore unused land and more unemployed people. We recom-
mend therefore: One, pre,sent implicit but nevertheless operational
land-use policy should be reexamined in terttis of hind for living space
far people rather than opportunities for resource exploitation.

Two, money now poured into antiproduetion programsboth sub-
sidy payments and welfare paymentsmay he redirected to stimulate
the productive involvement of people.

Three, successful and systematic agricultural research which has led
the wa v to modern agriculture should now be directed toward devel-
oping better methods for proper and economical land utilization by
small landowners in new and creative approaches, to rural living.

Four, improved arrangements should be made to assure success in
the development of cooperative programs among small farmers such
as the nearby Southeast Alabama Self-Help AssociationSEASHA.

In the broad second classificationrural housingsubstandard
housing prevails throughout the rural area., In many cases tenants
live in houses rent-free until they are uninhabitable and then used for
ha v storage, or torn down. Substandard housing in the rural black
belt ranges from 58 percent to 79 percent. FHA programs are now
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available for low income housing hut many rural families are too poor
to take advantage of these. For example, too many poor are still living
In houses Nvhicli are less respectable cattlebarns and yet in almost
every case the local FHA fails to spend its annual appropriation and
the reason for this is, as I indicated earlier, that the popr folks just
are not able to participate in the programs that are available, limited
though they are.

1 here is a splendid resource, it seems to us, at institutions of higher,

learning which, if adequately encouraged and financed, could develop
prototypes that, may help to reduce the overall cost of building homes
for the poor. Such experimentation would be helpful, also, in temper-
ing some of the exploitation of poor rural families by unscrupulous
entrepreneur-builders, who are often attracted to fluid situations such
as rural rehabilitation.

We recommend, therefore: One, greatly increased funds for guar-
anteed home loans; two, personnel to be recruited, trained and as-
signed on both the State and local levels in areas of financing, house
construction, and rural economics, and with a special emphasis, if I
may add, on some of the problems of youth economics or economics as it
is of interest and significance to young people; three, ruml housing
developments to be encouraged at institutions of higher learning to
the end that overall building costs of homes of the rural poor will be
reduced; four, self-help input in house constnrction to he encouraged.

The third major category, health and nutrition: Health care facili-
ties and personnel are in short supply throughout the area, as they arc
indeed, to a lesser degree, throughout the Nation. The doctor ratio iii
this region is 1 to 2,000at least twice as inadequate as the national
average -and some counties have essentially no hospital beds.

We, strongly support, therefore, (1) In health manpower: pending
Federal legislation to increase the output of core health professionals
physicians, nurses, etc., and incentives to influence a more beneficial
distribution of this personnel into rural areas. Also in health man-
power, establishment of strategically located new allied health man-
pov..er training. centers.

(2 In health care delivery: We recommend further development
of the comprehensive, health center concept as applied to the rural
setting, continuation of medicaid, medicare and other health care
programs.

(3) Tn health research, we recommend expanded research into the
existing health and nutritional status of people in rural areas as a
basis for effective development of needed new health care programs.

We need the facts first. Many of them are here: some of them need
to he collated.

Then, in our section on community development we note that the
Land Grant Act of the 19th century provided a solution to our tech-
nology and agricultural problems, so today we propose something
that might he called a Communities Development Grant Act to en-
conrve wise growth in our rural communities. The program would
include several things: (1) Comprehensive community development
assistance to provide the needed impetus for economic recovery and
coordination of existing manpower training programs.

(2) Federal support of educational programs related to community
studies to assure sufficient numbers of properly trained persons to
'help cornnumit los realize a wise growth.
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(3) Community extension service centers to provide, professional
advice and financial assistance to needy communities.

(4) Community research centers at participating institutions.
(5) Special examination of the promising opportunities to redevelop

rural towns and intermediate size cities. We expand on this at some
length in the body of our report, Mr. Chairman.

(6) Special attention to the development of social mechanisms for
problem solving and implementation at the local level.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, this concludes my
oral presentatidn. There follows a more detailed examination of these
issues. We want to say that Tuskegee Institute is very deeply com-
mitted to work a solution of these problems and we will be pleased to
assist in any way our limited resources will permit.

I call your attention especially to exhibit B which is a tabulation of
some of the very distressing statistics on population and income level
in some of the counties.

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you very much, Dr. Foster.
Dr. Mayberry, do you have any comment you would like to add ?
Dr. MAYBERRY. No; the appendix which he called your attention to

is page 21 of his statement.
Senator HUMPHREY. Yes, appendix B.
May I suggest to you, Dr. Foster and Dr. Mayberry, that when you

get the time, and you can look into the Congressional Record which
we could make available to you, we would appreciate your commentary
or comment on our program for a Farm and Rural Development Act
that was introduced by Senator Talmadge and myself and Senator
Allen and others yesterday in the Senate. This relates primarily to
financing of community facilities as well as financing, of economic
enterprises for rural development. It is not expressly designA,as what
you might call an antipoverty program. It is what you call a \growth
program, and economic expansion program, a community facilities
program.

I meant to ask the Governor to do the same and if one of his repre-
sentatives is here from the rural development side of the government
of the State of Alabama, T would appreciate having just the comment
from each of our witnesses.

Dr. Fos'rvn. I would be happy to.
Senator HUMPHREY. We need advice and counsel on this. quite

frankly, and I am sure that there will have to be a good deal of discus-
sion of it before we get any place with it and we welcome your views.

I was very interested in your commentary on page 5 where you say:

There is a splendid resource at instdutions of higher learning which have
adequately encouraged and financed and developed prototypes that might help
to reduce the overall cost of building homes for the poor.

There has been much talk about this over the years. Has Tuskep,:ee
ever done anything in this area ?

Dr. FOSTER. Yes, we have indicated some of our work. particularly in
planning for new developments, and it is documented in the major
portion of our presentati( n here.

We have done work that led to the securing of some 400 homes in
the city of Tuskegee. We have done some architectural work as well.
We have done this over a period of several years, as a matter of fact.
We were very much involveclin rural housing 20, 25 years ago when it
was not a popular thing at that time.
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Senator III -me my. Have you been able to demonstrate production
of costs of building of satisfactory housing?

Dr. FosTER. We have some evidence on this, but we do not have
nearly as much as we should like to have. The problem is the need to
enocurage and finance these developments in a situation where budgets
are limited, but we think this is a human resource that is available,
an institutional resource where you can bring persons in from home
economics, sociology, and architecture and a number of other fields,
to really tackle these problems in a comprehensive fashion.

Senator HunimsEy. It has been my view that much more needs to
be done with it. That is why I emphasized it in my question to you.You know we have done a great deal in housing in other parts of the
world: and while it is modest housing. it is safe. sanitary, and it ismodern, with modern sanitary facilities. modern kitchen facilities,and it is very cheap.

Now, I recognize that our wage scales, our construction costs, and
financing costs in the United States domestically here are differentthan overseas. even though many of those that we put up in Latin
America have been created by American labor and surely out of Amer-iean capital. I think it is something worthwhile to look at, and anything Tuskegee can do we wehiktne. and indeed your suggestion ofmaybe getting some research into this area might be very helpful.

am going to make notes of it to speak to Senator Sparkman on it.because I don't know of any Senator that has done more in the hous-ing field in America than your Senator from Alabama. who, by theway, wanted to be remembered to many of you down here. He is aremarkable leader in this field. [Applause.]On the health co re. are you familiar with the matter that was broughtto our attention this morning at Decaturmobile health clinics?Dr. Fos'rEa. Yes. We have some programs under a Model Cities
program in Tuskegee. The city' of Tuskegee is designated as a Federalmodel city. We are doing something there. We are with our School ofNursing just beginning a program in one of the cities of Alabamawith a healthmobile; and they will he working with the residents ofone of the sections of that city. We are doing some things; we areknowledgeable about it. There are other opportunities that we wouldlike to expand into.

Senator HummitEy. This was so attractive to me this morning be-cause again in my visits in Latin America, we had put up through theATI) program, our foreign aid program, literally dozens of these splen-did mobile health clinics. There are huge vans, so to speak, that takehealth care with professional personnel right to the rural countrysideand make regluar stops, just like you have the mobile library wagons,so to speak. that go into the rural areas with books. I would think itwould be something worthwhile to press at State level to see if wecouldn't help the rural poor a good deal more with these things.One other thing you mention here is Comprehensive Health Center.How mr.ny of those do you have in Alabama ?
Dr. FosTER. I don't know the statistics on this. I am sorry, Mr.Chairman. but there are sonic. We feel the need, though, for manymore; in particular. some of the depressed areas where they have notbeen able to get off the ground, where communities have not been
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prepared or understanding sufficiently of even the limited funds that
are available, and the ways in which they might move to develop re-
sources such as this. There is considerable need for expansion of
these programs.

Senator Hc3iPtIREY. Finally, you mentioned that there were unex-
pended funds from the FHA. Are you referring to the housing pro-
gram or Farmers Home Administration ?

Dr. FOSTER. Farmers Home Administration. This is our under-
standing as we read the reports, that are available.

Senator HUMPHREY. Do you have an reasondo you know why
those funds go unexpended?

Dr. FOSTER. We are not sure of all of the reasons, but we believe
that part, of it is that. some of the fund's are allocated for very low-
income housing, but many of the citizens are not even able to qualify
at that low level, so that some of the funds are not drawn on. This
is our understanding of the situation.

Senator HumrnatEy. Senator Talmadge?
Senator TALMADGE. Dr. Foster, I want to compliment you on your

statement. Several of your recommendations our committee has al-
ready taken positive action to remedy. We passed one bill through the
Senate already. Another one is pending before the full committee,
ready for action. The third, a majority of the Senate Committee on
Agriculture introduced yesterday, which we have high hopes of fa-
vorable action on.

Do you agree, with me that many, if not most., of the serious social
problems that plague our country today are directly related to the
fact that 75 percent of our people live on 2 percent of our land?

Dr. FOSTER. You mean, therefore, because they are in the cities?
Senator TA !MADGE. Yes: too nmch congestion, too much crowding,

too much-
Dr. FOSTER. I think this is a part of it, but I think the problem is

very much more complex, so complex that it is difficult to make what
might be seemingly a simple answer to it. I think this is a part of it.

Senator TALMADGE. Do you think we would have a far more stable
society if we didn't have acres of people stacked on each other in our
urban areas?

Dr. FOSTER. I have a personal preference for more space and elbow
room, so I would naturally move, in that direction. But I do helive
that there are some unusual difficulties, and some of the sociologists
write about thistoo many people, too much noise. and things of this
sortanci the question is how much of this can individuals stand.

Jt seems to me. though. that the problem is so complex that it is
going to take a moving hack from it and an examination of all of the
aspects as well as the implications a tvLinterrelationships of these com-
ponents as von move along.

Senator TA 1,MADGE. You have done a fine job over at Tuskegee. and
iyou lived n a prominent mew and had some experience in that regard,

and so have I. -Yon can't hale too many vegetables on an acre of land.
Youan't have too many stalks of corn on an acre of land, too many
peanut plants on an acre of land, can't have too many cattle on an acre
of land, can't have too many pigs on an acre of land. too many trees
on an acre of land. And I don't think you can have too many human
beings on an acre of ground. I think that is one of our serious prob-
lems.
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Do you think with an adequate and effective Government program,
that we could reverse this migration pattern that we witnessed in this
country for half a century ?

Dr. l'OSTER. I think this could conic about. I think there are many
programs already in existence which, if brought tpgether in their
proper configurationand if they ran be adequate} utilized at every
level in the governmentlocal, State, and-nationaland if there can be
an effective participation and 'trait iative on the part of individuals
would do much to build up rural areasit isn't to stop a movement
to the city. but the chief thing is it could be a positive program for
the development of rural and semirural areas. Dispersal of population
would conic in a natural fashion, and I think for the benefit of the
overall American economy as well as ninny other elements.

Senator l'aummaii.:. To try to provide :1 job where a boy and girl
born in a particular area could continue to live there if they saw fit
too.

Dr. Fosrin If they saw fit to do so: I think that they should have
their own choice.Senator.TALMADGE. Thank you.

Senator TEUMPUBEY. Senator Curtis?
Senator Ct-irris. Dr. Fo,ter, I am sorry that a necessary telephone

call prevented me. from hearing the first part of your testimony. but I
shall pursue it. I might say that I made my first trip with a congres-.
sional committee to Alabama year ago next September, cut voer
good Senator. .Tohn Sparkman. Va; on the committee. and I had the
privile!re then of visititor Teskegee Tnstitate and haviter vi.zit which
I shall always treasure with George Washilorton Carver.

I am just (1..ii.-rhted that high on the list of witnesses today are the
men from Tuskeove. [Lingliter.]

Dr. FosTEr. I sugirest that the Senator retinal to Tuskegee.
Thank you.
Senator ITirmeirativ. Senator Allen ?
Senator ALLEN. Thank you. Dr. Foster, for your very fine statement.
There is a question or two i would like to ask. if T may.
I notice most of your agricultural recommendations are based on

a study made some 20 years ago at Tuskegee. Do you feel that the
sane conditions that existed then continue to exist and that no action
was taken on those recommendations, recommended policies ? It would
he well to implement them at this time : is that correct

Dr. FosTrri. Well. the recommendation I referred to was 30 years
ago. and think T mentioned subsequent studies and conferences and
recommendations as well. I would have to say, and I am pleased to
say, that there has been progress on sonic of these thing: hilt there
are many unfinished pieces of business. There are many thimis that
really could he done that come out of those recommendations as well
as some of the recommendations some of the more general studies
such as the study done recently, The People Left Behind.'' and siune,
of these other studies that have been done about the rural area

So. there has been some change then but we have been endeavoring
to update those and we believe there are still significant problems to be
dealt with.
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Senator ALLEN. As to your graduates there, what changes, if any,
have taken place in the number that have settled and had their life-
work in rural areas as compared to those who settle in urban areas?
Has there been any change toward urbanization of your graduates?*

Dr. Fosma. Oh, yes, I think very definitely our students, like most
graduates, will go Nvhere there are jobs and with movement into the
tscities and across the countrythey have been moving in those direc-
tions as well.

Senator Amai.x. Well, would they first try to make a living in the
rural areas and failing there, move to the cities or would they go from
school straight to the urban centers?

Dr. FosTEs. Most of them will be going to the urban centers be-
cause that is where the job opportunities come for them. I think it is
not so much a conscious decision of not living in the rural area or to
live in the urban or semiurban area. It is trying to find the job and the
kind of experience and position that is suitable to their training. For
instance, graduate engineers would not find much opportunity in a
rural area.

Senator ALLEN. Well. have you had to change your curriculum from
time to time to adjust to the changes?

1)r. Fos TER. Cuttriculum has been adjusted over many years to take
account of the new trends in the development of industry and the new
trends in the developmellt of our whole society. Whole new vocations
have been developed and are continually developing through the years
an' l we hale been trying to keep abreast of this and to tryas a matter
of fact. to anticipate as much as we can. We are ver ' much concerned
right now in developing some prbgrams, considerin the development
of progeams in the allied health professions because we see this as a
very important opportunity and need for the country.

Senator ALLEN. -Would you elaborate some on your recommenda-
tion 2 on page 4; -Money now pours into inadequate programs. both
sithsidv nayments and welfare payments, may be redirected to stimu-
late pi.o(.1uctive involvement of the people.".t2

I toes that mean more work for welfare recipients and more produc-
tion on the agricultural economy of those things which

Dr. FosTrat. I think it would be a combination that would have to
be vtry croat ively and imaginatively pursued but what I was trying
to ,ret of i'. it scents to me there are many payments that go now t hat
tr,, a!:'iproiction. and this is contrary to what we think of in our
own 000many as typically indigenous to our country's philosophy.
The -c payments not to grow crops, for example, or payments to peop.he
at the other extreme On wel fare are merely holding, operat ions.

I low i.iiilel vie I we,reexamine all these situations and try to re-
direct 5.,nne of these fuhds in line with our philosophy or human
re-ouroe developmenthelp people who are on welfare to develop as
peopie, and put into production the unused physical resources tlmt
we have in this country.? I don't know quite how to do it but it scents
to me that this is an approach, a need, and one that is fully consonant
%vith the tenets of our national philosop4 and of humanitar:anism
as well.

,

senator ALLEN. What is Cie present enrol brinnt at Tuskegee
1)r. Fos-rec. About :;,(100 now in the regular term; about 1.:iiin in the

(.;
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Senator ALLEN. Is that a progressive gain over the last decade?
Dr. FosTER. Over the last decade it is a gain. It has been holding at

about the same after a slight drop in the past year because of the
economic problems primarily that our students are faced with..

SelIatOT A LLEN. DT. Foster. we certainly appreciate you comniAbe-
fore the committee, and Dr. Mayberry, giving us the 'benefit of your
viewk. I ani sure the subcommittee and full committee will make it full
and careful study Of-you presentation

Thank 'roll.
Dr. Fos mu. Thank you very much. We appreciate it.
Senator HUMPHREY. We do t hank you very much. botI u.

Thank you. [applause.]

I. I NTRODUCrION

Mr. Fosrt:t. lIt.. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, my
nanw is Luther IT. Foster. and I am president of Tuskegee Institute
located in Macon ('aunty, Ala.

I am pleased to have this opportunity to testify before the Rural
Development Subcommittee Of the Senate Committee on Agriculture
and Forest r.N It is gratifying to know of your concern for rural-based
problems that lie at the root of many inadequacies in human develop-
ment in urban areas Of our Nation as well as in rural settings.

II. THE INTIMATE VIEW

Over a long period of years. we at Tuskegee Institute have lived
with the problems of the rural poor. We have made attempts to do
something about these problems and the results of our efforts left
Tuskegce Institute a little wiser about the ways of the people and
more understanding of how bit., forces play on little people. Our
intimate view and insights have '-been gained from the studies by our
faculty who have been concerned with the human condition from t he
perspectiVPS of their several disciplines. We have carried On formal
research. and we have been participant observers in action programs.
We have learned from our successes and failures. We can offer some
possible formulas for success, and we can indicate mistakes not to
ma lie.

Tuskegee Tnstitute records will document its concern with migra-
tion since the enunciation of Booker T. Washington's dictum of
11---"Cast down your buckets where you are." We have participated
in experiments in ,glanned migration and recorded what happened to
people who were t righted and prepared to live elsewhere. Staff people
at Ti skegee Institute have spent time and effort trying to help people
of the rural South make an adequate living to support a satisfying life
where they were. Our successes and failures in our effot.c in this direc-
tion taught us something. We cannot review for you here the reports
of our research or the evaluation of our experimental programs, but
we can share with 2,7ot-tom observations made and some conclusions
based on them.

One of our faculty in expression of frustration wrote :

The higkvays, smooth belts of concrete or asphalt, hays come
too since 1930. They connect the cities to each other and the larger
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towns to cities. Markers point from the highway to the villages
and small towns that the highways bypasS as they are no longer
important to trade and commerce. The small towns and villages
do have an importance licm ever. They are the refuges for workers
that the tract ors and harvesters have pushed out of the fields.
Big towns, little towns, and villages have grown since 1930. Small
houses that have extended their boundaries are home for workers
the farms have expelled and that city industries don't need.

The long-abused and misused lands of the South are faring bet-
ter than the long-abused and misused people who have inhabited
them. There have been no policies and scientific practices to in-
sure the constructive use of these people. Many of them who should
be regarded as assets have been callously marked "expendable."
This waste of human resources is the South's great unsolved prob-
lem. Soils in the South are being planned for in terms of their
highest and more constructive purposes, whether it be forest,
grass, or field. None of the land is regarded as waste and ex-
pendable. For every acre there is a use that in time will prove to
1w an asset. Sleek, well-fed cows graze on hillsides where gaunt,
ill-fed people once scratched for a meager living. In fertile fields
where children and their parents toiled without hope of security
or omfort, machines sow, tend, and harvest bounteous crops.

We have been a persistent voice seeking to offer facts to the polio
and program devisers, but few heeded these indices of today's

crises; and so the desperate, impassioned shouting in the streets got
attention. 'Why people migrate and what they want where they are
have come out in Tuskegee Institute program reports and research.

There are the results of some studies and observations at Tuskegee
Institute :

1. Changes in techreitogy that reduce the use of man labor, thus
depriving many of a livelihood. These changes have taken away
the minimal security people had in a deplorable system of agricul-
ture. With no place to live and no work to do, people must move.
We might look at this development as a many-times multiplied
personal and family crisis. From the viewpoint of the onlooker,
it may be :t migration problem: for those involved, it is shatter-
ing a a way of life requiring forced undirected movements with-
out any hopeful destination.

2. The small sums of money spent can retraining programs. Only
a few people have been affected, and the apologists for these pro-
grams are reluctant to assess them carefully, We have trained
People and placed them in employment only to have large nu -
bers drift. back to their homes and kin.

3. Mini ma 1 allocations of public funds for welfare. These sub-
sidies do not provide adequate resources fo , N uca ion,
and human resource development.

What needs to be (lore ?
1. Develop an economic policy about people and their needs: people

will not look for greener pastures if their own is satisfying in its
.01 eenness.

2. Initiate programs so well planned that involvement in them
gives the lives of people involved meaningful purpose in making a
living and zest for life.
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3. Stop ignoring the information available for planning and pro-
gram execution ; introduce a retrieval and diffusion system.

4. Establish a new trend in America to plan with people and not for
people.

III. SUMMARY OF PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS

The problems of the people of rural Alabama cannot be separated
from their poverty or the other interdependent factors that have iso-
lai:ed them from the economic, social, and cultural mainstream of
American life. Likewise, the rehabilitation of this area and its human
resources cannot be a piecemeal effort. For example, as we provide
housing, jobs,. and educational opportunity, we mast simultaneously
provide access to adequate diagnosis and freatment of disease and.Co
means for maintaining health. What is especially needed is the com-
mitment to at forthrighzly and equitably at the local, state, and
Federal levels.

The program suggestions included in this presentation have been
organized under the headings :

Agriculture.
Rural Housing
T fealth and Nutrition
Community I )evelopment

The summary of those presentations and recommendations follows:
ge;cuiltufre.We observe from analyses: made 0 years ago in a

conference at Tuskegee Institute on "The. Changing Status of the
Negro in Southern Agriculture." and subsequent

Changing
that there

has been a policy of land use that may be described as progre'ssive
sterilitymore (mused land and more unemployed people. We recom-
mend:

1. Present implicit but nevertheless operational land-use ,policy
should be reexamined in terms of lam? for living space for people
rather than opportunitieslor resource exploitation.

-2. Money now poured into antiproduction programs-1)00i sub-
sidy payments and welfare paymentsmay be redirected to stimulate
the productive involvement of people.

3. Successful and systematic agricultural research which has led
the way to modem agriculture should 1101V be directed toward devel-
oping better methods for proper and economical land utilization by
small landowners in n, w and creative approaches, to rural living.

4. Improved arrangements should be made to assure success in the
development of cooperative programs among small .farinet* such as
the nearby Southeast Alabama Self-Help As7ociation (SEAS HA).

Third .hou sing.Substandard housing prevails throughout the
rural area. In many cases tenants live in houses rent-free Nntil they
are uninhabitable and then used for hay storage. or torn down. Sub-
standard housing in the rural black belt ranges from ruS percent to 79
percent.. FHA programs are now available for low-income Ithusing.
but many rural families are too poor to take advantage of these. For
example, ,too many poor are still living in houses which are less re-
spectable than Southern cattle barns and yet. in almost every case. the
local FHA fails to spend its annual appropriation.

There is a splendid resource at institlut ions of higher learning which.
if adequately encouraged and financed. could develop prototypes that
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may help to reduce the overall cost of building homes for the poor.
Such. experimentation would be helpful, also, in tempering some of
the'exploitation of poor rural families by unscrupulous entrepreneur-
builders, who are often attracted to fluid situations such as rural
rehabilitation.

We recommend :
1. Greatly increased funds for guaranteed home loans.
2. Personnel to be recruited, trained, and assigned on both the State

and local levels in areas of financing, house construction, and rural
economics.

3. Rural hotting developments to be encouraged at institutions of
higher learning to the end that overall building costs of homes of the
rural poor will be reduced. ,

4. Self-help input in house construction to be encouraged,
['gala anzi A'ittrition.,---ilealtli- cars facilities and -personnel- are in

short supply throughout the area, as they are indeedto a lesser
degree throughout the Nation. The doctor ratio in this region is 1 to
2,000at least twice as inadequate as the national averageand some
counties have essentially no hospital beds.

We strongly support :
1. In health inanpatoenPendinv Federal legislation to increase

the output of "core" health profes'ionals (physicians. et cetera) and
incentives to influence a more beneficial distribution of this personnel
into rural areas.

Establishment of strategically located new allied health manpower
training centers. ,

i.',..'In health cape delivery.Further development of the compre-
hensive health center concept as applied to the rural setting. -

3. In health, research.Expanded research into the existing health
and nutritional status of people in rural areas as a basis for effective
development of needed new health care programs.

Community Development. The Land Grant Act of the 19th cen-
tury. provided a solution to our technology and agricultural problems,
so today we propose a Communities Development Grant Act to en-
courage wise growth in our rural communities. The program would
include :

1. Comprehensive, community development assistance to provide the
needed impetus for economic recovery and coordination of existing
manpower training programs.

..)2. Federal support of educational programs related to community
studies to assure sufficient numbers of properly trained persons to help
communities realize, a wise growth.

..... 3. Community extension service centers to provide professional ad-
vice and financial assistance to needy communities.

4. Community research centers at participating institutions.
5. Special examination of the promising opportunities to redevelop

rural towns and intermediate-size cities.
.--.6. Special ali-N4tion to the development of social mechanisms for
prOblem solving and implementation the local level.

This concludes my oral presentation. There follows a more detailed
examination of these issues that we sh 11 he pleased to further elab-
orate at the subcommittee's request.-3`iiskerree Tnstitute is deeply com-
mitted to Broil: toward a solution of these problems, and we will be
pleased to assist in any way our limited resources permi

.....
(13 S'2 71 nt. 3--- 19
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1Y. AGRICULTURE

Ob8ervations.Improvements in agricultural practices and ad-
vances in technology and mechanization have brought abort success
upon success in reducing costs of productionof food and fiber needed
to support out Nation's growing population. Even greaten improve=
ment will be needed to keep up with the national and world require-
ments for agricultural products. The impravemeigs in agriculture have
reduced the needs for manual labor and shifted agricultural emphasis.
This has resulted in a gross neglect of the rural people, small faring.%
who have been disarmed of their once menial opportunity of making a
living because they were not blessed with the base upoli which to build
success. The partial solutions to our past agricUltaral problems have
given birth now to a series of problems with very serious social im-

Tuckegee Institute has constantly modernized and upgraded its
traditional concern for the livelihood base of the rural population of
the black belt. These have been related to the crop replacement§ for
cotton whether trees, grasses, animal production, or other crops. Re-
lated to the product are proper development of soil and water re-
sources and a clinical, instructional, and researcb program in veter-
inary medicine.

From the analysis made 20 years ago in a conference at Tuskegee
instittfte on "The Cliangino. Status of the Negro in Agriculture" and
subsequent studies, there has been a policy of land use that may be
described as progressive sterilitymore unused land and more un-
employed people. The residual rural population, are not given tue
skills the new lane-based production requires and such production po-
tentials appear not to be vigorously explored. Expanded land holdings
in large tracts give little indication of concern for people and their
productive use. There has been minimal incentive from Government
or elsewhere for those who own large acreages or who acquire such
acreages to plan a production program with a labor market component.

Not much is likely to change in any given community until the
respective agencies are accepted by the people they want to serve. We
must establish a new trend in America and that is to plan with the
people and not for the people. Agencies designed to work with the
poor are finding it extremely difficult now to do something, although
their intentions may be most honorable. The econqmically deprived
individual, in some cases, has to be brought to the welfare office.

In this age, when all the world seems concerned about environ-
mental problems, rural substandard and slum housing is indescribable
in the rural black belt counties of Alabama. Too many poor are still
living in houses which are less respectable than southern cattle barns
and yet, in almost every case, the local FHA fails to spend its annual
appropriation.

Th., minimum requirements for most FHA programs automatically
eliminate the majority of the rural population which has the great-
est need for assistance. In Lowndes County, Ala., for example, the
median family income is less than $1,500 per year and over,60 percent
of these families have substandard housing.

Achieving acceptance at the comipanity level is a prerequisite for
program development and action. Thus, it is clear that if .Federal and,

.,. ,

.4e
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State agenciesboth new and old lineare to succeed in rebuilding
the urban and rural communities, they. must not only have the desire
to do so, they must change and modify their practices. -

One of the strongest and most successful programs in working with
the rural population of the United States has been the Agricultural
Extension Service. We have not examined all the implications of pro-
posed programs of Federal revenue sharing, but enough questions
have already been raised in our minds to suggest that this idea should
be approached with caution, especially as regards rural America and
the past constructive role of the Extension Service; and most par-
ticularly asvegards rural black America which, for a variety of
reasons, has not received its rightful benefits under so many po-
grams designed philosophically to help all rural people. The same

modern agriculture must now be directed toward developing better
methods for proper and economical land utilization by small land-
owners. We must seek improved methods for assuring success in the
development of coollerative programs among small farmers, such as
in the nearby Southeast Alabama Self-Help Association (SF,ISITA).

Our most pressing need is neither new programs nor money. Our
most pressing need is for a commitment to act forthrightly and equit-
ably at the local, State, and Federal levels. For example, the 'poverty
program was established in 19(34. Yet, we still do not have ft single
funded complgejlensive community action agency in the black belt
west of Selma, where we have seven of the poorest counties in the State
situated adjacent to each other.

h'eeommendatione.(1) Present implicit but nevertheless opera-
tional 1,end-use policy should be reexamined in terms of land for liv-
ing space for people rather than opportunities for resource exploi-
tation.

(2) Money now poured into antiproduction programsboth sub-
sidy payments and welfare paymentsmay be directed to stimulate
the productive involvement of people.

(3) There should be more vigorous monitoring of services of agen-
cies of the Department of Agriculture so they will reach their fullest
possible target population and not screen out any clientele in need
of these services.

V. RURAL: HOUSING

Obse rvatians.One of the more deplorable aspects of rural life is its
housing. In the black belt counties of Alabruna, from 50 to 76 percent
of the total population -live in substandard housing. These houses are
drafty and ramshackle, cold and wet in the winter, leaky and steaming
hot. in summer. Most of these houses were constructed many years ago
and aiv situatedson land owned by the large farm operators. They are
poorly constructed, lack proper sanitary facilities and are much too
small for the faiiiilies that occupy them. They were originally for the
use of farm laborers and sharecroppers.

The changing of the farm economy from cotton to soybeans and
cattle, plus the soil bank program and increased use of machinery
have made a drastic decrease in the amount of farm labor necessary'
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and completely eliminated sharecropping. The farmowners of the
houses have no interest in their upkeep as adult occupants now either
work at menial jobs in the nearby small town or are on welfare.

It is not surprising that the. South has the highest proportion of
rural substandard housing in the country. Here we have the lowest
median family income, the largest families and the largest proportion
(2f black population. And in the black belt areas where we have the
outmigration of the young adults, we have a disproportionate number
of the black elderly occupying substandard housing.

Years of neglect and discrimination have been main causes of these
deplorable hoqing conditions. It has only been within the last several
years that efforts haN're been Made to alleviate these conditions.

Rural housing, as with any housing, is limited in terms of water'
and sanitary waste disposal. A Government-sponsored research pro-
r.a-m-wl , it -eostse-wage-dip -4-for-ft-small num
her of dwellings is needed.'One hundred percent 1, the sewer construc-
tion loans and approximately 85 percent of the water system loans
made under the Poa,ge-Aiken bill have been made to small rural towns.
This is good; but unfortunately, 90 percent of the poor in the black
belt area live far removed from even the rural town.

Unfortunately, the vast majority of the population of the black belt
counties have incomes too low even for the Farmers Home Administra-
tion house construction, loans with "interest credit." In short, this
housing' program does not benefit the rural masses.

The federally supported self-help housing program in the rural
areas has made the population aware of the benefits of adequate hous-
ing with sanitary fay<ilities. Yet, for all its good points,.ths program
only stimulates the &sire for ownershipit falls far short of fulfill-
ing the vast housing need. More than one-half of the rural poor live in
rented dwellings and are too poor to buy houses even with interest
credit. For these people, an expanded program for rent supplement is
needed.

Organization and operation of rural housing authorities should be
simplified and encouraged. Both HUD and the Farmers Home Ad-.
ministration should be given funds to sponsor interest credit
loans and rent supplement.

Institutions of higher learning are a substantial and creatively
oriented resource for assistance in rural housing development. If prop-
erly encouraged and financed, they could provide leadership in devel-
oping prototypes that may help reduce the overall cost of building
homes for the rural poor. Moreover, the injection of some carefully
selected institutions would tend to reduce the exploitation of rural
families that are taken advantage of on some occasions by unscrupu-
lous entrepreneur-builders who are attracted to such fluid situations
as new rural housing development.

Recommendotion.e.(1) Greatly increased funds for guaranteed
home loans.

(2) Personnel to be recruited, trained, and assigned on both the
State and local levels in areas of financing, house construction, and
rural economics. r

e( 3) Rural housing developments to be encouraged at institutions of
learning to the end that overall building costs of homes of the

. vural poor will be reduced.
(4) Self-help input in house con4ruction to be encouraged.

2 9
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VI. IIEALTII .(1 ND NUTRITION

Obsb-ations.One of the many negative byproducts- of an inade-
quate health delivery system is a deficit of accurate inforenation con-
cerning the true scope of an area's health deficiencies and needs:When
we discuss health problems in rural Alabama in 1971, we are limited
to describing the tip of an iceberg whose true dimensions can only be
crudely estimated.

One immediately visible problem is that of insufficient numbers'and
poor distribution of health care "personnej. For example, in the Nation
as a whole there is an average of one physician for every 1,000 per-
sons; in Alabama the ratio is one physician for every 2,000 persons.
Our health personnel prolilemS in rural Alabama can be appreciated
if we consider the example of one fou-county area in the black belt,
where only 25 physicians serve a population of 61,400 people spreltd
over an area of 2.600 square miles. A survey of black families in this
area revealed that two-thirds of the babies are delivered by midwives
and.67 percent are &livered in the home. This contributes to an infant
mortality rate for blacks in Alabama which is twice the rate for whites,
and both remain among the highest in the United States.

In the 6-month period between January and June 1970, deaths at-
tributed to tuberculosis, enteritis. nephritis, hypertension, and syphilis
in Alabama weretwo to five tunes more frequent in the black popu-
lation. These are diseases which can be cured or controlled if detected
early and treated adequately. The proportionately heavier concentra-
tion of blacks in the economically depressed and medically under-
serviced rural- areas of the State undoubtedly contributes to this
picture.

Although available mortality and morbidity_ statistics are in 4'hern
wives impressive, ,i-rreater insight into the magnitude of our unsolved
public herfilth problems has been provided by individual studies. In
one sample of 709 children examined in a black belt county, anergia
often profoundwas present in four out of five. Eighty percent of
adult women examined in the same study were also significantly
anemic. Similar studies of Small population samples within the black
belt have documented a high-frequency of diets which are both quan-
titatively and qualitatively inadequate. We are especially concerned
about the frequency of marginal diets in relation to the potential ef-

' fects of nutritional deficiency on early brain growth and development
and on reduced resistance to a number of acquired diseases.

The health problems of the people of rural Alabama cannot be sepa-
rated from their poverty, nor from the other interdependent factors
that have isolated them from the economic, social, and cultural main-
stream of American life. Likewise, the rehabilitation of this area and
its human resources cannot be a piecemeal effort. As we provide. hous-
ing, jobs, and educational opportunity, we must simultaneously pro-
vide access to adequate diagnosis and treatment of disease and to
means for maintaining health.

Recommendotion,q.Our recommendations for action in the field of
health and nutrition fall into three broad categories : health man-
power, health care delivery and health research.

2 9
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A: Health manpower
1 We strongly support pepding Federal legislation deigned to in-

crease the output of core" health professionals (physicians, pharma-
cists, dentists) ; but we also need legislation that will influence more
predictably the distribution of such personnel through financial and
othe incentives for practicing in underdeveloped rural areas.

. We urge new Federal programs to stimulate and financially sup-
port curriculum changes that provide medical and other allied health
students a structured.meaningful _exposure to Dural community m_ edi-
cine early in theptudent's career.

3. We urge sidpport for the establishment of additional allied health
training centers in the geographic regions where the health problems
are greatest.

4. .Anticipating thefuture proliferation of new health careers and
changes in the roles and responsibilities of existing health profes-
sionals, we believe .the Federal Government should be. prepared to
suggest, legal guidelines for the establishment of these new roles and
new professions.
11. Health Care Delicery

We urge Federal support for further development of the com-
prehensive health center concept as applied to the rural setting, in-
eluding location of new centers in towns already identified as rural
trade and service centers.

2. We recommend that multiphase health screening, although ex-
pensive. be given an adequate trial as a means of rapidly identifying
the frequency of important disease conditions in the rural population;
and that such information be the basis for developing models of treat-
ment and prevention.

3. We recommend that the comprehensive rural health care center,
whether sponsored by public or by private funds, have access to the
resources of the federally funded agencies and programs based in the
floral community so as to help overcome ba rriers to optimal utiliza-
tion othealth screening programs, treatment facilities and immuniza-
tion programs.

4. We strongly support medicare, mediacid, and national' health
inturance programs.
C. Health Research

1. We urge comprehensive health planning at local and regional
levels. based on a comprehensive knowledge of where the health prob-
lems are, their true nature and their magnitude. This knowledge can
be acquired only through adequately supported research into the exist-
ing health and nutritional status of people in rural areas such as the
Alabama black belt.

VII. COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Observatiam.The rapid technological developments, the conse-
quential rise of job opportunities in .urban areas and decrease of op-
portunities in rural areas have caused an unprecedented rapid ur-
banization of this nation. Since World War I, a mass exodus from
town to farm to large cis y' has occurred as people sought better job
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opportunities, a more desirable environment and greater cultpral
amenities.116day, we are. left with the results of the migration;
nainelv, overpopnlated, and o4rdeveloned large cities, suburban
sprawl, and underpopulated and underd;veloped ,rtit'al towns and
cities.

Rural people fled to the city in search of a panacea, only to find
a new kind of poverty, violence, and political-social complexity which
defies correction. The class fled from the city to the suburbs
lit search of open land and low taxes, only to see the open land dis-
appearing, their taxes increasing, an increasing ,crime problem, and
a greater commuting-time requireme1 This unbalanced growth has
caused an Unhealthy "organism" to spread across the land, in which
decay and deter' ation accompany and surpass growth. Our once

. asjolumportimities_diminish and dis-
appear, and once industriotis people become drudges upon society.

By now, it is clearly apparent that we must reverse present trends
and that the future of our large metropolitan areas is directly related
to the future of our rural communities.

Causes.In the mid-19th century, this Nation became greatlyson-
cerned about the need to improve our technological position and to
provide more efficient meads of producing agricultural products. The
Land-Grant Act of the 19th century helped provide the needed im-
petus. Om' technological developments accelerated at such a rate that
we now find ourselves in a situation of needing to control technology
so that it does not destroy us. The early stages of our technological and
ingustrimaglevelopments de n inded concentration of our human re-
soilrces This requirement, along with need of fewer personnel to farm
the land, the development of the auto-truck transportation system,
and general lack of concern about quality of 1ite left us in our pres-
ent situation.

Correction of the present condition demands a balanced corrective
action as the problems of the large cities and small towns are inter-
reTtited. We can no more correct one without correcting the other than
we acn use an insecticide which kills one pest but also kills the plant.
Tt is obvious that if all our resources were poured into make our 12
largest cities environments of quality, more people would leave for
these cities and we Would soon be in a worse position than we are in
now.

Nor can creation of new towns alone solve the urban problem, and
it will not eliminate the rural decay. This approach, as demonstrated
by development of Columbia, Md., and Reston, Va., demands unprece-
dented financial resources, does significantly reduce open land acreage
and it places great strains upon existing transportation networks,
educational systems, and other public service systems. .

In our haste to find new solutions to our urban crisis, we ignore
our rural cities Ind fail to make use of this potentially rich resource.
For the most part, these are places which relate to the human scale,
have inhabitants interested in their preservation and growth, do not
suffer insurmountable pollution problems or crime rates, and have
the basic institutions upon which to grow. In the past, our towns and
small cities demonstrated the ability 4., Provide healthy, viable en-
vironments for people to grow, learn, and live full productive lives.

'- tI
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Today these places lack workopportunities and have 'underdeveloped,
natural, human and cultural resources.' The peopiejnest seriously af-
fected by the continuing and increasing economic decline in the south-
ern rural towns are the already economically deprived rural people,
most of whom are black. When given the opportunity, tl,ese people
have shown that they have the basic characteristics to become produc-
tive citizens. What they presently lack is opportunity and proper
train. Obviously, development assistance to. these people will eco-no y assist all people in a community.' Consequently, the commu-
nities need a comprehensive assistance program which will initiate
development of their resources so that private economic development

. is encouraged. The city of Tuskegee demonstrates that a reversal of
decaying trends can occur if community resources can be marshaled,
and Tuskegee Institute has demonstrated that universities can assist

commune ies, examp e is the community Wor y the in-
stitute'sdepartment of architecture which includes

1. Initiating planning studies which eventually resulted in' the
Tuskegee model cities program. This program is now providing as-

r sistance to the community which is beginning to revitalize the town.
2.,Conducting" housing studies which were used to assist the city

of Tuskegee obtain 400 units of low income housing.
3. Preparing a neighborhood analysis and comprehensive plan for

Hobson City, Ala. This HUD-aCcepted document is being used as
basis for acquiring improved facilities.

4. Undertaking a housing study for portions of Atlanta model
citiesto aid citizens determine the type development which best
suits their needs and values.

Although efforts since World .'ar II to assist our rural popula-
tion' have been mainly piecemeal, the results have beeit encouraging
and demonstrate that a coordinated, comprehensive program could
produce substantial results for all sectors of our economy. A compre-
hensive- development program for our rural communities could help
bring relief to the large cities, help preserve needed open spaces in this
Nation, and bring vitality back to communities which have made

--major contributions to the American life style. ..
Reconvmendation.s.Just as the Land-Grant Act of the 19th century

provided us a solution to our technology and agricultural problems in
its time, so today a Communities Development Grant Act, could en-
courage wise growth in our rural communities and at the same time,
help alleviate the problems- in the major cities of America. There-
fore, we propose a program to include:-

1. Comprehensive community development assistance which would
provide the needed impetus for economic recovery and cordination of
existing iaanpower training programs. The Government would pro-

, vide the initial assistance in order to create an environment whieh
would encourage private enterprise development. All too often cor-
porations choose not to locate in these Communities because .o their
inadequate public service institutions, including housing, education,
utilities, and shopping and because of the lack of the trained, people
who can deal with our present technology. This program would seek
to reverse deteriorating trends and provide initial correction of pres-
ent deficiencies. Once economic recovery commences, thecommun-
ities should be able to sustain their own development.
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2. Federal support of uc nal programs related to community
studies so that there wo .1 a sufficient number of properly trained
persons to ,aid the to realize a wise growth. The disci-
plines would i ude : architecture, ecology, Community planning, and
other di related programs. The support should first be awarcit,..1
to : tons which have previously demonstrated their concern and
co an-mutt° improving the quality of the community environments

nd to improving the status c4 the economically deprived. Tuskegee's
experience clearly demonstrates that there are many young people in
the South who desire to return to their native towns and help in their
revitalization. traortunately all too often, these e ns cannot com-
plete their studies because of financial dific . If we are to solse
on:r environmental problems it isosential at we have sufficient num-
bers of properly educatedfizsons -who will help communities become
desirable environments. first stage of the program should be
aimed primarily'at the- tindergraduate level and later expanded to the
graduate level.

8. Establishment of extension service centers which would provide
professional advice and financial assistance to needy communities in
their:

(a) Planning and ,mmmunity design development;
(b) Transportation systems analysis and planning;
(c) Human resource development;
(d) Natural resource development; and
(e) Economic development.

As in the first case, these centers should be located at institutions
which have previously demonstrated clearly their committnent, con-
cern, and capacity to prdvide needed assistance.

4. Establishment of research centers at the involved institutiohs for
the purpose of understanding and developing :

(a) Techniques for promoting a healthy interrelationship be-
tween communities and cities of all sizes;

(b) Interrelationships between the natural and human re-
sources and community growth ;

(c) More effective transportation and communication systems
jwhich writ.' encourage balanced growth of the communities and
the Nation ;

(d) Effective, controlled use of technological development; and
(s) Other factors which influence community growth and en-

vironmental quality.
Implementation of the above program could help reverse the present

trends and encourage a healthy 20th and 21st century development of
the Nation in much the same way that our 19th-century development
was aided by the Land-Grant Act. We envision that such a program
could result in an America in which :

1. Our human and natural resources are developed in a com-
prehensive manner so that they are neither misused nor under
used, and dignity and pride are returned to rural communities and
their inhabitants.

2. A new regionalism emerges as large regional type cities de-
velop in unison with a multitude of interrelated smaller commun-
ities of all sizeseach community, developing in accordance with
its potential and unique characteristics, but all within a common
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frame of reference. Growth in this manner will provide variety
so that people will be able to make a selection; our open spaces
will be preserved; pressure Vi1l be removed from ,ur inner cities
and they will become desirable prates for human growth ; new
transportation-communication networks will effectively connect an
communities; and vitality will return to °air rural communities.'

All of this will occur only if it new, comprehensive development pro-
gram is initiated. Therefore, we strongly' urge adoption of a Com-
munities Development Grant Act.

ArrExinx ,%.Tr-sKEuEr. INSTITUTE. HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELA/PMENT
CENTER

The Human Resource Development Center (IIRDC) is a campus-
based administrative. coordinating and program development unit of
Thskegee Inst itutif!, Ttiticlec ui part by the Kellogg Foundat ton. An out-
growth of earlier attempts to help meet health, social, educational,
economic, cultural, and training needs of low-income families, HRDC
aims to make a sustained and lasting impact on the relief of poverty
by helping people help themselves. There follows a brief demographic
and program description of its work area :

inemeosm.'The Experiment and Demonstration Area. The large
canvas has been done of the rural United States. of poverty, and rural
people, and of health conditions of the rural poor. The Macrocosm de-
picted 1 is terrible to contemplate and its over-all dimensions condu-
cive to a frustrating resignation to the deplorable. Hope, rises when
the decision is made tt.study a detail of the picturea small area where
in-depth understanding may be achieved and a manageable program
May be introduced that might bring about changes which could guide
programs for similar delimited areas. The frantic revolutionaries, out-
raged by (what obtains and insistent upon immediate overthrow of it,
do not heed history's object lessons of the long -time gargantuan task
of building what they envision. Development of the model, proper use
of resources, definition of functions, training persons for operational
staff work, education of the people whose cause they champion consti-
tute an enormous task even in a_4hblimited area for a relatively small
population.

The People.ln 1970. 371.670 people lived in the Human Resource
Development Center-s-E and I) area. This was a decrease from 397,846
living there in 1960. These figures do not tell a meaningful story be-
cause the area population included two significant urbanized areas
Montgomery County-. with the city of 'Montgomery, and Dallas Coun-
ty, with the city of Selma. Between 1950 and 1960 all the counties
showed a loss of population except Montgomery which had an increase
of 17.9 percent. while Dallas showed a loss of 1.7 percent. Six of the
Other counties had losses of 15 percent or more in this decade. In tht
decade 1960-70 all counties reported losses in population, ;Montgomery

President si National Advisory Commission on Rural Poverty. "The po.pk. 1,41
C.S. Government Printing' Office, Washington, D.C., September 1907: National Ad-visory Commission on Health Faeillileic "A Report to the Preshlent," U,S. GovernmentPrinting Office. December 1968 Alan It. Bird, "Poverty in Rural Areas of the UntiedStates," Department of Agriculture Economic Report No. 03, Washington, D.C. 1904: The

Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, "Higher Education and the Nation's Health :
Policies for Medical and Dental Education," McGraw-111111 Book Co., October 1970.
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losing 0.g percent and Dallas 2.4 parcent. Again five comities showed
losses of 15 percent or more. Excluding 'Montgomery County. 63.5
percent of the population in the area is Negro. Negroes in the area are
14.2 percent of all Negroes in whites are 2.5 percent
of all whites in Alabama. Preliminary reports of the 1970 census
show owner occupancy of housing to have increased for whites and
declined for Negroes, while over-all owner occupancy increaseed from
44 percent to 53 percent.

There was great change in rural-Urban proportions of the popula-
tion in the MID(' E and A area. 'Between 1950 and 1960: the raral
population decreased 21 percent and between 1960 and 1970, 14 per-
cent-representing a numerical drop of 77,967. The urban population

-increaaed 26 percent between 1950 and 1960. awl 0.6 percent between
1960 and 1970. The urban increase and the rural decrease wire not uni-
form over IFIF area. Of the fiveCounties that were 100 percent rural
in 1950. two continnee to he 100 percent rural in 1970. This is not the
whole story. The two counties that were 100 percent rural in both 1950
and 1970 lost, population : one lost 7,173 people, or 31 percent of its
population; the other lost 5.121 persons, or 28 percent. In the other
three counties the numerical losses were greater. Thus, there is indi-
cated a migration away from greater than urbanization within these
counties. The fact to be contemplated is that the residual rural popu-
lation is one that is not agricultural or rural in keeping with* any ro-
mantic stereotypes.

APPENDIX B. PROFILE OF THE TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE OUTREACH COMMUNITY I

Geographic area

Population Percent Percent
Median sub- selective Percent

Percent Percent family standard service poverty
Iota; rural nonwhite income housing rejectees families

I. Autauga County
2. Barbour County__ .
3, Bullock County =

4, Butter County _ _

5. Chambers County

11-

19 739
24, 700
13, 462
24, 560
37. 828

64.7
66.2
72.5
71. 9
57. 9

42.0
52.0
72.0
45.0
37. 0

3, 170
2, 174
1, 557
2. 392
4. 033

56. 4
60.6
70.9
62.0
42. 6

62.9
74.2
79.1
70.7
67. 4

48. 2
62.1
69. 3
59.1
38. 9

6. Choctaw County _ _ 17,870 100.0 49.0 2,397 67.E 74.5 59.9
7. Clarke County . 55, 738 68.4 50.0 2, 766 60. 2 78. 5 54. 1
8, Coosa County_ . 1k 726 100.0 36.0 2, 923 37.1 60.6 51. 5
9. Crenshaw County 14, 909 100.0 32.0 I, 914 69.1 57.1 69.5

10. Dallas County = 56, 667 49. 9 58. 0 2, 846 43. 0 77. 4 52.0
It. Elmore County _ _ 30, 524 77.6 34.0 3.273 49.2 69.9 46.4
12. Green County 2__ 13, 600 79.5 81.0 1.404 76.6 86.9 14.0
13. Hale County '. - - 19, 537 84. 2 71.0 1, 803 73.3 82.3 69.8
14. Lee County_ _ . 49, 754 35.8 37.0 3, 974 38.3 67.2 38. 2
15. Lowndes County 2 .. 15. 417 100.0. 81.0 1, 387 79.5 84. 1 72.0
16. Macon County 2. .. 26, 717 86.7 83.0 2 428 58.0 75.3 56.9
17. Marengo County 2 27, 098 . 63. 5 62.0 2, 227 61.3 75.7 60.6
18. Monroe County . 22, 372 83.8 51.0 2. 481 64.0 70.8 57.9
19. Montgomery County 2_ __ _ 169. 210 15.6 38.0 4, 777 25.8 63. 1 31. 2
20. Perry County 2. - - - 17, 358 78. 1 66.0 1, 675 7L 5 86. 2 69. 5
21. Pike County _ _ 25, 987 50.9 42.0 2, 342 59.9 69.7 60.1
22. Russell County _ 46, 351 40.4 49.0 2, 335 45.8 72.5 45.3
23. Sumter County 2 20, 041 83.4 76.0 1, 564 73. 2 82. 7 72. 2
24. Tallapoosa County_ 35, 007 49.0 29.0 3, 747 45.1 60.2 40. 0
25. Washington County _ . 15, 372 100.0 45.0 2, 907 67.0 , 68. 2 51. 6
26. Wilcox County 2 _ 18, 739 100.0 77.0 1, 550 78.9 84. 1 74.1

Totals or averages 801. 283 72.3 53.6 2, 574 59. I 72.7 54.8
.

Alabama 3, 266. 740 X X 30. 0 3. 937
. _ X X X X 39.0

United States_ . _ 200, 000. 000 XX 12.0 5.095 XX XX 17.5

21960 census.
2 Black Belt counties.

2
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APPENDIX CPARTICIPATING TUSKEGEE INSTITUT STAFF

Luther II. Foster, president; .Charles -C. Hight ead, department
of architecture ; C. L. Hopper, medical director; wis W.. Jones, pro-
fessor of ociolo ; Maurice M. Maloney, hea , department of agri-
culture : . D. Mayberry, vice president for evelopment; T.- J. in-
ifock, director, Human Resource Development Center.

Senator HUMPHRET. John Brown, Jr., director,. the South East
Alabama Self-Help Association, Inc.

How do you do, Mr. Brown ? Welcome.

STATEMENT OF JOHN BROWN,,.JR., DIRECTOR, SOUTHEAST ALA-
BAMA SFTY-HELP ASSOCIATION, TUSICFGEE INSTITUTE, ALA.

Mr. BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and other members of the
committee. I Would like to express my personal appreciation for the

concern shown by this committee. For years, those of us who were
born in rural poverty have known that theAoroblems plaguing the
large industrial areas of this country got theiftirth in rural America:

Mechanization and automation have made hand labor on the farm
obsolete and the small farmers that once contributed so gloriously to
the economic virility of this land can no limger compete. Mankind,
however, is still America's most valuable natural resource. Recog-
nizing this fact,' must plead with you to understand that the beauti-
ful rhetoric of various officials will not solve the problem, building
additional prisons will not help, rebuilding the ghettoes without
building rural America will only compound the problem. Men of
power must now demonstrate the will and the commitment and must
urgently provide the financial resources and leadership to make rural
America more productive fin. all to live in.

Until you begin to encourage and assist financially the decentraliza-
tion of industries, the most beautiful homes in rural America may have
no meaning because the poor have nowhere to work to pay the home
mortgage; until you begin to encourage and support adequately co-
Operatives such as SEASHA, sons and daughters of the poor will con-
tinue to migrate to urban centers; until all are treated itquitably in ed-
ucation. job training, job placement. the poor will continue to distrust
the willingness ancrcommitment of their National and State leaders.
Mr. Chairman, I fervently believe that the task is not beyond our
gram) if we act now.

SEASITA, as 11 cooperatiye, is currently being: funded by 0E0,
EPA. and the Ford Foundation. C' rtainly the gigantic task to be ac-
complished defied the imagination of the funding agencies in terms of
financial needs, but the problems captured their Sympathies and to this-
end ,Tonne funds have been allocaed to provide us with the hootsirap
with Nr hich to lift ourselves.

goal-ivas. and still k to inake_rnial life tolerable
for thousands who have found themselvestarakt hopelessly trapped
in a desert of poverty, injustice, and ignOrance. Lack of education cou-
pled with all the ills associated-with malnutrition, unemployment,
poor health, lack of recreation, and an apparent unconcerned leader-
ship at various levelshaVe left the tura] poor with no alternative. ut
to migrate to the large cities where their misery .finds some comfort in
associating-with more misery.

-3au.
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giving rise to the massive destri(ction of
2,1'tiniiin resources started iii rural America and in Inv judg-

nient ,add he eorlected there, If we fail to do this. soon we ikill.fail
to reog it/.e America i WOVIdS most progressive, imaginative, and
corrinis. (mate swlety.

Let it he made clear that SEASI IA tryingolesperately in a very
small bug -ig,nineant Wily to liewonstrnte to the test of the Nation that
the pool' ill rural America do have hetpe and that with a little asSist-
:ince c";11,itintke t heir lives meaningful and contribute to the rebirth and
revitaliitat ion of out' entire Nn ion. Given an opportunity and a fair
chance po compile, they, too, can contribute to the exploration of
space f tut tint should always he one of the Nation's concerns----they,
too ,anj .ont ribute tenfold to the Nation's defense, and will continue to
do .4). Mt please don't leave them behind in the fight for economic
....urviv 1.

I i»r Nat ion's wars---World War I and World War II, the Korean
inn( the wars in Southeast Asia you have not left them behind;

don't" leave them behind in our own country and don't, leave them be-
hin4 in peacetime.

SE.kSI IA is trying against tremendous odds to help the taral poor
ii., 12 counties survive economically and to create a blueprint for the
,ext generation to live in rural America.

I fore i-- what SEASII A has accomplished within its very short pe-
riod of existence :

Senator 111-metrurv, lime long have you been in existence?
Mr. Reowx. About years.
Senator HumnuREy. 'Two Fein's.
Mr. liaowN. It has established n 1-county feeder-pig cooperative,

a 12-olintv Federal credit union, a staff for community service. and
;i non farm int Pu.-;trial development component. Let its look at each of
these indivithially.

,The feeder-pig co-op: Initially, direet-loans were made to 24 farm
families to set up feeder-pig projects, each of which consisted of a 1Q,
gilt, one boar unit. Be fore.SEASIIA, these farmers had an average
income of $.2,...?,t with an average family size of 6.16 members. During
the first It months Of operation these farmers -sold 3,019 pigs for a
gross income of over S75.000. From these sales the faintlies net income

is increased by '22 percent. 'Eight additional farmers were- added
from loan repayments received from the initial 24 farmers.

The 1t1-sow, oho boar units mentioned earlier iire'being used to pro-
vido on-the-job I raffling in professional swine production. ()nee a
Mariner hecomet4 Ill'OrWiellt in swine production, he can increase his
-ow Lierd to as many as 10 to 50 broth( SOWS by growing out several
female pi.trs from each litter. This wav he can increase his income to

indetinitq amount.
With the assistance of i Ford Foundation grant, SEASHA is in

the prone --: of io [dim,- some 200 farmers with -20 gilt t wo boar units.
Wit II thi' volume the co-op will sell a minimum of 6,-1,000 pigs anirly.

The Federal credit unit : secured a Federal chaste to
a 12-comity Federal credit unit. Currently, credit union
tuorn!,er. c, it over S.;7.000. It has been able to assist.

the-o illembprs with slash loans at reasonable rates to

3 0
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helo them in emergency situations. Previously such loans were not
available to 16w-income residents of the area. Needless to say, appliea-
Coes for loans far exceed the available funds.

Community organization mid assistance : In this area, a field stall
of four community workers is responsible for basic community or-
ganization and for providing general assistance for poor people
throughout the 12 SEASI IA counties. ('O11111111114 workers are indig-
enous to one of the ,ounties whirli they cover and are familiar with
the life style and probleans of poor people. They have received special
trainin(t in community organization techniques and problems common
to- poor people. The field staff has been more successful in organizing
Moor people around problems and issues which affect them directly.
Some are listed below :

( 1) More than eight communities have been assisted in securing
water systems. Prior to these systems community residents hauled
water as fal. as 10 miles. While people in other sections of our country
are complaining Aout water pollution, in of our people do not
have water to pollute.

(2) Approximidely 50 families have been assisted in retaining their
land. Sometimes this assistance has consisted of simply recording
deeds, some of which date back to the late 1020's or earlyit 930's. Such
problems require legal aid which generally is not available to the rural
poor. Although many people have left the land, there is still wide-
spread interest in owning plots of laud sufficient for 'family main-
tenance.

It is becoming increasingly difficult for the poor, and particularly
the rural black poor, to acquire land at a time when landholders are
interested in increasing their holdings and reaping the benefits, not a
few of which are to be derived from governmental sources.

(3) Hundreds of poor people have been assisted in securing the
services and benefits, as limited as they are, of existing community
service agencieswelfare, aid to dependent children, aid to the blind,
et cetera. Sometimes this assistance simply means going into an office
with poor people who'-are afraid because of past experienceser who do
not want to face the tiAtial embarrassments that ,come from not being
able to read or write.

Problems of all sorts "pop up- daily. SEASHA is currently assist-
ing a lady who borrowed money from the Farme5; Home Administra
Lion (FHA) over 21 <0 years ago to build a house. This lady paid the
monthly notes on her 'guise for over 2 years, yet, she was not able to
move into,it because it had not been completed. Then she refused to
make additional payments and FI-L began foreclosure procedures on
both the house and 11 additional acres of land mortgaged along with
the house. In far too many instances it seems that agencies and services
supposedly available for people, in practice operate against the pour.

Nonfarm industrial development : Through the activities of a small
economic development staff, SEASHA has assisted in locating ap-
proximately 165 jobs for low income minority residents. Basically this
has meant heating a path to the doors of existing small businesses and
encouraging them to employ minorities. Our /staff has then recruited
poor people for these jobs.

Approximately 80 minority b_ nesses have been helped in a variety
of ways ranging from assistance with the establishment of fiscal con-

)
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trol systems to assistance in security SBA and other loans. SEASIJA
is currently attempting to locate' several small industries in the area.

SEASHA has purchased 335 acres of land which will be used for
industrial, commercial, housing, and recreational purposes. To assist
with the whole critical area of htrusing, a prefab housing manufac-
turing company is under negotiation.

Several middle-income minority, profitmaking -corporations have
been formed with the assistance of the SEASHA staff. One such
corporation consists of seven loCal persons who pooled their personal
resources and bought/a $500,000 rental housing complex which will pro=
vide satisfactory accommodations for transients and, at the same tulip,
provide additional job opportunities for the poor.

These, in brief, are SEASHA's accomplishments. Now let us look
at SEASHA's plans for the future.

Long range goals: The SEASHA plan is to use a small but well-
t ra ined development staff to propose a series of self-perpetuating proj-
ects. It will be the duty of this staff to locate funds for implementing
these-projects and to recruit a work force for the successful operation
of all phases of these projects. Once such a project is operational,
SEASIIA plans to establish an independent corporationa SEASHA
spinoff.

Through this approachEASHA believes that it can establish, in a
reasonably short period of time, a series of ventures which can support
themselves and at the same time make a profit. The profit received
from such ventures will be used to establish other profit-creating ven-
tures, all of which will be operated, controlled, and owned by the
people,

The success of our program depends upon the extent to which we
can receive funds from the Government, foundations and church
groups to help the people help themselves.

In order for the Government to do its part part in helping organiza-
tions such as SEASHA build rural America, it must make some
changes. To that end we respectfully submit the following suggestions
and recommendations:

We believe that the best approach to the problems of rural poverty
is self-help through the cooperative approach. However, we do not
believe that this or any approach will solve the many problems of pov-
erty in our country overnight. Just _as it took hundreds of years to
create these problems, it will obviously require time, dedicated effort,
coordinated innovative approaches, and sufficient long-term govern-
mental funding to accomplish the desired objectives.

From our experiences we believe that if most of the timeand I
refer here to time spent by Federal agencies, 0E0 and other Federal
funding agenciesif most of the time, energy, personnel, and funds
put into inspections and evaluations were spent in helping programs
like ours develop, we would have at least a 50 percent better chance
to accomplish our objectives.

We see the need for price regulation of farm supplies and omMod-
ities. On in operational level we believe that projects such as SEASHA
would fare better if there were more blacks in decisionmaking posts at
the Washington level to deal with us in our problems and proposals.

We also see the need for the Government and private agencies to

3
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pay greater heed to 'the pote 'al and the needs of youth in our
economic development plans. We re 'suggesting industrial develop-
ment/that specifically includes emp.oyment for high school and col-
lege age youth.

In conclusion, gentlemen, let me note that I do not 'presume that
SEASHA's plan and SEAS1L 's recommendations provide all the
answers. But I do assume that agencies such as ours and the govern-
nient which you represent can, if we work together with dedication
and determination, rescue the poor of this country and'the future of
America. But to do so we must proceed without delay.

Mr. Chairman, let me thank you for listening to me and for the
opportunity to testify' before thiscommittee.

Senator Hubtrimmr. Mr. Brown, we will also include in the testi-
mony of the committee your entire statement. I know that you skipped
reaLlingivo to speak, and taking portions of it. The entire statement
wil 'nide a matter of record.

I was interested in your testimony that was presented to our com-
mittee wherein you noted that most of the funding, SEASHA's major
source of funds in the past has been the 0E0 and the Economic Devel-
opment Administration. You are getting some foundation funds which
have been helpful to you ?

Mr. BROWN. And small amounts of church funds. -.
Senator Hum.rnarir. And small amounts of church funds. Then you

went on to note that you get them only on an annual basis.
Mr. BROWN. This is right.
Senator HUMPHREY. And following through on your testimony,

lack of multiyear funding makes it unusually difficult to secure a com-
petent staff, especially in the area of management and financial
control.

Have you found that this start and stop funding, this business of
wondering whether you are goi.i.ig to have any money next year,
whether you are going to have any technical assistance funding next
year, is causing you considerable trouble?

Mr. BROWN. That is the trouble with most of them.
Senator HUMPHREY. Now, what we o d yesterday in a bill in the94Ale

Congress is the continuity of fumne' . t has been my view that we
waste millions of dollars in this country by the 'pre_sent__system of
financing our so-called Government programs. No one ever knows
whetlor they are going to continue or whether you are going to have
half as much next year or twice as much. I don t know how anybody
can plan'on anything, to be very frank about it.

(Applause.)
Senator HUMPHREY. Now, what we have tried to do in the bill that

Senator Talmadge, Senator Allen and others, and I introduced yester-
day. and we tried to put up what we-might call a rural development
bank. . .

Now, there are several proposals in Congress. We don't claim any
unique sponsorship here. But the purpose behind that bank is to
provide a source. of funds on a long-term basis. at low rates of inter-
est. even subsidized interest where it needs to be. and grant moneys
besides. a mixture of grant and loan. so that you can plan ahead.
I, just think it is cruelI have to just get it off my chest -cruel to
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start people up with the program, raise their hopes and their expec-
tations, get a staff of people that hopefully have same competence

iand then, boom, there is half the money next year. I don't know how
you ever get a staff to work at all under those circiunsta ices outside
of the fact that some people are just willing to sacrifi :e and give
themselves, and frankly, frequently you, get a poor staff aecause good
people are just not going to mess around like that. If t ley have got
any sense they ought not to.

There are just a few souls that will take it.
I want to thank you for that frank statement. My own view is,

and I repeat it, I think the taxpayers of this country ought to get up
in arms about this hit and miss appropriation business. That is why
I believe that we ought to put our programs of economic development
and programs such as yours on long-term financing., give you a chance
to make it go, and, also, I might add, to take a little bit out of the
political pressures so that you can go to a source where you are judged
an the basis of merit of your proposal, not who you kepw, who you
don't know, not on the basis of how the erection came out.

I don't know any other way to get at it. I am adding to your testi-
mony. I didn't ask you a question.

Senator Talmadge/
Senator TALMADGE. Thank you for your contribution, Mr. Brown.
Senator HUMPHREY. Senator Curtis?
Senator Cuirris. I just merely want to say that I concur in the

preLise that the best way to help people is to help them to help them-
selves. Of the people who have participated in your cooperatives,
have some of them been able to leave the welfare rolls?

Mr. BROWN. Not at this point, sir. If you, understand, we are 2
years old.

Senator CURTIS. Just 2 years?
Mr. BROWN. It took half of that to just get etarted. We haven't

been able to" really get to that particular point at this time but we feel
reasonably sure that there wilLkia.Ahose who will come off the welfare
rolls. In the next 10 to 12 months we should see this happen.

Senator Currie. Do you find that the particpants take pride in their
ownership of their property and that it gives them encouragement ?

Mr. BROWN. I think you misunderstood me, Or. The only property
owned cooperatively is the land that SEASHA is purchasing for fu-
ture development.

Senator CUEnS. I see.
Mr. BROWN. But the land that the farmers themselves are on is

either land that, they own themselves or land that they are leasing
from someone elie.

Senator Cums. I see.
Mr. BROWN. In many cases they are leasing several acres from some-

one else and sometimes this is for as little as $1-a year. But it is their
land and we make them a 100-percent loan to farm and it becomes their
farm. It is theirs. They pay us back. We don't give them anything.

Senator Curris. I see.
?qr. BROWN. So the day that they begin, it becomes their property.
Senator alms. How large are the farms ?

11:: -71 - -1 20
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Mr. BRowN. Well, we require a farmer with a 10-sow, one-boar unit to
have a minimum of :3 acres of hind with a fresh supply of water.
Most of them have that minimum 3 acres. Sonic have more.

Senator CURT s. And with what kind of power do they farm;
horsepower ?

Mr. Ilnowx. Hand power. In hog production sir, you just
Senator erirris. I see.
Mr. BROWN. hog production, especially feeder-pig production, is

conducive to small acreages of land. This is one of the reasons we went
into it and basically the farmer is planting, say, 3 to. 4 acres of
pasture which he can get someone to plow with a mule or tractoryou
see, we have got people who don't have anything. Some of them can't
Iron read or write or they couldn't when we started with them.

Senator CURTIS. And you do that without having to buy grain ?
Mr. BROWN. Of course.
Senator Currie. At what weights do you sell/
Mr. BROWN. We sell at from 35 to 40 pounds. We try to get them out

as close to 40 pounds as possible.
Senator Cuirris. You sell to someone who feeds them out ?
Mr. BROWN. We sell to someone who feeds them out.
Senator Crieris. Do you find that activity quite a morale builder for

these people?
Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir. You can say over the last 2 yealrs we think at

least those people we have worked with directly, we have seen a tre-
mendous change in their attitude and their homes. I might just point
out in our process of tea-hing them how to grow hogs professionally,
MT teach them how to keep their own records which automatically
teaches many to read and write.

Senator CURTI& In that connection, does Alabama have a compul-
sory attendance law?

Mr. BROWN. Yes sir; it has.
Senator Cuirris.Is it enforced ?
Mr. BROWN. No, sir.
Senator Cuiris. How long have they had it ?
Mr. Baowx. Sir, I am not sure as to how long but I taught for 151/2years and they it when I started in 1950.
Senator CURTIS. To what age does it apply V If it were enforced,

for how long a period would somebody have to go to school?
Mr. BROWN. Well, it is my understanding that hecompulsory school

attendance law applief4o students under 16 years of age, or up to 16
years of age.

Senator''Ctraris. From 6 or 7 to 16 ?
Mr. BROWN. From 6 to 16. I might be wroron that but I think that

is the right answer. They are required to begin at 6. They are required
to stay in school through 16.

Senator CURTIS. About what are the ages of these people that you
say can't read and write?

Mr. BROWN. Well, the heads of households are what we have refer-
ence to in particular. TheSe are people 35, 40, 50, some as old as 60
years of age. Just the heads of household of the farm families withwhich we work.

Senator errirris. But you are speaking of some who are as young as30 years?

30u
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Mr. BROWN. Oh, yes.
Senator etrwris. Who cannot read and write?
Mr. BROWN. Yes.
Senator Cunt's. Have they had any schooling?
Mr. BROWN. Very little, sir; very little.
Senator CURTIS. That is all.
Senator HUMPHREY. Senator Allen ?
Senator ALLEN. No questions.
Senator HUMPHREY. Just a very quick question to you again, Mr.

Brown.
To what extent does your State government participate, if any, in

the efforts of your co-operative?
Mr. BROWN. Well, so far. sir, we have not gotten too participa-

tion from the State government.
Senator HUMPHREY. Getting manpower, any funds?
Mr. BROWN. Not by the State
Senator HUMPHREY. Any faeilities?
Mr. Bnoww. No.
Senator littmerinny. Where do you get your funds, then, strictly,

from OEO and the EMI and the foundations and churches?
Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir.
Senator HUMPHREY. What is the total amount of funding that you

have had on an annual basis?
Mr. -BROWN: Well, we have had an average of a littlepretty doll

to $1/4 million a year.
Senator HUMPHREY. $250,000?
Mr. BROWN. $250,000. At the time we started our first grant from

OEO was $470.000.and they have consistently cut it since then.
Senator TALMADGE. Will you yield for a question, Mr. Chairman?
And how many people participate in the cooperative
Mr. BROWN. Well, altogether there are about 400 people to date

participating.
Senator Curns. Families or people?
Mr. BROWN. This means families,, sir. This means families.
Senator Cuirris. Four hundred adult participants?
Mr. BROWN. Right. In one way or another in our programs, either

participants in the co-op or people we have assisted with community
water services and that sort of thing.

Senator HUMPHREY. DO you receive any assistance from the De-
partment of Agriculture? The U.S. Department of Agriculture?

Mr. BROWN. Our grant is pending with the Department of Labor,
MDTA.

Senator HUMPHREY. Do you receive any help from the Extension
Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture?

Mr. BROWN. No financial help. We have received considerable tech-
nical assistance.

Senator HUMPHREY. Do you work closely with them ?
Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir.
Senator HUMPHREY. Do you find them helpful ?
Mr. BROWN. Yes, sir.
Senator HUMPHREY. Any assistance from the university ?
Mr, BROWN. From Tuskegee Institute, a considerable amount. In

fact, if it weren't for Tuskegee Institute we probably wouldn't be in
existence. We grew out of Tu4kegee Institute.
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Senator HUMPHREY. Finally, what do you think the prospects are
for your program if you get funding?

Mr. BROWN. If we get funding,.I think this is the solution. I won't
say the only solution but this is the best solution I have heard of in
that it involves people directly. I believe in it, otherwise I wouldn't do
it. I know of one other cooperative, the Southwest Alabama Farmers
Co-op, which is a vegetable production co-op, that serves the south-
western counties of the State, and I get the same feeling from them;
and I might point out, too, that I don't think so far, at least, that the
real help or the greatest amount of help has been in the area of finan-
cial or economic improvement, but I think the greatest asset of these
kinds of programs result from the attitudinal changes of people them-
selves,. the hope that these programs creates within them. They also
provide for people, the opportunity to do something on their own.
We think that this is where the biggest amount of help is realized.

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you, Mr, Brown. If it means anything,
I want to personally thank you as a fellow citizen for what you are
doing.

Mr. BROWN. Thank you.
(Applause.)
Mr. BROWN. Mr. Chairman, and members of the snbeemmittee, I

would like, first, to express my personal appreciation for the manner
in which your committee is conducting its mvestigation. I refer spe-
cifically to the opportunity which you are providing for those of us
who are working at the grassroots level with some of the poorest and
most disadvantaged of our Nation's 'citizensAmerica's poor rural
peopleto share some of our experiences with you.

I was born of poor parents in the. Black Belt of Noxchubee County,'
Miss., ,Was educated at Tuskegee Institutean institution which has a
history of involvement with the problems of poor black people in the
Deep South71'and have spent the 21 years of my adult life working'in
one way or another attempting to make the lives of poor people, with.
whom I have worked better.

attempting
this time, I have seen some of the

most critical conditions of poverty that could possibly exist anywhere
in the world. I have seen many families with as many as 15 members
headed by womensome of whom have absolutely no legitimate in-
come whatsoever. I have seenand it's happening at thi§ very minute
thousands of poor families forced off the land becauselhey attempted
to vote, or because of farm mechanization with nowhere to go except
to the slums of our larger cities. Thousands of people do not report to
employment offices seeking worksimply having given up in despair.
Some do not even know that there is an employment office available to
them, and, for many, there is no such office. Because of treatment re-
ceived at public service officesDepartment of Pension and Securities,
Farmers Home Administration, ASCS, et ceteramany do not report
to these4ffices seeking assistance unless someone whom they trust will
accompalfy them.

Many of our people have never had a medical examination of any
sortnot even dental or eye examinations. I have seen people with
teeth that have rotted out completely after nsing crumbled up aspirin
tablets to abate the pain until there were no more teeth to ache. I have
seen houses so dilapidated that the family has moved out of one room
that had actually caved in, and then mow 1 out of the shack, called a
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house, when it was obvious that the structure was on the verge of
collapsing.

I could talk for the next several days describing the shocking condi-
tions of poverty. with which I have lived and worked for* lifetime,
but I'll not go on with such descriptions. I simply want to state that it
was mit of the background of such experiences that the South East
Alabania Self:Help Association, Inc. (SEASHA) was organized.

SEASHA, a rural economic development cooperative was organized
in May, 1967. It was an out owth of the Tuskegee Institute Commu-
nity Education Program (TICEP)a tutorial project funded by
0E0 and HEW, and operated by Tuskegee Institute during the sum-
mer of 1965 and from February 1966 through September of 1968. We
cover the 12 southeast Alabama counties of Barbour, Bullock, Coosa,
Crenshaw, Elmore, Lee, Lowndes, Macon, Montgomery, Pike, Russell,
and Tallapoosa. Several of these counties rank among the Nation's
poorest counties.

SEASHA is governed by a 36-member board of directorsthree
from each countywith major responsibilities delegated to a 12-
member executive committeeone from each county.

SEASHA covers an area of approximately 8,000 square miles with
more than 462,000 people including over 106,300 families. More than
half of these families earn less than $3,000 per year.

OBJECTIVES

SEASHA was organized to operate programs and to assist other
public and private agenci i operating programs desi ed to in-
crease the income and mak e better for low-income resi ents of the
target area. \

To accomplish these obj fives, SEASHA has used a small, well-
trained, development staff to ropose a series of self-perpetuating proj-
ects, locate funds for impleme Cation, recruit and train staff personnel
for successful operation. It was intended that once a self-perpetuat-
ing project was carefully planned, an independent corporation (a
SEASHA spinoff) would be formulated. Once the new corporation is
completely formulated, it will become an independent profitmaking
entity, and another similar project will be established by the develop-
ment staffbeneficial not to,SEASHA, but to the people of the com-
munity who have been guided in its formation and support it.

Through this approach, SEASHA believes that it can establish
in a relatively short period of time a series of ventures, which ventures
can support themselves.

In deciding upon initial programs, first priority was given to pro-
grams which could prove successful over a short period of time ; which
could increase the, income of low-income rural people ; and which
could be operated at the complete comprehension level of these people.
Second priority was given to the long-range development of housing,
industrial, and commercial components.

With this in mind, SEASHA selected as beginning projects :
1. A 12-county feeder-pig project.
2. A 12-county Federal credit union.
3. A community support staff.
4. A nonfarm industrial development component.
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In feeder-pig production, a farmer can s*11 his first litter of pigs
within 9 months from the day the brood stock is placed on the farm.
The credit union began making loars 5 months after receiving its char-
ter, while the community support staff began assisting poor people with
a variety of personal and community problems immediately after
SEASHA was funded by 0E0.

The objectives of the nonfarm industriaj development component
are (1) to assist in establishing SEASHA guided industries housing
and commercial enterprises; (2) to assist in establishing privately
owned minority business enterprises; (3) to assist in stabilizing exist-
ing minority businesses by providing technical assistance in all phases
of business operations, and to assist in locating jobs for low-income
residents of the target area. r I now summarize the progress which
SEASHA has made in t hes Areas.
A. The feeder-pig co-op 1

Initially, direct loans were made to 24 farm families to set up feeder-
pig projects, each of which consisted of a 10 gilt-1 boar unit. Before
SEASHA, these farmers had an - average income of $2.294 with an
averagCfamily size of 6.16 members. During the first 14 months of op-
eration, these farmers sold 3.609 pigs for a grbss income of over
$75.000. From these sales the family income was increased 22 percent.
Eight additional farmers were added from loan repayments plus in-
terest received from the initial Warmers.

Once a farmer becomes proffFient in swine production, he can in-
crease his sow herd to as mail, as 40 to 50 brood sows by growing out
several female pigs from each litter. This way, lie can increase his in-
come to an indefinite amount.

The 10-sow one boar units mentioned earlier are 'Hug used to pro-
vide on-the-job training in professional swine prokoiction .for low-
income farmers.

With the assistance of a Ford Foundation grant. SEASHA is in
the process 'of adding some 200 farmers with 20 gilt-2 boar units. With
this volume, the co-op will sell a minimum of 68.000 pigs annually.
B. The Federal credit union

SEASHA secured a Federal charter to organize a 1-county credit
union. Currently, the Federal credit union has 1,242 members with
assets over $57,000. It has been able to assist some 268 of these mem-
bers with small loans at reasonable rates to help them in emergency
situations. Applications far exceed the available funds for loans.
C'. Community organization and assistrtno,

In this area, it field staff of four community workers is responsible
for basic .community organization and for providing general assist-
ance for poor people throughout 12 SEASIIA counties. Community
workers are indigenous to one of the counties which they cover and
arc familiar with the life style and problems of poor people. They
have received special training in eommunity organization techniques
and problems common to poor people. The field staff has been more
successful in organizing poor people around pi oblems and issues which
affect them directly.

1. More than eight communities have been assisted in securing
water systems. Prior to these systems, community residents hauled
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water as far as 10 miles. White people in other sections of our country
are complaining about water pollution, many of our people don't have
water to pollute.

2. Approximately 50 families have been assisted- in retaining their
land. Sometimes this assistance has cpnsisted of simply recording
deedssome of which date baCk to the bite 190's or early 1930's. Such
problems require legal aid which generally is not available to the rural
poor. Although many people have left the land, there is still wide-
sproad interest in owning plots of land sufficient for family mainte-
nance. It is becoming increasingly difficult for-the poor and 011.6'-
1114.1T the rural black poor to acquire lancLat a time when landholders
are interested in increasing their holdings and reaping the benefits
not a few of which are to be derived from governental sources.

3. Hundreds of poor people have been assisted in securing the sev
iceiand benefits. as limited as they are, of existing community service
agencieswelfare, aid to dependent children. aid to the blind. et cetera.
Sometimes this service simply means going into an office with poor
p le who are afraid because of past experiences or who do not want
to ace the usual embarrassments that come from not being able to
rea or write.

Problems of all sorts ''pop up" daily. SEASHA is currently assist-
ing; a lady who borrowed money from the Farmer's Home Adminis-
tration (FHA) over 21/) years ago to build a house. This lady paid the
monthly notes on her house for over 2 years yet she was not able to
move into it because it lmd not been complete Then she refused to
make additional payments and FHA began forec osure procedures on
both the house and 11 additional acres of land mo gaged along with
the house. In far too many instances, it seems that wencies and serv-
ices supposedly available for people, in practice, operate against the
poor.
P. Nonfarm, Intilmtrial Developme.nt

Through the activities of' the EDA staff, SEASHA has assisted in
locating approximately 165 jobs for low income minority residents.
Basically this has meant beating a path to the doors of existing small
businesses and encouraging them to employ minorities. They have also
recruited poor people for these jobs.

Approximately 81 minority businesses have been assisted in a vari-
ety of ways ranging from assistance with the establishment of fiscal
control systems to assistance in securine. SBA and other loans.
SEASHA is currently attempting 'co locate several industries in the
area which is a formidable task considering industries' expectation
and inducements.

SEASHA has purchased 335 acres of land which be used for
industrial, commercial, housing, and rectational purposes. To assist
with the whole critical area of housing, a prefab housing manfactu-
ing company is under negotiation.

Several middle-income minority, profitmaking corporations have
been formed with the assistance of the SEASHA staff. One such cor-
poration consists of seven local persons who pooled their personal
resources and bought a one-half million dollar rental housing complex
which will provide satisfactory accommodations for transients' and.
at the same time, provide additional job opportunities for the poor.
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Impact of the SEASHA program on community resident* and organizations

The total impact of SEASHA on the community is not calculable
because one cannot place a value on greater aspirations and life ex-
pectancy. However, t3-.1re are some changes which are noticeable, k

namely :
A.,.Many community residents are beginning to recognize that ,

they can act for themselves and are beginning to do so. Several
communities have fbnnulated their own groups for community
improvement. Some have bought land and are developing com-
munity centers and similar projects.

B. Some people in the area are showing an interest in developing
their own businesses.

C. Regular service agencies are providing improved and more
courteous services to the poor.in our target area. SBA and FHA
are beginning to make loans to poor people where such loans have
not been available in the past.

D. Minorities are becoming better informed generally. Other
large numbers are refusing to pay high interest rates on private
loans, and are seeking sources for loans. People seem to be grad-
ually (though still far too slowly) realizing that America should
exist for rather than against them.

Discussion, of long range goals
The SEASHA plan is to use a small, but well-trained, development

staff to propose a, series of self-perpetuating projects. It will be the
duty of this staff to locate funds for implementing these projects and
to recruit a staff fdr the successful operation of all phases of these
projects. Once such a project is 'operational, SEASHA plans to estab-
lish an independent corporation (a SEASHA spinoff).

Through this approach, SEASHA believes that it can establish in
a reasonable short period-of time, a series of ventures, which can sup-
port themselves and, at the same time, make a profit. The profit re-
ceived from such ventures will be used to establish other profit creat-
ing ventures all of which will be operated, controlled, and owned by
the people.

The success of our program depends upon the extent to which we
can receive funds from the Government, foundations, and church
groups to help the people help themselves.
Major problem, areas

SEASTIA's major sources of fund in the past have been the 0E0,
and the Economic Development Administration of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce (with the major source of staff funds coming from
OEO). Recently, funds were received from the Ford Foundation to
add up to 200 farmers to the feeder pig co-op. Both OEO and EDA
funds were provided in the form of 1-year grants.

The problems attendant upon 1-year funding have been further
compounded specifically by OM in that they have never assured us
of refunding and have never refunded on schedule. As much as 5
months have elapsed between funding periods. Such practices always
result in the loss of competent staff and in a considerable waste of
time.

b
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S.EASHA. and other rural black cooperatives in the DeepSouth do
not have Senators and Co en at the Washington level to pro-

.
vide support when needed7Sirlrone Senator has provided assistance
to SEASHA. Generally, the best we can hope for is that we are not
objeeted to by our political representatives.

The lack of multiyear funding also makes it unusually difficultlo
secure a competent staff, especially in' the area of management and
financial control. This, coupled with poor educational, recreational,
and other limited facilities and services common to rural areas make
it extremely difficult to secure a competent staff in our area.

There are other factors which compound the problems we encounter
A. Lack of legal services for the poor, especially the poor

blacks:
B. 0E0 has required too frequent inspections, too much moni-

toring, evaluating, auditing, etc., and too little (almost no) tech-
nical assistance from OBObefore receiving official notification
of the first year's grant; SEASHA had been monitored twice.

C. Almost all inspections have been performed by northern
whites who are almost completely insensitive to the problems of
our area. This has posed the most serious of all problems. On
several occasions, as we expressed dissatisfaction with these prac-
tices, we have had reason to believe that at the Washington level,
there has been retaliation by recommended decreases, and, in one
instance, a complete cutoff of SEASHA. funds.

Suggestions and recommendations
We believe that one of the best approaches to the problems of rural

poverty is self-help through the cooperative approach. However, we
do not beblieve that this or any approach will,solvve the many prob-
lems of poverty in our Country overnight. Just as it took hundreds of
years to create these problems, it will obviously require time, dedi-
cated effort, coordinated innovative gpproaches, and sufficient long-
term funding to accomplish the desired objectives.

From our ekperiences, we believe that if most of the time, energy,
personnel, and funds put unto inspections and evaluations were put
into program development, we would- have at least a 50 percent bet-
ter chance to accomplish our objectives.

We see the need. for price regulations of farm supplies and com-
modities pn an operational level ; we believe that projects such as
Seasha would fare better if there were more blacks in decisionmaking
posts- at the working 'level to deal with us in our problems and
proposals.

,
There are overall economic consideration's and developments which

will, of course, affect the outcome of our endeavors.
Senator HUMPHREY. Dr. Hill, and I believe Dr. Meador, from the

University of Alabama. Are you related to Mr. Hill ?
Dr. HILL. No, sir; I am not.
Senator HUMPHREY. Well, he is a goiid man, and I want you to

know that when I saw health affairs down there, Senator Allen
was talking to me about more health programs that they want down
here ingalabama, and it seems to me you folks in Alabama have done
mighty well by taking care of people's health. We are indebted to you.

Dr. HiLL. Thank you.
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Senator HumenitEvt, want to say a word r a dear. loved friend
of mine that served in Senate. When I first came to theSenate. the
man who was the nicer o me in the U.S. Senate was the Senator from
Alabama. Mr. Hill. [Applause.)

STATEMENT OF DR.'S. RI HARDSON HILL, JR., VICE PRESIDENT
FOR HEALTH AFFAIRS: D DIRECTOR, MEDICAL CENTER, UNI-
VERSITY OF ALABAMA', BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

I)r. HILL. MriChairman. members of the subcommittee, I am very
grateful indeed for this opportunity to testify before you this after-
noon on the su,)ject of health care for rural America. I will briefly
summarize my more complete introductory statement which has al-
ready been submitted to the committee.

Mr. Chairman and
Senator HUMPHREY. We will have it printed in its full text.
I)r. Hia. I am accompanied by Dr. Meador. the dean of the Uni-

versity of Alabama School of Medicine in Birmingham and he will
make the major presentation on this subject.

In order to furnish you and the subcomMittee members with back-
ground information, I thought it was\appropriate for me to describe
briefly my institution and its unique role in the State of Alabama.

We represent one of the three autonomous university campuses of
the University of Alabama system; namely, the University of Ala-
bama in Birmingham; and this consists of a medical center, a 4year
college of general studies, and a graduate school. There are approxi-
mately 9.000, students enrolled in the university. 2,000 of whom are
in various health-related fields.

1.)e medical center itself. consists of the Univers of Alalitama
hospitals and clinics and five health professional selikals, hool
of Medicine, the School of Dentistry, the School of .Nuriiing, the
School of Optometry, and the School of Community and Allied
Health Resources.

All of us in the University of Alabama in Birmingham are acutely
aware of our responsibilities,. particularly to help solve the severe
health care delivery problems which exist in this State as well as the
rest of the Nation. particularly in rural areas of this Nation. We
have developed what we believe to be outstanding educational, re-
seach. and health service delivery programs; and we hope to make
a major impact 'on improving health care delivery by a massive
expansion of enrollment in all of these schools, as well as by various
innovative programs which are being implemented by our -School
of Community and Allied Health Resources.

You mention. Mr. Chairman. mobile health units. Our School of
Denistry does have mobile health units. They go throughout the State
in rural' Aeas and in institutions of the State. to provide oral health
care to people of this State.

You also mentioned comprehensive health care programs, and our
institution has worked very diligently with a number of these in
our State. one in Montgomery, and one in a rural county; namely,
Lawrence County. Dr. Meador will describe this in more detail. W e
have worked with .various people in Jefferson County, on compre-
hensive health care programs particularly for children and youth.
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The new School of Community ind Allied Health Resources has
initiated a system of education he allied health professions, which
relates the training program specific community health needs, and
which involves cooperatiN arrangements between all of Alabama's
junior colleges and tee leaf institutes."Xe are expanding and co-
ordinating with trad °nal programs, and we are developing new
programs in three ajor health-related areas: Community, public,
and environment health is one; health services administration is
two ; and all -o a' allied health professions as No. 3.

We are mpting in our medical center to define more accurately
health c deli verct-problems as they actually exist in rural areas and
in v ous communities of our State, and to then train health per-

nel in such a manner that they contribute to a specific solution to
these problems.

Two examples of new categories of the people being trained are the
surgeon's assistant and the physician's assistant, such as the MEDEX;
and in various stages of implementation are programs for pediatri-
cians' assistants, pathology assistants, family counseling assistants, and
many other new type of health cane workors.

The Regional 'Technical Institute for Health Professions has ef-
fected this cooperative plan whereby the State Department of Educa-
tion and all of fhe junior colleges of this State. have agreed that
students at the junior colleges can major in a wide variety of allied
health fields, taking their general courses at the junior colleges, and
their technical training if necessary at the Regional Technical Insti-
tute; then returning to their local area for completion of their'associate
and science degrees.

By planning these programs within the university, course credit
is assured for these students and therefore vertical and lateral mobil-
ity in the students' health careers is also assured.

Such a program we hope also will disperse a number of potential
health workers throughout the State, where our junior colleges and
technical institutes are located, particularly in our rural areas.

We believe that the potential for having qualified allied health
workers in rural areas will encourage more physicians and more den-
tists to locate there where they are so desperately needed. We are also
conducting health service delivery research through our' Bureau of
Research and Community Services and this provides assistance to
various health agencies and planners throughout the State. This
bureau, together. with the Council for Community Health Services,
attempts to define problems and proposed solutions aimed at improv-
ing lnalth care delivery. The council is a joint activity of the Univer-
sity. of Alabama in Birmingham. the Alabama Regional Medical
program, and the State and area comprehensive health planning
gr-ou

We are also undertaking extensive research into the economics of
health care delivery in an attempt to reduce significantly the rapidly
rising cost of health care in this State and.Nation.

To 'conclude these introductory remarks, Mr. Chairman, I can only
say that we sincerely hope that some of these programs that we are
undertaking will lead to better health care for our people and I would
like to introduce now Dr. Meador, the dean of the School of Medicine,
who is going to elaborate further on these programs.
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Senator IluatiqutEY. Thank you very much.
Dr. klni,L. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee : I am

pleased to have this opportunity to testify before the Rural Develop-
ment Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Agriculture and
Forestry on the subject of health care for rural _America. On behalf
of the University of Alabama in Birminglam, I, too, would like to
welcome you to Alabama.

For the record, I am Dr. S. Richardson Hill, Jr., vice president for
health affairs and director of the Medical Center. of the University
of Alabama in Birmingham. I 0211 accompanied by Dr. Clifton K.
Meador, dean of the University csf Alabama School of Medicine in
Birmingham, who will make the mail presentation on this important
subject.

In order to furnish background information for the subcommittee,
I believe it is appropriate for me to describe briefly my institution and
its'unique role in the State of Alabama. The University of Alabama
in Birmingham (UAB), one of three complete, autonomous university
campuses of the University of Alabama system, is one of the Nation's
yougest urban universities consisting of a well-known medical center,
a 4-year college of general studies and a graduate school. The 15-
square -block campus is located six blocks from the heart of down-
town Birmingham, and through urban renewal, the campus is being
expanded to a 60-square-block area.

The medical center which is at present the only board-based uni-
versity medical center in the State of Alabama was established in
1945 when the school of medicine was moved from the Tuscaloosa
campus to the Birmingham campus. The University of Alabama in
Birmingham has more than' 9,000 students, 2.000 of whom are in train-
ing in various health-related fields. The medical center consists of
the University of Alabama hospitals and clinics and five health pro-
fessional schools : the school of medicine, the scho,,1 of dentistry,
the school of nursing, the school of optometry, and the school of
community and allied health resources.

All of us in the medical center are aware that Alabama, as the rest
of the Nation. is faced with a severe health care delivery problem,
particularly in the rural areas. We, at the 'FAB Medical Center are
also acutely aware of our own responsibility to help solve this problem.
We have developed what we believe to be outstanding medical, dental,
nursing, and optometry schools. all with excellent educational, re-
search, and health service delivery programs. We hope to make a
major impact on improving health care delivery by a massive expan-
sion of all of these health educational schools and by the dev..lop-
ment of the school of community and allied health resources. All
of our schools have developed a wide variety of health-related pro-
grams for the general population, as well as for rural, institutional,
and central city groups.

The school of dentistry, for example, has developed mobile units
to serve the general health needs of our mental institutions and the
school for the deaf and blind. The school of optometry is also
heavily involved in serving the school for the deaf and blind. The
school of medicine, has worked closely with 0E0 health service
groups and the students of the school of medicine have founded and
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operated a clinic, with help from the faculty, to serve the eeds of the
sick-poor of one urban ghetto area. Other importing hea th programs
will be described by Dr. Meador'.

The school of community and allied health resources is in the
process of implementing a new and unique group of health-related
programs for our State. This school has initiated a system of edbca-
tion in allied health professions which relates training programs in
the health field to community healtltineeds, and involves cooperative
efforts with all of Alabama s junior colleges, as well as with the other
health professional schools of the University of Alabama in
Birmingham.

This school enables us to place greater emphasis on the "health
team- concept and provides for coordination and eXpansion of tradi-
tional programs and for the development of new programs in three
major health-related areas: (1) community, public, and environ-
mental health; (2) health services administration; and (3) allied
health professions.

FollowingAvassessment of health care delivery as it is practiced in
Alabama and througho, t the Nation, we discovered as have many
others, that there is no real system for getting health services to all of
our people. We also found that training. greatly increased numbers of
allied health workers and health professionals is only part of the solu-
tion to our health care delivery problems. What is needed, and what
we hope our medical center provides, is a means to define more accur-
ately, health care delivery problems as they actually exist, and to then
train health presonnel in such a manner that they contribute to a solu-
tion to these problems. To do this, we coordinate closely our training
programs, redirect them when and where necessary, and most
portantly, we create entirely new categories of personnel as health
manpower studies indicate the need.

Two examples of these are the surgeon's assistant and physician's
assistant programs. Working closely with the Medical Association of
the State of Alabama, the American Medical Association, and the Vet-
erans' Administration and other Federal agencies, we have had under-
way a surgeon's assistant program for a number of years, and havcue-
cently introduced a physician's assistant program. In various stagef
implementation are programs for nurse- midwives, pediatrician's as-
sistants, pathology assistants. family counseling assistants. and many
other new t 'pes of health workers.

The Regional Technical Institute for Health Professions aan
of the School of Community and Allied Health Resources serves as
the core training facility for most of our health programs at the less-
than-baccaulaureate level. This facility was construtted with finds
-from the Appalachin Commission and the State of Alabama. Of par-
ticular significance i,: the interaction which takes place between the
Regional Technical Institute and all of Alabama's Junior eolleg,es an
interaction which is being supported by the Kellogg Foundation. The
presidents of the junior colleges and the State department of educa-
tion have agreed with the University of Alabama on a cooperative plan
whereby students at the junior colleges can major in various health
fields, taking their general Courses at the junior colleges they attend
and their technical training- at the Regional Technical Institute, By
planning these, programs within the university, both vertical and
lateral mobility in student's health careers is assured.
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Such it progro in not only greatly increases our State's capacity to
train health technical personnel, but also disperses a number of poten-
tial health workersthromrhout the State even into the more rural areas,
all specifically trained for duties designed to meet the need of the area
to be served. We believe that the potential for having qualified allied
health workers in these rural areas will encourage more physicians
and dentists to locate there where they are so desperately needed.

Continuing education for all types of health workers is offered by
all of our health professional schools. Extensive health service delivery
research is being conducted through the bureau of research and com-
munity services. This bureau provides advice and assistance to health
agencies and planners in regard to the delivery of health care and,
together with the council for community health services, conducts
research studies necessary to define problems and propose solutions
aimed at improving health care delivery within our State. The council
for community health services is a joint organization of the University
of Alabama in Birmingham, the Alabama Ite!tional _Medical Pro -
gram -the University of Alabama in Birmingham serving as the
grantee institutionand tle State and area comprehensive health plan-
ning!. groups. The council is designed to bring all of the resources of the
University of Alabama in Birmingham to bear on the State's health
care problems. The bureau also undertakes extensive researcli, into the
economics of health care delivery in an attempt to reduce significantly
the rapidly rising costs of health care,in our State and Nation.

To conclude my introductory remarks, I can on13 say that we sin-
cerely hope that some of these new programs will lead to better health
care for all of our people, especially those in the rural areas.

A''(1 now. INir. Chairman. I would like to introduce Dr. Clifton K.
Meador, the dean of the University of Alabama School of Medicine
in Birmingham, who will elaborate further on our views on health care
for rural America together with suggestions for improving some of
the health programs in order that rural residents may be better able
to avail themselves of all types of health care services.

Senator HUMPHREY. Dr. Meador?

STATEMENT OF DR. CLIFTON R. MEADOR, DEAN, SCHOOL OF MED-
ICINE, UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA, BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

l)r. MEAnoa. Thank you, Dr. Hill.
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I would like to also thank

you for this opportunity to testify on the subject of health care for
rural America.

I have a written presentation here for the record.
Senator HUMPHREY. It will be accepted and we-will have it printed

in full in the record as if read.
Dr. MEADOR. I would like to modify this somewhat in my verbal

presentation and point out in the appendix two general categories,
as follows:

First, a set of documents and surveys of the State of Alabama illus-
tratin!, the physician to population ratios, the allied health profes-
sional manpower pools, and a map showing the hospitals in Alabama
with a 15 mile radii all around them, indicating our general hospitals
are well distributed in this State but that manpower is not.
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Finally, I call your attention to the reprint of an article written by
a member. of our faculty called The Rural-to-Urban Malnutrition
Gradient, which presents a fascinating thesis that rural malnutrition
generates urban migration. It was rather surprising to me to find there
rs more malnutrition in the poor rural areas than in the urban ghettoes
and slums.

Senator HUMPBREY. I might add quickly this is something that is not
known by the public, that our most serious poverty problems. while
they are very bad in the cities, are to be found in rural areas, whether
it is the hunger problem, health problem, economic problem

Dr. MEADOR. That is right.
Senator 1113111PIIREY. - education problem. All of this we are di-

recting our attention very considerably to.
Dr. MEADOR. And finally a brief but I hope useful bibliography of

source material for your committee's use.
So I won't dwell on the documentation of the 'problems. I submit

this as an appendix.
I would like, however, to describe three programs now in progress

in the State.
Senator HII111PIIREY. And would you give us your evaluation of their

effectiveness and their scope of coverage?
Dr. .111!tni In. i would like to spend a little time on each of the three

programs covered in'the body of this presentation.
Senator I it'MPHREY. Go ahead.
Dr. MEADOR. Since professional loneliness and long, hard working

hours are reasons given by physicians for not locating in small com-
munities, we are focusing considerable efforts on correcting these neg-
ative aspecTs of rural practice. that is, first on combating professional
loneliness, second, on developing new programs to reduce the work-
load of rural physicians, end, third, on devising new ways of practice
that we hope will make the life of the smalltown practitioners more
rewarding professionally and therefore more rewarding socially for
him and his family.

The first of these programs aimed at combating professional lone-
liness is a medical inforiation system by telephone which we call
MIST.

Two years ago the school of medicine (UAB) developed an infor-
mation system for the physicians of Alabama. This system permits any
physician in the State to call day or night, toll-free, a panel of special-
ists at the medical center. These specialists, who are members of our
factulty, carry .electronic signaling devices and can be located within
minutes of an incoming call. The physician in practice thus has im-
mediately available to him someone for consultation or1f needed, some-
one who can relay, through our library, the latest article on the sub-
ject in question.

By recording these calls, we can accumulate lists of problems for in-
corporation into more formalized continuing education courses or for
incorporation into our medical school curriculum. This minute -to-
minute, day-by-day system provides continuing education of the
best kind; it focuses only on the problem at hand, on the information
that the physician needs and at the moment he needs it.

We have been in operation 2 years and we have received dr.i re-
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sponded to 14,000 calls, an average of 580 calls per month. We have
received calls from all but one county in the State; that county has
no physician. Over one-third of all the physicians in this tate use
the system on a continuing basis.

Through 'this telephone system we, have developed an inf mal ar-
rangement with the helicopter base at Fort Rucker and thus have been
able to follow up telephone calls with flights of rare medicineJO re-
mote areas, transportation of acutely burned or injured patients to
the medical censer or movement of specialized equipment, such as
respiratory units, to small communities.

Many times, with proper information, the small-town physician is
able to rare for the patient in his hometown rather than refer the
patient. For example, we use the system heavily for week-by-week dos-
age adjustment of the newer, more toxic cancer drugs without the pa-
tient ever leaving his hometown.

Surveys of users of the system have revealed such statements as,
Its like having a partner in practice," or, "I usually know what_to

do. but I need the psychological assurance of someone in that -spe-
cialty,- or, "We have no specialists in our community- and this system
gives nw the kind of backup I need."

Tlw school of medicine believes that this information system com-
bats some of the professional isolation of the small-town physician and
thus will be a factor encouraging future physicians to move into these.
communities.

Finally, it provides for rapid dissemination of the latest knowledge
and, therefore, should make the very best medical care available to all
of our citizens wherever they may live.

The second program, one aimed at reducing the workload or the
rural physician, is the MEDEX training program. Lthink you are all
familiar with the great variety of new kinds of assistants to physicians
that have been developed. We have had a surgeon's assistants program
for several years in the department of surgery. More recently we have
added through the division of family medicine of the school a MEDEX
training program for retraining of the returning military corpsmen
for civilian medicine.

Copied after the program in the State of Washington. these experi-
enced corpsmen are matched with a physician already in practice prior
to the training phase. Over a period of almost 1 year, the MEDEX al-
ternately spends 1 month at the medical renter and 1 montli with the
physician in practice and thus he is taught those skills which are
desired and needed by the physician and his patients. Currently we
have 23 MEDEX trainees matched with physicians in rural practice
thronghout flee States of Cie South. All will complete their training
this August and. hopefully, all will remain in practice with their
physician.

These assistants will do many things traditional done only by
physicians, thus freeing the physician to do those t rigs that only he
is competent to do. The MEDEX w'll be able to gather data, order
initial laboratory or X-ray tests, s, ture simple la&rations, dress
wounds. remove casts and so forth. Thu physician is still the individual
responsible for the care, of the patient nd thus makes the therapeutic
decisions and performs those procedir c that only he is trained to do.
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Patient acceptance has been remarkably good and the program al-
ready has made, an impact on the lives of the physicians who serve as
preceptors. I would say even if this program has no impact on in-
creasing the amount of service delivered, it will be successful in our
eyes because of changes in the way of life for the rural practitioners.
Interviews with these physicians already indicate a change in their
mode of living. They are more relaxed, have more time for their fam-
ily, do things that are more professionally rewarding and in general
feel that they are giving better care to their patients than they were
prior to having an assistant.

The third program we have participated in is devising a new way
of practicing medicinethe Lawrence County project.

lor several years the medical center has been searching a way
in which we could make the greatest impact on the problems of rural
health care. Obviously we could not enter directly into delivering
health care in all of the areas of need in the State, nor could we dilute
our primary mission of training physicians and other health profes-
sionals with excessive commitments to patient care in areas remote
from the university. Our thoughts centered on somehow developing a
model of rural health care that might be reproduced elsewhere in the
State or Nation.

When approached 2. years ago by virtually all of the physicians of
Lawrence County for help, we moved to join with them, the Appala-
chian Tri-County Commissionone of the 202 demonstrations areas
the hospitals of Lawrence County and many of its citizens to develop
a new system of health care.

This system grew out of local concern and local commitment. Its
constraint from the outset was that it be eventually self:sustaining and
that it be a system which could be reproduced in other rural areas; in
other words, a system not dependent on outside funds for its existence.

While it is true that Appalachian funds have been used, they have
not been used to bring in a large number of nonlocal health workers
who, when outside support stops, would leave. Appalachian funding
has been directed at planning with the local physicians and citizens
at providing for educational costs for local people to be trained locally
or at the University of Alabama in Birmingham Medical Center, and
at evaluating the effectiveness of the new system. It is planned that
personnel and other costs will be carried by local funds once the sys-
tem is operational.

In general, the project has four goals: (1) improvement of the
health status of the people of Lawrence County ; (2) improvement of
their socioeconomic status; (3) development of a system that will
demonstrate that the first two goals are being achieved and that the
goals are economically sound; and (4) conversion of the project into
a permanent self-supporting system of health care that can serve as
a model to other areas of Alabama and the Nation with comparable
problems.

So we believe by changing the system, by providing information,
proper assistants, the life of the small -town physician can be more
rewarding, more attractive, in all aspects.

I will say, however that for these programs to be effective, these
changes in professional life must be.accompanied by improvements iv
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the socioeconomic status of the whole community. This is a goal wisely
chosen by the Lawrence County project and obviously a topic of major
concern to this subcommittee.

Health should not be viewed in any narrow sense. While we have
appropriately focused our efforts to date on physicians, information
systems, and new kinds of health workers, we are fully aware that
good health is related to the totality of a community's cultural, eco-
nomic, and educational status.

In this area of health that extends beyond medicine's traditional
role, I would like to encourage a change already proposed for the
Extension Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. We would
all agree that prevention of disease is more desirable, less costly, and
more effective than the treatment of an established disease. Effective
prevention of disease depends upon properly informed and educated
people. Ideally, this education should come from all sources; however,
the Extension Service of the Department of Agriculture has a unique
opportunity. With the network of county agents and home demonstra-
tion agents throughout the country, the Extension Service, with proper
modification, could become a network for dissemination of health
information. I .know there is already interest in this sort of change
and I would encourage support of it.

By supporting linkages between medical centers and the Extension
Service m each State, meaningful information could be spread con-
stantly to the people of rural America, not just preventive measures
but even simple self-treatment and health maintenance information.

The school of medicine has already prepared a tentative proposal
indicating how such a linkage between our medical center and the
Extension Service in this State could be effected. We intend to initiate
discussions with representatives from Auburn as to how we should
proceed.

Self-reliance has been a traditional characteristic of rural America.
The Extension Service, with proper-input from the health professions,
should build on this strength of the people and provide sufficient knowl-
edge' about individual health.

Since health manpower will be short for some time to come, self -
reliance in certain matters of health may be essential for those people
living in truly remote areas.

In summary, the Medical Center of the University of Alabama in
iBirmingham is dedicated to relating its expertise to the practicing

health professionals and through them to the people and patients. of
this State and region.

We have actively engaged ourselves in developing new methods for
communicating knowledge, in generating new kinds of health workers
based on task analyses and needs assessments of the jobs to be done,
in devising with the practicing physicians new systems for health
care, in exploring uses of new technologies such as computer and
multiphase laboratory surveying procedures, and in developing pro-
grams aimed at making the existing health professionals more efficient.

In addition, together with the legislature and the Governor of this
State, we intend to join our sister institutions in an ambitious expan-
sion of the class sizes of all health professionals, physicians, dentists,
nurses and a wide variety of allied health peronnel.
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> I thank you again for allowing me the privilege of testifying to this
subcommittee. I will be 'glad to try to. answer any questions.

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you.
Just twoqueetions that I want to ask.
I trust that you are sharing these experiences with other university

medical centers ?
Dr. MEADOR. The Medex is a five-center program which has just gone

through the 1-year funding cycle and is now probably ended, so there
are five places m the country that do share information on the Medex
system. The telephone information system we have shared with many
places and have made demonstrations of it and I,think it has a chance
of taking hold. -/

The Lawrence County project is one of many systems for delivering
health care, a partnership between the private sector and government,
but it is the most private sector oriented I know of and most self-
perpetuating project I know of and that is shared between States and
medical centers.

Senator HUMPHREY. One thing that disturbs me about much of this
information is tilat it is not generally known. I. mean it is not gen-
erally known by community leaders in different areas of the country.
Our own University of Minnesota has a rural health program and it
is the best kept secret in the State except for the fact it gets out occa-
sionally when they work with it, of course, and it is an excellent pro-
gram. `e are very proud of our medical school. But it isn't known
by the county commissioners, it isn't known by the people who are the
political officers out in the State except in a few instances and that is
why I emphasize, if I may, I hope your program is written up and
shared and we; of course, will include it in our record and trust we can
be helpful on it, but get it to the people.This Medea, you say, is 23
people, perhaps?

Dr. MEAnot That is correct.
Senator HUMPHREY. How many do you think you need ?
Dr. MEADOR. Well, it is hard to say. The problem with the Medex,

to be frank about this, is in getting physicians to accept Medex as an
experimental program ; it is early in the game. Where the need is criti-
cal there is no trouble. I suppose we have about two or three times the
demand for the number of places life could' train right now. .I suspect
that the program will be limited to the very severe shortage areas of
the country. The physicianN assistant, which is another kind of assist-
ant over a longer training period and of a different sort, will probably
move into the urban areas and other areas of the country but Medex
is a really perfectly designed kind of system for the rural areas.

Senator HUMPHREY. I would like to just call to your attention the
pr "ram that the Mayo Clinic is utilizing in Rochester, Minn., where
thb., are just experimenting now, I want to make it clear, where they
use a pharmacist, for example, as a health officer in the first instance
and where ,they are talking about tying in on closed circuit television
and computer systems to he able to get information and to be able to
talk to the primary health official, again what you Might call prelimi-
nary health attention, 'Also the helicopter type of .service that you
mentioned. ;

Are you familiar with the health manpower tilla now in the Con-
gress thatI think the House has passed a bill and t believe it is
before the Senate?
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Dr. 1.11eAixat. I am familiar with the medical students' part of it but
not so familiar with the other elements. Dr. Hill may be more fathil-
iar with it.

Senator HUMPHREY. Dr. Mil, do you have any comments on it? Do
you think this helps to meet the health manpower needs of rural areas?
Would it be effective, in other words?

Dr. Him. It certainly will help meet all health manpower needs
and the more Jnimpower we generate, the more the rural areas, I think,
will benefit. We do need more incentives for more individuals to go
into the rural areas.I.This is always the problem. It is a very com-
plicated process as to where physicians or other health workers will
locate, involvine. not just the physicians but their wivesf and many
other things. But certainly if we improve our ratio of health' profes-
sions to the population I think we will help -the rural areas.

Senator H.TYMPIIRET. This is why some of us believe with economic
development in, he smaller towns, where you start getting good indus-.
tries and libraries and where you get

Dr. HILL. Schools
Senator HUMPHREY '(contirming). Good schools, you then tend to be

able to draw professionals. It is very difficult to get professionals or
even give them adequate incentives to go to some of these areas unless
you have a social-economic climate that is conducive to their presence.

Gentlemen, do you have any questions V
Senator TALMADGE. I just want to compliment you, Dr. Meador and

Dr. Hill, on the fine job you have done.
Dr. MEADOR. Thank you.
Dr. HILL. Thank you.
Senator Htratenaer. Senator Allen
Senator ALLEN.' Dr. Hill, Dr. Meador, we are proud of the Uni-

versity of Alabama, the medical center there and the 4-year school
and the medical college, and I might say that the matter that Senator
I Iiimplirey mentioned a moment ago, that I was soliciting him on,
was the matter of the appropriation of the $7.5 million for the Regional
Cancer Research Center; and I don't think I am speaking out of
school when I say he is planning to support that measure when it
gets over to the Senate from the House.

Senator HUMPHREY. I have got a little matter for the University
of Minnesota, too. [Laughter.]

You can be assured of my help.
Senator ALLEN. That is part of the name of the game.
I would like to inquireI know you have a big backlog of appli-

cants there at the-medical college. Do you have any system of prac-
tice in accepting applicants that would hold an applicant to the re-
sponsibility of practicing for a given number of years in a rural
community ?

Dr. MEADOR. This is a program that the State of Alabama has had
for 5 years, 6 years, really, since 1965. The State loan program was
passed whereby if a boy rho gets into medical school will practice in
a community, of less than 5,000 population for so many years, or 5 years,
the loan is disregarded. From 5,000 to 10,000 population is another
period of practice and from 10,000 population onI forget the details
of itthe bigger the city and the longer, the more money you have to
pay back.
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This p has not been in effect lo enough to see what effect
it lisSi had distributing doctors in Al Across the country
there area numhpr of these and with one exception they have failed to
have any effect on bringing the student phymeianeto the small com-
munities, rural areas. This was in a recent study put out a few months
ago.

Senator ALLEN. What percentage .of your graduates stay in Ala-
bama-

Dr. DUAium. I don't think that economic incentives are goings to get
them there. Town after town has built a clinic, built a hospital, and
has failed to get them.

It is the total makeup of that community that gets them or does
not get them. So I don't think it is worth spending a whole lot of
money putting the money over there to get them there. I just don't
think it will work.

We stand fourth in the Nation in retaining graduates. That is still
not as good a record as we would like to see because we only retain

\) 65 percent. Sixty-five percent of all living graduates are in this State.
Senator ALLEN. There is no commitment made by an applicant

that he will prai ice in Alabama a given number of years? You make
ho requirement of that sort?

Dr. IVItAnon. I don't4mOw if it would hold up. I don't know if that
has been tried by the school. Do you know?

Dr. HILL. So far as I know, that has not been tried by any school.
Senator TALMADGE. Will you yield? I want to be very 'brief because

we are way behind schedule.
When I was Governor of the State we set up an incentive program

by which we would make loans whereby the students go to medical
college, are commissioned, practice in an area desperately short of
doctors. Ti had a highly beneficial effect in my opinion. Of course, it
came at about the time the Hill-Burton hospital program also arrived
and we were busy building hospitals in the rural areas at the same
time we were subsidizing doctors to go to the rural areas, and the two
of them combined were highly effective in getting medical services
available to the rural areas of our State.

Dr. Bhp& Senatok, let me just say the law in Alabama was copied
partially after your law So we are grateful to you for that law.

Senator ALLEN. These innovative programs that you have put in,
giving information back 'to the local practitioner, that should serve
as an incentive for young doctors to go to a remote area, should it not?

Dr. 141p4Oon. Let me comment on one point. It is a central point
because every school likes to get the best kids we can get and I don't
think we should get fir off that goo', but the two biggest factors I
know, that put a doctor in a rural community are the size of the
town of origin, and if you could couple that with the size of town of
origin of his wife, those are two rather potent factors. If the wife
and the student come from a small town, the odds of their going
back are certainly better than if one or the other comes from a larger
town.

We are looking at our proeess very carefully to see if we can't
weigh that into the equation of the new kids because we have so many
applicants that we can't take. We might incorporate that in looking
at the applicants.
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Senator ALLEN., Thank you very much: There are s' lot of ;ques-
tions that I would like to ask, but must forw because of iatk of time.

Senator Curdle. Just 'one question. How large. is your county that
doesn't have physicians?

Dr. MEADOR. It is Coosa County.
Senator CURTIS. About what population ?
Dr. MEADoa. Ten thousand.
Senator Crirris. How is that divided between whites and nonwhites?
Mrs. WiNsiox A. EDWARDS (Coosa-Elmore Community Action

Conanittee). Can Igive the population ?
We have two-thirds white, one-third black. It is 11,000 population

and it is honestly God's country. It actually has more good land and
water and good people and people just don't know about it. [Laughter.]

Senator HUMPHREY. Maybe that is why they don't need a doctor.
Mrs. EDWARDS. I can only speak for the doctors because I am mar-

ried to a country doctor and I was a city girl but actually I had enough
foresight to know that if you were wealthy you like to live in a certain
place like Coosa. You say this is the education we need.

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you very much.
We are going to take about a 3-minute break and then our next wit-

nessoh, by the way, may I say before we take the break, I hope our
witnesses will be understanding. We are behind in our schedule. When
we come back, we would like to have you really abbreviate your state-
ments, give us the hard-core information that you have and we will
take the whole record. We would like toI would love to spend a week
here with you talking t6 you about it but I think we wilt]. have-to
s u.

(preparedprepared statement of Dr. Meador follows :)
Dr. MEADOR. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I

thank you for this opportunity to testify before the Rural Develop-
ment Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Agriculture and
Forestry on the subject of health care for rural America. I, too, on
behalf of the School of Medicine of the University of Alabama in
Birmingham, welcome you to our State.

The plight of rural America, and particularly the magnitude of its
health care needs, has been amply presented by others. I will not dwell
on the Aocumentation of the problem in this testimony& Instead, I
intend to describe programs now in progress in this State which we
are hopeful will bring some relief to the problems of health care for
the people in Alabama, particularly its rural areas. Hopefully, some
of these programs will serve as models for the region and Nation,

For the record and for your use, I am attaching to this testimony
the following sources of material which document and describe the
magnitude of the rural health manpower problem both in Alabama
and in the Nation :

1. A set of documents and surveys of manpower and facilities avail-
able in various regions of the State of Alabama. These include analysis
of physician and allied health manpower, maps showing distribution
of hospitals, and documents indicating population growth compared
to physician manpower increase or decrease.

2. A. brief but useful bibliography of published material describing
the problems of health care in rural areas. Included in this list are
articles analyzing attitudes of physicians toward small community

3
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practice? studies on physician-population ratios among the States,
descrintioniof training programs for future small-community physi-
cians; discussion of an incentive program for rural praktice in New
Zealand and an analysis of medical economics as related to public
policy programing for health care needs of the next deCa4e.

In summary, these articles say that rural America is short in all
Categories of health personnel and that the situation is getting worse-
Theyindicate that towns of less than 1,000 people with one remaining
doctor (usually a physician in his late fifties) will probably not be
successful in getting another docOr.. They point out that professional
attractiveness is related to the total cultural,. vela; and economic ad-
vantages of a region and that doctors, like people in general, tend to
move into areas which are growing economically and culturally and
which have educational advantages for their children. In this regard,
the physician's wife's attitude ranked very high in reasons for a physi-
cian locating or not locating in a small community.

These articles, in a more positive vein, indicate that a majority of
smalltown physicians grew up in small communities, chose to practice
there because they liked small-community living. and because they
had the opportunity to build busy practices quickly. Finally, they
point out the increasing trend toward group practice in the smaller
communities which are successful in having higher physician-popu-
lation ratios than neighboring communities.

I would like now to describe three programs directed at problems
related to rural health which the school l-bf medicine and the Uni,
versitjt of Alabama in Birmingham have a heavy involvement. Since
professional lonelinees and long? hard - working hours are reasons
given by physicians for not locating in small communities, we have
focused considerable effort on correcting these negative aspects of
rural practice; that is :

1. On combating professional loneliness.
2. On developing new programs to reduce the workload of rural

physicians.
3. On devising new ways of practice which we hope will make the

life of the smalltown practitioners more rewarding professionally,
less arduous, and thus more rewarding socially for him and his family.

Thus, we hope by working with the existing smalItown physicians,
to make small-community medicine more attractive for our future
graduates.

1. COMBATING PROFESSIONAL LONELINESS-MEDICAL' INFORMATION
SYSTEM VIA TELEPHONE ( MIST

Two years ago, the school of medicine (UAB) developed an in-
formation system for the physicians of Alabama. This system permits
any .physician in the State to call day or night, toll free, a panel of
specialists at the medical -rater. These specialists, who are members
of our faculty, carry electronic signaling devices and can be located
within minutes of an incoming call. The physician in practice thus
has immediately available to him someone for consultation; or if
needed, someone who can relay, through our library, the latest article
on the subject in question. The faculty member soon gets a feel ,for

I 3',
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the problems of the community and an appreciation for the needs of
the practicing physician. By recording these calls, we can accumulate
lists of problems for incorporation intombre formalized continuing
education courses, or for incorporation into our medical school cur-
riculum. This minute-to-minute, day-by-day system provide con-
tinuing education of the best kind; it focuses only on the problem at
hand, on the information that the physician needs and at the moment
he needs it.

In its 24 months of operation, we have received and responed to
14,000 callsan averageof 580 calls- per month. We have received
calls from all but one county in the Statethat county has no phy-
sician. Over one-third of all the physicians in this State use the system
on a continuing basis.

Through this telephone system, we have developed an informal
arrangement with the helicopter base at Fort Rucker, and thus. have
been able to follow up telephone calls with flights of rare medicine
to remote areas, transportation of acutely burned or injured patients
to the medical center, or movement of specialized equipment, such as
respiratory units, to small communities.

Many times. with proper information, the smalltown physician is
able to care for the patient in his hometown rather than refer the pa-
tient. For example. we use the system heavily for week-by-week cto age
adjustment of the newer, more toxic cancer drugs without the pati nt
ever leaving his hometown.

Surveys of users of the system have revealed such statements as
"It's like having a. partner in practice," or "I usually know what to do.
but I need the psychological assurance of someone in that specialty.**
or "We have no specialists in our community, and this system gives me
the kind of backup I need."

The school of .medicine believes that this information system com-
bats some of the professional isolation of the smalltow,n physician
and thus NVill be a factor encouraging future physician; to move into
these communities.

Finally, it provides for rapid dissemination of the latest knowledge
and. therefore, should make the very best 1.-.Nlical care available to all
of our citizens, wherever they may live.

2, DEVELOPING NEW PROGRAMS TO REDUCE THE WORKLOAD OF RURAL
P1I YSICIA NS-MEDEX TRAINING PROGRAM FOR PHYSICIANS' ASSISTANTS

The emergence of a variety of new kinds of assistants to physicians
is widely known. For several years, the department of surgery at
I_TAB School of Medicine has been training surgeons' assistants. More
recently, the school of medicine and its newly created division of
family medicine have initiated a program (Medea} for retrainingthe
returning military corpsmen for civilian medicine. Copied after, the
program in the State of Washington. these x pe rien ced corpsmen
are matched with a physician already in practice prior to the training
phase. Over a period of almost 1 year, the Medea alternately spends
1 month at the medical center and 1 month with the physician in prac-
tice. By this arrangement, the trainee is trained for a particular type
of practice, and thus he is taught those skills which are desired and.

32
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needed by the physician and his patients. Currently, we have 23 Medex
trainees matched with physicians in rural practice throughout five
States of the South. All will complete their training this August,
and hopefully, all will remain in practice with their physician.

These assistants will do many things traditionally done only by.
physicians. thus freeing the physician to do those things that only lie is
competent to do. The Medex will be able to gather data. order initial
laboratory or X-cay tests. suture, simple lacerations. dress wounds, re-
move casts. and so forth. The physician is still the individual respon-
sible for the care of the patient and thus makes the therapeutic &vi-
sions and performs those procedures that only he is trained to do.

Patient acceptance has been remarkably good, and the prograin al-
ready has made an impact on the lives of the physicians who serve as
preceptors. Even if this program leads to no significant increase in
delivering health care, it will be successful because of changes in the
way of life for the rural practitioners. Interviews with these physi-
cians already indicate a change in their mode of living. They are more
relaxed, have more time for their family, do things that are more pro-
fessionally rewarding, a,j, in general, fee) that they are giving better
care to their patients than they were prior to having an assistant.

Again, we, believe this new style of practice with well-trained as-
sistants will be appealing to future physicians, and that more of them
will choose to practice in the smaller communities than have in the
past. Furthermore. studies indicate that these assistants do make the
physician more efficient. An increase in efficiency among several doc-
ton,: would be equivalent to putting a new doctor into practice.

3. DEVISING NEW WAYS OF PRACTICETHE LAWRENCE
COUNTY PROJECT

For several years. the medical center has been searching for a way
in which we could make the greatest impact on the problems of rural
health care. Obviously, we could not enter directly into delivering
health care in all of the areas of need in the State, nor could we dilute
our primary mission of training physicians and other health profes-
sionals with excessive commitments to patient care in areas remote
from the university. Our thoughts centered on somehow developing a
model of rural health care that might be reproduced elsewhere in the
State or Natior

When approached 2 years ago by virtually all of the physicians of
Lawrence County for help, we moved to join with them, the Appa-
lachian Tri-County Commission (one of the, 202 demonstration areas),
the hospitals of Lawrence County, and many of its citizens to develop
a new system of health-care. It grew out of local concern and local
commitment. Its constraint from the outlet was that it be eventually
self-sustaining and that it be a system which could be reproduced
in other rural areas: in other words, a system not dependent on out-
side funds for its existence. While it is true that Appalachian funds
have been used. they 11 aye not been used to bring in a large number of
nonloeal health workers who, when outside support stops, would leave.
Appalachian funding has been directed at planning with the local phy-
sicians and citizens at providing for educational costs for local people
to be trained locally or at the University of Alabama. in Birmingham

3 :?
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Medical Center, and at evaluating the effectiveness of the new system.
It is planned that personnel and other costs will he carried by local
funds once the system is operational.

The physicians in the project, now numbering five, care for 30,000
people. Each has agreed to participate fully in the program by using
the Medex assistant, by allowing very careful audit of his practice
for such things as methods of patient care, referral routes, logistics
of patient flow, and the economics of his practice. In addition, out-
reach teams are being trained so that preventive and comprehensive
care in the home will be more readily available to the people of Law-
rence County.

The project has four general goals:
1. Improvement of the health status of the people of Lawrence

County.
. I m pro vement of their socioeconomic status.
3. Development of a system that will demonstrate that the first two

goals are bei-ig achieved and that the goals are economically sound.
4. Conversion of the project into a permanent self-supporting system

of health care that can serve as a model to other areas of Alabama and
the Nation with comparable problems.

Again, it is a local project initiated by local physicians but with
partnership with the f-niversity of Alabama in Birmingham Medical
Center and the Appalachian. Commission. The university will provide
the educational resources for the traipiig of local people and it will
participate in the evaluation of the achievement of goals. Finally,
\\lien operational, we will send residents and medical students to
Lawrence County so they ran see aml participate in a rewarding.
kind of service to patients.

By changing the life of the smalltown physician throttedi new Ways
of practice, we believe that rural practice will he more attractive and
that some of our graduates and others will choose it as it way of life.
For the programs to be effective. these changes in professional life
must be accompanied by improvements in the socioeconomic status of
the whole community, a (mid w-i,dy chosen by the Lawrence ('otinty
project and obviously n topic of major concern to tltis subcommittee.
I fealth should not be viewed in any narrow sense. While we 1111V0 ap-
propriately focused our efforts to date on physicians, information sys-
tem. and Ilea kinds of braltlt workers, ter are fully 2Wille that goad
health is relined to the totality of a community's cultural, economic,
and educational status.

In 111.1 1111'2 Of health that extends beVallti 111("diCille.!.4 11'11ditia11111
rah'. I \V0111(1 1.11:(' to (11c(1111'12 2 change ;111ady proposed for the
l':7111-1011 of the l".S. Department of .Vgriculture. 1Ve would

agree thin prevent ion of disease is more desirable. less ostly. ;Ind
morn effective than the (.11'21112'1a of sot c-taolklied disease. Eitect
present ;01' of di(421,-(' depends 111221 properly informed and educated

ettuc;tt ion ,Itould C(110 J.1'01111111 ilOW0Ver,
11U. EXti'll!-:1()11 Service of the Depitrtnient of .Vgrieull urt' has :1 unique
opportunity. With the net work of county agents and home denionst ra-
t ion agents tiirotigliont t he count ry, t he Extension Service, with proper
ino.litication. could become a network for dissemination of health in-
formation. I know there is already interest in this sort of change and
I would encourage support Of it I3v supporting link-ages bet ween
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medical centers and the Extension Service in each State, meaningful
information could be spread constantly to the people of rural Amer-
ica, not just preventive measures but even simple self-treatment and
health maintenance information.

The school of medicine has already prepared a tentative proposal
indicating how such a linkage between our medical center and the
Extension Service in this State could be effected. We intend to initiate
discussions with representatives from Auburn as to how we should
proceed.

Self-reliance has been a traditional characteristic of rural America.
The Extension Service, with proper input from the health professions,
should build on this strength of the people and provide sufficient
knowledge about individual health. Since health manpower will be
short for, some time to come, self-reliance in certain matters of health
may be essential for those people living in truly remote areas.

I have described in detail only thfee of our programs directed at
improving health care in rural areas and have made a specific sugges-
tion for your consideration concerning a new and expanded role for
the Extension Service.

In summary, the Medical Center of the University of Alabama in
Birmingham is dedicated to relating its expertise to the practicing
health professionals and through them to the people and patients of
this State and region. We have actively engaged ourselves in develop-
ing new methods for communicating knowledge; in generating new
kinds of health workers based on task analyses and needs assessments
of the jobs to be done; in devising with the practicing physicians new
systems for health care ; in exploring uses of new technologies such
as computer and multiphase laboratory surveying procedures; and in
developing programs aimed at making the existing health profes-
sionals more efficient. In addition, together with the legislature and
the Governor of this State, we intend to join our sister institutions in
an ambitious expansion of the class sizes of all health professionals
physicians, dentists, nurses, and a wide variety of allied health
personnel.

I thank you again for allowing me the privilege of testifying to
this subcommittee. I will be glad to try to answer any questions.

APPENDIX TO TESTIMONY OF CLINTON K. MEADOR, M.D., Drug, SalOOL OF MEDI-
CINE, UNIVERSITY or ALARAMA IN BIRMINGHAM, BEFORE THE RURAL DEVELOP-
MENT SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE SENATE COMMIT= ON AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY.
JULY 8, 1971, MONTGOMERY, ALA.

Exhibit IMap of Physician-Population Changes, State of Alabama 1980 -4970.
Exhibit IITable of Physician-Population Ratios, Alabama Rural vs. Urban.
Exhibit- III Allied Health Manpower Available Alabama vs. Nation.
Exhibit IVMap of Alabama With Hospital Distribution.
Exhibit VBibliography.
Exhibit VILawrence County : A New Conception of Expansion of Medical Care.
Exhibit VIIThe Rural-to-Urban Malnutrition Gradient.
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EXHIBIT IL-TABLE OF PHYSICIAN, POPULATION RATIOS, ALABAMA RURAL VERSUS URBAN

PHYSICIAN MANPOWER IN ALABAMA, 1970

Total Urban I Rural

Per Per Per
100,000 100,000 100,CCL

Number population Number population Number population

Alabama qhysicians 2, 800 83.0 1,600 113.5 15 27.3
Direct patient care 2, 200 65. 2 1, 050 74. 5 15 27.3
General practitioner 850 25. 2 286 20. 3 12 21.8

I 5 most populous counties.
A 5 least populous counties.

Note: "Adequate," 150/100,000; U.S. ratio, 101/100,000.

EXHIBIT I11.- ALLIED HEALTH MANPOWER AVAILABLE, ALABAMA VERSUS NATION

United States Alabama

Total
Per 100,000
population Total

Per 100,000
population

Pharmacists (1968)
Inhalation therapists (1969)
Medical technologists (1969)
Occupational therapists (1970)
Physical therapists (1969)
Radiological technicians (1969)
Vocztional rehabilitation counselors (1969)
Medical librarians (1970)
Medical record librarians (1969)
Social workers (1970).

7:I

124, 486
1, 025

50, 000
9000

10;397
55, 531

1, 71
3, 00

50,000

62.3
.5

25.0
4.6
5.1

27.8
3.6
.9

1. 5
25. 0

2, 057
4

SOO

20
65 ,..

672
220

20
30

376

58.4
.1

22.7
.6

1.8
19.1
6.2
.6
.9

10. 7

6.
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EXHIBIT VI-LAWRENCE COUNTY : NEW CONCEPTION OF EXPANSION OF MEDICAL CARE

IN LAWRENCE C013NTY : A NEW Coiwzrr To EXPAND MEDICAL CASE,Pzaser.crivs:
THE CAMPUS VIEW

(EDITOR'S NOTE: The following Is another in a series of articles on topics of
current interest by members of the faculties of Alabama's universities.)

(By Dr. Rhesa Penn, Project Director, Associate Pro
Professor of Pediatrics and Associate Prof
Epidemiology, Un'versity of Alabama in Bl II

AFTER AN, EXTENDED period of planning an
County, Alabama health care project was started on

or otMedicine, Associate
of Public Health and

negotiation, the Lawrence
tember 1,1970. Designed

to improve the health status of Lawrence Countians by providing each, of the
county's five physicians with a team of health workers, the project is expected
to allow more people to receive more comprehensive health care at a lower cost.

This ambitious project is only feasible because of the intense and enthusiastic
cooperation of physicians, agencies, and many individuals in the county withthe University of Alabama in Birmingham (CAB).

There are well trained, conscientious physicians in Lawrence County but their
numbers are few, averaging 18 per 100,000 population compared with 69 forthe state and 146 for the United States. The ratio of nurses is 46 per 100,000
compared with 241 for the state.

"The overall cost of providing health care can be reduced if a significant portion
of the care can be provided by health workers with less extensive training than
the physician and if more effort is devoted to preventive care."

Other health workers such as technicians, dieticians, psychologists, and socialworkers are available in small numbers and often on a part-time basis only.
There are two hospitals in the county but their bed capacity is seriously strained.
Health resources in the neighboring counties of Limestone and Morgan are so-
phisticated and touch on broad areas of need but are inadequate tomeet the needs
of all persons who are eligible for service.

If all of the above points seem to paint a truly grim picture, they may have
been too heavily emphasized. The greatest attraction to Lawrence County as thesite for this project is not its problems alone but the fact that while problems
do exist and are serious there is also real and visible potential for change fOrthe better.

This potential is already beginning to be achieved in industrial, agricultural
and recreational development. The educational status of the population is show-
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ing steady improvement. In the health field the physicians, who have taken the
major leadership role in developing this project, are rapidly availing themselves
of technical advances in providing steadily improving service.

As it stands now the Lawrence County project will work toward the gen-
eral goals : Improvement of the health statue of the people in Lawrence County ;
improvement of ,their socioeconomic status ; a system that will show whether the
first two goals were achieved and that the means used in accomplishing the goals
are economically sound and acceptable ; and conversion of the project into a
permanent self-supporting system of health care that can serve as a model to other
areas of Aiabama and the nation with comparable problems.

In working toward these goals there are a number of immediate objectives
to be achieved which will be means of accomplishing our general objectives.
These include developing and putting into practice the means of providing com-
prehensive health care. Comprehensive primary cure will be locally provided. .

Secondary care resources in nearby counties, and other care centers, such as
the University of Alabama in Birmingham, will be relied upon.

Jointly sponsored educational programs with the UAB to provide continuing
education for existing personnel and training for new personnel are being estab-
lished. We also will provide field experience in primary care with a team of
health workers who are residents, niedical students, and students in nursing,
social work, and other related areas.

Another important program included in this category will be a family practice
residency program jointly sponsored by the project and the UAB medical school's
Division of Family Practice and Ambulatory Care. These educational programs
will increase the amount of service available in Lawrence County and will pro-
vide unique at-the-scene experiences for students.

It is assumed that if students in the health professions have a good field ex-
perience in providing high quality care under good working conditions, more of
them will eventually select family medicine careers in rural areas.

The methods to be used in attempting to achieve the goals and objectives of
the project are based on assumptions: Many of the tasks presently being done
by physicians can be successfully carried out by 'other carefully trained health
team members, allowing high quality caret o4:arger number of patients even
when the number of physicians cannot be incre d.

The overall cost of providing health care can be reduced if a significant por-
tion of the care can be provided by health workers with less extensive training
than the physician, and if more effort is devoted to preventive care.

Part of the Lawrence County health team spends most of their time, working
directly with the physician in his office. Others spend most of this time working
in homes or other locations away from the office.

Lawrence County within the Appalachian region of Alabama has its own
unique blend of serious problems and valuable resources. In spite of its unique-
ness it still is representative of rural counties in the United States.

The Lawrence County health care project is a unique answer to some of these
problems. It was developed by Lawrence County people with the judicious assist-
ance of medical, state, and regional resources.

Its innovative blend of auxiliary health workers organized in teams to com-
plement existing health resources, the comprehensive nature of services it pro-
vides, its heavy emphasis on preventive care,.its research capacity for demon-
strating effectiveness, economy, and acceptability are expected to result in a
prototype that will have applicability to many other comparable areas.
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(Recess.)
Senator HUMPHREY. Our next witness is Mr, Don R. Slatton, execu-

tive director, Home Builders Association of Atabama.
Mr. Slatton, we thank you for taking time to come to us. We appre-

ciate your friendly cooperatio fight of some of the problems that
we seem to be having here today. It so interesting that we take more
time than we should, I'm afraid.

STATEMENT OF DON R. SLATTON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, HOME
BUILDERS ASSOCIATION OF ALABAMA, MONTGOMERY, ALA.

Mr. SLArrox. Thank you very much, Senator. I will be brief. We
have submitted a lengthy statement for the record. I hope that you
and the other Senators will have time to read it at a future time.

I would like to express my appreciation to this committee -and
especially to our own' Senator Allen who works so hard to develop our
State.

Adequate housing is a necessary part of rural development. While
there are many other aspects to be considered in the overall program,
such as providing employment, educational facilities and medical ser-
vices, housing is a preeminent need in the rural areas.

Representing the home building industry, I hope to give you some
of the reasons very briefly that we in our industry find it difficult to
produce the needed housing in the rural areas of America.

The problem is very simply this: As you stated, Senator Humphrey,
in a speech last April, 75 percent of the people do live on 2 percent
of the land. By driving through the countryside we can see acres upon
acres of lands lying fallow. People are moving to the urban areas to
get good jobs, better housing, better educational facilitiesi and better
medical services. We are losing our educated young people. The rural
areas containing 25 percent of the people also contain 67 percent of
the substandard. housing. This is another quote you recently made in
a speech in Georgia.

I will give you very briefly the reasons that we find this trend :
No. 1, is lack of construction financing. We give you the rea-
sons for this in our report. Standardization of the minimum property
standards for our Federal agencies, standardization of building codes,
overlapping Federal agencies dealing with housing, and this brings
on another problem of common inspections and appraisals: water and
sewage, an ever-present need in our rural areas. Tor fiscal year 1971,
Congress appropriated $100 million for water and sewage grants.
The administration only chose to fund $40 million. We -feel that this
lack of funding for the additional $00 million that Congress had au-
thoriied had a deterrent effect on home building in the rural areas.

Substandard housing : It was pointed out earlier we have a great
deal of substandard housing in the rural areas..

For example. almost 10 percent of the housing in rural Alabama
does not have adequate plumbing and electric facilities.

We find there is a lack of supply of mortgage financing. The cur-
rent high rate of discounts which are being paid to obtain mortgage
money has further decreased the mortgage financing available under
the Veterans' Administration and the Federal Housing Adrninistra--
tion programs. This again affects the rural areas because there is
less mortgage money available in these areas than any other areas.
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Senator HUMPHREY. Let me quickly interrupt. Do you find it more
difficult to get mortgage money for rural housing'?

Mr. SLArroiv. Yes, we certainly .do. The reason for it, and I talked
to many of our mortgage companies and banks about this, is because
they would rather deal closer to home and they have to have excess
money before they move into the rural areas.

We do have a very fine Federal program under the Farmers Home
Administration which does make loans but this again is for modest
and lower priced housing.

We have the problem of adequate roads and streets. We have plenty
of road programs that are available through the Department of
Public Roads but more of this money needs to be available to develop
the streets and the roads that are used by the rural eeople in order
to get from our farm to market. That is, .within their subdivisions.
We have a suggestion as to how that can be done contained as Item J
in our report that we luive 'ubmitted to you.

Garbage disposal, while it may seem a small matter to some people,
is really a very big- problem. I don't know that the average person knows
how much solid waste they produce in an average week but in the rural

areas there is no way to get rid of this other than dumping and there
is absolutely no garbage service available in most of the rural areas.

The Farmers Home Administration has what is called an interest
credit loan where they subsidize the interest paid by the lower income
people. This program currently stops in Alabama at the $12,500 level.
We feel it needs to be increased to a higher level.

Mr. Chairman, I have very briefly given you some 9 or 10 reasons
why housing is. a problem in the rural areas of Alabama. I have for
you, and I would hope that you would take just a moment to look at
them, two pictures of what can be done in rural housing.. Both of these
cases are actual cases. I have been in all four houses pictured. These
were all built under the Farmers Home Administration program, by

the way.
Senator Curis. Is that the same house ?
Mr. Swerros. That is the same family moving from what they did

have to what has been provided for them by the Farmers Home Ad-
, ministration program.

Senator HUMPHREY. What was that? What would be the cost of a
home?

Mr. &mos. $12,000. Those are about $12,000 to $12,200.
Senator HUMPHREY. Is that right I
Mr. SLATros. Yes, sir.
Senator HUMPHREY. Somebody robbed me.
Senator Curtis. Did that get section 235 subsidy ?
Mr. SLATToN. It would have except they were built under the Farm-

ers Home Administration interest credit loan which is somewhat in
the same manner Senator.

Senator Cuirris. 235 is extended to farms.
Mr. &dmos. 235 is extended to some rural areas, yeti, sir.
Senator CURTIS. Farmers Home Administration.
Mr. SLArros. The Farmers Home Administration does have a 235

program, yes, sir.
Senator HUMPHREY. Can we take this along to our committee?
Mr. Starroiv. We would be very glad if you would.
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Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you.
Mr. SLArroN. Our purpose in showing you this, these pictures is to

show you graphically what homebuilders, working within a free
enterprise framework coupled with an excellent rural housing pro-
gram, administered by the FHA, can produce. After viewing these pic-
tures, Lam sure you will agree the job of housing rural America can be
accomplished.

As was mentioned earlier, housing is a prime part of rural develop-
ment but there are other areas that need development also. When the'
Department of Housing and Urban Development was created, the ur-ban areas experienced phenomenal growth. This same principle could
be applied to developing rural areas. A Department of Rural Housing
and Development, and I think your legislation that you introduced
yesterday is somewhat along these lines, could address itself to these
same problems from the rural standpoint.

Creation of this department could bring together th^ manpower and
financial power to deal directly and effectively with all the problemsfaced by rural areas. Urban renewal programs have revitalized manyof our cities. Rural renewal programs under such Jul agency could ac-complish so many of the same goals for those living in the rural areas.While some publicly owned housing will always be necessary for
those citizens of extremely low income, public housing is not the ans-
wer to the problems of rural housing.

In passing the Office of Education appropriation bill for"fiscal year
1972, the Senate approved $60 million for payments to school districts
for children who reside in public housing. These payments were de-signed to compensate such school districts for the loss of tax revenuesresulting from public housing projects. In the House version of thebill no such funds were approved. On June 28 the Senate-House Con-
ference Committee omitted this public housing impact money fromthe final version of the legislation.

Had this $60 million been used in a rural section 235 program or to
beef up the rural section 235 program resulting in4homeownership forits participants, public housing impact from* funds would have been
unnecessary. These homes wouhl be on the tax rolls paying their share
of the tax load and thus reducing Federal spending.

In general. the homebuilding industry in Alabama is deeply and
sincerely interested'. in providing safe and sanitary housing for allcitizens. urban or rural. Because we live in a State pleased with anabundance of excellent farinland and superior natural resources, weare even more concerned about rurnil development.

Our association is dedicated to the principle that safe. sanitary
housing should be within the reach of every American family. By
making possible this goal. the Federal Government working hand inhand with private enterprise can have a far-reaching impact on oursociety. A man who owns his own home gains those most precious as-sets, pride and hope. A homeowner is a taxpayer and becomes inter-ested in the uses to which his tax dollars are put. He wants police pro-tection, good schools, and medical facilities. More importantly, he de-velops an interest in his local, State, and National Governments andregisters to vote. He looks at gentlemen such as yourselves to help himwith the problems that he might have.
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'ownership of a home is a basic American right. The mistakes of
the urban areas which created ghettos and substandard tenements
helped to create some of the frustrations which terminated in riots and
vast areas of cities being burned. Substandard housing in rural areas
can do the same.

Our industry hopes this subcommittee will be able to propose legis-
lation and amend present regulations as we have suggested in our tes-
timony to assist in the .development of rural America. We stand ready
to assist you and create this decent housing for every American family.

Thank you very much for allowing us to testify before you. The
homebuilding industry is deeply appreciative of this opportunity.

Senator HUMPHREY. We are very grateful to you and thank you for
some of your constructive suggestions. Thank you very much.
Gentlemen ? --

So good of you to come.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Slatton follows-0-
Mr. &Arrow. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,

adequate housing is a necessary part of rural development. While
there are many other aspects to be considered in the overall program,
such as providing employment, educational facilities, and medical
services, housing is a preeminent need in the rural areas.

Representing the homebuilding industry, I shall attempt to proffer
some of the primary reasons why homebuilders find it difficult, if not
impossible, to produce the needed housing in rural areas kind small
communities.

Of necessity, the facts and conclusions presented in this brief report
were obtained within the State of Alabama. However, I feel that in
general a similar problem exists in almost every State.

To clarify this report, it will be divided in sections which should be
considered by the appropriate legislative or regulatory agency as
being self-inclusive. Each section is not necessarily related to another
except in an indirect manner.

THE PROBLEM A

That the problem of rurakhotising exists is self-eVident. The chair:
man of this subcommittee. Senator Humphrey, in a speech last April
stated that 75 percent of the American people live on less than 2 per-
cent of the land. This, within itself, pointsup the need to develop rural
America.

By merely driving through the rural countryside, you can see thou-
sands upon thousands of acres of land lying fallow. You can see many
small communities with their business districts containing more and
more "boarded up" buildings. People are moving to the urban areas
to obtain 'rood jobs. modern housing, better educational facilities, and
better medical services.

The most valuable commodity possessed by rural and small-town
Americaits educated young peopleare being lost as they move to
the urban areas to receive those benefits listed above.

Again quoting Senator Humphrey, the rural areas which contain
25 percent of the people also contain 67 percent of the substandard
housing. This is another important reason why the people are moving
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to urban areas, The result of this trend, if it continues, will be more
and more urban congestion and a further deterioration of the rural
areas..

At this point in time.,the job of housing rural America has not been
accomplished. 1 shall present some of the reasons for your con-
sideration :

(a) Lack of construction financiny.Rural banks and financial
institutions are. for the most part, too small to handle the amount of
construction financing a !milder needs to obtain a production volume
consistent with furnishing a moderately priced home at a reasonable
profit. We feel there are two possible solutions. A national bank in a
rural area should be relieved of its legal loan limit to an individual
firm for the purpose of short-term construction financing. The Farmers
Home Administration should 1w authorized to insure such construc-
tion loans in a nianner similar to the Federal Housing Administration.

(b) Standardization of the minimum property standards.The
Minimum property standards requirements of the Federal Housing
Administration, Veterans' Ad 'Ministration, and Farmers Home Ad-
ministration should be standardized to allow a builder to automate or
mass produce housing more efficiently.

(c). Standardization of ha; odes.If an automobile !mum-
fact urer was required to make the myriad of changes required by many
small communities of homebuilders the basic price of an automobile.
would increase by at least 200 percent. A proTessionally established
building code, such as the Southern Standard Building Code, should

advpted by the sthall communities to end the patchwork require-
ments presently,in force, This would reduce building costs and prices
significantly by allowing component and modular manufacturers to
operate profitably.

(d) Overlapping of ageneies.Consideration should be given to
ceasing the overlapping functions of HUD and FHA in the

FIL is uniquely suited to handling rural housing/land should
receive additional funding. HUI) is better suited to the handling of
urban housing problems.

(e) Common inspections and appraisalsIf we are to continue hay- .ing more than one Federal affeney involved-in rural housing, there
should be a common system of inspections and appraisals. This would
allow a homebuilder to produce housing and then finance it through
whatever program applied to the particular buyer.

1Vatec and Renwge.An ever-present problem of rural home-
building is adequate water supply and sewage treatment facilities. For
fiscal year 1971, Congress appropriated $100 million for water and.sew-
age grants. The administration only chose to fund $40 million. Urban
America has caused ecological catastrophe with its lack .of sewage
treatnient facilities. We should not repeat this mistake in the rural
areas. A safe, sanitary supply of water is necessary to rural home 'Q
building also.

(g) Substandard housing. -1u Alabama. there are some 1,033,64:3
occupied homes according Ito the 1970 census. Of these, 188,100 are
lacking in the basic amenity of plumbing. Such housing should not
exist in a country as rich in resources as is ours.
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y of mortgage financing.Many mortgage cornpanes are
unable or unwilling to finance rural housing. Most rural savings and
loans associations ore too small to handle the volume of loans needed.
This necessitates all agency such as the Farmers Home Administra-
tion. Consideration should be given to increasing its appropriation
for such moneys. For the most port, money so appropriated is on a
"loaned" basis and is an investment of tax moneys rather than an out-
and-out expense.

ti) woofrciebt 1)et8onnel for the 1,',trines home Administration.
'['he Farmers Home Administration has had it housing program since
1949. Ill the past 3 years, this department has handled more home.
loans than it did for the preceding 19 years. Yet this enviable record
1,115 bo11 iittained NVith011t anaterially increasing the housing personnel
of the department. 'Ellis subcommittee and its parent committee could
alleviate the personnel problem and inereas- homebuilding, ill the
rural areas by increasing till' personnel appropriation for FinHA.

j and streets.---The cost of rural housing could
Iv, reduced and till' quality of rural housing- enhanced by better sub-
divisions streets within rural subdivisions... person deserves a paved
road to his own property line. The Department of Public Roads cur-
!Ant

. iv has !rrant money available to states for secondary- or "farm to
market.' roads. k 5(111 Illifiley available for roads within rural
,1hlivisions would tend to reduce per-lot costs.. Such roads, of course,
would have to be dedicated by the developer to the State or county
upon starting construction.

k More people would be amenable to living
in rural areas if adequate garbage collections were available. A possi-
ble solution Nvnild be low-interest loans bv the Farmers 'Home Ad-
ministration or Small Business Administration for such purposes,
\\ 111,11 would also tend to create additional jobs in the rural areas.

it titdit /imps. -Currently interest credit loans, it FinlIA
flu in of subsidy roughly equivalent to the Federal Housing, Adminis
!rat nne's -eetion program. at stopped at the $12,500 level in Ala-
bama. This should he increased to include some furniture and appli-

.ine low -incona rural families rarely can adequately furnish
their home after purchasing it More credit sides of such items only
Lushes t family into debt and jeopardizes the repayment of the
housing loan.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, the foregoing
it An, IV merely 501111' of the major deterrents to providing, for rural
A nie

We are submitting for your view a set of picture:; showing sub-
,tandard rural housing, along. NOth the modern housing provided for
the same family. We are also submitting pictures of three rural sub-
divisions recently completed. Our purpose in doing so is to show you
graphically what homelmilders, Nvorking Nvithin a free enterprise
framework coupled with 1111 excellent rural housing program admin-
istered by the I' nil 1A. can produce. After viewing these pictures. I'm
sure you will ao-ree that the job of housing rural America can be
accomlished.

As was mentioned earlier, housing is a prime part of rural de-
velopment. There are many other areas in which assistance is needed
also.
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When the Department of Housing and Urban Development was
created, the urban areas experienced phenomenal growth. This same
principle could be applied to developing rural areas. A Department of
Rural Housing and Development could be created to address itself to
these same problems from the rural standpoint.

Creation of this Department could bring together the manpower and
financial power to deal directly and effectively with all the problems
faced by rural areas. Urban renewal programs have revitalized many
of our cities. Rural renewal programs under such an agency could
accomplish many of the same goals for those living in the rural areas.

While some publicly owned housing will always be necessary for
those citizens of extremely low income, public housing is not the an-
swer to the problems of rural housing.

In passing the Office of Education's appropriation bill for fiscal
year 1972, the Senate aproved $60 milions for payments to school
districts for children who reside in public housing. These payments
were designed to compensate such school districts for the loss of tax
revenues resulting from public housing projects. In the House version
of the bill, no such funds were approved. On June 28, the Senate-
House conference. committee omitted this public housing impact money
from the final version of the legislation.

Had this $60 million been used in a rural section 235 program re-
sulting in homeownership for its participants, public housing impact
funds would have been unnecessary. These homes would be on the
tax rolls, paying their share of the tax load and thus reducing Federal
spending.

In general, the homebui Ming industry of Alabama is deeply and
sincerely interested in providing safe and sanitary housing for all
citizensurban or rural. Because we live in a State blessed with an
abundance of excellent farmland and superior natural resources, we
are eve;: more concerned about rural development.

Our association is dedicated to the principle that safe, sanitary hous-
ing should be within the reach of every American family. By making
possible this goal, the Federal Government, working hand in hand with
private enterprise, can have a far-reaching impact on our society. A
man who owns his home gains those most precious-assetspride and
hope. A homeowner is a taxpayer and becomes intprested in the uses
to which his tax dollars are put. lie wants polio protection, good
schools, and medical facilities. More importantly, he develops an inter-
est in his local, State and national governments and registers to vote.

Ownership of a home is a basic American right. The mistakes of the
urban areas which created ghettos and substandard tenements helped
to create some of the frustrations which terminated in riots and vast
areas of cities being burned. Substandard housing in rural areas can
do the same.

Our industry hopes this subcommittee will be able to propose legis-
lation and amend present regulations to assist in the development of
rural America.

We stand ready to assist you in creating decent housing for rural
Americans.

Senator HUMPHREY. Our next witness is, I believe. Conrad Fowler.
if I am not mistaken.

3 4
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We have the Honorable Conrad Fowler, judge of probate. Shelby
County, and Judge Winston Stewart. executive director of the Associ-
ation of County Commissioners. I want to welcome our county com-
missioners. It is a special pleasure to have you. Would you like to pro-
ceed, Judge ?

STATEMENT OF CONRAD M. FOWLER, JUDGE OF PROBATE, SHELBY
COUNTY, COLUMBIANA, ALA , AND WINSTON STEWART, EXECU-
TIVE DIRECTOR, ASSOCIATION OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF
ALABAMA, MONTGOMERY, ALA

Judge FOWLER. Thank you very much.
I have a corrected copy of the statement that we have filed with you.

sir. We ask that it be accepted as part of the record.
Senator HUMPHREY. Indeed it will be.
Judge FOWLER. We welcome you. We know over the past, many of

the things that have happened on the national level affecting county
government that have been good and constructive and have been done
as a consequence of your interests. We thank you for the role you have
played.

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you.
Judge FOWLER. It is a pleasure to welcome Senator Allen back to

Alabama and to extend best wishes for good health and longevity dur-
ing his career in the IT.S. Senate.'

Mr. Chairman, we in county government have a particular role as
we move from a nation of 208 to 300 million people. It is our responsi-
bility to increase delivery of local services to local people. The more
people we have, the more services we must deliver.

We do approve, the work of this committee in looking to a national
growth policy and in looking to a ruval development program. The
extent of the problems that we anticipate are such as to dwarf those
presently before us. Solutions will only be found as we work together.

In the 1960's we saw the grants-in-aid programs increase from about
in number to about 456. We saw funds increase from about $6 bil-

ion to somewhere in the neighborhood of $27 billion. Much good work.14
as done. We, acknowledged it. We on the local level, dealing day by

day with local problems, know we have inadequate load resources for
our tasks. But we suggest, sir, that an injection of more local discre-
tion and more local responsibility may serve to lessen the abrasiveness
of some of the intergovernmental relations experiences we had in the
1960's.

May I mention ajew matters that relate to my ekperience in my
home county, a rural county, of 38.000. We experienced an 18-percent
growth in the 1960's, 5 percent in the 1950's. We will have a 35-percent
growth rate in the 1970's.

Senator HUMPHREY. What is the biggest town you have ?
Judge FOWLER. The biggest town is 3,600 people, Montevallo. There

are 10 municipalities in the county. We, are immediately south of the
metropolitan area, Jefferson County. People are coming to us from
this area particularly. We must have an industrial base to provide the
revenue so that we can provide the services for the people who will
come. We do not have the wherewithal to provide sewage and water

34
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programs in rapid growth areas. The Farmers Home Administration
has been a great program for us. We commend them for what. they
have made available to us. But we suggest to this committer that they
are underfunded. They have given us the best programs ble but
they have been minimum-type programs inadequate for growth that
is beforeus.

Systems have been installed that do rapt lend themselves well to ex-
pansion, or to, joining with other systems to achieve a countywide
utility. With adequate funds FHA ha3 the ability to help do a corn-
prehensi've job that will not have to be redone 10 or 15 years later.

We suggest that local government is going to have to receive directly
a share of the tax on income.

We.* support the general revenue sharing concept presently before
Congress. We look upon general revenue sharing as a nonpartisan
matterNACO has worked for 5 years with other members of the big
six representing State and local governments. If we continue to depend
on property and consumer taxes for funding local services we will lag
further and further behind.

I would like, Mr. Chairman, to suggest as a priority for the rural
development program the development of our waterways. We in Ala-
bama have observed that wherever natural waterways have been de-
veloped the economy has expanded. New industry, new payroll jobs,
increased tax receipts have, without exception, followed. We have
interest in two important undeveloped riverways : The Coosa-Alabama
River system and the Tennessee-Tombogbee system. My county is on
the Coosa River. The Coosa-Alabama system extends from Mobile to
Rome, Ga., passing through about 23 counties, most of them rural.
Many of these counties lost population in the 1950's and 1960's.

The development of these rivers will do more than any other single
factor to help achieve a broad, quick expansion of our economy.

We suggest, Mr. Chairman, as we reflect upon the grant- programs
of the 1960's, that Federal employees already on the local scene should
be more fully utilized for any new programs. They know our counties,
our people, our problems. Creation of new agencies with new people
should be avoided.

Senator HUMPHREY. Absolutely.
Judge FOWLER. And not proliferate. so to speak. the agencies.

Revision and consolidation of existing programs could be important
in framing a new rural development program.

Senator HUMPHREY. Do you have multicounty planning here?
Judge FOWLER. Yes, we do.
Senator HUMPHREY. You have- State legislation that authorizes

this?
Judge FOWLER. Yes; eight regions in Alabama. My county is in the

Birmingham region, six counties in all. and the region is doing a great
job. Local planning must be encouraged. We must insist that we on the
local level have adequate planning programs. General Motors and
Ford must plan for the production of motor vehicles 10 or 15 yearsinto the future. The same is true of local government. Our business
is to deliver local services. It is reasonable that we will plan for the
delivery of these services 10 to 20 years in advance.

Senator HUMPHREY. We hope you will take a good look at the pro-
posal that some of us presented the, other day on financing because
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it ties inthis rural development bank proposal ties into your multi-
county planning. In other words, the loans are conditioned on the
relationlhip of the projects to the overall multicounty planning
agency and its program.

We welcome voter very careful examination of it. We don't need
to go into fds detail here but we neeu your good answers. You are
out there in the field. You are right on the job. I think county govern-
ment is coming in not only to its own but really coming into the fore-
front of what we call governmental structured services.

Judge FOWLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I lool5 forward to see-
ing that. I am also a member of the National Se ice to Regional
Council and I know some of the work they are dOing. We in local
government have got to look beyond our own county line, our own
city boundary. We have to work together on prgtblems that exceed
our own boundaries.

Senator HUMPHREY. I may see you in Milwaukee.
Judge FOWLER. I hope so.
Senator HUMPHREY. Do you have anything?")
Judge STEW ART. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to say one word.

I am in my 36th year in county government. It is very gratifying to
know that people of your stature are taking a look at rural America.
Thank you very much.

Senator HUMPHREY. Well, thank you very much. Thank you. We
are very grateful to you. We hope that you will continue to share any
thoughts you have on things that you are doing in Alabama because
you are doing things here and we would like to get letters from you,
get communications.

Gentlemen?
Senator TALMADGE. Only one comment, if I may, Mr. Chairman.
Judge Fowler and .Judge Stewart, I want to compliment you on

your testimony and your interest. I have found that the county com-
missioners generally not only in my own State but nationwide are
very much interested in this idea we are trying to develop and in-
augurate. The County Commissioners Convention in my own State
met a few months ago. They asked Senator Humphrey and Senator
Dole and me to spend a half a day talking about this program. Sena-
tor Humphrey and I did. Unfortunately, Senator Dole had other
commitments and he couldn't go, but as Senator Humphrey said, we
welcome your counsel and advice in development of this prograni.

Judge FOWLER. Mr. Chairman. I would be derelict, if I did not say
a word of appreciation for the Cooperative Extension Service. They
do a great work in our countries. As an illustration. our home demon-
stration lady is right now giving instruction in food preparation and
home management to a dozen ladies who will go from home to home
and work with the people using the facilities available. The Coop-
erative Extension Service is our partner on the county level.

Senator HUMPH REY. Do you have any State programs that work
with your county efforts ? I mean, are there any State grants-in-aid
programs outside of the educational field, let's say, that work with
you?

Judge FOWLER. Yes, sir, highway programs. county health services,
the county library program. and others.

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you very much. aentlemen.

3 4
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(The prepared statement of Judge Fowler and Judge Stewart fol-
lows:)

Judge FOWLER. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,
Judge Stewart and I have the honor to speak for the 67 county govern--
ing bodies of Alabama. We, are pleased by the invitation to appear
before this important Subcommittee on Rural Development. That
your quest for information in this critical area of national concern
brings you to Alabama means much to us. It isn't often that our capitol
is visited by nonresident Members of the U.S. Senate. Our welcome to
you is even more warm if we may assume your presence as indicative
to some extent of a bipartisian "Southern strategy."

For our membership we express appreciation to Senator James B.
Allen. His return to the State Capitol in which he gave many years of
useful service to the people of Alabama afford us opportunity to com-
meat upon his performance of even greater service in the U.S. Senate.
Senator Allen, we think you are doing a great work for Alabama and
for ti 3 Nation. May good health and longivity attend your career
in the U.S. Senate.

NEED FOR A NATIONAL GROWTH POLICY

Mr. Chairman, as our beloved Nation experiences unprecedented
population growth, 208 million to 300 million, by the end of this cen-
tury, we in government, local, State, and National, will be confronted
with tasks that dwarf anything presently before me. Our Nation needs
the wisdom of its most experienced and learned men to define goals,
lay plans, provide policies and give leadership.

Dfaily of us in local government recognize the responsibility of na-
tional-leaders in problems that transcend State boundaries. Yet at the
same time we would wish for a greater degree of responsibility to deal
with local situations. State and local officials in a huddle with Federal
officials must do a part of the quarterbacking. They must be given
more discretion and more responsibility in the execution of the plays.

The unprecedented growth in grant-in-aid programs in the 1960's-
44 to some 450 and $6 billion to some $27 billionoften created abbra-
sive situations in intergovernmental relationships. That newly created
agencies expanded from a national office to regional offices to aretis or
State offices served to indicate recognition that successful programs
had to be implemented on the State and local level.

We believe that a determination of national growth policy goals is
necessaryyet we would be reluctant to see a further expansion of
agencies with additional personnel, proliferated throughout the Na-
tion. Perhaps the Appalachian regional program, where the initia-
tive comes from State and local government without an extensive ad-
ministrative organization, would be worthy of study. .

A NATIONAL RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM IS NEEDED

We would support the creation of a national rural development
program ,based upon a definition of goals, the attainment of whiCh
will insure that we will more successfully avoid probleins of our own
creation. This must be done -by Federal policymakers working with
State and local officials as you are doing here today. This combinatOn
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has worked with considerable success down through the years. Exam-
ple: Federal farm programs have provided this Nation an agricul-
tural system that is the envy of the world. The ability of those en-
gaged in agriculture to provide this Nation with food and fiber in
abundance is evidence of the effectiveness of the Cooperative Exten-
sion Service, the Soil Conservation Service, the Farmers Home Ad-
ministration, the Agriculture Stabilization and Conservation Service,
the agricultural colleges, the farm credit programs, and many more
such agencies.

Yet this very success has created problems for which we must find
answers. Increased farm production with fewer acres and fewer work-
ers has been achieved. Unemployed workers have departed the farm
and become a part of the urban crisis. The economic motivations that
have spurred this migration must be reversed.

This problem affects the entire Nation. The National Government
must devise policies and give leadership. S, ate and local governments
must be partners in the decisions, for, in tho end, State and local of-
ficials will be the ones to implement the policies.

We must not permit fulfillment of projections that indicate the bulk
of the population will be concentrated upon only 2 percent of the land
by the end of the century. If we fail to avoid this prediction problems
of great magnitude will confront our grandchildren and their de-
scendants.

A GOAL-POPULATION AND INDUSTRIAL BALANCE-RURAL AND URBAN

Judge Stewart and I are from rural counties that are now confronted
with population and industrial imbalance .problems. Judge Stewart is
a former probate judge and county governing body chairman of Coosa
County. I am probate judge and chairman of the county governing
body of Shelby County.

Shelby County is located in the geographical center of Alabama,
immediately south of Jefferson County, the State's major population
center. Shelby County experienced a 5-percent growth rate in the
1950's and 18-percent growth rate in the 1960's. We will attain a 35-
percent rate of increase in the 1970's. It is essential that Shelby County
have a continuing industrial growth so that the tax base will be ade-
quatv to finance the services needed by an expanding population. We
need financial assistance to provide water and sewage installations
to serve the homes of the newcomers who willl provide manpower for
new industrial plants.

Coosa County is located southeast of Jefferson County and north-
east of Montgomery County. It is two counties removed from each of
these urban centers. Coosa County has lost population, in each of the
last two decades. New industrial jobs are a must if the decline in
population is to be checked.

Despite the differences between these two counties, solutions to the
problems of, each would be similar. Neither has adequate funds for
water and sewer installation programs yet these facilities coupled with
adequate home loan programs must be made available if there is to be
an active home construction program in either county. Industry cannot
be attracted unless adequate trained or trainable man and woman power
is available. The workers will not be available unless there are places
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for them to live. Adequate health, educational, and recreational pro-
grams are a part of the solution.

The development of rural growthcenters will tend to decrease migra-
tion to the urban areas, serve to attract the unemployed from the urban
areas, and move the Nation in the direction of a rural-urban balance.

REVISING AND COORDINATING EXISTING PROGRAMS MAY SUFFICE

The considerations we suggest have been and are the aims of a
number of worthy programs that have achieved a measure of success
for years. A national rural development program may indeed be based
upon a consolidation and revision of existing programs with a higher
degree of coordination rather than upon new programs to be added
to those already underway.

May I suggest, as an example, a rural development program that has
been of great benefit in Shelby County and in Alabamawhichif
strengthened would be manifold more beneficial to our people over
the long pull.

For years programs of the Farmers Home Administration have
offered great hope for rural development. Yet FHA programs, whem
viewed from the standpoint of long-range community development,
have been grossly underfunded. A an example, several of the com-
munities in Shelby County have FHA financed water systems; loans
and grants. These installations, the best that were available under the
programs, were minimum type installations. Funds were not available
for installation of systems that could be readily expanded; or that could
be tied with other sys ems as part of-a couitwide utility. Iltinwtely
we will need a countywide water system and the existence and obliga-
tions of these water authorities will pose problems. The FHA people
have been extremely helpful. They have the capability of doing a
better job if adequate funds are avai 'lablc.

NEW APPROACHES TO FINANCING

In connection with the idea of adapting existing programs to a
new national growth policy we believe that in some way, whether by
revenue sharing, tax credits, substantial increases in block grants, or
whatever; some method must be found to provide State and local
governments with a greater portion of the tax revenues that are based
upon income. Our continuing dependence upon property taxes and
consumer taxes insures' that our ability to deliver services on the local
level will lag far behind the needs of our citizens.

Local governments need to be relieved of the necessity of providing
large sums in a matching arrangement to get Federal funds for local
projects. Local officials need to have their discretions on local needs
untied from the categorical grant vehicle. Local officials, elected by
the people, constantly in the view of the local media, and audited by
public examiners, should be freed from the detailed Federal scrutiny
that now occurs to insure that they do indeed comply with the man-
dates of Congre§s in the utilization of funds from the Federal level
for local purposes. Such detailed Federal scrutiny occasions delay.
Generarrevenue sharing with no strings attached has a particular ap-
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peal to us for many reasons, particularly for this reason. We do not
mind the scrutiny but we do object to long delays that impose un-
necessary cost upon our programs.

COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING-A MUST

Programs formulated by Congress should continue to provide in-
centive to State and local government to engage in comprehensive
planning local,bregional, and statewide for the delivery of local serv-
ices. The delivery of local services is our stock in trade. It is just as
important to plan ahead to determine the need for governmental serv-
ices 10 an 20 years into the future as it is for General Motors and
Ford to an ipate the motor vehicle needs of America 10 and 20 years
hence. Re onal planning, to insure that various municipal and county
officials eet together to seek more efficient ways of accomplishing
common goals, must be supported.

We sense that a reappraisal of federalism is underway, as Con
evaluates old programs in the light of the needs of today, makes deter-
mination that some shall be retained, some discontinued or consoli-
dated, and questions the advisability of new programs, we respectfully
suggest that an effort be made to avoid the creation of new agencies.
We in county government know that good and capable Federal
employees are manning the Federal offices in our counties. They know
our people, our counties, and our problems. The upgrading of an ex-
isting staff will, in our judgment, often be much better than the
opening of yet another Federal office on the local level.

1
NATURAL WATERWAYS MUST BE DEVELOPED

The Federal Government should support to the fullest the devel-
9pment of our natral waterways. Economic growth, job opportunities,
expanding tax receipts, have followed the completion of each and
every developed waterway in the Nation. We in Alabama are parti-.
cularl/ aware of this. Two of the Nation's at uncompleted water-
way projects are in Alabagia, the Coosa-Alabama River system and
the Tennessee-Tom Bigbee anal.

For years we have sought the full development of the Coosa -Ala-
bama River system. It extends from Rome, Ga., diagonally across the
entire length of Alabamathrough V counties, 23 of them ruralto
empty into the Mobile Bay ,and.Gulf of Mexico. Much has been done.
The waterway will be navigable to Montgomery in September 1971.
But the development of the system north of Montgomery appears to
be a slow go.

After years of dreams and hopes authority to begin construction of
the Tennessee-Tom Bigbee Canal has been granted. We hope nothing
will obstruct_ he orderly progress of this project. Yet the opposition is
active and determined. A national rural development program should
affirm that the completion of the development of our natural water-
ways is of the highest priority. Completion of these waterways for

,navigation would do more for the economic growth of Alabama than
any other single factor.

We in county government have a particular appreciation for the
continuing interest of the chairman in the role of county government.

63-582 0-71-pt. 3-28
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You have responded to the frequent invitations from NACO. We know
that much of the success that counties have attained on the national
scene over the past two decades has occurred because of your interest
and support. We wish to report to you that county government is on
the move in Alabama. County leaders throughout the State seek to
improve their governmental structure and their delivery of service.
It is our policy to seek to work in harmony with municipal, State, and
Federal officials on all fronts.

Thank you Mr. Chairman and the members of your subcommittee
for your visit to Alabama.

Senator HUMPHREY. Our next witness is Dr. E. V. Smith, dean and
director of the School of Agriculture and Agricultural Experiment
Station System, Auburn University, Auburn, Ala.; and I also believe
we have Dr. Truman Pierce, dean of the College of Education, Auburn
University.

STATEMENT OF DR. E. V. SMITH, DEAN, SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
AND DIRECTOR,- AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION, AU-
BURN UNIVERSITY, AUBURN, ALA.

Senator HUMPHREY. Might I ask if either one of you ever knew
Dr. Harry Humphrey who was once at the Department of Agricul-
ture and he was the man who used to go around to all these agricul-
tural experiment stations ? He was my uncle. I just wanted towhen
I was a boy I used to run around going to these experiment stations
of my uncle and he was in charge of all of them. He was the chief
plant pathologist for a while.

Dr. Smrrx. I knew him by name but he antedatesme.
Senator HUMPHREY. Well, I think that is right. I don't know but

that maybe you might have run into him. That is how I got involved
in this agricultural stuff, you see.

All right, let's go.
Dr. SMITH. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, for saving

time I have filedyou have in this folder it copy of my prepared
statement.

Senator HUMPHREY. Yes, we have--
Dr. Sarirrn. So, I am going to be very brief and not go thAugh it

in detail.
I begin my prepared statement by recognizing the fact that agricul-

tur,; is the base of our total economy as well as our rural economy,
but at the same time recognize the fact that agriculture cannot as yet
utilize all of our vast natural resources and our human resources ftilly.
Therefore, I note that this effort at rural development is an impor-
tant added influence.

Even though I would not admit to having known your uncle over
these past many years, I have been involved in rural development
since the term was actually coined in the 1950's, and I have therefore
attempted in my statement to be somewhat historical in viewing the
efforts of the 1950's'and some of the shortcomings of the 1960's and
some of the improvements that I can see.

I noted that apparently in the 1950's one of the objectives perhaps
of rural development was to recognize the fact that these resources
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were not adequate to take care of all the people we had on the land,
and so there was a movement away from the land and I noted that
during this &tit decade in which we had a formal rural development
program that 45 of our State's 67 counties lost population, that all
of &II:Counties that lost population were rural counties, that our
loss in rural population was 14 percent compared to a population in-
crease in our urban centers of 38 percent.

I noted the fact that although some of our rural people migrated to
our own towns and cities, many of them immigrated elsewhere and I
did note the problems that resulted from this migration of the 1950's
in our rural counties and small towns and communities and the prob-
lems have been referred to over and qyer to the cities.

Then I noted the 1960's in whieirwe had a better rural development
program, I think, probably based on previous experien d we
only had 32 counties losing population, compared to 45 during th pre-
vious decade,. We had on the positive side 35 counties gain in opu-
lation.

Our loss in rural population during this second period was on 2.9
percent as compared to 14 percent in the earlier period. I have given
you maps to illustrate these points. And I pointed to the fact that I
felt that some of the problems in the first period, and problems that
have continued, have been largely lack of a national goal and a national
effort to provide jobs for these people off the farms in the rural areas
from which they came.

This has been alluded to in a number of cases before.
I did recognize the fact that in Governor Wallace's prepared state-

ment that he had very succinctly pointed to opportunities for strength-
ening the agricultural sector and I anticipate that Mr. Hays of the
Farm Bureau will point to some policy opportunities.

So I did then refer to another segment of our land-based economy
that is very important here in the South, incidentally from the section
that you come from, too, Senator Talmadge, and this is the Forest
Service.

I noted the fact that we recently had a study made by our Experi-
mental Station's forest economist, and we found that about 16 million
acres out of the 21 million of so-called forest acres are now, or 76 per-
cent, in the hands of private nonindustrial landowners, that in this
class of ownership, about a third of the owners owned less than 60
acres of forest land and more than three-fourths owned less than 250
acres, that mostly these small private landowners were 50 years old or
more-71 percent 50 years old, 45 percent 60 or older. When we ques-
tion these people as to why they don't do a better job of managing their
forest, they point to such things as long-term investments, natural
hazards and expected lower returns on investment.

Then I observed that here was one area where perhaps public finan-
cial incentive would be necessary if we were to take this vast bulk of
our forest lands and really make it productive. I did note the fact that
in the projection for the South's "third forest" it is estimated that
aboutlwo and a half times as much growth would be required between
now and the year 2000 than we are currently producing. Most of this
increase would have to come from these small private holdings, and
this led to a conclusion that some sort of strengthened public financial
incentive would be necessary.
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I pointed very briefly to the fact that the Congress did make a special
ear-marked appropriation for the State experinrent stations to sup-
port research in rural development and I added as an addendum a list
of new research that has been undertaken by our experiment station
and some of the significance that I think will be attached to the sup-
port the Congress gave us in 1971.

Finally, in your packet I put sort of a sample of our experiment
station publications that bear directly on this subject of rural devel-
opment and it is quite an array, but I will not take your time to discuss
any of this in any detail because it is either in my statement or in the
bulletins that we have submitted as examples of the kinds of research
that are being done to support this broad program.

Senator HUMPHREY. Auburn is a landgrant college, isn't it?
Dr. SMITH. Yes, sir. It is. In the southern States, you may remem-

ber, there are two landgrant colleges, one 'predominantly white, the
other predominantly black. And Auburn is the landgrant university
that has research, extension, and resident instruction.

Senator IIiTmritnEr. Yes. I 4ee.
Gentlemen?
Senator TALMADGE. Mr. Smith, I want to compliment you on your

statement. I have long been an admirer of the school of agriculture
and the agricultural experiment station in Auburn. I have written
for and received many of your bulletins from time to time and put
some of them into application. Congratulations.

Dr. Satin'. We still remember the time you spoke at the Kiwanis
Club in Auburn and then spent the afternoon traveling around over
the experimental station with us. We would like to have you back.

Senator TALMADGE. Thank you. I would be delighted to come back
again.

Senator HumPunEr. Senator Curtis?
Senator Currts. No, I am very much interested in what they have

to say but due to the lateness of the hour I do not have any questions.
Dr. SMITH. I tried to be brief.
Senator Curtis. I understand.
Senator ALLEN. I appreciate your testimony.
Senator HumpHnEr. I want to just commend you on noting the

difference on what we just call agriculture and rural development. I
notice in your testimony

Dr. SMITH. It takes both. We cannot do without agriculture but we
cannot do just with agriculture. We have too much land ; we have too
ninny resources; we haN'e too many people.

Senator HUMPHREY. I think your synthesis there was most helpful
to the public in its understanding of what we are talking about here.

jWe are not just talking only agriculture but talking about the total
related surrounding communities that service agriculture.

Dr. SMITH. For 29 years the people in our institution in agriculture
have thought this way. We take agriculture as the base and attempt
to build on it.

Mr. Chairman, members of the Senate Subcommittee on Rural De-
velopmentI am privileged to appear with a group of distinguished
Alabamians who are here to present their ideas on problems of and
opportunities for rural development in Alabama. the region, and the
Nation.
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The 1971 executive budget included a modest proposed increase in
the appropriation for the State experiment stations earmarked for
rural development, reasearch. When I discussed the proposal with the
Congressman from our local district, he asked, "Dean, isn't that what
you've been working at all of your professional life?" He, of course,
was equating rural development with agriculture. Gentlemen, all of us
will agree that agriculturefarms, ranches, and forestsis the heart
or our rural economy and basic to our national-well-being. Recent his-
tory has indicated, however, that agriculture alone, cannot effectively
utilize all of our vast natural resources nor provide satisfactory em-
ployment and income for all of our people who wish to or should live
and work in rural America.

Prior to World War II, Alabama's economy was heavily weighted
toward agriculture. Had the term "rural development" already been
phrased, it and agriculture would have been considered to be synony-
mous.

Many of our people left the farm for defense jobs during the war
and large numbers of young men went into military service. Partially
as the result of war-minded demand for farm products and partially
because of a labor shortage, two significant chain events were initiated.
One was the rapid increase in the use of farm machinery. The other
was the rapid and continued adoption of the results of agricultural re-
search and industrial technology as farmers sought to increase produc-
tion. For various reasons, the demand for farm products remained
relatively high for a few years after the end of World War II.

As demand and prices for farm products subsequently fell and a
continuing cost-price squeeze set in, farmers redoubled their efforts
to increase production per acre and per man. By the early 1950's,
many agricultural leaders in and out of Government were convinced
that too many human and physical resources were dedicated to agri-
culture. The rationale seemed to be that, if commercial family fakquiV
were to provide a reasonable standard of living for the farm families,
large numbers of inefficient farmers should be encouraged to seek
other employment.

It was during the early years of the decade of the 1950's that the
term "rural development" was formalized and pilot rural development
counties designated. In retrospect, it would appear that the Nation
made a serious error during this period with regard to population dis-
tribution. If one of the aims of rural development during the '50s was
migration from the farm, that aim was achieved. The experience in
Alabama may be fairly typical. Between 1950 and 1960, 45 of the
State's 67 counties lost population. (See map 1.) All of the counties
that lost population were rural counties. During the period, the State's
rural population declined by 14.2 percent but the urban population
increased 31.6 percent. (See map 2.) While some of the farm migrants
moved to towns and cities within the State, many of them went to
distant cities and represented a net loss.

Serious defects may be recognized in that decade's rural develop-
ment efforts. No real national program was mounted to attempt to
provide nonfarm jobs for these migrants in local rural areas. As the
result of population loss, it became increasingly difficult for rural
counties to provide needed services Rich as schools and hospitals.
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/0. Population decreased

Figure' 1. Counties that boat population from
1950 to 1960
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/ /i Populatoninbrease

Figure 2., Counties that gained population
froM:1950 to 1960
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Furthermore, it wasn't only the inefficient who left the rural coun-
ties, but many were the young, better educated, productive people.
Small towns withered. At that point in time, increases in population
wore considered by most cities as evidence of growth and the migrants
were welcome. Their crowding into the cities had a reverse effect, how-
ever, in that housing and public services became overtaxedAs rural
sociologists anticipated, many of the migrants were ill-prepared for
city life or nonform jobs. Thus the migrants of that decado con-
tributed to the now-recognized problems of the cenral

The pilot- county rural development "prcwritin of the 1950's gave
way to the rural area development concept of the 1960`s. During the
decade between 1960 and 1970, only 32 counties in Alabama lost popula-
tion as compared to 45 during the previous decade. (Compare maps
1 and 3.) While all of the counties that lost population during the
earlier period were rural, two during the latter contained a city of
over 50,000. The loss of population from rural areas was only 2.9
percent during the 1960's as compared to 14.3 percent during the 1950's.

In a more positive vein, 35 counties showed an increase in popula-
tion between 1960 and 1970 compared to only 22 during the previous
decade (Compare maps 4 and .) Time will not permit an analysis of

in-
dustrial

apparent reversal of trends. Nearness to "growth centers,"
development, improved transportation, natural resource

development, and aggressive local leadership all played a role. Modest
as the improvements have been, they point to further opportunities
for rind development.
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more were heartened by the appointment of (tteffort for 20 years or mo
Thus, those of us who have been involved in the rural developm

President's Task Force on Rural Development and the general tone
of task force's report entitled "A New Life for the Country." The re-
port aptly defines the purpose of rut-s1 development as being, "to
create job opportunities, community services, a better quality of liv-
ing, and an improved social and physical environment in the small
cities, towns, villages, and farm communities in rural America." There
have been inferences that another purpose is to foster the movement
back to the country to reverse the migration to the cities.

The rural counties and small towns of Alabama and other States
have room to accommodate innumerable thousands of additional
people if job opportunities, services, and other amenities are provided.
Although agriculture could assimilate a fair share of these people, it
should not be expected to absorb a majority of them. To do so, could
recreate or intensify some problems of the past.

If we are to, achieve the noble purpose for rural development, a
national effort will be required. I have read the statements of many
of those who have previously .testified before your subcommittee. I
subscribe to many of the principles for national commitment that they
have advocated including equal distribution of opportunity, land and
resource planning, and a balanced national growth policy.

I began my statement with reference to the importance of a strong
agriculture as a basic constituent of rural development. Governor
Wallace has spoken succinctly of the opportunities for strengthening
the agricultural sector and I anticipate that President J. D. Hays will
discuss policy opportunities. I will, therefore, restrict my remarks to
another part of our land-based economy, namely forestry.

The southern region is recognized as one of the Nation's most im-
portant forest-growing regions. In anticipating needs between now
and the year 2000, foresters have estimated that production from the
South's "third forest" v4ll have to be increased two and one half
times. This is a big order.Vorest lands are in three principal types of
ownership, namely public, private industrial, and private nonindus-
trial. It is generally conceded that management is available to assure
maximum or at least desirable .growth and production on public and
industrial forest lands. The major problem resides in the private non-
indu -Arial sector.

Alabama may be typical of the region. Our agricultural experiment
station forest economist recently studied the situation. He reported
that more than 16 million of the State's 21.7 million acres of forest
land, or 76.7 percent are held by private, nonindustrial owners. Of the
ownerships studied, about one-third owned 60 acres of forest land or
less and more than three-fourths owned less than 250 acres. Seventy-
one percent of the owners were at least 50 years old and 45 percent
were 60 years or older.

Generally when small forest landowners are questioned, they cite
such limitations as long-term investments, natural hazards, and ex-
pected low returns on investment. At the Tenth Auburn Forestry
Forum recently concluded, it was the c se s that some form of
public financial incentive will be require if small private landowners
are to make the needed contribution to meeting the Nation's
needs for forest products.
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I mentioned the earmarked item in the 1971 appropriation for
rural development research by the State experiment stations. Time
does not permit a discussion of the research that has been initiated.
You will find a resume of the new research undertaken by our experi-
ment station attached as an addendum. Also, in each of your folders
you will find representative publications from our experiment sta-
tion that bear on the problems and opportunities in rural develop-
ment and agriculture and their interrelations.

ADDENDUM

NEW RURAL DEVELOPMENT Rum Amu PROJECTS, AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT
STATION, AUBURN U NIVERSITY

1. Title: Impact of the Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program
on Low-Income Homemakers in Selected Alabama Counties. This projects will
in a sense be an evaluation of a relatively new and large extension program
entitled "Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program." The Cooperative
Extension Service is cooperating with the Agricultural Experiment Station in
this project.

2. Title: Socio-Economic Factors Involved in the Performance of Contract
Broiler Producers. The size, importance and locaticn of the broiler industry in
Alabama is too well known to require further documentation. It is so im-
portant to many rural communities in the State that its loss or curtailment
would constitute an economic calamity similar to that occasioned by the closing
of the textile mills in Roanoke. This study of the human and economic charac-
teristic-9 associated with success or failure in the broiler business can be of
utmost importance.

3. Title : Effects of Investments in Recreational Resources on Income and
Employment in Barbour, and Marshall Counties in Alabama. The general ob-
jective is to provide information on the effectiveness of the investments in
recreational resources in accelerating local and regional economic growth and
alleviating problems of low income, underemployment, and unemployment.
Essentially, the research will consist of two case studies involving one County
in which a potentially rich recreation producing resource is in ;cif infancy and
another where a similar resource is well developed.

4. Title: Processing and Marketing Technology of Conimerei Lily Cultured Cat-
fish. Catfish farming has been promoted as a new rural in' a3try for the South
by many agencies. A survey conducted by the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries
revealed that catfish farming was currently one of the fastest growing agricul-
tural enterprises in the South Central United States. Fortunately, considerable
prior research has provided some scientific basis for the production aspect of the
industry. Problems of quality, processing, and marketing are being recognized
that require research attention. This project will attack those problems, paying
special attention initially to the critical problem of off-flavors.

5. Title: Rural Development and the Quality of Life in the Rural South. This
is a regional project on which Experiment Stations of Alabama, Georgia, Louis-
iana, Mississippi, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Texas are cooperating. It suc-
ceeds and will build on two previOus regional projects that yielded a great deal
of the information useful in rural development in the South.

6. Title : Development of Human Resource Potentials of Rural Youth in the
South and Their Patterns of Mobility. This is another regional project in which
Experiment Stations in Alabama, Georgia. South Carolina. Louisiana, and Texas
are cooperating. It is a successor to a former regional project in which high school
students were interviewed first as freshmen and again as seniors relative to their
aspirations, goals. values, and so forth. The new project proposes to follow these
same young people into young adulthood.

DIRECTOR'S COMMENTS

To most of us in the rural South. spring is a common but recurring experience of
green fields, azaleas and dogwoods, and singing birds. Yet. 70% of the people in
the United States have jammed themselves into the 2% of the land that con-
stitutes the big cities. For many of the latter such things as green fields and clean
air have ceased to exist.
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The central cities are afflicted with tour blights:
PollutionFactories, cars, buses, utilities, and even homes "spew out their

wastes into the water people drink and the air they breathe."
Blum l*ousing and slum livingRotting houses stand on row after row of bleak

asphalt streets. "Individual hopes and pride crumble with the buildings."
Paralyzed transportationExpressways become clogged by the time they are

built. Traffic in downtown areas moves at an agonizingly slow pace.
CrimeConstant accounts of robberies, rapes, and murders have created an

air of fear among many city people.
Although there are green fields and fresher air, all is not well in the country.

Rural areas have one-third of the nation's people, yet only one-fourth of the
income, must educate more than one-third of the young people ; endure half of
the nation's poverty ; and live in 60% of the substandard housing.

To make the future look even darker, the nation's population is expected
to increase 50% by the year 2000. This increase equals the combined current
population of 42 of the 50 states!

Appalled by the situation, President Nixon last fall appointed a Task Force on
Rural Development. The Task Force has now released its report entItlea, "A New
Life for The Country." The report calls for a movement back to the country to
reverse the migration to the cities. It urges Congress to enact tax incentives to
encourage new Industries to locate In less congested areas.

It emphasizes that government, citizens, and industry can Join together in
Rural Development partnership that can "create Job opportunities, community
services, a better quality of living, and an improved social and physical environ-
ment in the small cities, towns, villages, and farm communities in rural
America."

At the direction of Secretary of Agriculture Hardin, a State-USDA Rural De-
velopment Council has been created in each state. Here In Alabama, the Council,
under the Chairmanship of Extension's Dr. Fred Robertson, will work for greater
opportunities for rural Alabamians.

Senator HUMPHREY. Dr. Pierce ?

STATEMENT OF DR. TRUMAN M. PIERCE, DEAN, SCHOOL OF EDU-
CATION, AUBURN UNIVERSITY, AUBURN, ALA

Dr. PIERCE. Thank you very much. I appreciate deeply this oppor-
tunity of appearing before you. I think you have in your hands a copy
of the prepared statement. I also

Senator HUMPHREY. All will be printed.
Dr. PIERCE. I also prepared a short summary which I had initially

though I would present but due to the hour
Senator HUMPHREY. Well, run through some of it for us.
Dr. PIERCE. Let me just try to summarize the summary.
Senator Iltr3trnitEy. Please.
Dr. PIERCE. The statement deals with what I would choose to call the

role of education in the improvement of our rural society. There is
some attention to the weaknesses of rural education traditionally in
this country, but the major substance of the staitement is a listing of
11 suggestions or ideas for the improvement of our rural schools.

The assumption that underlies these suggestions is that any perma-
nent, long-term improvement of rural life has to be based on an ade-
quate educational system. This, I think is true of any other phase of
our society.

The 11 points deal with an effort to decide again what we are trying
to achieve through rural education. Much of what is written talks
about rural youth migrating to urban centers and not being prepared
to earn a living in urban centers. This statement recognizes that this is
likely to continue, but that in the interests of the entire country, it is
time that an adequate education is provided where youth grow up.
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The point is also made that the philosophy of hopelessness over the
prospect of achieving a satisfactory life in the country should bebrought to an end through an educational system which does in fact
prepare youth for a rural culture which would be a part of the Amer-
ican culture.

In order to do this, we would need vastly improved curricula. We
would really need a new curriculum. Much of what is now done in the
rural schools is to prepare youth for college. Manyof them do not go tocollege. I don't depreciate that preparation. We need an adequate
vocational component to rural education, a component which we have
but it is not adequate.

The point is made in the statement that we are not talking about
two separate systems of education but that preparation for college
and preparation forthe world of work should be interdependent parts
of a single system of education.

The need is stressed for new learning structures, new organizational
patterns, and further combining of small rural schools, particularly
high schools, into larger attendance areas where more adequate pro-
grams can be provided.

We need to get a better fix on how well we are doing with the pro-
grams we have in our rural schools as indeed the rest of our schools,
for that matter. Any substantial improvement should be based on
hard-nosed evaluation of outputs we are getting from our present
educational system.

We need a research program on which rural leadership can focus its
efforts, that would provide the facts and information necessary for
continuously improving rural life anti rural education.

I think in some respects the most important point I have tried to
make is the last one. We have many educational programs in this
country. We have many that affect the rural population. They are not
coordinated.

If we found some way to effectively interrelate all of our educational
programs and that includes those for adults, toowe would increasef he impact of what we are doing, tremendously.

The suggestion is made that maybe what we need is a superintendent
of education who would be this coordinator, rather than a superin-
tendent of schools who is responsible for only the public schools; not a
superintendent of education who would control everything, but who
would provide the mechanism for the proper relating of all programs
to the needs of the communities they serve.

Thank you very much.
Senator HintruREy, Dr. Pierce, before you leave, I just want to

make this comment : I am very impressed with what you have to
say about education, maybe - because I am sort of a refugee from the
classroom myself, but one thing that has disturbed me about rural ed-
ucation is that those people in education today who are planning cur-
riculum, who are talking education administration, who are the so-
called forward thinkers in education, really have ifo understanding
of rural backgrounds.

Dr. Prom Indeed, many do not.
Senator HinfrinlEy. It is like the juvenile of today ; you can read

the New York Times, a great newspaper, day in and day out, and if
they can spell farmf-a-r-m, it would be unusual.
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I mean I sa this with respect. I say the same thing of most metro-
politan papers that circulate around that people read.

The truth is that rural America with the exception of a few of us
who want to take on this burden is forgotten. I mean most of the
people- in government come out of thego to the great universities,
they get a fine, good education and by the time they are through with
it, what they knew about rural America has been flushed out and they
come back with an entirely different set of values and thinking.

I am not going to condemn Ste I don't want to be critical of it. As
I haveAaid, I have been mayor of a big city myself. I hope I under-
stand fnunicipal problems, but it is just almost impossible today to find
any number of people in government, the field of education and
in the field of the media, that know anything at all about agriculture.
The only time I ever hear anything about agriculture at home in
Minnesota is the 6 a.m. news, 6:00 o'clock in the morning. I guess
that is the onty time they are supposed to talk about farmers.

I mean you go through the whole daythey run these lousy soap
operas and all that sort of trash and they don't even have farm scenes.
It has got to be an apartment scene in some highrise. It is as if they
have never even seal the country. [Applause.]

Ever so often I get some of these things off my chest. Thanks for
listening.

Dr. PIERCE. We appreciate your testimony, too.
Senator Currie. May I make a suggestion to the Senator
I would suggest you quit reading the New York'Times. [Applause.]
I will send you a subscription to the Minder, Nebr., Courier and the

Kearney County News.
Senator HUMPHREY. The Tribune does pretty we too, but it doesn't

have good circulation. How about the Omaha Heral
Thank you very much.
(The prepared summary of Dr. Pierc 's statement is as follows:)
Dr. PIERCE. Mr. Chairman and me bers of the subcommittee : I

deeply appreciate the opportunity of scussion with you some of the
problems of rural education and offer g some suggestions concerning
possible improvements.

Our country continues to be troubled by serious internal problems
and problems of relationships witli the rest of the world. We are still
struggling to make good on our historic national commitment to giving
a fair break to every citizen. Many ofebtar present problems are gen-
erated by this commitment and ohr inability up to this point to make
good on it. Substantial solutions to our problems appear to depend
upon extending to every citizen the benefits of economic security, good
physical and emotional health, opportunities to do work which con-
tributes to the good of society and which permits the individual to feel
that he is a useful part of society.

Education for all people of the right kinds and amounts ir nerally
recognized as a necessary condition to achieving the kind of society our
national goals dictate. We have not developed that kind of education
for any segment of our society. Our success in rural areas and in the
ghettoes has been less than satisfactory. The 55 million people who
constitute our rural population have never had a fair break in the dis-
tribution of educational opportunities.
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Much of rural education is not appropriate for the needs to be served.
Too much of the curriculum is oriented to college preparation and not
enough to preparation for the world of work. Rural schools in gen-
eral are housed in inferidr buildings, their equipment is inadequate,
and libraries, curriculum centers, and other learning resources are be-
low minimum requirements. They do not compete successfully for their
fair share of the best teaching talent, and often specialists, such as
counselors', leading specialists, and others, are not available.

A greatteal is known about how to improve education. Tremendous
strides have been made in the last decade in the development of new
curriculum materials, the discovery of new knowledge about how chil-
dren learn, in teaching technology, and in organization for learning.
Although the problems of rural education are many, we are in a better
position to solve these problems than at any other time in history. It
should be remembered that our rural schools are an interdependent
part of a system of education. They are affected by the rest of the
country, and the rest of the country in turn is affected by the products
of rural schools who have historically migrated in large numbers to
urban centers in search of a better way of life.

With this background in mind, several suggestions follow for im-
proving rural education.

1. The purposes of rural education should be reevaluated and rede-
fined. While we must be realistic in coping with the problem of pre-
paring people for a satisfactory life when they leave the rural en-
vironment, the time has come to educate people for remaining in the
rural environment. The philosophy of hopelessness over prospects of
achieving a satisfactory life outside of urban areas is not tenable.

2 The purposes to be served by rural schools implied aboye means
that sweeping curriculum reform must take place if the proper edu-
cation is provided. Present general education programs fail dismally
to prepare the majority of rural youth for their future lives, espe-
cially those who migrate to new environments. A well - integrated edu-
cation is needed which prepares rural youth for useful citizenship
wherever they may live and also an education which prepares them
to succeed in the world of work.

3. The staffing patterns of rural schools should be changed mark-
edly. The modern rural school staff should include well prepared
specialists in the major curriculum areas, teachers of the handi-
capped, teachers of the bright and gifted, and specialists in counsel-
ing, reading, and health, and others.

i4. Vastly improved curriculum materials should be supplied which
are comprehensive in coverage. Better libraries and more aids to
learning such as television, films, filmstrips, projectors of various-
kinds and other media, are essential.

5. New learning structures and organizational patterns are needed.
Numerous examples can be found of the feasibility of combining two
to a half-dozen small high schools into a single, modern educational
center which can serve all students better. Greater flexibility should
be introduced into the planning and management of learning. Indi-
vidualized instruction, self learning, and more utilization of learn-
ing resources outside the school are needed. New patterns of rela-
tionships among students and faculty which will encourage and fa-
cilitate learning should be stressed.
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6. A substantial expansion of adult education programs is needed.
Such programs should be designed to enable functional illiterates to
become literate citizens and to acquire the knowledge and skills neces-
sary to earn a satisfactory living.

7. Provision should be made for more effectively evaluating the
adequacy of educational programs which are being provided in rural
areas, and elsewhere for that matter. The measurement of educa-
tional outcomes is a necessary part of improving education.

8. Continuous research should be conducted to determine and evalu-
ate trends in rural life and their significance for educational pro-
grams. Such research should provide the facts needed to plan con-
tinuously for improvements of rural life and rural education.

9. Rural education should be coordinated with the larger world of
which it is a part. The interdependence of all aspects of society has
been stressed in this statement. Educational programs must take into
account this interdependence and adequately prepare people for
appropriate roles within this context.

10. Improvement of rural education in the South requires solu-
tions to problems of school desegregation. Profound changes are un-
derway in schools in the South because of mandated racial desegrega-
tion, the impact of which is not clear as yet.

11. Better coordination of all educational opportunities is long
overdue. not only in rural areas, but throughout the educational sys-
tem. There should be a director of education in each school district
who has administrative and supervisory responsibilities for all edu-
cational programs in the district regardless of their sources of sup-
port and present management.

(The complete statement of Dr. Pierce is as follows:)

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: I appreciate very much the
opportunity of appearing before you to discuss rural education and to offer some
suggestions on how it may be improved.

our society continues to be a troubled one in many respects. We are beset by
1,4,th serious internal problems and those of relationships with the rest of the
world which sw)rely baffle us. The extremes of wealth and poverty about us con-
tinue to be questioned severely by the have nots and some of the haves. As a
nation we are still trying to make good on our great national heritage of com-
mitment to giving a fair break to every American. Many of our present problems
are generated in part by this commitment to a better We for all and our inabil-
ity up to this point to make good on it. Great unfinished tasks challenge us,
tasks which must be completed before the American dream of equal opportunity
can be achieved. It does not appear that our ills will he solved until we extend
to every citizen the benefits of economic security, good health (physical and P1/10-
tionn1), opportunities to do work which contributes to the good of society and
which permits him to feel that he is a useful part of society.

Recognition that education for all people of the right amounts and kinds is a
necessary condition to achieving this kind of society is so general that the mat-
ter will not he elaborated upon here. Only through a suitable educational system
can our society become what it should become. Perhaps eventually the discordant
elements in society which threaten our way of life may be brought in to their
proper interdependent relationships through education.

Problems and issues of rural education cannot be separated from those of edu-
cation in general. Hence. in this statement educational Problems of rural Amer-
ica are viewed as part of the educational problems which face the entire country
and Its schools. We cannot have systems of education for particular seg-
ments of the country or population except as parts of a comprehensive system

na 582-71pt. 8-24
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of education designed to serve all people. This point of view is underscored by
the fact that many urban ills and many of the problems of the ghettoes have
their origins in inferior educational opportunities for rural youth who left the
farms to seek at better life in the cities. There is no %vay to isolate any segment
of the population front the Ill effects of poor education for any other segment.

Even though the ratio of urban to rural population continues to increase, the
fact is that 5;13 million people lived in the rural areas of this country 1964.
This was 29.1 per cent of the natal population. The continued migration of rural
people to urban areas is obviously at matter at national concern. The out-Inigra-
than consists of large numbers of unskilled, semi - illiterate persons who seek het-
ter lives in the metropolitan centers of this country. Educational programs avail-
able presently and in the past have ill priquired these persons for success in
their new environment. Therefore, any- canisiderution of substantially improving
rural 1)pportunities for learning must take into aceount this fact in the educa-
tional programs provided. The wan-migrant sector of rural population requires
special consideration also it their educational needs are to be met. The non
migrants are heavily convent rated in the south, but are not restricted to farms,
nor to black It kits

The l'resident's Advisory Commission on Rural l'overty reported in 1964 that
13.5 million, ur -10.9 1.er lent. of the total poor population in the United titates
lived in rural areas. Wilde the rural population constituted :29.1 per cent of the
total population, the ranil poor population constituted a disproportionate 40.9
per cent of the total ino4)1. popullitien. The poverty level of notch of rural life is
reflected in poor nutrition, poor health conditions, inadequate medical services,
substandard housing, and at gethrally poor outlook on the future. Poor jot)
opportunities exist for many, and preparation for success in the jobs which are
available is generall poor. A defeatist psychology often prevails which springs
trout the belief th 'he way to at better life is to leave the rural area.

As stated alreac m rore and Iwtte education of the right kinds is the avenue
tat improvement of rural life. Ilalwever, better education is not the only answer.
More and better employment opportunities are at must. Such opportonities do not
necessarily (mine %%ill, better education, but they are not likely to come without it.
lore awl better prepared leadership to serve rural areas is greatly needed. This

is not likely to come without better educational opportunities. A further need is
some ssteni which will permit proper planning and evaluation as ft uteatts of
imprcving rural living. Although our convert, in this statement is primarily with
education, it is not possible to properly consider ("lineation out of the context of
the environment to which it exists and the people it is to serve.

tut rural population has never hod at fair break in the distribution of educa-
tional opportunity. This continues to be true even though schools in rural areas
anal throughout the country in general tare better than they have ever horn
The trap between rural schools and other schools. except in the ghetto .. eontinues
to be wide.

The school consolidation movement during the first four decades ,f this cen-
tury eliminatted many small schools. The provision of v.\ fensive--rf:,,,..p,,rfalia,

-tent,: enabled students to attend larger s..hool centers, A considerable number
of very large rural schools were developed, often housing twelve :;rides. These
is 'ere not followed in most instances with adequate changes in
enrlieuiwn :Hut htati1.1' CallICUtiadi wai.. offered. it vats not good
enough for the 11(.1`41. tat rda

EV111 today nineh of the eduational program in most rural areas is not really
that which is most appropriate to the clientele served. A groat deal of the cnr-
av atlaian iii' the typical rural school is oriented too highly tau cullego preparation.
"sot enough practical education for the world of work is provided. The President's
Conn it lilt VoCati011ai t;(111(1ilial stated that "rural schools have given little at-
ten' ion to the occupational needs of students who migrate to urban centers." The
t't might Mil ncitbrr was sntlicietat all tetillaan given to the oven
,91;,,,,01 needs of those who remained in rural areas. 'File Council further stairs
nial, -rural high schools tend to be too small to offer more than agriculture, Inane

and olive education. Most of their students will ultimately ...feel: urban
fobs but have to, preparation for urban life. This deficiency has been particularly
sa toils for ninth southern Negroes whose resultant plight can be observed in

ass large cities of the land."
Studies of rural Reloads have shown repeatedly that in general housing is in-'

fen qpiilanent is inadequate, and librarie, curriculum centers and other learn-
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ing resources are below minimum requirements. The Elementary and Secondary
Education Act has helped greatly with some of these problems, but the Act has
also made possible improvements in non-rural schools. So, the gap remains.

Rural schools have not in the past and cannot at this time successfully compete
for their fair share of the best teaching talent. The system of rewards in educa-
tion does not encourage the most ambitious and the most promising to choose
educational careers in rural areas. Salaries are less, in general, living conditions
are not as good, and opportunities for advancement are much more limited. How-
ever, this is not to overlook numbers of able teachers who, reared in rural areas,
choose to serve their native communities. Many tine teachers have made careers
of serving rural schools because this is where their dedication lies.

One other serious deficiency in rural education is the limited number of
specialists who are required for schools which are adequate for the needs of
today. Among those needed most are counselors, reading specialists, health
specialists. and teachers prepared to work with handicapped children and Ihe
gifted.

The above is not to say that there are mt good rural schools. What is meant
Is simply that there are not enough good mind schools, nor as many in propor-
tion as can be found in urban areas. excluding the ghettoes.

WAYS OF IMPROVING RI7RAL EDUCATION

Considerable progress has been made in the past two decades in the develop-
ment of knowledge and understandings about how to improve SA:11001S. Ness'
learning materials have been developed and litany excellent teaching aids have
been created. Furthermore, information on how children learn has been in-
creased. All of these c!' ages add up to much better opportunities for Improving
schools and doing so rapidly than we have hod before. Thus, raising the level of
rural education is ati easier task than it has ever been, although a very complex
one, nevertheless.

Some suggestions on how to i1)11111)Ve rural education
1. Rethinking the purposes of rural edin at ion is needed. The irrele:ancp to

modern needs of much that goes on in rural schools attests to this need While
we must be realistic in coping with the problem of doing what can be dime in
rural schools to prepare people for a satisfactory life when they leave the rural
environment, it is time we educated people also for remaining in the rural
environment. The philosophy of hopelessness over prospects of achieving a
satisfactory life outside of urban areas is not a tenable one, and it is time the
psychology of failure attached to opportunities in rural America is changed.
Hence, coRcern fur a redefinition of the functions of rural education is in order.

2. Defensible definitions of the purposes of rural eitheation will mean that
sweeping curriculum reform is a must, if the proper education is provided. The
present general education fails dismally- in preparing the majority 'of rural
youth for their future lives, especially those who migrate to new environments,
However, it is not unimgli to -imply ,olicentrate on preparing these youths in
fields of vocational endeavor, as important as this is. A well integrated educa-
tion is needed which prepares viral youth for useful citizenship, wherever they
may live. and also an eiltication W II ii11 prepares Ilium to he successful contrib-
utors to the world Of work. Tli IN kind of an education is not necessarily sithstan-
tially different for that which is ?WW1" r:.r youth who may not migrate. Gen-
eral education and vocational education are both usually inadequate in rural
schools. They need to be redeveloped as interdependent parts of a single program.

R. The staffing patterns of rural schistls shotild be changed niarkedly. Too
many of the teachers have similar patterns of training, thus limiting unduly the
range of competence of a faculty. Rural schools are in great need of counselors
who are adequately prepared to assist youth NV1111 whatever problems they may
have--ranging as they often do fron the emotional to career choice. Other 1'.1`11-
prepared specialists are needed in health, reading. leaching the handicapped,
teaching the bright and gifted, and in the major subject matter areas, The staff
of the modern rural drool Should be composed of a group of specialists typo
have proper a sistance f roni persons of lower levels of professional preparation.

d. Reral eau-31ton to he adequate requires vastly improved currItuluni mate-
rialr of all bieds. The oft - discussed explosion of knowledge makes it almost
Jitandittory that modern schools 11111-C larger libraries and that other aids Io
learning be provided. such as television. films, filmstrips, projectors of various
kinds, and other media. Needed learning resources also inelnde better buildings
designed for modern teaching and which offer more adequate equipment.

33 i
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5. The education programs needed for rural development today call for new
structures and new organizational patterns. There are still far too many small
schools in rural areas, particularly high schools. Numerous examples can be
found of the feasibility of combining from two to a half-dozen small high schools
into a single modern educational center which can serve all students better.
Furthermore, greater ilex.bility needs to be introduced into the planning and
management of learning within the instructional center. Individualized instruc-
tion, self learning and more utilization of learning resources outside the schou)
are needed. New patterns of relationships among students and faculty which will
encourage and facilitate learning should be encouraged.

6. A great expansion of adult education opportunities is needed. While begin-
nings have been made in this respect, much remains to be done. In some rural
areas as much as half of the adult population is functionally illiterate. Programs
should be provided us rapidly as possible for till functional illiterates which will
prepare them to serve as literate citizens, and provide theta aith vocational edu-
cation which will make It possible for them to earn a satisfactory living. Adult
education programs should also make provision for recreational outlets and the
developments of hobbies.

7. Provision should be made for more effectively determining the adequacy of
educational programs which are being provided in rural areas. We simply do not
know enough about how well rural education programs are serving their pur-
poses, or other educational programs for that matter. A system of appropriate
measurement of educational outcomes is essential for the continuous improvement
of education.

S. Provision should be made for the continuous study of trends in rural life and
their significance for educational programs. Such research should provide the
factual base for continuous planning designed to improve rural life and rural
education.

9. The importance of coordinating rural education with the larger world cannot
be overstressed. The isolation of rural life appears to be more of a myth than a
fact today. The interdependence of all aspects of society has been stressed con-
tinuously in this statement. Educational programs must take into account- this
interdependence and adequately prepare people for appropriate roles within this
context. Educational needs in rural areas are affected by those of the larger
world of which the rural area is a part. One of the great problems of education
everywhere today is to help people to develop proper perspective in relation to
their place in the larger world.

10. The improvement of rural cduCation in the South requires solutions to
problems of school desegregation. These problems in many respects are more
pronounced in rural areas than elsewhere. Profound changes are underway in
shools in the South because of mandated racial desegregation. The impact of
these changes is not clear at this time. although much of the impact to date has
been reflectAl in a deteriorating quality of education,This outcome heed not
continue, and efforts to Improve rural schools in the southern states must take-these conditions into account

11. Better coordination of all educational opportunities is long overdue, not
only in rural areas, but throughout the educational system. There should be a
director of education in each school district who has administrative and super-
visory responsibilities for all educational programs in the district, regardless of
their source of support and present management. This would include the regular
school program,, the agricultural extension service, the 4-11 programs, the voca-
tional- technical education programs, the junior college programs. the area voca-
tional schools program, adult education programs, and all other formal learning
opportunities provided in the district. The failure to achieve such coordination
has long minimized the impact of the various programs made available. Thisdoes not mean control by one agency. New structures should be generated to
provide for a well-planned mid unified educational system to serve the needs of
all the people of a school district. Perhaps the superintendcnt of schools should
beeome the superintoVent of education and be made responsible for this coordi-nation.

I can think of no bette?tiote on which to end this statement than to refer once
more to our national commitment with respect to equality of opportunity for all
persons regardless of social, cultural, racial, and economic backgrounds. We
have found no more promising way to achieve such a dream, except that an ads-

0
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quote educational opportunity for each individual be provided. This Is what we-
are about in this hearing today, in my opinion. In giving attention to the rural
segment of the problem, we would especially urge that efforts be directed to
overcoming the effects of long per!ods of deprivation in rural education and to
the development of an educational system which will do much to generate a self-
sustaining rural culture la America uhich is not concerned primarily with
suppl ingtxquilation for the rest of the American culture.

Thank von.
Senator HUMPHREY. All right. Next we want to have Mr. J. F.

Watkins, who, I believe, is our next witness.
Mayor J. C. Davis.

STATEMENT OF J. C. DAVIS, JR., PRESIDENT, ALABAMA LEAGUE OF
MUNICIPALITIES, AND MAYOR, CHICKASAW, ALA.; AND JOHN F.
WATKINS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ALABAMA LEAGUE OF MUNIC-
IPALITIES, MONTGOMERY, ALA.

Mayor vis. T have with me Mr. John Watkins, Executive Direc-
tor of our Alabanut League of Municipalities.

Senator lirmettaEy. How do you do? Mayor Davis, we welcome
you. 1 was up to see some of your friends in Tennessee the other day.
Mr. Watkins, I Herbert 13inghain up there and had a nice visit
with him.

Mr. WATkess. A real fine lcaler.
Mayor DAvrs. Mr. Chairman, Senator Curtis, Senator Talmadge,

Senatcy: Allen, on behalf of the municipal officials of Alabama, allow
Int, to express t lianks to you and the members of your subcommittee
for corniii.- to oil!. State, and for your interest and concern for the wel-
fare and progress of the small cities and towns of Alabama and, the
Nation. are particularly grateful to you for including the Ala-
bama League of Municipalities on the program. We sincerely hope
that we will be able to contribute worthy material for consideration
by t he committee in its efforts to balance economic and social progress
between rural and urban America.

Allow MP to begin by briefly identifying the purposes and func-
tions of our organization. The Alabama League of Municipalities is a
voluntary association of cities and towns, representing 321 of Ala-
bama's 301 incorporated municipalities. Roughly, 60 percent of the
State's total population resides within the boundaries of our incorpo-
rated ities and towns. and the membership of the league serves well
over 00 percent of Alabama's urban population.

I ant going- to skip in the essence of time to page 2, about
the middle.

At t he outset of our testimony, we wish to emphasize to the commit-
tid- it lees not been the policy of the Alabama League of Mu-

iiieipalities its national counterpart. the National League of Cities,
to over interfere with farm legislation at the national or State level_
We recognize that our Nation is dependent on a healthy agricultural
economy, for Alabama has long been an agricultural State. It has not
been until recent years that we have made progress toward any wide-
spread industrialization in Alabama.

t this point, I would request members of the committee to try to
adopt the perspective of the financially hard-pressed municipal offi-
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dials of _la.bama, and to view the problems of our State from our
standpoint. We would call attention to the following breakdown of
Alabama mu n icipalit ies by population :

Chore our 16 municipalities Nitli more than 00,000 population, 16
rainire between 10.000 and 010)00 population. :l7 have 1/110111ati011,4 be-
tvveen 5,111)0 :11111 10,000, 72 rantze het Nveen 0.000 and 5,000, 15 have
popnlat ions between 1,001) i11111 0,000, :011.1 00:1 ille011101'ilteil 111111111* I-
itic, in .Alabama ha\ e populations of loss than 1.000.

We would like to point out that hv the definitions used in compiling
the 1970 IS census. the majority of the incorporated municipalities
in .klabanin are classified ;H rural. The census confined its nrhan count
to places of 2,51)0 inhabitants or 111011s. NV110111'1' 1/W011101'iltell or 101-
01,01liorat(i(ti II other popuiations are chis- lied us rural, In .klabaina.
NNe have 111 incorporated mimic'. !itits v, it 1; popillation: in excess of

and 0:0 incorpttrated titunicipalities Nvith popithit ions of less
than 2.000. et these 050 .mall toNN-ns in Alahaina, classified as cut al
by the 1-.S. census, provide the advantages of urban service,: and pro-
f( ct ion- to their constituent- out further provide the dist ;iplints and
plannin:, I lint is so neces-try for orderly
also hat e. under Alabama law. far reachiili allthOrit V to St 'initiate t he
location in(Ift-4try Fur'llherniore. a- I hale already mentioned, our
small tnovits halve consi,tontly shared t he -ante prohlenis and the same

i1-i t1111-4i of thv 1:k r"Vi. 'it ies of .\ lahama.
In terms of t h. the 1971) census revealed -owe interestim-* sta-

rwrardnn, Alabama intinicipalitie-. Of our' sl cities having
no. le than .70,100 popul:it lain' lo-t population t he pa-t

ade. tit flit' -ix neither hat in he( :;i1,1100 rii 1.1,i j1111:11,k
1.011i 04111011 p1111111i(1.1011 tvvn lo-t pop;dat 1,Ve lavr 10 cities

h 001011ilt 1011-i het `\ 10,00(11111,1 :'11.151); of ..11%1111011:11111

eight lost. Of ci,rht cities betNv(aii 0.111111 a-,;(1 10.00o population. only two
fai;(41 no shot\ .4111,4;init tiro title: het \,een. and

popitlat ion. IF hut -ix s!itoIed u'ains: of the el) bet weer,
:;.out and 0,oHit laeladation, ,tit,ed ;Ind by-t: :old of the 6'2
iminieipab.ties between and populat glincil and only
1 f

Eits. lit% 2 von a 110111 ti
( 0 ' I ) \ 1:-i. 1111'01'Imliitiiiil el) V.

Mile p_:1'01\ t 11 11;11 tel'11-= Its \ 1'111141 in 1.12-111.1'` en' not 0011110141 to
1).1' 'II:1 of di, 'tote. 1;era rdle,- of the rile of the municipal-
;In !pattern, of if;line: and inn-se,: in population pt l'k ailed through-
wit tilt St;ite.

Tim . it appears that the oTou Ili of \ leinoien,dil it'- under
on; popniat loll. ha-- for the 1110.4 part 1,,,i)

it In t he ILO ionu inle trekil of :fin I \nth', from the -.111:111
Mot l'01i(ir1;iii (.1,1,101 .k..; , In

1111,--e fiLf11 I 01(),t of (M hi! ,01. 11)14 nip)] it a (Vide! S
.\ II tl II Ve rllllet'ti iI t'1,11" 1,1111111elli,r 1)01/H1101011,

10, Lily (my Her ,1 11% i'01111111)10.1 ',rem need for
lul) he improk eineht- to provide e--a' ntial 100-i kin' 1111'11' oTONVilig
lU)1)iil :it lulls.

Our municipalities of all sizes are hlessed with a broad range of
powers delegated to them by the legislature. and we are proud of the
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fact that our State stands very high in the southwest region for the
number of its cities and towns having certified workable programs
with the Department of Housing and Urban Development.

In addition, Alabama numicipalities have the authority to estab-
lish industrial parks, to finance industrial development projects, and
to create industrial development corporations.

Senator Curtis, we were particularly happy to hear your remark
about your recommendation of raising this trom $5 million to $10
mdlion.

Gentlemen. we did not include this in our packet : but since this came
up several times this afternoon, we would like to add this for your
information.

(The article is as follows :)

[From the Alabama Municipal Journal, January 19691

SOURCES OF ASSISTANCE FOR MUNICIPAL PROMOTION of INDUSTRY

I Ily Jahn T. Reid, mayor of Scottsboro)

From tinge lo thnr 7711111iCipll officials have asked "What can my city do to
promote commercial :Ind intim-trial development in our area':" As Chairman of
our 1,ent.tutt Commit-tee nn Community Development it has been my pleasure
to offer sinzizestions which WC it Scottsboro have found helpful in this quest.
So far NV(' have 0111(1101 principally on the suhject of how to locate industrial
prospeitts and to follow up the contacts. There is another very vital area
with which every municipal official should he thoronultly familiarI speak of
stain-tits of assistance for municipal promotion of industry. These sources of
assistance ins hide statutory powers -rich as the Wallace and Cater Acts. Tax-

Slte,itti Constitutional .1mitittinients. )111111(.111.d A'ithnrity to Ad-
vertise, Federal .1ssistance fluinn:It the Economic Development Administration
and the Small Business .\dininistration. County Assist.ince, and assistance from
the :State with :4 ite preparations.

it goes williont saying that every municipal official interested in procurinz
industry for his municipality should he thoroutzlily familiar with these sources
of assistance before locating a prospect in order that his city will he in a posi-
tion to move in the direction moat convenient ;Hid tNtuttliPlit fnr I hp city and
the prospect. It is ;;nod to he ;title to it down with the prospect- and outline the
thinv.s that the oily or town i, able to provide without delaying neuiotiations.
I hope very lunch that the followim: n'tstimi't wi11 prove helpful in this respect.

The importance of the municipal ilovernintz hotly in accomplishing the indus-
trialization of our State is emphasized by the fact that our statutes and con-
stitutional nmendinonts focus responsil ility upon our cities and towns.

CONGRESS LIMITS PROJECTS

Before entering upon our resume of sources of assistance it should be observed
that during the 2nd Session of the 90th Congress last year a Public Law was
pas-td which limits the size of projects which can he financed with tax free
industrial revenue bonds by cities and towns. The ;imit is five million dollars over
a given period of time. While this \VIII certainly prove att obstacle to in the
attraction of large industries which require heavy capitalization, it should not
he regarded as a deterrent to the use of Wallace and Cater Act projects. and
projects under special constitutional amendments, for the attraction of smaller
industries which do not require more than this Congressional limit of 5 million
dollars. Every municipality should check to determine what its present capa-
'With are for the ruse c1 indttstrial revenue financiniz in view of this liniihition
before sittiniz at the table with an industrial prospect.

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION'S

In 1949 the Legislature adopted our statute which is popularly known as the
"Cater Act," The provisions of this Act may be found in Title 37. Sections S15
830, Code of Alabama, 10:iS Recompiled Edition. It authorizes the creation of a

0 -1
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public corporation in each municipality to promote trade and industry and
further the use of agricultural products and natural resources of the state by
inducing new manufacturing projects in the state. Such corporations are author-
ized to acquire, enlarge, improve, expand, own, lease and dispose of properties
for this purpose. The term "Project" is defined to include the following:

"Any land and any building or other improvement thereon, and all real and
personal properties deemed necessary in connection therewith, whether or not
now in existence, which shall be suitable for use by the following or any com-
bination of two or more thereof : Any industry for the manufacturing, processing
or assembling of any agricultural, manufactured or mineral products; and any
commercial enterprise in storing, warehousing, distributing or selling any prod-
ucts of agriculture, mining, or industry ; and any enterprise for research in
connection with any of the foregoing, or for the purpose of developing new
products or new processes, or improving existing products or known processes. or
for the purpose of aiding in the development of facilities for the exploration
of outer space or promoting the national defense; but does not include facilities
designed for the sale or distribution to the public of electricity, gas, water or
telephone or other services commonly classified as public utilities."

FORMATION OF CORPORATION

The Cater Act industrial development corporation is authorized to be formed
in the following manner: First, three or more natural persons who are electors
and taxpayers in the municipality file written application with the municipal
governing body requesting permission to incorporate an industrial development
board of the city or town pursuant to the provisions of Act No. 648, Regular
Session of the 1949 Legislature, as amended by Act N. 854 of the Regular Ses-
sion of the 1953 Legislature. It is customary for the application to set out the
proposed name of the corporation as "The Industrial Development Board of the
City (Town) of ," and also to accompany the application
with a copy of the proposed certificate of incorporation. Next, the municipal
governing body adopts a formal resolution approving the application and extend-
ing the permission to incorporate. The petitioners then take the certificate of
incorporation, which they subscribe and acknowledge, and file it with the probate
judge of ally county in which a portion of the municipality is located. When
the probate judge approves and files this certificate in the incorporation rc, (rds
of his office the corporation is legally formed.

When the corporation is thus formed the municipal governing body then
appoints not less than seven qualified electors and taxpayers of the municipality
to serve as directors of the corporation. As nearly as possible they are divided
into three groups for appointment to staggered terms of two, four and six years
respectively. Thereafter the terms of directors are for six years.

POWERS OF CORPORATION

Cater Act corporations are authorized to finance, construct, and equip on or
more "projects" aryl are recognized as separate legal entities apart from the
municipality. Projects are financed through the issuance of revenue bonds
which may be payable not only from revenue of the project being financed but
also revenues from other projects and properties of the hoard. Bonds of the
board may he made payable over a period of 40 years, and there is no restriction
upon the length of time the project may be leased to an industry. While it is
customary, the Act does not require the hoard to enter a prebond issue lease
agreement with the industrial lessee. After the project is completed and the
lessee is settled the board may later engage in another project calling for the
extension of the original project without fear of constitutional restrictions.
See Amendment No. CVIII to the Constitution by Alabama 1301. Lease agree-
ments entered by the board with its lessee may contain options to renew and
options to purchase for either a nominal or substantial consider:ohm. a-o
without fear of constitutional restriction. The board is given statutory authority
to sell or donate any or all of its properties whenever its board of directors
determines that such action will further the purposes of the corporation.

Since the Cater Act was originally adopted, corporations created under its
authority have by amendment been authorized to construct projects, and they
have been authorized to borrow funds for temporary use pending the issuance
of their principal bond issues, and their jurisdiction has been extended to in-

e
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chide areas located within 25 miles of the corporate limits of the municipality,
with the provision that proJecta may not he constructed within the corporate
limits of another municipality or in the police jurisdiction of another municipality
without the consent of such municipality, and if the project is in another county,
the board must have the consent of the county governing body.

TAX EXEMPTIONS

By statutory provision the properties acquired by a Cater Act corporation
are exempt from ad valorem taxes and the bonds of such corporations (together
with the income therefrom) are exempt from property and income tares of
the State.

As we have observed, the interest income from bonds issued to finance such
projects is exempt from Federal income taxes, provided the bonds meet the
test of the public law adopted by Congress in its Second Session of the 90th
Congress, which limits the amount of bonds that may be issued by the municipality
for industrial revenue financing to $5 million.

It should be observed that rental payments made by the lessee of such projects
are deductible in computation of state and Federal income taxes, subject to
the "aution below.

CAUTION A1OUT CATER ACT

Caution should be used if the Cater Act lease contains an option to purchase
at the termination of the lease. If the lease contains an option to purchase for
a nominal consideration the Internal Revenue Service might deem it a lease sale
agreement. If such be the case the deductibility of the lessee's rent and the tax-
free character of the bond issue (together witb bond interest) might ,be jeop-
at dized. In any event, approval of such an option to purchase in the lease should
be obtained from IRS before final closing.

SRA ASSISTANCE

Businesses organized through Cater Act financing are eligible for loans through
the Situall Business Administration, provided such businesses meet the test of
the small business definition. Further, it should be observed that the Small
Business Administration is available to help small businesses of the community,
wheth2r they are organized and financed through the Cater Act or not. Also, the
Small Business Administration has a new program of lease guaranty for busi-
ness rental purposes, where the business lessee might not be able to establish tbe
type credit necessary to enter into a long-term lease of properties which will be
used to increase tbe commercial establishments located in the city. Further, the
Small Business Administration is able to assist small businesses with free man-
agement assistance and technical aid. It is in the best interest of every muni-
cipality to contact the Small Business Administration, 908 S. 20th Street, Bir-
mingham, Alabama 35205, attention Mr. Paul Brunson, State director, for a
resume of information outlining assistance available through SBA.

THE WALLACE ACT

In 1931 the Legislature adopted the Wallace Act (Ttitle 37, Sections 511(20) -
511432), Code of Alabama, 1958 Recompiled Edition) to authorize cities and
towns to promote industry and trade by the acquisition and financing of manu-
facturing. industrial and commercial *projects for lease to industrial and com-
mercial interests. The term "projects" as used in the Wallace Act is the same as
that used in the Cater Act. In the case of Newberry v. Andalusia, 57 So. 2d 629,
the Supreme Court of Alabama not only upheld the constitutionality of the
Wallace Act, but also held that the Act provides authority for the municipality
to equip and furnish such projects.

The municipality is not limited to projects within its corporate bounds. The
Wollner Act authorizes it to acquire projects within fifteen miles of its corporate

Instead of working through a separate corporate entity, such as the Otter Act
corporation, the municipal governing body acts directly under the Wallace Act.
Upon finding an industrial prospect the governing body adopts a resolution stet -

'lag its ivillingness to provide a project under the terms of the Act and then enters
a contract with the prospect, the latter agreeing to lease the project. Prior tb
issuing revenue bonds to finance the project the municipality is required to enter
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into a firm lease agreement Nvitli the industrial prospect, conditioned upon com-
pletion of the project and pru-leling for payment to the municipality of such
rentals as, based its determinations and findings, will be sufficient to pay
the principal and interest on the bonds, to maintain necessary reserves, and to
provide for maintenance and insurance (unless the lease ristuires the lessee tomaintain and insure).

1w. 1.1 A( 1' RONDs

Wallaee Act bonds may be made payable over a period of 3(1 years and mayhe sold at public or private sale. They may lie secured by pledge or rental ret-
enties, mortgage of the project, and pledge of the lease. The niunleipality is for-
bidden to contribute 2111y part of the costs of acquiring a project. Costs of the
project must be raised from the sale of bonds pursuant to the Act. The indebt-
edness created by such bond issues is not chargeable against the municipal debtlimit and is not regarded as a debt chargeable against the taxing powers of theImmicipality.

I'rojects constructed and financed tinder the Walltiee Act, being property of the
municipality, are free from 2111 ad valorem taxation. The bontiq (and int,q.e:1
therefrom, are free frinn State property and income taxation. Also. the interestfrom Wallace Act bonds is free front t'ederal income 1,,,a.ion. provided they
meet the limitations prescribed by Congress which limit the total amount of tax-
free industrial revenue, bonds to sS million within the Prescril eel period of time,
lasaluse they are obligations of it political subdivision of the Slat, Furthernaire.
11' :Ill :o .1(1 bonds are made legal investments for savings banks and insurance
companies organized Mater Alahallta I;;W.

As in the ease of the Cater Act corporation. rents paid by the lessee are de-
ductible expenses for income tax purposes.

NVA f LACE ACT 1.1111

There are several faeturs which must he considered as limiting the use of the
,failure act. The municipality may not give the lessee an option to purchase, for
a nominal eonsideration upon the teroityatioll of the lease. and doubt tuts been
expressed 115 lo whether the touniipidity holy lease the project (including. op-tion for renewal I for it period of longer than thirty sears.

READT TO USE. EITHER

lionerally 11e industrial prospect c ill mak(' the final derision as to which or
tin's(' Acts will be used to finance the project it is to lease. This being the case
every municipality which is seeking new indn((try should establish 21 Cater Actcorporation have it ile-allanie should the prospect %%ish to linseed under itsaittlwrity Ar: a matter of fa.. records show that the i'ater act has been pre-
ferred in most industrial financing projects.

ltEl P toll IN111'141111

Neither the Cater tier 1110 .,et Was intended to favor 011tSille or 110W
preference to the expansion of industries existing in the /model-

Ituth Acts may he used to es.p,111(1 established local industries, and. as we
have noted. both A( is may he used to eNlilltlil an 1111111Stry lchich is leasing an
existing Ca ter .1st project.

Al"IllolltIT 1'0 Am Ell! IsE

Ity Act No. 810 of the liMit 1,egislature all municipalities ill Alabama au-
thorized to Water into contracts or agreements with any persons, firms or corpora-
tions for the advertisement of the municipality or any function or tindert,itiing
(df the municipality both within and without the corporate limits. In so doing a
recognized medium Of advertising must be lised. The costs of such advertising
are matte legal charges against availably municipal funds,

At-111(11;1TV TO PROMOTE

Act No. 300 of the Sias in 1 S.sion of the 19(11 Legislature authorizes every
municipality' in Alabama to set aside. appropriate and use municipal funds or
revenues for the purpose of developing, advertising, and promoting the agrictil-

-
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tural. mineral. timber. water, labor and all other resour,'..s of every kind within
its police jurisdiction and for the purpose of locating and promoting agricultural
industrial. and manufacturing plants. factories, and other industries within the
municipality. or elsewhere inside the county not more than 13 miles from the
boundaries of the municipality.

POWER TO SELL OR iEASE

in 1953 the Legislature adopted the provisions found in Title 37, Section
477(1) and 477(2), Code of Alabama, 1958 Recompiled Edition. These sections
provide authority for the municipality to sell or lease real estate belonging to it,
which is no longer needed for public or municipal purposes. While prOperty sold
under the authority of these sections must be sold for an adequate consideration,
in several instances municipalities have sold such property to Cater Act corpora-
tions for industrial development- puritoses.

It should be noted that the Attorney General has ruled that our cities and
towns have the authority to appropriate funds to Cater Act corporations and
to deed property to such corporations for a 'amino.' consideration. It is ,advised
that each municipality get an opinion front the Attorney General whenever such
a grant or appropriation is made.

The municipality may not put any of its money or property into a Wallace
Act project. Wallace Act projects must be financed wholly through the funds
derived from the sale of bonds to finance the project.

SPECIAL AMENDMENTS i
Sinee 1950 the people of Alabama have ratified 28 constitutional amend-

ments which confer special powers upon specific counties and municipalities to
tax, issue hoods, (4)m:fillet industrial projects. tintl enter into special industrial
development activities. All of these amendmertts except one require an elec-
tion at the county or municipal level bt.fore exercising such powers: The one
exception is Amendment No. 84, relating to municipalities located in Marion
County. the first of the series adopted in 1950. The other amendments are as
follows: Amendment No. 94, relating to municipalities in Fayette County ;
Amendment No. 93, relating to municipalities located in Blount County ; Amend-
ment No. 104, relating to the municipalities of Haleyville and Double Springs:
Antendment No. 128, relating to Bullock County : Amendment No. 155. relating
to the municipality of Uniontown; Amendment No. 166. lhfing to Chilton
County I tr,..!? school and industrial development) : Amendt ent No. 174, re-
lating to Jackson County (trade school and industrial (level() went) ; Amend-
ment No. 183. relating to Autauga County and municipalities located therein:
Amendment No. 186, relating to Franklin County and municipalities located
therein; Amendment No. 188, relating to Green County and imunielpalities
located therein: Amendment Nil. 189, relating to Lamar County and umniei-
palities located therein: Ainendment No. 190. relating to Lawrence Comity
and municipalities located therein: Amendment No. 191, relating to Madison
County and the City of Huntsville; Amendment No 197, relating to St. Clair
County and municipalities located therein ; Amendment No. 217. relating to
Clarke County : Amendment No. 220. relating to the City of Bayou La Batre:
Amendment No. 221. relating to the City of York :- Amendment No. 228. relating
to industrial revenue bonds not included in debt limit: Amendment No. 244.
relating to the Town of Lester : Amendment No, 245, relating to Madison Comity
and Huntsville: Amendment No. 246. providing that Marion County municipal-
ities may issue refunding bonds for indiNlrial development; Amendment No.
250. relating to Sumter County: Amendment No. 251, relating to the City
of Livingston ; Amendment No. 256, relating to the towns of Addison and Lynn:
Amendment No. 259, relating to the City of Evergreen : Amendment No. 261, re-
lating to the City of Bayou La Mitre: Amendment No. 263, relating to /model-
polities in Geneva Conntv : Amendment No. 277. relating to theTown of Carbon
Hill.

While these amendmen v have been used in several instances there k a natural
rebalance toward the so ,idization of industry with tax MOTIPV and the general
credit of the munieipalit or county. in most instances the Wallace and Cater
Acts provide ample assistance for the attraction of a desirable industry. This
has been evidenced by the wide use of the two acts.

3
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COUNTY ASSISTANCE

While we have noted the prime responsibility for industrial promotion has
been cast upon our cities and towns, it should be noted that our counties can
render valuable assistance in locating new industries. In an opinion to Hon.
John B. Hadley, dated December 12, 1961, the Attorney General ruled that a
county commission may appropriate funds to a municipality in the county to be
used in the development, advertisement and promoting of resources in the area,
and for the purpose of locating and promoting factories and industrial plants
therein. Title 12, Section 12(22), Code of Alabama, 1968 Recompiled Edition,
was cited as authority for this opinion. On the basis of this same authority an-
other opinion was rendered to Hon. H. W. Sudduth, dated January 25, 1962,
ruling that a county may enter into a joint agreement with one of its municipali-
ties to contract with a planning consultant for the formulation of a compre-
hensive general plan for the municipality and county, consisting among other
things of a basic study of the population and economy, economic analysis of the
central business area, and maps showing basic physical data important in
locating industries in the county.

GROWING PROBLEMS

One of the biggest problems confronting future industrial expansions is the
procurement of proper industrial sites. Under the Wallace and Cater Acts our
municipalities and their industrial development corporations do not have the
power to condemn industrial sites for their projects. In many municipalities
this has already become one ofj.lte emost obstacles to Industrial expansion,
and as the state becomes more and mode industrialized it will become more acute.
It should be observed here that Cater Act corporations have the authority to
purchase industrial sites'for future development if they can arrange the financ-
ing of such acquisitions. Also, the municipality can control the use to which
property within its corporate limits and police jurisdiction may be devoted
through the adoption of comprehensive land use plans and zoning regulations.
In this connection a close liaison should be maintained between the municipality
and tiw industrial development corporation, and the municipal planning
commission.

INDUSTRIAL PARKS

It is certainly best for all municipalities to endeavor to establish an industrial
park which will be ready for the prospect before it is found. Our municipalities
(I" not have authority to establish industrial parks, but industrial development
corporations created under the Cater At do have this authority. As we have
noted, the Attorney General has ruled and will give an opinion to the effect
that the municipality rday grant land to industrial deveiopment corporations
and make appropriations to such industrial development eorporatlons for this
purpose. It is recommended that the matinicIpality get an opinion from the At-
torney Goncral before making any such grants or appropriations; however, there
is a long list of Attorney General's opinions upholding this position.

In the establishment of an industrial park in economically depressed counties,
there is always the possibility of receiving grants or loans from the Economic
Development Administration to assist with such work. There is no definitely
established right of the municipalities for such assistance, but if the °pension
warrants it, there is a strong possibility of receiving further assistance, and
certainly It would not hurt to ask. Further, many of our municipalities are es-
tablishing industrial parks on vacant lands adjacent to their airports which are
not needed for airport purposes. In planning an industrial park, there is also
the possibility of receiving assistance from the state Planning and 'Industrial
Development Board and the State Department of Aeronautics. We have noted the
possibility of assistance from the State Industrial Board for plant site prepara-
tion. These should not be overlooked even though assistance from these agencies
may not be available at the time reqnested.

SPECIAL TAX EXEMPTIONS

For the purpose of encouraging the building, extending and operation of Per-
tain plants, industries and factories in the state, municipal and county governing
bodies are authorized to remit the ad valorem taxes assessed for all county and

0
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municipal purposes Incept for school districts) for a period of ten years. The Rat
of types of industry included In this authority is too long to include in this article
but is found in Title 51, Section 3, Code of Alabama. A similar provision is found
in Title 51, Section 6, Code of Alabama, relating to exemptions from State ad
Valorem taxes,

It should be noted that exemptions from taxation are strictly construed and
must he narrowly followed. In order to obtain the benefits of these sections the
industry must make application for such exemptions to the municipal governing
body, the county governing body, and the State Department of Revenue, respec-
tively, before the completion of the plant, industry or extension. Whether or not
such exemptions are to be granted is left to the discretion of the municipal gov-
erning body, the county governing body, and th pertinent of Revenue.

STATE ASSISTANCE
.011.

The State Industrial Development Board has as Its prime objective the es-
tablishment and eNpansion of industry In Alabama. It Is set up to render Inval-
uable aid to our c ties and towns in their quest for new Industries. Individual
studies are conducted for municipalities by the Department and valuable data Is
collected and printed in attractive brochures which Inform prospective indus-
tries of the advantages offered by the municipality. Even more Important, the
Department is relentless in its pursuit of prospective new industries. A close
working relatIonElidp, between our municipalities and the Department should
produce a remarkable growth throughout Alabama during the next few years..

As noted in the foregoing paragraphs under Industrial Parks, special funds
have been provided through the State Industrial Development Board to assist
with the prepa7ation of sites for industrial development projects. Municipalities
which have a hot industrial prospect should confer with the Director of this
State board, Hon. Ed Mitchell. to determine whether or not the State will he
able to assist in the preparation of the plant site when negotiations are under
way.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION

Special .assktance Is available to municipalities located in economically de-
pressed counties through the F',coninnic Developtnent Administration of the De-
partment of Commerce. The State Director of FDA In Alabama is Mr. John
Bagwell, whose office is located at 474 South Court Street in Montgomery, Ala-
bama. In view of the fact that a special article is provided in this issue of the
Journal outlining the assistance available through EI)A, we shall not endeavor
to cover the assistance which may be sought from that source. But I highly rec-
ommend that every municipal official he familiar with the assistance which may
be obtained from this Bourne.

ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINIONS

The Attorney General of Alabama has rendered n number of opinions refitting
to the authority of municipalities with regard to industrial development. Special
attention is called to the following:

A municipality may grant an industry an option to renew its lease under the
Wallace At at a nominal consideration after the bonds have been paid, hot this
does not give the municipality the authority to grant the industry au option to
purchase for a nominal consideration. To Pleas Looney 5/6/57.

A municipality may not invest its surplus funds in revenue bonds Issued
pursuant to the Wallace Act.,To Grover Bice n/3/57.

A municipality is not authorized under the Wallace Act to construct an agri-
cultural center or coliseum secured by rentals from governmental units. To Roy
Driggers 7/19/57.

Where a municipality has constructed projects under the Wallace Act it may
I not give a lessee an option to purchase prior to the expiration of the lease and
prior to the amortization of the bond issue. Time or option to purchase must be
conditioned on prepayment of all outstanding bonds against the project. To Pleas
Looney 8/5/57.

A municipality cannot exercise the power of eminent domain to procure prop-
erty for Wallace Act projects. To Phil Lightfoot 8/21/58.

The Cater Act exempts all properties at any time owned by a Cater Act In-
t' ..:Atrial development board from all taxation, and this include. Income from
such properties, To Gladys Gunter 5/12/59.
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Industrial Development Boards created under the Cater Act may tile the mort-
gage securing its bonds for record in the probate judge's office without !baying
mortgage tax levied under Title 51. Section 619. To Hollis Jackson 7/2/74

The State Planning and Industrial Development Board may provide funds to
assist municipalities in planning by the employment of private planning con-
sultants. Tor. V. Disninkes 8/7/59.

A municipality cannot condemn property for industrial deeputent purposes
without special statutory authority and the Legislature has not provided such
authority. To Jerome Levy 8/9/61.

A oater Act Clorporatifla may construct and lease projects Within and without
the corporate limits of the municipality. To Leland 1:11Z111'11/S/fil.

A Cater Act 'corporat ion /1111y borrow money by issuing notes secured by mort-
gage. To NI. N. Brown 9/4/61.

The Wallace Act may not be used for the construction of a hotel. But see
St:eclat Act 101. 1962 Special Session, and Act -1 of the 1916 Session, To Fate
Calton 9/4/61.

Members of municipal industrial development hoards are municipal officers.
A member of the municipal housing authority may not be it member of a Cater
Act industrial deNelopment board. To David Enslen 9/12/61.

A municipality may not purchase and develop land to be used as an industrial
park for tit. purpose of proinoting industrial development. Act No. 300 of the
1961 Special Session which authorizes municipalities to appropriate funds for
the 1,,11'110Sp 1/f developing, advertising and promoting agricultural. mineral. ,

water, labor tail other resources is not broad enough to authorize
municipality 111 expend public money to purchase and develop 1111 i111111$111:11

1P;11'1: firr the purpnose of selling. leasing or giving it project to industrial inter-
ests. To', Arnold Teks 7/12/6:1.

The ('ity of Jackson is authorized to contribute municipal funds to the indus-
trial de.elopment board of the city. Act Still of the 1973 Legislature authorizes
municipalities to advertise any of its functions and undertakings both within
and uithout the municipality. and Act 300 of the 11161 Special Session authorizes
municipalities to use their funds to promote industrial development. within the
municip.lity and within 15 Wiles of the municipality. To John Adams 12/17/03.

A municipality cannot expend funds for construction of a building for lease
to small business. To E. K. Hanby 4/19/66.

There is no statutory authority in Alabama for the establishment of indus-
trial lurks. To A. C. Thor' tigton te, 2s/to.

In conclusion. the municipality interested in industrial development might
use the following cheek-otT list to make sure it has out overlooked items:

1. Establish an i1111)1T111'111141 1111111,1H111 development I/0711'11 under the 1111/Vi-
MIMS of the Cater Act,

2. Appoint a Council Committee on Industrial Development which will stim-
ulate interest of all persons in the community. especially existing industries,
and maintain contact with them relating to the importance of attracting new
1111,1111.'4,4,

3. Pe familiar with the prcvisions of the Wallace Act.
4. Contact the Economic Development .ldministratiuu for brochures and in-

formation on assistance available from that 401111.1`,
a. font tot the S1111111 1111SiTIPSS Administration fur information on assistance

available throng!' that source.
6. Int ite the Director of the State Planning and Industrial Development Board

to send a representative who will explain the services available through the State
and relating to the possibility of preparing a brochure on the municipality and
your region for different types of industries.

7. if your city has a Chamber of Commeree. maintain a close working rela-
tionship with the Chamber: if you lo not have a Chamber and your city is
large enough, consider strongly the possibility of establishing a Chamber: if
your municipality is small and you are 10ented in a region near a large munici-
pality 1N-bleb has a Chamber, consider the possibility of establishing a Regional
Chamber.

S. Work closely together with other mitnivipalities and your county toward
regional promotion of industrial development.

9. Study ways of promoting bairisin and developing the recreational potential
in your area.

KA)
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10. Lastly. impress on all members of the Council and local businessmen the
importance of meeting people away from your city and discussing with them the
assets of your community and areait might just be that the person you are
talking to will be looking for a community like yours in which to locate.

Mayor DAVIS. Approximately :10 municipalities are authorized by
special constitutional amendments to pledge tax revenue as security
for industrial development projects. These powers have been broadly
used and to a large extent have been a salvation for the smaller mu-
nicipalities in All''iliama. The greatest problem facing our State is the
relatively low per capita income of our people. This means less reve-
nue from tax sources and points to the need for more industries in-
volving skilled workmen, which, in turn, points to the need for more
and better technical training facilities and venture capital.

We are happy to observe that under Governor Wallace's adminis-
tration great strides are being made toward the solution of these
problems.

From the foregoing, it is apparent that the primary need confront-
ing cities and towns of all sizes is the absolute necessity for more reve-
nue with which to provide the public facilities necessary to accom-
modate housing and industrial programs. For this reason the Alabama
League of Municipalities and all its membership wholeheartedly en-
dorse President Njecon's general revenue-sharing proposal that was
formulated in a bipartisan manner by organizations representing all
levels of government. At tlaAsame time, the League withholds its sup-
port of special revenue-sharing proposals; instead, we recommend the
cont/nuance of the well-established categorical grant programs.

In particular. our organization is strongly opposed t any
ro

revenue-
sharing proposal that would deny direct sharing of venues with
all incorporated municipalities, regardless of size. We see no logical
reason'for categorizing municipalities according to size for revenue
sharing purposesthe need of the small municipality is just as great
as the need of the large municipality, the only difference being one
of magnitude.

Senator HUMPHREY. I hope you will pouNd away at that because
there is some effort being made as you know, now, on this. I agree with
von, our rural development program would be seriously injured if
this is made on the basis of a certain population standard and even
putting factors in it other than population. I think you have just got
to have a formula that covers right down to the smallest town.

Mayor DAvis. In the same vein, it is our feeling that all Federal
assistance programs for community development should require that
such programs should he curried out in conjunction with established
incorporated municipalities. We have great fear of programs which
would promote communiV development in rural areas where there
is no means of protecting the inhabitants or of regulating growth and
construction. We also have a great fear of programs which provide
for construction of water systems in unincorporated rural areas. Such
developments could lead to dire problems of sanitation. We fear that
this type of rural development will do nothingmore than promote un-
controlled rind unregulated urban sprawl. For the foregoing reasons
we earnestly petition ,that this committee restrict rural community
development to the development and ilinprovement of our existing..
well-established cities and towns in the lower population range. We
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further feel that the present availabliity of housing funds, which re-
stricts development to mostly rural areas, is in reality upsetting the
balance of growth by discriminating against our larger cities where
housing needs are great and where space is available for housing
construction.

It is our feeling that all Federal water and sewer grant programs
for locabdevelopment should be handled through the Department of
Housing and Urban Development, and that sewage treatment assist-
ance should be handled through the Environmental Protection Agency
for municipalities of all sizes.

It is extremely confusing for municipalities to be shunted ,nd
forth between departments, depending upon which one tn, ,.ids
currently available for a particular development. We had hoped that
the establishment of the Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment would result in the administration of all municipal programs
through a single department similar to the administration of farm
programs through the Department of Agriculture.

Senator, you mentioned a while ago the adequate funding. Some-
times programs are passed and not funded and it is impossible to budget
on this sort of a basis. We would like to see 2. :3. 5 years funded so that
municipalities mild other agencies could budget adequately and expect
the funds.

.

Unfortunately, it now appears that we have a proliferation of both
programs and agencies and departments seeking to provide the answer
to our community needs. And, on occasion, we, have heard criticism
of local government from above relating to efficiency and capability.

We herald passage of the Emergency Employment-Act as a great
accomplishment of the current session of Congress and feel that it
will prove most beneficial to the cities and towns of our State. We
urge members of this committee to vote for ample appropriations to
this act.

In regard to the need for a national growth policy, the Alabama
League of Municipalities like the National League of Cities, heartily
favors the es ablishment of a domestic affairs policy which would
cover nation growth and the distribution of population. We would
certainly favo the inclusion of such developments, rural as well as
metropolitan. We do not favor the administration's special rural com-
munity revenue sharing program. Among the reasons for our opposi-
tion are the artificial barriers and categories provided for therein,
and also for the failure to provide a voice for locally elected oaicials
in the sharing of such revenues.

Tn conclusion, and reminding members of the committee that we
have asked you to view our State's problems from our perspective,
we are convinced that the greatest help the Federal Government can
give Alabama municipalities, large and small, is the ability to help
themselves. The ability we seek can be expressed in terms of new
revenue sources. The ,general revenue sharing proposal ntmv before
Congress would provide greater flexibility to our cities and towns to
benefit from existing categorical grant programs and to furnish the
public facilities needed to provide for the needs of their populations,
to attract industry and to offset the ravages of infla'ion..

The cities and towns of Alabama are trying to provide the bulk of
the services needed for the health, safety, and welfare of the citizens
of our State.

4..
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The total cost is approximately $162 million a year in local and
State-shared revenues, which amounts to less than $80 a year on a per
capita basis. Well over one-half of the total State and local revenues
available-to our municipal governments is paid in salaries and wages.
The general revenue sharing proposal would provide close to $22 mil-
lion additional revenue for the cities and towns of Alabama. This
would go a long way toward the solution of our problems in our small
towns as well as our large cities.

Since we have asked you to place yourselvCs in the shoes of our
municipal officials. we realize that this carries with it an equal re-
sponsibility of municipal officials to place themselves in your shoes..
While we are not sophisticated in all the problems that you face:we
readily recognize that no organized body can continue to operate at
a deficit. As a matter of fact. our Alabama municipalities are quite
proud of their good credit standing and the fact that they for the most
,part consistently operate within their means. We recognize that there
is a very legitimate question which you might ask as to where the
funds will conic from to provide general revenue sharing with a con-
tinuation of the categorical grant-in-aid programs. We point to the
tremendous imbalance that presently exists in our Federal budget. The
outlays for foreign aid and military expenditures. as contrasted to
domestic (programs, appear to be 'considerably out of balance. We be-
lieve that Congress can, with effort, increase domestic programs while
decreasing foreign aid and military expenditures without seriously
jeopardizing the security of our Nation.

As a matter of fact, we are convinced that the strength of our Na-
tion lies in strong local government. and that the greatest threat to
our country's future lies within. and not without, our borders.

Mr. Chairman. we have jncluded many additional pieces of infor-
mation. municipal revenue T.eports, a reprint of the 1970 Census. Ala-
bama Municipalities, and many other things which we felt the com-
mittee might find helpful bnt were not extremely pertinent. We thank
you for the opportunity to speak before you.

Senator HUMPHREY. We thank you very much.
Mr. Watkins, do you have any commentary?
Mr. WArtims. Senator, I would like to just make one comment and-

that is to the effect that I have never seen a group of gentlemen quite
as patient and as forebearing as you have been with us this afternoon.
Thank you so much for giving us the opportunity to be here.

There is one thing I think should be pointed out to you and that is
in the financing of our communities. You will note that 80 percent of
our revenues at the municipal level come from what is known as the
license type of tax in Alabama which we have been quite fortunate
our courts have recognized under that one power, that we have the
authority to collect sales tax, occupational license, tax, and various
gasoline tax and things of that sort. So that brings in approximately
80 percent of our total tax revenue.

As far as our ad valorem tax, property tax. in Alabama it produces-
for our municipalities around 15 percent whereas the national average
runs better than 40 percent, So I would caution you in this with regard
to the creation of bedroom communities that might come about through
some type of program, that those communities would not, even if they-

53-532.-7 1-pt. 3-25
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incorporated, a new community in Alabama. unless they have com-
mercial enterprise and a balanced structure as far as business, industry,
commerce, would not be able to support themselves. Our counties do
not have the authority to do this type of thing at the present time.
So it would require legislation in Alabanui to even serve that type of
community and that causes great fear.

We think you very much.
Senator Humtny. We would like to have you take a good look

at the proposal that we put before the Congress recentlyI''have said
this to several witnessesknown as the Farm and Rural Development
Act that relates to communities 35,000 or less in population which
may, by the waythat takes care of most of the communities in the
State of Alabama. These are communities that we classify as rural
or rural-oriented. and we would like very much to get your views
after a careful study of our so-called Rural Development Bank
proposal .

We don'twe are not here to try to sell it. We are here merely to
try to get your consideration and your advice and counsel and if you
would send it to us, we would appreciate it. We will see that you get
a copy of the legislation: '

Mr. WATKIS. Thank you. We did not mean to infer that if the
Department of Agriculture has money they want to give incorporated
municipalitieswe would be right there at the door.

Senator HumpiniEv. We understand this. This is a special banking
proposal that relates to needs of certain sized communities.

Senator Talmadge?
Senator TAtmADGE. No questions.
Senator Curris. In case there are more requests than funds avail-

able, which is always true. do you think that money' should go to
Federal money should go to the construction of new communities prior
to taking care of requests for existing municipalities?

Mr. WATKINS. Senator, not in Alabama, I wouldn't. It might 1)43 the
case in some of your metropolitan areas on the eastern seaboard and
thromrhout your rural belt from Chicago to New England, but in
Alabama we have no need for new municipalities. We have quite a
number that are , apable and needwe have basic facilities like water.
They need extension and improvement. And in some of these commu-
nities you come u1. ' the rural areas and in other States we have no-
ticed, where sub4andard water systems are put in, the city oi.ows

means takillIf out a whole system, replacing it and putting in fire'
plugs to provide fire protection and many costly additions and the
community wastes a good bit of money over a long period of time and
cor.this reason we. firmly support the idea in .11alouna of bolstering and
improvi n!! what we have and not trying to

Semitor CURT'S. This morning we heard about a proposal in the
State of Alabama, and I guess it ext:inds into Tennessee. for some new
eommimities.

Senator HUMPHREY. Elk River project.
Mr. W know where it is.
Senator Cr-irris. That is:all.
Mr. WATTUNS. Thank von,

nofor Trrnrintry. Thank yon very much, gentlemen. Thank von
again for your patience, not ours.

38,;
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We have, I believe, my- final witness, the most patient and I hope
persevering, too, the president, Alabama Farm Bureau Federation,
Mr. Bays.

STATEMENT OF J. D. HAYS, PRESIDENT, ALABAMA FARM BUREAU
FEDERATION, MONTGOMERY, ALA.

Mr. II.Avs. Mr. Chairrion, thank you. I do appreciate the oppor-
tunity of appearing before this distinguished committee. I am sure it
has a groat responsibility. Particularly, too, I am appreciative of Dr.
Foster and Dr. Mayberry who have sat patiently through the testi-
mony in order to hear the last witness here.

I will he brief.--f -hirve--alicady-sitkutit-te4 a -111-H14111Y--01_011r YiPWS

and our policies with respect to rural development, and then, in addi-
tion, I have prepared a summary of our summary which I intended to
give in about 1:5 minutes here, hutMr. Chairman, I don't believe you
can see tile 'clock. It is now a quarter of 6. So with your permission.
I am going to sumniarizt.e 'summary of my summary.

Senator lit MPHREY. That is what I call a masterful exercise. I ()m-
id i.ffient you.

IlArs..11 right. si.
Let me sa just t wo hrief mitements lir. Chairman. One is general,

t110 Other iS 1110E0 specific_
I'hee are 0 lot of changes, as other witnesses 118 Ve 1)0110 ell out. tak-

ing place in Alabama and bow we respond to them is going to largely
determine our future. We c;iii (I() nothing or we can agree or disagree
:did it will make very little difference to the remainder of mankind.

So I look upon the idea of rural development as an opportunity for
Alabama people to nn(ke 0 contribution. It can be a significant partner-
ship between the Federal Government. State !rOVVE11111011 10:11
gON bet \ Veen pEiV:He 11011tit ry. 111(116(11E11S, and individual
leadership t kat will support and o.iVe E help and leadership.

'Flu, Alabama Farm Bureau Federation has .s.ery strong leadership
in every county in the still, and we believe that on this basis, Mr.
Chairman. we an ,i!rnifi,ant romti on by ,,upportill,r
thing- that apply to tis directly and in general helping our community
become a better pliwo to hive

Now, in on r prelMEeti , test 17111111y We 11:1Ve made "010)' I)( iii no,:v
elahorat ion than what I \\ 1011(.11 on here 14111t 11c:j 6(
Or !--o.

Mnoll has a ren(I 'keen :01'01111)114101 in rural deVP1Optilellt
re111:'111S to he ('one. We helieve that the first step in fostering: overall
rural dev"lopmeitt is to increase the level of farm and farmer income.
to improve an expanding agricultural credit. that is one. and two.
more efficient market ing systeina. and. I het ter transport at ion sys-
tems; four, inereased demand for farm programs for expanding the

Five. additional research in educational propTamdirectod toward
(ievolopment of local domestie and rOl'ei!rEl markets.

farmer.' needs,
in addition to having direct (.Mort On agriculture. implement:it-ion

of proposals will also hi., ye generative effect on the entire eco-
nomy Ply generatiior higher levels of income atatemplovnient. Rut
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any event, it is signifijant. So we think that any significant improve--
ment corning about as a result of any program, and particularly runl
development, must first begin with the thesis that the agricultural eco-

, nomy must he sound, Senator. And then emphasis must also be placed
on a balanced approach to growth. 4111. .

Better ttnployinent opportunities must be secured through indust ri al
development of additional sectors oftlie.evionomy. As development te--lecurs re will be a pressing need to de'Velop private service indhstt es.
A as many before me havi,. pointed out, to expand the essential ub-
lie services. .

We support Federal efforts in this direction" and recommend that
additional personnel and financial support be channeled in this
direction.

And-, finally, in conclusumM, J. r -efrai MUM, we believe ate
to the belief that development must be accomplished in the frame-
work of natural resource use that provides for future generittions as
well as the present.

Thank you.
'Senator HUMPHREY.. Mr. Hays, that is a very concise statement. I

haie been paging through, rather quickly,, your full statement. We
welcome all the statistical evidence you have given us and the obser-
vations on Alabama development.

Senator Talmadge?
Senator TALMADGE. Mr. Hays, I want to compliment you on your

statement and. invite your further views and suggestions as we pro-
ceed, we hope, toward a legislative aid,and solution of some of our
problems.

Senator Htimernmv. Senator Curtis?
Senator CuRris. Well, I appreciate your statement very much. ('an

you think of anything for producing more jobs and business activity
in our towns and cities that is better than raising the income of the
farmer operator? .

Mr. HAys. No, sir. I am firmly convinced that whatever we do
must..he undeirirded with a firm and sound farm economy. yes. sir:
and in my statement I make some suggestions perhaps as to how we
can improve this with strong emphasis on ;t renewed effort on agri-
culture] exports.

Costs are increasing. in foreign countries; costs of pjoduction are
increasinir there as well as here. Their economies are expanding v eyi-
culture at a very rapid rate and if we look at our land again, I think
we have an excelleir. opportunity to get back even in a stronger
position in world exports. Free society's standards of living 'have
been increasing at a very rapid pace and in areas we have not been
competitive because of costs.

I think we can Iie competitive if we can find a way of getting It round
vo,riOUS barriers that governments now have a way of putting on.
imposing between trades irOorder to regulate the polities.

Senator Humenanr. Senator Allen?
Senator ALLEN. Mr. Hays, T note with interest the Farm Bureau

has been working on rural development, making recommendations
for ways of developing our rural economy for more than ITO years.
So we appreciate you coming and sharing yostir views with us, and
certainly we value your recommendations ilighly.filid we certainly
are going to give serious consideration to all of your uggestions.
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Mr. Hays. Mr. Chairman. we are deeply geateful for your bringing
your committee here and I am very pleased, of course, that Senator
Allen along with the other members of the committee is here in Ala-
bama. I am particularly pleased that Senator Allen is a member of
your committee because I think we have some very serious problems
here in the South and as a long-time native of Alabama, I know we
have same to solve here.

I don't look upon your committee as the sole savior but I think
you can, as I say, help to form a partnership in which we can play a
significant part in solving our own problems. So I am particularly
pleased that you came.

Senator Hintemmv. We do thank you very much, Mr. Hays and
may I say we don't look upon ourselves as soul saviors, either. We are

rkers in the vineyard hoping to be able to do some good here.
Senator ALLEN. I might say when we were up in Madison County

we probably saw some of Mr. Hays' broad fields of cotton.
Mr. HAYS. It is a privilege for me to present tree views of the Ala-

bama Farm Beureau Federation to this distinguished Rural Develop-
ment Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Agriculture and
Forest ry.

The progress of our .country has been closely related to the ca-
pability of rural people and the quality of rural resources. Rural
development in America is one of the great successes of otr Nation's
history. National policy, through legislation by Congress, has brought
to rural America a system of land grint colleges and universities,
technology and education through experiment stations and the Co-

`4operative Extension Service agricultural credit, soil and water con-
servation, youth programs, forestry, wildlife management, and rec-
mational development, that has not been equaled anywhere in the
world.

Even though much has been accomplished, much remains to be clone.
It is a well-documented fact that many tools are available to promote
growth in rural America, but it is my opinion that our national goals
must always be examined to effectively meet the needs of present and
future generations. It is appropriate That subcommitteees such as this'
are holding meetings throughout the country to determine the status
and needs of rural America.

The ultimate objective of development is to benefit people. There-
fore, rural development may be defined as anything that contributes
to the economic and social improvement of rural America. This de-
velopment may take several forms. Economic development may come
about in terms of higher income and increased employment oppor-
tumties. Community development may involve a new water or sewage
system. Natural resource development may include a small watershed
development or a reforestation project. Human resource development
may be in terms of training or retraining people in skills and arts
demanded by society.

The ele.cted voting delegates of the member State Farm Bureaus
to the 52d annual meeting of the American Farm Bureau Federation
(December 1970) developed a statement of policy on rural develop-
ment. We strongly support this policy :
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RURAh DEVELOPMENT.

For over half a century Farm Bureau members have been fully
committed to meeting the, challenge of sound progress, development,
and change in rural America. Our interest is deep as this is where we
individually live, work, and ,invest in the present, and in Nom' op-
portunity for every farm and ranch family.

The Task Force on Rural Development, in its report entitled "A
New Life for the Country," offers challenging ideas, recommendations,
and constructive observatioris. We agree that rural development must
be generated through local initiative. It must he a result of community-
wide study and planning aild the development of specific, programs
to meet community need; fin sound economic growth and expansion
of opportunities for both rural and urban areas.

Farm member families and Conn, and St ate Farm ueau
leade.rs have an unusual opportunity and +. ,igat ion to assist and par-
ticipate in constructive rural development.

The growth and development of industry and commerce in rural
areas provide lhcal markets for farmers, increase job opportunities
for menibers of farm families and other rural people, improve the
capacity of rural areas to provide essential community facilities, and'
reduce the out-migration of people from rural areas.

'The develoinnent which has (spurred in many rural areas is a result
of community efforts, improved educational opportunities, adequate
water resources, a willing labor force, recreational opportimities, and
other community services. Loans, grants. or tax credits are often help-
411 to eConOtille development in-rural areas.
The resource conservation and development program administered

by the Soil Conservation Service contributes constructively to these
objectives and should be carefully coordinated with community-efforts,
in rural development.

Rt-RAL DEvELopMENT (Amnia

Sufficient supplies of usably water and adequate waste disposal
systems are basic to economic progress in rural areas. We support the
sound extension of public and .private credit for financing pi ivate,
community, or dist riet facilities.

Wqsimport adequate funding for programs established under pro-
visions of the Rural Water Facilities Act of 1965. .

Funding of other credit needs in rural development should be pro-
vided primarily from private sources supplemented by public funds
under authorities administered by the Farmers Home Administration.

GENERAL SITITATIoN IN ALABAMA

Alabama is experiencing; rapid change in many ways. Only recently
has the urban population becothe larger than that in rural areas.
In 1960. 54.8 percent of the people in Alabama lived in urban areas
while 45.2 percent lived in rural areas. Such population disttibution
was in contrast to that for the United States, where 70 percent of the
population had shifted to urban areas. By 1970, this distribution had
not changed appreciably. According to the 1970 census, Alabama's
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population of 3.444.165 was 58.4 percent urban and 41'.6 percent rural.
. Of greater importance is the fact that Alabama, in general, has not
experienced population growth compared with other areas of the
Nation. During the past decade, Alabama population increased 5.4
percent compared with 13.3 percent for the Nation. The widest dis-
crepancies between Alabama and the rest of the Nation, appear in
tlft area of personal. income. Per capita personal income estimates
indicate that Alabama lagged considerably behind the U.S. awrage
at both the beginning and end of the decade of the 1960's. Per capita
personal income in Alabama was $1.464 or approximately 65 percent
of the U.S. average of $2.215. By 1969, per capita' income in Alaltalea
had increased to $2.582 while the U.S. average was $3.687. On an indi-
vidual county basis. even greater variations occurred; generally the;
nrritraTtras had per eapita income levels gruel below the State aver-
age. In 1969. urban Jefferson County had the highest income ($3.713)
while rural Lowndes had the lowest ($1.127)..

Ihning,the past decade, Alabama lost approximately 30 percent of
its farmers. Many of these people have either moved to, or eonnnute
to urban areas for employment. Farm receipts in Alabama during
the period 1960 to 1970 increased from $529 million to over $736 mil-
lion. Per farm gross income in Alabama for 19 was estimated to be
$10.621 as compared to 819.216 for the Natio!). Net income per farm in
1970 was $3,569 in Alabama and $5.392 in the V.nited States. During
the decade of the 1960's. gross income per farm increased by 10 per-
cent in Alabama and about.100 percent in the United States, while
net income per farm in each area increased 82 percent. It is readily
apparent that Alabama agriculture has not kept pace with the rest
of the Nation.

Latest estimates indicate that the 1969 Agriculture Census will
show a continuing decline in number of Alabama farms. Indications
are that Alabama now has approximately 85.000 farm families. An
estimated 80 percent of these-68.000produce an annual gross farm
income of $.10.000 or less. 'When the high costs of production are sub-
tracted from this total, net farm income falls below any of the estab-
lished poverty guidelines. Most of these 68.000 farmers have been able
to remain on their hind only. through 'supplemental income provided
by off-farm employment. In the future. these people will probably
not remain in rural areas unless they can increase their income di-
rectly from farm activities or from accelerated off -farm earnings.
The trend is already established and will not be easily reversed. Fi-
nancial, technical, and educational assistance should be made avail-
able to them through rural develOpment activities.

To summarize. Alabama is economically depressed by most of to-
day's standards. Population distribution is 11111(.11 more rural th:in for
most of the remaining areas of the Nation and per capita ineonie lags
considerably behind the U.S. average. On the farm scene. average
gross and net farm income in Alabama is much lower than the U.S.
average.

Alabama's problem of lagging growth rates results primarily from
an underdevelopment or underemployment of its resources. both
human and physical In some cases there may be a lack of resources,
but in most instances existing resources have not been utilized to their
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fullest potential. Means must be discovered to bring to fruition these
resources if Alabama is to experience groWth and prosperity and an
increased quality of life for its citizens.

DEVELOPINJ ALABAMA'S RURAL aitEas

In formulating policies for rural development, we must keep in
mind that agricultureincluding agribusinessis the No. 1 busi-
ness in. America,_ and ii rural areas the effect is magnified. It is
my convie,tion that a strong agricultural sector forms the basis for
overall rui.al development. Since agriculture is a major generator of
income in most rural communities and towns, without doubt, the first
step in fostering rural development is to expand farm and farmer
inetane. As far .

in other sectors of the economy. The net result will be for higher levels
of both income and employment in the aggregate economy.

Two recent studies of interindustry input-output pertaining to rural
areas in the South indicated that the agricultural and agri-related
sectors of the tconomy have large economic multiplisrs.1 One dollar of
new farm income is multiplied

large
times in the national economy.

If output is increased in these sectors, greater repercussions wilt
occur throughout the economy than would be true if the output in-
creases occurred in other sectors.

This is because of the high degree of interdependence of agricul-
ture and agribusiness with other sectors of the economy. Bechuse of
this, these sectors have the greatest capacity for generating additional
economic activity through the multiplier effect.

DEVELOPING THE AGRICULTURAL SECTOR

There are several things to be considered in increasing farm income
in Alabama. One factor is the adequacy of farm credit, both Operat-
ing and long-term capital. This is pointed out in a report recently
released by

long -term
Auburn University Cooperative Extension Service.

This report indicates that additional credit could be put to productive
use primarily because improvements in technology and increased use
of purchased inputs have magnified the need for capita 1 in rural areas.

rmers need additional credit to achieve farm size that will offer econ-
omies of scale. Not only is there need for credit for farmers, but also
for homeowners and small businesses-in-rural areas. Government lend-
ing agencies provide a valuable service by stipplemepting private+
lenders, and these agencies should be strengthened and vffiequate funds
should be made available for lending to rural residents with particu-
lar emplimis on areas not being served by private lenders.

Indivithial farm production is scattered all acros. the land mass
of the continental United States as compared to a rather high degree
of concentration of industrial production. Tt is therefore more difficult
for farmers to develop for themselves an effective and efficient market-
ing mechanism. Individuals go to the market with a resulting

Curtis. Wayne C.. and Waldron. John E., Construction of An Input-Output Model for
a Rub -State Region Through the Use of National Coefficients and Secondary Data.

Sources: Technical Rh lefln 61, Mississippi Agriculture Experimental Station, March
1971 and Bills, Nelson S.. and Barr, Alfred. An Innut-Output Analysis of the Upper South
Branch Valley of Wes, Virginia, Bulletin 568T, West Virginia Agriculture Experimental
Station, 1968.
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"sprinkler" effect on.price caused by the wide despersion. In addition,
then re other inefficiencies of transportation, distribution; et cetera.

Ancther force in attempts to i'aise farm income is.the development
of adequate marketing facilities. In the past there has been an overall
shortage of markets in rural areas of Alabaina. Thia deficiency has
been particularly detrimental to small farmers with limited resources
although substantial improvement has taken place in recent years as
a result of the Alabarl a, Farmers Market Authority. In essence, they

`are prevented from effectively competing.
Because of the interdependence of various sectors of our economy,

establishment of a single facility will infltence the aggregate levels
of income and employment throughout the areas in which it is estab-
lished. Thip, I think, is-a primary substance of rural economic develop-
mentinflffincing the levels of income and employment in the economy
through development of specificsectors and industries.

In addition to providing for physical marketing facilities, there is
a need for different marketing arrangements. Again, this need is espe-
cially.acute i.t the case of small farmers who have neither adequate
bargaining power to purchase agricultural inputs at competitive Rices
nor opportunities to sell their products at a fair competitive price. This
may encompass a general strengthening of the present Agricultural
Marketing Acts. Mdre, specifically, we must provide new and more
definitive laws on collective bargaining. The need for improvement
in the collective bargaining area is espeoially true with respect to con- -

tract farming, particularly where purchases of agricultural commodi-
ties practice a high d ,,,Tee of vertical integration.

Associated with market development is development of an adequate
transportation system to allow farmers to transplant products to mar-
ket. Both. primary and secondary roads should be developed, as well
as other forms of transportation. One factor that may assist farmers
and the general publicis the future development of the TennesseA-
Tombigbhee Waterway. As a resin of this development; farmers and
others In rural areas may be able to purchase inputs at cheaper prices.
Since production costs to the farmer could be lowered, thiscould mean
lower food prices to all citizens in Alabama, and higher income .to
farmers.

If farm income levels are to be raised, then the total demand for
agricultural products will have to be increased. New uses for agricul-
tural products may be partially 1,chieved through innovative product
development. However, perhaps the best means through which demand
for agricultural prpducts can be increased is through expansion and

, developmeht of our export markets. Not only will this bring about
increased fitrm income, but it will also contribute to an improved bah
ance-of-payinents status for the United States.

An example of increased farm income as a result of increased expOrts
can be clearly shown with soybeans. In the decade of the sixties, exports
of U.S.. produced soybeans rose from 134.7 million bushels to 428.7
million bushels with a total increase in price per bushel from $2.53 to
$2.91. While this price increase was taking place, production was
doublino. (from 555 million bushels in 1960 to 1.135 billion in 1970).
Increased markets throligh exports can deliver similar results for other
farm commodities. Other significant gains have been achieved in this
area, but more work will need to be accomplished in the future.
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The cost of foreign agricultpral ?roduction is also continuing to go
up. At the same time standard's of living are rising rapidly in many
of the free world economies. There is a potential opportunity for the
expansion of U.S. agricultural exports. Because of the increasing
-complexities A international relationships, governments are acquiring
more fod more responsibility of decision with respect to such matters
asfpreign trade and agricultural exports. We believe additional at-
t ; tion to these areas would result in increased U.S.- agricultural
xports.
There is also a tremendous need for additional research and editca-

on programs oriented toward Alabama's farmers. Examples of the
types of programs cf which I speak are those of the agricultural expert=
went at ions. Cooperative Extension Service. and other similar agent

. ._c_i ed can be met . . :
Sources to perform these tasks. The need for this type of work it
especially acute in the area of production technology, particularly in,
work relating to the allocation and efficient use of agricultural, re-
sources. New technological adfances, as well as a means of dissemi-
nating this information to farmers, need to be developed. A good
example of this is in the area of, agricultural pesticides. Not only do
we need additional research as to the ecological effects of pesticide
usage, but also programs to inform farmers as to how to use these
materials correctly. This can be accomplished only through more
monetary and human resources.

The production of an abundant food supply is essential to the wel-
fare of this Nation, and the significance and contribution of commer-
cial farmers cannot be overlo,,1 d in rural development. Furthermore.
the economic well being of na.,ny rural ecoonnes is tied to that of
farmers. Thus. I think we are justified in placing top priority in rural
development on agriculture.

OTHER FACTORS INVOLVED IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT

In the overall scheme and rural .levelopinent. several factors other
than agriculture must be kept in mind: Higher income and better eni-

ampok ployment opportunities; development of private service industries;
adequate housing; improved public servicespolice and fire protec-
tion. public utilities: educational opportunities and medica facilities;
and cultural and recreational facilities. All of this nn be accom-
plished. I think, in a framework of wise natural resource use.

Rural development efforts must also recognize the need for balanced
growth. Creation of jobs in our rural areas is essential to population
growth in rural towns and communities. There are over 60 towns and
cities in Alabama with a population of 5,000 to 5,000. Most of these.
are located in null counties.

Sonic new inOrne and employment opportunities will come :ith the
development of a viable agricultural sector. However, other types of
industries must also be attracted to rural areas if expansions of signif-
icant magnitude are to occur. Emphasis must, be placed on attracting
those,)ndustries that require that resources of the rural areasnatural.
physical. and human. This point cannot be overemphasized. If possi-
ble, interindustry, studies arch as those mentioned previcuisly should
be conducted to determine the sectors of the economy that offer greater
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potential for develi Agent. This will provide some
it

quantitative assess'-
meat of the to impact on the economy. Also, t must be remembered
that bala should be sought in development.

r own State, we are enjoying significant industrial o'r, -th. Our
ate government, in both the executive and legislative branches, has

provided a favorable climate- for industrial development. One exam-
ple of this was the passage of the Wallace, Cater Act, which permits
certain corporations to'-gelltai'exempt bonds for new industrial capital
outlays. These are sitbsequently leased to industries locating in Ala-
bama. There iye other considerations such as sptcial, limited, ad
valorem tax exemptions.

As the levels of income and empltiy-nient rise due to industrializa-
tion, attention must be given to development of service industries
and adequate-housing. In the areff-othiTusing, for instance-, much
credit should toe-g.iVen to the Farmers Home Administration for their
efforts in improving the quality of life in rural areas. Since the rural
housing program of the Farmers Home Administration was initiated
in 1949, approximately 22,000 Alabama rural families have received
financing in excess cf $190 million. The Farmers Home Administra-
tion +(Rising program should be provided personnel and funds to
continue the financing of rural areas at an increased rate.

Federal funds and assistance should also, be provided for develop-
ment of essential public services and facilities in rural areas. For in-
stance, most rural communities in Alabama lack adequate sewage
systems. Many have substandard police and fire protection. It is a well
known fact that rural areas lag behind more urbanized areas in edu-
cational opportifnities for youno. people. Alabama suffers from
tremendous shortage of medical doetom This is mucli more acute
in rural areas. In fact, many rural areas have no medical doctors and
presently have no prospects for acquiring them. Needless to men-
tion. there is complete absence of essential recreational and cultural
facilities in most of these areas.

It should be kept in mind that inflation is a serious threat to eco-
nomic stability. It is generally agreed that excessive Federal Govern.-
ment spnidinp: is a basic cause of our current inflation problems.
Deficit spending by the Federal Government and policies which ex-
pand the supply of money and credit faster than production clearly
lead to inflation.

Farmers are among the hardest hit by inflation because they are
forced to pay inflated prices for their production inputs. At the same
time. they are unable to pass on these higher costs because of their
widespread and.looseily knit production and marketing patterns.

Stability of the purchasing power of the dollar, as well as the
maintenance of high employment, is essential well

well
the economic we

being of the Nation. Therefore, farmers, as well as others, are best
served by the mahltenance and strengthening of tilts purchasing power
of the dollar.

As a final point in my discussion of rural development, proper use
of our natural resourcesincluding land and watermust be practiced
in future rural development endeavors. These resources provide the
foundation upon which all development is based. it is im-
perative they be wisely developed and their use be allocated not only
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for the present but also for future generation. This may involve.de-
tailed land-use planning, increased emphasis on small watershed de-
velopments as administered by the Soil Conservation Service, and in
some cases the returning of land to forest cover. The latter is espe-
cially true of many acres marginal to the technology of intensive
agricultural practices.

a
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In summary, even though much has been accomplished in the areas
of rural. development, much remains to be done. We believe the first
step in fostering overall rural development is to increase the level of
farm and farmer income through development of a viable agricultnral
sector. -Thisove-believe;-canbeatliieva through (1) improved and
expanded agricultural credit, (2) more efficient-fa-Km marketing sys-
tems, (3) a better transportation system, (4) increased demand for-
farm products through development of both domestic and foreign
markets, and--(5) additional research and educational programs di-
rected toward farmers' needs. We strongly recommend the above as
the first step in rural development.

In addition to having a direct effect on agriculture, implementations
of the above proposals will also have an impact ontlie entire economy
by generating higher levels of income and employment.

Emphasis must also be placed on a balanced approach to economic
growth. Higher income and better empl6yment opportunities must
be secured throng-h development, of additional sectors of the economy.
Attempts must be.made to match industrial developmentS with avail-
able resources in rural areas.

As development occurs. there will be a presinc, need to not only de,
vel op private service industries, but to also expand public services inch
as police and Ili nroteefion. public utilities. lionsing. and medical and
educational services. We support Federal ecforts in this direction, and
we recommend that additional personnel and financial support be
channeled in this direction.

Finally, Farm Bureau subscribes to the belief that development
must be accomplished in a framework of natural resource use that
provides for future' generations as well as for the present. Since our
natural resources form the foundation upon which all development
rests, we strongly urge detailed planning in natural resources utiliza-
tion.

Alabama is experiencing rapid change and no amount of agree-
ment or disagreement bn our part will have any great significance for
the rest of mankind. But for us in Alabama, our own immediate de-
cision. and action will largely- determine our future fortunes. Fund
development can be an effective partnership of Federal_ State, and
local government, private industry, local leadership and local initia-
tive and support. The Alabama Farm Bureau Federation .pledges its
support and participatio'n to this end.

STATEMENT OF EUGENE MeLAIN, SENATOR, ALABAMA STATE
LEGISLATURE, HUNTSVILLE, ALA.

Mr. McLAIN. Mr. Chairman, I am over here. If I may. I am Sena-
tor Gene McLain, a member of the Alabama Legislature. I know you
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are about to leave. We legislators haven't said much today. It is a little
unusual today that none of us testified but f wanted you to know that
all of us appreciate the committee coming to Alabama.

We realize the, problems we face. We are extremely grateful for
each of you coming aiid a number of us have been here listening to
you all afternoon and we sincerely appreciate your visit.

Thank you.
Senator Ilum PintEr. how kind of you, and will you thank each

member of the legislature for-the courtesies they have extended to us
in making it possible for us to be here and use these facilities.

If any other member of the legislature is here that wishes to make
any continents, we would, of course,'welcome him.

We thank you.
. Refofseadjoii-roiugrl_nt to note_ t hat we have received some testi:.

mono in Wa4iington, Miss Elizabeth Edwards and some others, and
we will incorpo2ate it in the record of our subcommittee so that when
you write to us, you share your thoughts and they are madea part of
the official record; studies Ly our staff, and reviewed by the members
of the committee.

We thank each and every one of you for the privilege of being in
Alahanut and I particularly want to thank Senator Allen who is a stal-
wart in all these areas of agriculture, rural development, and many
other areas, for in iting us, for the courtesy that has been extended to
us.

Thank you very much. [Applause.]
Whereupon. at 5 :50 p.m., the hearing was adjourned as to the testi-

mony in Montgomery, Ala., the committee to reconvene' its hearings
in Ti fton, Ga., on Friday, July 9,1971.)

f Additional statements filed for the record are as follows:)

SrATENIENT'oF R1C$4ARD "DICK" BEARD, COMMISSIONER, ALABAMA DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE AND INDUSTRIES, MONTGOMERY, ALA.

Senator Humphrey and Members of Senate Rural Development Subcommittee,
:1111 Richard i Dick) Beard, a livestock farmer of Trussville, Alabama. and pres-

eni ly serving- as Alabama's Commissioner of Agriculture and Industries, The
pri,Idums of our met rimolitan areas and particularly those of the inner-cities have
been greatly increased in recent years, due in part to the influx of rural people.

-itoation well kn .wn and I congratulate the members of this Coinmittee
on ias offutts to half this out migration by making life in rural communities more
attractive and profitable.

A relatively small proportion of our rural pOpulation is now producing all of
the 1 and fiber we can use at home and export to foreign markets. The num-
ber of commercial farmers has declined due to the increases of technical know-
how necessary and the large amount of capital required for efficient production
of agricultural products. There is apparently little opportunity now for new
farmers in the highly competitive field of crop and livestock production unless
some changes are made in our agricultural policy.

te,:pite the continuing decline in the number of farmers in the. field of com-
mercial agriculture, it now seems a good time to begin a rural development pro-
gram. Many of our large industries located in crowded cities are having produe-
tm problems. Plans for decentralization and movement to plant sites in rural
areas are under wey by many plant owners. Rua, areas with good plant site
locations, sehools, churches, water and sewage facilities and recreational areas,
are in a position to attract industry. Alabama is developing special training pro-
grams for industrial workers needed in new industries which may come to our
state. Many families prefer to live on small tracts of land which they own in
rural areas in commuting distance of industries which will provide employment.

t )
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I urge your Committee to not forget the plight of-our c rmercial farmers and
the role they can play in developing rural areas. The et -price squeeze is reduc-
ing the number of these farmers each year. Parity of Aiaitankt for farmers is now
at a record low. Consumers at present are paying lesythan 175, of their disposable
inciane for better quality and greater varieties of food. This food is produced
by a relatively small percentage of our iiolailatio thus enabling the vast majority
of o workers to supply us with goods and ..ervietis in quantity and quality
unftlitfahal elsewhere in the world. Our balance of trade with other nations is
greatly helped I,y the quantity' of food and fiber our fanners piece in the export
market.

We can build our rural communities and find it place for inure commercial
fanners if we further develop the exportation of farm Vionwodities. Our Amer-
Wan farmers have the land. equipment, and the know how to greatly increase
production. The ability of our farmers to produce cheaper food.and fiber is envied
by people throughout the world. We are the only nation in the world with restric-
tions on agricultural productilia.

Mr. {-h-ttlfinufft, I urge- you and the mitatherE of this Committee to recommend
a workable rural development policy which will encourage- more farm production
and the further development of our export markets.

STATENIEN'r OF CLAYItta'RNE .Ross, DU:F( A:Olt, 'UPPER I )1TIC It IV(:lt
1)1.11.:14,1,1tl I. tAlit. SHE; (;)% TE;\

:ND. Chairman and members of the cominittee t I am Claybourne Ross. execu-
tive Dititipir of the l'pper Duck Development ..1ssuciation. 'The Associated
represents approNiniately 130.090 vitiZell, of Redford, 1.its11:111, ,NItiory, and

c,annies of middle Tennessee. Duel: River flows through halve counties on
its it ay to thcj'enntissee Itiver It is a-primary tributary of the Tennessee River,
It is :I stream of extremes. At times it is a raging flood and at times it is a mere
trickle. The development of water resources and the control of the river are very
important to our area, the State of Tennessee, and the Nation. It is our objective
to employ a regional approach in our development endeavors.

Our citizens, our towns and counties, and several State and Federal agencies
are actively participating in the work toward total resource development. The
river is such a big factor In these four (anilines that no comprehensive plan for
development ran be made without the full development of the river. The area
is rural with small towns, the largest being approximately 25.000 in population.
(Mr effort here is for regional rural development thoormighly planned to accomplish
the best results. We want to provide job opportunities which will enable our chil-
dren at limne to fill the jobs which we provide for them.

'rile Upper Duck River Development Program is regional in concept. Our po-
jects are area-wide in scope. They embrace both human and natiwal resources.

Every hild in the fear - county area is within commuting distalicti of the stale
Conimunitv College.'The Wafter Grid System in the area has been greatly ex-
panded with water tines built to small communities a11(1 rim,' area which, here-
tofore. 110 ve heal dependent upon unreliable and springs. Other expansions
of dais area water distribution system is being planned. This dist rloution system
is u tinily dependent upon Dick River for water supply. The lon uovertitllt.tlf
agencies in cooperati,n with !loosing and 1 roan Inivelopment. Farni and Dome
Administration, and the local pet 1,:,i have invested their funds to match water
grants in expanding water filtration systems.

The Wilfor Grid System emphasizes the need for water control and regulation
if Dul: 'liver. It NV:ts, :1 etifflIV,4 for the Duck River Project iNtirmaraly nml

i'ollitribia 'Reservoirs, Planning Report Nullifier C5-1 P0-1 This project Iris
gained eitt,t!;1,,.ittfla :1111111V:11 with au initial appropriation for III million dol-
lars allocated in the Tett,t1t,,oe ,kutherity Inoltr,et, ofrii.iall)-
11snlerw;y. The tittlItt, are located on 'Duck Itiver atanile 2 tS.(l (Normandy) and
VIII Col llt111011 a. '1'he-0 dims vv lit rerlte reservoir, if acre, with
20t miles of shoreline, The,(, reservoirs with regulated How will assure the 'rimer
Duck River 1;t Horn .40110'w:1f-or ,supply for and iudnatriaal uses',

The Duet; 'fiver Itrojcet tiitt poVitIC flood control 141114itt to the Tennessee
talley lit horit systeta and local areas : would create recreation:II oriportimi-
ties including fishing tind hunting in ItrottlIti the reservoir wiadd
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avtOlable lands for develol,,,ni--. along the shoreline for public and private Ilse;
lid result 0tr luiprov righwuy travel in the project area ; and, would pro-

%hie higher --"---ynietit for the rub-employed'in the area. The total annual
benefits for --""--rt-tos.es are tstiniated to be S-1,960,000. They have been emu-

, imang interest rate of 4 %% for a project life of 100 years.
- pollutionOispect of this project involves a telhrked improvement in water
tmality with a lregulated flow of the sfream. During periods of low-flow, the
Duck River exiteriences a high concentration of pollution, low dissolved oxygen
content. and solue fish kill. Studies indicate that 153 cubic feet per second of
efean water vil be minimum continuous Stream-tiow required at Shelbyville
and Columbia to maintain water quality at seceptable levels. Release from the
reservoirs will supplement strtsoneflow during low-flov, periods to provide mini-
mum bows at thelbyville and l'olatultin of 166 cubic ftet per second, respec-
tively to meet llhe needs of both water supply and water quality.control

A 3.5 mile. ratiell on Duck- River from the Normandy Dam site down stream
to Cortners Dam has a potential for developtuent of Trout fishing. A warm
water fishery told he develop'' below the Columbia Dam since the increased
flow would duce siltation Mel decrease both domestic and Industrial
pollution.

Optiutti der lopinent of the project and realization of the maximum eontri-
butiou ty tht economy of the area depends upon the joint effort by the local
nod Strfte a etlies. Tennessee Valley Authority and the Upper Duck River
Developtilen organization. The citizens of the area are resolved to realize maxi-
mum beneti from this project,. The dams and reservoirs are a tool for bring-

., ing about i tpritved Industrial climate, more and more job opportunities, tourism
and ettliat e the overall quality of life. The economy and future growth pattern
In the t'l ter Duck River Area reveal five principle elements which mal:e up a
concept t td future grow th net ivities. These are:

1 Increased urbanization;
. Creation of attractive physical environment for living:

3. Planning for and recruiting high-wage industries to provide enlianc,(1
opportunities and higher ineonies for the expanding population:

1. Provide utlequate<.and dependable water ~apply and waste treatment
both for expanding population and increased industrialization ; and

:1. Citizen contribution toward participation in this expansion.
Our organization, works very closely with the local agricultural iency, as we

re .tgnize our efforts will compliment the programs of one another.
The citizens of the upper Dlick,River Area solicit your help and support in con

nction with our program awl espeoially slue Ilm.WRiver Ps() Jeet ( Norma in4, a :id
Ia Reservoirs). The adequate water supply is prerequisite to optimuni

rural development.

STATFNI ENT OF C. W. NELSON, PRF.STUF.NT, STATE NATIONAL BANK OF
AIAZIAIIA, DECATUR, ALA. ------

. - -
II Is a great honor to appear before such a distinguished group atilt to present

my ' iews mi the role of private capital in the development or our rural areas.--
I apologize'for making referent* to our bank but to do so will provide SOTIK"----

background for my later comments.
State National Bank of Alabama serves 12 north Alabama counties through

its 31 offices. We are deeple.involved in agricultural banking activitiesin fact
for many years farm related businesA comprised the major portion of our loan
and dep tslt volume. With the recent Industrialization and urbanization of our
area, fa no business nu longer accounts for the majority or air activity but we
(.0t1I lolitolo regard it as being of vital present and future im trtance to our bank.
Six of our key executives art. former county agricultural igentsfive of whom
fnrinrly represented the bank as full time field men. In an effort toward greater
specialization. we are cnrrently seeking to employ an agrl-business expert to
head up a new department which will devote its full attention to farmers and
to the processors and distributors of farm products. According th the latest
published figures, our hank ranks 257th In size nationally. Total footings as of
June 3. 1971 were approximately $295 million. I am proud to report that we
rank 66th in terms of total agricultural loans in the United States. In fart, we
are number one in the Southeastern States leading all other banks in Louisiana,
Missi. siitt'. Twtnesseu. lteorgla. Florida. and South Carolina. I hope that Mose
facts give you some understanding of our commitment to the farming economy
of north Alabama.

3
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Dr. Williams has summarized for you the opportunities for developing our
rural Aummunities in north Alabama if we fully utilize our farm resources.
The exams figures and predictions might be subject to some question, but we
at State National heartily agree with the general conclusions. Our optimism
has caused us to take a fresh look at our participation in supplying capital
needs for developing the area's agri-business potential. These potentials show
that farmers in our area can triple their income if they use the resource mix
best suited to their individual situations. As farmers become more prosperous,
new jobs and business activity will be created in the non-farm sectors of our
rural communities. 4.

In discussions with TVA and Auburn University, it was pointed out that
capital is probably the most important single element needed to reach the farm
income potential of $1.2 billion. Farmers must substitute capital in the form
of machinery, chemicals, improved breeding stock and better seed for high priced
labor. They need capital for establishing new enterprises or expanding their
livestock operations which will more fully employ their available labor supply.
The addition of livestock and poultry enterprises on farms that do not have an
adequate cropland base is one way of increasing the farmers income. Of course
this means more capital and it will likely have to be supplied from credit. We
believe private as well as public financial institutions should help supply this
credit. The average investment per farm in the Tennessee valley increased from
$6,000 in 1950 to $38,000 in 1969. The amount of credit being used by the average
farmer is now over 7 times what it was 1111950.

What might have happened in rural areas If these "average farmers" had been
able to employ optimal capital? The results of the rapid adjustment farms pro-
gram are cited. This was a cooperative effort between TVA and bodgrant univer-
sities. The average capital investment of each of the 42 farms stpilled was $42.800
N't 1,Pil they entered the program. This was similar to the average capital invest-
mnt of farmers in Alabama. After only 4 years the average rapid adliNtnietit
farm had increased its capital investment to $71,000. During this same 4 year
period, their farm income more than doubled. With few exceptions this adjust-
ment was made without changing the land or labor base available when the
farmer entered the rapid adjustment "program. Of course the capital investment
requirement varies according to the enterprise combination the farmer selects.

In further exploring how our farm potentials can be achieved, it appears that
each farm needs individual whole farm planning. That is, the present resources
need to be documented. Then alternative choices of enterprises need to he eval-
uated in light of the specific resource base available to the farmer. Of course, a
team effort between our bank, other private companies, TVA, and Auburn Uni-
versity is needed to assist farmers in evaluating their present situation, in setting
goals for growth and acqhlring new resources pnd knowledge to reach their po-
tentials. As farmprs se more capital in their operation, money management will
be much more criti I. This problem is even more critical foripoung farmers who k
expect to withdra funds for family living throughout the year so they can have
a life style similar to their city friends. This approach is healthy for our farmers
and the rural community but it must be planned as an integral part of the money
management of the farm operation. Cash flow planning benefits both the farmers
and.hankers because they know in advance when money will be needed and when
icome will be received from farm sales so that money can be properly managed
at all times. Our bank plans to assist the farmers in developing a cash flow plan
and a cash flow accounting system so that money management can be an integral
part of our sevice to farmers.

As Dr. Williams pointed out, if we triple farm income, other agri-business
activity will expand by a similar amount. This will require about $570 million
of additional capital for investmenrin new off-farm businesses. By working
more closely with farmers in developing their economic potential, improved co-
ordination between farm needs and agri-business needs should result. The devel-
opment of farm supply businesses, markets, processing plants, and distribution
channels must be achieved simultaneously with farm development if the rural
community is to reap the full benefit of expansions in the farm sector. Similaily,
farmer; must have supplies available when they are needed or they will experi-
enee reduced yields because of Ilelays. Equally important is the availability of
markets with the capacity to more farm products into the market v,nters in a
form desired by:the customers.

3 9
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' Rural development has many sides. We feel that through a unified effort, more
,income and a better life can be Achieved for our farmers through better use of
their resources. These improvements will create new jobs not only in the agri-
business sector of our rural communities but also in the supporting service in-
dustries. By strengthening the economic foundation of our farmers, the welfare
of all people in north Alabama will be improved.

in summary, the State National Bank has, by working with TVA and Auburn
University, identified a need for added emphasis in financing our rural economy.
As stated earlier, we hove plans to establish au Agri-business department with
a staff to improve our ability to work with farmers and farm support industries
in planning and servicing their financial needs. Our la to Make our
staff, our modern computer facilities, our businefis expertise, and our financial
resources available to any farmer who can use it. This staff should also be an
asset in evaluating, farm loans including consumer loans for improving the
standard of living our rural people. Through a continued close Working rela-
tionship between the private sector ouch as our bank, and the public sector such
as TVA, Auburn University, and others interested in rural developMent, we feel
that employment opfportunities will increase and that an improved standard of
living will result in rural Alabama.

Thank you again for the honor of allowing me to participate in today's program.

STATEMV.NT QF C. E. HIESEMAN, 'MAN AGER, MONSANTO CO.'S DECATUR PLANT,
DECATUR, LA.

Monsanto Company's Decatur Plant has enjoyed many benefits by locating in
the Tennessee Valley area near Decatiur, Alabama. Ill turn, it has brought many
benefits to this area in terms of jobs created for several thousand persons, multi-
million dollar payrolls, taxes paid to local government units, purchases from
local and regional sources and creation of satellite business and industry as a
result of its needs for supplies and services.

The Decatur Plant was constructed in this area after a lengthy search and in-
vestigation that covered several hundred potential sites. The Decatur site was
chosen because of everal principle advantages, namely, an excellent supply of
high quality people With excellentwttitudes, the availability of electrical power,
large amounts of water for cooling purposes, good transportation routes by wa-
ter. rail and highway.

The excellent labor attitudes which prevailed among available employes, area
businessmen and residents of the area were highly encouraging for a potential
employer looking for a place where they could operate in an atmosphere of
freedom.

The excellent highways which existed made it possible for our plant to offer
employment to residents of a wide area in North Alabama and East Tennessee.
Most of these residents were living on farn and not gainfully employed in in-
dustry. In fact, approximately 80% of our employes came directly from farm
areas. Hundreds of then, maintain farms a second income and commute to
work each day from as far away as 60 miles.

Without the excellent highways of the ea, it would not be possible for them
to have access to technical and skilled jo such as are offered by Monsanto and
other industry here.

Naturally, the availability of water transportation has affected Monsanto's
growth since construction of our initial plant at Decatur. We began operations
in 1952 with one product. Acrilan acrylic fiber, and 200 employes. Through the
years we have been able to grow and expand, offering more jobs and bigger pay-
rolls as an incentive to workers to stay in this area. Today, we have two Acrilan
plants. one Polyester Staple Plant. a Polyester Tire Yarn Plant. a Nylon Inter-
mediates Plant and a ChemCoke Plant, with 'approximately 2700 employes.
Much of our raw material and all the coal we use in our expanded operations
conies to us by waterway. In Ilia, we received approximately 100 million tons of
,such materials by water transport each year, thanks to the deep water system
lavailable Without this system, we probably could not offer the number of jobs
we do today.

These employes who work with us each day enjoy a payroll in excess of $25
million annually, pot to mention more than $6 million dollars in employes bene-
fits. These dollars, together with our purchases in excess of $25 million in the
area, create an additional 7,000 jobs. It is most impressive to note that if all per-
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sons receiving their employment, either directly or indirectly, through our in-
dustry were living in one community. we would be furnishing employment for
some 10.000 people. This is an example of what having electricity, water, high-
ways 'and good vonimunity attitudes toward business and the free enterprise
system rain mean to a basically rural area.

A large industry such as ours utilizes sizeable amounts of water in cooling
operations. Our plant uses some 180 million gallons of river water, and ap-
proximately 7 milliot, gallons of city water each day. The river water is re-
turned to its source, completely unharmed and free from contamination.

Large amounts of electrical energy have been important in the past in help-
ing assure expansions and additions to our facilities. 'However, recent rate
increases and increases in the price of coal most certainly affect future thinking
about further additions and expansions, as this area may become no longer
competitive in th e raw materials with other places in the nation.

Most of our enn, oyes have acquired the skills they need to function in the
Decatur Plant's t nologically advanced operations through on-the-job train-
ing. However, we ave cooperated and look forward to even closer cooperation
in the future with the local and area vocational and trade schools in develop-
ing portions of the skills which future employes must have.

The Decatur location furnishes emplyment for a large number
in

college
gradlottes from a wide area of the nation. In addition, we employ in technical
positions many local and area yotutgo people who have gone of to college but
wanted to continue their careers in their hometown area.

Monsanto's most valuable assets are its quality employes. People of the
Tennessee Valley reglo4 believe in and support the free enterprise system anc:
have good attitudes toward business and its needs.

Because of this our Decatur Plant has been able to enjoy almost continuous
growth and progress during its more than 19 years of operations in what is
basically a rural region. As long as these attitudes and other advantages pre-
vail. we look forward to even more growth in the future.

STATEMENT OF CURTIS P. SELI ERS, SUPERINTENDEN T, DECATUR CITY SCHOOLS,
DECATUR, ALA.

The Decatur City School System is one of the most progressive school systems
in the South 'oday. Priorto 1933, education in the towns of Decatur and Albany
was similar to other agrarian dominated towns In the South.

The consolidation of Decatur and Albany into the present city of Decatur in
1927 subsequently led to the formation of the Decatur City School System in,
1933. The unification of the two school systems signaled the beginning of a
foundation from which the people of Decatur could develop a quality school
system to educate their children.

The number of students attending public schools in Decatur has increased
proportionately to the general population. The student population has steadily
grown from 3.995 in 1944) to 9,400 in 1971.

It has been' said that a school system reflects the image and totality of the
community which sustains it. Decatur is a classic kample of this ax om.
pro,gress of the education system can be traced directly to the drive by citizens
to improve the quality of life tifrough proper Utilization of the abundant natural
resources of the region.

The Tennessee Valley Authority was the catalyst which began the unprece-
dented economic development of Decatur and the surrounding area In the 5
The school system of Decatur was an equal partner in this unparalleled ,-
nomic development. By providing a high quality of education for the people, a
highly skilled labor force was available to new and expanding industry in the
late 1940s. -

It was determined by the community leaders that an even more improved
school system would complement the availability of other resources in the com-
munity toward attracting additional industry, thereby providing greater em-
ployment opportunities for the population.

The industrial and civic leaders deliberately set out to improve the phy,siesil
facilities, upgrade the faculty in each school, expand the curriculum, improve
administration, increase financial support, and improve the image of education.

Through the combined' effo e Chamber of Commerce, local civic organi
nations and citizens, the first of a series of bond Issues was approved to build a
number of new school buildings.
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Since 1950 approximately ten million dollars has been spent by local citizens
to upgrade the quality of school buildings. This placed Decatur in a position of
leadership in the state in providing modern school facilities.

At the present time physical facilities include 9 elementary, 2 middle, and 2
high school buildings. A new vocational wing at Austin High School and a cen-
tral administrative building are being planned.

Physical facilities alone were not enough to provide the quality of education
demanded by the community.

The curriculum and program of studies were upgraded to provide students of
Decatur with skills and knowledge to allow them to compete with graduates
from all parts of the country.

The Boara of Education and jit ofessional staff have charted a course of pro-
gressive education that will ca y Decatur into the next century of educa-
tional innovation through utilization of federal support, citizen involevment, use
of technological advances, curriclum innovation, and organizational structure.

Decatur quickly, following court orders in 1968, disestablished the dual school
system for black and white students. At the present time, all students in the
city have equal educational opportunities. Through community involvement and
understanding, the unitary school system was established without disruption.
As a result, the Decatur school system has been able to pursue federal funds
without restraint.

A significant amount of federal funds are being utilized in the operation of
Decatur schools. These include all titles under the Elementary-Secondary Act

iguaif 1965, National Defense Education Act of 11)58, Appalachia Act, Vocational
ct of 1963. Public Law 874, Headstart, Emergency School Act, and Title IV

of the Civil Rights Act.
ALL SCHOOLS ACCREDITED A

Through a combined effort of all citizens, city government and professional
rsonnel, all schools in Decatur are accredited by the Southern Association of

Colleges and Scheffilinind the State Department of Education. Decatur is the
only major school system in Alabama that has all elementary 'and secondary
schools accredited. Accreditation insures that high standards are maintained in
each school.

The additional financial resources required to attain full accreditation were
provided by taxes at the local level.

CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT

CitizenS play a vital role in the Decatur school system. There is continous dia-
logue between citizens and school personnet through conferences, study groups
and local school organizations. An example of citizen participation is found
in a recent tas force study which involved over one hundred parents, teachers,
principals, an students. The six task forces spent six months in study of
kindergarten ducation, vocational education, use of technology in education,
special educat on, guidance services 'and curriculum. Based upon recommenda-
tions from th task tomes, a five-year plan of improvement is being developed.

Each year iusinegh leaders and teachers exchange visits. BusinesslIndustry
Education Day allows some two hundred business and industrial leaders to visit
all schools in the city. They see firsthand the education process in action. This
activity provides ft greater understanding of the strengths and problems faced
by education. Oh the return visit, some five hundred ed eators visit industrial
plants and businesses. The visit by educators to husioes, and industry creates
a better um tanding of the free enterprise system a helps keep teachers
better Infor a about the economy of Decatur.

Many civic organizations contribute their time ata resources to the school sys-
tem through sponsorship of many worthwhile projects and activities.

USE OF TECHNOLOGY

e Decatur i y School Systerh is making full use of technological advances.
Thr, gh a cooper tive agreement with the local cable company, a full closed
cire television s stem is used by teachers to enrich instruction. A wide variety
of state and national ETV network programs are available.

A complete data processing system is being used in cooperation with the Mor-
gan County School System to relieve classroom teachers of nonteaching duties.

40i
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The data center provides service infest grading, grade reporting, student sched-
uling, and attendance reporting. y school business functions are completed
with the aide of the computer.

Each school is equipped with a full complement of audio visual material and
equipment. Through proper utilization, teachers are able to enrich their in-
struction and provide a wider range of educational experiences for students.

MIDDLE SCHOOL PROGRAM

Beginning in September of 3971, Decatur will convert its present organization
for instruction to the K through 5, 6 through 8, and 9 through 12 plan. Instruc-
tion in grades 6 through 8 will utilize the middle school concept of instruction.

The program is designed to individualize instruction for all students tend use
the team teaching approach. Two new facilities witi be opened in September and
will house all children in the city in grades 6 through 8.

The planning and construction of the buildings has been in progress over the
past three years. Much attention has been given to program development and
teacher training for this innovative change.

Decatur is providing statewide leadership in the middle school program. No
other school system in the state has developed this innovative method of
instruction.

in summary, the schools of Decatur are playing a commanding role in the
development of the area. It is through the local education system that future
citizens are trained and educated so that they may join the business eommunity
and become happy productive individuals.

As a result of the local economic situation, a vast majority of local school
graduates are able to obtain employment locally after high school or post high
school training.

In addition to an excellent public school system, post high school training is
available at colleges and trade and tech 111 schools within a twenty-five mile
radius of Decatur. Ailsroximately 65% o Decatur's graduates enter some form
of post high school training after graduati n.

DECATUR, ALA., July 5, 1971.
Hon. lItrazav H. ijUZIPHBEY,
Chairman of Subcommittee on Rural Development, Senate Office Building,

Washington, D.C.
Sin: North Alabama is blessed with many Modes of transportation ; rail, river,

air and highway. While I,am aware of the significant role played by all types of
carriers in this area, it is my belief that truck transportation has and will 'play
the large3t role in the development of the rural South.

There are at the present time 20 regular route motor carriers operating out of
Decatur, Alabama serving the industrial areas in the North, Northeast, Midwest,
Southwpst and the West Coast. A shipper in this area can count on a load being
delivered to any point east of the Mississippi river and the Southwest within
three days and to the West Coast within a week.

While plants located in urban areas can rely on all modes of transportation, in
a great many rural areas truck transportation is the only way goods can be
shipped and received. _

The Textile Industry bat; many plants in villages throughout the Southeast
that rely solely on trucks, this is particularly true of movements of fiber from this
area into textile mills in the Carolinas and the entire Appalachian Region. Also
there is an ever expanding Mobile Home Industry that is for the most part
locating in rural areas and must depend on truck transportation.

In this age when crops are planted and gathered by machine and fields art.
cleaned by chemicals, every hamlet and village knows the truth of the statement,
"If you got it a truck brought it."

Our organization stands ready to assist you and your committee in any way.
'Besse feel free to call on us.

Sincerely,
DAN MEANS,

President, North I bona Teat* Club.
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DECATUR, ALA., July 7, 1971.
Hon. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Rural Development, Senate Committee on Agricul-

ture, s eisate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR HUMPHREY Enclosed is a progress report of Tri-County District

Health Service, a three county public health department, formed September 1,
1968, as an Appalachihn 202 demonstration project.

If there is additional information relative to this organization or Its program,
we Ebel' be pleased to sunoly such upon receipt of your request.

Very truly yours,
BETTY W. VAUGHAN, M.D.,

District Medical Director, Tri-County DistPict Health Service.

In 'September 1968, Tri-County District Health Service was formed by merg-
ing the three individually operated health departments of Lawrence County,
Limestone County, and Morgan County into a single body. The formation of Dis-
trict Health Service by the above mentioned merger was officialized by approval
of the three county boards of health and the State of Alabama Department of
Public Health. The program is flnanc'ed as follows: Appalachian 202 funds, 75%;
local funds-municipal, county and state, 25%.

Prior to the formation of District Health Service, the delivery of public health
services-to the people within the tri-county ,area was minimal. Housed in inade-
quate facilities, poorly equipped, under staffed, without the direction of a full
time medical director, the individual health departments offered only limited
services on an unscheduled basis. District Health Service was formed to demon-
strate the effectiveness of a multi-county health department as opposed to the
traditional individually operated county health department.

The basic objecive cof District Health Service is to provide a program of co
prehensive public and' environmental health for all residents of the demonstra-
tion area. A secondary objective is to provide a model agency from which other
public health districts throughout the states might be patterned.

Listed below are the major problems facing the three county health depart-
ments within the district and many others throughout the state and how these
problems have been resolved locally since the formation of District Health
Service.

I. A CRITICAL SHORTAGE OF IIEAIZH OFFICERS

Neither Lawrence County nor Limestone County had the service of a full time
health officer. The health officers working part time in these counties were un-
able, due to travel and ,work load, to spend sufficient time In either county to
conduct an organized program. For the 67 counties in Alabama, there exists only
18 health officers, many of whom are elderly or in poor health and three to live are
to retire in the near future.

At the time Tri-County District Health Service was formed, Morgan County
was fortunate to have for its health officer, Dr. Betty W. Vaughan, a young, well
qualified physician who has a great interest in public health, and preventive
medicine. Dr. Vaughn was made Medical Director of Tri-County District Health
Service.

In order to provide Dr. Vaughan with the time nee ssary to perform the duties
of a health officer for three counties, an R(IMII4 for was employed and the
organization was departmentalized as follows Administrative, Nursing and
Environmental and Industrial Health. Director were employed for each of the
departments.

The staff is composed of the department ads and certain specialists who
work in all three counties. To each county b nch is assigned a staff of nurses,
sanitarians, secretaries and aides who may, when needed, be assigned for spe-
Cidl duty any place within the district.

The above organization has proven satisfactory. With proper support, it has
It been demonstrated that a qualified medical director can administer an effective

public health program over a multi-county area.

II. A LACK OF STAFF PERSONNEL TRAINED IN PUBLIC HEALTH WORK

Few colleges and universities offer curricula that are public health oriented.
Graduates with degrees in healthcare commonly classroom oriented and require
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specialized training for Public health work. Only one school in the State of Ala-
baoia offers training for sanitarian and environmental health workers. Nursing
training has been directed toward hospital work rather than public health.

To meet the need for qualified staff for the district, District Health Service
employed personnel with educational backgrounds adaptable to public health
work and provided specialized training through : inserOce training, on the job
training, graduate courses, seminars, lectures and training courses offered by
the State Health Department, C. S. Public Health Service and other organiza-
tions. From the staff training program and job experience, District Health Serv-
ice has dvveloped a superb staff mitich is as follows: 1 business administrator,
1 office manager, 1 nursing director. 1 assistant nursing director, 1 environ-
mental health director, 1 district secretary supervisor, 2 milk inspectors. 1 nu-
tritionist, 2 industrial health specialists, 1 community activities coordinator,
21 public health nurses, 5 nurses aides, S sanitarians, 1 health services assistant,
1 solid waste supervisor. 4 solid waste workers, and 14 secretaries.

While District Health Service has been fortunate in obtaining and keeping
quality staff members. a continuous problem has been the provision of a salary
scale sufficient to attract qualified personnel to public health work. Higher pay-
scales offered by hospitals and private business and industry poses a continuous
threat to the Maintenance of the staff necessary to the conduit of a comprehen-
sive public health program.

1 I I. AN IN ADEQI,ATE PIZOGRA Nt IN SCOPE AND CONCEPT

Prior to the formation of District Health Service, there existed ho organized .

programs of public health and the serviees offered by the individual health de-
pa rt ment s were limited and of poor quality. -

Entrusted with the enforcement of local and state health regulations, the
health departments could provide no more than spasmodic inspections with no
follow -up. Many establishments which should have been inspected were never
seen Uy the environmental health workers due to the fact that only three Sani-
tariam3 %ve,re employed. for the entin: district. There had been no work done in
the areas of solid waste disposal, air and water pollution or industrial health,

Home nursing service had not been provided and home visitation was iimited.
No organized clinic serl'ices were available, School nursing services were limited

%

to one coatoty system. There existed no staff training or consumer education
programs,

With the formation Of District Health Service, program components Were
added as rapidly Its staff became available to conduct such programs. Currently
being offered in ail areas of the district are the following regularly scheduled
programs: Inspection and follow-up on all food handling establishments . , .

restaurants, cafes, meat markets, school lunch rooms, dairies, milk processing
plants, bottling plants, hospitals. rest homes, day care centers and nursery
schools. Inspection of all barber and beauty shops, swimming pools. subdivisions,
septic tank installations and water supplies, local and municipal. A solid waste
disposal program with two approved landfills in operation and two additionally
planned. A program of industrial health to all local indistry. Studies in air and
water pollution, rad logical exposure, disease and vector control.
, Regularly sched ed,clinics are offered daily at each health department. Exist-

ing clinics are: we bY, maternity, immunization, tuberculosis x-ray, tubercu4
losis out patient, family planning, and venereal disease.

A school health pr ram is ongoing in all school systems within the district.
Home nursing service available throughout the district. Home visitation in
conjunction with clinic se Milling awl follow-up is conducted regularly throUgh-
out the district, especially n the outlying, rural areas, A program of nutritional
education and planning is filit.red in conjunction with the clinics and in the homes
throughout the district.

Planned for the future are the following; satellite clinics in the rural areas
and/or mobile clinic services. A program of paddle information and education.
An intensified program of nutrition aimed at the elimination of nutritional
anemia and malnutrition in children, teenagers and adults. A program of disease
prevention and control. A program of pollution control. An Intensified program
of screening and follow-up treatment. immunization anoutrition directed to-
ward children from underprivileged hoMes,

4u
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IV. INADEQUATE FACILITIES

The health departments in Morga& and Limestone counties are housed in old
facilities completely inadequate in design and equipment. Any expansion of
the building type program components has been curtailed by these facilities.

A new building to house the district headquarters, Morgan County Health
Department and the State District Laboratory will be. occupied in JulY 1971.

Construction will begin in September 1971 ou a new building to house Lime-
stone County Health Department ]?ranch.

The addition of these two facilities funded by Appalachian 202 funds, Hill
Burton Funds, and local funds will enable all aspects of the ongoing programs
to be expanded and upgraded.

V. PUBLIC APATIIT

The importance of a program of public health to a community had not been
brought to the attention of the citizenry prior to the formation of District
Health Service. The health department bad become identified as a "dreary old
place where poor people went for free treatment and where Shots were given
free". There existed little or no local support for the health department. The
public was unaware of the existence of such a service as a comprehensive public
health service.

Through the conduct of an intensified program of public information through
the media ; through public appearances by the health officer and her staff at
civic clubs, school groups. church groups; through cooperation withoch agen-
cies as Crippled Children's association, Community Action, Welfare, Rehabilita-
tion, Mental Health, schools, local governing bodies and local boards of health,
District Health Service has created a great deal of public awareness and en-
couraging public support for its programs and activities. Of great encourage-
ment is an apparent awareness of and increased public demand for the services
available from the local health department as it functions today. Increased
public awareness and support will be essential to the continuation of the ongoing
program and the programs planned for the future which in the overall delivery
of -adequate health services within the district are considered to be a vital
component.

Dzoe'ruz, ALA., July 6, 1971.
Hon. HUBERT H. HUMPHILET,
Cheirmou, Subcommittee on Rural Development,
Senato Of6ce Building, Washington, D.C.

Sim: Morgan County and the City of Decatur, Alabama, located on the Ten-
nessee River in North Alabama are outstanding examples of the value of Fed-
eral. State, and local government agencies working together with local citizens
to provide work opportunities for our young men and women living on farms of
the surrounding area.

In 1933 the Tennessee Valley Authority came into the Valley providing an all
year navigation channel on the river, ample electric power at reasonable rates,
and most of all, elimination of malaria which had for so many years throttled
out people. It was an area of a debilitated people, with no ambition, ill suited
for workers in industry and even to do a good job at farming.

A new day for the Tennessee River Valley had dawned. In the beginning
Progress was slow. In 1949 a new non-profit agency was formed by local citizens
to devote its entire time to industrial development of the region. This agency
was supported financially by the local municipal electric systems and the elec-
tric coops of the area. Malaria had been completely eliminated. A new ambitious
citizenry was at kand, anxious to work and to remain at home.

The net out - migration from 1950 to 1960 in the North Alabama area was ap-
proximately 38,000. We were losing the most ambitious, the cream of the crop,
of our young men and women. If we value the cost of housing, clothing, food
and education of these young people at only $5,000 per person, then the out of
pocket expenditure for this 38,000 is $190,000,000, a loss that we could not con-
tinue to sustain.

AO.

.
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It is hot difficult to understand the pulling together of our citizens throughout
the Decatur and Morgan County area to stop this loss. We were determined
more than ever to develop local work opportunities for our young men and women
to keep them at home.

The record speaks for itself : Covered workers (Alabama Department of In-
dustrial Relations) in Morgan County (Decatur) increased from 7,793 in 1955
to 21,165 in 1970. Wages of covered workers in 1955 totaled $27,624,000, and
this had increased to $144,5 000 in 1970. These figures do not include workers
at Redstone Arsenal (liturt ).

We estimate that a min um of 50% of covered workers, shown above, live on
surrounding farms of the immediate area. These workers return to the farms
some $72,000,000 per year ed in the Decatur area. This sum far exceeds the
value of all farm crops of the t county area.

The 1970 U.S. Census shows that Morgan County gained an en-migration of
"0)25 and the North Alabama area a gain of 35,000, as compared to an out-

migration of 38,000 in 1960. This means that we have over the last several years
developed local work opportunities for not only our native people but 35,000 ad-
ditional who migrated into the area.

It is significant thafthe water front of Decatur, approximately seven miles
in length, is now almost completely developed. Industry Has invested some
$700,000,000 along this water front in facilities to provide work opportunities for
our people. Before this decade has passed this investment will exceed one billion
dollars. It le interesting to note that twelve of Fortune's 500 largest corporations
have industrial plants in pecatur.

This outstanding growth of industrial workers and its effect on the economy
of the area has made it necessary for the city and county to finance major proj-
ects in education, recreation, urban renewal programs, low cost housing projects,
and up grading the downtown areas. all with the aid of Federal and State funds.

Today Decatur is on soli ground with a broad diversified industrial and
commercial complex. Gross PEFFm income is at a peak. Land values were never
so high. All of this because of an energetic people, working with their Fed a 4 l
Government, determined to develop work opportunities at home for its o 4.
always keeping uppermost a healthy, invigorating environment.

Very truly yours,
T. D. JOHNSON,

Executive Director, North Alabama Induatrial ., elopmcnt Amociation.

COVERED WORKERS-SELECTED NORTH ALABAMA COUNTIES, 1955 THROUGH 1965

County 1955 1956 1957

Cherokee 348 661 762
Colbert' 8,262 9,920 11,676
Cullman 2, 192 2, 998 3, 165
DeKaib 2, 368 2, 825 2, 802
Franklin 1, 494 1, 492 1, 509
Jackson 2, 232 2, 977 2, 975
Lauderdale 5,042 6,237 5,888
Lawrence 294 539 562
Limestone I, 232 1, 727 1, 872
Madison I 10, 004 12,484 13, 470
Marshall 3, 384 4, 463 4, 889
Morgan 7, 793 9,140 10, 091

1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965

693
11,567

1.230
12,116

1,190
11,156

973
11,159

1, 060
11,308

980
11,408

1,274
11,904

1,146
12,600

3, 613 3, 898 4, 324 4, 322 4, 480 4, 802 5, 355 5, 738
2, 837 3, 162 3, 422 3, 573 3, 542 3, 478 3, 546 3, 856
1, 343 1, 614 1, 744 1, 746 I, 871 2, 267 , 520 2, I12
2, 927 3, 122 3,198 3, 220 3, 332 3, 586 3,156 4, 017
5,803 5,977 6,181 6,118 6, 310 6, 570 6,824 7, 360

608 652 706 910 1,135 1,279 1,305 1,299
I, 923 2, 212 2, 223 2, 208 2, 230 2, 318 2, 645 2, 771

15, 214 18,044 17,811 20, 132 24, 062 30, 004 35, 950 42, 772
5, 132 5, 634 5, 708 5, 984 6, 400 6, 630 7, 104 7, 614

10, 175 11, 013 11, 612 12, 108 13, 188 13, 989 16, 391 19, 300

Totals only, not averaged. Above figures do nog include Government workers at Redstone Arsenal (Madison County)
and the Tennessee Valley Authority (Colbert County).

Source: Statistical bulletin, Alabama Department of Industrial Relations, Montgomery, Ala.

4 t
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AVERAGE MONTHLY COVERED EMPLOYMENT-NORTH ALABAMA COUNTIES, 1965 THROUGH 1968

County 1965 1966 1967 1968

bterokee 1, 146 1, 746 1, 385 1, 707
Colbert I 12,60B 12, 944 13, 158 13, 004
Cullman 5, 738 6, 356 6,156 1, 111
NIKO 3, 856 4,022 4, 063 4, 202
Franklin It 2, 882 3, 079 2, 928 3,111
Jackson 4, 087 4, 578 5, 222 5, 374
Lauderdale 7, 360 7, 731 7, 675 7, 909
Lawrence 1, 299 1, 454 1, 648 1, 843
Limestone 2, 778. 3, 120 3, 270 3, 397
Madison I 42, 772 45, 029 41, 511 40, 148
Marshall 7, 614 8, 066 8, 244 9, 072
Morgan 19,300 19, 549 18, 324 18, 373

Area 111,432 117,674 114,284 115,251

Alabama 616, 148 714, 735 720, 002 735, 729

I Figures do not include Government workers at Redstone Arsenal kMadison County) and Tennessee Valley Authority
(Colbert County). Data included in State totals only.

Source: Statistical bulletins, Alabama Department at I ndustrittelations.

WAGES FOR COVERED EMPLOYMENT-SELECTED NORTH ALABAMA COUNTIES, YEARS 1955 THROUGH 1960

[Amount in dollars)

County 1955 1956 1957 .58 1959 1960

Cherokee 725, 509 1, 335, 553 1, 717, 156 1, 558, 87 4, 240, 972 4, 573, 594
Colbert 32, 878, 238 41, 191, 441 53, 053, 909 55, 138, 543 61, 563, 153 56, 535, 466
Cullman 4,998, 532 7,239.921 7, 704, 214 9,411,504 , 15 11,980,422
DeKalb 5. 513. 182 6, 805, 593 6, 981, 443 7, 015, 944 8. 632, 807 9, 408, 316
Franklin 3, 652, 076 3, 927, 184 4, 008, 551 3, 319, 696 4, 151, 049 4, 677, 574
Jackson 4, 823, 916 6, 799, 094 7, 000, 497 7, 197, 009 8, 356, 295 8, 721, 765
Lauderdale 13, 576, 308 17,991, 671 18, 365, 168 18, 924, 986 20, 258, 805 21, 498, 918
Lawrence 493, 182 1, 021, 025 1, 000, 610 1, 255, 971 1, 346, 295 1, 528, 508
Limestone 2, 615, 477 3. 798, 700 4, 298, 376 4, 617, 654 5, 718, 960 5, 943, 348
Madison 30. 484, 262 38,689 337 45, 727, 518 59, 142, 131 75, 810, 470 75, 474, 153
Marshall 8, 440, 533 11, 349, 936 13, 102, 264 14, 164, 859 15, 724, 851 16, 747, 504
Morgan 27, 623, 513 31, 505, 71.5 38, 746, 367 39, 801, 626 44, 782, 252 48, 168, 880

Source: Statistical bulletin, Alabama Department at Industrial Relations, Montgomery, Ala.

40-
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WAGES FOR COVERED EMPLOYMENT-SELECTED NORTH ALABAMA COUNTIES, YEARS 1%1 THROUGH 1966

County 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966

Cherokee 3, 111, 261 3, 021, 788 2, 927, 309 4, 028, 561 3, 676, 760 6, 613, 000
Colbert 59, 287, 345 64, 291, 783 65, 698, 788 72, 045, 486 77, 605,903 82, 014,600
Cullman 12, 629, 244 13, 588, 201 15, 072, 337 II, 128, 684 20, 483, 819 23, 708,000
DeKalb 10, 410, 000 . 10, 604, 460 10, 672, 357 11, 759, 399 13, 626, 187 14, 484,300
Franklin 4, 124, OS1 5, 619, 361 6, 942, 181 I, 177, 832 J, 722, 274 10, 885, 700
Jackson 9,060, 245 9, 710, 7E 11, 083, 279 12, 679, 523 13, 967, 122 17, 379,900
Lauderdale 21, 977, 476 23 203, 009 ,. 24, 892, 919 27, 356, 521 30, 543 990 33, 265, 600
Lawrence 2, 331, 719 2, 975,143 3, 253, 374 3, 459, 748 3, 936, 060 4, 805, 000
Limestone 5, 942, 754 6, 249, 560 6, 822, 969 7, 779, 502 9, 125, 242 10, 594, 600
Madison ' 89, 685, 561 116, 254, 852 159, 178, 844 201, 980,126 265, 848, 875 287, 856,900
oarshall 17, 878, 179 20, 248, 209 22, 124, 602 24, 924, 063 27, 929, 874 30,642,900
Morpn 50, 501, 578 58,033, 152 63, 734, 948 10, 157, 832 102, 693, 414 106, 537,700

Source: Statistical bulletins, Alabama Department of Industrial Relations, Montgomery, Ala.

ANNUAL PAYROLLS FOR COVERED EMPLOYMENT-NORTH ALABAMA COUNTIES,'1965 THROUGH 1968

!Amount In dollars/

County 196L 1966 1967 1968

Cherokee % 3, 676, 760 6,613,000 5, 162, 800_ 6, 795, SOO
Colbert I 77, 605, 963 82, 014, 600 86, 380, 000 88, 427, 700
Cullman 20, 483, 819 23 708, 000 26,145, 2G0 30,405, 500
DeKalb 13, 626, 187 V., 414, 300 15, 239, 800 17, 071, 700
Franklin 9, 722, 274 10, 885, 700 11, 347, 400 13, 440, 700
Jackson 13, 967, 122 ,, 17, 379, 900 23, 377, 200 24, 651,600
Lauderdale 30, 545, 990 33, 265, 600 34,406,200 31,149, 800
Lawrence . 3, 936 060 . 4, 805, 000 5,929, 400 7,04 SOO
Umbrae 9 125,242 10, 594,600 12, 012, 000 13,902, 800
Madison I 265, US, 875 287, 856, 900 271, 201, COO 278,018, 200
Marshall 27. 929, 874 30, 642, 900 33, 559, 400 39,668,700
Morgan -462.622, 414 106, 537, 700 103, 201, 000 109, 899, 700

Area 579, 161, 500 628, 7U, 200 628, 668, 400 667, 481,000

Alabama 2, 987, 953, 200 3, 767, 476, 700 3, 927, 383, 500 4, 274,096, 300

I Figures do not include Government workers at Redstone Arsenal (Madison County) and Tennessee Valley Authority
(Colbert County): Data included In State totals only.

Source: Statistical bulletins, Alabama Department of Industrial Relatictns.
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AVERAGE NUMBER (MONTHLY) OF MANUFACTURING WORKERS AND ANNUAL MANUFACTURING PAYROLLS
IN NORTH ALABAMA COUNTIES, 1966.THROUGH 1968

1966 196 1968

County

Average Ave a /Average
number Annual au i Annual number Annual
workers payrolls era pay. oils workers payrolls

Cherokee 1,266 $4, 867, 6r 895 $3, 314, 700 1,151 $4, 574,400
Colbert' 8,778 62, 268 8,970 66, 052, 100 8,560 66,072, au
Cullman 3 037 11 6 DO 3, 684 14, 921, 600 3, 963 17, 785,100
DeKalb . 2. 403 2 600 2, 406 8, 942, 200 2, 548 10,414, BOO
Franklin 1.596 766, 300 1.184 6, 108 700 1, 611 7, 500, 300
Jackson 3, 049 10 946,600 3,197 11, 998. 900 3,715 16, 896,600
Lauderdale 2.36 11, 5E3. 900 2,516 12. 883, 700 2,676 14,635, 100
Lawrence 1 r 3, 458, 200 1,189 4, 241, 900 1,325 4,902, 700
Limestone__ . . ..... 21 3. :56 700 964 3, 424, 500 1,402 5,694, 900
Madison i 2.421 91. 324, 840 11, 024 81, 041, 100 11, 042 85, 899. 300
Marshall 4,037 15. 826, 600 4,217 17, 568 600 5,176 23,415, 500
Morgan 9,239 57. 336, 400 9,305 60. 443, 000 9,951 68,84E, 300

a
50,257 286, 642, 500 49, 881 290.941,000 53, 120 326, 631. 800

291, 340 1, 575, 751, 600 295,383 I, 647, 472, 200 304, 944 1, 816, 950, 000

Figures do not include Government workers at Redstone Arsenal (Madison County) and Tennessee Valley Authority
(Colbert County). Data included in State totals only.

Source. Statistical bulletins, Alabama Department of Inch' strial Relations, Montgomery, Ala.

AVERAGE NUMBER OF WORKERS AND PAYROLLS NORTH ALABAMA AREA, 1969

All coverecJamployment Manufacturing industries

County

--
Average
number
workers

Cherokee 1, 657
Colbert 14, 820
Cullman 7, 786
De Kalb 4,529
Franklin. . 3,524,

Jackson 6, 359
Lauderdale .. . 8. 570
Lawrence 1,632
Limestone 3,563
Madison 40, 158
Marshall 9, 408
Morgan . 20, 316

Area 122. 322

Annual
payrolls

$6, 836, 300
106, 861, 700
36, 085 200
19, 590, 300
16, 100, 300
32, 462, 600
43, 343, 600

II, 109, 800
15,484,400

281, 676, 100
43, 555, 900

130, 826,300

Average
number
Workers

Annual
payrolls

1,114 $4, 397, 400
9,979 81,409, 200
4, 432 21, 585, 800
2,815 12, 231, 900
2,036 9,750,700
4,079 20, 050, 300
3,055 17.028,000

718 2,674, 109
1,441 6,440,700

740, 932, 500

10, 895 82, 2S2, 400
5, 393 25, 581, 800

11,164 81, 344,100

57, 121 364,733, 000

Note. Federal Government data not included in above.
Source. Statis ic.41 bulletin, Alabama Department of Industrial Relations, Montgomery, Ala.

t
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AVERAGE NUMBER OF WORKERS AND PAYROLLS-NORTH ALABAMA AREA, 1970

All: (wired employment Manufacturing industries

County

----,,--
Average
number
workers

Annual
pay rolls

Average
number
workers

Annual
payrolls

-----.-.-
12, 732, 400
77, 654, 800
24, 422, 300
13, 605, SOO
9, 530, 600

22, 957, 400
17, 672, 400
4, 476, 900
7, 852, 600

111, 634, 200
26, 931, 500
84, 206, 300

Cherokee
Colbert
Cullman
DeKalb
Franklin
Jackson
Lauderdale
Lawrence
limestone
Medium
Marshall
Morgan

Area

State of Alabama r

1,264
14, 173

8, 185
4,114
3, 530
6, 955
8, 632
2,363
3, 693

40, 986
9, 634

21, 165

$5, 415, 100
104, 735, 100
40, 439, 00
21, 568,100
16, 573,'00
41, 082, 500
4o, 267, 400
15, 073, 300
16, 743, 300

293, 578, 900
46, 916, 200

144, 514, 500

691
9, 355
4, 707
3,057
1, 970
4,216
2, 952

970
1, 61115

12, 155
5, 494

11, 066

125, 394 792, 909, 200 51, 318 310, 677, 200

768, 867 5, 007, 557,100 321, 759 2.088, 919,100

tfederal Government data included in total, not distributed by county or industry.

Source: Statistical bulletin, Alabama Department of Industrial Relations, Montgomery, Ala.

DECATUR, At July 6, 1971.
Senator HUBERT H. HUMPHREY,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Rural Development. Scnete Committee on Agricul-

ture, Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SENATOR HUMPHREY : One of Alabama's oldest transportation companies,

under the same continuous management-that of W. J. Williams, was just a
one truck operation when TVA began in 1933. Today, Decatur Transfer &
Storage, Inc., of Decatur, Alabama along with its affiliated companies, Decatur
Transit, Inc., Decatur Petroleum Haulers, Inc. and Rocket City Rental, Inc.,
comprise one of the most versatile and complete transportation complexes in
the South.

When TVA started clearing land for the Wheeler Dam Reservoir, the firm
started expanding. Decatur Transit, Inc. was started by hauling workers, tools
and water by bus and truck to the Wheeler Dam site. Later, this operation ex-
panaed into bus and cab service within the city of Decatur and eventually to
nearby Hartselle, Alabama. Decatur Transit is also agent for Greyhound and
Trailways bus lines and is a Hertz System licensee for rental and leasing of
cars and trucks in Decatur. The company also ;;;:crates Courier service through-
out North Alabama.

Decatur Petroleum Haulers, Inc_ was established in 1939 as a direct result
of the new liquid petroleum terminals that were built in Guntersville, Decatur
and Sheffield, Alabama on the new TVA lakes. Today the firm is a Common and
Contract carrier of liquid and dry bulk commodities, such as gasoline, light
oils, road building materials, liquid fertilizers, chemicals and coke. Over one
million dollars is invested in rolling equipment plus another half million dol-
lars in lease equipment to cover all of North Alabama and eleven eta es.

Rocket City Rental, Inc. was organized as the Hertz System licensee for car
and truck rental in the fast growing Huntsville, Alabama area, and the company
now serves the new, modern Huntsville-Decatur Jetport.

Dkatur Transfer & Storage, Inc. which started as Williams Transfer Co., the
original company of this transportation complex, is one of the charter member
agents of Allied Van Lines, world wide movers of families. This company serves
the entire North Alabama area including Decatur, Huntsville and Sheffield as an
Allied Agent and also handles. local moving and cartage, complete household
goods and commercial storage, pool car distribution, crane service and indus-
trial waste handling. The company also handles piggyback service for L. & N.
Railroad and is the local representative for pick up and delivery of AIr Cargo
for the commercial airlines. The company is also contract agent in the Decatur
area for liquid fertilizer for Air Products & Chemicals, Inc. Escambia Plant.

t 4.;
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As further evidence of the faith that Mr. Williams and his management team
had in the future of the Tennessee Valley area, negotiations were started in 1965
to acquire the old TVA river use terminal with the dream of turning this into one
of the most modern and complete river-rail-track and warehouse facilities, in the
TVA area. More than $1,250,000 has been spent in renovating, Modernizing and
enlarging this facility that now, nearing completion, is a reality and is known
as the Port of Decatur.

The Port of Decatur offers complete service for shippers along the Tennessee
River. The Tugboat, "Mary Ethel," 3vith two D343 Caterpillar Diesel engines
providing 670 lip, can handle the largest barge tows operating on the river, pro-
viding 24 hour, 365 days a 7 ar barge switching and fleeting service for area
industry, towing operations and shippers. The docks and mooring cells are located
next to the easement line of the old main river bed 'stream, a distance of 2,180
feet in length (511/, city blocks), with a minimum 10 foot year-round deepwger
channel. A heavy-duty crawler crane and other materials handling equipment1.
in operation to provide cross-dock transfer from or to barge, rail, truck or inside
or outside storage area. A modern dock-side warehouse has over 32,000 sq. ft. of
first class sprinklered storage space with 24 ft. wall height for palletized com-
modities. The company is distributor of all river products dredged by the Tennes-
see Sand & Gravel Co., Sheffield, which operates the Arrow Transportation Com-
pany and is a subsidiary of U.S. Plywood-Champion Papers. All efforts are being
made to give the very best service-possible to users of water transportation in the
Tennessee Valley.

This present-day traLz.7irtation complex truly had its beginning with the TVA
development and because of TVA and the potential it represented, Mr. Williams
and his dedicated employees, developed an industry that gives complete trans-
portation service to the entire area and employment to some 200 persons. More
than 18 million dollars hail 1-,een paid out in wages. Over the last 38 years many
millions of dollars have been spent in bringing these companies into existence
and in furnishing the equipment needed. For instance more than tw and one-half
million dollars in equipment is in use today and several million ore invested
in real estate and buildings.

Decatur Transfer & Storage, Inc. and its affiliated companies are art of the
great and growing Tennessee Valley and expects to continue moving forward in
the faith of this area that was born with the coming of TVA.

Sincerely yours,
DECATUR TRANSFER & STORAGE, INC.
W. E. SHERMAN, President.

STATEMENT OF SIDNEY E. SANDREDGE, PRESIDENT, ATHENS COLLEGE, ATHE'tS, ALA.

Since Alabama was an infant of 3 years, Athens College has been an influence
in the development the state. For a century and a half, as the college and the
state have grown together, Athens College has provided educational opportunities
for the young people and adults of its North Alabama community.

Begun by the citizens of Athens as a female academy in 1822, it served as
elementary and high school for hundreds of young ladies of the city and for
boarding students throughout the area. In 1843 the institution was chartered as a
college for women and remained such until 1931 when it became coe4acaticsial.

Until the mid-nineteen sixties the great majority of Athens Colin students
were from North Alabama. Since then more than fifty percent of the student
body has continued to be residents of the state.

With its background as a girls' school and being sponsored by the Methodist
Church, Athens College in its early years offered a classical kind of liberal arts
education aimed> primarily at preparing school teachers and ministers. These
continue to be important areas in the college curriculum.

Athens College gradtuttes are found in every school system in North Alabama
and in high percentages in ojhers. However, an even greater number of teachers
attend the college workshops, laboratories, and academic classes for continuing
education and re-certification.

Hundreds of ministers, serving churches of various denominations in Alabama,
have done their undergraduate work at Athens College. Each year twenty or

. more churches in the surrounding community are served by Athens College
student pastors.

4 L
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In recent year' a graduate program has given an opportunity for teachers,
executives, and other professional people to continue their education through the
daytime or evening program.

A number of persons each year enroll for undergraduate courses and receive
their baccalaureate degrees in our evening program while regularly employed in
area industry and organizations. This baccalaureate degree program has been
particularly popular with nurses and other employees of the health services.
Almost every industry in the area has men and women at all levels of employ-
ment who have attended or are now attending the college. A significant number
of the executive positions in political, industrial, and service organizations are
held by Athens College graduates.

During the forties and fifties, as men returned from the service, Athens College
expanded its curriculum to meet the needs of its community.

Business Administration, Business Education, and courses in the natural and
social sciences were added. The college now offers pre-professional courses in
medicine, nursing, law technology, and social work as well as a full range of
undergraduate majors.

In addition to formal course work, Athens College haS contributed to the econ-
omy and the social atmosphere of North Alabama in many ways.

The natural science and social science departments have engaged In research
which has been important to the community and to individual industries and
agencies. Studies in laser control of water hyacinths and the measurement of
thermal pollution of waterways are examples of the type of participation in which
our research persons have been engaged.

On the basis of its paYroll, Atnens College is the largest industry in Athens
and Limestone County, It has an annual payroll of appro'ximately 1 million dol-
lars and provides a stable source of employment that dpes not fluctuate with
market changes. The college purchases most of its supplies and equipment from
local merchants and relies upon local labor for the ,services it requires in its
operation.

As it has a cosmopolitan student body, Athens College deposits in the sur-
rounding area menand women of trained talent who decide to make their homes
in this area or who marry local residents.

These transplanted persons, as well as local people trained at Athens College,
provide volunteer leadership of high calibre for churches, schools, civic clubs,
and service organizations.

The presence of the college In the community has been, through the years,
a source of enrichment for the total populace.

Music lessons, lectures, dramatic programs, athletic events, and study oppor-
tunities are available youth and adults of the college-Community. During the
past year the college has provided such varied programs as: The Old Time Fid-
dlers Convention, the Iron Butterfly MusiCal Group, The Atlanta Symphony, Al
Capp, Dr. George Buttrick, "An Evening with Shakespeare", "The Fantastics",
an elementary art workshop, the Gregg Smith Singers in a choral laboratory,
and an Explorer Scout Road Rally.

Many local children take part at the college in music, language' classes, gym-
nastics,-and dramatic productions.

The facilities such as the gymnasium, auditorium, pool, and cafeteria have been
used frequently-by individuals and groups outside the college. Athens College is
the seat of a special Dimples for retarded children as well as an area science
convention and mathematics competition. Most of the personnel for these events
are Athens College faculty members or students.

From its inception Athens College has been a community service type of insti-
tution. Its development has been intertwined with.thatnitte state and the growth
of each has been mutually beneficial to the other. The renewhrgenergyprovided
the area by the Tennessee Valley Authority has been a source of new life-anti
growth for Athens College; while, at the same time, the college has trained much
of the community leadership that was necessary for area development.

4 i
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NOJ1TH CENTRAL ALABAMA REGIONAL PLANE/NG
AND DioNfLormENT COMMISSION,

Decatur, Ma., July 6, 1971.
Hon. Hum= H. HIIMPECELT,
U.S. Senate, Chairman, Subcommittee for Rural Development, Senate Committee

on Agriculture, Senate Office Building, Washington, D.O.
Daces Bra: The North Central Alabama Regional Planning and Development

Commission is comprised of the Counties of Lawrence, Cullman, and Morgan.
An area of 2,048 square miles, with a population of 157,082 people,'80 people per
square mile in the rural area. The Commission is represented by six members
from Lawrence County, six members from Cullman County and nine members
from Morgan County. The Commission is funded by ARC, HUD and matched by
local funds

The Planning Commission's main function is to plan for an orderly growth for
development, especially for the rural areas. Technical assistance and advise is
also offered to towns, cities and counties for devejopment and needed services,
such as Regional Housing Authorities, Water and Sewage Systems, Solid Waste
Disposal, Recreation, Hospitals, Vocational Education and Law Enforcement.
A new community is now being planned for East Morgan County.

A coordinated solid waste project for Lawrence- County is unique In that the
three towns and cities have polled their resources with the County Government
of Lawrence to have a county-wide pickup service with one sanitary landfill for
all. An application has been sent to ARC for a $100,000.00 grant to assist in this
lavie et

We at the North Central Alabama Regional Planning and Development Com-
mission want: to wish you much- success in your endeavor to develop the rural
areas of this Nation and offer our assistance to you.

Sincerely,
Our D. RosErrs,

Director of Development.

eSroject and for Submitted Approved Amount

Econonfle Development Administration:
Water and sewer, Moulton.
Water and sewer, Town Creek

Environmental Potation Agency:
Sewage treatment, Decatur,.
Sewage treatment, Hartselle
Sowegetreatment, Moulton
Sewage treatment, Town Creek
Sewage treatment, Trinity

Farmers Home Administration:
Water andnewer, Town Creak (loan)
Water system, Falkvllle (loan)

Federal Water Quality Administration:
Decatur sewage
Town Creek
City of Hartselle

abama Public Library Administration (LSCA): s
Library, Decatur

Appalachian Regional C,ommission:
Water and sower, Decatur

L_Sewer, Hartselle
ib Decatur ,

Sewer, Trinity
Hospital, City at Cullman
Vocational Education, City,of Decatur ..

Garbage collection, Lawrence County
tureen of Outdoor Retention:

Smith Lake Park, Cullman County
Ps"itt Mallard, Derider
Smith Lake, Cullman County
timbre! Park, Trinity
Point Mallard, Decatur_ ..
Neighborhood Facilities (HUD):
Community Center, Cullman County. (Walter Corn-

munity).
Community Center, Cullman County (Colony Corn-

musky).
Community Center. city of Decatur

July 1970
June 1970

January 1971
February 1971
July 1970
June 1970
June 1971

')
2)

(2)

December 1970

February 1971
do

December 1970
June 1971
August 1969

March 19611
September 1901
January 1970
March 1970
March 1971

February 1970

January 1971

November 1967

.

January 1971
June 1971 I

June 1971

February 1969
August 1969
May 1970
June 1970

May 1970

1917, 150. 00
273, 600. 00

1, 40.6, 599.00
81, 500.00
79, 530.00
24, 000.00

120,150.00

200, 000.00
500, 000.00

400, 000.00
24, 000. 00

311, 000.00

119, 163. 00

I, 271, 690.00
66, 500. 00
39, 954. 00

190,155.00
461, 810.00
695, 000.00
100, 000.00

47, 873.00
150, 000.00
208, 005.00

1. 500. 00
121, 763.00

27, 666.00

51, 063.00

:r. 215, 152.00

-

63-582-71pt 3-27

f.
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Project and toe Submitted Approved Amount

Open Space (HUD):
Palks

Do
Dscetur November 1966 lune 1047...- , -0- Pl, 595.00, .,

. November 1967 April 1968.... ..... 130. 000.00
Do May 1971 25, 000. 00
Do .. - . - ---do , 102, 500.00
Do do 24, 818.00

Parks, Hartselle June 1971 47, 800.00
Do May 1971 55, 269. 50

Perks, Flint do_ 5, 000.00
Public Works Loans nd Grants (HUD):

Water and sews , Moulton (loan)........ . ..... . July 1970 889,360.00
Sewer, Trinity rant) Jun e 1971 133, 8111.00
West Morgan Water and Fire Protection Authority 500, 000.00
Eight Mile Water a nd Fire Protection Authority (Cull- 500, 000.00

man County).
Regional Housing Authority of Lawrence, Cullman 3, 720, 000.00

and Morgan Counties.
Law Enforcement Planning Agency:

Equipment and personnel, Gorden City January 1971 6, 066i 00
Equipment and personnel, Hanoi/ills_ September 1970 December 1970 , 4,746.00
Equipment and personnel, Cullman County. do do 3, 461.00

Do .do do_ 21, 230.00
Equipment and personnel, Decatur October 1970 do 30;034.00
Equipment end personnel, Morgan County August 1970 24, 076. fle.i

Do. do 17, 142.00
Equipment and personnel, Moulton.... do... . December 1970 3, 202.00
Equipment and personnel, Morgan County do 1,6400

Do do 12, 451.Q
Equipment and personnel, City of Cullman July 1970 December 1970 It 946.64

Total amount applied for 15, 298, 461.04
Total amount approver:LI° date 2,162, 908.6,
Total amount outstanding 12,435, 553.3u

I Tentative.
2 Approved.
I Proposed programs: Child development, New community.

310 Units, application pending.

STATEMENT OF J. FRANK KEOWN, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, TENNESSEE
RIVER VALLEE ASSOCIATION, DECATUR, ALA.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am pleased to appear before
you today to briefly tell you about the objectives and activities of the Tennessee
River Valley Association. The Tennessee River Valley Association represents the
6.5 million people, businesses and industries throughout the Tennessee Valley in
total regional economic development. Association activities are guided by a Board
of Directors elected geographically to represent the entire Valley. The governors
of the seven Valley states serve as Honorary Directors.

TRVA has a broad based membership representing farmers, banks, induqtries,
electric power distributors, barge lines, city and county governments,,Oriews-
papers, chambers of commerce and many individuals.

The following are Association objectives :
1. Bring about more effective utilization of leadership and foster interstate

cooperation in the seven states of the Valley which includes Alabama, Georgia,
Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina, Tennessee and Virginia.

2. To foster and prom, 3 the whole spectrum of economic growth and develop-
ment for all who live in the seven states of the River basin.

3. To complement and support the efforts of many local, state and federal
organizations dedicated to economic growth and development, and to serve-as a
channel of communications between these agencies and the business and indi-
vidual interests of the Valley.

4. To serve as the "voice" of the citizens and authoritatively for the
whole region in such multipurpose fields as navigatio agriculture, recreation,
industry, minerals, manpower develooment, health, I d and water resources.

A few of TRVA's recent activities ari Is follows : vi
1, The TRVA Board of Directors me with the Word of Directors of the Ten-

bessee Valley Authority in Knoxville 'or the purpose of exchanging views on
the needs of this Valley with respect tc -tanpower training and the utilization of
the natural resources of this Valley.

416
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2. A public position was taken injilialf of 6 $10 million bond issue in Alabama
for the building okthe proposed Tennessee-Tombigbee Canal. The bond issue was
passed overwhelmingly, following the lead of Mississippi, which had already
passed a $20 million bond issue for this same purpose.

3. TRVA has held many sessions with state and regional representatives of
the Small Business Administration with mayors, county officials, bankers and
other industrial and civic leaders throughout the Valley regarding local economic
development.

4. TRVA held a meeting in Knoxville attended by over 600 citizens at which
secretary of Agriculture Orville Freenranykas the principal speaker. Secretary
Freeman spoke of the program and aims of the United States Department of
Agriculture with emphasis upon the development of small communities' in the--
Tennessee Valley' so that our people might have the opportunity right at home to
live- and make a living.

5. TRVA co-sponsored VALLEY MOBILIZATION WEEK throughout the Ten-
nessee Valley in May, 1971 in recognition of the anniversary and creation of the
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY and the mobilization of regional unity in
total resource conservation, development and environmental improvement.

6. TRVA is actively participating in efforts to relieve the national energy
crisis and particularly the increased costs of electricity to the citLens and indus-
try in the Valley states. Meetings were held in Washington in December, 1970
and March, 1971 with congressional representatives, the Federal Power Commis-
sion, President's Emergency Council, Federal Trade Commission, President's
Advisor on Consumer Affairs, and the Attorney General of the United States.
Plans are being developed in this most important matter to reach a conclusion
that is favorable to the people of the entire Valley.

7. TRVA, in conjunction with leading banks, universities, and the Agricultural
Division of the Tennessee Valley Authority, sponsors agriculture and agri -busi-
ness meetings in the Valley. Meetings of leading authorities and advisors with
agriculture and agri-business interests and the financial community can mean
millions of additional Income dollars for the people of the Valley.

We are very appreciative of this opportunity to briefly present information
concerning the regional economic development work that TRVA is engaged in and
solicit your help and continued support in the improvement of the economic lot
of the citizens throughout the Tennessee Valley.

STATEMENT OF DENNIS Q. ()pimps. DIRECTOR. TRI-COUNTY A PPA LACIIIAN
REGIONAL HEALTH PLAN N NG COM NI ISS :ON. DECATUR,' At.

It is a distinct pleasure to have members of the senate Rub - Committee on
Rural Development visit in Alabama. We Ivelcome the opportnnity to discuss.
some of the vital issues involved in vira1 development with members of Congress.

The Tennessee Valley area is endowed with many natural resources which have
proyided the impetus for industrial development. This area. within the last few
years, has been transformed from a basic agricultural area to one of emerging
agro-industrial potential. This transition has been accompanied by a correspond-
ing change in population density and occupations repiesented in the area. Popu-
lation is becoming less dense in rural areas and is becoming concentrated in the
urban areas; and, as might be expected, the percentage of the population earn-
ing their living from farming has decreased sharply with a corresponding in-
crease in industrial occupations. Agricultural occupations decreased 3.3 percent
between 1960 and 1970, while all other occupations experienced dranuit:c in-
creases. In 1960, of the total population in District I about i3% was rural com-
pared to 50.6% in 1970.

The effects of industrialization have proved beneficial to the economy of the
area ; education standards have been upgraded; employment has risen ; piddle
works programs have enhanced the urban areas ; and a general feeling of well

. being has been experienced by the citizens. However, health care services, pro-
viders, and facilities have nOt kept pace with these other improvements reaped
as a result of the economic gains from industrialization.

Investigations and surveys indicate the lack of adequate health care services
in rural America is one of the major factors contributing to the increased migra-
tion of rural residents to urban locations. A major concern for the Sub-Com-
mittee on Rural Development is how the trend to urban America can be reversed
in both the "every day citizen" and the "family physician".
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A hortage of physicians and tilled health personnel has reached the critical
poln in rural America. It has become commonplace for these health providers
to aired to work. sixteen hours a day and more, seven days a week, in
order to furnish tie most basic and necessary health services. This pace Is a
killing one, end is not conducive to enticing these essential health providers to
remain in a rural environment. Furthermore, these conditions act to discourage
newly graduated medical and allied health students from establishing their
practice in these rural areas. A position as a '?esident physician at a large re-
gional or metropoiltan hospital offers the young graduate a much lighter work
load, a large support staff, and all the newest medical equipment available.
With these incentives to remain in the large urban areas, it is no 'mall wonder
that only a meager few return to the rural areas to practice their professions.

The physicians and allied health personnel now practicing in rural areas''
are either retiring or mighting to urbafi areas and they are.not being replaced.
This trend has left counties and even groups of counties In Alabania without
access to a physician. Unless this trend is checked and reversed, we will witness
a farther de- population of rural areas and more rapid deterioration in the
quality of health care. .

Checking and reversing this trend has become one of the major concerns of
the Tri-County. Appalachian Regional Health Planning CommissionAlabama's
202 health demonstration project funded through the Appalachian Regional De-
velopment Act of 1965.

The Tri-County Appalachian Regiona Health Planning Commission has been
vitally concerned with the, impending sis in health services -in this area.
This area has been fortunate to have a I ble the funding resources of the
.202 program of the Appalachian Regional Development Act. working in partner-
ship with local, state, and other federal programs. This partnership has made
possible a realistic approach to assisting the health needs of rural and urban
citizens and for developing the rationale for implementing health programs.

The passage of the Appalachian Regional Development Act in 1985, set in
motion a large and comprehnsive effort to narrow and ultimately eliminate the
wide social and economic gap between Appalachia and the relit of the nation. A
special provision of this Act, Section 202, was specifically directed toward im- ,
proving health conditions by establishing multi-county health demonstration

The Tri-County Appalachian Regional Health Planning Commission Ives des -
ignated in 14418 as Alabama's "202" Health Demonstration Area. Since 1968. due
to Appalachian funding, unprecedented strides have been made in this demon-
stration area of improve methods or delivering health services. Local involve-
ment of both urban and rural people hasassisted our local health planning agency
to recognize its responsibility for the coordination of health planning, as an
innovator in the health field and as a. stimulator for developing new approaches
in delivering health care.

..

Several recommendations made by the President's National Advisory Com-
mission on Rural Poverty appear to be in accordance with the philosophy of
tho Appalachian Regional Commission.

"The Commission recommends that the United States adopt and put
into effect immediately a national policy designed to give the residents of
rural America equality of oppqrtunity-with all other citizens. This must in-
clude equal access to jobs, medical care, housing, education, welfare and all
other public services, without regard to race, religion, or place of .residence."'

"The Commission is deeply concerned at the evidence of disease and the
lack of medical care in rural areas. The Commission, therefore, recommends
rapid expansion of health manpowerboth professional and subprofes-
sionalin rural areas, and the establishment of Community Health Centers
which can focus on the health needs of rural people ..." '

The Tri-County Appalachian Regional Health Planning Commission has taken
asserted action toward improving the delivery of health care in rural areas. In
converting our concern into action, efforts have been concentrated in the fol-
lowing areas:

I Mroatochie, The Journal of the Appalachian Regional Commission Vol. I, Nos. 4 is 5,
Dec., 1967Jan. 1968, p. 25.

iibid, p. 20.
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I. Alleviating the shortage of health manpower;
2. Upgrading the physical facilities for health care delivery;

Improving the quality and accessibility of rural health care services;
and

4. Stimulating and developing innovationc,in the health field.
Health' Manpower ProgramHealth manpolVer training programs have re-

ceived primary emphasis for the demonstration area. Associate degree programs
in nursing and medical records technology, instituted at the local junior college,
provide stipend support to disadvantaged rural and urban students. It is believed
that if the opportunity to study locally is offered to area students, it is likely that
they will remain in the general locality to practice their skills. For those health
occupational programs not offered locally, stipend support is provided area stu-
dents to attend the University of Alabama in Birmingham. An additional pro-
gram provides for the employment of advanced' medical and paramedical stu-
dents in area health facilities during their vacation periods. This exposure
enhances the recruitment potential for the students following their graduation to
work in a rural area.

This organization has adopted a regional philosophy-for the training of health
manpower and has cooperated with the University of Alabama in Birmingham,
the Alabama Education Department and area colleges in order to avoid duplica-
tion and fragmentation of training programs for health workers.

Health Paoilities.The Tri-County Appalachian Regional Health Planning
Commission believes that rural health care delivery can be improved through
the upgrading and expansion of health facilities that are easily accessible to
rural areas. In accordance with this belief, several projects have been initiated
which focus on equipment, renovation and construction of health facilities in
the tri-county area. These efforts have established a cardiac-intensive care unit
and physical therapy unit in each public hospital in the three counties. Addi-
tions have been constructed at the rehabilitation center and public hospitals in
two of the counties, and extensive renovation and remodeling has been accom-
plished at all three hospitals. Also, dew buildings are being constructed in which
to house county and district health departments.

Health Services.The major emphasis of the demonstration project will con-
tinue to be placed on the improvement of the actual health care services that
are delivered to the individual citizen. Programs were initiated in this health
demonstration project to improve general health care delivery services such as
dental health, public health, emergency services, mental health, and mental
retardation.

Steps were taken to provide preventive and restorative dental services to urban
and rural indigent school children. A comprehensive dental health education
program and a program to aid local communities in fluoridating their water
supplies were also implemented.

A regional approach to delivering public health care was designed which in-
corporated as components the existing county health departments in Lawrence,
Limestone and Morgan counties under one public health officer and a centralized
expanded staff. The public health services rendered by this organization are
heavily utilized by the rural residents of these counties.

In order to improve emergency services in the tri-county area, an effective
radio network was implemented to provide communications capabilities between
area physicians, hospitals, ambulances, and police and fire departments. Train-
ing is being conducted to upgrade the skills of those individuals who might be
required to render emergency medical care. Also, adequate configuration and
operating standards were established for ambulances.

The recent increase of interest in and concern for mentally disturbed and re-
tarded individuals has caused a trend toward the concentration in this area of
treatment services for these ailments. Two developmental centers for the men-
tally retarded have been established in Decatur. One center. which is to be
merged with the five city and county school systems, serves the tri-county area.
The other larger, state-operated center serves the thirteen counties in District1.
A mefital health center and an alcoholism center have been established to serve
Lawrence, Limestone, Cullman and Morgan Counties. Satellite clinics and buses
operated by these organizations furnish access to these services for those in the
rural area.

Innovations. --It is expected that future health care delivery systems will be
developed through innovations in the health field. The Lawrence County Health
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\ Care Project was designed as an innovative approach for the delivery of rural
health care. This effort has been acknowledged by We 24th National Conference
on Rural Health and the American Medical Association as a significant and in-
novative model for rural health care delivery. The Lawrence County Health Care
Project was developed am a result of cooperation betweaen the local community,
the Alabama Regional Medical Program, the Atlanta 01 lice of HHW, the Univer-
sity of Alabama in Birmingham, and the local Health Planning Coinmlesion.
addition to initial planning efforts, a MEDEX Training Program hug been estab-
lished by the University of Alabama Medical Center in Birmingham to provide
Physician's Assistants to work in this program. It will be further enhanced by
the eatablipment of the Family Practice Residency Program at the University
of Alabama in Birmingham and the placement of residents in the rural area.

Another example of an experimental approach is that consultation services
from the staff and faculty at the Universkir of Alabama Medical Center in
Birmingham have been made available via WATS line to all health personnel
in the tri-county area. To promote better continuing education, health personnel
from this area may request tapes to be played from a central tape library, and
they may also request information through a reference service at the University
Reference Library. Another innovative feature of this program is that physi-
cians from this area; may transmit electrocardiograms via telephone to the
Myocardial Infarction Research Unit at the Medical Center for interpretation
or consultation. It is felt that this service will bring the advancements, exper-
tise, and resources of the Medical Center to the local health personnel and -en-
able them to provide better health care, keep them abreast of new discoveries in
the health field and add to their overall supply of information and resources.

The significance of the Appalachian "202" Health Demonstration projects
is the emphasis given to-the delivery of health services. These demonstration
areas in these states have experimented for the past three years with new
approaches for development of health manpower, delivery of health services, as
well as experimenting with the existing health delivery system. The most sig-
nificant contribution of the Appalachian "202" Health Demonstration Projects
has been the effort exerted in the revision and refinement of the annual Health
Development Plans. On the basis of revisions to the annual Health Development
Plans, a cycle of events occurs; i.e., identification of objectives, development of
broad programs and component projects relating to objective accomplishment,
submission of projects, approval of projects, implementation of projects, and
evaluation of on-going programs.

It has been our pleasure to share with you some of our approaches for im-
proving the delk ery of comprehensive health services to our rural population.
We would be glad to share any additional information which would be of
assistance.

STATEMENT OF GERALD G. WILLIAMS, DIREVTOR. DIVISION OF AGM( LTURAL DEVEL-
t OPNIENT, TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY. MUSCLE SHOALS, ALA.

Mr. Chairman and members of thesubcommittee, I appreciate this opportunity
to discuss the importance of agriculture to the development of rural areas. The
Congressional Act of 1933 creating the Tennessee Valley Authority provides for
the unified development of the Tennessee Valley region and particularly agricul-
tural development as related to :

. . . proper use of marginal lands . . agricultural and industrial develop-
ment . . . prevention of soil erosion ... production and introduction of new
fertilizers ... for the general social and economic welfare.

These provisions of the TVA Act call for long-range agricultural readjustment
and development program activities. Specific rural development activities are
conducted in concert with changing rural needs and are directed so they remove
barriers to rural growth and development.

The major objective of the Valley agricultural resource development program
is to maximize the welfare of rural families through increased income, an
advancing rural economy, improved rural services, and preserving the rural
nviromnent. An a means of approaching this objective, activities are directed

t7RRtiaul specific areas of rural development. One of these areas is to encourage
changes in land use compatible with its highest economic capability over time.
Another is to promote economical size farm units through adopting new enter-
prises that make fuller use of tmderutilized resources such as land, labor.ilind
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capital. The. adoption of improved technology and management is encouraged.
New agricultural enterprises are identified and their income-producing ability
evaluated Iii the agricultural program. ..Ncw fertilizers developed by the
Tennessee Valley Authority are introduced, tested, and their economic potentials
evaluated. Expansion of farm size is, encouraged through the acquisition of or
the right to use additional land. Equitable means for transferring land and
land use privileges are being investigated. Hunting, fishing, and other typek
of outdoor sports are associated with rural living. These activities also require
equitable transfers of land use privileges and land easements.

Improved marketing systems consistent with farmer and consumer needs
are being accomplished. Changes in the marketing system are necessary as
farm production expands, as new enterprises are introduced, and as consumer
wants change. Assistance is provided to improve farmer education and bargain-
ing power in the market place. Studies to explore the impact of human, cul-
tural, and institutional restrictions on agricultural and rural communities
are in progress. Technical assistance is provided to rural people to improve
their ability to adjust to social and economic change. Encouragement and techni-
cal assistance are provided citizen organizations who are concerned with plans
for developing defined rural areas. '

In planning for development, consideration must be given to resources avail-
able, the present level of development, and potentials for development. Accom-
plishments have occurred, but the battle is o \e of keeping Valley agriculture
advancing and adjusting to the economic envir ment.

TVA has worked for the betterment of its r cal citizens since Its creation In
1933. Farm product spies have increased many fold. In the 15 north Alabama
counties, farm sales were $24 million in 1040 and by 1968 had climbed to $200
million. There is a great potential for further growth.' Improvements in north
Alabama are similar to those occurring throughout the Tennessee Valley.

FARM RESOURCES

The farm resource base of north Alabama in 19(18 consisted of 27,000 farms
with 1.7 million acres of cropland, 800.000 acres of pastureland. and $1 billion
investment. In the future, farm numbers are expected to decEne to 22.(000, while
cropland will increase slightly to 2 million acres and an additional 000.1)00 acres
will he devoted to permanent pasture. Total capital investment on farms will
double to around $2 billion (table 1) .

TABLE I.NORTH ALABAMA AGRICULTURAL RESOURCE BASE

Farms (thousand) _____
Cropland (million acres).._ .
Pastureland (million acres) .
Investment (billion dollars)._ .

1968 Potential

27.0 22. 0
1.7 2.0
.8 .9

1.0 2.0

Similar estimates were prepared for the Tennessee Valley. These show 165,000
farms in 1904 with 3.2 million acres of cropland harvested and a $4.5 billion
investment. Number of farms will decline to 115,000 as farm size continues to
increase, cropland harvested will increase to 5.7 million acres.

FATIM PRODUCI ION POTENTIALS

In 1968 north Alabama farmers produced $260 million of products for market.
Using farm tested technology and an improved farm resource mix, farmers can
Increase their sales to $655 million annually. The largest percentage increases in
farm sales will occur in beef cattle, hogs, and soybeans. Grain production will
increase, but grain sales will likely decline as farmers prOduce more hogs and
beef cattle. Poultry and egg sales will almost double with much of the grain used
for feed being shipped in from the corn belt. Bad weather reduced cotton pro-
duction much below the average in 1968. A potential increase in cotton sales to

'1 See appendix 1 "Agricultural Resources, Potentials, and Problems in the 15 North
Alabama Counties."
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$120 million is based upon yields attained in more normal seasons and some shift
of allotments from other parts of the state into the north Alabama area (table 2).

TABLE 2.NORTH ALABAMA FARM SALES

/In millions of dollars/

196$ Potential

Cattle and calvtis 15 125
Hogs 8 73
Dairy products 9 21
Poultry and eggs 12$ 256
Soybeans $ 23
Cotton i 21 120
All other field crops 64 37

Total 260 655

Typical crop year $70,000,003.

Much of the future agricultural growth in north Alabama will occur from
livestock and pouitty which will account for about 73 percent of the potential
farm sales. The same situation exists for the entire Tennessee Valley region.
The production of cattle, sheep, and hogs in the Valley can increase from the
present value of $281 million to $841 million. Poultry production has a potential
of expanding from $173 million to $498 million.

Thus, the entire Tennessee Valley, like north Alabama, is shifting to a live-
stock-oriented economy. Far example, in 1968 about 70 percent of total Valley
agricultural income was from the sales of livestock and livestock products. The
land resource base of the Tennessee Valley is capable of supporting an increase
in crop production and much of this increase is Projected to occur in crops to
supply feed for livestock.

Tobacco and cotton production in the Tennessee Valley is controlled by Gov-
ernment acreage allotments and their growth potential depends upon regional
shifts of allotments and increases in demand. It should be pointed out that most
of the agricultural growth potential in both north Alabama and the Valley is in
commodities that are hot on the surplus list. Commodities offering the greatest
potentials are those that supply protein, a nutrient in relatively short supply,
in the world market. As livestock production increases, the quantity of food
needed to improve the qualitx of diets increases and the value of the product is
increased. At the same time, the total pounds of product available for ultimate
consumption is decreased.

THE AGRIBUSINESS ASSEMBLY LINE

*A major factor influencing the types of programs needed for growth and de-
velopment of rural communities is the growing interdependence between onfarm
production and farm-dependent industries. Farmers are major consumers of
industrial products and many industries use farm products as basic raw ma-
terials. The closer inteitlependence between farm input suppliers, farm producers,
marketers, processors, and distributors has required the development of an
improved communication channel for coordinating these functions. Change at
any point in the assembly line is quickly reflected throughout the entire system.
At the present time. off-farm business functions are increasing faster than on-
farm production.

The agricultural complex of productieL, marketing, processing, and distribu-
tion is known as agribusiness. In 1968, the 27,000 farmers in the 15 north
Alabama counties purchased $151 million of inputs such as fertilizer, seed
feed, petroleum. and farm chemicals to produce food and fiber that sold for
$260 million. Farm markets and processors in the area added an additional $265
million to the farm value which made the farm products worth $525 million

o This is a conservative estimate since it includes only those firms that conducted 75percent or more of their business volume directly with farmers. C. E. Madewell, M. J.
Danner, A. R. Cavender, "Agribusiness in the Tennessee Valley Counties of Alabama,"
FEIGACD5, Auburn University and TVA.
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(figure 1). The value of these farm products is worth even more when they
reach the consumer since secondary processing, wholesaling, retailing, transporta-
tion, and distribution costs are not included in these estimates.

Farm Product Sales
(260)

Markets; Food
& Fiber Processors

(525)

Transportation,
Wholesale,

& Retail

CONSUMER

Figure 1. North Alabama Agribusiness Assembly; Line, 1968 (Million Dollars)

For the Tennessee Valley, $2.2 billion of agribusiness economic activity is
generated and represents about 25 to 30 wrcent of the total economic activity
of the area. Valley arms that supply fartiers with production inputs employ
about 83,000 people. About 165,000 ileople are employed on farms and 192.no9
Valley people are employed in processing and distribution of agricultural prod-
ucts. Total agribusiness employment is about 440,000 or 36 percent of the total
Valley work force.

An expansion of onfarm production generates business and jobs in the farm
support sector of our economy. For example, a USDA study of Asheville. North
Carolina, showed that for each $1 million increase in farm sales, total business
in the area increases $3.8 million. Due to the increased business activity 100 new
farm jobs and 200 nonfarm jobs are created.' One method of maintaining viable
rural areas is to develop the growth potential in the agricultural sector including
farm-dependent growth.

A good example of the need for coordinated onfarm and off-farm growth is
revealed by an analysis of beef production and processing in the Tennessee Valley
states. Beef consumption in the seven states was more than 4 billion pounds in
1968 and is projected to increase to more then 5 billion pounds in 1975. The Val-
ley states produced almost as much beef as was consumed in 1968, the deficit
being less than 0.3 billion pounds. However, the Valley states had slaughter and
processing capacity for only one-half the beef produced. The remainder had to
be shipped outside for slaughter and then transported hack as carcass beef. By
1975, the local demand for beef will increase by an additional 1.0 billion pound.
This means that farmers need to increase beef production by 1.5 billion pounds
if they supply the requirement in the seven Valley states. This expansion in beef
production and consumption would require about 3 billion pounds of additional
slaughter and processing capacity to meet the increasing needs of producers and
consumers. Of course, this means new jobs and an expanding payroll in the area.

Conferences to disc ,. the onfarm and off-farm potentials are part of the
continuing efforts. The first conference was a Valleywide conference held in
1969.1 It was followed up with a series of meetings conducted throughout north

1"Potentialm for Expanding Agricultural' Business in the Tennessee Valley Region."
proceedings of conference on June 80 July 1, 1969. Muscle Shoals, Ala., sponsored by the
land-grant universities, Tennessee River Valley Association, and the Tennessee Valley
Authority.

"The Asheville Analysis," The Farm Index, June 1968, ERS, USDA.
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Alabama. The north Alabama potentials highlighted in this document were dis-
cussed with civic leaders at the local meets e in TVA feel that if local
leaders are made aware of this great Pataptial, they II become involved in ac-
tivities that will enable the region tcrapproach these potentials and tile entire
area will be a better place to live and work.

Attaining the north Alabama farm growth potential of $655 million would re-
sult in a $1.2 billion expansion in farm-related business volume (table 3).

TABLE 3.- NORTH ALABAMA FARM-DEPENDENT BUSINESS

1967 Potential Difference

Firms 772 0)
Employees (thousands)._ 18 54 36
Business volume (million dollais)_ 416 1, 250 844
Investment (million dollars) 282 850 568

I Questionable.

The number of firms engaged in agribusiness may expand or new firms may
enter the field. Employment will increase from 18,000 to about 54,000 as business
volume reaches the $1.2 billion potential. An additional -$568 million of capital
will be required by these north Alabama farm-related firms to invest hi new
facilities and equipment for servicing farmers and for marketing and processing
the increased farm output. This investment will be required for firms dealing
directly with the fernier. The total expansion of jobs and laisiness activity is
larger if secondary processing and distribution of goods to the Consumer are
included. Many of the farm products from this area move into foreign markets.
For example, Alabama was the third largest exporter of poultry of which a large
part is produced in north Alabama. In the seven Valley states, one out of every
$6.50 the farmer earns comes from agricultural exports. Major export products
from the Valley states include poultry, soybeans, cotton, feed grains, and protein
'neat (primarily soybean meal). Farm exports from the Valley region were a
record $1 billion in fiscal 1970 of which only 8 percent moved under government
programs, compared with almost 15 percent for all U.S. farm exports.

DEVELOPING TILE RURAL POTENTIAL

Results from TVA program activities indicate that the, agricultural potentials
for north Alabama are attainable. Since 1935, the program changes as new needs
are Identified. For example, program objectives were reoriented in 1969 to em-
phasize: (1) that major potentials for expanding farm production lie in inten-
sifying livestock production, (2) the need to introduce new income-producing
crop enterprises such as trellised tomatoes, strawberries, and soybeans, and (3)
the need for identifying and encouraging needed market adjustments consistent
with farm developments and consumer desires.

DEVELOPING THE LIVESTOCK POTENTIAL

Livestock potentials exist for all areas of the Tennessee Valley region. Live-
stock and poultry have proven themselves as income expanders in whole-farm
demonstration programs.' A description 14 livestock program activities and re-
sults in north Alabama is used to illustrate how livestock potentials are being
attained throughout -the Valley.

Because feeder pig and/or market hog production requires a low initial capital
investment, program activities to expand hog production have been very Success-
ful. Feeder pigs require more labor and less capital than market hog operations
and thus offer more potential to small farmers 'with surplus labor and limited
Capital resources. Onfarm hog improvement program activities Include Introduc-
ing improved breeding stock, new technology to increase feed production, ap-
proved health and sanitation practices, and improved physical facilitiegsuch as
farrowing houses,

Sale facilities such as located at Bear Creek have been established !n many
portions of the Valley to promote orderly and profitable Marketing. In north
Alabama, about 1,500 feeder pigs were sold through organized markets in 1961

Examples are Included in "Rapid Adjustment Farms In the Tennessee valley," by Wil-liam V. Pace, Bulletin Y-8, July 1970, TVA.
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for $17,60. r'eedsr.pig production has continued to expand. In 1969, 112,000 feeder
pigs were sold through the organized sales for $2.2 million. Estimates are that
about 156,000 pigs valued at almost $3 million were sold in 1970.

Many pigs sold through organized sales are purchased by buyers, from mid-
we.tern states. From the standpoint of regional economic growth, it would IR.
desirable for the pigs to be fed out locally. This can he accomplished with proper
land use for grain production and imported grain from the Midwest.

The 112,000 feeder pigs marketed through the organized sale in north Ala-
bama in 1969 bad a' value of almost $2.2 million. Feeding them to slaughter
weight in the Valley would increase their value to $2.9 million. If slaughtered
and processed in the Valley, their carcass value would be over $8 million. Busi-
ness activity and employment in the communities of 'north Alabama would be
greatly ecpanded.

The 112,000 feeder pigs would provide a basis for 93 feeding units--each
having a capacity for 1,200 head, a 160-ton-per-day feed mill, and a 400-bead-
per-day slaughter plant. These new economic activities would require 128 full-
time employees and a $2 million investment. Obviously, the entire rural com-
-nunity would be benefited.

DEVELOPING FARM RESOURCES

Rapid adjustment and resource management farms are TVA program activ-
ities designed to dem( tratd*how farmers can increase their incomes and stand-
ards of living by reorovizIng their resources and resource use patterns' One
of the first rapid adjustment farms selected was a 158-acre farm located in
north Alabama which produced cotton, corn, and grade B milk. Net income
fur the benchmark year was $2,792. When alternative enterprises were evalu-
ated and resources organized for maximum use, an annual net farm income goal
of $5.300 was established. Within fou: years, additional land and capital re-
sources were acquired, a market hog enterprise was added in place of the grade
R dairy, and annual not income increased to $11,500: The level of family living
was substantially improved.

Resource management farms are used to demonstrate adjustment potentials
common to large groups of farmers in the Valley. There were 86 resource man-
agement farms in Alabama in 1970. A typical north Alabama farmer participat-
ing in the program increased his annual net, income from $6,500 in 1°65 to
$14.248 in 1969. This increase was achieved primarily through expanding the
production of livestock. These two examples plus other fa-riners participating
In the program verify that the north Alabama potentials are realistic when
the land, labor, capital. and management resources are properly used.

TVA agricultural programs are also designed to work with the rural dis-
advantaged. In most cases, the rural disadvantaged have low ineomes and are
unable to expand their resource base due to lack of education, advanced age,
or physical handicaps. With technical assistance, these farmers can improve
their living standards by making a more efficient use of their limited resources.
Program activities may be as rudimentary as teaching the proper method of
producing a home garden to improve diets and supplement incomes.

DEVELOPMENT THROUGH LOCAL CITIZENS INVOLVEMENT

1 ributary area development is an activity designed to involve local citizen
groups organized into small watersheds, groups of counties, or economic areas
within the Tennessee Valley to provide a means for unified development within
these rural GommunitieS. Farts-of the Bear Creek and Elk River area develop-
ment projects ore 14:rated ill'north Alabama. These projects involve lay leaders
on agricultural work groupti to help asstss development priorities. to sponsor
development activities. and to work within the parent citizen organization in
developing rural services and making the rural area a wholesome and enjoy-
able place to live.

Th rapid adjustment farms are designed for use with professional agricultural workers
In t.tinct the spend with which farm adjustments can be made. The resource management
farr,s are tryillar to rand adinstment farMs but oriented to demonstrate resource adjust-
mnt opporttiniticA to other farmers
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The Northwest Alabama Feeder Pig Association was organized in the Bear
Creek tributary area in 1964 to serve a 6-county area. A new sales barn and
facilities were constructed with provisions for expansion. The number of pigs
sold increased from 639 in 1964 to $8.147 in 1970 and the value increased from
about $8.000 to over $705,00() in 1970. Feeder pig production is well suited for the
area's small farmers who were previously underemployed. This is just one ex-
ample of how local citizens can help improve the level of rural living.

Sales similar to the one in Bear Creek have been organized in other parts of
the Tennessee Valley including the Elk River area of Tennessee and Alabama and
the Upper Hiwassee watershed of Georgia and North Carolina.

Many other livestock improvement programs have been sponsored by these
tributary area associations. For example, in Bear Creek the agricultural work
group traveled to Oklahoma to purchase registered Polled Hereford heifers for
breeding stock. Livestock handling equipment built to university recommenda-
tions was constructed on a number of demonstration farms and later the design
was adopted by many Bear Creek farmers..

TARCOG, au economic trade area, was organized In north Alabama to develop
the area's agribusiness potentials. The farm resources and potentials have been
documented' and technical assistance is being provided local leaders for develop-
ing these potentials. A study by Auburn University and TVA is in progress to
document agribusiness activities in the area and to identify expansion possi-
bilities as the farm' potential emerges.

SAND MOUNTAIN PROJECT

The Sand Mountain project is another example of workink with local citizen
organizations to improve incomes in rural areas. The interest began in 1963 when
a local group proposed a large-scale irrigation system. TVA made a series of pre-
liminary studies and concluded that knowledge of costs of irrigation and eXpeyted
returns were so inconclusive that construction was not justified at that time.
Since It was not known whether irrigation would pay, even if water were avail-
able, a 3-year cooperative project (1966-1971) with Auburn University was con-
(mailed to (1) determine the effects of irrigation on horticultural crop yields and

2 ) improve the economy of the area by improving the production and market-
ing of horticultural crops. Eleven Irrigation demonstration farms were estab-
lished. TVA furnished irrigation systems for seven of the farmers, and infor-
mation and technical assistance were furnished all demonstrators. Production of
horticultural crops In the area increased substantially during ':he five years. Crop
response to irrigAtion has varied from year to year and from crop to crop with
irrigation more than doubling yicids in some cases. Results are heing analyzed
to determine the economic returns from irrigation expected to accrue over a
long period of time.

Results of the crop response demonstrations will be one input into an overall
rural water supply and irrigation feasibility study now being conducted. Sources
of supply being evaluated include the large-scale system as previously proposed,
a series of smaller public systems. and individual farm ponds. The projects being
evaluated include not only farm irrigation but the entire economic development
of the area including domestic water supply, improved markets, and industrial
development.

ELK RIVER

An intensive agricultural development program involving TVA, the Tennessee
Extension Service, and local leaders of Elk River Watershed Association was
initiated in 1963. As a result of this coordinated effortand local leaders are
the real keythe, growth rate in the Elk River area was significantly greater
than the growth rate for the rest of Tennessee. In years prior to the intensified
development project, the growth rate was not significantly different from the
rest of Tennessee. A further evaluation of this project shows that TVA and local
citizens spent $1.75 million and farmers returns increased by $7.44 million. The
returns were $4.25 for each $1.00 invested. In addition, annual gross farm sales
exceeded the jnitial goal of $50 million .2

IC. E. Madewell and W. V. Pace. "Agricultural Opportunities in the TARCOG Area"
(Top of Alabama Regional Connell of Governments).

R. H. Gibson and H. C. Young, 'Elk River Agriculture in the Sixties," circular Z-21,
April 1971.
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DEVELOPING THE AGRICULTURE POTENTIAL

Horticultural crops are also well silted to other areas of the Tennessee Valley.
For example, vine-ripened tomatoes NIIS identified for western North Carolina.
Trellised tomato production has expanded from two acres in 19f17" to almost 1,300

acres in 1969. Demonstration yields of OA 75 tons per acre have been produced
And average yields have increased from 13 to 35 tons per acre.

The real economic effect of farmer expenditures for Minas on the economy in
western North Carolina can be seen from an evaluation of production expenses
for the 1969 crop. Expenditures fur inseeticides and- fungicides total $100,158.
Fertilizer and seed purchases of $184,857 were made. Supplies including such
items as twine, wire, staples, and field Loses total $562,827. Operational expenses
for irrigation systems, tractors, sprayers,. and trucks total $131,816. Fees paid
by farmers to brokers for marketing the crop are $203,175. Total operational
inputs, with the exception of labor, were $1,272,833.

.Producing vine-ripened tomatoes requires a lot of hand lahltAbout 1,200
hours per acre. Most is provided by families of the farm operators. Studies show
that more than one-half the labor used could not have been gainfully employed
elsewhere due to age, education. or training. The value of family and hired labor
used in producing the 1969 crop was estimated to be $1,935,000. Total produc-
tion expenses for producing the crop were $3,207,833 or $2,487 per acre, This
compares with a total return from the $5 million of $3,876 per acre.

St" SIM.ItY

The main thrust of TVA's agricultural resource development program is to
jointly improve and expand the on-farm production of food and fiber and the
related off-farm marketing, processing, and distribution activities. In north
Alabama, our agricultural industry makes a signiticant contribution to economic
growth and offers a tremendous potential for future expansion. Although our
farm numbers will decline from the present level, farm-related industries offer
many new job opportunities as they develop. Rural leaders in north Alabama
are aggressive in recognizing these opportunities and in developing programs for
making them a reality. Agribusinesses, including farmers, respond_qnickly to
planned Government and private inputs. When needs, problems, and fipportunities
are identified, rural leaders respond promptly with a plan of action and the
means for implementing it. Through the coordinated efforts of all, rural areas
can and will grow. Employment opportunities will expand, incomes will increase,
community services will expand, and the rural environment will be an even
better place to live.

[Articles submitted h3" the Tennessee Valley Authority are as follows)

ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES IN TUE TENNESSEE VALLEY REGION

(By Edwin .1. Best, Office of the General Manager, Tennessee Valley Authority,
Knoxville, Tenn.)

There Wtls; a _lime when environmental change was directed by the changing
earth. For thousands of years patterns af human life were shaped by the slow
advance and retreat of ix)lar icecaps. In those days man had no great effect on
his environment, He lived in a biological (immunity in a world that was in
balance. Both predator and prey, man killed and at and was himself killed
and eaten. and the great cycle of nature was in no way altered by who killed
and at what.

Along his path toward today, man became less and less like the other animals,
less dependent on his natural surroundings. He had the ixrer to think, to
remember, to create a transferable culture. to create a world for himself. From
the accumulated experiences of his kind, man devised tools and mastered tire.
He discovered how to grow his own food and so ended the need for wide-ranging
migrations. He buil. cities. forged political and economic units, constructed
highways, and dug mines. He dominated all the other creatures, and he shaped
the environment in which he lived. for better and for worse.

Modern man is making more visible daily change in the environment than are
the elemental forces of the earth. The most savage earthquake we have known
had less perceptible effect on the immediate landscape than man exerts in his
programs of road and dam building and surface mining.
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The Great Smoky Mountains are wearing away, I am told, and will be gone in
25 million years. the victim of water and wind, of frost and heat, and of chemicalchange. This doesn't worry we much ; for I can detect no lessening of them,
Clingman's Dome seems to me to be as high today as it was 30 years ago,Geologic change is slow, almost imperceptible in a season or a year or a century,

MAN CHANGER ENVIRONMENT

The radical changes in the earth that we can readily see are made by man.Each day we alto- the immediate environment enough to be noticed. Today I wantto talk about the environmental change made by man, with particular reference
to the Tennessee Valley. The problem is where to begin. One starting place is theoriginal wilderness described by an explorer of the Valley in 1670:

"I have discovered a country so delicious, pleasant, and fruitful, were it culti-vated it would prove a second Paradise."
That was the Valley's age of innocence 300 years ago.
The Valley was settled and cultivated, as the explorer had hoped, and in the1850s the Honorable C. C. Clay of Alabama described Madison County in thisway :
"I can show you the sad memorials of the artless and exhausting culture ofcotton. Our small planters, after taking tbe cream off their lands . . are mov-ing farther west and south, in search of other virgin lands which they will despoiland impoverish in like manner. Indeed, a country in its infancy, where fiftyyears ago scarce a forest tree had been felled . . . is already exhibiting thepainful signs of senility and decay.
"That was in the 1850s when a North Carolinian wrote: True it is that theSouth has wonderful powers of endurance and recuperation ; but she cannot for-ever support the reckless prodigality of her sons."
Aheadalmost within sightwere the American Civil War, repeated periodsof depression, and further exploitation and neglect. The Southand with it. theTennessee Valleyhad much to endure nefore the time of recuperation would

begin. The problems of the Tennessee Valley are old. They represent 2 centuriesof environmental change. The potential of the Valley is enormous, resting as itdoes on the recuperative powers of the region, upon renewable resources.

THE VALLEY IN 1980

The Valley. with the Nation. reached the bottom in the Great Depressiou, andit is there that I would like to begin to describe the environmental changes thathave taken place, using as a benchmark the Valley situation t the time theTennessee Valley Authority was created.
As the 1930s began, about 3 million people lived in the Valley. There would

have been more, but for 100 years the adventuresome and the ambitious had beenleaving the region in search of better opportunity. Three-fourths of the Valleyinhabitants were in the country. Half the people lived on farms. Fifty-six per-cent of the work force of the Valley region were farmers, a rate twice that of theNation.
While there was a lot of land for the few people in the Valley, much of it wasnot used or even useful. In the early Thirties, half the Valley was in forests,

very poor forests as a rule, cut over, burned over, grazed, and badly managed.The other half was largely in open farmland, a million acres of which had been
worn out and abandoned. Two million acres was of marginal productivity ;another four million acres was severely damaged by erosion and of tow fertility.That left 7 million acres of landone-fourth the Valley totalto support thefarm enterprises.

Poor people, and poor hied go together. Valley people and their land were cer-tainly poor in 1930, judged by almost any social or economic standard. They
were poor absolutely and relatively. Three farms in 100 had electricityother
amenities lacking in proportion. Eight percent of the Valley adults were illiterate.Many were of low skill. Manufacturing employment occupied 12% of the workforce, much of it in low-wage industries. Valley per capita income was 45% ofthe national average.

The Tentiessee-Riverrunlike many other rivers of the South, was not navigablefor much of its length. It was subject to flooding, and farms and towns alikefaced the threat of inundation. Despite a great potential, the Valley's hydro
power was little developed. Valley roads were bad, the schools were poor, gov-
ernmental structures were inadequate, and the /supply of capital was low.

The Tennessee Valley region was not behind in all ways in 1980. Proportion-
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itte19, we had more babies here in the Valley than the rate for the Nation. and
our ratio of dependends to producers was higher.

We had more pellagra in the Valley states than did other stateslots more.
Tennessee had the highest resident TB rate in the Nation. These are diseases
of poverty and neglect. We Valley people either ate or drank 25% more corn than
the national rate of consumption, and our intake of sweet potatoes was enor-
mous-214 times the national figure.

That is something of the way the Valley was in 1933, exploited and underde-
veloped at the same time. The situation was-bad, but certainly not hopeless. The
basic resources of land, water, climate, location, and people remained. In 1933
the environment of the Valley began to change for the better, using the neglected
resources, the abused resources that had been the Valley's all along. Some poor
regions have been improved through the discovery of new sources of wealth. The
Valley found no fundamentally new resources. It found out how to make better
use of what was old.

WHAT Has HAPPENED SINCE THE THIRTIES

During the past 36 years a lot of things have changed here in the Valley.
These changes have been brought about by the cooperation of the Federal Gov-
ernment, state and local governments, and agencies, industries, municipalities
and cooperatives, universities and colleges, private citizens,' and citizen
associations.

The Board of Directors of TVA recognized from the start that the unprece-
dented job of transforming a river basin such as the Tennessee Valley was of
necessity a cooperative enterprise. In 1936 this basic policy was announced :

"The planning of the river's future is entrusted to TVA. The planning of the
Valley's future must be the democratic labor of mans agencies and individuals;
and Waal success Is as much a matter of general initiative as-of general consent`"

The first wholesome changallin the environment of the Tennessee Valley was
the creation of tools for the larger task. The first in time and the most obvious
of the regional development pools is the developed river. Harnessing the river
was a task too broad in scope for private citizens or state and local governments
to undertake. This was a task for TWA. Twenty-two major dams have put the
river to work, carrying bargee generating electric power, and providing thousands
of acres of water surface and thousands of miles of shorelines for recreation uses.
Flood-free lands afford industrial sites and wooded hills overlooking scenic
lakes have become much desired residential areas. The Valley now has a working
river, something we badly needed.

The river can supply only a part of the electric energy needed in a growing
region. Ten major steam plants supply the additional electric power needed by
farm and factory, by homes, schools, and businesses. Living in the country or
operating a farm isn't like it used to be. Rural electrification has put the comforts
of living in the city at the disposal of the country dweller, and the farmer's task,
are.eased by'the ready, tireless electrical servants at his command.

A new ferilizer is a new tool. From TVA laboratories and production units
at the National Fertilizer Development Center have come significant new fertilizer
products and 'processes that have greatly alerted the farm economy of the Valley
and of the Nation, making possible high output in a situation of declining agricul-
tural anpower and farm acreage.

A institutional arrangement is a new tool, a new way of organizing people
to an old problem or to profit from a new opportunity.

Am g the new organizations in the Valley a:a cooperative distributors of
electric i i er, well-managed 'farmer cooperatives to supply goods and services,
trlbuta area associations to marshal the efforts of people and agencies at the
local level to study local resources, to develop plans to use them to best advantage,
to select from various alternatives the one most likely to offer the best return,
and to put approved plans and programs into effert.

The Art and most noticeable change in the *alley environment is the avail-
ability of new tools. But new tools ere not enough, as anyone can testify who
has ever tried to jack up his car with the mystifying simple contraption he finds
in the trunk. New knowledge' is needed. New tools without a mastery of new
technology are Unused tools or poorly used tools.

The transformation of the Tennessee Valley in our time has involved two
principal functions--engineering and education, each of which I would define
in the roadest way.. By engineering, I mean both the art and its underlying
sciences, both the rerarch and the development. In this sense I take engineering
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to include the physical alteration of the environment, whether by building a dam,
reforesting a hillside, or discovering and producing an improved fertilizer mate-
rial.

Education should also be defined broadly. Education, as Gordon Clapp said 15
years ago, "does not stand alone as a technique, an institution, or a process. It
is related to a complex admixture of sound policy, clear objectives, effective or-
ganization, competent professional and technical personnel, and adequate finan-
cial support." Mr. Clapp said that education is not something you get. It is the
total system by which people are, Instructed and motivated to a ,;hange of atti-
tude and behavior. Education, inihis free use of the word, is the process by which
people in the Valley have been led to accept and understand the altered environ-
ment and to make the best use of the new situation. We used to explain it in this
way in TVA : "To appeal to the enlightened self-interest of the individual."

COOPERATIVE EFFORTS TO USE NEW TOOLS

Beneficial change in the Tennessee Valley has come about because the people
have access to new tools and new technology and have been instructed and
motivated to use those tools and that technology wisely. The development of
a river, the construction of a great integrated power transmission syitem and of
more than 150 distribution system, the reforestation of idle acres, and the conduct
of agronomic and chemical research are examples of technological advances in
the Valley. The cooperative programs of TVA and the land-grant colleges, the
Tennessee fiver Valley Asosciation, local tributary area associations, industry
and industry groups, cooperatives, conservation agencies, and state and local
agencies have created the educational environment in which the people of the
Valley have learned, have changed, and have profited from that change.

New tools, new knowledge, and new attitudes have been the agents of change
in the Valley. To these we should add new hope and new spirit. With all thee
promise the Valley might have had in 1933, the region didn't appear to offer
much. Rupert Vance, talking about the Southeast in a pamphlet, The South's
Place in the Nation, accurately described the Tennessee Valley of an earlier time:

"A. region of farms yet an importer of foods; potentially asparden spot, actually
a region of broken hearts and backs; abounding in traditions of good living,
actually lacking the means often of a decent subsistence level of living."

The people of the Tennessee Valley had to start from where they werebehind.
They have had to run, not simply to catch up but to keep up. There were times
when we were like Alice's. White Queen in Through the Looking Glass, who had
to run fast Just to stay in the same place and who, to get anywhere, had to ran
twice as fast. Even the best of tools and the beet of knowledge are not enough for
success. People must believe in the possibility of success. T4ey must have spirit,
and for people caught in a poverty that was the product of long history a lot of
spirit was needed.

The changed and changing face of the Tennessee Valley region tells in many
ways what has happened' here in the past 86 years. This change can be been, It
can be measured in terms of physical features, of economic comparisons, of
social situation, of human resources.

The Tennessee River system has been tamed to an extent reached by rionther
river system, trained to respond tea human controls, to carry freight, to generate
electric pow..T. In 1968 new river trains records were set, as they are set every
year. Twenty-three million tons of commercial freight moved on the Tennessee,
compared with lees than a million in 1933. More grain was shipped on the Ten-
aessee in 1968 than the tonnage of all the trafilc of 86 years ago. This grain sup-
plied feed mills and flour mills and helps to support a poultry, swine, and cattle
business in a regioa that cannot grow all the grain it can consume. Shippers of '
all produCts saved over $30 million. We can be sure that some of this saving was
passed on to the consumer, including the farmer -user of grain.

In 1933 there were some places in the Tennessee Valley where more people had
malaria than had electric power, and they didn't know how to get rid at the first
and get the latter. Now, malaria had disappeared, and the home without elec-
tricity is so rare as to be newsworthy. Abundant, dependable, cheap electricity
makes modern agriculture possible. Without electricity on the farm, the few
who would stay in agriculture could not supply the food and fiber needed bythe rest. ,

The number of farms in the Valley region is declining and will continue to do
So. The use of electricity on farms is increasing as electricity is substituted for
farm labor, as farms become larger and as old methods give way to new electri-
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cal applications. Local power distributors sponsor an Electrofarm Program.
Electrofarms are demonstrations of how electricity elm ease farm labor nAqUire-
ments, raise farm. profits, and increase the convenience and comfort of farm
homes. The 255 ofarms in the Valley region have an average annual power
use of 53,000 tt-hours, 9 times as much electricity as the average E.S.
consumer

17NIVIRD DEVELOPMENT APPROACH

The Tennessee Valley Authority Act includes in unified resource development
agricultural and industrial development, soil erosion, and the development and
use, of new and improved fertilizers. These concerns are closely related here in
the Valley, so much sq that getting hold of one is like trying to get a single coat
`hanger from a closet.

Soil erosion control involves improved practices, one of which is the mainte-
nance of good cater crepe. Good cover crops require use of good fertilizers for
growth and an economical use of the product. Cattle can use the cover crop, and
these can be dairy cattle if there are ways of handling milk and feed efficiently.
This requires electricity. These cows will need feed grain, which can be shipped
to the Valley by barge. An efficient use of fertilizer, soil, cows, electricity, and
river promotes agricultural development and prevents erosion. This interim:la-
tionsbip is the heart of unified resource development, and it is nowhere more
apparent than on the farm.

Farming in the Valley has changed greatlyfarm numbers have declined,
farm Sze bas increased, and farm labor dropped by 500,000 workers in 30
years, from 56% of the total to 12. What happened to these people? Some of
them left the Valley region in the earlier years, to be sure. They went to De-
troit, to Cleveland. to Evansville. Many shifted to industrial employment within
the region. While farm jobs were declining, manufacturing jobs went up by
460,000. Trades and services added 416,000. Manufacturing employment in the
Valley region is now 34.2% of the work force, 4 percent points above the national
average.

This turning from agriculture to manufacturing as a major source of employ-
ment, has important implications for both these economic areas. It waifs that
agriculture must be more efficient. There are fewt1r farmers to produce, and
more customers to be served. For manufacturing, trades, and services, the impli-
cations are Vain : The source of workers for low-wage, labor-oriented industries
no longer exists on the farm as it once did. Future industrial growth will depend
on the, regi( 's ability to attract higher wage industries that are less labor-
priented. This will demand from the alley an ever-increasing attention to pro-
grams of education and training a to upgrading of state and local services.
Valley per 'capita income, once 3% of the national average, is now 70%.
Because of better opportunities and i tter pay, the long trend of outmigration
from the region has been revised. Since 1960 the number of people coming into
the region has exceeded those leaving.

Change is something that can be discussed eternally. While I have been talk-
ing, the environment has changed, if even so slightly. This meeting concerns
change, bow to anticipate lt, how to guide it, how to promote a synergism that
will multiply the Meets of change. We need more changes in the Valley.

Our farms are still too small ; our commercial farms to few. Our markets are
still too limited. Our per capita income is still too low. The dramatic transforma-
tion of the Valley, while a source of satisfactiOn and a cause of pride, should
not he 'taken as an invitation to slow down. A new region Ms emerged from the
abused and neglected Valley of the past. New patterns of life and new ways of
earning 4 living have appeared. Here in the Valley we must continue to devise
useful waive of promoting' the beat kinthif agricultural economy In the midst of a
growing urban and Industrial society. The Valley of the future must and will be
different from that of today. What part agriculture will play in that new and dif-
ferent Valley is what this meeting is about.

POTENTIAL Yon EXPANDING FARM PRODUCTIoN

(Ily L. B. Nelson, Manager of Agricultural and Chemical Development, Tennessee
Valley Authority, Muscle kihoals, Ala.)

We have recently completed a study of the agriculture and its future potentials
for the 123 Tennessee Valley counties. I would like to review this with you.

83-582-71pt. 3-28
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since it shows the direction agriculture is going in the Valley, what is holding it
back, and what we have to overcome if we are to realize its full potential.

MAJOR TRENDS IR VALLEY AGRICULTURE

Chtinging patterns of productionThe Valley is rapidly shifting from a gen-
eralized crop economy to one primarily based on livestock and specialty crop
production. As late as 1949, livestock sales were only 44% of the total annual farm
sales. Today, livestock sales are approaching 65% of the total.

For years, production of most farm commodities was fairly evenly distributed
throughout the region. Production is now becoming more concentrated in special-
ized areas. Corn has moved to the western half of the Valley ; soybeans, too, have
rapidly developed as a prominent crop in the western portion of the Valley ; and
tobacco lias moved to the east. Hog production is concentrating in the hill areasof the western part of the Valley ; broilers are primarily produced in the hill
areas of Georgia and Alabama. Beet production is gradually moving into the
Nashville Basin and north Alabama.

FIGURE 1. Change in Number and Product Sales of Tennessee Valley Farms

1949 1964
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This concentration and specializataion have contributed to improved agricul-
tural production and output. For example, in the past 10 years the number of
farms producing vegetables has decliped 50%, but sales of vegetables have in-
creased 50%. The number of farms selling eggs has declined more than 50%,
but egg Hales have increased more than 400%. Comparable changes in other types
of farms have occurred. As production concentrates on specialized farina in
specific areas. families must depend on you to market their products. Associated
with-4pecialization is increased size of farm. Smaller farms are declining in num-
tier while number of large farms is increasing. From 1949 to 1964 the number of
farms with less than 100 acres declined 51%, and those containing 100 to 500
acres, 27%. During the same period, the number with more than 500 acres in-
creased about 31%.

At/ries/Surat employmentWhile agriculture's share of total economic activity
is declining, it still is an important source of employment and income in the
Tennessee Valley. Conservative data from the population census reveal that
roughly one person out of eight is employed on farms, which is slightly higher
than for the United States:

Farm production continues to expand. even with reduced employment on farms.
In the past 15 years, production has almost doubled while the number of farms
has gone down almost 50%.

These changes have greatly increased the output per personup 10 times that
of 80 years ago, to about $1,200. For this increased efficiency,. agriculture has
reason to look with pride.

The reduced number of people in agriculture has freed thousands of workers
for our rapidly expanding industrial sector. It has also left us with problems of
dealing with a clientele of farmers of advancing age. The age of the tyical
farmer was 40 years in 1950 but will be 80 years by 1970.
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25 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65+
Fm. 2. Age Distribution of Farm Operators, 125 Tennessee Valley Counties

While agricultural employment is declining, one cannot say that agriculture
is less important as long as production is actually expanding. The food and
fiber needs of the multiplying urban millions must be met by the few who remain
on the land.

Less than 30 years ago, over half of all employment in the region was required
for producing farm products. Increased efficiency in farming has made it possible
to release many of these people from producing food and fiber. Agricultural
progress has made the American consumer one of the best and most economically
fed consumers in the world. He spends less than 18% of his income for food,
and the share continues to decline. For this small percentage, he receives
over 3,200 calories per day, including 66 grams of animal protein. This com-
pares with 41 grams of animal protein per person in Western Europe, 20 in Latin
America, and 12 in
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Valley farmers adopt new technologyFrom 1950 to 1964, substantial ad-
justments were made. Significant technological changes included the adoption
of labor-saving machinery, improved resource use planning, and introduction of
improved crop varieties. All major crop yields have increased, some as much as
114%. Even though the Valley is a relatively old fertilizer-using area. total
plant nutrient use increased about 250% from 1945 to 1968.

WHAT ARE AGRICULTURAL POTENTIALS OF THE: VALLEY

Estimating Valley agricultural potentials is important for: (1) identifying
wajor agricultural problem areas. (2) identifying broad program objectives,
and (3) providing guidelines for re-orienting and developing program activities.
The study of the Valley mentioned earlier was made using assumptions of near
perfect resource allocation, sustained economic growth. favorable markets, un-
limited capital, stable prices, full mobility of resources, and continued govern-
ment restrictions on production. To sharpen the estimates, the potentials were
developed by homogeneous Valley regions.

Crop production potentials were obtained using the assumptions that row
crops would be produced on all class I and II openland and on one-half class
III openland. Pastures were assumed for the remaining class III openland and all
of classes IV through VI openland. Classes VII and VIII land would be used
for forests. All land now in forests would remain in that use.

Both acreage and yield increases would occur. Acreage for all harvested
crops could increase from 3.2 to 5.7 million. Attaining potentials would increase
value of crop production two and one-half times. Production per acre of har-
vested land %% ould be valued at $131 compared with $93 in 1964.

AGRICULTURAL POTENTIAL -CROPS

Acres

1964 Potential

Silage, small Rrain, ant seeds .. 1.349.000 3,140,000
Hay _- I, 297 000 2,000 000
Cotton and tobacco_ 559,000 550,000
Fruits and vegetables__ 45,000 73,000

Total _ 3 250,000 5,763 000

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION POTENTIAL CROPS

(In milltons of dollarsl

1964 Potential

Grain, silage, and seed__ 77 320
Hay. .___ . 48 156

Tobacco and cotton. 157 232

Fruits and vegetahles,. 11 51

Total ... 293 759

I,i),etoci: production potektials (hot including poultry) were assumed to be
limited to feed supply and available labor. Imported feed tuns NS:4111111A to lie
loanable ill favorable prices to expand poultry production.

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION POTENTIAL LIVESTOCK

In millions of dollars!

1964 Potential

Cattle, sheep and hogs.
Poultry_

Total

281
173

454

841
498

. _
1,339

144,B
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Livestock potentials are greater than crop potentials ; the potential value of
livestock and poultry production would be more than three times as large as the
1904 level. Most classes of livestock could double in numbers, but a major share
of the expansion would be in beef cattle and poultry.

Total agricultural production was valued at $634 million in 1964, but the po-
tential is $1.7 billion, or a $1 billion increase. Valley agriculture is operating at
only one-third of its potential in terms of total resource allocation. A $1 billion
increase would have pronounced effect on agribusiness.

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION POTENTIAL SUMMARY

/Dollar amounts in millions

1964 Potential Increase Percent

TotaTcrops $293 5759 $4E- 159Less feed crops u sad _ 113 425 312 276Other crops 180 334 154 86Livestock 454 I,339 685 195

Total 634 1, 673 I, 039 164

.-igricaltural production potential (1964 benchmark )

Crops 75 percent increase in acreage.
1(14) percent increase in value of production.

Livestock 200 percent increase in value of production.
Total $1 billion increase.

Agribusiness increases proportionally.
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TYPES OF PROBLEMS FACING FARMERS

Many factors limit achievement of these potentials. Productivity gains in agri-rulture have occurred and will continue to occur through advances in the correct
application and management of inputs, such as fertilizers, farm machinery, seeds,
land, capital, and labor. However, other barriers can adversely affect the pro-ductivity increases that could result from the application of improved manage-
meat and technology. The study of Valley potentials indicated that,problems im-peding development could be grouped-into the following six categories:

Management and technological restraintsFailure of farmers to adopt avail-
able technical know -how tend to tit it into good management systenis is restricting
resource utilization and increased incomes. Output per unit of input is lower inthe Valley than in the Southeast and the Nation.Size of farm and tenure restrictionsIn 1964, two-thirds of Valley farms con-tained less than 100 acres and 0% contained less than 50 acres. Less-than 69%of farm acreage is openland suitable for crops. As a result, most Valley farms aretoo small to support economic farming units for many types of agriculture. Thefarm size problem is further complicated by prevailing land ownership and tenurepatterns.

Land capabiliity restrictionsPresent land use in the Valley is less than opti-
mum. More than 5 million acres of classes I to IV land now in forest should be inagriculture. Approximately TS' million acres of classes VI to VIII land now culti-vated should be used for growing trees. Considerable portionsof good Valley soilsare located in small, fragmented patches adjacent to soils of lower productivitywhich hinders their use for farming.

Human and cultural restraintsOven one-fifth of4Valley farmers are 65 yearsold or over, and over three- fifths of farmers have 8 years or less of schooling.
Thus, a majority of present-day farmers are elderly, poorly educated, and lackingin labor skills or financial resources necessary to make the adjustment to sig-
nificantly altee.their economic condition.

Institutional 'restrictions Acreage restrictions, acreage diversions, market
regulations, an land, tax policies restrict resource utilization and the developmentOf commercial agriculture.

Market limitationsGrowth of agricultural markets has been plie.aomenal in
recent years, but marketing costs have risen sharply.and many problems have
evolved for Valley farmers. A general lack of understanding of marketingprevails.

OBJECTIVE3 AND GOALS FOR THE FUTURE

TVA and the land-grant colleges have broadened their oltiectives in order tomeet the challenges we have been discussing. Earlier programs dealt mainly
with production technology, fertilizer introduction, and individual farm manage-
ment. Our new program is broader, including marketing and agribusiness
development.

AGRIBUSINESS FIRMS BOLL) THE KEYS TO MUCH OF THE FARMER'S FUTURE

As we discuss Valley farmers, their problems, and their potentials, we are
continually reminded of the important role that agriculturally depemMient flutist
play in their success. Agriculture, including agriculturally dependent nonfarm
businesses, is still one of the largest employers in the region. Also, increased farm
sales help to stimulate the general economy. These points will be discussed byother papers later today.

Agribusiness 'leaders are an important source of information for farmers. Ac-.
cording to our own studies, farmers consider their dealers to be a reliable source/
of information and expect recommendations from their dealers. For example,
farmers expect their fertilizer dealer to reconunend the kind and amount of ferti- b i
lizer they should use.
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FIGukk 4. Purchased and Nonpurchned Farm Inputs

Agribusiness is becoming more Important to farmers because farmers are buy-
ing more of their inputs. Since 1950, the percentage of inputs furnished by the
farmers and his family has-strrtnik by 30%. In the saute time purchased inputs
have gone up almost 30 %. Greater reliance on purchased inputs makes farmers
niq,re.letwialwit on nonfarm businesses. This presents tremendous opportunity for
expattaIng nonfarm business in the area. One commercial farmer that buys a
major part of his inputs and efficiently converts them to salable products gen-
erates more general economic activity than many subsistence operators who use
their own inputs and market only a little surplus production.

In local development programs, we have demonstrated in a small way that farm
and nonfarm business prospers together. In the Elk River area, where statistics
are more readily available than in some others, we are reminded that forces
beyond the control of farmers cause variations in income large enough to com-
pletely musk or severely exaggerate results of year-to-year changes in farm pro-
duction and management practices. Sales of farm products have shown an up-
ward trend, but the agribusiness trend line reflects year-toyear variation more
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':Value added

j Value of farm products salesi

1959 61 63 65 67 68*
FIGURE 5. Estimated Volume of Agribusiness, Elk River Counties

Just a few miles southwest of here in the Bear Creek watershed is a good ex-
ample of a local development program that involved nonfarm business in generat-
ing additional income. Farmers in that 5-County area face many difficult prob-
lems, but some of thew have already been solved by agribusiness development.
Farmers had the resources and the ability to grow feeder pigs. In the past, they
attempted to supplement laconic by growing pigs, but markets were uncertain.
Prices were erraticmostly low. Little happened before 1965. Then, local farmers,
citizens, and businessmen organized the NOrthwest Alabama Feeder Pig Associa-
tion. Now this market alone sells over $400.000 worth of pigs annually.

lue market has not only made possible the collection and sale of pigsit has
served as an educational tool to upgrade the quality of pigs sold through other
channels. Instruction periods are held before each sale and information is given
out. The market exercises strict grading and provides a demonstration of a
quality market for others to follow. As a result, the average price per pig sold
in the area has risen $5 and farmers are assured of a market for their pigs. They
can now concentrate on producine. good pigs. rather than worrying about price
and availability of- buyers.

This brief example can be multiplied many times if people with national and
international markets work together on a regional basis to remove marketing
barriers and promote agricultural development. Little projects like this can pro-
vide assembly points, but larger efforts are needed to provide central markets
for the finished products. Larger efforts are needed to provide more efficient
channels to move finished farm products from out small scattered producers to
the consumer thousands of miles away in urban centers and even abroad. To look
at these larger opportunities is a purpose of this conference.

We in TVA and the land-grant universities recognize that we need your help.
We hope we can help you. Our purpose in being here is to discuss how we might
work together so that farmers of the region can be able to reach a major part of
the $1 billion potential for expansion that we know is there.

4
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ASHIBUSINESS IQ ALANAIIA AND THE TENNESSEE VALLEY COUNTIES or ALABAMA

(By Ray Cavender, Chairman, Resource Use Division, Auburn University,
Auburn, Ala.)

The growing dependence of the various facets of the agricultural industry
(production, assembly. transportation, finance, distribution, processing, whole-
saling and retailing) has made made us increasingly aware of the impact that
a growth and/or decline in one or more agricultural related activities can have
on an area's economy.

Idle land, unused markets, eroding business life, and underemployment in
many rural areas Illustrate that economic and other forces have caused a sharp
decline in agriculture. Equally obvious is the vitality of an area where agricul-
ture and its components are a thriving segment of the economy. Few industries
generate the multiplier effect on economic activity as the introduction and/or
expansion of an agricultural enterprise.

We all recognize the desirability of a balance in economic activityagricul-
ture. industry. commerce, and services. The South's big challenge has been that
of overcoming the ill effect of too long a dependence on primary oriented indus-
triesagriculture, forestry, mining, etc. Tremendous strides have been ,made
toward achieving a healthier balance of economic activity in recent years, and
this progress is most evident in the Tennessee Valley counties of north Alabama.

In our efforts to achieve a more .balanced growth, we must be careful not to
overlook the potential for further natural resource (agriculture) development.

There are two important facts about economic development : (1) Begin with
what you have and develop it to its fullest potential. People and natural re-
sources are the greatest assets of states represented at this conference. (2) Keep
in focus total development, jobs for those not employed in natural resource areas,
community facilities and services, recreation, and health. This approach is prac-
tical anti has the goal of balanced growth and total resource development at the
forefront in planning and action.

AcannusINEss lti ALARA MA

To help maintain a development equilibrium. a study was undertaken and
completed in June 1938 on the nature. scope, and contribution of agribusiness to
Alabama's economy. The study was sponsored by the Alabama Resource Devel-
opment ('ommittee. This committee has a membership of more than 70 'repre-
sentatives from agencies and organik 'dons from both the private and public
sectors which have a direct or indireel- interest in developing Alabama's total
resources.

Data are available to show the value of agricultural production to the state's
economy. However, a void has existed in the availability of information on the
contribution of the total agricultural complexthose business activities that
support and service production units. handle and assemble agricultural and
forest raw materials, and process and distribute finished products. The agri-
business study attempted to explore the contribution of these functions. More
specifically. the objectives of the study were to determine:

(1) The nature and importance of the agribusiness economy in Alabama :
12) Ilrowth possibilities for agribusiness firms: and
(3) Needs for manpower and capital for anticipated growth.

Meeting these objectives might also provide information for mhre detailed
analysis which would suggest needed adjustments in the agribusiness sector.

From the state study, an analysis has been made of the agribusiness activity
in the 15 north Alabama counties in the Tennessee Valley. This was a joint effort

Agribusiness firms as defined for this study Included (1) retail and wholesale businesses
that provided .upplie.. equipment. and services used in the production of agricultural
products (21 firms that performed the primary functions of handling and processing plant
and animal products from farms: and (3) farm and farm-related production unite that
engaged in retailing, wholesaling. handling, and processing. In retail and wholesale bust
ne..es serving both farm and nonfarm customers to he classed as nerthustness firms.
75rt- o' the volatile must bare been with farm dud rural customers. Excluded from the
cann!+ anal% si. were farm firms Rf 1,ly engaged in firm pr duction although th.. character-
istics and importance of farm firms in the fate's ceononi ere tle.ccihed y in the report.
Retail. wholesale, and processing firms that handled or moved only processed or semi-
processed products toward ultimate users were excluded also although such firms deal
importantly with products derived from agriculture. Example of these were food retailers.
Jobbers. florists. and cloth converters: i.e., businesses that dealt in finished or semifinished
products converted from basic farm produced commodities,
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betweeh TVA and Auburn University, and a report ha% been published. This
analysis permits us to make some interesting comparisons about growth possi-
bilities in Valley counties as contrasted to the state as a whole.

Table 1 presents an overall view of Alabama agribrisiness grouped into eight
categories. Agribusiness with 95,827 employees 'accouged f 5% of all gain-fully employed nonfarm workers, excluding workers in gt, -__.cent. The31,538agribusiness firms fitting the definition and responding to the survey reported an
estimated business volume of $1.8 bilno. in the 1066 -07 business year. This wasabout one-fifth of the business volume of all retail, wholesale, and manttfacturing
.firms as reported in the 1963 Census of Businegs, U.S. Department of Commerce.The principal state agribusiness group was forestry products, with 44% of thefirms and 28% of the business volume.

.

TABLE 1. ALABAMA STATE AGRIBUSINFSS SUMMARY, 19% 67

[Dollar amounts in thousands'

iiia__
Typo of firm -

Numher of Number of Business Capital
firms employees volume investment

Feed and chemicals_ . - 216 5.278 $190,0'0 1154, 457Food processing 311 14. 641 414, 650 141, 438Flis1,1 (Jon . . 141 35249 312, ^75 33 °,.543Machu,e sales and manufacturing_ 293 3 319 121 350 42,915Agrictilturil coolly. 397 1, d79 115, 822 34,-417Livestock rndr'pets 89 595 135, 059 111, 304Nursery min 228 1.5'9 23. 359 11, 008Ewes( proAurts I, 558 37.801 495, %O. 541, 100

Toll
ii. 3.538 95,617 1,79' 97 1, 179. 152

Agribusiness firms in Alabama had about $1.3 billion in capital investmentin 19(i6 -67, or an average of $19.1 million per eunty. Average investment per
firm was $362,000.

Agribnsiness in 15 Tennessee Valley Counties of Alabama -The analysis of
agribusiness activity for this area of the state was based on data from the state-
wide study and a similar format used for the analysis. Table 2 shows, by business
category, the number of firms, number of employees, business volume. and capi-
tal investment for firms reporting from this 15-county area.

TABLE 2,- NUMBER OF AGRIBUSINESS FIRMS, EMPLOYEES, BUSINESS VOLUME AND CAPITAL INVESTMENT:
15 TENNESSEE VALLEY COUNTIES OF ALABAMA, 1966-67

'Dollar amounts in thousands'

Type of firm
Number of

firms
Number of
employees

Business
volume

582,841
111, 955

71, 075

Capital
investment

$108, 005
35, 476
83.732

Feed and chemicals ________ . _ i

Food processing
Field crop . __ ..... _ _ _

58
98

189

2,799
4, 315
2,475

Machinery sales and manufacturing 84 1, no 36,600 12, 307Agricultural supply i,127 636 31. 338 10, 393
Livestock markets_ 28 205 34, 750 2, 419
Nursery crop 49 306 5,716 3,665Forest products 139 2, 336 41, 800 26, 515

Total._ 772 14, 352 416, 075 282, 512

Estimated dollar volume of agribusiness in 1966-67 was $116 million. This
was about 22 percent of all retail and wholesale business, and value added by
manufacturing as reported in the 1963 Census Of Business, U.S. Department of
Commerce. The agribusiness volume was about twice the sales of all farm
products.in 1964.

The 772 firms reporting had a capital investment of $282.5 million and em-
ployed 14,352 full-time workers. Excluding farm and government workers, local
agribusiness employment was about one-fifth that of all wholesaling, retailing,
and manufacturing. The average number of full-time employees per agribusiness
firm for Tennessee Vallegasounties of Alabama was 10. Average basiness volnruefor the 772 firms was $539,000, and average capital investment was $365,900per firm in 1967.

1442
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COMPARISoNs BETWEEN EITA.TE AND VALLEY AGRIBUSINESS

Some idea can be had on the relative position of the 15 Tennessee Valley
counties in agribusiness development by comparisons with the state summary.
Such comparisons may suggest the presence or absence of a composite of !lectors k
which influence the comparative advantage of a specific agribusiness activity.
However, changes in the combination of factors. such as the discovery of new
technology and shifts in enterprises could at some future date stimulate signif-
icant growth of a new business or revitalize an old one.

Tables 3, 4, and 5 show state and Valley area data and illustrate the per-
centage that Valley counties contribute to the state total /in numbers of agribusi
ness firms by category, full-time employees, and capital intestment.

Valley counties had 22 percent of the state's agri usiness firms reporting.1
Data in table 3 show highest concentration in firms doi ig business in agriculture
supply, food processing. field crops handling and p. cessing, machinery sales
and manufacturing, and livestock marketing. The growth in numbers of firms
in these categories can he littfrd in part to the share of the state's agricultural
production located in the V Hey counties serviced by these types of agribusiness
firms. The presence of a si Meant share of the state's food processing firms
min be attributed to the Valley's growth in populatjon, rising levels of income,
presence of food-producing enterprises, and transportation access to consum-
ing (linters outside the areaBirminghain aneNashville, for example.

Type of firm

TABLE 3.ALABAMA AGRIBUSINESS SUMMARY, 1966-67

15 Tennessee Percent Ten-
Valley nesse' Valley

State total counties counties are of
(number) (aumber) State total

Feed and chemicals
Food processing

216
314

51-..,"
98

27
31

Field crop 443 189 43
Machine sales and manufacturing 293 84 29
Agriculture supply 387 127 33
Livestock markets 89 28 31
Nursery crop 228 49 21

.Forest products 1, 568 139 9

Total , 3, 538 772
-a-

.. 22

,4\

The Valley counties' shame of state agribusiness employment (table 4) at 1:)%
approximates-agribusiness's share of the total labor force. However. as reported
earlier, a larger shire of the nonfarm labor force in the Valley counties is gain-
fully employed in agribusiness than for the state as a whole-25% compared with
15',i for the state.

With the exception of feed and chemical firms and field crops processing firms,
the Valley's share of firms by category and employment in these categoritts closely
approximates one another.

Type of firm

TABLE 4. -ALABAMA AGRIBUSINESS SUMMARY, 1966 67

Full-time employees

Percent
Tennessee

15 Tennessee Valley
State Valley counties
total counties one of

(number) (number) State total

Feedand chemicals
Food processing
Field crop
Machinery sales and manufacturing ._ __ .... .....
Agricultural supply
Livestock markets
Nursery clop
Forest products

....
5, 273

14,642
35, 249
3,869
1, 879

595
1, 519

32,801

2, 799
4,315
2, 475
1,280

636
205
306

2, 336

53
29

7
33
34
34
20

7

Total 95,827 14, 352 15

M3
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Capital investment in agribusiness firms in the Valley counties at $282 million
is T.21/4 of the state total. Thiligure is the same as the percentage of firms operat-
ing in these counties-table

Feed and chemical arms represented the most significant departure, with 70%
of the total capital investment in this category being in the 15 Valley counties.
This would suggest that feed and chemical firms in the Valley are much larger
and more specialized than for the state as a whole. The percentage of the busi-
ness volume (table 2) and employment (table 4) would also support this
conclusion. .

Capital investment in forest prod( t Is in the Valley at 5% of the state
total is lowest for all categories and s consistent with the number of firms, em=
ployment, and business volume for this agribusiness sector in the Valley counties.

TABLE 5.-ALABAMA AGRIBUSINESS SUMMARY, 1966-67 TOTAL CAPITAL

[Dollar amounts in thousands)

Typo of firm State total

Percent Ten-
15 Ten. nesse' Valley

nessee valley counties are of
counties State total

Fried and chemicals 151, 467 108, 005 '0-
food processing 142, 438 35, 476 25
Field crop 336, 603 83, 732 25
Machinery sales and manufacturing 42, 915 12, 307 29
Agricultural supply 34, 417 10, 393 30
Livestock markets.. 10, 304 2, 419 23
Nursery crop 14, 008 3, 665 26
Forest products. 544, 100 26, 515 5

Total 1,279,252 282,512 22

4
While not directly gelatin to agribusiness firm per se as tlefirlisl in this report,

but no doubt of interest to this conference, is the capital investment in Alabama
farm production units from the standpoint of farm loans outstanding. Table 6
shows the breakdown in outstanding loans from all sources as of January 1,
1968.

7'able 6. Farm loans outstanding, Alabama, Jan. 1, 1968

Source of loan : Amount
Merchants, dealers, individuals 235, 000, 000
All operating banks 147, 183, 000
Federal land bank 106, 470, 000
Farmers Home Administration_ 101, 201.000
Production credit association 43, 820,000
Insurance companies 38, 726, 000
Commodity Credit Corporation '12,192,000
Bank for cooperatives 8, 057, 000

Total 692, 049. 000
I R41111100(1.
2 Loans made on commodities for year ended Dec. 31, 1967.

PROJECTED AGRIBUSINESS EXPANSION

All agribusiness firms participating in the state study were asked whether
or not they expected to expand production and employment; if so, by how much,
and their capital needs for expansion.

Their collective responses provide some assessment of the pulse of economic
activity and therefore might be viewed as indicators of further growth and de-
velopment.

In the report on "Agribusiness in the Tennessee Valley Counties of Alabama,"
a similar analysis was made to show growth possibilities of Valley area firms.
The remainder of this discussion will deal largely with this analysis. However,
tables 7, 8, and 9 present data for both the state and Valley area and thus pro-
vide a basis for comparison of growth projections.

4
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Table 7 show that 34% of ail Valley firms planned to expand production. Most
planned expan1on within 2 years and a majority anticipated expanding up to
25%. Significant expansions were anticipated in all categories of agribusiness
firms in the Valley, with field crops handling and processing firths being the
smallest at 17%.

TABLE 7. ALABAMA AGRIBUSINESS SUMMARY, 1966 -67 FIRMS EXPANDING PRODUCTION

Percent of firms planning to Percent of firms planning to ,
expand production expend up to 25 percent

Typo of firm State Valley State Valley

Feed and chemicals 47 40 37 33

Food processing 42 39 32 33

Field crop 23 17 20 15

Machinery sales and manufacturing 50 43 40 36

Agricultural supply 43 57 33 43

Livestock markets 33 29 25 25

Nursery crop 38 39 25 33

Forest Products 15 24 9 20

Total 28 34 21 28

More than one-half of the agriculture supply firms in the Valley reported
expansion plans with 43% planning to expand as much as 25%. The percent of
all firms planning to expand production and the degree of expansion were some-

hat higher for Valley tims than for the state as a whole (table 7).
production expansion plans for firms in the food processing, feed, chemical,

and machinery sales, and manufacturing categories are impressive for both
Valley counties and statewide, even though projected expansion is somewhat
greater for the latter.

About one-fifth of all Valley firms planned to expand employment (table 8).
Generally speaking, plans for expanding employment and the rate of expansion
by Valley firms and for the state closely paralleled one another.

TABLE 8.ALABAMA AGRIBUSINESS SUMMARY, 1966-67FIRMS EXPANDING EMPLOYMENT

Percent of firms planning to
expand production

Percent of firms planning to
expand up to 25 percent

Type of firm State Valley State Valley

Feed and chemicals 28 21 21 17

Food processing 37 35 31 31

Field crop 11 6 9 4

Machinery sales and manufacturing 43 37 33 31

Agricultural supply 29 33 21 24

Livestock markets 11 7 8 7

Nursery crop 26 26 18 20

Forest products 11 10 6 6

Total 20 21 14 16

In all agribusiness categories for both state and Valley counties, the percent of
firms planning production expansion and the degree of expansion are greater than
projections for employment and degree of employment. This may be explained
in part as a continuation of the drive for efficiency by the application of advanced
processing and marketing technology, resulting in increased output per worker
and higher capital investment per employee. This might be illustrated in the feed
and chemical category where plans for production expansion almost double plane
for expanding employmentboth in number of firms planning to expand produc-
tion and the anticipated rate of increase.

Table 9 presents information on the capital needs of the 8 agribusiness cate-
gories to accommodate expansion in production and employment.

4 U5
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ABLE 9. ALABAMA AGRIBUSINESS SUMMARY, 1966-67CAPITAL NEEDS

'Dollar amounts in thousands'

Type of Min

Percent
Tennessee

Valley
15 Counties

Tennessee are of
State Valley State
total counties total

Feed and cheirisal $15. 709 S3, 059 19
Food processing 12, 495 919 7
Field crop. . 17, 290 3, 749 22
Machine sales and manuricturidg... 6,E90 1,755 27
Agriculture supply__ . 5, 140 1,785 35
Livestock in?rkels... 1,872 120 6
Nursery crop_ . 1,019 196 19
Forest products._ 135,938 678 5

Total.._ . ........ .... ...... 196 012 12, 26! 6

I
Capital needs of Valley firmsapProxtmately $12 millionrepresent 4.3% of

their present total capital investment. More than 50% of the additional capital
needs of Valley firms were for expansion in the feed and chemical manufactur-
ing and field crops categories. The highest capital needs per firm were $53,000
in the feed and chemical manufacturing group. This suggests something of the
scale of operation and the magnitude of expansion plans cited earlier.

The capital needs of Valley firms as eontrasted to the s.ate as a whole might
suggest the use of capital reserves to acconmaxlat cexpansion plans. However,
one can only speculate on this point and consider alternative means of generating
capital within the structure of tile firmsuch as the parent company.

CONCLUSION

Data presented in this discussion, and tkose contained in the published reports
which could not be mentioned in the time limit of this presentation, clearly estab-
lish the importance of agribusiness to the economy of the Valley counties of
Alabama and to the entire state.

The fact that a favorable climate exists for further growth and development
of this sector has been documented. However, the realization of additional growth
is conditioned by a number of factors, namely ;

(1) Continued stable growth of the total regional and national economy;
(2) A recognition on the part of :business, political, and community lead-

ers of the impact that further development of the "agricultiiral complex"
can have en an area's econonde life and quality of living;

(3) Orderly application of science and technology in all areasproduc-
tion, marketing, processing, and managementthat will keep the system
viable and competitive In local, national, and world markets.,

(4) Presence of businesimen with a sensitivity for economic opportunity,
a vision of societal needs, and the willingness to invest energy, knave -how,
and capital toward the further development of the agricultural industry
with profit as the incentive and complete and efficient use of total resourcesthe goal.

ROLE OF UNIVERSITIES AND TVA IN AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT

(By W. D. Bishop, Associate Dean. Agricultural Extension Service,
University of Tennessee)

The universities and TVA have historically participated in cooperative pro-
grams to further the agricultural development of the Tennessee Valley. Since
1960 this has included a 3-phase program that identifies needed agricultural
changes and helps stimulate regnired adjustments. Other activities incinde work
in specific areas and through special projects.

Perhaps a review of this 3-phase programplus a brief discussion of new pi-o-
gram activities recently adoptedwill give you a, better idea of how we hopeto /influence agricultural progress.

44{
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FERTILIZER TRIALS AND FIELD DEMONSTRATIONS

This program consists of new fertilizer evaluations and fertilizer practice
demonstrations. New fertilizer evaluation demonstrations are conducted with
TVA pilot plant or early demonstration-scale plant products to assist in the
planning for future fertilizer production. Each new TVA fertilizer is compared
with a standard source on plots designed for statistical analysis. Evaluation sites
are located on soils where a response is expected.

Fertilizer practice demonstrations are conducted to (1) introduce new TVA
fertilizers to agricultural workers, farmers, and fertilizer dealers, and (2) demon-
strate solutions to specific soil fertility problems. Emphasis is on demonstrating
the value of fertilization practices proven by research but not yet in general
use. Demonstrations are planned and conducted to obtain impact and a spread
of practices to other farmers.

For both types of demonstrations, plots are small, usually loss than an acre
in e, and fertilizers are provided by TVA at no cost.

UNIT 'TEST - DEMONSTRATION FARM S

'nit test-demonstration farms are one of tie major program activities through
which TVA experimental fertilizers and recommended fertilizer practices ore
demonstrated and spread to farmers. These are whole-farm demonstrations de-
signed to demonstrate solutiolis to problems on farm organization and etikient
use of resources. The farms are selected and supervised by the universities on
the basis of major soil associations. fertility problems, size of farm, type of
farming, accessibility for tours, and ability of the.farmer to conduct the program.
Each farm participates in the program for not more tlutu Ii years. TVA fertilizers
are supplied at prices designed to encourage farmers to implement agreed-upon
program activities.

Each farmer keeps crop production records for all fields on which test-demon-
stration fertilizers are used (luring the entire perb at in What'll he is participating,
in the progrern. These records help evaluate results obtained from the use of such
fertilizers. Each cooperating farmer keeps financial records and such otherspecial records as may be needed.

RAPID ADJUSTMENT FARMS

Rapid adjustment farms are established to explore income and adjustment
possibilities for farms selected from important segments of agriculture. Adjust-ments In farm organization aad management are made in a short period of
time so that the experience gained can be used in wide-scale programs: Theaudience for the farms is primarily professional agricultural workers. Farmersserected will either have the resource base or have the potential for obtainnig
resources necessary to dbxelop full-time commercial farming units. Since rapidchanges in farm organizafilon involve high riskand in many cases large outlaysof capital TVA provides an incentive on fertilizers,

TRIBUTARY AREA DEVELOPMENT

This phase of the program works °through organized TAD areas to advanceeconomic growth through fuller development and use of all available resources.
Developmental programs encompass a wide range of activities including assist-ance in compiling a detailed inventory of resources, defining area problems,developing a comprehensive action program, conducting special studies, and guid-ing agricultural work groups as they plan and carry out various phases of theprogram. Reliance is placed upon citizens' groups in orienting the program tolocal conditions and coordinating with other activities of the TAD organization.

Valleywide cooperative agricultural program activities conducted in organizedTAI) areas are used to solve problems identified within the watersheds.
An intensification of cooperative program activities to accelerate agricultural

development is being carried out in Beech River, Elk River, Sequatchie River,Upper Duck River, Yellow Creek, and Bear Creek watersheds in Tennessee, Ala-bama, and Mississippi.
SPECIAL AREA PROJECTS

Special projects are conducted when problems or developmental opportunitiesare so well defined In a particular area as to justify special programs. In such
tut- 3S2 71pt. 3--29
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areas, TVA and the university eoneentrate the cooperative program elements on
an intensified basis or devise a special program mix from the elements. Iu addi-
tion, new or unique program activities aimed at particular problems may be
designed and implemented in those areas. The knowledge an.l experience deriyed
from special area projects are trangerred to other areas through the cooperative
effort.

Fr TURF. ['ROCHA M ACT( V ITIES

If the resources of the land-grant universities of the Valley states and the
Tennessee Valley Authority are to bring about more rapid progress in resource
development of the Valley, then these resources will have to be committed to
removing the major restraints that impede progress in agricultural development.
Many of the facts limiting the potential growth and development of the region
may be aggregated into the following major problem areas :

a, Land use
b. Size of farm and tenure restriction
c. Nlarket limitations
d. Technology and management

It is also recognized that the rare at which change can be brought about in
any of these 4 problem areas is influenced greatly by human and cultural re-
straints. For example, over one-fifth of the farmers in the Valley are 6 years
of age or more, and three-fifths of them have an eighth-grade education or less.

Also, resource utilization and developmentparticularly in commercial agri-
cultureis significantly influenced by institutional restrictions, such as land tax
policies, market reguladons, and acreage diversions to nonagricultural use.

To solve major problenth growing out of agricultural trends and situations, it
k necessary to use methods that will get greatest results with available resources.
TV.1. and 1lie universities have agreed to continue many of the activities discussed
earlier and to inject new program elements where they can help stimulate
progress. Fertilizer trials and field demonstrations, rapid adjustment farms, and
the tributary area concept will remain vital parts of the program. New program
elements are discussed below.

RESOURCE NI ANAGE M EN T FARMS

This new element will replaee test-demonstration farms in the Valley for
demonstrating the profitability of various farming systems and efficient resource
use for the benefit of farmers generally.

Groups to be identified and worked with include (a) commercial farmers,
(b) potentially commercial farmers, (c) low-income farmers, and (d) farmers
with potential for recreation, tourism, and related enterprises. The whole farm
business will be the unit of planning. Major objective is to demonstrate the maxi-
mization of income through efficient use of the farm resources. Experience on
rapid adjustment farms and other up-to-date technological advances, such as
linear programming. will be used in evaluating alternative farm adjustments.
Farms will participate for a period of 6 years. Farm records will be a major
source of information for measuring farm progress, guiding future planning, and
evaluating program results.

TVA fertilizers %vitt be made available for use on resource management farms
at incentive prices to encourage participating farmers to develop and implement
whole-farm plans. 4.

ENTERPRISE DEMONSTRATIONS

Such demonstrations will be established to demonstrate Income possibilities
from crop and/or livestock enterprises. TVA and the universities will use enter-
prise demonstrations primarily to introduce new crops and obtain input-output
data from crop and livestock enterprises. They will afford a means of conducting
intensive work during a short time on a specific problem. They will also fill a need
for demonstrations on a scale larger than small plots but smaller than the whole
farm. Farm participants may be selected for periods up to five years.

LA ND TENURE PROJECTS

Purpose is to provide a means for consolidating and making fuller use of the
agricultural land resource base of the Tennessee Valley to increase farm income.
For specified areas, TV.t and the universities will obtain information on pre-
vailing land prices, equitaule returns to land used for agricultural ptuposee, al-
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tentative leasing arrangements, land available for lease or purchase, and tech-
niques for evaluating the farm income effects of acquiring additional land. Other
agencies and organizations that have an interest and statutory obligation to im-
prove laud consolidation and use will be involved. Land tenure projects will be
initiated on a pilot basis and expanded when experience has been gained.

FARM MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATIONS

The idea is to improve income of participating fanners by providing profes-
sional management services and improving their management skills.

Farm management services are available through private farm management
companies in many areas outside the Valley. In other areas, associations of
farmers are used to obtain these services. These services include enterprise and
whole -farm planning. reconlkeepitig and analysis, providing tax service, provid-
ing assistance in marketing and purchasing, teaching new technology, and the
like.

TVA and the universities will cooperate in determining the feasibility of these
associations and ivill assist interested groups in organizing and establishing them
on an experimental basis. The aim will be for the organization to become self-
sufficient in financing and leadership within a reasoi.able length of time.

AGRIBUSINESS DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES

Purpose of this new element is to increase agricultural income through ex-
panding marketing, processing, and supply facilities available to Valley farm-
ers. Such activities will include defining agribusiness problems and opportunities,
promoting. the development of agricultural product, markets, encouraging firms
to supply farm inputs and services at minimum cost. determining the need for new
markets and processing facilities. assisting with the expansion or development
of agribusiness facilities. and obtaining greater involvement of agribusiness firms
in resouree development activities.

Conferences and seminars will be conducted jointly with colleges, trade ft SSOCi a-
1 ions, re:410Da I ()operatives, and/or other agribusiness groups to get a spread of
new technology. Improve services. and coordinate activities contributing to agri-
cultural resource development.

TENNESSEE VALLEY RESOURCE.' DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCES

Objectives of such conferences are to obtain a broader insight into the prob-
lems that are retarding the development of the Tennessee Valley, These confer-
ences will serve as a stimulus for the interchange of ideas among the many
fields and disciplines involved in resource development, They will serve as a
tool for extension and research workers, political lenders. farm and community
leaders, and other agencies and organizations interested in more effective re-
source development programs. They will constitute a means for assembling and
synthesizing information for programming ptimoses. identify significant problems
retarding development, and give rise to new and unified efforts that will improve
the welfare of the Valley's people.

SPECIAL RESEARCH STUDIES

Studies wilt be conducted by TVA and the universities to identify problems,
evaluate programs, suggest new programs, and provide data for on-going pro-
grams. To keep research projects and action programs in perspective with de-
velopment needs, a Valleywide research committee composed of representatives
from the colleges and TVA will be formed. The committee will make recommen-
dations on research projects needed in agricultural resource development and
how results of research may be used to modify and improve program activities.

ROLE OF INDUSTRY IN DEVELOPING AGRICITLTITRE

(By Henry Simons, Executive Director, Georgia Agribusiness Council,
Atlanta, Ga.)

There's a new organization in Georgia aimed at raising farm and agribusiness
income by one-fourth in the next 5 years. Made up mainly of firms buying from
or selling to farmers, the Georgia Agribusiness Council aims to help start
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new farm research, work for equitable farm tives as well as develop and
expand agribusiness activities in Georgia. This is one example of how industry
can help develop agriculture. Another way is to help agriculture tell its story to
nonagriculturally oriented groups.

Actually, what Is agribusiness? Many people visualize agriculture and farming
as simply at man with a mule,

This is the old production-oriented approach and even an old-fashioned
approach at that, because experience and complex farm machinery have long
since replaced the mule.

On the other hand, when most people think of industry they think of heavy
industries such as steel mills, automobile factories, and such.

Actually, such industries make up a small portion of total industryspeaking
either in terms of Investment, number of employees or payroll.

MULTITUDE OF BUSINESSES SERVE AGRICII-TURE

In between these two extremes the former on the one hand and heavy
industry on the otherare a multitude of smaller businesses and industry and
many are related to agriculture.

Agribusinesses then are those businesses that serve agriculture or depend
on agriculture for their raw products I am, of course, including forestry in

1agriculture.
For instance, in the agricultural supply industry, we have among those

firms serving agriculture feed manufacturers and dealers, fertilizer mann-
faet urers and dealers, lending agencies, seed breeders and dealers, machinery
manufacturers and dealers, and many others. All of these products and services
start out back ill the industrial complex and end up on 'he fann.

On the other hand there is it vast network of firms which handle the products
of the farms as they move through marketing channels toward the ultiluate
consumertransportation, processors, wholesalers, retailers, and others.

In addition to those commonly thought of agribusinesses, some of the less
well known but no less agribusinesses are bakeries, meat packers, wholesale
and retail grocers, cotton mills, oil mills, furniture manufacturers.

IMPOIVI.kNCE 'ft NATION. ECONOMY

These two groups are agribusiness. Now just how important is this group
to the national economy?

Latest estimates indicate that :
The food and fiber sector of the national economy is by far the largest

bPsiness in the U.S.
Forty percent of all jobs in private employment are related to agriculture.

FOOD PROCESSING IS Timor:sr C.S. INDUSTRY

The economic chain reaction that sterts with farm and forest production is
astounding. For instance, food processing constitutes the largest single business
in the U.S. It has grossed well over $50 billion a year in recent years, roughly
twice that of such industrial giants as motor vehicles primarily metals and
IRt roleinu.

It (food processing) employs Ls min' people more than 111;', of all manu-
faeturing employees.

In all of agribusiness of the U.S. there arc 13 million persons employed. This
is more than twice the fi million farm workers.

The value of farm and forestry products in Georgia is roughly $1 billion but
the value of these goods in the state at retail level is over $-1 billion$4.4 billion
to he exact. Thu, the value :Nide(' in Georgia by transporting, processing, NV hole-

and retailing is almost 31/2 times the original value. This of course does
not consider Ihat group of agribusinesses which serve the farmers.

Another impopant segment of agribusiness is the flnamial complex serving
agriculturethe banks, other commercial financing institutions, government
agencies, and individuals. There were outstanding on January 1, 19(4, about $1
billion in farm loans in the state of Georgia. At a (1% rate, the annual Interest on
$1 billion is $60 million. Almost $3:10 million of these loans was held by mer-
chants, dealers, and individuals.
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Few of us.realiz how big agribusiness is in our state. Of the total manufactur-
ing concerns in Georgia, 71% are members of the agribusiness complex. They
employ 76% of the manufacturing eniployeos of the state. But their payroll is
only 66% of the total. The value added by the agribusiness manufacturers
amounts to 67% of the state total of value added and these agri-manufacturers
account far 61% of all new capital expenditures by Georgia manufacturers.

Unfortunately, not all of Georgia's farm and forest products are now com-
pletely processed within the shale. One if the objectives of the Georgia Agri-
business Connell is to encourage in re processing of foul, fiber, and timber prod-
ucts within the state in (inter to provide additional employment opportunities
as well as a better market for Georgia farm products. If these efforts are suc-
cessful, it could mean much to the future total economy of our state in the months
and years ahead, helping to make Georgia a leader in the growing field of agri-businss.

Effective use of such organizations as the Agribusiness Council is a positive
approach fie industry to take in stimulating agricultural progress.

REQcut MFN r 'Oil 1)MTI (MING ADOIT)ON.U. SIN( AND M ICIThrING
VAI 11,1:11EsGit.us Clams

By Claude Carter, Executive Vice President, Nebraska Consolidated Mills,
Omaha, Nebr.

While Nebraska Consolidated Mills is not specitleatly a grain handling or
merchandising company, all of our business at present, exeept for our South-
eastern broiler and egg production and processing fairatifms, floes involve the
processing of grain. We mill Hour, mostly bakery flour, produce eornmeal in
the Southeast. and inattufaeture formula feeds for poulley an,1 livestock. We op-
erate a total of gs grain processing mills or plants in 11 states. Puerto Rico, and
Spain. Today, we rank fourth among U.S. dour millers and among the top 11) feed
untuttfaetureis in volume.

During. WO, our company is celebrating its 5(tt11 annii.ersitry, NVe're not that
old in TVA country. In 11)41, Nebraska Consolidated Mills, which up to that point
had expanded by acquiring other flour mitts to Nebraska, made its first major
expansion naive, and the first outside Nebraska, The Ill.N1; Plant, II 110111' mill to
start. 11O, to be located at Dec atur, :1labatiffi. on the Tennessf River.

VALLI Y 1.01 ATIONS V..0.1'1131.1.;

Mr. ft. S. Dickinson, now our hoard chairman. was president of the matipaity
in 1011, end his decision to expand to the Southeast was the i:rst big moie to
make Nebraska consolidated more than a regional Hour miller, Industry state-
ments have indicated that this expansion move puzzled many in the flour milling
industry at the time, But the fact is that Mr. Dickinson was years ahead of other
millers in grasping the economies and the possibilities of moving grains via the
inland waterway system.

As an indication of our growth in the Southeast from our Tennessee River lo-
cation at Decatur, the flour mill capacity has Mien increased 5 times from its
original 1.4(k) cwts a day to 7,000 cwts a day. Our feed mill at Decatur can pro-
duee nearly :200,f MO tons per year, mon. than 10 times whet we could turn out
front our first small feud operation there. .kial our present corn meal plant in
Decatur has nearly twice the daily production capacity of \1r. Dickinson's
piomering flour will of yf ars ago,

Since Decatur is a grain deficit area. the river location and economical barge
shipments of midwestern grain to our Decatur complex have played au impor-
tant role in our success in TVA country. This past veer IMioodod
or more than 0,100,000 bushels of grain at Decatur. This \1:is supplemented by
approximately 12.000 rails cars of incoming ingredients. In addition, on an aver-
age we have been baying MON` than `,00.000 bushels of locally grown grain a
year. Our grain storage capacity at Deentur has seen increased 7-fold since 1011

handle our grain needs. and we now have storage for 1.s50,000 bushels at this
plant.

In addition to DC,iilur, 11e now operate 2 other feed plants and second hour
mill in Tennessee Valley states. A feed plant at Tunnel Hill, Georgia, was built
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to handle broiler and egg operations , At Macon, Georgia. we now
operate both a flour and a feed mill, e: ire expanding and modernizing.
Knowing from experience the advantages of water transportation which our Mr.
Dickinson saw so clearly more than a quarter of a century ago. we are now
researching possible water locations for a new feed mill to serve our growing feed'
business in southeast Alabama and southern Georgia. Lower rail rates are mak-.
ing us look twice at the advantages of water. Here, we are gearing up'for ex-

'panded cattle and hog production in the area.

REQUIREMENTS FOR EXPANSION

I have briefly outlined the operations and growth of Nebraska Consolidated
Mills in TVA country because I believe that our experietwe here serves to illus-
trate the basic requirements for the development of additional processing and
marketing facilities fn the years ahead 411 the Tennessee Valley region. While
Mr. DickillS011 (thin't 11:1Vt` it laid out this way, he knew what it would tithe. 1
believe the same tote tors are requirements for expansion of grain-based industry
in the future, a11 there seem to 111P to he 5 that must be present :

1. 31arketx for the primary groin productx produced. There twist be consunit,r
markets for the end-products of feed --red meat. poultry meat. eggs and milk ; f,ir
bakery products made from 11,111P, or other grain foods or export markets for the
finished products or the grain ingredients,

2. Market8 for the mum grain proer.vsing buproduets. Tv,o primp ommiple!: ;ire
soybean obi. tylticli is derived from crushing soyheans. and mithls from the lion!'
nailing process. Every tulle our market for widt, drops $1 Per ton, it adds
2 cents per ewt t o t he cos' if flour.

2. Ado/wife supplirx of row mutcria18 plus adequate grain handling facilities
and economical transportation tire vital.

4. F(ioot/i/c cconotahr,1 to provide the Profit incentive for farmers to Produce- -
to stimulate local production of most needed grains.

a/frac/ire rrtio.p on iviirstniunt for the manufacturer or individual in
relation to his alternative opportunities for capital investments.

I.et's look at each of these S qnsic requiremplos for eN. car-ion it proc-
essing and marketing facilities more closely in terms of past groN h paeuthll

futnre ,growth in the Tennessee Valley states.

11 I.% 1 III, n, U'

There
in food liriii11.1'; 111r/ILI \ :111ov.(1"1:1illii. L"'"INV1Ii 111;111.1selis

have ")':."11"1"1 11'.1,, of the

Those it re Ili), ry 111111 hap hr(Itiel'S and the colonel., in! t !dth
linve shifted ilrah,olicallv to the Southeastern 1".S. 'lids is N\ our

NebraskaConsolida red gro v I It in food has coin), frost. ,o11111111Uig 1:1111v111 in
Per capita consumption a meat has .h. ih
amp Apiln,ha, .t Io 4,, rtr yi ar. consumer det.and for
eggs is not increitsirg, but the south ha.s litoome touch 111,". inil I11:1il :Is !he

1.:1S11t is :0,0111'01M 110.'4 shifted front farm flock: to comniereill
operations. The seven statt,s ii 11141 ,irodte.ed: 4.7 hitlion lice

Of total: 1.:15 iilion dozen eggs- !1, of 1",,S. totah
In 100s, broilers prodoced in 111O '1.(1111111SsOu sink, 1 1,1111rt4irl t1.. ntillion

tOnS of feed.4 and to ilr(q1OI the eggs required :1.0 tO llioi tolls of '1'1;1!, males
II 101111 of 1(1.1 million !WI": of 1'.ed business that (lid nut exist 2o years ago.

The 19C5 broiler and et..g production of the seven Valley siates required 2.35
million tolls of soybean meal, or Inure 111101 101 ntillion l'itslils ut sii,.1reatis
atat used 5.0 ntillion tons, or 10s million hustle's, of corn.

To show further how feed usage has increased. let's look ;I t t he shire of
All11,11111:1. 1:1 the 11-year period from 1057 through 1005, broker feed vclittne has
tripled. and feed for laying hens: lilts increased nearly 21:2 Clines,

This growth in hroiler tind egg production plus strong- exttort delmmtl for
soybeans and soyean meal accounts for a Oni jot- Part of the dramatic increases
in scwhetiti production from 1b1.15 '1,- in t T, a! ;111,1 the

iinTease in the tonnher ' an a -s ii' In ; n

.Blasts now are located in the alley, ;Hid mist of them are rr,,i i vol- To.w.
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WHAT ABOUT FUTURE MARKETS FOR FEED, SOYBEAN MEAL, FEED (MAINS?

The impact of the broiler and egg industry on the growth in grain production,
processing. and marketing (luring the past 15 years dernonstratr S clearly the vital
importance of a growing consumer demand for the end products the consumer
buys.

The broiler industry should continue' to grow at a steady pace related to
increased consumer demand for chicken, the growth of convenience carry-out
restaurants, and the favorable price position of chicken at the supermarkets in
Matiou to red meats. It is estimated that 50% more broilers: tvill be needed by
19so,

Pork opportunityIf the seven Valley states could increase the local produc-
tion of pork by just enough to supply their own needs to become self - sufficient, it
would require 3.8 million head of 200-pound market hogs, or 765 million more
live imunds of pork protium(' in the Valley states just to meet present consump-
tion. This would require 1.3 million tons of feed, 33 million bushels more corn,
and 15,000 tons more soybean meal, %N hich would equal approximately 7 million
bushels.

If f opportunity-At would take almost I million additional head of 1,000-
pound steers produced in the Valley states each year to midi. the area self-
sufficient in beef production. This would also cre41te all additional market for
feed and grain.

The export pnarket for grain, particularly corn, soybeans and soybean meal,
appears to present a growing opportunity for the Tennessee Valley states. Close
proximity to major shipping ports, river transportation, and more provessing
plants are all now TVA ari,i advantages unless nullified by Dew tran,portation
innovations. Continued heavy exports to Japan and expanded European markets
look promising from long range.

To illustrate Ow present importanee of S4)yhean exports, in 1968, 54 million
bushels of soybeans as soybeon weal plus 57 million bushels of whole soybeans
were exported from the ports of Mobile and New Or Lans. By far. the big
majority of this meal and %whole boa Dm comes from the Midwest by barge and
rail. end we an loot: at this market as another potential for southern-grown
soybeans. The Southeast has a transportation advantage to capture the export
market.

kaKETs FOR ritocEssiNG pRoDiVp-A

iitte;itiou to grain byproduct market; niti,t he developed as basic
grain processing increases in the Valley states. tioybe.ins already have a lot of
uses. but TV.\ area SObean meal processing can be unprofitable if there ;ire
!Po doss -10 markets fur soybean oil at a good peke. Thus, users of soybean
ml should IN encouraged to 'ovate their plants in the area. In our flour busioss,
%%e must always find good markets for midds. the principal byproduct of Hour
niiiiing in order to get a satisfactory return on our flour-milling investment
and to 1.. r our price to our thlr customers.

m stet ERIALs, ()RAGE, HAND! N(: AND N st,oB r.vrioN

,\ third key requirement for the expansion of the grain processing and han-
dling Industry in the TV. aro.] is adequate supplie. Of the law !unfurl:II, along

h the neeess.ary St01-:lity, handling facilities, and economical
transportation

Total local grain production in the 'Valley states is increaing. but the hig
Increase is coming in soybeans plus smaller increases iu wheat production, while
production of the major feed grain own- is declining in the TVA area. Tito
increase It wiyhean production has boon dramatic in the past :1-4 years. The
10 houthern states produced 25 -I'', of the total 1.S. SoyIN all ,Z'Op in 196 and

in 1967, a big jump in just one year which out-paced all forecasts.
In 1968. if the foal quantity grown of locally produced soybeans were pric-

es.-..d and used in the area for feed and most are), this would supply about
; of the soybeans required for all the feed used in 1968 in the 7 Valley states.

NV*. estimate 14n million bushels of soybeans reiliiired for feed and 13:i nillion
bushels produced in the area. .\pparently, lower rail rates and Big John grain
cars anal barges are moving more and more midwestern corn into the TVA
area.

4,)r- 3
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lu the 10 southern states, almost 60% of the fawn now comes from outside
the South. Thus, the South seems to be moving to become more self-sufficient
in soybean production and processing and to be relying more on corn from the
Midwest. About two-thirds of the wheat used in the southern states is being
.produced in the South. For all grains, the latest available figures show 58%
produced in the South and 42% shipped in from other areas.

New innovations in grain transportation continue to help the TVA area stimu-
lated by lower rail rates. Half of the grain shipments from outside the South
are by rail, 30% by barge. and 20% by truck. About 70% of local grains pro-
duced in the South moves by truck.

Omtinued ex pa ii ion of broiler, egg, and livestock production in the Valley
Mates and a favorable export outlook will create a cm:tinned demand for in-
creased soybean production and new Soybean processing facilities in the Valley
states. The potential for increased corn .and wheat production will also exist
for TVA area farmers if the economic factors are favorable. As economies of
transporting. producing, and processing grain continue, it is likely that there
will he a growing need for improved And enlarged grain storage and handling
facilities in the South.

Some expansion of storage facilities has token place. Between january 1, 1965,
and January 1, 196S, there was a 24"; increase in total off -farm grain storage
capacity in the 10 southern states. In Ai 10)1011.1, for example, it is estimated
that grain marketing facilities in 1975 will be required to handle approximately
75'; more feed grain volume than in 1964.

MUST BE ATTRACCIVE TO FA RNIER AND INDI'STItY

Another important laisic requirement for expanding grain production and
processing. in the Valley states is the economic Attractiveness to the farmer.
TVA studies show that with present yield conditions, soybeans are more profita-
ble than corn to the farmer. This cool(' be one of the reasons for the decline
in prodoetion of corn and certain other small arains across the South. If cotton
acreage retnains minr the present hive] and Ile/DATA for soybean products con-
tinues to increase, soylienn production in the South will probably increase both
in actual quantity and at a faster rate than in the Corn Belt. A point to remem-
ber: The need and opportunity for both increased corn production and soy-
bean production in the South may exist, but the economic opportunity, the
profit to the farmer. must provide the incentive for increased production.

Closely related is the requirement that grain processing and handling must
offer a good return on investment for the company or individual investing capital
in the necessary plants and nullities, Companies like ours today are looking
more closely than over at their alternative capital Investment. opportunities.
More emphasis is being placed on return on investment. Some companies with
opportunities in high margin consumer convenience products have lost interest
in and have d eeln Phil SiZed such hiIKineSSPS as ern ID handling. feed manufactur-
ing.. and flour milling.

As an evnmple. in the flour industry today. it Is very difficiilt to make an till=
new flour mill pay out becau.. of the high construe tion cost. A mix' flour mill
costs approximately $1,000 /ewt of capacity to construct. We cankhuy old mills
in :rood locations for about 1110/cwt of capacity, one-tenth the Post. That's
why we are expanding by buying old flour mills at lower cost. and then l'ernotiel-
ina them 01 increased production and efficiencyrather than building TIM flour
mills.

A requirement that must not be erlooked is that this projected expansion of
arain processing and production in the Valley states must have a good return
on investment for those who put up the capital for the plants and facilities.

srmfit ARV

At best. this is a brief and pretty general treatment of the requirements for
expanding grain processing and handling facilities in the great Tennessee Valley

rea,
From our brief review. it appears to me there are several specific future grain-

related opoortunities in the Tennessee Vnllev. T predict that in years to follow
will (144e (11 an increfpfe in loval production of corn and soyhennsc: (2) continnerl
innovntions In the hnnilline and the transportation of Efrain : (31 more self-slit-
ficitincy in pork and beef production: (4) an increase in feed production tacit-
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ities to supply expanding poultry and livestock production; (5) an increase in
soybean processing facilities; (6) new and expanded grain storage and market-
ing facilities; and (7) research and development, with new products using the
byproducts derived from grain processing.

Historically, TVA country was Nebraska Consolidated Mills' first major ex
pansion area, and the company was also one of the first to recognize the economic
advantages and opportunities the area had to offer. We are proud to have played
a- small rile in the dramatic agricultural developMent of the Tennessee Valley
in the padt quarter century. Today we are operating 3 feed plants, 2 flour mills,
2 broiler processing plants, and 2 egg processing plants in Alabama and Georgia.
Tomorrow, who knows?

We are confident that continued change and growth in the agriculture of this
TVA area is a certainty. We are continually surveying and evaluating the basic
requirements and the opportunities to find the best ways that Nebraska Con.
solidated can have a bigger piece of the action.

AGRICULTURAL RESOURCES, POTENTIALS, AND PROBLEMS IN TI1F. 1 NORTH
ALABAMA COUNTIES l

North Alabama is one of the most important agricultural areas in the south.
eastern United States. It has one of the most fertile laud bases and greatest
concentrations of commercial farming in the region. The 15-county' area pro-
duces over one-third of the farm sales in the entire 15-eounty Tennessee Valley,
and is experiencing rapid changes in kind and amount of production. The area
is rapidly changing from what was one a crop enterprise type of farming to
a livestock and poultry enterprise type. Farmers are purchasing more inputs
used in production and selling more of the output for off-farm consumption.
Thus. there is less separation of the agricultural productien; marketing, process-
ing and distribution sectors. Changes in one sector create changes in other
sectors. The off-farm agricultural sectors are expanding faster than the on-farm
production sector.

1. LAND RESOURCES

The 15 north Alabama counties' vonsist of approximately 6.6 'ninon acres
(figure 1). According to the 19(4 Agricultural Census. about 3.5 million acres
are in farms. Data indicate that land is being underutilized. The 1t167 Conserva-
tion Needs Inventory (CNI) data show that of the OM milion acres in the area.
about one-half is in forest and one-fourth is cropland. The remaining one-fourth
is in pasture and noninventoried land (figure 2). The data futither shows that
of land Classes I-III (about 3.0 million acres, table 11; 47 percent is in crop-
land, 20 percent in pasture, 29 percent in forest. and 4 percent in other land
(figure 3). Normally, Classes I-111 land is considered suitable for crolming.

There are approximately 3.5 million acres in farms according to the 1964
AgrieulturaI Census. The r-maining 3.1 million acres are in commercial forest.
urban uses, water, land holding- companies, et e.. and not now under control of
the farmer. About one -half of the fill-1111411d is classed as cropland and one -third
is in farm woodland (figure 4).

Only a little over one-half of the cropland is harvested each year. The wthxl-
land is elas:.Illud into two eale,,;ories: woodland not pastured. 25.3 percent: and
woodland pastured, 11 percent. The othur land is in house lots, lava lots, lanes,
roads. ditches, laud areas of ponds and wasteland (figure 5).

The land classified as cropland is down hi r ilt;ep enteLmries l figure
5). The category -cropland not harvested or oast tired" (about 33(1,000 acres)
ix mostly IMP Hamel and (mild he brooglit inlo pv.(1;1,1101'1, Act,i14ling 14, the 1904
Agricultural Census. 190,000 acres of this land %vas idle and another I:11.11011
acres was in soil-improvement grasses and legum. The l'elllli,1:11g 110X11/ :te'eS

I Prepared by Harold r Young. H. A. 'Henderson, and Geralo G .agricultural
Economists, Agricultural Itaoarea Development Branch, and Direetor, tivi-ion or Agri-
euitnral Development, Tennessee Value .1nthnrity. ra,Teetly ly

2 ltlalor aourenq of data (were: 19114 1' Denqus of .griculture : Alabama 1grienitural
St:ID-tics ('arl E. Mattowell and Williem V l':!ce, ".\ trricul hind Opportunities in the
TARCO(1 Aral." publkheil by l'onnl.,n authority 111 cooparltb,n with Anharn
IlnlveY.lty and Top of A l a ha ma Regional Contn11 of (lover: 'I reoh, r 7, Q. Nprll 11170:
and lahntoa Soil Conservation Servtaa Ktippllnd tar (`NI data.

Conntles lnehalad whleh Ile wholly or partially within the drainage area are: Blount
Colt art, Cullman. IhKalh Etowah, Franklin, Jackson, Lauderdale, Lawrence, Limestone.
Madison, Marion. Marshall, Morgan, and Winston,
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was in crops tlittt failed and were not harvested. Much of the cropland "used only
for pasture" is good enough to be used for row crops.

2. AGRICULTURE IN THE PAST AND PRESEgT

In 1964 there were 31,072 farms with an averagXize of 111 acres. There
were almost 19,000 operators who owned their farms. The remaining 12,0(X) op-
erators were about equally divided between part ()where, who owned some land
and rented sonic land from others, and tenants (table 2).

Size of farm is an indicator of volume of sales. Half of all farms are less
than 54) acres. Only 3 percent were above 500 acres in size (figure 6). Average
size of farm in 1968 was estimated at 116 acres. The number of farms was esti-
mated at 27.330 (table 2).

Small size of farm is refle.,ed in sales. Only about 1 farm in 7 had sales over
$20.000. Over one-half had sales of less than $2,500. Many of those with least sales
were either over 65 or had nonfarm income I figure 7).

Most farmers supplement their farm sales with other income. Over S2 percent
of the farms had income feral nonfarm sources ((able 3). Many of them had
income from several sources. Nonfarm income of farm households was almost
one-half as much as farm soles. It was $t$).7 million in 1964. The major portion
($06 ra me from wages and salaries.

The number of large farms is growing while the number of small farms
is dereasing. Farms selling over $20.000 in form produts increased 133 per-
cent from 1951 to itoiis (table 4), The low-income group of farmers are the most
dependent on agriculture for a livelihood. They decreased in number.

Farm product sales have continued to inerease, Farm sales in 195!) were $165
million and increased to an estimated $200 !tante in 1968. Over on -half of this
increase was in poultry which !IDS more than doubled I table 5).

Numbers of livt.stek on forms varied eonsiderably between 1959 and '6414
according to the Census of Agriculture.

Percent
Cattle and calves 4-3
Milk many. 20
Heifers and heifer olives +42
Hogs and pigs . 14
Chickens 4 months old and over +57

(.7attle and calves on fern, between 1901 atal 1969 increased slightly while milk
cows decreased figure S). Hogs and pigs rolitinued to decrease through 1960
to a low of about 19(000, increasing to more than 290,00 by Jonuary 1961)
(figure 91. Chi( kens, other than brOlers, increased to almost 11) million by 1969
(figure 10). Accrooling to the Agricultural Census. there were 25 million (htzen
eggs mild in 1951), increasing to more than SO million in 1961. This reflects oar
siderable increase in egg production per hen.

There has been a dteline in acreage of crops harestedfrom titorethan 1
million acres in 1959 to 632.000 :lyres in 11109. Acres of corn harvested for grain
have declined rapidly. In lt(59 there were than 0()(1.0(X) acres harvested.
decreasing to about. 200.000 in 1909 ( figure 11 4. Yields vary vonsiderably from
year to year but increased froan a low of 25 bushels per acre in 1959 to a high
of -Min 196S.

Unfit rumble weather contributed to a 5-bushel-per-acre decline in yield in
1969.

Cotton farmers have also been hit by bad weather, resulting In low yields for
the {Mat 4 years: 1967 was almost a eomplete fail are. Between 1964 and 1969,
acres of cotton harvested decreased almost 100.000 acres (table (3). Yields have
been extremely low. A yield of approximately 2 bales per acre is needed to reach
tI potept7a1 tiger' of approxi (lately 7'7100 million.

Soybeon acreage bas from 221'00 in 1,159 to 172.00.1 in 1909. Many
acres formerly devoted to cotton !MNe bPPlt planted In soybeans. With the rapid
increase in acres, yields have continned to show only a small increase from 11)
bushels per acre in 1959 to 24 bushels in 1969 (figure 12),

3. FARM POTENTIALS

Just what is the potential for farm production In the fittore' Potentials are
difficult to derive, but are Important in that they serve ninny eful purposes.
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Among these are: (1) identify major areas offering opportunity for expansion,
(2) challenges our thinking, (3) encourages the adoption of appropriate new
technology, and (4) helps plan for obtaining inputs and adjusting markets.,

Estimated potentials for the 15 Valley counties are based upon the following
general assuMptions:

1. Sustained economic growth equal to past 20 years,
2. Unlimited capital,
3. Stable prices at 1964 levels,
4. Favorable markets,
5. Full mobility of resources, and
6. Constant government restrictions on production at 1967 levels.

Livestock production potentials (except poultry) were limited to feed supply
and available labor. Imported feed was assumed to be available at prices favor-
able to expansion of poultry production.

In deriving the potentials, a close look at the 1964 agricultural data was
nec...ssary. RelatIng this to what had happened in the area since that date and
especially in 1967, each enterprise was studied separately and estimates were
made. The total of all estimates shows that the area is capable of producing at
approximately three times the 1964 level. Farm sales could increase from $224
million to $655 million (figure 13). A similar study was made for the entire
Tennessee Valley. This 15-county area included about 37 percent of the present
production and 43 percent of the potential increase of the entire 125-county
area.

There is little question as to the availability of land as previously covered in
this report., According to the CNI data, about 1.5 million acres are underused
(figure 14). Data in figure 14 is based upon the total inventoried land. However,
if complements data presented from the Agricultural Census which showed that
much cropland was being underused. All potentials were based on the application
of presently known technology that has been proven on farms and good conser-
vation practices.

One example of technology given is use of lime. Studies show that for each
$1 spent on lime, a return of $8 can be expected in increased production of 7
major crops (table 7). A $3.8 million increase in farm sales could result from
this practice alone,

Attaining these potentials will als:o require some changes in organizations that
support agriculture, such P s financing institutions. nonfarm businesses that sup-
ply inputs, and markets, For example, since 1964 pigs sold through organized
feeder pig markets have increased more than 10 times, and the volume of money
has increased almost 20 times (table 8).

If through the help of businessmen. farmers could he encouraged to top out
the feeder pigs presently going to Northern markets. another boost could be
realized both to the farmer and to the supply firms furnishing related services.
Feeder pigs that now sell for $2.2 million would sell for $5.1 million if fed to
slaughter weight and $8.3 million if dressed by a slaughter house (figure 15).
These pigs. if fed out and slaughtered, would provide a basis for 93 farmers
(feeding out about 1,200 head each per year), 2 feed mills, and 2 slaughter plants
( figure 16 ).

4. FARM DEPENDENT BUSINESS

Businessmen should realize that farm production has it tremendous effect on
local business. An example from one study (Asheville)' showed that each $1
million increase of farm sales meant a $3.8 million increase in total business,
100 new farm jobs. and 200 nonfarm jobs (figure 17).

When farm sales are changed. a whole series of changes take place in the
economy of an area. It is something like dropping a stone into a pond. At first.
a big splash takes place; then, waves radiate over a wide area. Based on the
North Carolina study and a number of others, we have estimated the impact of
dollar farm sales to north Alabama.

One dollar of farm sales generates about $2 of business for direct farm depend-
ent businesses. These are the firms that supply the farmer with inputs and market
his products. This gives a total agricultural industry business of about $3. But
the story does not stop here. When workers spend more money at local stores,
local filling stations. local theaters, and pay more local taxes. additional business
is generatedabout SO cents. Adding this all together, about $3.80 of new business
Is generated by $1.00 of farm sales (figure 18).

4 Source : The Farm Index, June 1967.
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Information on farm-dependent business conies from a survey of firms in these
counties that did more than I hree-Bturtits of their business with farmerPs in 1967.'
Tlds study was made by TVA and Auburn University in cooperation with the
Alabama Resource Ilevelopmelt Committee.

This study included 772 firms that employed 18.000 people, did $416 million
of latsillttiS, and required a $282 millitat investment (figures 19 and 20). A eluser
look at these firms shows supply firms had an investment of $131 million while
marketing and processing investments amounted to $151 million (figure 21).

If the potential ft/valuta ion is reached and farmers sell products ano to
$65i million, agriculturally dependent firms would also need to expand. Employ-
ment would increase to 54.000 with an investment of $8.50 million, reaching a
total volume of business in excess of $1.2 billion (figure 22).

Firms that are connected with the supply and processing of poultry and live-
stock products will rssluire the greater hivestment and at the same time conduct
the greater voltune of business (tablet)),

This $1.2 billion of new growth will be distributed among the existing firms
or similar new firms. We do not know just how munch will go to each kind. But
on the average. each kind can expand to about three times.

Supplying financing, inputs, and marketing services to farms is important
and will grow more important. But. the influence of farm dependent business
on farmers as they make decisions may lie even more important. Farmers depend
on businessmen for advice and help in making their decisions in many areas
(table 10). lit one study, 91 percent of the farmers indicated that they expected
their dealers to help them shs.ide the kind and amoUnt of fertilizer to use on
each crop.

11. BARRIERS TO DEVELOPMENT

If these potentials tire to be reached, many changes must take place on farms.
Farmers must learn to do mainy things different from what .hey now do and
agribusiness services must be changed and expanded to service those farmers.
We have attempted to define sonic of the 111/1.jon barriers to farm development.
These are:

A. Management ability of farmers and their ability to use new technology
need to be improved. Aiany of our past programs have dt monstrated that this
barrier can be overcon It' With resulting increases i II 11.110111e. Itapid uoljtIqment
farms that have P0111111(1V(1 1 years on an intensive, program have more than
doubled net farm income.t;

B. Land is improperly used. A little more thnn one-half of the land in
Culpability IIII is being used for pasture au.. forest and woodland.

This represent a substantfid loss in potential farm income. Much of the land
is underused and a small 111110111It is overused.

C. Land tenure problems discourage adjustments. We have some serious land
tenure problems that must be-solved. We must look at our cropland ; last much,
of our land is now in uses other than crops. Our tax strueture has not en-
couraged best use of land in the past. Auburn University is presently making
a study of land ownership and leasing patterns in this area. To reach our
1:Metal:its. we must have 110W laud leasing 2/ rrangementi4.

D. Farm size is limited. We will also have to determine just what an
f:11'111 ;i 1! be. But we already know that faun size today is a setious

lintitini.t factor to reaching Our potentials. Farm size in terms of acreage. and
income mast be expanded if production potentials are to be reached.

E. There are nanny human and cultural restraints that must be solved if we
are to reach our $1.2 billion potential. Farmer age, educational level, customs,
and traditions are difficult problems to solve. One thing we must do. however,
Is to encourage younger men to come into agriculture. Young famine.: need
help in snaking devisions and are more likely to see the economic returns from
applying new technology. They are more apt to seek professional advice in
helping them establish goad business procedures on their farms. ,

{) M/111()Wf)11, M1111rie0 .1. Tian-110r. :Ina A B. ('treader. "Agrilitisines.: In the Too.
111)...1P Valley ('ountlem or pub)i.lieti cooperatively t Auburn Univer,,It andAntlierity. Ar115

W. V. Parr. "1{111)111 Ailingtinent Farm, in the Tennes,e0 Valley," Bulletin Vs. Tenne.vee
Valley 1970.
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F. Market processing facilities need expanding. only a few years ago, most
farm products were either consumed oil the farm %%mre they tvere produced
or in nearby areas. Now--and even more so in the future farmers are produc-
ing for distant consumers, about whoa) they have little knowledge and little
contact. Our marketing and processing system must he further developed to
bring these distant people together. We need more facilities right here in north
Alabama.

SUM MARY

The north Alabama area is one of the most iniportant agricultural areas in
the Southeast in terms of concentration of ettininreial production and charges
being made. It ineludes abotit 30.0111) farm. 1,1'1 HItHing farm products worth $260
million annually. In addition, over 770 farm-dt pendent firms have a business
volume of over $40()

agriculture in the area 1,4 making rapid grott th and change. Value of farm
products ;old grew more than 741 percent the Iasi 10 vearsfrom $165 million
to $200 million. This was done in spite of unfavorable weather. The big growth
was in poultry which accounted -fir about half the expansion. Soybeans are
replacing cotton and corn as major cash crofts. In addition to farm income, 80
percent of the farmers had nonfarm income of over $90 million.

Resources are not fully used. At least half of the better land (Classes I-III)
is not 11-44(1 for crofts, and less than half the cropland is harveAteil en(h'year.

agriculture In the area could be (4xpaialts1 beyond what it is if resources are
more fully used and already tested and proven technology is used. Farm sales
could increase front $'-'60 million in 1t$ to about $65: million, according to one
estimate. To IMAke the changes would require many changes in technology,
such as increased fertilizer and lime use, changes in enterprise mixe4 such
as further expansion of poulotry, and increased marketing awl supply services
such as feeder pig markets. feed mills, and slaughter houses. .

Expanding aviculture causes a whole series of lafsiness ex'pansions. Expand-
ing farm sales to $65.-. million will gf.'nerate other direct farm-dependent busi-
ness to about 54.000 workers and a volume of business of about $1.2 billion.

These changes will not be cither automatic or easy to make. There are many
things to, hindtr and reskte Apatision The wain barriers identified are:

41) Management ability of farnitrs and their ability to Ilse new technology
need to be improved.

(2) Land is improperly ii-(441.
(3) Land tenure problems discourages adjust tnent.
4 ) Farm size is limited.
5) Ilunian and cultural restraints limit ability to change.

(6) 31arkets need to bccxpanded.
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TABLE 2.SELECTED INFORMATION, 15 NORTH ALABAMA COUNTIES

Percent
19511 1964 1 change 1968 2 1973 2

Total farms 38, 341 31, 072 19.0 27, 300 21, 890
Acres in farms 3, 811, 223 3, 447, 240 9.6
Average size of farm 99.4 110.9 II. 6
By tenure and color:

Full owners 20, 567 18, 747 8.8
White 19, 928 18, 276 8.3
Nonwhite 639 471 26.3

Part owners 8,113 6, 830 15.8
White 7,644 6,466 15.4
Nonwhite 469 364 22.4

Managers III 47 57 7
Tenants 9, 550 5, 448 43.0

White 8, 223 4, 792 42. 5
Nonwhite 1, 327 719 45.8
Proportion of tenancy 24.9 17.5 29.7

1 Source: Agricultural Census, 1964.
Estimated.

TABLE 3.NONFARM INCOME, 15 NORTH ALABAMA COUNTIES, 1964 AGRICULTURAL CENSUS

Farm
households Dollars

(percent) (million)

Waps and salaries_ 71 66.0
Nonfarm business or professional 11 9. 6
Social security, pensions, veteran payments, etc 30 7.3
Rent from farm and nonfarm property, interest, and dividends, etc 37 7.8
All sources 82 90.7
Farm product sales , 100 224. 0

TABLE 4.CHANGES IN FARM NUMBERS Y FARM SALES, 15 NORTH ALABAMA COUNTIES

Number of Number of
Farm sales farms, 1959 1 farms, 1968 2

Percent
change

1959-68

Ova r $20,000_ 1, 568 3, 660 +133
$10,000 to $20,000 2,186 2,600 +19
$5,000 to $10,000 3, 824 3,060 - 20
$2,500 to $5,000 7, 249 3, 390 53
Under $2,500:

Low income Y, 321 4, 850 34
Part time 12, 407 7, 230 42
Part retirement 3, 855 2, 540 34

1 Source: Agricultural Census 1964.
Estimated.
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TABLE 5. -VALUE OF FARM PRODUCTS SOLD, BY SOURCE, 15 NORTH ALABAMA COUNTIES

/In thousands'

1959 r 1964 1 1968 = 1973

All farm products soli_
All crops sold

165, 194
81, 900

224, 110
92, 007

260, 000
100, 000

302, 400
100; 400

Field crops (other than vegetables, fruits, and nut) . 77, 130 86, 791 94, 500 94, 222
Vegetables . - , 1, 148 I, 873 2, 200 2, 838
Fruits and nuts - 748 507 500 420
Forest products and horticultural specially products 2, 874 2, 836 2, 800 2, 920

All livestock and livestock products sold... 83, 294 131, 912 160, 000 202, 000

Poultry and poultry products _ _ 55, 077 IN, 120 128. 720 168, 390
Diary products. 5, 565 8 387 8, 830 rO, 080
Livestock and livestock products (other ;dan poultry and dairy

products). _ 22, 654 22, 105 22, 4511 23. 530

I Source: Agricultural Census, 1964.
- Estimated.

TABLE 6. COTTON, 15 NORTH ALABAMA COUNTIES

1964 1965 1966 1968 1969

Acres 355, 438 367, 270 267,120 244, 850 261, 600
Bales 423, 464 471, 240 207, 100 185, 110 235, 400
Bales per acre 1.2 1.3 .8 .8 .9

TABLE 7.-Returns from liming 7 major crops in 15 North Alabama counties
Minion

Crop value 1964 $85.2
Value of increased production from liming 6. 6
Less annual cost of lime 8

Annual potential increase from liming 5. 8
Ratio of increased crop value to liming cost : 8 : 1.

TA 91.6 9. SUMMARY OF 09114r9177.D FiEnl'R PIG SAL1S -15 NORTH ALABAMA COLINTI:S

Niimber Figs It liars

17, 5931, 157
,V1? 2 914 -n on!
1363 /05 58. 498
dlI 9,9,2 1.18, 226

1965 17, 426 308, 838
196n 14 697 66,4 i58
12,67 68, n1f1 1,113:1, 935
10'I9 85, 412 I, 265, 143
1961 11, 791 2, 172, 937
137.1 156, 517 2.959, 310
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TABLE 9. ESTIMATED FARM DEPENDENT BUSINESS Arl) CAPITAL INVESTMENT ASSOCIATED WITH THE
ON.FARM PRODUCTION POTENTIALS 15 NORTH ALABAMA COUNTIES

II n millions of &tins!

Entorprice
Farm dependent

Pusicess
Capital

investment

Hogs, cattle, ,nd other livestock products, _ 760 170
Poultry products 680 470
Cotton 130 130
Soybeans. _ . 50 30
Other crops _ '80 50

Total._ 1, 250 850

Problem

TABLE 10.WHERE FARMERS GET INFORMA4M.....

(In porcenti

Source of information

Agribusiness College Other farmers Other Total

Cultural__ 32 37 21 10 100
Insect 82 16 1 1 100
Disease 70 28 1 1 100
Farm planning 21 42 20 17 100

Source: Journal of Cooperative Extension, fall 1966, p.

APPENDIX H

FIFTEEN NORTH ALA AMA COUNTIES

ris'2.. -71 pt. :1 to

FIGURE 1

4 6 3
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Land. Utilization in 15 krol:h Alabcma Counties, 1961

Pasture &
Range

13%

Cropland

26%

Forest

49%

Land Use

FIGURE 2
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Percent Classes I-III Classes IV-VII
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Other

Inventoried Land Use by Capability Classes

FIGURE 3
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LANT) UTILIZATION IN 15 NORTH ALABAMA COUNTIES

19611- Agricultural Census

Other Pasture
11.W

Cropland.

48.5%

Woodland

36.3%
Other
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Land. in Farms: 3;447,21)0 Acres
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LAND UTILIZATION IN 15 NORTH ALABAMA COUNTIES

1964 Agricultural Census

C cropland

Used only for
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FIGUEZ 5
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DISTRICUTION, ri,r.r,i IN SIZE, 15 NM: I MAMMA COUNT ICS
1964 AG RICULTUI"./1 CENSUS
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FIGURE 6

Distribution Of Farms By Economic Class
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LAND RESOURCES

The 15-county north Alabama area has a great diversity in soils and land
ft:ttures. The area is represented by five Major Land Resource Areas. (I'hys-
io,4raphic Regions) : Coastal Plain, Highland Rini, Limestone Valleys, Cumber-
land Plateau, and Saud Mountain I App. ill Figure 1). Each of these major

areas can be characterized by its geologic features. soil productivity, land
ca,iability anti use, and suitability for different kinds of coinmercial farm
oivrations.

l) Coastal Plain Occurring along the western edge of north Alabama, this
laid resource area consists of highly dissected, generally rolling to steep land.
Ti e upland soils in this area are generally low in productivity, and most are
develoims1 from medium to coarse textured unconsolidated sediments overly-
ing sandstone, shale, and limestone materials. Rock outcrops and shallow soils
of sandstone, shale. or limestone origin frequently occur on the steelier ridge
sideslopes. Most of the area is oecupied by forests and woodland. The hind
presently used for agricultural crops occurs Ilia in! y on broad. level to rolling
ridgetops and on the limited areas of bottomland wills. such as along Bear
Creek. Because of its soil limitations, the Coastal Plain area of north Ala-
bama is not used widely for rash row crops. Livestock production (beef, swine,
dairy, and poultry enterprises) ovcupies most of the agricultural land in this
area.

(2) Highland Rini----cmuipmly referred to as the ":4reylands," the High-
land Rim region is a low plateau of generally rolling to steep topography in
northern Lauderdale, Limestone and Aladistm Counties. The soils are generally
stony and of rather low productivity, being formed from cherty limestone.
With a high level of :nanai.Tement. the more level and less stony of these soils van
be successfully used for agricultural production. Row crops are grown on the
broader, chert-free ridgetops and on narrow stream Iloodplains. A considerableacreage is also used for pasture ; however, forests occupy most of the landin the Highland Rho area.

(3) Limestone Valleys---This land resource area occurs in three separate geo-
graphic locations in north Alabama (Tennessee River Valley, Moulton Valley,and Etowah County), The soils of this highly productive agricultural area arederived predominantly from easily weathered limestones and transported
alluvial sediments, and occur mainly on level to rolling slopes. The relatively:mall proportion of land not ,cited for agricultural wears on associated steepeherty ridges and in areas of shallow soils over clayey limestone such as commonin the Moulton Valley of northeastern Franklin County. The Limestone Valleys(commonly called "reelands") ace used extensively for production of cash rowcrops such as cotton, corn, and soybeans. Livestock enterprises, inludIng beef,dairy, and swine, are also important to the agricultural economy of the Limestone
Valleys region, This land resource area is well stilted for large-sized farm opera-tions because of its soil and slope eharaeteristics.
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(4) Cumberland PlateauOccurring in northern Jackson and northeastern
Madison Counties, this generally steep to mountainous area is occupied mostly by
entover deciduous forest. The soils are usaaliy shallow, sandy, and of low fertil-
ity.. and are derived from sandstone. shale, and siltsione. Except for a few areas
of bottondand soils along minor streams, this land resource area is not important
agriculturally.

(5) Sand MountainThis relatively large area of north Alabama is geologi-
cally similar to the Cumberland Plateau region, but contains a higher proportion
of agriculturally-suited soils. The soils are derived from level-bedded sandstones,
shales, and siltstones, and are low in fertility, sandy, and respond well to good
management. Topography ranges from level to steep. with a large acreage on
relatively smooth slopes. The Sand Nionitain area, particularly in the eastern-
most counties, is used extensively for corn. cotton, soybeans, and various horti-
cultural crops. Poultry enterprises are also quite common in this land resource
area. Much of the Sand Mountain region is occupied by deciduous forest,
especially the predominantly steep westernmost area.

MAJOR LAND RESOURCE AREAS
15 North Alabama Counties

Legend
1Coastal Plain
2-Highland Rim
3Limestone Valleys
4-Cumberland Plateau
5-Sand Mountain

sow Tennesse Rileer Watershed Boundary

Flay= 1
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Gum 2

LEGEND

Class I : Soils in Class I have few or no limitation.s or hazards. They may be used
safely for cultivated crops, pasture, range, woodland or wildlife.

Class II: Soils in Class II have few limitations or hazards. Simple conservation
practices are needed when cultivated. They are suited to cultivated crops, par
ture, range, woodland, or wildlife.

Class III: Soils in Class III have more limitations and hazards than those in
Class II. They require more difficult or complex conservation practices when
cultivated. They are suited to cultivated crops, pasture, range, woodland. or
wildlife.

Class IV : Soils in Class IV have greater limitations and hazards than Class III.
Still more difficult or complex measures are needed when cultivated. They are
suited to cultivated crops, pasture, range, woodland, or wildlife.

Class VI: Soils in Class VI have severe limitations or hazards that make them
generally unsuited for cultivation. They are suited largely to pasture, range,
woodland, or wildlife.

Class VII : Soils in Class VII have very severe limitations or hazards that make
them generally unsuited for cultivation, They are suited to grazing. woodland,
or wildlife.

STATEMENT OP JOE SIE, CHAIRMAN, LowEa ELK COMMITTEE, ELK RIVER
DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION, FAYETTE, TENN.

This is a statement in behalf of a national demonstration In total community
and regional building; a national demonstration needed to come to grips with
existing problems and at the same time to design living alterantives for the au-
tomated age of leisure fast approaching.

SUM MAST

Elk River Development Association, pioneer of TVA's Tributary Area De-
velopment program, is a citizen's organiaztion in eight middle Tennessee and two
north Alabama counties. In industry, agriculture. roads, community improve-
ment and water control, we have added materially to the well being of our
region.
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`Now we are concerned with our relationship to (1) the nation's social prob-
lems, (2) the deterriorating environment, (3) plight of the large cities, (4) via-
bility of small cities, and (5) dying rural communities.

We view these problems as a contimum. With our broad support we see an
opportunity to make our region a prototype quality environment living area
which would contribute to their solutions.

The Lower Elk-60 minutes south of Nashville and 20 minutes north of Hunts-
ville, Alabama's Jet Airporthas some 400,000 acres of unique potential. Fertile,
well forested, rich in minerals, abundantly watered and gently rolling, the re-
gion is laced with Interstate 65; US Highways 31, 64, and 72; and main and
spur lines of Louisville and Nashville Railroad. For a century, people have moved
away to find work, as agriculture sluffed them off. The land is stripped of people.

With Lower Eik geography, this excites developers; and we have but a few
precious years to pian intelligent use of this laud; to keep it beautiful as we
infuse new economic life.

In creating pimps for people to work and to live happily near their work, we
feel it is 1141 longer necessary to despoil the land and people. To show this, TVA
has helped us devise the Lower Elk emicept, a program in three parts.

Part I New industry to increase income generating capacity Of Athens. Ala-
bama and Pulaski and Fayetteville, Tennessee; two new industrial centers; and
better access to mirth Alabama jobs.

Part 2--Several small rural residential VI minitinitles.
Part .1Preservation of the open spaces. This is the cornerstone of the pro-

gram, basic to maintil filing the beauty of the reghin.
Pioneering is not new to as on Elk River. Again as we did 12 years ago when

we coaxed TVA into their versatile Tributary Area Development Program, we
bring to program to them. rather than they to us.

OVR REASONS

We are motivated by concerns which are both sectional and national.
We see farmers disappearing, rural communities dying and stuall cities strug-

gling to bear he economic load agriculture once carried. At the same time, fright-
ful Prospcss face the large cities. Under present trends they will become no-
man's-lands of violence, with even peaceful sectors unfit for human life because
of poisoned air and collapse of necessary services.

Whatever else may be wrong, our cities are too congested and becoming more
so. We need new communities built to help all people live at peace with nature,
with themselves. and with each other.

We can afford the new communities. This country has the first economy based
on a growing abundance. even as our distribution failures produce many proh-
Ions. Before the year 2000 ten percent of our labor force will be able to produce
wore than the nation can consume. This foretells an era of leisure with enough
of everything to go around ; everything except an environment where people can
live in health and harmony.

Creating such an environment can be approached only on a regional basis. If
we think in terms of new cities alone. we cannot save surrounding lands from
the detrimental impact cities have. and we will miss the opportunity to assist
people to happy. meaningful lives by helping them relate to the aesthetics of
nature.

OUR PROPOSALS TO TVA

In October of Mit we asked TVA to help us build on the Lower Elk a QUAL-
ITV ENVIRONMENT LIVING AREA with tensions of our cities engineered out.
where a full range of !,oeial, economic and racial groups can work, live and play
without despoiling the land or each other.

It would be a prototype. the first of its kind ; since its people would make their
homes adjacent to a resort environment, as well as work !warily.
Physical features:

Industrial water would be returned to streams clean enough to drink.
. No gaseous poisons would be emitted into the atmosphere.

All industrial and residential waste .would be collected and processed for reuse
or to render it harmless.

Traffic would be compatible with a slower pace of living, with roads engineered
to reduce speed and all but necessary motor vehicles eliminated from residential
and recreational sectors.

63-582 -11--pt.3 -----81
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Hard surface pavements with fast run-off would be kept to a minimum by use
of porous paving material which would permit water to trickle down.

All lines, wires and pipes would go underground. To preclude defacing the land
by frequent, costly excavation, they would be of a capacity and durability to last
for 50 years.

Hot water and steam from TVA's atomic generating plant, nearing completion
at Browns Ferry on the Tennessee River to the south, would be piped to adjacent
sectors of the Lower Elk for heating and air conditioning, for irrigating and
heating greenhouses and gardens, for treating sewage and for other uses to be
devised,

Every structure would blend with the natural setting. In this connection, public
transportation would eliminate part of the need for parking pavement. Even with
space for dispersal, residential and business sprawl would not be permitted. Nor
would industry, under the pretense of having room fur expansion, be allowed to
acquire more acreage than It would need.

A wildlife restoration: and enhancement program would restore many species
of animals, birds and fish now vanished from the land and streams. There should
be elk, as when the Indians named the river "Chewalle," their name for Elk.
.nd bison, plentiful in that day, should be brought buck.
Indu8try:

To be veonoinically viable, our prototype will require a new base of manufac-
turing, processing and distributing industry. With the advantages that will make
our region most attractive, we would be selective. We would admit only indus
tries which till a regional or national need and they would be required to conform
to every environmental safeguird
Social feat II red:

Expansion of the functions of the county governments so that they would be
a prime force in planning, designing and operating the development.

Training centers for the unskilled or to teach new skills to area residents.
Involvement of area residents in new enterprises by offering teelmical assistance

and loa as.
In the field of health, most advanced diagnostic and treatment techniques avail-

able for all. with preventive medicine assigned priority.
Along with water oriented recreation, athletics and other outdoor sports, there

would be quality facilities to develop the mind and nurture the spirit of mad.
Drama. music. art and crafts should be part of a recreation program geared to
abundant leisure.

['oldie education should. in our prototype, become more than a laborious govern-
mental function. It should induce a vital human relationship between to:teller
and student. First, education must help people develop as perceptive, htippy,
creative humat being.: and only next as technicians, tmiiat-ers and scientists.

With machines and computers to perform nth ny activities now consblered
work for people, study and creative play will he a form of human labor fo:. the
future. Cow:mite, y, ellueation must "itga go both Industry and recreation in

felon e; ming processes for everyone.

TVA TAKES IT01.1)

The TVA Board of Directors listened, It mail, sense to them and they offered
help.

For the next half' year the Lower Elk. Committee discussed the proposals
with TVA staff at monthly seminar,' in Fayetteville. Betwven seminars we took
the story to the people with meetings in their eommunities.

We learned that the people are concerned about the future of their PM-
WW1 tieq, their and their planet. They want progress. hit do mot want
destruction of the resouee base to continue: not even in the name of progress.
There must be better ways. they agreed. and they n-ant to find theta.

At the rotwItision of the seminars, a five -month wait followed while TVA
listilled nur ideas into a concept.

BacAground
The Lower Elk region'lles in T.Incoln and Giles County in Tennessee and

Limestone County, Alabama. It is a triangular area defined roughly by Elk
River Enthayment of tVlieoler Lake on the Tennessee River on the south, Pulaski
all the north and Fayecteville to the northetz-d.
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Sugar Creek Dam, under study by TVA for Efk River just south of the
Tennessee-Alabama line, wonldbring water transportation in two prongs to
Fayetteville on the Elk mainstream and to Pulaski on Richland Creek, the Elk's
Principal tributary.. 45,000-acre Sugar Creek Lake, with a 900-mile shoreline
would be se,!ond in size only to Kentucky Lake In the TIA system.

had suggested the lake as an ideal site for the prototype quality environ-
ment living area.

When TVA unveiled The Concept last December, however, the dam and lake
were not included. Theft position is that the project cannot be justified in the
foreseeable future.

We accept this and embraceThe Concept, nevertheless, as a logical expression
of onr prposals.
Afore abovet he Lower Elk Concept

Since employment opportunities will expand substantially under our program,
the region's economy will be upgraded to support the new life alternatives, urban
advantages in a rural setting on a regional pattern.

The Concept is expected to yield 17,1)00 additional jobs by the turn of the cen-
'inry compared with 5.000 otherwise.

TVA econonliSts predict a 30 percent population gain in the seventies from
our present 82,000 people in the three counties to 109,000 by 111S0; this against a
10 percent gaid to 91,000 people without the program.

Front 1.:s9 to 2000. we expect anotlwr 40 percert increase to 151.000 conqtared
with 144,000 otherwise.

Against at nationide trend toward magalopolis, population growth of the
Tennessee Valley since 1960 lags centered principally in cities under 0,000. \Ve
plan to improve on this beneticient trend by revitalizing cities of '2,000 to 15,000
and the rural communities.

(rift growth will avoid the usual squander of land. Hardly 50,000 acres will be
consumed by industrial and residential communities, leaving almost 00 percent of
the land in open spat,,es\ for the people to enjoy. And yet, there will be a wide
range of lantSing styles 'from apartments of several stories to rambling single
,faimily homes.

eorry out The Concept, urban servicesschools, writer systems, tire and
police protection, sewers, and a complement of professional, aml shopping facil-
ities trust be available in the rural residential communities; which 1011 prob-
ably have about '2,500 people each.

Additionally, water supply, waste collection and lire r'otection will have to
to extended to the farms.

To connect industrial centers with rural effillmunities and both with farms And
forests, roods and public transportation will be designed that will not abuse

'the charm of nature in the open spaces.

SPECIFIC CONGRESSIONAL AC.VION ALREADY PIZOPOSED

This stattunent so fat principally follows our testimony in Washington lost
May 19 before the Subcommittee on Public \Vorks of the Senate Appropriations
Committee and the Subcommittee (ti Works of the House Appropriations
Commit tee.

At that tine We proposed the following specific action :
.111 additional appropriation to TVA of *'2.700,000 for use in fiscal 1,.172 on 19ie

Lower Elk toward the national demonstration in total community and regional
building dcsl gibed herein.

We propose the funds be allocated as follows:
57100.000 for pilot intensified farming programs to build economic incentive for

keeping land,: in farming. .

..4-14111.0t111 for research and development of biologically degradable lierbir ides
awl insecticides.

:14509.000 to develop pilot projects in public recreationtil use of fhrin lands over
a large region, under recreation and scenic easements; or other arrAgements
with a number of farmers.

Sl,000,009 for comprehensive studies and preliminary desigli of regional en-
vironmental safeguard systems. transportation. water supplies, waste handling
avi other public services necessary to the planned economic growth of the Lower
Elk as a prototype quality enviornment living area,

$200,0(4) for new stall', their equiPment and expenses, to work full time Ivitlois
seeing farmers, landowners, citizens' groups and business; to explain the Lower
Elk ( (incept and tcarry it out.
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We proposed further that,TVAat their discretionbe encouraged to transfer
funds from one allocation to another, as long as the funds are used toward pre-
serving the open spaces, in anticipation of the program.

People are moving back into the area. Random sprawl will take its toll if we
do not get our program underway ; hence the urgency for funds proposed, all of
altich bear on proper use of the open spaces.

YOU MILL DEVELOPIANT DETAILS

While the coancerns of your Subcommitteelv,Itafts they aremay appear spe-
cialized, we see them entwined with every segment of cur Lower Elk Concept and
the national problems with which it will deal

As we move from the talk stage to action, because of the open spaces, we find our
program must start with the farmers.

These circumstances place us squarely on the doorstep of your Subcommittee
with more details about the rural areas ; and with hope that theseas well as the
foregoing will merit your endorsement and your support in The Congress.

In connection with placing a value on recreational and scenic use of farmhands,
we may utilize precedent in the State of Virginia where cities and counties give
tax relief on farm land, as incentive farmers to keep it open. Tax postpone-
ment also may be a useful device.
Land use planning and information:

We intend to classify soil areas according to suitability for use as cropland.
pastureland, forest, residential areas, recreational areas, industrial areas, and
areas for community facilities and utilities. Land use planning should provide a
basis for using land in ways that not only preserve the pastoral atmosphere but
also improve the rural environment as a place to live. This will likely call for
several small communities on the rolling land above and overlooking some of the
beabtiful fdrm lands, for residents to enjoy the dispersed living and country
scenery.

We need to develop and make available information on how to best use the
land*and teach our people so they can enhance the benefits of living together, in
our quality environment.
Rural landscaping:

Our countryside has many environmental scars from building roads, eroding
hills, unkept meeting grounds, abandoned farmsteads and other unsightly places.
We need to develop methods of healing these man-made scars and making attrac-
tive the changes made by man as he uses the land.

Erosion from construction, roadbanks and recreation areas must be eliminated,
as %yell as erosion from reservoir areas when water levels are low.
Rural topic recycling

As our region grows in population and income our present sizable waste load
will increase. With people living in small clusters to enjoy the benefits of rural
living, yet dose enough together to justify public utilities, the problems willmount even faster,

Present methods of waste dsposal used in big cities will not fit ourapeeds.
We will net new methods. One developed at Pennsylvania State University,
uses sewage effluent on "living filter" crop land. This is reported to increase crop
production with no pollution of area wells. We will study this method and
others, trying to devewo them into praelcal systems.

THE FAMILY FARM

Exodus of people from rural areas and their descent upon already crowded
ides is one of the major causes of tension in our society today. While no one

compassion advocates a return to sharecropper conditions, the need for morefamily farms I,- vident, to alleviate pressure on the cities.
We on the Lower Elk must consider if there is not another reasQn for morefamily farmers. We need to determine if the family farm is bette conserva-

tion-wise than the corporate farm or hobby farm. Will the family farmer take
better care of nature's gifts, especially if he can pass them on to his children?With TVA's help, Mk River Development Association's farm program has

r
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been aimed at the family farmer. Intensive fertilizing and improved manage-
ment in 1967 through 1969 Increased n't incpme for Elk'River farmers 61 per-
cent over 1959-1961, as annual sales, per farin grew from $2862 to $5500.

But this was not enough to keep all Elk River farmers in business. In the,
' same period the number of family farms declined from 12,260 to under 10,000.

To make family farms viable, will we need to eliminate federal favors to corpo-
rate and hobby farms, diverting to the family farmer funds which have gone
into those favors'

Industrial jobs accessible to rural areas also are important to keepiag, small
farmers in business. In 1964, 78 percent of the 6,623 farm families in the three
Lower Elk counties had non-farm income in excess of $17 million. This means
5,165 Lower Elk farmers then had annual non-farm incomes averaging $:1300.

Litt this was not enough. Along with more and better job opportunities off
the farm and more government subsidy, many of our farmers may need to
organize to obtain professional management and business services that one of
them alone cannot afford.

NATIONAL DEMONSTRATION NEEDED

Private efforts toward building new communitiescommendable as they are
cannot come to grips with the country's natural resource and human resource
problems. The job is too immense. It is regional. It is rational. Privata.business
cannot even build new towns until federal investments pave the way with inter-
state highways, water, sewers, grants, loans or subsidies. Nor can state and
local governments do the job.

The mes demand a naticnal demonstration ill total community and regional
buildink. The automated society coming on fast will grow in leisure and in
its expectations even faster than in numbers. ThLs requires that we protect our
land, wa ter. and a tmosphere from further destructive exploitation.

And national tranquility, if not national survival, in the meantime summons
full attention to human resources, abused and neglected for too many years.

hack through 'endless ages. a scarcity of the necessities and amenities of life
has conditioned men to regard one another oo often as producers and con-
sumers rather than as human beings.

First among nations, our country has reache a level of productivity at which
this is no longer necessary.

We on Elk River feel this country now must show a matching level of concern.
We have called on TVA to help us serve today's human needs,, even as we

enhance the resource base for coming generations. .

TVA RESPONSIBILITY AND CREDENTIALS

This would be in line with their long-standing mission to demonstrate solu-
tions to regional and national problems, and to innovate in the national interest.

TVA is the logical agency to inordinate development of .the Lower Elk Con-
cept to bring in other federal agencies, state and local governments, business
and intlividals. They have the flexibility and capability.

TVA became a trailblazer on planned communities 38 years ago by building
Norris. Tennessee at the site of the dam construction village. Norris is as attrac-
tive and livable today as when first built.

Norris Freeway. built in 1933 to connect Knoxville with the Dam and then
the town, is one of the earliest controlled access roads and among the first
to loop around the town it was built to- serve. Signs do not. .mar the freeway's
green and be§infass has kept to access points. With the loop, controlled access
has protected Norris from strip development outside the town.

The town and freeway showon the part of TVA 38 years agoa prophetic
awareness of present urban problems.

After building Norris, TVA left the planned communities field not to return
until recent yearS.

We advocate a blend of their planned common. les interest with their tradi-
tional regional environment concern.

While they cooperate with us, this does not assure longsterm commitment, as
we have not prevailed on TVA to take note of the Concept specifically in their
budget requests.
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DEM025 RIR...TIP:5 A PARTNERSHIP

The national demonstration in total community building must involve states,
local governments. private business and individuals. With our location in two
states and three counties we have put together such a partnership.

Agencies of both states, setup for thq singular burpose of helping Elk River
Development Association, support the Lower PI lk Concept. Our county and 'city
governments give us unanimous support. And business and individuals are en-thusiastic in our behalf.

We have involved a qualified agency of the federal government. Whatever their
commitment or lack of commitment, we are confident they respect our capability.

With full TVA comlnitenent, we feel we can bring the demonstration off in thisacreage of approximately county site
The prototype on the Lower Elk can be modeled after, with variations, timeand time again throughobt the country.
It we do got succeed in building the prototype on the Lower Elk, Others some-

where in the United U.tates will have to do itsoon.
(The maps attached to Mr. Sir's statement are on file with the subcommittee ;

the other attachments are as fello*s:)

'LOWER ELK RIVER AREAAN OPTIMUM LIVING .ENVIRON,k.. rYEAR 2000
Objectives:

Economic growthindustrial.
Housing for full, range of social, economic, and racial groups.
Provide for a range of choices in living conditions ;

Upgrade existing urban centers.
Develop new urban centers.
Develop new rural neighborhood communities.

Maintain natural beauty.

3 COUNTY El.K RIVER AREA

DEVELOPMENT TRENDS AND PROSPECTS

Employment
growth

Population
growth

1960 80 1980-2010

Totals

Employment

1960 1980 2000

Population

1900 80 1980 2000 1960 1980 2000

Projected growth
without proposed
Lower Elk River
development__

Projected growth
with proposed
Lower Elk River

7,500 5,600 8,300 13,000 28, 490 36,000 41,600 82, 752 91,000 104,000

development__ . _ 15. 200 17, 000 26, 200 42, 500 4,":, 700 60. 700 109, 000 151, 500

Dittererice.., 7, 700 11, 400 17, 900 29, 500 7, 700 19, 100 15, 000 47. 500

STATEMENT OE ROBERT B. HOWARD. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ALABAMA MOUNTAIN
LAKES ASSOCIATION, DECATUR, .M..

The northern-most section of Alabama has been well endowed with manyand varied natural scenic attractions as well as an abundance of wild gamealmost since t he beginning of time
Evidence found in the Russell Cave National Monument in Jackson Countyproved that as early as 7000 B.C., man found this region productive and a goodplace to live. By the time of the birth of Christ. Indian villages were morenumerous on the banks of the Tennessee River than cities and towns are today.Drawing from that scientific fact. it is safe to state that living, working. and

playing in this region is snore of a way of life than something that is inplanted.Even prior to the advent of TVA and its system of damns, this region ofAlabama was recognized as an excellent recreational area. Early accounts ofvities in the Tennessee River Valley stated that community picnics; fishingconte78, canoe races, swim meets, and even horse races, were normal weekend
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events. The people of northern Alabama have always been proud of their
recreational facilities. . .

When the,Dams were completed on the Tennessee and water began to back

npformIng Lake Guntersville. Wheeler Lake, Wilson Lake and Pickwick Lake
in Alabamamore organized forms of recreational facilities began to dot the
landscape. Five of the thirteen major state parks were located in this region,
as were nine of the 23 areas managed by the State for public hunting. Private
and state-owned boat harbors appeared in nearly every slough along the river,
and fishing became the regional past -time. Farmer, industrialists, merchants and
housewives all began to realize the potential that northern Alabama had in
recreation, In what seemed to be an overnight process, privately owned attrac-
tions sprang up across the 12,000 s4uare mile region close to the Tennessee
River.

In 1962, businessmen from north Alabama originated a plan to draw all these
attractions together to promote as a group *rather than many different parts.
This meeting resulted in the formation of the Aldbama Mountain Lakes Associa-
tion of which the 15 'counties surrounding the Tennessee River are members.
From the outset, AMLA was charged with overall promotion and furthering
development of the region's scenic, historical and recreational attractions. It was
the first regional organization of its kind in the Southeast. The Membership
includes the various- Chambers of Commerce, empties, cities, industries and
husinesses. The Alabama Mountain Lakes Association is, in fact, a composite of
people working together for community and regional recreational development
and promotion. It is a non-profit-making, promotional and adveliising orga-
nization doing those things that no single community, business or individual can
(10 alone.

Through unified efforts, the region, now referred to as the "Region of Rustic
Luxury," promotes such recreational facilities and attractions as the world's
largest missile and space exhibit, the National Shrine of Helen Keller at her
childhood home, the W. C. Handy Museum at his childhood home, Russell Cave
National Monument, the Ave Maria Grotto, four of the most unique caverns
in the United States, and Point Mallard with its now famous "wave-making
swimming pool" that was the.first facility of its type in the nation. The-4-
are but a few of the recreational facilities that make the Mountain Lakes
Region of Alabama a bettei place to live, work and play.

The enclosed FAMILY RECREATION GUIDE fully displays the Mountain
Lakes story.

(The guide is on file with the subcommittee.)
C0408A-ELMORE COMMUNITY ACTION COMMITTEE.

Wetumpka, Ala., July 1, 1971.
Hon. HusEa'rcH. HUMPHREY,
r.S. Senator, U.S. Senate Building,
"Washington! D.C.

DEAR SENATOR HUMPH.REY: I remember you as a man of ideas and action!
Perhaps you remember tne as a tall, country gal from Alabama, whb was a
novice in politics in 1956. You and I made several publicity appearances with
Governor "Happy" Chandler and Governor Williams at the Democratic Conven-
tion in Chicago. You were thoughtful enough to remember to mail me material
you used in your campaign for me to use when I ran for the Alabama legislature.

Of course, a lot of water has run under the dam since thenfor both of us.
I am now the Executive Director for two central Alabama rural counties,

Community Action Program,Coosa and Elmore.
I saw in the paper that your committee was to visit Alabama to check rural

needs on July 8th.
Coosa and Elmore Counties are really "God's Country" and need to answer

the problems of poverty that has enslaved them for years.
I am enclosing material about a collaborative feasibility study that has just

been completed.
The Material includes the purpose, methodology, the findings, and the evalua-

tion of the study.
I feel sure this material will interest you, Senator Humphrey. Please take

special note of the implications on page 14.
All the agencies involved feel that Coosa-Elmore Commuunity Action should

plan a demonstration program for 300 persons using the information as a guide
and the other agencies for support.

4.8 5,
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We need your guidance :or finding where we may obtain funding.And I personally would appreciate your comments and opinion on the study., Hope we can see you and your committee members while you are in Alabama.Sincerely,
ELIZABETH T. EDwARDS,
Mrs. Winston A. Edwards.

Executive Director.
(The study is as follows :)

The R.R.r)& T. Center was interested in expanding its client services so thatit might mdre readily lend its efforts toward Regionalization of Services antipromote coordination of human- services both at the state level and the locallevel.
As a result, representatives of the R.R. & T. Center met with the administra-tive staff of the Central Alabama Rehabilitation Center (CARC) and the Execu-tive Director of the Coosa Elmore Community Action Agency (OEO), CARC isene of 17 Vocational I . I

1 I IIt was decided to conduct a feasibility study involving 30 persons from Coosaand Elmore counties who did not qualify for Vocational Rehabilitation Services,but were from a group defined as "Culturally or Economically Deprived." Thesepersons would receive a two-week evaluation to include a physical examination'and Selected "indicator tests" which might provide some indicatinn as to thehuman service problems that existed within that household.
Evaluation would further include:

A Family Social Background
An Individual Work History
A General Measure of Attitude and MotivationSpecific Work Evaluation
Psychometric Testing to include:

The Minnesota Rate of Manipulation
The Crawford Small Parts Test
The Dvorine Isochromatic Color Plate Test

Occupational Therapy Screening
Physical Therapy Screening
Phychological Testing to include :

Wide Range Achievement Test (Arithmetic)
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale
Bender Motor Gestalt Test
Gates MacGinetie Vocabulary and Comprehension TestOEO would provide the outreach service, locate the individuals and providetransportation to the CARC in Montgomery for the two-week period, on a dailybasis (i.e., non-domiciliary). CARC would provide the necessary testing proce-durek and perform a case history write-up on its findings.

Total cost of the feasibility study would not exceed $6,700.

The goals and objectives of the feasibility study were :

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

1. The Central Alabama Rehabilitation Center would try to determine the typeof testing considered most appropriate to apply the techniques currently utiliedin the vocational evaluation of persons disadvantaged by mental and physicalimpairment, to those disadvantaged by cultural or economic deprivation.
2. To identify the life needs of the population under study.
3. Jt was hoped that some insight might he gained so that we may learn what

motivates this target population to participate in/or not participate.4. We would attempt to determine. whether tt1t group, tentatively Identifiedas culturally or economically disadvantaged, was in fact, part of the group thatalso had a physical ormenta I disability.
5. While .the feasibility study was not designed as a training vehicle for the0E0 outreach workers, it was felt they would gain some advantage by being ex-posed-to this experience.
6. We hoped to determine whether such a community service delivery system

was appropriate. effective and what problems would be encountered by replicat-
ing such a Nf stem on a snore reglonali ;ed basis.
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7. All parties eoncerned were very interested in determining whether the ex-
pansion of rue eligibility criteria to the culturally and economically.disadvan-
taged4rould make firther demands on staff and facility, beyond their ,present
capacity.

8. We hoped to determine if the services offered by this-study, had'any impact
on the target popula (ion in terms of employability.

The geographic area for the study to be conducted in, was determined for the
following reasons :

AREA SELECTION

1. The-Central Alabama Rehabilitation Center currently services ( in part ) 'the
residents of the Coosa and Elmore cow ,les on a referral basis : i.e., those identi-
fied as having a mental or a physical disability.

2. The total population of Coosa tend Elmore counties is estimated at 44.197
residents, of which 83.7% are rural. Iv

3. 73% of the residents of these counties earn less than :f.3,000 per year.'
4. 5.6% of tile male population are unemployed and 5.3% of the female popula-

tion are usenkibyed.
5. The Selective Service headquarters reports that of 160 persons between the

ages of 18 and 25 examined in 1970, 79 were rejected. This represents 49.3% re-
jection rate.

6. The 1970 census indicates that of the 16,033 housing units available, 33%
are substandard.

7. The ftital population is composed of approximately 60% white residents and
40% non-white.

8. Coosa and Elmore counties have an active and energetic 0E0 program.
Their staff includes several out,reaeh workers who are in need of specific training
but are capable of performing the outreach function. This fact reduces the re-
quirement for additional personnel during the time of the feasibility study and
provides a community focal point with which all study activities can be co-
ordinated.

Eligibility criteria.:
ELISIBILITY

1. All persons selected must meet tits) economic criteria described by the tipper
limits of an income as follows :

Family size
Nonfarm

(per year)
Farm

(per year)

2 $2, 500 $2,000
3,100 2,500

4- 3,100 3,200
5 4,400'- 3,740
6 5,000 4,200
7 5.600 4,700

2. All selected persona must be unemployed.
3. Selectees must indicate a willingness to participate and also agree to a

follow-up survey at two, four, and six months Liervals at the completion
of the two-weeks evaluation period.

Disposition Of each case in terms of employability would be determined by
CARC departmental staff as follows :

DISPOSITION

1. Feasible for immediate employment
2. Not feasible for immediate employment
3. Feasible for employment with appropriate adjustment services
4. Feasible for, employment with training
These are examples at the depth of testing on each patient : Pam out history.
It was felt that this study would uncover many individual problems but

offer no solntione, so a local intervention committee was formed. Its function
and composition is as follows :
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INTERVENTION COMMITTEE

1. A committee of local service agencies which address themselves to specific
family problems as identified by the study

2. Composed of local:
(a) Pensions and Security Officers
b) Employment Service Officials

(^c) Vocational Rehabilitation Counselors
( d) Health qfficials and
( e) 0E0 staff (Advocacy Role)

3. This committee meets on a regular and frequent basis as necessary.4. Take action as authorized, under each agencies legislative intent and
recommend appropriate action for problem resollition.To date the raw information received from tire study indicates the following:

1. 30 patients parAicipated, 2 did not complete. Very little abSenteeism wasexperienced.
2. 17 Welfare Recipients (56.7%) 2 White, 15 Non-White.

Ages ranged fron116 through 43.
20% white and 80% non-white participation.
Marital Status.

8,Married.
13 Single.
4 Separated.
4 Divorced.
1 Widdwed

6. Status in family unit.
10 Heads of Household with 41 children total.
20 Non-heads with a total (4;30 children.

7. Mean estimate IQ was 60.17 or between Mentally defective/mild retarda-
tion and borderline defective/retarded. This includes 3 patients with a 190 '1()
at the highest level and 5 patients with a 49 or less IQ at the lowest level

S. Educational LevelRecipients claimed a mean education of grade level 8.8;
but functionally tested at a mean of grade level 4.3.

PSYCHOMETRIC TESTING _ DICATED

Minnes(ta Rate of Manipulation :
PlaRng-30.79 percentile/mean 50 percent.
Turning--24.61 percentile/mean 50 percent.

CraWford Small Parts Tests :
Pins-30.93 percentile /mean 50 percent.
screws-32.8,1 percentile/mean 50 percent.

Gates MacGinitie:
Vocabulary Grade level 5.09.
ComprehensionGrade level 4.59.

Wide Range Arithmetic Achievement at the lowest levelGrade level 41.4.
The-Bender Motor. Gestbalt test indicates 14 patients have disturbed visual

nerecption or defective motor coordination. /
MEDICAL INDICATIONS

10 Reported cases of obesity..
11 Cases with multiple dental caries.

1 Fibroid tumor. 4
u Cases of hypertension.

Cases of pyuria.
1 Case of chromic lung disease.
1 Case of hirsutban.

A oticgory analysis of the actions of the intervention entninittee indicate that
of 3) participants:

1. Ten persons were accepted as, eligible by VoCational rehabilitation 'fOr fur-
ther training.

2. Two persons referred for medical treatment (Surgery) through pensions
and security.

3. Six persons had no action taken.
4. Ten persons are emploYed.
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Regarding emptoyabillt alas, it tear found that:
. Nine patients we asible for immediate employment.

Four patien ere not feasible for immediate employment.
Eight p ents were feasible for employthent wits appropriate adjustment

servi
ree patients were feasible for employment with training.

Six patients were feasible for employment with appropriate adjustment serv-
ices and training.

One did not complete.
Possible implications of the study seem to indicate:

1. There might be an expanded role for the social worker _which might assist
in separating-services from payments.

2. A demonstration to saturate a complete coiliftyiir state might be considered
appropriate.

3. A specific role for a local intervention committee composed of existing
agencies with positive emphasis on local coordination of services, backed by
state 'counterparts, is definitely worthy of further exploration.

4. Some adaptability of the concept to the forthcoming PAP might he indicated.
5. A relatively-lnexpensive method of replication of the delivery concept in

other areas is suggested.

STATEMENT OF JIMMY BROWN, DIRECTOR. DECATUR PARRS AND RECREATION,AND
.TANtgfi JOHNSON. D1RF.CTOR, PUB11C RELATIONS AND ADVERTISING, POINT MM.-
LARD PARR, DECATUR, ALA.

The city of Decaturthe 1970 census showing a population of 35,000has in
a little over three years. constructed and put into use almost $2 million worth
of municipal recreation facilities. As impressive as it is, these foresighted people
went on to-take a greater challenge by developing a $5.5 million regional recrea-
tion facility. Point Mallard, located on 790 acres of land east 'of the city.

Prior to 1907. the city of Decatur had to neglect its parks and recreation pro-
gram because of other pressing needs. But, in 1967, the citizens of Decatur proved
themselves at the polls by passing a $1.5 million bond issue for parks and recrea-
tion. The city could no longer afford to defer the establishment of a year-round
recreational program.

ruder an ambitious program termed "Operation New Decatur," the city began
_a building program, unmatched by other cities its size. to provide a full year-
round recreational program for all its people. This building program, carefully
guided by a master plan for recreation, was drawn up by a professional recreation
firm and spelled out in detail the utilization of existing resources and different
plans tot the future needs and developments.

To insure the success of -the program and to 'carry out the master plan, the
city employed a full-time Parks and Recreation director. The immediate goal
for the director was to develop three new recreation centers, acquire future park
sites and :lake improvements to existing facilities.
Carrie Matthews Center [$200.0001

The first center. completed in February, 1969, was the Carrie Matthews Recrea-
tion ('enter. This facility has three foll-time employees who help provide a
variety of year-round activities for all ages in the northwestern section of the
city.

The center covers approximately 13,000 square feet. Tt is completely air-
conditioned and includes a gym. meeting rooms, game-rooms, an arts and crafts
room, locker rooms, a kitchen, offices andlobby.
Aquadome Center [$750,0001

The Aquadome Recreation Center was completed in April. 1969. Because it
is centrally located, it serves thousands of Decatur-area residentswitlt many
varied programs.

The most dynanifu feature of the Aquadome in the 100 -foot In diameter trans-
parent dome, sehiclf encloses a 75' x 454 pool. The allseasbn 'facility prOildes
year-round swimming recreational enjoyinent, plug- enabling- t oofdplete aquatic
training program for area residents. It alto featuregn fully-equipped ; game
rooms, a snack bar, outdoor ball fields and tennis courts.
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T. C. Almon Center [$485,000]
Located on forty acres within the Point Mallard complex, the T. C. Almon

Recreation Center accommodates the southeastern section of the city. Its features
include handball courts, an outdoor play area, and regulation,lighted ball fields
for local league play as well as state, regional and national tournaments.

Another purpose for this center is to provide supervised recreational programs
for-Out-of-town visitors to the Point Mallard Complex.
Point Mallard Compicx [$5.5 million]

Point Mallard, deriving its name from the point °Claud where Flint ('reek
flows into the Tennessee River and the mallard ducks that make this their win-
ter home, is bordered by 35,000 acres of federal wildlife refuge. It is planned to
be a Self - supporting, non-profit, regional recreation complex. With its comple-
tion, Point Mallard will be capable of producing its own revenue for maintenance
and future developments.

The tipst phase of the recreational facilities is now completed and in its first
full season of operation. This $2.8 'undo!' enterprise includes the Aquatic Cm-
plex and Championship Gold Course.

The Aquatic Complex is designed to provide the general public with a com-
plete range of swimming activity, regardless of age or proficiency. The most
exciting feature is the nationally-unique wave pool. This pool is 180 feet long
and pr( laces three to four-foot high waves through the air (mapression tech-
nique. The depth ranges from 8 feet to one inch at the fan-shaped beach en-
trance. Situated in the center of the Complex is a sand beach and swimming area,
3600 feet wide and complete with playground equipment and picnic area. The
T-shaped ()lymph. pool adds the ultimate of professionalisin in the diving and
swimming sport. The pool is regulation olympic size-50 meterswith an ad-
joining 14-foot diving well. and 'features the only 10-meter diving tower in the
Mate along with its one- and three-meter diving boards.

The $1.5 million facility provides complete bath house, concessions and sup-
port facilities to cater to the needs of the visiting families for an enjoyable all-
day outing.

The 18-hole Championship (;:6f Course, opened to the public in November.
1970, is developing ht soon become one of the most outstanding golf courses in
the South. The 7143-yard course is laced into 200 acres of natural woodland,
which enabled the architect to produce a mature course in the minimum length
of time,normally required. This $1.5 million operation includes a clubhouse,
paved roads. and overall development.

With the completion of the first phase. Point Mallard looks ahead to addi-
tional projects to be in operation by the 1972 season. These projects are as fol-
lows: six championship tennis courts. a 200-pad campground and a full-service
marina.

A future resort motel-restaurant complex will be developed overlooking the
river with additional views to the golf course, tennis courts. and the marina.

With the average age of the American people growing younger each year and
more time becoming available fir leisure activities, the overall development of
city facilities is designed to provide individual and family activity, and to appeal
to the complete range of varied interests in recreation. According to reports from
local industries. it has become evident that ih the past two years, industry has
been able to entice technical personnel to relocate in Decatur because of the
recreational facilities available for ths.m and their families to enjoy,

To date. the area residents are Enjoying over $5.5 million of facilities com-
pleted and in ,operation. This is possible because of the foresight of its people.
an outstanding economic growth and the unified cooperation of city leaders and
government agencies. Decatur, today and tomorrow. offers Its people . . . Recre-
ation unlimited.

STATZMINT Or KENNETp HAMMOND AND A. J. Mc Crutax, rIFTE. ALA.

1. Unfortunately post witnesses appearing before the various committees of
Congress on current problemb speak on Utopian goals and objectives without
coming to grips with solutions.

Therefore, two specific solutions are offered and recommended :
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2. That a regional commissioh of say 25 members be established to study and
report to the President of the United States within a period of three years on the
following:

(A) To investigate and inventory the potential of the natural resources of the
Southeast. To recommend what is required and whom will finance the great poten-
tial of the natural resources of the Southeast region.

The following commentary covers the great "sleeping giant" of the Southeast,
particularly as it applies to the great State of Alabama :

(2A-1) Alabama has the most miles of rivers within its borders (2500 miles
or more) than, any of the other 49 States and much of it is flowing to the Gulf
of Mexico unused.

(2A-2) To put the Alabama water resources to its best use, a regional South-
east commission should be established since our state has over 2500 miles of rivers
and 'can export water to the sister states', that are now experiencing shortages of
water ; fbr exampleAs to Florida, Alabama could very well supply enough water
during the winter season to maintain the necessary water lovel required for the
Everglades National Park (by a conduit through the Gulf of Mexico to Fort Myers,
or belowby gravity rather than by pumping).

(2A-3) By making water available for irrigation industrial, municipal, recrea-
tion, navigation, and other proposes to this region. B. To develop the mineral
resources (other than oil, gas and coal) which are found to be in abundance.

(2B-1) To recomnwnd how these minerals can be developed, either by private
enterprise or by or through federal assistance.

8. At the present, the Alabama State Legislature is considering legislation to
underwrite the promotion of pilpt irrigation projects, since statistics prove that
Alabama (and its sister states) experience severe drought conditions during the
crop growing season can even though the state does receive around 50 inches of
annual rainfall.

At this legislative session a bill has been introduced which will authorize the
state of Alabama to underwrite the public bonds to be sold to finance pilot projects
within this state and will pay all of the interest thereon for a period of not less
than six years (development period) and that the repayment of the project costs
and interest will begin thereafter for a period of not less than 20 years.

I heniPtily endorse this legislation. It will mean real agricultural progress
the Southeast and will assure food for the table to the United States for within
the next 30 years food for the table will be critical. At present I'm told much of
our table produce IE now coming from Mexico.

I therefore recommend that the Congress pass legislation te underwrite 90%
of the costs and g:Iarantee of these pilot projects which will in a way he com-
patible with the provisions of the Reclamation Act of 1902, as amended. as ap-
plied to the 17 Western reclamation states.

The 31 Eastern states are entitled to the same benefits of the Reclamation
Act, providing, of course, that drought conditions can be shown during the crop

'owing season resulting in depressed income to the farmer and the rural
community.

I can assure you such a program as outlined above will canoe a migration to
the South and curb the current migration from the South. We are sure this pilot
irrigation program will provide a real opportunity for our rural youth on the
farm and the rural towns which will be immeasurably affected thereby.

THE DECATUR STORY

(Speech by Barrett C. Shelton, Editor, Decatur (Ga.) Daily, Sept. 5,
1949 to the United Nations Scientific Conference on the Conservation
and Utilization of Resources.)

Ladies and Gentlemen of the United Nations Conference:
J. am privileged to tell you the story of Decatur, Alabama. a town that has come

from "nothin' to something" in 15 years of a working partnership between the
Tennessee Valley Authority and the people of my town.

It has happended to us, it can happen to you, if you have the courage, the
intelligent determination and make the most of your opportunities. For TVA is
not a magic wand. TVA would he helpless to activate community progress without
the brains and the energies of a free people.

In the beginning I opposed TVA. I didn't know what it intended. I knew I
wanted no government control of my life, nor over the lives of my people.
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Throughout uuu ii of our lives the progreive eitizens/f Decatur bad iried
to better conditions. And It appeared that no matter ti what direction they
turned. the result was far from producing lasting good

Then 19:33. Economic depression settled down on Ise United States, more pro-
nounced if possible in the Tennessee Valley and in I 7rtur. .

The one major industry we had, which had pt '2,000 men at work, closed.
This railroad shop gave way to the truck and e bus and economic conditions.
Decatur lost this industry completely. Another Industry which in earlier years
we.had brought from New England with considerable subsidy in money, went
bankrupt. A third industry, manufacturer of full-fashioned hosiery, went to the
wall freim poor matutgement and bad times. Seven of eight banks in our county
closed.

.Our farm situation. We had only one crop in the Decatur areacottonand
cotton was five cents a pound. Lands were selling for taxes, the people were ill-
housed, ill-clothed and out of hope,

So you can see that we were not interested in saving a dollar, or so qn our
power bill. That would solve little-or nothing. We needed Jobs and opportunities
for our people.

Inter this dismal, perplexed economic setting one late midwinter afternoon
(quite David Lilienthal, then a member of the board of directors of the Tennessee
Valley Authority. Four of our citizens who had long been hopeful of improving
conditions generally met him in conference. We were almost frankly hostile, for
be represented to us another way of thought and another way of life. And our
conversation might be summarized in this fashion, "All right, you're here, you
were not invited, but you're here. You are in command, now what are you
going to do?"

Dave leaned his chair, back against the wall and the twinkle of a smile came
into his eyes, as he said gently and firmly, "I'm not going to do anything. You're
going to do it."

Ile went on to tell us something we never knew before, Ile went on to say that
TVA would provide the tools of opportunityflood control, malaria control, navi-
gation on the river, low cost power, test-demonstration farming to show how
our soils could be returned .to fertility, a fertility lost through land erosion,
another wayward child of one-crop`systetn. He told us the river would ntionger
defeat man. but would become the servant of .man. 'What you do with these
tools." he said, "is up to you::

Dave ',Menthol has passed the task right back to us, right back to local
control. Ile let us know that simple economics could be applied in the Tennessee
Valley and that the faith, determination and sweat of the people would bring
about the result we had eagerly sought for so many years.

Later, Dr. Harcourt Morgan, another member of the TVA board of directors,
came to us and talked to us about lime and phosphate and legumes. and the
relationship of people and land. He did not speak of great Industry. Rather did he
speak of the need for farm markets and farm processing plants and of increasing
the value of our farm products through manufacturing process. Ile opposed the
tearing down of other sections of the United States by seeking their industry with
subsidy, the promise of cheap electricity and poorly paid labor. lie told our people
the simple story' of making the most of what we had, of developing out own
natural resources, of putting to work the little capital that we owned. of growin
our own industry based upon the resources of the land.

Mutt was this? Dave Lilienthal and Dr: Harcourt Morgan had promised ns
nothing beyond the tools which ware to come fruit the waters of the Tennessee
River and the land-building and health-building practices which were included
in TVA at the direction of a" wise Congress when this independent corporation of
the government was created in the natiOn's darkest economic hour. --

We decid,.d then and there that the economic system we had fulloWed had to
he improves upon, and to improve it we had to pioneer an entirely new plan of
economics.

Our townspeople needed jobs, our farm people {[C=eded month-by-month pay-
ions, rather than a once-a-year income secured-from the harvesting on one crop.

The old order, the old way of doing things had to change, or our people would
never have the oppOrtunities to which their efforts entitled them.

First. we had to adopt this new thought given to ,us by the two member,s of
the TVA board. We had to quit thinking of reaching into other sections of the
U.S. and subsidizing Industry to couu into our section, Second. we had to begin
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in small %en:, to build toward a diversified agriculture and a diversified indus-
try. We could never again, if our people were to survive, allow ourselves to. be
dela dent upon a one-industry antra one-crop system.

ot first shop was to form our own Chamber of Commerce, fortned.at a time
when most people didn't believe it could be clone. There was very little money.

with considerable struggle, we got together some cash and more pledges
amouiing to M1.0()0 for be budget the first year, A man who lost all he had inthe er4s11 of one of industries we had brought to Decatur with subsidy,
became\the first tar' at a salary of $100 a month,

We titer) d ed we were going to develop a cash market every day in theyear f cry farm product grown in the Decatur area. We were going to wel-
dare ltatustry, but nct wait for it. We were going to develop our own farm
provesidne,, plants.

We deeided a packing plant would be the first venture mid persuaded the local'ice company to put in packing plant facilities when there wasn't as much as onewagon land of hogs in our whole county. We are now produting our own live-stok to Meet the demands of thiSmarket.
We then Willed to milk, forthed a little corporation with paid-in capital of$f5,(000 !ogling every stockholder to forget his investment, that he would never

reivive fitly return from his money anyway. What we were trying to do was estab-
lish a palrroll every two weeks for the farm families of oui section. The first daythat phi
Today t
and we
stoeltho
and ab
divide

Alo
Tenn
can

t went into operation there was a total supply of 1,800 pounds of milk.
e production of milk pourihg into this one plant peaks at 60,000 poundsave jnst started in this agricultural industry. What happened to the
ter's? Well, they never failed to receive 6 per cent annually on their moneyut two ini)iths ago Ilk little plant .paid stockholders a 100 per cent

1.

about that time we got some help from the outside. Navigation' on the
see River made it possible. Here, you see, is an exciting example of what
ppen when a liability is changed into an asset. The Tennessee wasn't navi-gabki before the creation of TVA, there was no opportunity for a successful flour

millyoperation. Low-cost power didn't attract Nebraska Consolidated Mills Co. to
estO dish the Alabama Flour Mills at Decatur. Navigable water did it, plus the
pi- sihilities that flour cony be produced at a cheapec.e0st per barrel owing toay'fings on freight. The impact of this industry on our section was tremendous.tarmers could grow grains because there was now a daily cash market. They
could produce corn and wheat, and all the grains with assurance that they would
sell their production. They could get cash for products for which previously therehad been no market.

Tennessee Valley Fertilizer Cooperative, a fertilizer mixing plant serlag 10
counties, was established b) the people. Later, when we saw the possIbilityof selling seed commercially, this same organization put up &modern and effi-cient seed-cleaning plant. /

An alfalfa-drying plant has been built, another way of keeping our pledgethat markets would fie established every day in-the year for every productgrown in the Decatur area. , ----........_,These are specific illustratiods of the forward-looking change which has takenplace in the minds of our people. These industries, land builders and man build-er4, could never have been pictured in the minds of a defeated people, of ti--------_,people who in the year before TVA saw an uncontrolled river flood and washaway the best soil, erode the back lands, wash crops, houses and barns downan angry stream.
You can see by now that the opportpnities which were at hand in the develop-ment of the river and the region were being seized upon by our people withrenewed courage and confidence. We now knew that we c mIdn't be licked again,that what had been preached to us by TVA was the e mornic truth.
A resiiient of a nearby town came into Decatur w h an idea that he couldbuild * market for poultry. We agreed with him and encouraged him to goforward:\ Today, this market though no more than three years old in oar area,is doing a'$3,000.000 business,
Today there is a market for cotton, corn: wheat, livestock, milk, timber, smallgrains, truck crops. Fifteen years ago we were dozing in the sunshine-waiting

for that once-a-year payroll brought by cotton and wearing out our second finest
resource, the land. Today the cash income from all farm products in the areasurrounding Decatur is $48,000,000. Land building did it. Flood control did it.
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Navigation did it Alai:ilia control did it. TVA, with the other state and federal
agricaltural and health agencies, their teachings activated by an intelligent and
determined people, (lid it.

Let's stop here for an illustration of the value of malaria control. Did you ever
have malaria'? I have, the majority of my people have. Do you know what you
want to do when you have malaria? Nothing. You want to prop your fget on
your desk, or if youlare not an office man, perhaps you'll take a day or ttvo off
from your job in industry or take out of the fields, just to get a rest. Malaria is
restfuland nonproductive. Soon f. fter the creation of TVA a nationally known
manufacturer of full-fashioned hoisery bought a bankrupt hosiery plant in our
community. The new company introduced physical examinations for all em-
ployees and found that 35 percent of all employees had malaria. Ten years later,
after the TVA malaria control program had been in action, the figure had dropped
,elow 1 percent. Today, because malaria is completely controlled, this hosiery
firm does not even require the malaria test in physical examination. And what
happened to the people in that plant? Why, they outproduce the employes of
three other plants of this same company. what defeating malaria has
meant just in this one illustration of how government can be helpful to people
by making it possible for them to help themselves.

Industry-wise, our people have not been sleeping. Here again the pledge has
been lokpt to never again be dependent upon any one major industry, or to seek
after big industry alone. By the year 1940, there were 61 firms manufacturing a
product in Decatur, Alabama, employing 2,834 people with an annual payroll of
$3,159,000. BY 1944 the number of industries was 68, employing 6,908 people with
an annual payroll of $12.927,000. In 1948 the number of firms making a product
had reached 87 and employment, off from the war peak, was 5,204, but the
annual payroll was $12,605,000, just a quarter of a million short of the payroll
total (luring the war. You see, through the years we have been' putting together
the industrial picture in sound fashion. We had sought after diversity of industry
rather than bigness,

Keeping soundness ahead of bigness in industry, you will be interested in a
partial list of products now processed or manufactured in Decatur. These in-
clude: flour, brick, tile, meats, furniture, boxes, baskets. structural and orna-
mental iron products, tanks, skids, septic and grease traps, poultry processing.
felt hats, crude cottonseed and oil, steel ships and barges, dairy products,
aluminum fabricating, steel nuts and screws, concrete pipe, .copper tubing fabri-
cation. cotton and rayon tire fabric. Once, a shor time ago, we were dependent
on one industry.

Down through the years we have never hesitated to use the technical oppor-
tunities within TVA. In our considerations of types of industry needed in our
community, we have tone to TVA repeatedly to ask that the facts concerning
such projected industry be assembled. I have said before and I .say now that
TVA has-efftgrnost capable personnel with which I have eve/ come in contact.
either in private or public service. No matter what departiirnt we sought out
for advice on industrial or agricultural matters, we have always reeeired willing
and dependable factual assistance. The people in TVA have worked weeks and
months on some, of our requests. and never once has there been any directive
issued to us. They have always toil us. "Now here are the facts. the decision
on what you do with them is up to you. The decision was our own, this govern-
ment corporation believes and practices community development at the local
level.

Just a moment on the electte picture. Have the benefits of electricity been
made wide-sptillmd? In 1939 there were 3,800 customers in Decatur, in 1949 there
are 6.933. In 1938 they burned 12,000,000 kwh annually, now they burn 120.000,000
kwh annually. in 1938 the average sales price to the residential customer was 3
cents per kwh. Today it is just above 1 centand our Electric Department made
$182.000 net for the year closing June 30. 1949. You ask if the F,Wctric Depart-
ment pays any taxes. Well, the private company paid $7,500 annually in 1938.
The municipal operation pays to the City of Decatur $28,000. Yet we have the
secomi lowest residential rate in the U.S.

What has happened in these 15 years in the spirit of our people? Are we
confident without being over confident? Do we look toward the future with
assurance?

Let me give you three Illustrations. Recently a copper processing plant de-
cided to build it branch plant in the South. Two hundred seventy-tour communi-

.
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ties in 11 states were contracted. Do you know where that plant was located,
an investment of $12,000,000? In pecatur, Alabama. Do you know what the
difference was between that valued plant locating with us or elsewhere? The
difference was in the spirit of the peopleour confidence, our friendliness. our
genuine interest in working with them on their problem, was the difference.

or let's look at this figure to prove what's happening In Decatur, Alabama, in
this partnership between the people and an independent corporation of the gov-
ernment. In 1933 there were 7,000 property owners listed on the tax books of
our county, today there are 11,000. The assessed valuation has grown from
$15.000.000 to $22,000,000 'The population of our town has grown from 12,000 to
24,000. and yet, the most significant change has been in the thinking of our
peo.plo. 'We have come from the status of a well-nigh beaten citizenship, merely
existing, to a hopeful; exuberant, smilingly confident people, Secure in the belief
that given the opportunities afforded through making the farces of nature the
servant of man, and with intelligent determination and sound application of
the principles of economies, we could rise to heights of good citizenship, limited
only by our own imposed limitations.

Decatur today is a' community of 35 churches, all instruments of a kindly
Father above. Who guides and directs our every step, a young city whose people
recently taxed themselves to build a new $1,500,009 high school for our boys and
girls, where the hand of the future has already shown us the necessity for
doubling the capacity of our water yitem at a cost of $1,100,000, where our electric
department is just 'completing a $400,000 expansion program to be ready for the
future. where our people are constantly at work on new plans to perfect a soundly
begun economic system so that our people might have opportunities to earn
better things of life.
. I would like to cicse with this summary. Senator William Knowland, of
California( who came to the Tennessee Valley to see for himself what had been
accomplished since the creation of TVA, returned to tell Congress that TVA was
the greatest boon to private enterprise he ever saw. Or in the words of Dr. Sen, a
visitor in Decatur from the Embassy of India, who viewed TVA as an improve-
ment in an ever-improving democracy, or in my own way of answering visitors
who come into our section of the Valley and ask, "Wouldn't this all have happened
without a TVA?" And my answer to one and all is, "It didn't !"

63-582T1pt. 3--32
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RURAL DEVELOPMENT,

FRIDAY, JULY 9, 1971

U.S. SENATE,
SUnCOMMITTF.E ON RVITAL DEVELOPMENT Of THE

COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY,
Tifton, Ga.

The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 1:07 o'clock p.., in the
Rural Development Center, Abraham Baldwin College, Ti on, n, Ga.,
the Honorable Hubert H. Humphrey (chairman of the subcommittee)
presiding.

Present: Senators Humphrey (presiding), Talmadge (chairman,of
the full committee), Allen, and Curtis.

Also present : Senator Gambrell and Representative Dawson Mathis.
Senator TALMADGE. The hearing will please come to order, and will

Senator Gambrell and Representative Mathis please come up and
take seats here.

STATEMENT OF HON. HERMAN E. TALMADGE, A U.S. SENATOR

FROM THE STATE OF GEORGIA

Senator TAniuArion. First.- let me in behalf of all Georgians welcome
this distinguished subcommittee to Georgia and Tifton, Ga. We came
here seeking information. We thought we had much to learn in this
area of our State.

To date we have held hearings in Iowa, South Dakota, Alabama,
and Georgia. More hearings will be scheduled at a later date.

What we are seeking is information at the grassroots level to deter-
mine what we as Members of the United States Senate and the Con-
gress can do to assist the citizens of this country tolnaking_zural life
more attractive, more opportunities for employment in our rural
areas, stem the terrible migration that has taken its toll from rural
America for some 50 years and continues at an accelerated pace.

That migration has not only taken a terrible toll in rural America
but it has created a multiplicity of problems in our urban areas. It

madeade many of our cities virtually' unlivab:e, ungovernable, and
unmanageable.

Now, the Congress has appropriated countless billions of dollars to
try to solve the problems of our cities, but as long as we have a con-
tinued mass migration of citizens, some possessing limited education
and few skills, our urban areas will continue to overcrowd our ghet-
tos, create problems of welfare, of crime, congest ion, pollution, hous-
ing, and all of the great problems that plague our American urban
areas today. I do not think that can ever be solved.

(849)
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I am gratified that the Rural Development Subcommittee
was able to come here to the Rural Development Center to con-duct hearings. As a Georgian, I am extremely proud of what this
center represents. It is the only center in the Nation winch is devoted
to bringing together the resources of the Agricultural Extension Serv-
ice and the State land-grant colleges to promote the development of
the rural areas of a State.

Senator Humphrey, the chairman of the Rural Development Sub-
committee, and I are extremely interested in bringing together exist-
ing Federal, State and local programs for the development iuld en-
hancement of our rural areas. Last year I introduced title IX of the
Agricultural .A.et of 1970. 'This title, which was enacted into law,
commits the Congress to achieving a sound rural-urban balance. It
states that the revitalization of our.rural areas is to be a matter of
highest national priority.

I do not intend to let this language, become en idle promise. In
order to give life to this national commitment, I established a Rural
Development Subcommittee when the Congress was organized this
year. I aiipointed Senator Humphrey as chairman of this subcom-
mittee and I am extremely pleased with the aggressive and thorough
job that he is doing.

The field hearings that we are holding here today are one aspect (If
the subcommittee's efforts to match the4higli purpose of title IX with
concrete accomplishments. By holding these, field heariags around
the country we hove to do two things: (1) We hope to gather informa-
tion .-nd knowledge which will help us to improve existing Federal
programs and to fasfrion legislation which will create new programs;
and (2) we hope to use their field hearings as a means of getting the
story of the problems and the promise of rural America before the
American public, Only by cooperation from our friends in-the news
media can we hope to acquaint the general public with the urgent need
to achieve rural-urban balance.

I believe that the subcommittee can gain a grekt deal of knowledge
and insight from the hearings here today. I am extremely proud of
the way Georgia's system of multicounty planning and development
districts have worked over the past decade. Ia my view, the only way
that most of the rural counties in the Nation can hope to tackle their'
economic, social and environmental problems is through cooperation
and joint effort on a multicounty basis.

Although almost 40 States now have some kind of multicounty dis-
tricts, most are not nearly so well advanced as is Georgia. I believe the
Georgia experience can prove beneficial to the rural areas of the entire
Nation. Senator Humphrey and I have Insiderable confidence in
rural multicounty planning and developme t districts and we would
like to strengthen these districts. On Wed esday of this week we in-
troduced comprehensive legislation te,provide a system of financing
for development of our rural areas.

In addition to making far-reaching changes in rural development
lending authority of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, this legisla-
tion would establish a rural development bank. This bank would be
patterned after the Farm Credit System which is a great success to- '
day: Our legislation would create a rural development credit system
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which would have on one hand, a rural development bank agency
which would make hard loans and on the other hand, a rural develop-
ment investment administration which would provide subsidies to
needy rural development borrowers.

A key feature in the organizational structure of this legislation is
utilization of multicounty planning and development districts as
financial agencies. Under the terms of our bill, multicounty districts
could, if they receive the proper authority under their state law, set
up a federally chartered financial subsidiary which would make rural
development loans through local rural banks and local units of gov-
ernment. Hopefully, the utilization of these multicounty planning and
development districts will strengthen multicounty cooperation in plan-
ning and development. In addition, we feel that rural development
loans should be considered on a multicounty basis rather than strictly
from the basis of an individual rural development lender.

Senator TALMADGE. First, let me present my own distinguished col-
leagueis Senator Gambrell here?

VOICE. I believe he is out in the hall.
Senator TALMADGE. Is Congressman Mathis here? Ask them to

please come up.
Until they arrive We will start off presenting members of our sub-

committee.
First, the distinguished U.S. Senator from the State of Nebraska,

who has served in the Congress r some 33 years, Senator Carl Curtis.
Senator CURTIS. Thank you' ir. Chairman. Vire have a very inter-

esting program ahead, so I have ~no opening statement other than
to thank my chairman

Senator rial.fADGE. David, come up here.
Senator CURTIS. And to thank the chairman of the full committee,

your distinguished Senator Talmadge.
You people of Georgia have been most iospitable. We have had a

very interesting and helpful visit to your tate. It will mean much to
this committee when we go to write our re rt.

I might say that up in Washington it is our privilege to work with
another distinguished Georgian, Phil Campbell, the Undersecretary
of Agriculture, and it has just been a. delight to be here, and I want to
thank all of you for your kindness and your hospitality.

Senator TALMADOE. Thank you very much.
Next, my own distinguished colleage, David Gambre.I, who has

been a Member of the Senate only a relatively brief period of time
but through his diligence, integrity and hard work he has made a-great
impression on the Senate.

Senator Gambrell.

STATEMENT OF HON. DAVID H. GAMBRELL, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF GEORGIA

S:ellatOt GAMBRELL. Thank you very much, Senator Talmadge. I am
not a member of this committee but a spectator and like all of you
ladies and gentlemen, I am very pleased to be here and will be in-
terested in hearing the testimony.

We have had a very fine visit t Georgia and we have been doing
something I enjoy doing very much and that is bragging on Georgia
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today, and I am looking forward to hearing some more of this as we
go along.

Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Senator Gambrell is as follows:)
Senator GAMBRELL. I am delighted to have this opportunity to ex-

press my views concerning the important subject which is being inves-
tigated by this subcommittee.

It is a matter of the merzt, vital concern to my State, Georgia, where
not only is there evidence of 'neglect in rural ilevelopment m the past,
but also the greatest opportunity for redevelopment in the future.

Although our national population has more than doubled in the last
75 years, there is more open land in the United States today than there
was at the end of the 19th century. What a paradox this is when our
major domestic problems are "crowded conditions" and "pollution of
the environment."

A century ago this Nation vas 75 percent rural. -Today, it is 73 per
cent urban. We are all aware, of course, of what has happened to our
rural population. Shifting agricultural markets, and advances in agri-
cultural technology have made it impossible for the small farmer of
bygone days to prosper, and he has left the country in search of better
economic opportunities in our cities. At the time of the first census in
1790, 95 percent of our population was engaged in farming. Today
only 5.1 percent of our people ?arn a living from direct agricultural
production.

As the farm population declined, the entire rural economy suffered.
The small farm family supported merchants, bankers, artisans, and
professional people in rural communities. Where agricultural employ-
ment has not been replaced with industry, rural communities have
"dried up" and become virtual ghost,toovvns. Thus have the populations
of our smaller, cities and towns decreased, or remained static, with the
decline in agricultural employment.

Although many of these migrants have found better employment
opportunities in larger communities and have prospered, others have
not found the cities to be the promised land. Many, man? of them
have experienced difficulties in adapting to urban life for lack of skills,
education or motivation necessary, to survive in a highly competitive
environment. Those who have achieved in the urban environment have
migrated to the suburbs of the city, but the innercities have become
encrusted with alternate layers ofe those who have been there and
cannot afford to leave, and those who have newly migrated there for
lack of opportunity elsewhere. Poverty, ignorance, disease and crime,
compounded by discrimination, injustice, and neglect, havve repro-
duced themselves and fed upon each other.

These facts are all well known. and it is also well known that efforts
to crack poverty and welfare cycles in our cities have been enormously
expensive and largely unsuccessful. In the ghettos of our cities, we
have found that no amount of money spent can create the leadership,
the motivation, the pride and the initiative that any community needs
in order to progress and develop. .

Thus our cities are faced with the impossible dilemmaof a declining
property tax base, antincreasing demand for services for those un-
suited to serve themselves, and a lack of inspired leadership to offer
and implement solutions.
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The actual cost of sustaining these migrants from rural to urban
areas can be seen in figures cited by Senator Humphrey in the June 22,
1971, Congressional Record. Ina study of 94 large U.S. cities between
1955 and 1960, it appeared that the average cost to the city per resident
was while that for each rural migrant was $72.

If we are to cope successfully with the problems of the cities, and
with the problems of the poor, then we mush reverse the trend of
migration from our rural areas.

t is worthy of note at this point that rural development is not
simply a matter of relief for urban congestion, or for relief of the
urban poor. Studies show that there are 14 million poverty stricken
Americans now residing in rural areas. While only 14 percent of urban
housing is considered substandard, over half of all rural housing falls
into that category. The economic impact of the migration from our
rural areas has taken a heavy toll on those who remain. Thus, pro-
grams of rural development cannot only aid in relieving .urban con-
gestion, but can also add materially to the quality of life of our
citizens who have remained in their rural environment.

Heretofore a number of programs have been initiated by the Fed-
eral Government under the general heading of "Rural Develo ment"
designed to increase economic opportunities in rural areas a to-r-m-

b7tv:
rural communities. There are programs tin D and the

Department of Agriculture for the development of community
facilities, and Department of Agriculture programs for the promotion
of agriculture and agribusiness enterprises. We can also note the
work of the Appalachian Regional Commission and five other regional.
commissions and the programs undertaken under the auspices of the
Economic Development Administration.

There have also been State and local attempts to improve the rural
economy, create new jobs, and to end this outmigration. For example,
the statewide association of rural electric co-ops in Georgia has re-
cently hired an industrial develo m nt specialist whose function will
be to try to fill the empty ware ho ses of the State with industry.

The State of Georgia has been al er in recognizing and implement-
ing its own program of rural develo ment. Multicounty planning and
development organization have been operation a decade or longer,
attempting to handle single-purpose programs on a regional or area-
wide basis. The State of Georgia has made available State hinds up to
$50,000 per district, on a matching basis with no strings attached to
these miiltic,ounty and regional organizations.

Georgia is the largest State east of the Mississippi River and nosses-
ses not only wide ranges of rural areas but a thinly scattered rural

illation. It offers a fruitful field for this type of development.
gnizing this, the regents of the university system of Georgia have

established and recently opened a rural development center at Tifton;
Ga., in conjunction with Abraham Baldwin Agriculture College and
the Agricultural Experiment Station, both of which are located in
Tifton. The center's program will cover research, development, and
teaching of all the subjects properly falling into the rural develop-
ment field. It is the only facility of this kind in the United States.

In a related Federal program, Alma, Ga., a rural community of less
than 5,000 population has been designated as a model city under the
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Demonstration Cities Act of 1965. The basic objective of the model
cities program is to improve the community involved as a place to live
by expanding and upgt'ading employment opportunities in the area,
and by improving community facilities. The Model Cities Act was in-
tended to be, and is being, implemented in cities of all sizes. However,
as applied to a small conununity like Alma, and Bacon County. Ga., in
which it is situated the model cities program is properly an aspect of
rural development.

The program in Alma. which is nationally recognized as being an
outstanding success, although only in its second "action year" encom-
passes the following projects and programs: Airport runway exten-
sion; 200-acre industrial park : water and sewerage system; street
paving and lighting; a 2,000-acre lake for recreation ; water supply
and pollution control ; a farm crop diversification project ; a program
of housing beautification and improvement ; and the establishment of
a revolving fund to create and assist small businesse3 in the com-
munity. The face of Alma has changed and will change more. There are
new jobs; there are new facilities: the program is working, and the
people of Alma are aware of it.

As a result of my investigation into this subject in early June, I
have initiated a new program with the Department of Housing and
Urban Development which I hope will accelerate the extension of the
lessons of Alma and Tifton to other rural towns and areas throughout
the country. Through consultations involving model cities officials in
Alma, and officials of the Rural Development Center at Tifton. I have
proposed a prograni in three parts to be incorporated in the Housing
and Urban Development program of the U.S. Government. I am.ex-
pecting comments from HUD on this proposal at an early date.

First. I have suggested that a high quality mOtion pieture film should
be produced to tell the "Alma Story"how a rural city with model
cities assistance can develop its economic opportunities-and the quality
of life in tik, community.

Second, I have suggested the establishment of rural development
institutes to he operated by State universities under grants from the
Federal Government. The structure of such institutes would be similar
to the Rural Development Center at Tifton. but would combine the
lessons of both Tifton and Alma into a course of training for Govern-
ment officials, planners, businessmen, and educators. It would be my
hope that the first of these institutes might be established at Alma. Ga.

Third, I have suggested that the Federal Government, either alone
or in cooperation with the States. establish a fellowship program for
training at rural development institutes throughout the country. Re-
cruits in this program would be enlisted from a variety of business and
professional backgrounds, such as county agents, chamber of com-
merce executives, city and county officials, and planners. After receiv-
ing specialized training at centers such as Alma and Tifton, these re-
cruits could return to participating communities to aid in rural devel-,
opment programs being imdertaken there.

I wish to express my strong support for the bill recently introduced
by Senator Talmadge, of Georgia. and others, S. 2223. which if enacted,
"will do for the nonfarm rural borrower what the farm credit system
has done for farm borrowers." In making available credit for both
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public and private borrowers, this measure will open whole new fields
of rural developrrient, making available to potential developers in rural
areas such essentials as access to transportation, adequate power, water,
sewage, progressive school systems, police and fire protection. It can
also provide the impetus for job training, thus leading to the develop-
ment in rural areas of such specialized industries as electrical machin-
ery, transportation, and others of high projected growth rates.

At a time in our history when our people are becoming acutely con-
scious of the environment, are demanding intensive programs for clean-
er air and water, and for open spaces, .t would appear that an effort
to direct the trend of migration toward rural areas should meet with
succes§oltmericans have always been a mobile people, ever reaching for
a better opportunity, or the hope of better opportunity. Cooperative
programs of rural development between Federal and State govern-
ments would display a confidence in the future of rural areas which
could change the direction, of population movement in this country.
Such a development would aid in the solution of many of the Nation's
most pressing domestic problems.

Senator TALMADGE. Next, a neighbor who has been in the Senate a
brief period of time, a member of the Agriculture Committee, a hard
working, dedicated, intelligent, resourceful Senator, our neighbor
from Alabama, Tim Allen.

STATEMENT OF HON. JAMES A. ALEN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
STATE OF ALABAMA

Senator ALLEN. Thank you, Senator Talmadge. It is certainly a
pleasure to be here in Georgia. Yesterday we were over in Alabama
and you can hardly tell the difference between being in Alabama r '
being in Georgia because I notice that the rural areas and the small
towns of Georgia are not unlike the rural areas and small towns of
Alabama from which we draNt much of our character and strength.

I enjoy serving with the disanguished Chairman of the Agriculture
Committee, your able and distinguished senior Senator. Senator Her-
man Talmadge.

I enjoy serving with your other able Senator, Senator David Gam-
., brell. your very distinguished House delegation, Congressman Daw-

son Mathis, and I note that our Alabama delegation and the Georgia
delegation seem to think alike on the public issues affecting our sec-
tion and our Nation.

Now, over in Alabama, and possibly in Georgia, when we see, people
connected with the Federal Government make a tour of our section,
sometimes we are a little apprehensive. I would like to give very definite
assurance that this subcommittee comes to Alabama and Georgia not to
harass any of our people, certainly not to investigate anyone, not to
seek to force compliance with any bureaucratic orders or decrees, and
certainly not to discriminate against anyone.

We come here seeking information, s :eking not only to identify
the problems but to seek to find some Of the solutions; of the problems
that affect rural America. and it is the function and pm pose of this
subcommittee to seek to work toward providing a better life for all
of our people.
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We feel that we will be able here with our hearings today, other
hearings that we held at Alma and from Waycross over to Alma, the
hearings that were conducted on the bus, that many solutions of the
problems will be found.

We look forward hry much to hearing more of the work of this cen-
. ter, and you are very definitely with your rural development center

pioneers in this movement of providing a more meaningful life for
all of our people, because if we can solve the problems of rural Amer-
ica we will automatically solve many of the problems of urban Amer-
ica and many of the problems of our area.

It is a pleasure to be here.
Senator. TALMADGE. Next, your own distinguished Congressman,

who is a baby member of the House of Representatives, a member of
the House of Representatives Agriculture Committee, and doing an
outstanding job, Congressman Dawson Mathis.

Representative MATHIS. Tek you, Senator. I would only like to
welcome this distinguished p of Senators to Tifton today and to
welcome all of you from the second district and all of Georgia who
come to take part in these hearings.

To the Senators I say thank you for. taking the time to come to the
Second District of Georgia to look at our problems and to lister to our
people. We think gve have a story to tell. We think we have things to
say and things to see and we deeply apprciate your coming and we
welcome you back at any time, Senator.

Senator TAT.MADOE. And thank you for that delightful luncheon you
gave us toilay.

And finally, the distinguished chairman of our subcommittee, who
is looking into this problem. On'assuming my chairmanship of the
Committee on Agriculture and Forestry. I thought we ought to try
to do something abdut rural renewal. We had a distinguished mem-
ber of that committee who had formerly been a ranking member of
the Forestry Committee and Agriculture Committee before he be-
came our distinguished Vice President. I talked with him about his
interest, my interest in development of rural America. I found that
our ideas were parallel. He was interested. He is extremely articulate.
He is eloquent. He is dedicated.

I know of no man who can pursue this cause with mor ility than
Senator Hubert Humphrey, our bhairman, and I will to this meet-
ing over to you, Hubert, and you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE' OF MINNESOTA

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you ver., much, Senator Talmadge.
May I first say to the people assembled here today a note of per-

sonal thanks and I think of national thanks to the State of Georgia
for having sent to the U.S. Senate Senator Talmadge. I meanItliat
most sincerely. He is a tower of strength for the goOd of our country
and particularly for what we call rural America and rural America
has yet and I hope even more so in the days to come represents a great
reservoir of strength and vitality for this Nation.

In fact, it is my personal judgment that if our Nation is to have the
great days that it ought to have, days in the future, it will be because
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we are able to revitalize, in a sense bring alive once again the tremen-
dous resources that are here available, physical and human, in rural
America.

Might I add quickly that we have staff members of the other Sena-
tors present. I think you should know that this subcommittee and this
Committee on Agriculture, without any regard to partisanship, is
deeply dedicated to the development of rural life and the resources of

what we call rural America.
We have a staff members here representing Senator Dole of Kansas,

Senator Bellmon of Oklahoma, Senator Eastland of Mississippi, and
Senator McGovern of South Dakota. All of these Senators have the
.same commitment and the same dedication that those of us who are
present have.

I find this-visit to your rural developmentGeorgia's Rural De-
velopment Center an exciting one. It is unique. Again Georgia pioneers.

I have always been of the opinion that we should harmonize and
mobilize the resources of our great land-grant colleges and other col-
leges and universities along with our Extension Service and, of course,
the governmental structures, in common cause for the improvement of
life in our rural areas.

We once had a policy in our Nation of rural development but we
forgot it, and ill fact, in recent years I think our policies as a country
inadvertently, I am sure, not by design, have tended to make it more
difficult for people in rural America and for the development of these
resources. and what I call the heartland of our country.

Your State has dhermined to do something about it, We came here
to learn and we have learned already just as we learned yesterday in
Alabama. We had a wonderful session in Alabama. Again. I want to
personally thank Senator Allen for making that possible. He made
most of the arranffements.

We were in Decatur in the great Tennessee Valley area. We saw
there what could happen when there was a partnership and a real
working partnership. not one that you just talk about, where you really
put it to work. between the Federal Government, its programs. its
agencies, its instrumentalities, and the local people. but the one thing
that becomes clear as we travel is that it takes local initiative and we
heard this yesterday at Montgomery in testimony and this morning,
if nothing else ever happens to me as a member of this committee. the
chance to'see Bacon County and Alma, Ga., to see what is going on
there, has been a revelation.

It really is a great story for ever American. and I have saidwe
have talked about it as members of this committeethat this story of
Alma, Ga., and Bacon County, needs to be known throughout the entire
Nation because there is nothinc, that gives people hope. more than
success. Success breeds success.

nothing
I think we can attribute Much of

the success to the leadership, and by the way: much of it young leader-
ship, new leadership, but also with the experience of people who made
up their minds that Alma was not going to die but it was going to
survive and grow, and the people of that community decided to fight.

I would like to leave this thought with you. There are many pro-
grams in Government and many people regrettably do not use them.
These programs are not as valuable as they appear in print until they
are put to Ntiork, and until we can get your evaluation of them.
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It is not so much only the amount of Federal dollars that are avail-
able but what you do with those Federal dollars, and we are very
pleased that Georgia took the lead for what we call multicounty plan-
ning and development commissions, utilizing the local leadership toplan for the development of areas, regions, and districts, And phasing
together the economic and social and educational programs 'into asingle overall plan.

Now, today we are privileged to have with us your Governor. In
each of the States that we have visited we have been fortunate to
have the chief executive of that State appear before us as our first
witness. In Iowa the Governor, in South Dakota the Governor. (yes-
terday in Alabama, the Governor spoke to us,'and gave us his views
on a number of the great issues confronting our country and the ruralareas.

Today we are privileged to have one of the Nation's outstanding
Governors'and I truly mean a man that has great initiative, vision,
and we welcome to this Wit ilea; stand as a rare privilege for the Senate
of the United States and the Congress the Governor of the State of
Georgia, Governor Carter. [Applause.]

STATEMENT OF HON. JIMMY CARTER, GOVERNOR, STATE OF
GEORGIA, ATLANTA, GA.

Governor CARTER. Mr. Chairman, our own Spator Talmadge, very
distinguished Chairman of the Agriculture Committee, distinguished
visiting Senators who are also members of the committee from Ne-
braska and Alabama, Senator Gambrell and our fine young Congress-
man, Dawson MathisMr. Chairman, I would like to make a few
remarks and then go through' aNprepared statement which I have
compiled very carefully.

I think it is typical of the ruralSouth that you have this morning
been welcomed to this committee by the youngest Congressman in
the United States, and IN here you received testimony in Alma, Ga.,
from what was at that time the youngest mayor in the United gtates.

I know when I came home from the Navy several years ago I was
eager to learn about my own profession of farming and I used to come
to an agricultural college here in Tifton and I along with the other
farmers, learned how to lead a better life;' how to at least survive on
relatively:poor quality land, and receive as fine a degree of instruction_
as anyone in our Nation could receive anywhere in our country.

At that time those of my neighbors who lived in the town near my
farm. which had a population of 600, did not have available to them
the same opportunity that I did on a farm to learn how to lead a
better life.

I have also been impressed in the last few weeks by a visit to the
home of Senator Curtis in Omaha, Nebr., where we took time offI
think 14 Democratic Governorsto go out ton relatively small dairy
farm.

The impression that we received there was the community of ideas,
the conimonality of problems and opportunities faced by farmers all
over our Nation. We had testimony there from the farm organiza-
tions; NFO and the Farm Bureau, the Farm Union, the Farmers
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Grange. and it was obvio O us that the problems of rural Ainerica
and IS'ebraska and Alab , viich is my next-door neighbor, and
Georgia and other States, are all common, one to another.

I am very thankful that I have had a chance to come here on behalf
of the 41 , million people of Georgia to welcome,you to our State.
This is indeed a great honor AV Georgia, to have a committee made
up of such distinguished moMbers, to come here and listen to our
people tell you what we think would be the mechanism, contrived
by the Federal Gorvernment, to give our own people a chance to
utilize their individual courage and ability and self-reliance in striv-
ing for great things in the rural areas of our State.

I would like to go through very briefly my own comments that re-
late specifically to your own committee.

The problems which have wrenched this country during the past
decade have been most volatile and visible in our major urban centers.
These problems: civil disturbances, rising crime rates, deterioration
of environmental quality, inadequate housing, congestion and alien-
ation among our people are inextricably linked to a quieter:but more
pervasive.set of problems in rural and small town America.
. These areas are facino economic stagnation, Mr. Chairman, persist-
ent poverty, a declining local governmenttax base, and a mass exodus
of their most productive citizen§ (those in' the 20,--45 ago bracket).
You, gentlemen, are all too familiar with both sets of problemsrural
and urban. My point is that these problems are woven together. that
both spring from the same root. 'flat root eause is a dramatic change
in our national and regional economic base. and a concomitant shift
in personal opportunities and population distribution.

Georgians have, long had an interest in rural development. For
quite sonic time now men in business, education, and government

ihave seen the need for economic and social development in the small
towns and rural areas.of our State. Some of these men are here today,
J. W. Fanning, whom you listened to this morning, and I would like
to thank them for their years of hard work and effort.

Rural development is a practical idea in Georgia today. It is also
a working reality. Public and private leaders alike are working to do
more. to build upon the solid base we already possess. Much credit
for this goeS to the University. of Georgia and its system for their
research and technical support in local communities across the State.
The Extension Service has been a strong program. The experiment
stations such as located here in Tifton. have been invaluable in get-
ting the results of applied research out to the people. A large and
productive agribusiness has grown with their efforts. The Rural De-
velopment Center here in Tifton has been established to apply uni-
versity resources to rural problems.

Other programs have aimed at rural development in Georgia. This
State was one of the first in establishing area planning and develop-
ment commissions. I have served as chairman on one of those com-
missions for a number of years during my life. These regional bodies
have been successful in promoting development in rural communities
throughout the State.

You have visited Alma, Ga., this morning, a "Model for Rural
America," and an excellent example of what rural development means.
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Georgia has also benefited from the work of the Appalachian Re-
gional Commission and the Coastal Plains Regional Commission.

Georgia has been quick to set up county rural development com-
mittees to work with the State Rural Development Committee.

Our State government has acted to provide help to local communi-
ties. In my budget message last January, I pointed out our efforts to
provide more assistance to I al governments. Grants were proposed
for sewage disposal facili , improved health facilities, local welfare
costs, airport develop t and local school construction. A total of
$80 million in Mere c. aid to cities, counties, and local school systems
was proposed, mining substantial reductions in property taxes.

Georgia hs wen and is committed to a quality of life for all her
people. TI is what rural development is really about. Economically
and so y our people should have access to "the good life."

my firm belief that if we, are to ameliorate our &ban crisis and
11 with related rural problems, we must address ourselves to prob-- lems related specifically to people.
My view of governments responsibility to our citizens is that our

public programs should enhance the quality of life of all our people.
Second, our governmental actions should maximize the legal and
economic freedom or opportunity for our people to decide for them-
selves where they want to live, work, rear their families, and enjoy
their retirement years. That is, we should not force people to live in a
place which is abhorrent to their life style and personal needs just in
order to provide a decent standard of living for their families. For
too long this awful choice has confronted many rural southerners.
Illustrative of this is the fact that until very recently the South's
major "export" has been its young people who have left the South in
search of jobs and economic and social self-sufficiency.

All rural areas, and particular those in the South, have paid a
terrible price for past inabilityor perhaps unwillingnessto pro-
vide the economic and social structure which would allow our people
to choose freely where they want to live, and what they want to do.

In a society which talks much of equality and an end to discrimi;:a
tun, it is an inescapable fact that there is no more pervasive nor dam-
aging form of discrimination than that practiced against the residents
of rural America, both black and white, ind the rural South in
particular.

The basic prnblem of rural Georgia is the lack of a viable and ex-
panding eeo lom lc base to support those people who want to live there.
With the mechanization of agriculture and the shift from labor inten-
sive to capitol intensive fi , a tremendous number of small
fannars have been forced to le ye the land by factors which they were
powerless to influence.

Those who have been able o remain on the farm have seen in-
creased productivity and efficiet y rewarded by decreasing profits and
a totally inequitable share of ou national income. As a farmer myself,
I cannot be satisfied with an ec comic system which deals so unjustly
with such a huge segment of the opulation.

Our small towns have been largely bypassed by the tremendous
gains in our national economic product during the past decade.

If we are to deal effectively with the problems confronting America
during the seventies, we must deal with urban and rural problems as
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pieces of the same fabric. Our highly interdependent society cannot
be viewed otherwise.

Mr. Chairman, one of the most debilitating aspects of government
is the fragmentation of responsibility. This almost insures inefficiency,
the accentuation of conflicts, and the alienation of our citizens from
each other and from the government iti*f. The alleviation of inherent
conflicts among communities and people requires mutual recognition
of common problems and opportunities. Georgia has been a leader
among States in the formation of area commissions designed to harness
together Ihe plans and efforts of logically grouped local governmental
entities. Now we are extrapolating this development to the State level.

We do not need to see the Federal Government. through well-mean-
ing laws, drive wedges between our people. As Governor of Georgia% I
am responsible for the development and implementatiini of coordi-
nated programs to meet the needs of all our people. Recent proposals
to estaolish unilateral alliances between Federal agencies and a few
selected communities, excluding the state gm-eminent. are of great
concern to me. One revenue sharing proposalmade by Senator Mus-
kie, I believewould provide grants only to cities with populations
exceeding 50,000. We need carefully planned programs to bind us to-
gether, not to separate us.

I personally favor a financing arrangement similar to that used by
the Law En forcement Assistance Administration. This guarantees
good planning. State coordination, minimum waste on administrative
expense, and maximum State and local government initiative and
control.

PROPOSALS FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT

One of our most fundamental errors in the past has been the over-
riding philosophy that "more is better." Only recently have we be-
gun to realize that quality is not necessarily determined only by
quantity. That is, the quality of life means more than how much our
population grew or x number of jobs were created in this area during
the past year.

With this in mind, I would like to suggest that the Rural Develop-
ment Subcommittee institute comprehensive legislation which recog-
nizes the need for rural-urban balance in America.

As a point of beginning, this legislation should include the follow-,'
ing components:

1. Include State government as an active participant in coordinat-
ing and directing federally assisted programs which affect the rural
and urban areas.

'2. Provide financial incentives for planning and development on
an areawide basis. Most of the crucial problems facing rural areas
economic revitalization, transportation, pollution control, and devel-
opment of human resourcescannot be dealt with on a county-by-
county basis. Rather, they must be solved using an areawide approach
with strong support and guidance from the State. This means the de-
velopment of a strong areawide planning and development process.

3. Provide the fiscal resources to implement the planned develop-
mental facilities and services. Increased public investment in basic
community needs coupled with a decentralization of industry and
manpower training programs would serve to revitalize our rural areas.
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4. Develop and implement a national urban-rural balance growth
policy. We must begin to plan our development if we are to avoid
the wasteful sprawl and severe personal dislocations which have here-tofore characterized our growth.. Along this line, we should have anational regional development program, patterned after the lessons
we have learned from the Appalachian and Coastal Plains regionalexperience.

5. Continue and intensify efforts to provide agriculture with a fair
share of the Nation's economic prosperity.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate very much the opportunity to present
these suggestions and will be watching keenly the results of your
hearings.

Thank you very much.
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you very much, Governor.
rApplausel
Governor, I want to particularly thank you not only for your anal-

ysis of the problem but your very practical and thoughtful, construc-
tive proposals--

Governor CARTER. Thank you, sir.
Senator HUMPHREY (continuing). On which this committee can

concentrate its attention.
Governor CARTER. Thank you.
Senator III-mpirmy. I am sure you speak for many of us in what

you have to say in terms of your proposals for rural development, par-
ticularly your emphasis upon planning, the coordination of the pro-
grams designed to be of help.

Might I also indicate that speaking for myself, and we brought this
subject up yesterday as a matter of fact, on revenue sharing, there
are many proposals before the Congress. It is my view that any revenue
sharing that we have, if it even has the prospect of getting through the
Congress, much less of having any sense of equity, must not only cover
major cities but it must cover the very areg that we are speaking of
right now, because you have well indicated that the problems of urban
America are inseparable from the problems of rurt.1 America, and
it happens to be my judgment from what limited information I have
and as a mayor, former mayor of a big city, a city of half a million
people, that it is impossible to remedy the problems or to remedy the
disf acing of urban America until we get at it at the rural level.

I use the analogy of a flood. Urban America is like a river out of
control, being inundated by the hemorrhage of outmigration from
rural America and the only way you control a flood downstream is up-
stream, and I would hope that your words here today of advice and
counsel would be taken seriously not only by this committee, which
I am sure they will, but by others.

Governor CARTER. Thank you, sir.
Senator HUMPHREY. I now yield to the Senators here, Senator

Talmadge.
Senator TALMADGE. I want to compliment you on your testimony.

I think you have analyzed the problem and stated some of the remedies
in a very concise, effective manner.

A bill that eight members of our Agriculture and Forestry Com-
mittee submitted to the Senate last Wednesday is token consideration
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of the fact that you could not solve any of these problems on an
isolated basis, and we made the area planning and development com-
missions look into part of that. Do you think that was a constructive
suggestion

Governor CARTER. Yes, I thoroughly agree. One of the things our
rural areas have learned is the value of planning and the value of
pulling together the efforts of communities which share ft common area
and common problem, and I have examined in quite a bit of detail
Since I have been Governor the different mechanisms by which Federal
funds are made available to our people. Under the LEAH, it is all
made up of different elements of law enforcement and the funds are
then distributed through the area planning and drvelopment com-
missions in Georgia 'to be administered and contro!led by the local
government.

I personally like the idea of an overall State plan with almost com-
plete control over your final expenditure of funds at the local govern-
mental level and certainly agree your approach to it is a very wise
one, sir.

Senator TAtMADGE. I would appreciate your analyzing the bill which
we submitted to the Congress- in some detail and giving us yonr rec-
ommendations and conclusions on it because I think during the process
of the hearings and looking into various details of it we might find
ways and means of improving it. That would be at least a start and we
have got. something going now which we hope will provide a solution,
one step beyond the title 9. which we wrote into the Agricultural Act
of 070.

At that time we committed our Government to a sound rural and
urban balance We also required the Federal Government to locate in-
stallations in less densely populated areas. We requested from the
executive branch of Government, from the President on down. certain
reports be submitted that we hope can be used as a predicate for fur-
ther legislation.

Only one thing, in conclusion. No Federal 'solution can provide the
answer. They can assist. It will have to be a cooperative effort on the
part of the Federal Government, State governments, county and local
governments, area planning commissions, and finally, just as important
is the local initiative and hard work of the people. We cannot push
anything from-the, top down. It has to be from the bottom up. I do not
want the Federal Government pushing something from the top down.
We have had too much of that already.

Thank you very much.
(Applause.]
Governor CARTER. Thank you.
Senator Cairns. Governor, I want to thank you tor ft very-fine state-

mit. I particularly want to comment on your fifth and last, point-
where you stress the continuing intensified efforts to provide agricul-
ture with a higher income.

I think we should keep in mind in these hearings and in developing a
program that this rural development should be in addition to all the
efforts and programs to increase agricultural income. I believe that we
render a great disservice to accept the notion which creeps in every once
in a while that suggests that farmers should sell their products at sub-
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standard prices but we will give them an opportunity to earn some ex-
tra money working overtime. I dislike that.

I think that farmers are entitled to a fair price for their products
just as much as every other American is entitled to a fair price and that
should always be our objective.

Now, in reference to these programs for rural America, I am im-
pressed by the point you make that we channel through the States.
I think that is important.

Do you feel that it is also important that we on the level of the na-
tional Government see. what can be done to minimize the number of
agencies that a local rural community has to deal with ? Do you think
that is important ?

Governor CARTER. Yes, sir ; I certainly do. I am trying myself to
change Georgia from a government that has 3(X) agencies down to one
that has about 20. I have been concerned about the President's pro-
posal to abolish the Agriculture Department. It is very difficult now
for a farmer like meI happen to grow peanutsto know exactly
where to go to get a particular question answered, and if we do see a
development in the Federal Government in the future to abolish the
Agriculture Department, I hope that it might be replaced with one
that would have as its exclusive duties the development of the rural
areas which might involve the Farmers Home Administration and the
Agriculture Department Extension Service and other matters that re-
late specifically to the development of the smaller communities in
Georgurand throughout the Nation.

But it would be very helpful to us to have a single agency. I think
you noticed in my statement, I said the fragmentation of government
responsibility is one of the most serious afflictions on us and the average
citizen has not nearly so good an insight into the Federal Government
structure as a Governor who has been in office only a few months, and
to try to find the right person to talk to about a question and to be frus-
trated with it is as major factor in alienating the citizens from their
Government and in that way reducing the effectiveness of Government
itself .

Senator CURTIS. I was greatly impressed by our visit to Alma in
Bacon County and one of the things I wish to tabulate. before our rec-
ord is closed is how many separate Federal agencies they had to deal
with.

Governor CARTER. Yes.
Senator Cirrus. The additional overhead cost is important, but far

more than that is that it would frighten most rural communities be-
fore they got started tolife would be over before they familiarized
themselves with these various agencies.

Now, it is true it can be accomplished on a pilot basis or a research
basis or as a pioneer effort such as you have done here, but after all,
we shorld strive for a national policy that is available to all rural
communities and certainly there are more agencies than J think most
public officials could enumerate. Without a list of them we would not
know just what they were doing, and I hope. out of this fine work that
has been clone here locally at Alma that we can at least tabulate the
facts in reference to that and give some attention tolhat angle of the
problem.
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I appreciate your test imony here very much.
Governor CARTER. Thank you, sir. I have talked several times with

young Mayor Henry Bishop, who is one of those citizens th would
seek to find the right person in the long run even if it was disco raging.

I have heard him say several times that when he comes to tlanta
to find an answer to a problem that relates to the Model Cities prob-
lem it takes him 4 or 5 hours to find the right person and then 15
minutes to get his usiness done and that would be typical.

there besides the odel Cities.
Senator CURTI . There are a great many agencies involved over

Gov, nor CARTER. I do not think it would be possible to count them,
20 or 30. IfxtiliTneed extra paper to

Senator is. Do you manufacture paper here ?
Governor CARTER. Yes, that is one of our biggest industries.
Senator ALLEN. Governor Carter, you made a fine presentation

and I congratulate you for it. I said at the outset the .committee was
seeking not only to identify the problem but seek to find some of the
solutions and I think that your statement has given us some very
fine suggested solutions to many of the problems. And I would say
that this committee certainly realizes that Washington is not the
repository of all knowledge, that it does not have the answers to
all the questions. There is a whole lot to be gained `outside of Wash-
ington and it is the function of this committee to go out from Wash-
ington, go out to the people and to get suggestions from you and
from them as to how some of these problems can be solved. And I
would say that if this committee should be able to be the vehicle by
which the recommendations that you have made are implemented,
that it will render a great service to the country.

There is one area that you did not touch on as a possible method of
solving some of the problems of rural America and of urban America,
too, for that matter, nad that is the matter of the development of our
water resources.

We share a common water, common boundary in the Chattahoochee
River for many miles and you send us the waters of the Coosa liver,
to which we add the waters of the Tallapoosa forming the Alabama
River which flows down to Mobile.

Would you not feel that the full development of all of the water
resources of our State and our Nation would be one of the best ways
that we could develop our areas and solve many of the problems of
rural America and many ot the economic problems of this Nation ?

Governor CARTER. Yes, Senator Allen. Only a few weeks ago I
and the Governor of Alabama and rPpresentatives from Florida met
in Dothan to consider this very serkus problem as it relates to use
of the Apalachiocola, Flint, and hCatt hoochee River Basin seaports,
inland seaports, in both Columbus and Bainbridge. In Bainbridge we
derive most of our raw materials for the fertilizer I use on the farm
but we are severely .restricted in the free flow of gods to these two
ports because of the lack of ability apparently of tile Corps of Engi-
neers to maintain an adequate Channel in the Aplachkola River :'
r In addition to that, it is almost impossible, a. Senittor Curtis has
pointed out, to discover who is responsible for 7oviding us bridges
that will be operable and can open to permit ti' . passage of barges
up to Columbus and to Bainbridge. So, this is m; a great potential
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for this region in which we are now located which has not been ade-
quately tapped bckyanse of either lethargy or a lack of understanding
of the responsibility or because.of an inadequate funding for develop-
ment of the river.

I understand, however, that money has been available from the
Congress for many years to keep the channel open up to Columbus
and Bainbridge and to provide bridges across the river which will
permit passage of the barge traffic: So far it has been impossible for
me, in spite of a concerted effort, to discover who can control thelevel of .water in the Chattahooche an Apalachicola, who can deter-
mine whether the power companies open or close the dam locks to
permit enough water level, to support a 'barge, who can determine
v. hen and how. high a new bridge will he constructed across the Chat-
tahoochee River, who an indeed provide an-adequate depth of eltn-
nel in the Apalachicota River, which is .subject to silt.

You have placed your finger on a very important aspe-t of re-straint in the rum] areas wh:ch could open up to TIti cheap materialS
for use and a ready access to the sea for the products that we pmluce.
Yes, sir.

Thank you.
Senator IMES. Thank you very much, Governor.
Governor. CARTER. Mr. Chairman, I deeply appreciate thisopportunity.
Senator HUMPHREY. Does Senator Gambrel! wish 'to ask anyquest ions?
Senator GAMBRELL. I would like to say this, Mr. Chairman, that Ithink it is a fine statement and particularly in that it makes some

specific recommendations. I know we all see from time to time wit-
nesses come before committees and ninke fine generalized reports, butnot make any specific reeommendations. Governor Carter has given
five specific points which I think will be very helpful in the delibera-
tions of this committee.

Governor CARTER. Senator Talmadge, I will certainly provide the
committee with my own comments on the legislation, I will have my
staff acquire a copy of it and I want to than!; von on behalf of the
Governor's office ana for the people of Georgia for honoring us withyour presence here..

Senator Humetair,v. Governor, before you depart. may I on behalf
of the committee, thank you and the State of Georgia for the excel-
lent testimony we heard this mroning on the bus as we were corning
from Almaihere to Tifton, by Dr. J. 'W. Fanning, vice president for
services-1)f the University of Georgia, and by Lt. Gen. Louis Truman,
the executive director of the Georgia Department of Industry and
Trade, and also we had a very fine statement from your junior Sena-tor, Senator Gambrell.

'We are particularly grateful for the valuable information that wereceived on your rural development program here in the State. We
will also incorporate all of that testimony as a part of the official
report of this committee.

Governor CARTER. Senator Humphrey, I might also add in closing
that I sat next `to you at lunch and I could tell that you were one of
us when I saw how Much fried okra you consumed.

[Laughter.] [Applause.]
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Senator HUMPHREY. Governor, I like grits, too.
[Laughter.]
Our next witness will be Mr. Hal A. Davis, the executive director

of the Coastal Plains Area Planning and Development Commission,
and piesident of the Georgia Regional Executive Directors Associa-
tion.

Might I say to the witnesses, if you will take this in the spirit of
mutual cooperation, if you can abbreviate your statements, give us the
summation, so to speak, in the interests of time, it would be very
helpful.

Senator Curtis had to leave' us because of an important engagement
that, he has to fulfill in Washington and in Nebraska since he is the
Senator from Nebraska. I will be required to leave a little earlier this
a fternoon than I had hoped for because not the State of Minnesota
is calling for me but that I think I ought to return there for a very
good reason. So. if you .will proceed there on that basis, Mr. Davis
and we will, of course, make all of the testimony a part of our record
and it will be very carefully studied by members of our staff, analyzed
aid made available to the Senate.

STATEMENT OF HAL A. DAVIS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COASTAL
PLAIN AREA PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION, VAL-
DOSTA. GA., AND CHAIRMAN, GEORGIA REGIONAL EXECUTIVE
DIRECTORS ASSOCIATION,.

Mr. Davis. I will summarize my statement.
Mr. Chairman, members of the Senate Rural Development Sub-,

committee, Senator Gambrell, and distinguished guests, as chairman
of the Georgia Regional Executive Directors Association, I represent
the executive directors of 19 multicounty planning and development
commissions. These blanket the State of Georgia. The area commis-
sions are supported by a combination of local, Federal, and State tax
money. Generally speaking, the budgets range from about $150,000 to
approximately $250,000 per year.

Taking my commission as an example, my annual budget is about
$220.000, approximately one-sixth of which is local funds raised at
'5 cents per .capita from each county, approximately one-third is
State funds, and about one-half is Federal funds.

The Federal funds that the area commissions use are usually derived
from one or several of the following sources. Economic Development
Administration planning grants. There are 13 such designated dis-
tricts in Georgia funded by the Economic Development Administra-
tion. Most use 701 funds from the Department of Housing and Urban
Development. The Department of Justice safe streets act, planning
grants funds are used by almost every area commission. Most have
used Farmers home Administration money for water and sewer plan-4
ring. Comprehensive health planning grants are also used in Georgia
from the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, and Appa-
lachian funds for local development districts.

The general purpose of , the area planning development commis-
sions is to promote the economic development and physical improve-
ment of the areas served. In order to achieve this purpose, the area
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commissions do planning, research, and development work in several
fields. Some of these are industrial development, local planning assist-
ance, regional planning, recreation planning, tourism development,
human resource development, and many special needs of the area
being served by the individual commission.

Area commission industrial development work is usually carried
out in several ways. First, the commission staffs do research to provide
information to statewide industrial development agenciessuch as
the Georgia Department of Industry and Trade, or the railroads, the
banks, and similar agencies that are contacted by industrial prospects
interested in locating in the southeast. This information permits these
statewide agencies to furnish the prospects with specific information
on the communities in Georgia.

Then, the area commission staffs work to coordinate the efforts of
the local communities with the State agencies that receive these pros-
pects, and helping them to show the potentials of our rural
communities.

The commissions work step by step with individual communities
helping.them in details such as identifying the need for an industrial
park, showing them where it should be located, how to design it,_
where to get their funds, helping them to make Federal applications
for funds when such funds are available, guiding them until the en-
tire project is complete; and assisting the community leaders with
the prospects, and showing them the sites, helping prospective indus-
tries to obtain funds to build their plants from sources such as the
Small Business Administration and the Economic Development
Administration.

The commission staffs also work in local planning assistance.
Through this assistance they also help the communities to become ready
for industry as well as to be a more enjoyable place to live. They assist,
with such matters as zoning ordinances, subdivision regulations, land
use plans, central business district plans, flood plain zoning, or any
type of local physical plans which would be a needed part of a compre-
hensive plan.

Then, in a similar manner the commissions undertake regional phys-
ical planning. Examples are regional transportation planning, re-
gional land use planning, airport planning. The commission coordi-
nates the local plans with the regional plans and coordinate the
regional plans with statewide plans.

The commissions also work in the field of recreation, assisting with
the development of local recreation programs and facilities and assist -
in. with theapplication for funds for the implementation of the plans.

Many of the commissions work in the field of tourism. An example
o! one tourism program is in the Coastal Plain Area Commission. In
this area, the commission organized a tourism council of local business-
men who operate establishments which serve the traveling public. In
the council, these businessmen join together to advertise their common
assets to the traveling public in the area.

Assisting private developers is another way in which many commis-
sions contribute in the field of tourism. In this way, the commissions
help to develop potentials for tourist recreation throughout the State
of Georgia. -
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The commissions also work in the field of human resource develop-
. ment. For instance, the public service careers program is being ad-

ministered by several area commissions. These programs help the dis-
advantaged people to gain experience and training which they need to
hold a job in public service institutions.

Also a program in child development and a program for the aged
are being initiated in two area commissions at this time. The commis-
sions in the early days of the OEO helped to form CAP organizations
throughout the State. The CAP organizations are now independent
organizations.

Then, of course, the commission works, as I said, in developing
special projects to meet the individual needs of each area. .One excel-
lent example of such special projects is the Floriculture Co-op, which
was developed in the Heart of Georgia area commission. This program
is designed to help the farmer to learn the growing of flowers, and
to market them through the co-op. It has been a tremendous success
and it is going to be even more of a success, we believe, in the near
future.

The commissions often work together. Six area commissions are now
working on a limited access highway plan which would traverse the
State of Georgia. They are working together to document the real
need for this highway as well as on the location plan.

Comprehensive health programs have been applied for on a coop-
erative basis among several area commissions. Area commissions are
also working cooperatively across the State on the Governor's goals for
Georgia program. These are only several examples of where we work
together on State or regional programs.

Now, these are just some of the highlights of area commissions. It
was my intention to show how tht. commissions do both planning and
implementation, how we have had experience in the administration of
programs such as, the PSC program or OEO or omnibus crime law
enforcement program.

We are working with the Governor on reorganization of district
boundaries so that our boundaries will be co-terminius with all the
different districts in Georgia, and we will have a more meaningful
program id the future than we have now.

I believe, the APDC's have demonstrated ability to plan locally,
and regionally and to coordinate these plans locally, regionally and
statewide we have demonstrated ability to carry the plans through to
successful implementation and to administer new programs as the
need arises. I think this administration is extremely important.

We have demonstrated in the past a willingness, to be involved in
and/or to administer new programs, State or Federal, and we are
ready now to become even more deeply involved in new programs to
aid in the development of rural Georgia.

Thank you very much.
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you. Might I just ask one or two quick

questions? Your budgetwhat is th-.!, amount of your budget for the
State?

Mr. DAVIS. The entire State of Georgia ?
Senator HUMPHREY. No. I meant for your work. Coastal Plains

Area Planning and Development Commission.
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Mr. DAvis. We have nine counties in the Coastal Plains Area Plan-
ning and Development Commission, and the budget for this commis-
sionLineluding all Federal, State, and local money, is about $220,000.
It fluctuates as we receive grants. Our State funds 4,nount, to $65,000.

Senator IIrmenuny. And the rest of it is Federal.
Mr. DA.vis. Xo. Thet)ve have about $35,000, in local 'funds and the

rest of it is Federal.
Senator IIumpnitEr. 'When you use the word commission, you are

speaking of the nine counties.
Mr. DAvis. Right. The multicounty planning district.
Senator HUMPHREY. And you are speaking, in other words, of.your

area district planning commissions, is that right?
Mr. Davis. Right. I represent an organization of executive direc-

tors from all of these commissions and I was speaking in general about
them and specifically in some instances about my own commission.

Senator Huaiennev. You have 19 of these area districts, though. do
you not, in the State?

Mr. DAvis. That is correct.
Senator HUMPHREY.. And only nine coastal development commis-

sions. Nine counties that are affected by the Coastal Plain Area.
Mr. DAvo. 'Yes, I believe nine Georgia counties are included in the

Coastal Plain Regional Commission.
Senator HUMPHREY. One other thing. How do you coordinate the

work of the Coastal Plain Area Planning and Development Com-
mission with, for example, your Georgia Department of Industry and
Trade?

Mr. Davis. We meet with them on a fairly regular basis. They visit
our offices on occasion. We furnish them with information about our
area which is given to industrial prospects when they come in. We
also furnish them with continued information that they put into a
data processing system that they can keep current at all timrse, about
the State of Georaia and about our communities.

Senator HTTMPHREY. What I am really concerned about is we have
the ..`,.ppalachia Commission, we have the Coastal Plains Commission.
Do we diet in each other's hair or are there lines of demarcation, et
cetera, or are there ways and means of communicating SO that we
maximize the use of the personnel and the Federal dollar?

Mr. DAVIS. Of course, my commission is in the Coastal Plains Re-
gional Commission.

Senator HU3TPTIREY. Yes.
Mr. Davis. We-work with this commission through its representative

in the Bureau of State Planning and Community Affairs here in
Georgia. The Bureau coordinates the relationship of all area commis-
sions with these two regional commissions. And then, of course, all
of its know the staff of the Coastal Plain-Regional Commission per-
sonallvthose in Washington and those who have been here in
Georgia.

Senator FIrrstrirarr. Well. I shall not take more time but it does
bother me, not that we have these commissions but what I worry about
is that when we set up. for exampl% under State law. which is so de-
sirable, the area or district planning commissions, the multicountv
type of setup. which is the State apparatus, which is really at the
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Mart and core of wha, we are trying to do for local planning, what I
am concernedlbout is w do the ny Federal agencies, how do the
Federal regional conmussi e into the plans into the operations
of the area or the district, State multicounty commissions.

Mr. DAVIS. Well, fortunately, here in Georgiaour bureau of State
planning:and community affairs helps to coordinate this. The bureau
has staff members who are assigned to both, the Coastal Plains Com-
mission and the Appalachian Commissionto coordinate our work
with their work. Here in Georgia we have a State investment plan for
those commissions.' The State investment plan is fed to the bureau, the
State bureau, from the area planning and development commissions.
So; we receive the benefit of the bureau's coordinating powers and I
think we are successful in being able to accomplish that here.

Senator HUMPHREY. Senator? . .

Senator TALMADGE. Very briefly, Mr. Davis, I want to congratulate
you on your statement. I am proud of what our area planning com-
missions have done in Georgia. Our State has pioneered, of all the
States in the Union, in that direction.

For the record, how are your members of the board of directors of
your planning commissions selected? Coastal Plain Planning Com-
mission, for instance?

Mr. DAvirs. There are various alternatives in the State, but let's take
my commission as an examine. We have nine counties. From all nine
counties we have one man appointed by the county commission, and we
have another appointed. by the mayor and council of the county seat.

In addition to that, we have as an advisory board member, a minor-
ity person, who is appointed jointly by the county commission and
mayor-council from each county.
. Now other commissi . are formed differently. For instance, one

nrcommission has three embers appointed from each county, one by the
city council, one by the county commission, and then one agreed upon
by the two as a full board member, not an advisory board member, a
minority member.

Senator TAimAnor.. What I am getting at, it is a coordinated effort
on the part of all the people in the planning area without any exclu-
sions where all can be represented, is that it, municipal and county
goverchments ? .,

Mr. DAVIS. That is right. Oftentimes, for instance, the mayor may
appoint himself to the board so we have representation of elected of-
ficials and sometimes w% have representatives of those elected officials.

Senator TALMADGE. And in that way you can coordinate your efforts
and work without one county working in one direction and the other
in another and a municipality In a third direction.

Mr. Devis.'That is exactly right. We have one board representing
all of these different interests. .

Senator TALMADGE. And it is responsive to the wishes of both the
comities and the municipalities in the area affected.

Mr. DAVIS. It certainly is. yes.
Senator TAT,MADGE. Thank you very much.
Senator HUMPHREY. Senator Mien?
Senator ALLEN. Thank you very much for your testimony. I have

no quest ions.
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Senatorauzuwaax. Senator Gambrell I
Senator GAMBRELL. Let me make one comment. I am very proud of

the showing that has been made here of planning in Georgia in con-
nection with revenue sharing all across the board, rural development
and urban development and otherwise: I think one of the criteria
ought to be that we do not spend money or do not send money from
Washington to places that do not need money and have not planned
for it. Here in Georgia, this system of planning commissions means
that we will discover our needs and we will have plans to utilize
money that is distributed under revenue-sharing plans of any kind.
I think this is important and other States ought to be similarly
equipped.

Mr. Davis. Thank you very much.
Sen for HUMPHREY. We thank you, and your entire testimony by

the y, which is very well documented, will be included in our
reco .

Thank you very much, Mr. Davis.
Mr. Davis. There are 19 multicounty planning and development

districts in.the State of Georgia. These 19 districts, called area plan-
ning and development commissions (APDC's) blanket the State and
range in size from five to thirteen counties an4 include both urban
and rural areas. Generally, the purpose of the area planning and de-
velopment commissions is the economic and physical improvements
of the areas which each serves. Georgia's APDC's are unique in that
they are grassroots organization*formed through voluntary cooper-
ation of the member counties anecities in those counties, pursuant to
the Georgia General Planning Enabling legislation.

The first area planning and development commission in Georgia
was formed more than a decade ago in the northwestern section of
the State. Called the Coosa Valley APDC, it was formed as a pilot
program supported by State and local funds. It was one of the

attempts in the United States to combine efforts to provide plan-
ning assistance and to coordinate economic development activities on
an areawide basis. Because of its success, the State of Georgia offered
to provide matching funds in the same manner as to Coosa Valley to
any group of counties in the State of Georgia which wished to join
together for planning and development purposes. Within a relatively
short time, almost the entire State followed the example of north-
west Georgia.

AFDC FUNDING

AFDC's are supported financially through a combination of Federal,
State and local funding. Member cities and counties contribute a fixed
amount annually based upon their population. This per capita con-
tribution by the local governments is matched by a State grant of up
to $65,000 annually to each APDC.

In addition, the APDC's supported by planning grants and pro-
grams of the various Federal agencies such as nonmetropolitan district
planning grants from the Department of Housing and Urban Devel-
opment; planning grants from the Economic Development Adminis-
tration of the Department of Commerce (to those APDC's which are
designated as economic development districts) ; planning grants from
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the Department of Justice for the administration of the Omnibus
Crime Bill and Safe Streets Act; grants for water and sewer larTing
from the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Farmers Home mis-
tration ; Comprehensive Health planning grant under the P ment
of Health, Education, and Welfare ; planning grants from the Ap-
palachian Regional Commission for those APDC's which are dcfsig-
nated as local development districts (LDD) ; and other Federal
programs and planning grants.

. FUNCTIONS

The general purpose of the area planning and development com-
missions, as stated above, is to promote the economic. developmett and
physical improvement of the area served. More specifically, it is the
mission of the commission to undertake research and development of
plans, to motivate, to coordinate, and to assist with implementation.

Included in research and development of plans is first the identifica-
tion of problems. These consist of economic, educational, social, fiscal,
and environmental problems as well as others. It is the function of the
APDC to become thoroughly familiar with these problems and develop
systematic, workable plans and programs for mitigating or eliminating
them. It is intended that public officials. from local and State levels,
utilize this research and other information provided by the APDC's
as a basis for making their own decisions for improvements. Informa-
tion gathered in research efforts may also be used by private develop-
ers; however, its prime purpose is to serve as a basis for plans to solve
the problems of the district.

It is the function of the area planning and development commission
to motivate public officials and other community leaders by informing
them of the source of their community problems and by making inno-
vative and practical suggestions and alternate feasible methods of
solving these problems. This motivation includes demonstrating to
local governmental leaders that local tax monies can be multiplied
when they are used to match. various State and Federal monies in pro-
grams designed to help solve their problems.

In carrying on the above mentioned functions, area planning and
development commissions generally operate with individual programs
designed to work primarily in a single area. Examples of these areas
are law enforcement, environmental planning, industrial and economic
development, human resources development, recreation and tourism.

In most area commissions, the law enforcement planning program
operates under a planning grant from the Omnibus Crime Control
and Safe Streets Act. The purpose of the program is to assist local
units of government in the APDC district in the developments of
programs to improve law enforcement and in making application for
Federal _funds to implement these programs. For the above purpose,
law enforcement is defined as the total criminal justice system, in-
cluding police, courts, juvenile delinquency, probation and parole,
and corrections. In addition to helping local communities obtain the,
benefits of the Omnibus Crime Bill, APPC law enforcement planning
programs also render other forms of assistance to the area. Establish-
ment of law enforcement and criminal justice degree programs at area
colleges is an example of this type of assistance. The department also
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organizes areawide law enforcement 'intelligence units, to foster co-
operative law enforcement efforts.

Environmental planning programs become involved in regional solid
waste disposal planning,regional open space planning, regional river
basin and flood plain planning, regional comprehensive planning, re-
gional recreation planning. regional economic base analysts, and trans-
portation planning.. In addition to Federal assisted planning stlidies,
the APDC's publish maps and brochures to aid member cities and
counties. The environmental planning:section also provides staff assist-
ance at regularly scheduled meeting of local city/county planning
commissions to give advice on zoning and subdivision regulation im-
plementation.

Area commission industrial and economic development planning
,programs direct their efforts at increasing industrial and economic
growth of their areas. The Se programs are primarily concerned with
projects which have an area influence. They offer staff assistance to
individual city and county governments, local chambers of commerce,
industrial authorities, aml development authorities. The programs in-
clude: research to ider'-ify problems which contribute to the economic
problems of the area r ,ninnendation for actions which will allevi-
ate identified problems and increase potential for economic growth ;
offering assistance to attract new industry.

The purpose of the AMC recreation program is to aid in the
development of recreation fazilities for local communities by provid-
ing technical assistance from the APDC staff and by helping to ob-
tain technical and financial assistance from various State and Fed-
eral programs.

APDC tourism programs are designed to promote an increased
level of tourism throughout the commission area. APDC tourism staffs
also assist private landowners and inviduals in the development and
promotion of tourist attractions. This activity may include working
with landowners on the feasibility of developing campgrounds, Or ad-
vi,;ing individuals on the development and management of fishing
lakes and hunting preserves for lease.

A PDC human resource programs are designed to improve the em-
ployment potential, educational level, and general well being of the
disadvantaged people in their areas. As example of a human resource

the public service careers pogh.m (PSC) which is
underwav in several' Georgia APDC's. The PSC program is de-
simied to 'help secure permanent employment within public insti-
tutions for disadvantaged workers. They also assist in the upgrading
of certain employees of these agencies. The program is funded by
the U.S. Department-of Labor and administered by the P.S. Depart-
ment of Commerce, Economic Development Administration. Exam-
ples of persons who may be trained under the program are hospital
orderlies, clerks, carpenters, medical records clerks, and automotive
mechanics.

One of the most important functions of an area planning and de-
velopment commission is to serve as a coordination agency for the
area. Commission staff members, in this capacity, serve as liaisons
between member local governments and various Federal and State
agencies. An example of this function is the regional clearinghouse
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program of the area commission. In this program, the area commis-
sions review most Federal and State applications which originate
within the area in order to insure that there is no duplication of pro-
grams. This activity is carried out by working directly with State and
Federal agency personnel on behalt of local officials concerned with
the project. This APDC activity services- to satisfy the directive of
the Bureau of the Budget, A-95.

APDC''s establish and implement programs designed to coordinate
the efforts of citizens of local communities in programs which would
allow these citizens individual participation. An example of this is
the Coastal Plain Area Tourism Council which is administered under
the auspices of the Coastal Plain Area Planning and Development
Commission headquartered in Valdosta. The purpose of the tourism
council is to develop an areawide tourism program designed to in-
crease. the economic potential of the entire area. It encourages tourists
passing through the area to stop and spend money. Another example
is the APDC Sheriffs and Police Intelligence Units which are organi-
zationseof areawide law enforcement officials, established to offer in-
creased protection of persons and property in the area. The units areintended to be available particularly in times of emergencies such
as an actual disaster or riot. Any one town or county could not muster
the forces necessary to handle a disaster or any consequence. The
emergency squad can.

Coordination of expenditures and tax money and other local moneys
to insure the greatest economic impact and the highest possible returnfor the tax moneys spent by the .district citizens is also an APDCfunction. Examples of this function is the assistance APDC's pro-vide local communities in obtaining grants from the various Federal
agencies including the Department of Interior Land and Water Con-
servation Fund, the Public Works and Economic Development pro -grains of the U.S. Department of Commerce, Economic Development
Administration. Community facilities grant program of the U.S.
Department of Ilousing and Urban Development, and the programs
of the various other Federal agencies. All of these programs give the
citizens in the district the maximum possible return for their taxdollar.

Lrea planning and development commissions serve as regional
sources of coordination. An example is the coordination among sixAPDC's across South Georgia which are involved in assisting their
member counties in planning for a new limited access highway which
will traverse Georgia. Also, three area planning and development
commissions are coordinating their efforts to increase the quality ofhealth care in the 30-county area by forming a comprehensive health
planning organization under a program of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare.

Area planning and development commissions whose boundaries ad-
join neighboring States have coordinated their programs with those
of other States. An example of this is the Withlacoochee River Canoe
Trail which begins irf Georgia and ends in Florida on the Suwannee
River. This canoe trail has enabled many travelers to traverse the
river from Georgia to Florida in an uninterrupted and well-plannedtrip. .
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Georgia APDC's involved in assisting local communities imple-
ment proposals originating in the specific local towns. This is done by
assisting in the preparation of various project applications submitted
by the town. APDC staffs also provides technical assistance to individ-
uals in their respective areas by providing information and advice
needed to implement locally funded programs or projects. Examples
of this are local recreation programs designed with the assistance of
APDC staff members.

All Georgia APDC's assist in the implementation of the various
programs or proposals of the State agencies when requested. Exam-
ples are APDC assistance in implementing a statewide airport systems
plan, a statewide transportation plan, and the gathering of informa-
tion for a statewide comprehensive outdoor recreation plan that will
enable the State of Georgia to qualify for land and water conserva-
tion funds under the U.S. Department of the Interior.

Several Georgia APDC's have been instrumental in establishing
regional law enforcement training academies and facilities through-
out the state of Georgia. In addition, some APDC's have designed and
implemented course curricula in at least two of Georgia's colleges
which offer courses in subjects leading to degrees in the fields of police
science, criminology, and public safety. In addition, some Georgia
APDC's are involved in implementing management assistance pro-.
grains to their member towns and counties.

FORECAST AND CONCLUSION

The 19 area planning and development commissions in the State of
Georgia are today making vigorous efforts to begin working together
more closely so that they may multiply many times over the services
they have rendered to the citizens of their areas in the past. It is hoped
that this effort will culminate in new programs which will employ a
regional approach to the general and specific functions and problems
of government. These programs would lead to APDC assistance to
county and municipal governments in such possible areas as water and
sewage billing, the service of utilities, the collection of taxes, and
others.

It is apparent that Georgia's local governments are today in a fi-
naneially critical state. They are unable to meet the demands placed
upon them by their citizens with the limited sources of funds now
available. The result is a constant reliance on the one basic revenue
source which is already overburdenedad valorem taxes. To mitigate
this situation. APDC's incision programs of consolidation of services
which would lead to more efficiency and consequently more service for
every dollar available. This can be accomplished through the regional
approach to government and its problems. The regional approach,

. icr, fated by APIA-s, would replace the local approach which has 11011-
become antiquated and obsolete.

In order to be of the greatest service to their member governments.
area planning and development commissions are making a concerted
effort to become more closely coordinated with state government. They
arc presently realising their boundaries, making them coterminous
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with the botindaries of major Georgia State Department districts. The
purpose of this massive change is to create a closer working relation-
ship between itrea commissions and State agencies, and to insure that
area and I1 plans coincide with those of the State of Georgia. Dis-
tricts whose boundaries are to be made coterminous rith those of area
commissions are health, highway, welfare, vocational education, and
others. Once the mission is accomplished, all facets of State govern-
ment will be concentrated in each separate district rather than in
overlarling districts. This concentration will be much more conducive
to meaningful regional plans and to the regional approach to govern-
ment.

To reach optimum effectiveness, area planning and development dis-
tricts first attempt to establish a rapport with local citizenry and to
demonstrate an ability to function in behalf of the ,people. This rela-
tionship has already been accomplished. In general, all of the districts
in Georgia have reached a point of local trust. This accomplishment
should clear the way for many more programs of the type area com-
missions are now administering. Iii addition, the confidence which has
been established will make possible even broader programs than those
already in operation. Long-range plans include establishment of pro-
grams such as youth development programs, geared to developing
the future community leaders of rural Georgia communities; circuit
rider personnel management and city management personnel; and
other similar services. With the rapport and confidence that we have
today, the next few years will undoubtedly develop unused potential
of planning and development districts to reshape the course of rural
Georgia.

Senator litasrmEr. Our next witness is Mr. Tim Maund, executive
director, Central Savannah River Area Planning and Development
Commission, accompanied by two of his board members, Randolph
Karrh and Lucius Merrion.

Please come forward, gentlemen. We welcome you and we thank
you for being here.

STATEMENT OF TIM MAUND, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CENTRAL
SAVANNAH RIVER AREA PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT COM-
MISSION, AUGUSTA, GA.

Mr. MAUND. First, let me say again, too, Senator Humphrey, it is
our pleasure to appear before you and I do have with me today two
members of the board of directors of the Central Savannah River
Area Planning and Development Commission who wish to talk about
their experience with an area planning and development commission
at the local level. In this case these gentlemen are from Swainsboro,
Ga., the first economic development center that was to be the second
center in an economic development district recognized by the U.S.
Department of Commerce.

They have quite a story to tell and they will summarize their testi-
mony briefly and then I will have a couple of comments to make
myself.

First, I would call on Rev. Lucius Merrion to give his remarks.
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STATEMENT OF REV. LUCIUS MERRION, MEMBER, BOARD OF DI-
RECTORS, CENTRAL SAVANNAH RIVER AREA PLANNING AND
DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION, SWAINSBORO, GA.

Reverend MERRION. Mr. Chairman and Senator Talmadge and
Senator Gambrell and other guests, first, let me say it is gratifying to
have this opportunity to appear before distinguished members of this
Subcommittee on Rural Development to discuss some of our ideas of
rural. development.

1 would like to familiarize you with the area that I represent so that
you may be able to put my comments into the proper perspective.

The Central Savannah River Area Planning and Development
Commission is a commission composed of 13 counties in eastcentral
Georgia adjacent to the Savannah River. I am one of the members
of the board of directors appointed from the national service and
regional councils. Swainsboro is the county seat of Emanuel county.
It is located at the southern end of the region and is a desigulited re-
gional growth center. It was the first community in the Nation to
become designated as a secondary growth center.

I would like to limit my remarks to a few specifics in rural planning
and development.. We feel that if we are to continue to develop rural
America, there must be a coordinated local and area planning and de-
velopment program. We feel that any legislation which is predicated
on the need of rural development should encourage multi jurisdictional
cooperation of State and local government to insure that the decision
is undertaken through a process of planning and management at the
regional scale. We feel that State and local governments should take
a broader viewpoint, that they must interrelate decisions pertaining
to certain functions, activities like transportation, housing, public
schools, hospitals, equal opportunity in employment, environment
and development of other community faEll HUM

DOCTORS AND HOSPITAL CALL

We feel that doctors and hospital service should be top priority in
our community. Federal grants should be made available to students
in rural communities. There should be programs to equip local hospi-
tals with modern equipment and to upgrade hospital workers pay.

HOUSING

Housing conditions in rural communities still have a long way to
go before the need of the people can be met. Although we do have
low income housing programs there are many wno do not qualify for
these programs and are still in desperate need of decent homes in
which to live.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

We feel that public schools must secure young people who are com-
ing out of college if we are to better our public schools. There must
be more Federal aid to public education beginning with day care cen-
ter programs.
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TRANSPORTATION

Transportation is very essential in rural development. Better high-
ways and airports will help in this. We believe that the success of
economic development programs undertaken by county, multicounty
and district organizations and communities depend upon the active
participation and support of all segments of the community includ-
ing the disadvantaged groups the programs are designed to benefit.
In many communities, however, the poor unemployed and ender-'
employed are minority groups who have been given little opportunity
to take part in decisionmalung processes of organizations whose eco-
nomic development activities affect them.

Again, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to appear
before this committee. I appreciate your interest in rural development
processing in the Nation.

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you very much, Reverend. Thank you
very much.

Reverend MERRION. This is Randolph Karrh, Senator.
Senator HUMPHREY. Mr. Randolph Karrh.

STATEMENT OF RANDOLPH C. BARRE, MEMBER, BOARD OF DI-
RECTORS. CENTRAL SAVANNAH RIVER AREA PLANNING AND
DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION, SWAINSBORO, GA.

Mr. ICamiu. Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the sub-
committee, I would like to preface my remarks by saying this is kind
of a scary proceeding here and I have been trying to settle.down. I did
start feeling better when Senator Talmadge took off his coat and loos-
ened his tie. I felt like I was a little bit more at home.

So, I feel a little bit more relaxed today.
I do appreciate the opportunity of being here. Our plight in viral

Georgia and rural America is well known. I think it is fully documented
and I do not want to waste your time on it.

Outmigration from our area into urban areas has left us with
diminished services of every kind. We fully support and wish to go
on record of supporting your efforts to mold and create a national
policy which will help to bring about a balanced population distribu-
tion which will offer people a greater choice about the environment in
which they live.

At present those of us who want to.particinate in the maximum bene-
fits of our civilization are almost forced to live in urban areas. It is a
strange thing but for the cknduct of business and industry, this is not
necessary. With the growth of communication and transportation
technology, this has reduced the space-time ratio. Activities can be
spread out over larger areas and remain as coordinated as before. Cities
for business and industry are not technically necessary.

Further, a broader population distribution would help reduce the
bad effects of diseconomies of scale. Analysts are pointing out now
that once your population density passes a certain point, the per capita
costs of all services rise.

I can still get a television set almost correctly repaired in Swainsboro
cheaper than they can at Atlanta.

63-582-71 Pt. 3 34
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Beyond a certain point economies of scale turn into diseconomies.
For this reason we believe both the urbah and rural areas will benefit
from what you are doing on a balanced national growth policy. .

Now, I want to stress three points to you. First of all, I feel that
this committee, as Senator Curtis a minute ago said, I think that you
fully. recognize that a dedication to the proposition of an adequate
farm income for the farmer, the producer of food and fiber, must be
the foundation on which rural prosperity is to be built. We want to
stress that. We recognize that problem in our area. We must not'do
anything to diminish this income or so deemphasize the needs of our
actual producers of food and fiber.

Now, it is for these reasons, and that specific reason, that in our
Area Planning and Development Commission we reject respectfully
the President's proposals on rural revenue sharing and his sister pro-
posal on reorganization. We feel these two programs would abolish
the U.S. Department of Agriculture and remove the farmer from the
highest councils of the executive branch of the Government. These
programs would existthey would destroy the existing Federal, State,
and local Programs where if properly funded, these programs can
reverse our population trends.

To me personally the most tragic victims of these programs would
be the abolishment of the regional planning commissions. I recognize
that this could be carried on on a voluntary basis but I do not feel that
State governments being- hard pressed for funds, would necessary
conductwould continue the Coastal Plains and Appalachian Regional
Commissions on a voluntary basis.

Now, the effect of this would he to deemphasize the farmer and his
problems, placing him in a secondary position to others of rural devel-
opment. We stress this because we do not want a restructuring of
development to take over and actually cut the fa riniu. out of his needs.
-There has got to be an addition to it.

Now, our second point gets to our success in our county. Now. we
want to stress that in our opinion, the geographical mdistribution of
industrial plants and the jobs they create is truly the only practical
method of controlling population densities. Emanuel County stand's as
an oasis in a desert of out-migration. In 1920 there were 25.862 people
in Emanuel County. By 1960, 40 years later, our population had re-
duced to 17,800 people. Today we have 18,389.

We have done this by hard work, cooperative effort from all the peo-
ple of our county, and the efforts of our Central Savannah River Area
Planning eelopment Commission. We have reversed a 40-year
trend.

In 19 d 893 people employed in industry and in 1962 this
figure ha own to 1,60g, Today we have 3,600 people employed in
industry. T rough the of the CSRA and the Economic Develop-
ment Administration, obtained a grant and have built a 600 acre
industrial park. It is fully served by electric power and natural gas
and water.

We have 42 industries now in Emanuel County and six are located
in this industritl park which employs 585 people. We have got mom
for 300 or 400 more. We hope to get them in there.

52;i.
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Now, Swainsboro, Ga.. was our county seat. It was the first cominu-
nity.to obtain a designation of secondary growth center within an Area
Planning and Development Commission. This growth center designa-
tion with the long-range regional planning commission concept in-
eluding the construction of interstate limited access development roads
connecting growth centers plus the impact of our Magic Mall indus-
trial park makes the future of my county look very bright.

My third point, gentlemen, is we do wish to put our support behind
you in the creation of a rural development bank. We urge that ,the
bank be created. We urge that you use the existing commercial banks
Or the Federal land bank or the Production Credit Association to ad-
minister the physical needs of this bank but we do wish to go on record
as being in favor of it.

Thank you.
. Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you very much.
Mr. MAUND. Senator, to very briefly go through a couple of things.

First, to say any legislation which is predicated on the need for rural
development should encourge multijuridictional cooperation.

Secondly, you mentioned the Department of Industry and Trade and
we tried what we call a contact committee that was made up of local
leadership to contact the State development people. We found out that
this volunteer effort failed because they got discouraged after a couple
of years and, therefore, we hired through contract, a professional from
a university institution to do this and we have achieved success in our
developing program through that method.

Another thing that we have done in our area and one that we feel is
essential in any regional program; that is, to identify the independent
growth center, give them the necessary tools and resources to continue
growth so that they might help that dependent area around theM.
Wh en I say independent growth center. I do not mean some conunun-
ity that is 250,000. I mean a community like Swainsboro of 7,500 or any
community that has shown the potential, for growth.

AnOther thing that were concerned about hiloUr area and one that
ire have worked on, has' heen our environment. Par the past 3 years
we ,have prepared a solid waste plan for our area. The collection and
disposal of solid waste is a rural problem as well as an urban problem.
We are trying our best through this area plan, to get counties to go
together and support jointly a land fill and collection program be -,
cause that is the way they can best afford it and that fa the way they
can best manage it. We are concerned in rural America about manage-
ment.

Because of that concern we have spent a great deal of time working
with our tax officials on how best to. collect their money and working
with the State revenue department. Recently we got together with the
revenue department and we prepared a plan for automating the tax
records of the counties in our areaOur commission paid the setup
charge for these tax records on the computer system and those coun-
ties now have automated tax records.

Another thing we did along that same line was with the city and
county budgeting process in our area. We designed a computer pro-
gram in budgeting aml accounting for small communities. We have
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one community, IVitylieshoro, whose testimony you will receive in brief
front W. H. Harper, a bank executive, which has been on that system
for a year and they have more effectively managed their affairs since
they were on this system. We believe that this is the way to assist in
the proper utilization of resources whether they be local, Federal or
State.

Another thing that I have commented before to Congressman Nat-
nik and also to Senator Montoya's Committee on Economic Develop-
ment and Public Works, is the moratorium on local real estate and
other taxes. This is something that has been kicked around and there
is a 445 million limit on the amount that industry can expand without
a moratorium. We would suggest that maybe there should be stipu-
lated in any enabling legislation that would give Federal assistance,in
this direction that the local units of government acquiring industry
tinder these provisions may not give tax incentives of their own. A
rural development bank may be the answer to this problem. Anything
that will get big money into rural America at competitive rates will
help immeasurably.

Senator HumeintEr. You study our bank proposal carefully, the
one that Senator Talmadge and myself and other members of this
committee introduced because we get right at the heart of that problem.

Mr. MAUND. Good.
Senator HUMPHREY. Right to it.
Mr. MAUND. I hope so. The other part that Hal Davis mentioned, our

area is well planned, as well as the rest of the State. We are ready
for the resources that can become available for rural development.

Another thing is cooperation. Many State and Federal agencies co-
operate with. the area planning and development commissions and
practically all of them have operating agreements wtih various depart-
ments of the Agriculture Department, particularly the Soil Conserva-
tion Service, and so forth.

I would say that any agency such as Agriculture Department with
22,000 subagenciee throughout America that is undergoing a vital
change, should have this type of facility that we have here in the
Rural Development Center to deliver the bacon, 'if you please, to rural
America so we can keep feeding urban America and share in its quality
of life.

Another comment is, as has been mentioned, there are some 500
regional councils throughout the country today and through our na-
tional association, the National Service to Regional Councils we be-
lieve that. Wsome 200 or 1O0 moil. councils would give this Nation a
system of development districts or area planning and developtrient
commissions or regionalism, if you please, so that urban and rural
America can be brought together through the elected .process and,
therefore, can share in the resources of this Nation.

One other thing, and it is kind of a prediction, something that. I
picked up in the House and Home Magazine. Since the February
earthquake in California, their in-migration rate haft dropped to
almost zero. For 1971 it is estimated that they will only have 25,000
net, in-migration to the State of California while during the sixties
they had on average approximately 300,000 per year.

We predict because of insurance rates, the cost of living, the fear
of earthquakes and natural disasters, that people will seek areas that
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do not have these things and generally you will find them in some
rural areas, particularly in the South, I might add, since we are here
today, that you will find these people migrating to and enjoying the
urban life. I will not get into the problem of New York.

Housing has been mentioned as a problem and the problem here
is that the cost for rural housing is about the same'ame in a rural com-
munity as it is in an urban community but the rent base, is different.
The rent base in a rural town might be $65 and in an urban area it
would be $110. Private developers and even public people and non-
profit corporations have a problem getting $110 for an apartment or
for a home because of the test thit they have put out to build that
home in a rural area

This is a problem.
Maybe special guarantees are needed for rural housing that would

encourage more new homes and encourage particularly the destruction
of dilapidated houses.. Maybe even consider 100-percent grants and
loans.

To summarize, we have provided in our State professional staffs
on a regional basis for the support of rural and urban countries. We
have planned for a better way. We believe that tax incentives for home
and' industry will help. We think that all agencies at all levels should
work cooperatively. 'We think that

the
centers and regions should

be identified and we believe that the transportation systems in rural
areas need to be improved.

Thank you, Senator. That is our testimony.
Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you. In the moment we have here I

would just like to venture this thought because as I listen to the com-
ments about planning at the area and regional level and realize that
a good deal of that planning is still sorrily underfunded insofar as
the achievements or the projects are concerned within the plan, we
are beginning to sense and see an outinigration; first, from the inner
city to the suburb, and you are going to see it from suburbs to what
we call rural areas. We are begmnine: to see again a pattern of out-
migration of industry, first, from the inner city, second, it is coining
from the suburbs.

It is my judgment, that these things move more rapidly than most
of us contemplate and what I am concerned about is that you are
going to see an outmigration faster than the communities are pre-
pared to accept or prepared to receive with any kind of -order,' and
you will find a helter-skelter kind of development that we have seen
on highways where there was no zoning or in suburbs where there
was no zoning, and as we sit here and talk about the possibility of
population distribution or redistribution, it is apt to come a little
faster than anybody ever contemplated and .we get caught up with
another mess on our hands worse than the inner city or the metro-
politan area.

So, I just toss it out, just want to be on record for it. I think that
can really happen.

I want to thank you gentlemen very much for your testimony,
particularly the thounlits that you have given us about your interest
in our proposal on the bank. We will be having hearings, as Senator
Talmadge has said, and we hope to be able to get a good deal of
advice and counsel.
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Senator Talmadge?
-.Senator TALainnov:. I want to compliinkt you on your testimony.

A few things out Mr. Karrh's testimony I particularly want to com-
ment on.

I concur fully in your opposition to the abolition of the Department
of Agriculture. I get several hundred letters a day. The majority are
Georgians.' Many of them are complaints about the administrative
actious of Federal agencies. The Department of Agriculture is closer
to th, people than any other Federal agency for this reason. The
ASC$,committee of directors is in the courthouse of every county in
the United States where they have any farming operations. The local
community on the local level is elected by the people, so they are
responsive to the needs of the people in your community. They are
not in Washington dictating policies from there."They are in your
own county courthouse.

I think it would be the height of folly to abolish the Department
of Agriculture, the Extension Service, and those things that have
been so significant in the service of agriculture in America since 1852.
Not put it in some conglomerate idea of government that no one
knows the purpose of or the meaning of the significance of it or
what it hopes to accomplish.

One final thing. You suggested that we utilize the ft
to

lities of thol
Federal land bank or the Production Credit Associat on create
a hank. We decline' to do that for this reason. We wanted all of the
available agricultural resources for farmers to remain for farm pur
poses. We wanted to crcate a new agency to ,create job opportunities
without diminution ofthe capital of the funds that would be available
for agr'ickiltural purposes.

Now, in that conjunction the full committee has pending before it
at the present time A bill that I introducedit has already been re-
ported by the subcommittee to the full committeethat will liberalize
the operations of the variou' agricultural credit agencies. One of the
things, it would authorize the Federal land bank to make loans for
farm homes. You and I know that most of the farm homes con-
structed in America today are being financed by the Farmers Home
Administration and have been limited because of lack of capital. The
President held up a half billion dollars of that fund. We finally pre-
vailed on him to release it.

We have inadequate capital there. We also have inadequate person-
nel. so we thought the added facilities of the Federal land hank to
make loans for rural homes would also be of value.

Thank you very much. Mr. Chairman.
Senator Humprtary. Senator Allen I
Senator ALLEN. I do not have any questions. I do want to commend

each of you for your fine testimony.and your explanation of the work
that your area development. planning commission is doing. They are
doing fine work and I congratulate you.

Senator TIumrirar.y. Senator Gambrel'?
Senator GA3tnam.. I have no questions. I would also like to con-

gratulate these gentlemen. They come. from an area of the State with
which T am very familiar and I know personally of the, work they are
doing there. I am pleased to see them here today.
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Senator HUMPHREY'. May I ;lust assure this distinguished group
as a member of the Committee on Government Operations which will
have some jurisdiction on the reorganization plan of the Department
of Agriculture, there is one vote "No." I am just not about ready to vote
for that. [Applause.]

Thank you, gentlemen, very much.
Mr. MAuxn. It is a privilege for me to have this opportunity to ap-

pea before you. I am here as the director of one of Georgia's area'
planning anA development commissions. I might also add that I am
immediate past president of the National Association of Development
Organizations and a current member of the board of directors of the
National Service to Regional Councils. Colonel Hagerstrand, of the
national service board, appeared before you on June 17, 1971, and I
endorse that testimony, particularly that part which says :

Any legislation which is predicated on the need for rural development should
encourage multijurisdictional cooperation to assure that the coordination Of
State and local governmental decisions are undertaken through a process of
planning and management at the regional scale.

Over the past 10 years, we have tried a number of programs from
the regional level to assist our members. One of them that worked for
a while was what we called a contact committee. This group was made
up of development vople from each member county and their respon-
sibility was to i our statewide development agencies once a month
and to call att tion to our area. We even prepared a development
manual for each member. After a while it played out largely due to
the fact that going to Atlanta every month for a year or two without
any success tends to discourage most people. That is why we now have
a contract with a professional industrial development agency, Georgia
Tech Industrial Development Division, to carry out this mission. They
are doing a good job with some success and they have the full support
of our members.

Another thing that we have done is to identify the independent
growth centers in our area,Augusta,'Swainshoro, and Thomson. These
cities have en recognized for their growth potential and we arek
encouraging them. You will hear the story of one of those centers
todaySwainsboro and the magic mall. If any region is to survive. it
must recognize its true growth center, identify it, and then give it the
resources to grow so that it might contribute to the region.

One of the projects in our area is known as the Forward Four
Counties Regional Park. This industrial park in a rural town of 350
people (Camak) was supported by four counties. Initially,. a large
industry had been signed up to come in but due to' economic condi-
tions, it was forced to cancel its expansion plans. This park is the
first area outside Metropolitan Augusta located on Interstate 20 with
two railroads, natural gas, and public utilities. If is an attempt to show
that a rural area can capitalize on its being near a large city. While
we haye shoNin a large number of prospects for this park we have
not landed a big one yetbut we continue our effort. With some new
communities' money, this might become a real success story.

Part of the big concern of America today, both urban and rural. is
our environment. In the past, our cities and counties have dumped
garbage and trash at most any convenient spot. Over the past 3 years.
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we have prepared a plan for the collection and disposal of solid wastes
in our area and have conducted schools on the subject. Last year we
had 200 public officials and operators of landfills present for a 2-day
workshop. They came from South Carolina and,Georgia. This year
we had the cosponsorship of the Georgia Municipal Association
and Association County Commissioners of Georgia, and 130 officials
from Georgia showed up. We are beginning to implement these plans
and as th6 State health department applies pressure on our local offi-
cials to stop burning and to bury garbage properly, they are glad that
our plan and assistance is available.

Industry, on its part, is rightfully trying to improve its profit mar-
gin, and the moratorium on local real estate and her taxes does
help to a degree. But by far, the largest chunk ofaxes any corpora-
tion pays goes in the form of corporate .in tax to the Federal
Government. I would suggest that the-moratorium on these taxes for
a specified period would be a much more attractive inducement to
industry than any moratorium on local property taxes. Accordingly,
I would suggest that Federal tax incentives be offered to industries
which locate inqederally designated redevelopment areas. Further,
I feel that it should be stipulated in any enabling legislation to this
effect, that the local units of government acquiring industry under
these provisions may not give tax incentives of their own. A rural
development bank may be the answer to this. Anything that will
get big money into rural America at competitive rates will help
immeasurably.

Recently, we have concluded a study of the development authori-
ties in the State. These are agencies representing local government
that may issue revenue bonds for industry and ninny of them are
allowed to levy tax millage for industrial development purposes. We
have encouraged those agencies in our area to do this, so that they,
might raise adequate funds to carry out a good development program.
This taxes our people but when you are in a rural area, you try every-
thing you can to improve the quality of life.

Through our planning division, we have prepared water and sewer
plans for our area and each town. We were eticofraged to see 7:i'artners
Home Administration get more money this year. They need more. We
also think it good judgment on your part to increase the population
limit of F ers Home to 10,000. We have also prepared economic
reports, transp tation plans, capital improvement plans, building
and zoning cod , street numbering systems, and recreational plans
for our membe Backed by a professional staff, our rural members
are prepared to orge ahead with any new rural development pro-
posals.

Cooperation is a big word around here. We have worked with many
State and Federal agencies to get this far. Agreements exist between
the several agriculture agencies and various area planning agencies.
Last year we amended our development policy to include encourage-
ment of training agricerture officials such as county agents, to be more
expert in development work. This Rural Development Center is a
beautiful example of what we mean. Any agency with 22,000 suh-
agencies throughout America that is undergoing a vital change, should
have this type of facility and programs to deliver the bacon to rural
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America, so we can keep feeding urban America and share its quality
of life. There is a definite dependency oir each and we must keep
their growth balanced.-

In any effort to improve.management of rural government, we have
encouraged computer time sharing. Four years ago, we designed a
special accounting system for small towns. Waynesboro has been on
the system for 2 years and they are happy with it. Two other small
towns. Sylvania and Washington, got so excited that they purchased
their own small computers. Two years ago, we got a local computer
firm to meet with the State revenue department and us to solve a
problem with tax digests and tax billing. We worked out a program
satisfactory to the State and this commission paid for the system set-
up charge in our area and nine rural counties are now using a sophisti-
cated tax program., Incidentally, several other areas in the State are
now looking at the system and it may help them as it, did our counties.

Today you will receive testimony from two of our towns, Swains-
boro and Waynesboro. We have assisted them with development, plan-
ning, and management. Their evidence will bring out some of the
specific things that have aided them.

With some 500 regional councils already- covering two - thirds of the
United States, and anly 250 more needed to complete the coverage,. it
appears to usin Georgia-100 percent covered by region bodiesthat
your committee should endorSe regionalism as a useful tool in keeping
the proper balance between urban and rural Arherica, and farther,
provide the regional bodies with some new resources that will get the
job dono.

The future, will have some crazy lines in it from a statistician's
viewpoint. Since the February earthquake in California, their in-
migration rate has dropped to almost zero, For 1971;it is estimated
that they will have only 25,000 net in-migrants, down from 300,000
in the 1960's. What is happening to California and New York? Where
will 2 million of its people go in the near future? They are gaioving to
smaller towns. Housing is a bigger problem in rural America because
the costs are about the same for construction, but the rent structure
is very different. In small towns it runs about $65 per month when it
takes $110 per month for a new structure. This prevents private de-
velopment and encourages, somewhat, public development. Even then,
the taxpayers wind up partially supporting this. Special guarantees
are needed for rural housing that would encourage more new home
and.encourage the destruction of dilapidated houses. Maybe 100 per-
cent grants and loans would be proper because of poor resources in
these areas.

To summarize, we have provided in our State professional staffs
on a regional basis for support of all counties therein, large and small.

We have planned for a better way : we believe that tax incentives for
home and industry will help: we think that all agencies at all levels
should work cooperatively: we think that growth centers in regions
should be identified: and we believe that the transportation system in
rura l areas needs to be improved.

Thank you again for allowing me to present this evidence before
your subco' mmittee. I hope that this will aid you in writing new legis-
lation aimed at assisting rural America.
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Se !RUM' HUMPHREY. We are taking (lie liberty, after some con,;-
tation here, to revise our schedule of witnesses, gentlemen. We have
Mr. William H. Peace III, director of the Southern rural project,
and Mr. Coleman could not be here so I have asked Mr. Peace to come
and testify now. And we will hear from Mr. Richard Lyle, who will
-peak for r. Coleman, a little later here.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H. PEACE III, DIRECTOR. SOUTHERN
RURAL PROJECT, ATLANTA, GA.

Senator 113truttEv. We welcome you, Mr. Peace, and thank you
for coming. Am I correct that you are also associated with Georgia
Tech ?

Mr. PEAcE. Yes. I am on the faculty of Georgia Tech,
Senator Hi-mmiltEY. Thank you.
Mr. PEACE. First. let me say I am delighted to be here and I would

like to thank all of the Set)ators for having me here. I :1i like an em-
ployee of the National Sharecroppers Funds, which is a nonprofit
organization which has been enYa,red in working with low-inooine
farm and nonfarm familie, in the Southeast for the past 30 years.

In 1967 they got an 0E0 contract to set up a Southern rural proj-
ect in which its primary function was to do community organizing
and program development in specific rural areas in the State of
(Ioorgia, and along with that, we were supposed to train community
leaders so that after the project had ended, communities would be
lust a little bit stronger insofar as a meeting of needs was concerned.

Our project ended on June 30 of this year.
Now, the report that T will give to this committee is Mr. James

Pierce, the executive director of the National Sharecroppers Fund.
and this basically is his report to the National Board of the National
Sharecroppers Fund. As an employee, my input has gone into the
report and I feel that this is the best possible report that T could make
to this committee.

Senator Hrminurry. We will incorporate all of it, sir, as a part of
the record. You might mint to review for us its' highlights.

Mr. PEACE. Nineteen seventy was the year in whieh many Americans
examined anew the costs of achieving efficiency in a!rrienlittre_thro)tgh-
hi,ness. In the name of the most efficient agriculture in the \you'd. Fed-
eral policy for 30 years had abetted throtrolt sumptuous subsidies the
growth of bigger and richer farnis. Millions of snail) operators 11:111
iwen driven off the land als much the victims of Government policy

of competition. With little education or hope they had crowded into
the Lfreal lupin eeHteES. :U1(1111.11 to the crisis or poverty no,t

tension and \ 101ellee, pollution and deteriorating s,rvices. Yow
inericans learned that the race toward bigness was Ilso depleting and

4Int ion in the soil. water. atmosphere, and food tliouHl exck ssive
use of hazardous pesticides and fertilizers.

Survival demanded both an ecologically balanced system of produc-
tion and the revitalization of rural life, but neither was on the Gov-
ernment's agenda. The rural poor continued to suffer from the meager-
est diets, the lowest incomes, the worst unemployment, the most di-
lapidated housing. the least adequate medical care. and the most bla-
tant racial discrimination. Almost every Government attempt to help
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had been transmuted into a device either to make the rich richer or
the)poor poorer or to regulate and pacify the poor with token assist-
ance.

We often hear talk about the vanishing American and, of course,
the vanishing American is symbolic with the Indian, but there is an-
other vanishing American and that vanishing American might well
be the small farmer.

Now, the exodus of small farmers continues, while Government
agricultural policy remains attuned to the interests of large_farmers.
More 'than 2.7 million farmers, nearly all of them small operators,
have abandoned farming or sold out to bigger competitors since 1950.
Only about 2 million small farms are left now. Between 1950 and
I970 the total number of farm residrnts II(IS declined froth million
to 9.7 million people.

The Department of Agriculture (USDA) keeps growing bigger
as farm population dwindles. Between 1950 and 1970 USDA appropri-
ations rose from $.3 billion to $7.:-) billion and its staff grew from
84,000 to 125,000. Most of USDA's money and time are devoted to
expanding and improving the operations of the 1 million farmers
11'itil gross sales of $10.000 or more whom its officials consider seri-
ous commercial producers.

USDA acreage reduction and price, support programs bestow the
biggest subsidies on the largest farmers. In 1970, the top 137,000
farmers or less than 5 percent of all farmers received 46 percent of
the $3.7 billion in subsidy payments. A California cotton producer
led with $4.4 million, eight other operations received $1 million or
more, and '23 got $500,000 or more.

The prosperity of big farmer? has also been financed by USDA
research programs through their development of now crops. fertil-
;7.4'N test 1'0111-1'01S. 11'1'1),TO-1011 t()(111111111('S. and labo-saying machinery
suitable primarily fcr large-scale agriculture. Big operators have en-
joyed a host of other Government subsidies, many of them hidden.
Large landowners. especially in the West. have reaped windfalls in
land appreciation from federally financed irrigation systems and a
vast network of dams and canals built by the Federal Government.
in many cases, the Government has helped landowners make new
lands fertile while at the same time paving them not to grow crops.
The most significant hidden subsidy to big farmers is a labor subsidy;
exclusion of farniwokers from the protections that apply to other

such as worl:men's compensation. unemployment insurance.
and collective bargaining has kept their labor costs among the lowest
in the Nation.

This multiplicity of subsidies has hastened the penetration of the
farm economy by ever-larger units and the growth of corporate farm-
ing. Twenty years ago the average farm size was 215 acres: today it
is estimated to he 3Sli acres. The Nation's 11/.000 la trest forms-less
than 1 percent of all farmsaccounted for at least one-third of all
agricultural production.

The Agriculture At of 1970 loaves farm policy hasirally 1111011;11),mA.
The new legislation sets limit.: of $ira.000 per l'I'')p on SII/1.4i(ileS irr
wheat. feed grains and cotton. But it still rests on n system of planned
scarcity and :t subsidization process that widens the gap bet \Ten big
and small operators. Already large cotton growers 111'). resorting to :I
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variety of legal maneuverssuch as splitting their holdings among
family members so each can get a,checkto keep on qualifying for
maximum payments.

All small farmers have suffered from Government policy, but black
farmers have been the chief victims. In 1950, there were 560,000 black
operated farms; today there are only 98,000. In the same period, the
total black farm population fell from 3,158,000 to 938,000; the average
annual loss was 10.5 percent compared to 3.9 percent among whites.

USDA has been repeatedly found guilty of discriminating against
blacks. (Six years after the passage of title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964, banning discrimination in federally assisted programs.
authority to enforce tide VI at USDA is still left largely in the hands
of the very program administrators whose agencies are in violation of
the law). The worst rights offender among USDA assisted programs
is the Cooperative Extension Services (CES)). A recent audit of the
operation of the Alabama CES conducted by the Inspector General's
Office of USDA found the situation unimproved since the passage of
the Civil Rights Act of 1965. Black county agents are assigned work
on a racial basis, are subordinate, to white agents, and often have
heavier work loads in areas with large black populations. Deprived of
adequate services, black farmers remain handicapped by outmoded
techniques and low productivity.

Black people are still virtually unrepresented on the Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Service's locally elected farmer com-
mittees which determine crop allotments and price support payments.
There are only three black members among the 4,000 county-level com-
mitteemen in the South, less than one-tenth of the 1 percent in a region
where blacks are from 10 to 20 percent or more of the farm operators
and where they comprise a majority in 58 Southern counties.

Now, the Farmers Home Administration (FHA.) USDA's credit
agency for low-income rural people, ha,' steadily improved black rep-
resentation on its county committees and has noticeably- increased
black participation in its low-interest loan programs. Yet, the help
that it does provide black farmers is unequal to that given whites who
are similarly impoverishecr. In 1969, the average size of operating
loans received by black borrowers was $2,226, while loans to whites
averaged $5,928. The average size of economic opportunity loans was
$1,319 to blacks, $2,281 to whites.

Now, the migration of blacks out of the South continued during the
last decade at nearly the same pace a; in the I940's ronl 1950.s. The
1970 census estimates show a net migration from the 16 Southern
State; of 1.4 million blacks in the 1960.s. as compared with 1.5 million
in each of the previous decades. Migation--primarily to California
and N(brthern. urban Stateswas at an annual rate of 140,000. Earlier
predictions that the movement out of the rural South had dimini:died
assumed that black southerners NVITP finding more jobs in their own
region as a result of economic growth and Federal equal-employ-
ment law;. The NV data suggest that blacks have not been able to
break through job harriers in significant numbers.

Now, if you are following. me readitur, I mn on ptigc I. In spite
of 1:1,1; of man); Government prov-rani: de-igned to assist poor people,
we now find that poverty is on the rise opposed to On the decrease.
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Now, for the first time since 1959, the number of Americans living
in poverty increased. In 1970, the poverty census climbed to 25.5
million, up 1.2 million from 1969. according to Federal figures. Con-
ditions for the rural poor are getting worseespecially for blacks
%vim, as a group, are falling further behind whites. Not only arc
more black people poor-1 black in 3 compared to 1 white L.
10but. they now represent 31.5 percent of the poor compared to
27.9 percent in 1959. 'rimy are also pooier, on the average, than their
white counterparts; the typical poor black family's income was $1,300
below the poverty Me. the average poor white's Was $1,000 below.

Now, bile of the problems germane to rural poverty, of course, is
housing. And on this area we have not ddiie very well at all.

M than 20 years after Congress pledged -a decent home for
ever Ameri an family- at least S million homes --t wo-thirds of them
yura )house oldsare substandard. Usually the homes of the rural
poor Vac ntral heating: few contain all plumbing facilities, many
are so dilapidated that they compare with the most squalid dwellings
in economically underdeveloped lands.. A survey by the Tufts-Delta
Health Center of the lioniesof residents in Bolivar County, Miss.,
shows that only three of every 10 units have piped water, only one

. in four a bathtub or shower, seven of 10 have "sunshine" priviesno
pit, no permanent siding, no rear wall. In winter, some families are
forced to cannibalize their own homesto tear boards from the walls
for firewood.

Yet, only about 19 percent of all Federal housing funds goes to rural
areas, and most of that falls too short of reaching the poor. In fiscal
year 1970, the Farmers Home Administration made housing loans and
grants totaling $791.5 million, up 55 percent from the preceding year.
Half went to families with incomes of $10,000 or more; only 5 percent
went to families earning $3,500.or less. FHA's standards exclude fam-
ilies whose mortgage payments would be much less than the re t th6y
now pay for their hovels, as well as those families who could a ord to
build structurally sound low-cost houses with basic,, but mi imum
water and sanitation facilities. An estimated 13.5 million ne and
rehabilitated housing units are needed in the next 10 years in rural
America. Of these, 7 million, or 700,000 a year, must be subsidized. At
the current rate of 120,000 units a year one-sixth of the necessary
pace; it will take more than 50 years to meet the rural housing famine.

Now, what are organizations such as the National Sharecroppers
Fund's southern rural project and others doing in trying to reverse
these particular kinds of trends that have been outlined and working
with these particular problems?

Now, we are in the business of working for what we call a rural
rennaissance and that is more or less a rural people's rennaissance be-
cause actually. the many people who are leaving the rural areas and
going to the cities are the people who are being driven off the lands
and these are the poor people.

Now, pervasive signs of environmental decay have fractured the
mythwe hope, at any rate, that mechanized mass production methods
best serve the Nation's food and fiber needs. Unless alternatives are
found, the of resources. disruption of communities, and
waste of human lives' ill continue unabated.

ti
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During the last decade, a grassroots movement has emerged among
poor people in the rural South that offers them a chance for a new
start in their own communities. Thousands have joined together in
more than 100 fanning, consumer, handicraft, and small. industrial cb-
operatives in order to help themselves. These enterprises provide an
alternative to migration or starvation, strengthen participation by
poor in local politics by alleviating economic dependency, and offer
a model of rural reconstruction. Their duplication on a national scale
could read to the decentralization of citiee into smaller and more bal-
anced communities sharing the best features of both rural and urban
life. To survive and grow, these efforts /will need a comprehensive
program, andlaid including development caiptal, education and job
training, health care, and-housing. And this means a new Government
policy in agricultiVe that puts people ahead of profits, -bind the quality
of life ahead of tilt continuing proliferation of commodities.

The National Sharecroppers Fund began comprehensive rural de-
velopment programs in two key arms in ]4x70. With financial and tech-
nical , .. ance from NSF. 300 member farmer cooperatives in both
Halifax . linty, Va., and Burke County. Ga.. are shifting from to-
bacco and .cotton crops to high-yield. labor-intensive vegetables eillti-
-Yation and experimenting with &genie methods.
' 'Finally, I would like to say a word aboutand this is not included
in the reportthe vehicle which organizations such as the one that I
was employ ed by, the National Sharecroppers Fund, have used to deal
with the probleftiAtncl that organization, of course. i's..like the low-

income cooperittiVe. *and -I think von heard testimony in Montgomery
from John Brow, who is head of SEASITA. T am sune he filled von in
on *hat the Cooperative is designed to do: Basically, these are self-help
effort$ wherein 1pw-incemr, people, have come .together for the pur-
pose of tryingtO'shiVe their own Soci-oeconomie'wees. Thousaivis of peo-
ple throughout the aural -South have hredine a pail Of this grassroots
movement in oar area. ri

Now. the .cooPeeatire idea is not, new in th ,guess everybody is
familiar with the 'cooperatives that sprang up i the Midwest Burin!::.,the depression, but for low-income -rural peopl , this is a brandnew
idea. Tt is'aP idea that we have given an awful lot of enthusiasm to.

Now, it promises Much. its potential is great. but like anything iu.
it must be given adequate time and adequate support if it is expected
to sifeceed. .

cooperativeN.? Now. we are a long way, from perfecting the low-income cooperati ve
as a viable economic alternative to rural poverty. But we have begun.

... Now, even though we have begun, there are already ominous signson
the horizon that the Government is about to move against us. The
Office of Economic Opportunity. through which most of our coopera-
tives have secured funding, and in most cases inadequate funding. has
begun to grumble because with the meager dollars it has put into the
cooperative movement in the Southeast, we have not been able to per-
form miracles. Once again the poor are expected to do overnight what
the rich and the established have taken years to do.

The Office of Ecoimmic Opportunity is now about to expend $400,-
000 in taxpayer's money to study and evaluate the rural cooperative
movement. We arc but days old and already we are to he evaluated. Al-
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though only a handful of dollars have gone into the rural cooperative
movement in the Southeast, the Office of Economic Opportunity is
seeking now to evaluate us against EI)A and OEO special impact pro-
grams into which millions of dollars have been pouted.

We will not meet the OEO criteria for success just as poor and black
rural people do not meet the FHA criteria for loans. And in the end the
0E0 will say that the rural cooperative movement. the low-income
rural cooperative movement in the Southeast, has been objective) }'
studied and found to be unworkable. thus not to be supported with
OEO dollars.

Once again, the rural poor of our region will have their hopes
raised and then the rug pulled out from under them.

Now, I would like to conclude with a quote from Senator Mondale,
who iS the chairman of the Siabcommittee on Migratory Labor, and
this is August 15,1970, and IAtiote:

We have our c mmittees, and we have our meetings, and we have our hear-
ings. and sometim ;s we even pass legislation. But somehow it does not seem to get
down to the folks and make any difference in their lives, because they are not
in a position to demand that the programs we dream up in Washington arr
properly resitnaive to their needs.

Senator 111-meitnkv. Thank you very much. Mr. Peace. I want to
thank you for a very carefully documented listing of some of the
economic and social problems that afflict a large number of our people.

May I just give you one assurance. Senator Mondale is my close
personal friend and my senior Senator. He was my campaign mana-
ger in southern Minnesota when I first ran for the Senate, was my
student in McAlester College when I was teaching there, but I am his
junior Senator now. Such is life. [Laughter.] But this committee is
determined to do a job that will enhance the quality of life, not just
the quantity of life. We are not empowered by jurisdiction of law to
take on every problem.

We have other committees in the Congress. But I want you to know
tha,when it comes to these self-help cooperatives that you have a
friend. I speak for myself. I do not believe that it is fair to evaluate
the work of an institution that is trying to help the poorest, of the
poor and oftentimes the least educated through no fault of their'own
to give them the acid test the first year. I must confess that I am of the
same view that frequently the standards that we apply for ioans and
assistance are standards that have been designed by people of mid-
dle income. upper income, that really have no appreciation of some
of the problems that affect others of less means.

Therefore. we are here to learn and I think that your testimony
helpslis a great deal. I will take a very active interest in what you have
had to say.

Mr. PEACE. I thank yfl: Senator.
Senator HUMPHREY. And I want to thank you for your testimony.

MI of it will be included in the record:
Senator TALMADGE ?
Senator TALMADGE. Thank you for your testimony, Mr. Peace. I

have no questions.
Senator HUMPHREY. Senator Allen? .
Senator ALLEN. Thank you, Mr. Pee. I have no questions.
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Senator Ifratrumr. Senator Gambrell?
Senator GAMBRELL. I have no questions.
Senator HUMPHREY. You inform us that there is no 0E0 figures

being
Mr. PEACE. Yes.
Senator HUMPHREY. Your figure of $300,000 is essentially accurate ?
Mr. .PEACE. Yes, I believe so. We think that money could be bet-

ter used if it were put in the program rather than put in the studies.
Senator HUMPHREY. I think we have got enough studies to fill 40

libraries.
(The report of Mr. Pierce is as follows :)

THE CONDITIONS OF FARMWORKERS AND SMALL FARMERS IN 1970REPORT TO
THE RATIONAL BOARD OF NATioaAt. SHARECROPPERS FUND

(By James M. Pierce, Executive Director)
"A method of funding priorities that prcvides a sprinkler system for

a Mississippi golf course and denies a eowmunity the opportunity to
give its babies clean wateror protect them from burning to death
is criminal."Andrew B. James, Director, Tufts-Delta Health Center.
Mound Bayou, Miss.

"We have our committees, and we have our meetings. and we have
our bearings, and sometimes we even pass legislation. But somehow it
does not seem to get down to the folks and make any difference in their
lives, because they are not in a positioh to demand that programs we
dream up in Washington are properly responsive to their needs."
Senator Walter P. Mondale, Chairman, Senate Subcommittee on Migra-
tory Labor.

THE TEAR IN BRIEF

1970 Wall the year in which many Americans examined anew the costs of
achieving eMciency in agriculture through bigness. In the name of "the most
eMcient agriculture in the world," federal policy for thirty years had abetted
through sumptuous subsidies the growth of bigger and richer farms. Millions of
small operators had been driven off the land as much the victims of government
policy as of competition. With little education or hope they had crowded into
the great urban centers, adding to the crisis of poverty and racism, social tension
and violence, })ollution and deteriorating services. Now Americana learned that
the race town 's bigness was also depleting and pollution in the soil, water,
atmosphere, and food through excessive use of hazardous pesticides and fer-
tilizers.

Survival demanded both an ecologically balanced system of production and
the revitalization of rural life, but neither was on the government's agenda.
The rural poor continued to suffer from the meagerest diets, the lowest incomes,
the worst unemployment, the most dilapidated housing the least adequate med-
ical care, and the most blatant racial discrimination. Almost every government
attempt to help had been tranemnted into a device either to make the rich
richer and the poor poorer or to regulate and pacify the poor with token
assistance.

Progress came primarily from the efforts of the poor themselves in organizing
unions, small farm cooperatives, and other self-help projects. The victory won
this year by California's grape pickers in the United Farm Workers Organising
Committee raised the hopes of many struggling to overcome rural poverty and
deprivation. These gains represented significant steps toward a livable environ-
ment for all.

THD VANISHING SMALL FARMER OR IS THE SMALL FARMER OBSOLETE 7

The exodus of small farmers continues, while government agricultural policy
remains attuned to the interests of large farmers. More than 2.7 million farmers
nearly all of them small operators, have abandoned farming or sold out to bigger
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competitors since 1950. Only about 2 million small farms are left now. Between
1950 and 1910 the total number of farm residents has declined from 23 million
to 9.7 million people.

The Department of Agriculture (USDA) keeps growing bigger as farm popula-
tiondwindles. Between 1950 and 1970 USDA appropriations rose from $2.3
billion to $7.5 billion and its staff grew from 84,000 to 125,000. Most of USDA's
money and time are devoted to expanding and improving the operations of the
one million farmers with gross sales of $10,000 or more whom its officials con-
sider serious commercial producers.

SUBSIDIES

USDA acreage reduction and price support programs bestow the biggest sub-
sidies on the largest farmers. In 1970, the top 137,000 farmers or less than 5
percent of all farmerr, received 46 percent of the $3.7 billion in subsidy Pay-
ments. A California cotton producer led with $4.4 million, eight other operations
received $1 million or more, and 23 got $500,000 or more.

The prosperity of big farmers has also been financed by USDA research pro-
grams through their development of new crops fertilisers pest controls irrigation
techniques, and labor-saving machinery suitable primarily for large-scale agri-
culture. Big operators have enjoyed a host of other government subsidies, many
of them hidden: Large landowners, especially in the West, have reaped windfalls
in land appreciation from federally financed irrigation systems and a vast net-
work of dams and canals built by the federal government. In many cases, the
government has helped landowners make new lands fertile while et the srme
time paying them not to grow crops. The most significant bidden sfolbsidy to big
farmers is a labor subsidy ; exclusion of farm workers from the protection that
apply to other workers such as workmen's compensation, unemployment insur-
ance, and collective bargaining ham kept their labor costa among the lowest in
the nation.

RICH FARMERS BENEFIT

This multiplicity of subsidies have hastened the penetration of the farm econ-
omy by ever-larger units and the growth of corporate farming. Twenty years
ago the average farm size was 215 acres, today it is estimated to be 387 acres.
The nation's 404100 largest farms less than one percent of all farmsac-
counted for at least one-third of all agricultural production. Farm prices in
1970 fell to 67 percent of parity, the lowest sinus the Depression, but many of
this size, still earned a 10 percent return on investment the average in farming
is 3 percentcomparable to the profits of major industrial corporations.

The Agriculture Act of 1970 leaves farm policy basieallY unchanged. The new
legislation sets limits of $55,000 per crop on subsidies in wheat, feed grains, and
cotton. But it still rests on a system of planned scarcity and a subsidization
process Wat widens the gap between big and small operators. Already large
cotton grf wers are resorting to a variety of legal maneuverssuch as splitting
their hol lings among family members so each can get a cheek=to keep on quali-
fying for maximum payments. Total expenditures for subsidy programs are ex-
pected to continue at the present rate.

DISCRIMINATION IN FARM PROGRAMS

All small farmers have suffered from government policy, but black farmers
have been the chief victims. In 1950, there were 560,000 black operated farms

.49 today there are only 98,000. In the same period, the total black farm population
fell from 3,158.000 to 938,000 the average annual loss was 10.5 percent compared
to 3.9 percent among whites.

USDA has been repeatedly found guilty of discriminating against blacks. (Six
years after the passage of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, banning dis-
crimination in federally assisted programs, authority to enforce Title VI at
USDA is still left largely in the hands of the very program administrators whose
agencies are in violation of the law. The worst rights offender among USDA
Assisted Programs is ;he Cooperative Extension Service (CES). A recent audit of
the operation of the AlabameCES conducted by the Inspector General's Office
of USDA found the situation unimproved since the passage of the Civil Rights
Act of 1965. Black county agents assigned work on a racial basis are sub-
ordinate Vo white agents, and often have heavier work loads in areas of large
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blacks population. Deprived of adequate services black farmers remain handi-
capped by outmoded techniques and low producitvity.

ltlack.,, are still virtually unrepresented on the AgricullaraCStabilization and
crii.rerrotion Service4 locally elected farmer committees which determine crop
allotments and price support payments. There are only three black members
among the 4,000 county-level committeemen in the South, less than one-tenth of
the one percent in a region where blacks are from 10 to 20 percent or more of the
farm operators and where then comprise a majority in 58 counties.

The Farmer's Home Administration (Im11..A.) USDA's credit agency for low-
income rural people. has steadily improved black representation on its county
committees and has noticeably increased, black inirtieipittion in its lint' - interest
lon programs. Yet the help that it does provide black farmers is unequal to
that given whites who are similarly impoverished. In 1969, the average size of
operating loans received by black borrowers was $2,226 while loans to whites
averaged $5928. The average size of economic opportunity loans was $1,319 to
blacks. $2,281 to whites.

MIGRATION PERSISTS

The migration of blacks out of the South continued (luring the last decade at
nearly the same pace as in the 1940s and .'Os. The 1970 census estimates show
net migration from the 16 Southern states of 1.4 million blacks. in the 1960s.
as compared with 1.5 million in each of the previous decades. Migrationprimar-
ily to an.I Northern urban stateswas at an annual rate of 1-10.000. Earlier
predictions that the movement out of the rural South had diminished assumed
that black Southerners were finding more jobs is their own region as a result
of economic growth and federal equal employment laws. The new data suggest
that blacks have* NOT been able to break through job barriers in significant
numbers.

HIRED PARMWORKERS

Agrit ultur, is still one of the notion's largest employers. About 2. million
persons did some hired farm work in 1970, a decrease of 4 percent from the 2.6
Million in 1969. Of these, about 1.1 million were casual laborers, who worked
less than 25 'lays, and 1.4 million were noncasual workers. The number of migrant
workers ranged from the government's low estimate of 196.000 to half a million
estitrated by the United Farm Workers Organizing Committee. (Migrants are
not vomited in any official census). For an average of SO days of farm work
hired farm workers earned $887 in cash wages. The 1.4 milion noneasual workers
averaged 137 days and earned $1,519 from all sources. Domestic migratory-work-
ers averaged 123 days and earned $1.697. Nearly 1.5 million persons did farm work
only. averaging 102 days and earning 1,083 dellara. Approximately 5541,000
farm workers are now cowered by the $1.30 minimum wage. The annual com-
posite hourly worker's wage rose to 1.42 in 1970 from $1.33 in 1969, yet

onlynly 42 per( t of the average factory worker's wage. Despite the establish-
ment of a federal minimum wage for farm workers. their relative wage position
hos nor improved appreciably during the last twenty years.

ACCIDENTS

1.%!/1/1 work remains . one of the most hazardous occupations. Agricaltur
ranked second. behind only the construction industry, in work related deaths in
1969. the latest year for which figures are available. Even though. with the
phasing' out of t)DT, chemical pesticides are still a major danger to farm work-
ers and their families. In California alone, one in every six farm workers annu-
ally suffers injuries due to pesticides. Parathion, a nerve gas derivative. and
other organo phosphates endanger the health of workers in and around Florida's
citrus groves.

FARM LABOR ORGANIZING

In July 1970. when the United Farm Workers Organizing Committee
(UFWOCg signed contracts with most of California's table grape growers the
event climaxed nearly a century of futile efforts to organize the people who har-
vest the nation's crops. -Farm workers were either too poor to strike or too itiner-
ant to organize. And when they protested, vigilantes, often Joined by the law
bent them down. A combination of factors made the UFWOC breakthrough pos-
sible: skillful organization and leadership, the ability to link PC0110111' demands
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with the broader movement for dignity and socit.1 justice, and wide support of the
two year grape boycott by labor, church, civic. and civil rights organizations. The
contracts, which cover about 10,000 vineyard workers, call for an hourly wage
of $1.80 in 1970 and increase to $1.95 in 1971 and $2.05 in 1972. In addition,
they provide for incentive payments of 20 cents for each box of grapes picked.
grower contributions of 10 cents an hour to the union's health and welfare plan.
and 2 cents for each box to the economic development fund (used chiefly to build
housing for retired field workers). Jobs are assigned through the 'wht hiring
hall. thus eliminating the need for labor contractors and crew leaders. The on-
tracts also set up joint worker-grower committees to regulate the use of dangerous
pesticides and guarantee that delivered produce wig contain no more than toler-
ance levels of pesticides.

Ewen as the grape contracts were being signed, UFWOC was getting involved
in another major battle. In August, 7,000 workers walked off the Salinas Valley
lettuce fields after growers refused to hold. secret union elections and signed
backdoor agreements with the Teamsters Union. Following a court injunction
against all strike activity in the Salinas area, UFWOC lender Cesar Chavez an-
nounced a nationwide boycott of non-union lettuce grown in California and Ari-
zona. By therend of the year, four large lettuce companies---InterHarvest 1 United
Fruit ), 'Fresh Pict t Purex), Pie n Pac (S. S. Pierce Co.), and D'Arrigo Bros.
had reminded their contracts with the Teamster* and signed with UFWOC.

While farm workers. in California are making nignificant progress the great
majority of farm workers are still unorganized. UFWOC's organizing successes
in the West will need to be duplicated in states like Texas and Florida, before
farm unionism wields the bargaining powe.r necessary to inaugurate a truly
new era in American agriCulture.

craw Llson
A substantial segment of agriculture still depends on child labor ; one fourth

4rt farm ware'woriters. or as many as .800,00d are under la, some as young as ri
years of age. In Aroostook County, Maine, 85 percent of the potato acreage was
harvested' by mewls composed largely of children. In the Willamette Valley of
Oregon, 75 percent of the seasonal force of strawberry and bean harvesters were
children. An investigation by the American Friends Service Committee of child
labor abnse found conditions reminiscent of sweatshops Of the 1930s, with chil-
dren stooping and crawling through fields sprayed with DDT in 100-degree heat
for 10 hours today to Itittvtga crops.

Most children of farts workers Suffer serious editcational disadvantages. The
impact of the .federal education program for migrant children, according to a
study by the National Committee on the Education of Migrant Children has "not
dented, indifference to and n,eglect of migrants on the part of cities and states."
While children went hungry and untreated medically, $17 mil:Ion of budgeted
federal funds were turned back unused by the states.

'MIGRANTS AND PRISERAL PROGRAMS

Poor health, squalid housing, and powerlessness continue to be the lot of
migrant workers. Federal programs designed to help, lack adequate funding and
are administered by state and local bodIett, often unresponsive to migrant needs.

The migrant's life expectancy of 49, twenty years less than the average, re-
flects the gap between the Medical care he gets and that received by most Ameri-
cans. While the average person now pays about $300 per year for health services,
only 05 is expended for each migrant under the government's Migrant Health
Program. Bad and unsanitary housing adds to the misery of migrants. Since
1062, the Migrant Housing Program has produced 7,300 units which meet only
2 percent of the total need, and has used only 30 percent of the funds available.

Major federal programs to aid poor people, like food assistance, also serve
migrants poorly, if at all. A 1969 study of .food assistance programs showed
only 16 percent of the migrants in Texas participating, less than 2 percent In
Michigan, and less than .001 percent in Wisconsin. The Farm Labor Service,
originally created to help farm workers get the best jobs available, often assists
In their exploitation. A suit brought by the California Rural Legal Assistance
(CRLA) charges that the Farm Labor Service offices in that state serve to
depress wages and working conditions, primarily through the device of referring
a surpins of workers to growers who violate minimum wage and health laws.
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One of the few federally funded efforts that have advanced the interest, of farm
working, CRLA, was in grave danger in 1970 as the big growers and Governor
Ronald Reagan of California pressured a wavering Administration in Washing-
ton to cancel the program.

LEGISLATION AND DM ERNMENT HEARINGS
..0011111e°

Congress voted to extend unemployment comirensation coverage to am addi-
rootil 1.8 million workers. but refused once again to include farm workers.
Meanwhile, big grower spokesmen continued to oppose meaningful coverage of
farm workers under the National Labor Relations Act. While the AFLCIO eon-
finites to press for their inclusion, UFWOC believes such coverage would weaken
its powers because the present NLRA outlaws secondary boycotts. The opera-
tions that employ most of the workers in agriculture are too big and diversified
to be brought under effective economic pressure by the strike tactics allowed by
the NLRA. Instead, UPWOC favors a,return to the original Wagner Act which
set up the NLRA in 1935 and under which union organization expanded greatly.

Senator Edward Kennedy introduced a bill to curb continuing and widespread
employment of illegal entrants, mostly from Mexico by making farmers who hire
them subject to prosecution. Alien workers, willing to accept lower rates of pay
than residents, still constitute a serious problem ; in the twelve months ending
June 30, 1970, over 58,000 aliens working in agriculture were deported.

POVERTY CENSUS RIDES

For the first time since 1959, the number of Americans living in poverty in-
creased. In 1970, the poverty census climbed to 25.5 million, up 1.2 million from
1989, according to federal figures. Conditions for the rural poor are getting
worseespecially for blacks who, as a group, are falling farther behind whites.
Not only are more black people poorone black in thtee compared to one white
in tenbut they now represent 81.5 percent of the poor compared to 27.9 percent
in 1959. They are alsp poorer, on the average. than their white counterparts: the
typical poor black family's income was $1,300 below the poverty line; the average
poor white's was $1.000 below.

HUNGE:a : HALT BOWL IS NOT GOOD ENOUGH

A government that spends billions to rid itself of the effects of abundance was
still unwilling to put an end to hunger in America, as President Nixon had
promised in 1969. Even with the unprecedented expansion of food stamp rolls
from an million to 9.5 million persons during the year, fewer than one hungry
person in three got stamps, All federal food programs reached less than half of
the nation's poor. The increase in food assistance appropriations from $1.2 billion
in fiscal year 1970 to $2.8 billion for 1971 fell far short of the estimated $8 billion
that it would take to overcome hunger and malnutrition. Besides inadequate
financing, restrictive features in guidelines and obstruction at the local level
combine to cheat the poor of their rightful benefits.

Congress voted $1.5 billion for the food stamp program for fiscal year 1971,
more than twice the previous appropriations at the same time, a "must-work"
provision was added that may force thousands off the rolls. The new law also sets
a $110 monthly stamp ceiling for a family of four---only 30 cents a meal per
personwhich may reduce allotments for many more. Practically every county in
the nation has a food assistance program, but "paper program" counties persist
where local officials' hostility and lack of outreach confine participation to a small
portion of the eligible poor. Local indifference is acute in many areas where 3.7
million of the poor still depend on commodity distribution.

The National School Lunch Program Act now provides for mandatory free and
reduced price lunches for children from families at or below the poverty
but only 5 million of the more than 9 million children were receiving such
meals by the end of 1970. Many school offlethls illegally deny benefits to poor
children or subject them to flagrant discrinitnation.

HOUSING PROMISES BETRAYED

More than twenty years after Congress pledged "a decent home for every
American family at least 8 million homestwo-thirds of them rural households
are subStandard. tsually the homes of the rural poor lack central heating; few
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contain all plumbing facilities, many are so dilapidated that they compare with
the most squalid dwellings in economically underdeveloped lands. A survey by
the Tufts-Delta Health Center of the homes of residents in Bolivar County, Mis-
sissippi shows that only three of every ten unite have piped water, only one in
four a bathtub or shower, seven of ten have "sunshine prisesno pit, no per-
manent siding, no rear wall. In winter, some families are forced to cannibalize
their own homesto tear boards from the walls tot firewood.

Yet. only about 10 percent of all federal housing funds goes to rural areas and
most of that falls too short of reaching to poor. In fiscal year 1970, the Farmers
Home Administration made housing loans and grants totaling $791.5 million, up
55 percent from the preceding year. Half went to families with incomes of
MOOD or more; only 5 percent went to families earning $8,500 or lest FHA's
standards exclude families whose mortgage Payments would be much less than
the rent they now pay for their hovels, as well as those families who could af-
ford to build structurally sound low-cost houses with basic, but minimum water
and sanitation facilities. As estimated 18:5 million new and rehabilitated hous-
ing units are needed in the next ten years in rural America. Of these 7 million or
700,000 a year must be subsidized. At the current rate,of 120,000 units a year
one -sixth of the necessary paceit will take more than fifty years to meet the
rural housing famine.

WML7112 : 111/41.1LATION

Welfare rolls rose more sharply than ever in 1970, a total of 12.5 million peo-
pleor six percent of all Americans. Feeding the relief explosion is a steady
flow of millions forced to migrate from the country-side to the cities.

Benefits, though increased during the 1960's are still meager and are lowest in
those states where rural deprivation is most prevalent. In Mississippi for exam-
ple, families receiving aid to Families with Dependent Children are expected to
survive on $564 a year, and in Louisiana on $1,000 a year. The national average
is $2,160. Many of those eligible are arbitrarily excluded from coverage by local
welfare hoards. A USDA survey of rural poverty in the Mississippi Delta, found
only 11 percent of the poor families on public assistance. (Nationally probably
more than half of those who should be receiving assistance are not).

The Administration's Family Assistance Plan (FAP) would eliminate local
discretionary authority and reduce inequities by guaranteeing a minimum na-
tional allowance of $2,800 for a family of four. At the time, the FAP would subject
the poor to another form of regulation by establishing an elaborate system of
penalties and Incentives to force recipients to work. With jobs scai:e, this re-
quirement would promote severe economic exploration of the poor and repress
existing wage standards. As an alternative, the National Welfare Rights Organ-
ization is calling for a minimum annual income of $6,500 based on a government
estimate of the amount needed to maintain a low-cost living standard.

TOWARD TIOCIR11 TOR RIIIIL ZZOONSTRUCTION

Pervasive signs of environmental decay have fractured the myth that mechan-
ized mass production methods best serve the nation's food and fiber needs. Unless
alternatives are found, the destruction of resources disruption of communities,
and waste of human lives will continue unabated.

During the last decade a grassroots movement has emerged among poor people
in the rural .South that offers them chance for a new start in their own commu-
nities. Thousands have joined together in more than 100 farming, consumer, hand
craft, and small industrial cooperatives in order to help themselves. These enter-
prises provide an alternative to migration or starvation strengthen participation
by poor in local polities by alleviating economic dependency and offer a model of
rural reconstruction. Their duplication on a national scale could lead to the decen-
tralization of cities into smaller and more balanced communities sharing the best
features of both rural and urban life. To survive and grow, these efforts will need
a comprehensive program and aid including development capital, education and
Joh training, health care, and housing. And this means a new government policy
in agriculture that Puts People ahead of profits. and the quality of life ahead of
the continuing proliferation of commodities.

The National Sharecroppers Fund began comprehensive rural development
Programs in 2 key areas in 1970. With financial and technical assistance from
NSF, 300 member farmer cooperatives in both Halifax County, Virginia, and
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Burke County, Georgia, are shifting from tobacco and cotton crops to high yield,
labor intensive vegetables cultivation and experimenting with organic methods.
Farm families who otherwise would have been uprooted, are also planning new
housing, health and childcare facilities, and other self-help projects. In addition
to its field programs, NSF works to make government more responsive to the needs
of the rural poor supports the efforts of farm workers to organize and secure the
right to bargain -collectively and carries on an extensive educational program to
inform the public of the.facts of rural poverty and the measures necessary to
end it.

Senator HUMPHREY. The, next witness is the distinguished mayor
of Claxton, Ga., Mr. Perry DeLoach. He is accompanied by his city
administrator, Ralph Roberts, city engineer, Charles Etheredge,
II. C. Hearn, Jr., C. E. De Loach, Jr all members of the APDC in
Evans County, Ga. We surely gill welcome this distinguished
delegat ion.

STATEMENT OF PERRY LEE DeLOACH, MAYOR, CLAXTON, GA.

Mr. DEL() Am. Senators Humphrey, Allen, Talmadge, and (;ambrell
and Mike McLeod, we would like to extend to each of you a welcome
to Georgia and I would like to introduce the gentlemen that are here
with me. Ralph Roberts, city administrato'r, C. E. De Loach, Mr.
Et heredge, H. C. Hearn, Jr.

Senator 'I' Senator Humphrey must depart for Minnesota
at this point, so if you will permit the committee to take about a 3-
minwe break,

ireak,we will immediately return to the hearngs and at that
time Senator Allen, next ranking member of the subcommittee, will
tile the Chair zus nresidimr officer.

;+enator Ift.3trintEv. Before I depart from this chair, may I thank
the people of Tifton for their many courtesies. This is my second visit
here. I was here under other auspices back in 1964 and standing out
on a flatbed truck, but trying, to convince a certain number eople
to walk the paths of political righteousness, and jam*, .say to very

'flittle avail at the moment. But I come back on a happier occasion
and I do want to say in the presence of the two distinguished Senators
from this State that it is a joy to he here and the courtesy and the
kindness and hospitality of the people.,4's something. I will cherish
all of my life.

I NI-ant to thank all of you very. very much.
I ani sorry I have to go home but I have two reason,4. I have a ilwet-

iwr and the main reason is I have a wife and Loth of them have sug-
gested, one of them vith considerable charity and persuasiveness, the
time is at hand In return to the household. So, 1 Win have to

MayO DELO.NE'll. It has been a privilege to have Volt in GeOlgiti.,
`castor.

111-NTIMIZEV. Thank von (Apionns-i
A recess was taken.)

Senator TAL3tAnni.:. Let the commit tep.come to order.
Seim or Allen of Alabama is acting as chairman.
Senator ALLEN. (now presiding). Mayor DeLoach, we are delighted

to have you and your associates appear before this suhcommistee and
we look forward to hearing your te.-4imony. von v at -,)mcooll,
pl P41 se.

Mayor Dr.LoAcrr. Thank you Senator. In an opening statement. be-
fore I go to the prepared statement. we have brought to you a report-
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on the problems that we have in Claxton 'and Evans c,,tuity and stmw
of the means by which we think you might help us ;<. -1. We do
not profess to have all of the answers. We are merely here to tell you
our side of the story. ,

Claxton is the county seat of Evans County with a population of
2,669. Evans County has a population of 7,290. Both Claxton and
Evans County, Ga., are typical rural communities. Evans County is
agriculturally oriented and highly mechanized, thus, leaving our young
people without work. The 1970 census reflects that Claxton has lost a
net of three people and Evans County only gained 338. In the 10-year
period 1960 to 1970 our schools graduated 1.340 students.and an addi-
tional 300 students were di'opouts.

Our first and the foremost problem we have witnessed in our quest
of assistance has been Federal Government redtape. The primary con-
cern of all communities in the United States is the availability of an
adequate water supply and 41istribution system. It is a major colicern
and extremely expansive fox a community to offer these services

In this area the Federal Government must assist the small communi-
ties throughout the Nation. Grants are now available; however. the
amount of matching funds that must be put up by the local govern-
ments vary anywhere from 25 to 75 percent. The Economic Develop-
ment Administration has a good program but unfortunately. Evans
County is not eligible. Farmers Home Administration will not con-
sider industrial fire. protection or wafer use for industry. The only re-
maining agency is Housing and Urban Development. which in turn
refers us to Farmers Home Administration by an interagency agree-
ment.

After a small community is successful in finding a program that it
can afford and wishes to take advantage of, the fight has only begun.
Distance of district agency offices from small communities is only the
beginning. .After several

agency
trips to the district agency offices

fighting redtape on each trip is in most cases all that is necessary to
cause most small communities to give up in disgust.

This, in my opinion, typifies Federal Government redtape. If neces-
sary, new legislation should be enacted to create a single agency to
which rural America can turn for assistance. These programs should
be broad enough in scope to be of assistance, yet simple enough that
rural American communities do not have to hire personnel just t,, ;tidy
Federal programs.

The Area Planning and Development Commission can play a major
role in the area development. However. we are again faced. with the
problems of not knowing what programs are available. The planning
commissions are understaffed and only respond when called upon by
local governments. Thus, we are again faced with the same problem of
not knowing fully what programs are available.

There has never been a time in America's history that the need
is as great as now for rural America to play a major role in the flit lire
of this great Nation.

Rural, America holds the key to America's needs. The Congress of
the uN'ula States has the opportunity to use this key to correct this
Nation':; ills by directing and 'or enacting badly needed new pro-
grams without Federal Government redtape designed for rural 'Amer-
ica under one agency.
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As of now the rural-communities are dying from lack of employ-
ment opportunities. Our young people are having to go to the already
crowded larger cities to secure employment. This process is only
compounding. the problems of these cities. Claxtan, Evans Coun-
ty. Ga., has already begun doing the things necessary to make our com-
munity attractive to our young people and thus make them want to
stay at home. We have constructed good schools in which they can re-
ceive an education. churches to give them a proper Christian attitude
toward their fellow man, hospitals for treatment of their physical
needs, an excellent police department to give them security, a unified
city:county sanitation department to give them a clean place in which
to live, a recreation department to help build the physical body and
teach sportsmanlike conduct. Yet, we are still faced with the stagger-
ing loss each year of TT percent of our 140 graduating seniors. This
reflects the need of the top students for higher education and better
job opportunities. This is a tremendous loss in terms of brainpower,
manual skills and potential taxpayers. Rural governments are faced
with the cost of educating these students and does not receive any
appreciable return on its investment.

We are proud of our community accomplislunents, yet, we are still
faced with many problems, none of which is greater than the lack of
job opportunit ics for our young people.

Recently the people of Claxton and Evans County have purchased
a :15-acre tract of land for the development of industry. We are now
faced with the staggering problem of securing needed moneys for
the installation of adequate water and sewage to this site; and adja-
cent areas which will soon be annexed by the city, Our preliminary
P rpri !leering report indicates that adequate water and sewerage for
all arras in Claxton will cost approximately $4,14T,100. The need for
-milt some of money made it necessary for Claxton to postpone all
plans indefinitely. This again, I believe, indicates the need for a single
Federal agency geared to rural America's needs.

Aiiothiir tool in our fight for industry and survival is the forma-
tion of n city county airport authority to manage our airport. This
antliority ha :; built a new hangar and passenger terminal, hired a
full-time operator and made plans to light the runway this year.

'wt, to our knowledge, either a Federal or State ;Igtuit ,.. to
hih 1,1111 01111111111itV (111 turn to seek assistance for improveme,nt
fire- tiebt ing eqiiipment. for rural .America to compete.lor

\ today's market it must offer a(!equate fire protection.
(1:1\ton and Evans County are in a s-01'101IS pCSit;011 With 1'2%a! 1 10
1)1(,, adequate fire protection for its iti7,ens and industries.rclie
it v e(iiiipment is outdated and inadequate and must be rephtced it h-

itt the next 12 months. The cost of a modern 750-gallon-per-minute
lioniper is tipproximately S:2:000 and the city has not budgeted funds
o this equipment nor will funds he available within the foreseeable

fnhire. I f the trend is to be reversed, and ppople do conic back tot he
rural areas, theu some type of assistance has to be made available to
'Ai I'll 4 '')Inlint 11 it ieti in order for them to meet the demand for the pro-
tection. Without proper fire protection. the insurance rates are ah-
,ohiti1. prohibitive, so con,:equently. industry is most concerped
thi- problem. A Federal progrnm patterned after the LEA.1 progrlin
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but pertaining to fire protection, would greatly improve a city's ability
to provide adequate equipment for fire protection.

Under a recent citation by the State of Georgia 'Water Quality Con-
trol Board, Claxton and Evans County were forced to abandon and
ordered to seal their open pit dump. Even though this change was or-
dered by the State agency, we cannot find any program, State or
Federal, to assist, with the cost of this operation. By virtue of this
order the formulation and implementation of city - county sanitation
system is now a reality, funded solely with local funds Throu0 this
system, we are able to serve all of the citizens of Claxton and Evans
County. The principal method of collection is with 140-3-yard metal
containers, strategically located throughout the county and within easy
reach of all citizens. In addition to efficient and sanitary disposal of
solid waste from residential areas, we have, through this sN.steni, been
able to assist all businesses and industries with accessibility to con-
tainers, thus expediting the collection and disposal of waste from these
sources. The ultimate disposal is in a 34-acre sanitary landfill located
in the heart of Evans County.

If rural America is to comply with the requirements of State and
Federal Government in disposal of their waste, it is apparent ilia! help
must be given to these eonununities. The initial cost of this systcm to
Claxton and Evans County was some u). Our annual expeniii-
ture will be in excess of $50,000. This is, to say the least, a Ilea vy hurt
for rural communities. A Federal assistance program iu the
Agriculture Department, would be most welcome in helping to defray
the cost of these operations. We sincere' V hope that tam:-ideratio), 11

1,e given, in some form of assistance, to rural communities.
Claxton-Evans County joins the rest of the Nation in having a very

critical housing shortage at all income levels. The availability of
houses to either rent or purchase is practically nonexistent and adds
a tremendous push to the out-migration of people to urban areas.

The problems of providing housing are many and varied for rural
communities, and are at tunes almost insurmountable. Private (level-
opeis cannot realize as great a return on their investment as they an
in large cities, so they tend to avoid small rural communities. The costs
and problems of houses in rural America are almost as great as in
cities; however, the income level for 80 percent of the citizens in rural
America is substantially below the national ,-verage. This produces
hardships for potential homeowners in attempting to pay the high in-
terest rates. exremely high building costs and other related charges.

of
The Farmers Home Administration programs are restrictive in the

tz,t., the house, the amount of income a family may have, and offers
little, if apy, help in aiding cities to provide water and sewer facili-
ties to residential districts. Federal programs should be set up to pro-
vide financial assistance to rural communities across the Nation. This
legislation should take into account and help provide a solution for
the problems of housing that are unique to small cities of 7,000 popula-
tion and under.

I do not feel that I can emphasize enough the need for revitalizing
existing legislation or the enactment of new legislation to create an
agency solely for the purpose of assisting rural America in her fight
for survival. If we are to reverse present trends. it is essential that such
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agencies be created. The key to the survival of this country is to create
jobs in rural America. We sincerely hope that you will see fit to assist
us in our fight for survival.

Senator ALI EN. Thank you, Mayor DeLoach, for your fine testimony.
I think that you have certainly pointed up some of the problems affect-
ing rural America and the small towns in rural America. At the same
time. I believe even though this testimony was probably prepared be-
fore the introduction of the Talmadge-Humphrey bill, setting up a
rural development credit system

Senator TALMADGE. Bank.
Senator ALLEN (continuing). I feel that it makes out a very, very

strong case for the need for such a bank, such a credit system, because
it is to provide money for small cities and towns that are not able to
obtain loans, obtain grants, to meet their problems, and it does fit in
just exactly, Senator Talmadge, with the problems that the mayor
presents.

This bill that Senator Talmadge and Senator Humphrey haYe in-
troduced provides for a Government corporation, a rural development
credit system, modeled after the Federal land bank system and it calls
for paying in .$2 billion of capital by the Federal Treasuiy ove a
period of 10 vears. This would enable the bank, the credit syste to
go out into the private market and borrow money on debeutur
P'the manner of the Federal land banks and the various farm cooper,
tives, to make loans of this sort. 1 feel that this is a much-needed piece
of legislation and I feel that Senator Talmadge and Senator Hum-
phrey deserve a great deal of credit for conceiving this idea and intro-
ducing this legislation.

Would p-s- "I to comment further on that, Senator Talmadge?
Senat-, TALMADGE. Thank you. The chairman is a little overly mod-

est. II e cosponsored this bill also along with a majority of the members
of the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry of the U.S. Senate.

T happen to know all of these witnesses as personal friends. I have
been intimately associated with them in their efforts and their frustra-
tions to relieve some of the problems there. I know of the forward-look-
ing dynamism that the government of that city possesses in trying to
do real things for their own constituency, but apparently under Fed-
eral linicedures. regulations and laws at the moment it is a futile chase.

T am (mite sympathetic because the redtape and frnstrations that
von encounter are what I encounter as a Senator daily. Our Govern-
ment is so large and so complex and we have so many Federal agencies
sometimes working at cross purposes until sometimes the left hand
does not know what the right hand is doing.

About 2 years ago we got interested in job training programs in this
country. Mr. McLeod was then my legislative assistant. He worked
diligently with the Library of Congress day and night. We finally

. ascertained that we had approximately. 19 different Federal agencies
num ilacr some 30 different training programs. That shows you some of
the complexities of our Government at the present time. And the Presi-
dent has authorized tinder existing law, to consolidate every one of
those training programs into one agency. put them in one Federal
agency.

I do not know Nay lie did not do it. He should. Some of those train -
inn programs work reasonably well, some not at all.
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So, it is a constant frustration and maze.
We hope with the creation of this rural development bank, if Con-

gress approves, there will be one agency of the Government where the
people can come to a plan that will assist in any worthy rural redevel-
opment program, that will enable the people to maintain their via-
bility and attract industry and jobs and create opportunities.

I noticed with interest your statement that your high school gradu-
ates are leaving Evans County. It is going on in over half the counties
in this State and most of the rural counties throughout America.
You hear a great deal of talk about susidies tochy and they are always
quick to criticize a subsidy to a farmer. Thc,y pack out the biggest
payments and criticize that. But the greatest subsidy in America
today is the fact that you have to spend about $20,000 educating a
high school graduate in Evans County and then when tIW student
finishes high school and reaches the productive stage of Ws life, he
cannot live in Evans County and make contributions there because
he has got to go elsewhere to look for a job. That is exactly what we
are trying to correct.

Tbank you very much.
Mayor DELoacn. Thank you very much.
Senaor Amy.x. This bank, the rural development credit system, in

being designed on the order of the Federal land bank system and the
bank for cooperatives. Production Credit Corporation, would en-
vision that eventually the Government's capital would be repaid.
Many people do not realize that the Government does not now have
a dime invested in capital in any of the banks or associations of the
farm credit system. All of that capitalization has been paid back to
the Government.

So. these. are sound operations and it would certainly be my thought
that the Government would lose nothing on this investment, while
at the same time, helping rural America to solve many of its pressing
problems.

I note the population loss of your county and your town. It was
very modest and I feel that the leadership that you all have furnished
in Claxton and in Evans County has helped maintain that popula-
tion at as high a level as has been maintained because you did not
have a loss even though the gain was slight, and in more than half
of Alabama's counties. there was a population loss in the last decade.

We. too. are exporting our greatest.resource, the youth of our State.
and we want to see job opportunities created just like you do in your
city and your county.

I would like to ask if vou do have any industry in your county.
Mayor DELoAcii. We ilave two major industries, mostly employing

unskilled. labor.
Senator ALLEN. I see. Well, are they textile or garment?
Mayor DELoAcit. We have one garment and one chicken processing

plant.
Senator ALLEN. I see, Now, how many employees in thoac
Mayor DELoAcit. Approximately 1,000 by the two combined.
Senator ALLEN. It would seem to me that if financing could be ar-

ranged whereby you could furnish to your citizens the proper con-
venience and services that the people need and require and that indits-
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try requires, and if you would be able to c to more job opportunities
for your people, that that would pretty well s your problems. You
have a fine citizenry, I know. Your people want to work. They have
the will to work, they just lack the opportunity. That is certainly one
of the functions of this subcommittee, to seek on the basis of infor-
mation that we gather all over the colintry, to devise and to make rec-
ommendations to the Congress of ways and means of solving some of
the problems of rural America. You certainly have outlined some of
the problems and you have outlined the method of solving those prob-
lems. We feel that you have made an important contribution to the
testimony that we are taking throughout our Nation. We appreciate it
very much.

Mayor DELoAcn. Thank you, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Any of you other gentlemenMr. Roberts, Mr.

Etheredge, Mr. Hearn. Mr. PeLoach, do you have anything to add?
Appreciate your coming?
Mayor DF:Lo Am. Thank you very much. sir, for allowing us to come.
Senator ALLEN. The next witness is Miss Sandra Myers, student

trainee of the Rural Development Center, hereirrr Tifton.

STATEMENT OF MISS SANDRA MYERS DENT TRAINEE. RURAL
DEVELOPMENT CENT TIFTON, GA.

Senator A rix.s. Have a seat, Sandra. You may proceed.
Miss M'n:rs. To Senator Humphrey and members of the committee,

T an Sandra Myers and my home is in Ocilla in Irwin County. The
Irwin County line is located about 10 miles northeast of Tifton and
borders Tift County.

I wrote my speech today with the help of n friend. Sandra Simpson.
also of Ocilla. The reason for our writing this message is to let you
know about Tmvin, County. We wanted to tell you about some of the
good things the county is doing for it people. but also we wanted to
let. von hear about some of our needs and problems.

First of all. T must tell you that T am participating in a special pro-
gram at Abraham Baldwin Agricultural Ctillerre. that is .designed to
help me get more education. This program is jointly- sponsored by the
rural development center and ABAO. Funds for support of the project
a-e provided by the Office of Economic Opportunity and the Rocke-
feller Foundation. T started in the program in January. It is a 1-yenr
program for girls like me who dropped out *of high schools for various
reasons. There have been as many as 20 girls in the program. We are
taking subjects that are required in high school such as math. English,
literature, social studies, and science. We are also learning how to type.
cook and sew. We all live together in a dormitory and have our own
meeting room.

We will all take a test this December to try and get our high school
di nloma. We hope than we will he able to find jobs that will match our
ability. We also want salaries that will supply ourneeds and that will
he equal to the amount of education we will have.

As for my home county, there are really many things we can be
proud of. Irwin County has two factories. One makes mobile homes
and the other makes clothes. We have a lot of farm-related industries
like peanut shelling and grain and milling companies.
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My county's farm income totals $14 million a year and this money
comes mainly from peanuts, hogs, tobacco,, corn, cattle, soybeans and
truck crops.

There are two things in the county that we qwe especially.proud of
now. The first is the new neighborhood tenterlocated in Ocilla. Both
young people and old folks can use the building. Another thing that
has helped the county is the Ben-Hill Irwin Vocational School, lo-
cated on the Irwin and Ben-Hill County line.

Even with all these good things working for ns in Irwin County,
we still have many things that are needed. Senators, many homes in
my county are not sanitary. Many do, pot have bathrooms in them.
They do not have bathrooms in them, not because the people do not
want them, but because their income is too low.

There is alio a great housing problem in my home county. Black
and white people both need more homes to live in. Some of the places
they live in are not fit.

Poor streets and roads also , present a problem in Irwin County.
There are just too many holes in the streets and road work needs to be
done. There have been promises to haie all these streets fixed.

More money is needed in the rural areas of my home county to help
make it more pleasant to live out there. Many people out there need
help with their income. Many of the old people are living on nearly
nothing. I know some people that do not have enough income to meet
their food expenses. What are they supposed to do I ,

Ocilla is the county- seat of Irwin County and many of the city
workers there do not have enough equipment to do their work. Unless
they can get the right equipment to do the job, how can they be ex-
pected to do thA things 'that need to be done t

We need help uk getting people concerned enough to do something
about this. If we could get people to speak up, we might be able to
solve some of these problems. Some people are afread to speak out
because of their race or because they are poor.

That's no excuse, I know, because these Ipeople live there too, i. ..d it
is only fair for them to speak up and tell someone that their problems
where they live could be unproved. They should tell other people they
need help.

We need more help with our schools. We need young teachers
who are more patient. I think teachers ought to be required to keep
up with the times or retire. Where I live, there is also a great need
for more books and other school equipment for students to use.

Senator Humphrey, I realize you might not be able to help us
with all our problems, but I just wanted to let you know about some
of them. There are things that Irwin County and other counties need
that you might be able to help them get. We like living in the rural
areas and would like very Much to stay here. We think the condi-
tions here are better than they would be in a city ghetto. We want
to stay and we ask your help in supplying the needs that will allow
us to stay here.

Thank you.
Senator ALLEN. Thank you very much, Miss Myers.
Senator Talmadge I
Senator TALMADGE. Thank you for your statement, Miss Myers.

How old are you?
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Miss Mimes. Eighteen.
Senator TALMADGE. When did you drop out of school?
Miss MYERS. Well, it was 2 years ago that I dropped out.
Senator TALMADGE. At what grade level ?
Miss MYERS. I was in the 10th.
Senator TALMADGE. You were entering the 10th at the time?
Miss MYERS. Yes.
Senator TALMADGE. Do you expect to get your high school diploma

this year?
Ifis.431yEas. Yes ; I hope so.
Senator TALMADGE. Congratulations.
Miss MYERS. Thank you.
Senator ALLEN. Just a moment, please. There is a question or two

I would like to ask.
During the time that you were in a dropout status, how long was

that How long ago did you drop out ?.
Miss MYERS. Well, I dropped out in 1968.
Senator ALLEN. For how long a period were you not in school ?
Miss MYERS. For 2 years.
Senator ALLEN. What were you doing during that time V
Miss MyEas. Well, sometimes I was doing work, like, you know,

housework or something.
Senator ALLEN. Now, by going back to school, though, you feel

that you will be able to get a better paying job and a job that you
would like better.

Miss MirEas. Right.
Senator ALLEN. Is that correct?
Miss MYERS. Yes.
Senator ALLEN. And it is your preference to continue living in

Georgia and in Irwin County or Taft County. You do not plan or
desire to move from your native section, native State?

Miss MYERS. Not at this time, no.
Senator ALLEN. You want to stay here. T was glad to note. pleased

to note that you feel that living conditions here are better than they
would he by going to the large cities. That is your feeling?

Miss MrEas. Yes.
Senator ALLEN. What type of work have some of the other pupils

who. have dropped out, gone back under this program, what type of
jobs have they been able to get?

Miss MYERS. Well, I wgruld not know.
Senator ALLEN. Do ybri know anybody that has been in this pro-

gram that has graduated ?
Miss MYERS. That has graduated ? No.
Senator ALLEN. How long has the program been maintained?
Miss MYERS. Well, I started in January.
Senator ALLEN. Just now getting started, then.
Well. now, they pay your fees and your room and hoard?
Miss MYERS. Yes.
Senator ALLEN. And do they give you some sort of monetary living

allowance in addition?
Miss MYERS. Yes.
Senator ALLEN. Well. it is a real fine program then, in your

judgment.
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Thank you very inucJi.
Miss MyEas. Thank you.
Senator ALLEN. Mr. Eugene Adams, please. Eugene Ada ins. Moul

trie Production Credit Association and local farnwr. Mr. Adams.
thank you for appearing before our committee. I f you would proceed.
please.

STATEMENT OF EUGENE ADAMS, PRESIDENT, MOULTRIE PRODUC-
TION CREDIT ASSOCIATION,, NORMAN PARK, GA.

Mr. Abnikts. Thank you. Senator Allen. Senator Talmadge. It is a
privilege for the to have the opportunity to meet before this committee
this afternoon and share with you some of the views and some of the
problems related to agriculture. and in the interests of time I will cut
my talk considerably shorter than it might have been otherwise.

I am certainly sure that American agriculture. championed by the
farm family. has been the greatest asset to this great country as We
know it today. American agriculture involves some 5 million workers
today. That is only about 2.4 percent of the work crew. In less than
10 years it is predicted that only 2 percent. or 4.4 million people. will
be actively engaged in farming.

Truly our American agricultural production is the iniracic of our
world today. American farmers produce 50 percent of all the arri-
cultural goods in the world. On American Mariners have the record
of being the most poducti VP group of people in the country. Farm
productivity has increased at the rate of 7.7 percent since 1950. whereas
nonagricultural industry has increased at the rate of only 2.8 percent.

This phenomenal rate of increased productivity by our farmers has
released to industry, to science, to professions. arts. and so forth. a
vast majority of the people in this country, thus making America the

igreat Nation that it s today.
The American Mariner's record of productivity has enabled him to

stay in the business even in the face of declining prices for his goods
and an escalated price for the farm inputs. This has been the only
stabilizing factor in our inflated economy of today.

Our American agricultural abundance is, without a doubt, our great-
est and most powerful force for world peace. Our Nation's farm prod-
ucts are helping to relieve hunger and starvation in many nations.
Certainly, gentlemen. this is a -beautiful picture to this point, but all
is not well with the American farmer.

In 1970 we received only 77 percent as much for our labor as did
the nonfarm labor and with little consideration being given for the
$325 billion invested in farm assets and production costs. The index of
wholesale farm prict went down from 106.4 in 1950 to 98! in 1965.
At the same time., farm inputs were going up at all alarming rate. The
farm debt has more than doubled in the last 10 years.

The cost-price squeeze is very real to us farmers. Many farmers.are
having to quit with no one to take over for them. or in most cases they
are quitting to take a more lucrative job in the city.

This farm exodus has been going on since the turn of the century
and farm numbers have declined over half in this period. This Hunn.'
certainly could shrink another third before the tide turns.
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If you will. 0.entlemen, let us look into the future for a short 10-
year period and try to project what is expected of the farmers at that
t late. There will be a very real concern about food short ages, not worry
about our surpluses. There will be 700 million more people in the
world to feed; 35 to 0 million of thes people will be Americans.

Based on our present day production we will need .200 million more
acres of producing lands. (.'urrentlY new lands are being used for non
agricultural purposes faster than they arc bent!, made available.

FM' our farmers to meet this great and tremendous need. intensi-
fied practices must be used because the land will not be available. We
must use more. fertilizer, more techniques. more pesticides. more irri-
gation. land drainage. adaptation of crops to environment. While this
must be done to produce.the needed food and fibers. at the same time
many ecologists are clamoring for less of these needed inputs in
: vrticult ure.

Many'of our pesticides have been removed front label clearance and
litany of the remaining face the same fate. Most have been convicted
on false testimony and circumstantial evidence.

Based on our production facts of today the reduction of our fer-
tilizer use to 50 percept of what was used in 1970 would reduce our
yields by 34.percent and increase the cost. by 40 percent. Similar
results could be expected from restricted pesticide use. Restricting
the use of fertilizers and pesticides could well increase the need for
agricultural acres by one-third to one-half and where would they come
from, and the cost of production certainly would skyroCket. Con-
sumer goods would escalate rapidly in the event of this happening
and the quality of our food would certainly deteriorate.

America, a nation with only 6 percent of the world's people, has
40 percent of the world income. America cannot afford to continue its
policy toward agriculture. Our farmers must thrive with this boom-
ing economy. History substantiates the fact that. "As agriculture goes.
so woes the Nation."

Gentlemen, to a. very arge degree the destiny of the American
farmer. and, therefore, t e destiny of America, is in your hands.

What can you do? F m my point of view as a farmer, these are
some of the things that eed to be done.

First of all, give us an agricultural program that will allow the
American farmer to earn his fair share of the national income. Let
tts. if you please. efq at the same table with our brother.

Second, the welfare program must be put on a work-for-pay basis
for all that are phySically able and not on a gratis basis. Farmers and
industry alike in the South are clamoring for workers, while th,
country is filled with people that will not work. because welfare pays
them enough to live on.

This leech on America is surely and certainly sucking the life blood
from our great country.

The so-called ecology group must have a restraining inn as it
relates itself to agriculture. There must be people of wide agricul-
tural experience, with foresight shaped from past experiences, to
shape the future of agriculture. Ecologists could well be the people
that bring about strife and hunger in a nation of plenty while at the
same time trying to do good. The loss of many of our pesticides. the
impending doom for many more. the clamor for restricted fertilizer
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use, the delay in the battle to control the imported fire ant, are but a
few examples of what can happen..

Fourth, I believe firmly that the family-oriented farm is the back-
bone of our future agriculture. Therefore, the life's blood of America.
Conseouently, restraint must be put on and continued on giant. co-
operative farms and integrated farming. These types of agriculture,
in my opinion, east. a large shadow over the American people.

Fifth, I view with alarm what is happening to some of our agricul-
tural products as a result of imports. And not only agricultural prod-
ucts, may I say, but a lot of other American goods. A concerted effort
should be made to get an alliance with the European Common Market.
Satisfactory export-import re, m ations direct themselves to all Amer-
icans. There are 1.4 billion p pie in about 100 countries that have

f
an average income of less than $100 a year, and all American people
are competinc. with this labor.

Sixth, the rural development and revenue sharing program as
amended, does not call for any reduction -in funds for extension work
but it does not provide that States must increase Federal funds for
extension work as the need arises, and in eliminating the requirement
that Federal funds he matched by State and county funds, it opens
the door for financially hard-pressed States and counties to use for
other purposes funds now appropriated for extension work. This, I
believe, is not in the best interests of agricultfire.

Seventh, one of the most dramatic changes in American agriculture
has been the shift toward greater use of capital relative to land and
labor. The shift toward substituting capital for labor, and to a lesser
extent for land, has been very evident- during the past decade. In-
creased capital has been mainiy in the form of inputs purchased off
the farm, such as equipment, feed, fertilizers, pesticides, custom serv-
ice operations, storage facilities, houses, and education, The high price
of labor relative to the price of other farm inputs and the difficulty
farmers are experiencing in getting labor at all, and certainly the qual-
ity of labor we must have to operate the expensive and complicated
machinery on farms today have compelled the shift to mechanization.

Certainly, training centers for qualified workers to manipulate this .

complicated equipment is essential for our continued program. And
certainly, more capital on a longer basis for intermediate term loans
is desirable.

Eighth, and at this point, I would like to say that I believe the
passage of S. 1483, cited as the Farm Credit Act of 1971, is expedient
to farmers and the rural-urban development we so desire. Passage of
this bill will provide funds for rural housing to nonfarm people. It
will allow funds for intermediate terms needed in many phases of
ap.riculture. Funds for custom farm services, so expedient to agrieul-
ture, and the development of the rural-urban balance will be available
under this act .Many farm-related services, as electronic record centers,
custom service centers, processing centers, and a host of others, can
be funded by the passage of this bill. Passage of this bill will do more
to halt the exodus to cities and bring a needed shift to rural areas than
any act I know of today. I urge its passage.

I want to commend Senator Talmadge and Senator Humphrey and
the other Senators who sponsored this bill, for their forward look at
the rural-urban problems.

63 5s;2 71--pt. 3-30
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Ninth, I want to quote from Thomas Nfacauley, the famous English
historian and author, who wrote these words 120 years ago.

Americayour Republic will be fearfully plundered and laid waste by bar-
barians in the 20th century as the Roman Empire was in the 15th, with this
difference, the Huns and Vandals who ravaged the Roman Empire came from
out. ]our Huns and Vandals will have been engendered within your 'own
country by your own institutions.

Certainly, there is a dire need for a revival of the word "work,"
Training centers to provide technically trained men and women to
work in agriculture, agri-related service centers, industry, and so
forth, is a must for our rural-urban balance, A facility as this Rural
Development Center could be, invaluable in planning these needed
training centers that could be established in this RAD program.

Tenth. Our Future existence will certainly be on the same land as
today. Our water use will double in less than a decade. Water then is
just as important as laud. We will he fed. clothed. and housed from
the same thin layer of top soil that feeds us today, In a decade we will
need a third more food, housing for 100 million more Americans,
roads for double the number of cars and trucks, space to dispose of
another million tons of waste annually. Yes, in a decade land use must
be inure intensive.

Therefore, we must adopt .a sound land use policy, one that will
enable us to sort out the land best suited for recreation, agriculture,
eommerce, housing, and highways, a land policy that will establish
priorities and make the best use of our God-given natural resources
and perpetuate them for the futnre.

Eleventh. The rural-urban program as proposed by Senators Tal-
madge and Humphrey and the other members of this committee, is a
giant step forward in relieving the rural exodus to cities and prin-
cipally to the cities' poor areas. This will enable ,rural communities
and towns to improve community facilities and build industry that
will keep people in the rural areas and hopefully, bring some of the
city back to rural America, When opportunities, civic, community,
educational, and religious, equal or excel those of the city, the tide
will turn to rural America,

This giant effort will be invaluable to America. But this committee
must not lose sight of the farmer. His plight is precarious. Itis destiny
is uncertain. Iris future needs are a must for our Nation.

The American farmer, but most of all the American way of life,
needs you people to become cognizant of and concerned about the
plight of the farmer. We plead before you our needs. We hope that you
will be our friends and our partners in the halls of Congress as you
have already been. We know that in the future you will become cog -
nizant of our needs and do the best that you can to remedy a had
situation. Rural-urban balance can never be a reality until the plight
of the farmer is helped, too. A]] of the centers and the facilities that
we might build for industry, and whatnot, until at such time as farm
goods are equal to parity, then this discrepancy is going to hurt the
rural-urban balance that we all need.

Thank you very much.
Senator TALMADGE. Excuse me. I will he right back. Senator Allen

will ask questions until I return.
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Senator ALLEN. Thank you, Mr. Adams, for your very fine testi-
mony. Certainly, we could spend several hours discussing with you
the farm economy and the importance of the farmer in the scheme of
things in this country. I think' I can certainly definitely assure you
that this subcommittee and the full Committee on Ariculture is mind-
ful of the problems of the farmer and certainly is seeking to alleviate
those problems and to solve those problems. We agree with you that
there cannot be a sound economy for rural America unless it is built
on. the basis of a sound agricultural economy. So, if we can start with
that base, and solve the farm problems and build on that by seeking
a better balance between agriculture and industry, continue with a
sound agricultural economy, but get some industry into our area, that
would be the ideal situation, would it not?

Mr. ADAMS. Yes, it would.
Senator ALLEN. I know Senator Talmadge will appreciate your com-

ments on the bill that he and Senator Humphrey and others on the
subcommittee have introduced and it will go a long way, you feel, in
solving some of the problems of rural America?

Mr. ADAMS. Yes, sir. It is a fine bill. We think a lot of it and we hope
that it will be passed.

Senator ALLEN. I note that you are working with the Production
Credit Association.

Mr. AnAsis. No, sir. That i, not so. I am a director and president
of the Production Credit Association. 1 farm for a living. I have
no other income other than farming.

Senator ALLEN. Ism You do not, receive any income from the pro-
duction credit work?

Mr. ADAMS. No, sir: it is one of those honorary jobs.
Senator ALLEN. I think that is mighty fine of ,you to volunteer your

services. Certainly, you are seeking by doing this, to help the farmer
and his problems.

What success is your Production Credit Association having here
in this section of Georgia ?

Mr. An.\Nrs. We are financing the bulk of the farm operations,
considerably more than half, on both intermediate, and short-term
loans. The volume in our particular Association at Moultrie has gone
from $4 million to about $14 million in a period of 10 years. We are
serving well over half of the farmers in the four counties that we
serve, Colquitt, Cook, Berrien, and Lanier.

Senator ALLEN. I note that you endorse also the amendments to
the Federal Farm Credit Act.

Mr. ADAMS. Yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. We feel that the bill is making very'fine .progress

in the Agriculture Committee, and I have every reason to beheve that
it will be approved after talking with members of the committee in .
session. And we look forward to the passage of that bill as well as
Senator Talmadge's bill which you endorse on the rural development
credit system. We certainly appreciate all your comments about the
need for realization of the need and the dignity and necessity of
work, a return to some of the principles of self-reliance and individual
initiative that made this country great. You endorse those concepts.

Mr. ADAMS. I sure do, 100 percent. We have too many people that
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have gotten to the point of complacency about work, to the extent
that they just rely entirely on what welfare or maneuvering schemes
that they can do to get enough to subsist on.

Senator ALLEN. Well, do any people turn down employment for"
fear that it might deprive them of their welfare benefits?

Mr. ADAMS. Every day ; yes, sir.
Senator ALLEN. Thank you very-much.
Senator TALMADGE. Thank you, Mr. Adams, for your very fine,

well-thought-out statement. I was very much impressed with several
points you made. One, farm income, a matter in which I whole-
heartedly concur.

When I first went to the Senate 141/2 years ago the farm bloc was
the strongest organization in the U.S. Senate. Now it is the weakest.
We have got less than 5 percent of the people that live on the land
and farm and only about 25 Members of the House of Representatives
have rural constituency of 25 percent or greater. They want the farm,
ers to raise their stuff free and give it to their constituents. Trying to
pass any kind of farm bill through the Congress now is one of the .
most futile things you ever saw, particularly in the House. In the
Agricultural Act of 1970, we passed a good bill through the Senate
but when we got to the House conferees there, we met a stone wall of
resis\tance, intransigence, on the part of the Department of Agricul-
ture despite the fact that the farm parity ratio now is about 70
percent. That is what it was during 'the depths of the depression
back in 1933.

-Now, to compound the problem, we will have the agricultural ap-
propriation bill pending before us in just a few days. There will be
a desperate effort made to destroy the tobacco program. You realize,
of course, what that means to most of the family farmers in. south
Georgia, particularly in the Moultrie area and Colquitt County. It
will put more people on welfare, and the tobacco program has not
cost our Government anything. or an infinitesmal amount since the
thirties. It pays almost $5 billion a year in taxes to Federal, State, and
local governments, and then there are those who want to completely
destroy the agricultural support program. They use as the entering
wedge some of what they say is excessive payments but if you elimi-
nate those, you will destroy your support program in its entirety
and then our farmers will be forced to compete with the peons of
India and China and elswhere when the wage level is already far
too low.

I concur fully on your welfare program. I am strongly in favor of
welfare reforih. it is desperately needed. No one is happy with the
fact that over 12 million Americans are on welfare. The recipients
are unhappy, the taxpayers are even more unhappy.

What we need to do is train people for productive jobs and employ-
ment and then once you train them say, look, brother, you work if
you eat.

We have got to get back to the old biblical injunction by the sweat
of the brow shalt thou eat.

I am in favor of helping those that cannot help themselves, the
aged, blind, totally and permanently disabled, and the children. I
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have supported every effort to increase their benefits from Governor
on through the V.S. Senate, but 1 am not going to vote to pin more
taxes on the American people to pay living wages to people who can
but (to not want to work. (Applause.]

With reference to the ecology, we have got those that want to
take us back to the stone age and destroy all technology in the name
of ecology. We must protect our environment. but we can do'both. It
some of the hills pending before Senator Allen's subconhnittee passed,
for the poor fa suer in

pending
County to put an insecticide on his

crop, he would ItaYe to first get a Federal permit and then he would
have to hire a specialist to put it on there for him. The cost of the two
would be worth more than the crop, so you would

him.,
another fa...-.ner

pushed off his land and put on velfare.
Mr. ADAms. And you would ha VV lit. hungry American on top of that.
Senator TALMADGE. Exactly. and if some of them had their 'Nay

they would absolutely destroy all technology and take us back to the
stone age in the name of ecology. I think it utterly ridiculous. We can
improve our fuivironntent and we can protect our people's health at the
same time. Some of than bills would take us back to the malaria age
which we experienced when I was a, child %Own mosquitoes were all
over the country injecting malaria venom in all of its a II the time, too.

I think Senator Allen probably commented on S. 1-IS3 which you
endorsed. That bill has been reported by the subcommittee to the full
committee I think \V-e would have reported it out last Wednesday hut
unfortunately, we had so many committee meetings going on at the
same time and so many Senators out of town, we spent 30 minutes try-
ing to get one extra Senator to make the quorum. 1 am hoping at the
next meeting we can report it.

My compliments to you on what I think is one of the best statements
presented before this subcommittee since we have been before the
hearine-s.

Mr.
rings.

Thank you, Senator Talmadge.
Senator ALLEN. Senator Talmadge, I might report to you as the

chairman of the full Committee on .griculture. serving under your
appointment as chairman of a subcommittee having the jurisdiction
over the bill that von spoke of, that provision requiring a farmer to
get a permit to acquire pesticide and then get a consultant, so- calir 1.
to apply it, that is not making very much progress in the subcommittee,
I might say.

Thank .vou very much, Mr. Adams. Appreciate your testimony.
Mr. ADAms. Thank you Senator Allen, Senator Talmadge.
(The prepared statement of AI,. Adams is as follows :)
Aft% ADAms. American agriculture, championed by the farm family,

has been the greatest asset to this great country as we know it today.
Our agriculture has been the lifeline for additional 100 million people
daily

American agriculture is the Nation':.; largest industry with assets
of over $275 billion. Assets combined with operating costs of $50 bil-
lion makes our agriculture. equal to more than 75 percent of all U.S.
corporate assets. Our agriculture has $3.2,000 capital for each farm-
worker whereas American corporate industry has an investment of
only $2.0,000 per worker.
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American itgriculture involves about 5 million workers today. In
less than 10 year:;, only 2 percent of our labor force or 4.4 million
people will he active's- engaged in farming. But three of each 10
jolts in private enterprises are directly dependent on agriculture
today.

..ktnerican agriculture feeds 200 million American people better imd
cheaper in terms of dolhirs earned than any nation. The average
American worker spends less of his income today for food than at any
time in our historyless than in any other nation. Only about 1,-) per-
cent of the American family income goes for food.

American agriculture exports 15 slTiploads of food dads' that feeds
100 miWon additional people around the world. This daily export of
American food is valued at $20 million. One-third of our harvested
iicreage is exported.

Truly, American agricultural product ion is the -miracle of today's
world.- American farmers produce 50 percent of all the agricultural
(rood in the worldmorc t t1 an Western Europe, Australia, Ne,v Zea-
rand. Canada, and Latin America combined.

Our American farmers have the record of being the most produc-
tive vroup of people in the country. Farm productivity has increa.-ied
7.7 percent per year since 1950, whereas nonagricultural industry has
increased at it 2.s percent rate since 1950. Each farmer today produces
food and fiber to feed and clothe himself and 42 other persons.

This phenomenal rate of i,icreased productivity by our farmers has
released to industry, science, professions, arts, et cetera, this vast num-
ber of people, thus making of America the great Nation that it is to-
day. Visualize, if you can, the impact of thisNittion if 1:t to 50 percent
of our manpower %Yore required in food production its is the case m
other nations tither than the 2.4 percent that is required in America
today.

The American farmer's great record of productivity has enabled
him to stay in the business even in the face of declining prices for los
goods and an escalating price for the farm inputs. This has been the
only stabilizing factor in an inflated economy.

Our American agricultural abundance is, without a doubt, our
greatest and most powerful force for world peace. Our Nation's farm
products are helping relieve hunger and starvation in many nations.
In doing this, we farmers foster world trade and goodwill with our
agnoultural production. ( )iir Nation accepts foreign currencies, bar-
ter, and credit terms for our farm goods from countries that need
our products.

Yes, gentlemen, this is a beautiful picture to this point. Mit fill is
not well with the farmer. In 1970, we received only 77 percent as much
for our labor as did the nonfarm laborer. And no consideration was
given for the $825 billion invested in farm assets and production costs.
The index of wholesale farm prices went down from 106.4 in 1950 to
96.4 in 1965. At the same time, farm inputs were going up at all 111:11111-

inn. rate. The farm debt has more than doubled in the last 10 years.
The cost-price squeeze is very real. Many farmers are quitting with no
One to take over for themor, in many cases, they are quitting to take
a more lucrative job in the city. This farm exodus has been going on
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since the turn of she century, and farm numbers have declined over
half in this period. This number could shrink another third before the
tide turns.

Now. if you will gentlemen, let us look into the future for a short 10
years and project what is expected of the farmers then. 'There will be
very real concern about food shortages, not worry about surpluses.
There will be TOO million more people in the world to feed-35 million
of these will be Americans. American agriculture will be the differ-
ence between life and starvation for many people in foreign lands.

Based on our present day production. we will need `?00 null more
acres of producing land. Currently., new lands are being used for non-
agricultural purposes faster than they are being made available.

For oar farmers to meet this great need, intensified practices must
be usedmore fertilizer, pesticides. irrigation, land drainage, adapta-
tion to environment, and so forth. While this mi c' be done to produce
the needed food and fibers. at the same time, ecologists are clamoring
for less of these needed inputs in agriculture. Many of our pesticides
have been removed from label clearance and many of the remaining
face the same fatemost have been convicted on false testimony and
circumstantial evidence.

Based on production facts of today, the reduction of our fertilizer
use to 50 percent of that used in 1970 would reduce yields 34 percent
and increase costs by 40 percent. Similar results can be expected from
restricted pesticide use. Restricting the use of fertilizers and pesticides
could well increase the need for agricultural acres by one-third to one -
half. and the cost of production would skyrocket. Consumer goods
would escalate rapidly in the event of this happening, and the quality
of food would deteriorate.

America, a nation with only 6 percent of the world's people, has 40
percent of the world income. America cannot afford to continue its
policy toward agriculture. Our farmers must thrive with this booming
economy. I l istory substantiates the fact "That as agriculture goes, so
goes the Nation."

You, gentlemen, have, to a very large degree, the destiny of the
American farmerand, therefore, the destiny of America in your
hands.

Yes, you did say, "What can we do?"
FirstAn agricultural program that will allow the American

farmer to earn his fair share of the national income. Let us, if you
plea:se, eat at the same table with our brother.

SecondTho welfare program must be put on work-for-pay basis
for all that are physically able and not a gratis basis. Farmers and
industry alike in the South are clamoring for helpers, while the
country is filled with people that will not work, because welfare pays
them enough to live on. This leech on America is surely and certainly
sucking the life's blood from our great country.

ThirdThe so-called ecology group must have a restraining
hand as it relates itself to agriculture. There must be people of wide
agricultural experience, with foresight shaped from past experiences,
to shape the future of agriculture. Ecologists could well be the people
that bring about strife and hunger in a nation of plenty while at the
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same time trying to do good. The loss of mny of our pesticides, the
impending doom for many more, the clamor for restricted fertilizer
use. the delay in the battle to control the imported fire ant are but a
few examples of what can happen.

FourthI firmly believe that the family-oriented farm ;- Ole back-
bone of our future agriculture: therefore, the life's blood of America.
Consequently, restraints must be put on giant cooperative farms and
on integrated farming. These types of agriculture cast a large shadow
over the American people.

FifthI view with alarm what is happening to some of our agri-
cultural products as a result of imports. A concerted effort should be
made to get an alliance with the European Common Market. Satis-
factory export-import regulations direct itself to all Americans. There
are 1.4 billion people in about 100 countries that have an average in-
come of less than $100 per year, and all Americans are competing
with this labor.

SixthThe mind development and revenue sharing program. as
amended. does not call for any reduction in funds for extension work,
but it does not provide that Stites must increase Federal funds for
extension work as the need arises. In eliminating the requirement that
Federal funds be matched with State and county funds, opens the
door for finneially bard-pressed States and counties to use for other
purposes funds now appropriated for extension work. This, I believe,
is not in the best interest of agriculture.

Seventh One of the most dramatic changes in' American agricul-'
titre has been the shift toward greater use of capital relative to land
and labor. The shift toward substituting capital for labor, and to a
lesser extent for land, has been very evident during the past 4ecade.
Increased capital has been mainly in the form of inputs purchaed off
the farm, such as equipment, feed, fertilizers, pesticides, custom serv-
ice operations, storage facilities. housing and education. The high
price of labor relative to the price of other farm inputs, and the diffi-
culty farmers are experiencing, in getting labor at all, and certainly
the quality of labor we trust have to operate the expensive and com-
plicted michinory on farms today. have compelled the shift to
mechanization.

EighthAt this point. I V011id like to say that I believe the passage
of Senate bill 1-isr., cited as the "Farm Credit Act Of 1971- is expedient
to farniets and the rural-nban development '.v wish. Passage of this
hill will provide funds for rural housing to nonfarm people. It will
allow funds for intermediate terms needed in many plia-se,.; of Wrriili-
tIlre. 1'1111(1S for 0114001 f:11111 expedient to agriculture. and
the development of the rural-urban balance will he available under
this act. Many farm related services as electronic record centers. cus-
tom service center,. puree -sing centers. and a host of others (.:11) be
funded by the passage of this bill, Passage of this hill will do more to
halt the exodus to cities and bring a needed shift to rural areas than
any it I know of today. I nrge its passage. I commend Senator Tal-
nnnhre and Senator Humphrey. and the other senators who sponsored
this bill for t heir fora and look at rural-urban problems.

Ninth -Thoma, nwoulny. the fa motN, En(dish ori:to :Ind Au-
thor, -wrote t here NNOrdS P2u years ago :

E; 5
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Anterica--your Republic will be fearfully plundered and laid waste by bar-
barians in the 20th century as the Roman Empire was in the 15thwith this dif-
ference: The Huns and Vandals NN ho ravaged the Homan Empire canto from with-
out. your Huns and N'antials we been engendered within your ONVII country
by your own institutions.

There is a dire need for a revival of t he word, "work." Training
centers to provide technically trained moll and women to word: in
agriculture, agrirelated service centers, industry, (-t cetera is it must
for a rural -urban balance. A facility as this rural development center
could be in -alliable in planning these needed training centers that
00111(1 be establishe(1 in this RA1)111'01,70111111.

'Tenth Our future existence vill be on the same land area as to(lay.
Otir Nvater use will double in less than a (decade. Water is as important
as land. NVe will be fe(1. clothed aml housed from the same thin laN et.
of topsoil that feeds IN to(1-. In a decade we will need a third more
food; housing for 100 million more .1.1nericans; 1.011(15 for double the
nuniber.of cars aml trucl:s: spite( to dispose of anther million tons of
waste iinnually. Yes, in as dreade. land use must be more intensive; Ave
must adopt a sound land poliey. 0110 that will enable its to sort out the
hunt best suited for recreation, zurriculture, commerce, housing' an(1
highways. A land )olic\ that will establish priorities and make the
best Ilse of our God given nattnal resources and perpetuate them for
the future.

Eleventh- -'The rural-urban prorani sponsored by Senators Tal-
madge and 1 Initiphrey is a giant step forward in relieving the rural
exodus to cities and principally to cities poor areas. 'Ellis will enable
rural communities and towns to improve community facilities an(1
1)11'11(1 indlistrl: that will keep our people in rural areas. and hopefully
ln.inir some of city hack to l',.1111 A11101'10:1. When opportunities. civic,
coininunit educational, and religious opportunities equal or excell the
city. the tide will turn to rural America.

Phis giant 01'014 will he invaluable to .1.merica.. But this committee
must not lose sight of the farmer. his plight is precarious, his destiny
uncertain, his future needs are a must for the nations. The .1111prican
farmer. but most of all the American way of life. needs you people to
become cognizant of and concerned about the needs of farmers. We
1100(1 you to he our friend and partner in the halls of Congres-:, to
champion our cause. NVe need you to be your brother., keeper.

'Illnink you.
I The advert i-.ement of (teor,;I's System- attached

to Mr. .tdanisl k on file NVitil the Snhe(1111111ittl`0.)
S011;111)1' Mr. Ric-hard Lyle. please. ussistant regional direc-

tor. National -elan Longue, who r,-ill rend t Ile testimony of Clar-
ence Coloniall. Southern regional director, National I rhan League,

to trill' in 1)1.1'S(111 at this hearims.. iie is unable to he here
and leis usked INI. Lyle to present t he testimony.

Xow. as i understand it. 1\fr. Lyle. this is not your personal testi-
mony. It test inionN- Of Mr. (.01,11,:,11 that you are it his re-

thut correct
Mr. 1,1 r. That K correct. Senator.
Ser,utor .1,1,r'c. Thank :von. you may proceed.

5U 13
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STATEMENT OF CLARENCE D. COLEMAN, DIRECTOR, AND RICHARD
LYLE, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, SOUTHERN REGIONAL "OFFICE,
NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE, ATLANTA, GA.
4

Mr. LYLE (reading) :
I wish to express to both you Senator Talmadge and Senator Allen

on behalf of Mr. Coleman our sincere appreciation for an opportunity
to present this testimony here before you today. I am honored to repre-
sent Mr. Coleman who could not be with you today because of difficulty
in confirming his flight schedule from New York to Atlanta. For him
I extend to you his apologies.

Allow me in the interest of time to share with you a few brief state-
ments about the context of the testimony that you have before you. 1-
will not delve into any great detail ; however, I will give you a brief
description of our agency and proceed with the reading of the testi-
nuiny. The document from which I shall read is a compilation of ex-
cerpts taken from the official testimony which you have in your
possession.

My appearance before you today is on behalf of the National Urban League
headquartered in New York City, with five regional offices, and 98 affiliated
Urban Leagues serving the entire Nation. The National Urban League is a pro-
fessional social work agency representing thousands of members, volunteers,
and general supporters who identify with our goal of eliminating the effect. of
discrimination, inequity, and disadvantage from our society through the mobiliz-
ing methodology of community organization.

Organized in 1910, the Nationai Urban League originally concentrated its
efforts on solving the problems which black people were encountering in com-
pleting the classic transition from rural to metropolitan life, and thus, for the
past 60 years, though in an urban setting, the Urban League has been most criti-
cally involved in seeking solutions to rural problems.

The Southern headquarters, located in Atlanta. Ga., obtained funds to open a
center. The purpose of this center is to launch a model center in rural-areas where
people might be helped to reorganize themselves in community involvement in an
effort Mange those unresponsive systems relating to economic and community
development.

The center also provides technical assistance to rural communities and assists
in coord I i ,tion of existing and proposed services In rural areas within our region.

NV, the also developed a new Urban League component, the Urban
Lea Center, to respond to the needs of the people living in commu-
nit ,o small to warrant the regular Urban League affiliate. The first
of the centers to be established was the Gulf Coast-Mississippi Urban
Lea Center which opened following Hurricane Camille. Its primary
job to monitor the quality and quantity of disaster services for
min v residents.

Second, it acted to insure the concerns of the people who are repre-
sented and versed on the policymaking bodies which would govern the
rebuilding of the coast. As it has continued its focus has turned to the
community organization which enables the residents to produce the
changes they feel are needed.

Early in 1969 the National Urban League in response to an invitation
extended by the county commissioners agreed to operate an economic
development program in Hancock County, Ga. Lowndes County, Ala.,
Urban League Center opened in December of 1969 with the focus on
citizenship, education and leadership development. Following the tor-
nadoes which struck north central Mississippi in the early part of this
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year. the National Urban League in cooperation with the American
National Red Cross, established a short-term center in Indianola, Miss.
To better assure full disaster services for the residents of that area.

Mr. Chairman, I am sure that each individual here could enumerate
endlessly problems of which he is cognizant without any way of hav-
ing done justice to the extreme difficulties under which rural people
live. I know we are all aware of the inadequate educational resources,
of the lack of decent housing and the proliferation of decaying homes,
of the lack of jobs which result in those standards of living, and the
general overall scarcity of adequate health and welfare facilities and
resources.

I think our time here is indeed too valuable for us to dwell upon
these problems, for if we each concentrate on enumerating and de-
scribing the problems, we shall cover little except problems themselves,
instead of the solutions to the problems themselves.

Another major point which I would like to emphasize is th it in
doing effective rural development, all segments of the society mu -4- be
included. This means groups from the Chamber of Commerce and Lie
local community as well. If we are ever to achieve community develop-
ment, every segment of the community must be included to produce
positive and lasting results.

Gentlemen. I would like to emphasize also just a few of the recom-
mendations which are mentioned in our written testimony that you
have before you. I feel that if we were to attempt to summarize all of
bur recommendations into one general statement, it would be that we
provide the economic base and opportunities needed to meet the chronic
problems of rural people and communities in specifically an economic
development. We would recommend that special capital depreciation
allowances he made for industrial investment is areas defined as being
rural in order to encourage the industrial and the economic develop-
ment of such counnu This plan is far superior to the current local
tax competition model which shifted the tax burden of the local com-
munities and the already depressed economic and income structures
and pits one disadvantaged community against another. Our plan will
in elevate rural economic development to the level of national
public policy and spread the costs among the national components on
a more equitable basis.

In education, we recommend that Federal legish.'ion be enacted es-
tablishing special grants for public education in districts serving pre-
dominant rural and disadvantaged populations with emphasis on
obtainim, special pupil gains in communications skills and on the
teaiiiing of certain basic vocational skills identified as being in line
with the national rural economic. development. policy and goals.

To meet I1w housing needs of rural America we recommend that the
legislation be .formulated authorizing additional subsidized and low-
interest housing. both single and multifamily. rental and owner-occu-
pi.i. but with emphasis on developing, homeownership specifically for
rural arras, zinc( that a new program be devised for the very low-
income household which will provide. for either lower interest rates
than now permitted through Government guarantees or DO interest
rates at all. or some sort of direct subsidy for principal as well as
interest.
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111S11.111 a Ile:Will; 0.11(1 10.`1 1(.1' Ii 1(' for rural. Americans, We com-
mend that a national health system be tleisetl that is available to all
functions t'trectivelv for all rep'artIless of race, sex. creed. color. loca-
tion. citizenship. status or income. This is a vital requirement. particu-
larly in vie\N. of lip f,ct that t,onte 21 Americans under (15 have
no health insurance.

Atlditi()nally, We recommend that institutional racism be eradicated
in all social welfare delivery nl5, both public and private. This
9110111(1 include. such public agencies as the 1-11ited States 1)epatment
of ..1griculture, State 1)epartment of l'ublic \Vet fare, anti so on.

Again. let me con(,rattilate VOn distiforitislied gentlemen for taking
the time front vour ditties in our Nation's Capital to come here today
to listen first hand to :',oine of the dillicult les of sioatilicant concern ex-
pressed 1),v so many citizens. 1 0111 confident that all across the south
rural poor people hale been heartened upon learning of your impend-
ing visit and vou continuing concern.

In addition to the suggested act ions mentioned previously and those
recorded in 0111' 11111 111 1011 11111-1 1114'11 11111(11' a\1111111)10 to
you in print, I particularly reconimend that this subcommittee con-
\ 111 1110 0111111'S1 real-111)1V time a con feience at the level to
(teal (vit h the problems of po eX11(11.1(1111.011 I/V 1 1'111'01 and
migrant families of this region and this Nation. This major meeting
\\hick might be called the :\ligant 1Zural Economic Development
t'on Ferenc(' should last at 11'11st several day:- ;Hid should
all 1I11.1.11111'. ()Pl.:WIZ1161111;4. l'\1101'1S, :111(1 011441'41 :111(1 :11111011111'11 GOV-
1`1'111111'111 01111..1;11S II1V01 \a`11 in 0l \vay \vit'a the 1)1)1)1(all.: taitai peo-
ple and the people theniscIN-es to formulate a national strategy for
/Via \ 191;11 1111r. \ it;111Z111,tr. 111111 re5t1.11ct111.111 g; 1111';11 1111(1

:-.111:111 10(I 11 1'011111111111

IV(' at the N111 1011;11 L1'02 1e W0111(1 1101))' that 1115 111111114al-
111'111141 l'011foreTwe be held in this 10,12:11111 \N 111'11'111 11P,-: 1101 h the (rreatest
problent-: and the !neatest opportunities. but legadless of the site
niliniatel\- sclectell. the National Urban 1.esigue stands ready to coop-
erate Nvitil an assist this subcommittee in ;In\ and all ways possible ill
111111,6111r 011.11 Ill'rS111'll a 11:11 1011;11 1'111;11 0(1111(1.1'111'0. 101' 11 15 0111 OX-

1111(1 ()lir 111 111 that 11(.11 a 1111111 is riven fill` hunei-t
choice (01.1`11 :1 decent 110011' ;11111 11 decent i'4'11 II 1/1111)0;-10-

rill 1011 011(1 a Will 10111 1'111'1'1C bet \VV011 1'(11X0110(1 and ignorance. and
betNreen dependency and independence. he will without fail (.110()se the
decent home. t he purposeful job. and education and independence.

rot. 11,,im- of thew 1I10 Ill) Hill honest-
-0011).-. to po-chil be (b Coll 1111'

111 tel'IN' 11111)0el'iS111.11 or trri. coltilit\- and the seething tinderbox of
',Iloilo.Iloilo. 11.1' kilmv 1 1111 t hi- Nat iiiiinea,mahly heyause

t "rhaii 1,0;1,rlic hecit ill 11111,0 211111D,
(.114)1r: ond (.1ctue- It ill 1111"...-0,.11'ty.

11'1' 11:1 more !veer( IV t 1111.0 1111' `-,1111.:11 -011r, 01 111`-,1/:111'

",1
("; :"11.

0111 11(9'-; ;111(110f. (ally (h) hvlieve 111;11 they
that tIte-a, choice-. are lots-

11111)11,dt 1111' 111'0V1,`11 1110[100, (00 .10 \al 11-1'11 111 the 11111;111 .1111010.
IW1 \`,,, Ca/11101 Lean 10 110 it ;11011(1, 1101' ;Ill ag)'lIcies and all

ions 110.% (it, it iiiLrellicr. mils( ho' a
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nationa% policy formulated and new resources appropriated if our
rural areas and our rural people are to again become the heart anti
soul of this Nation.

We are convinced that this subcommittee and its work thus far
signify a fundamental step in that direct Mu.

Thank you.
Senator ALLEN. Thank you very much, Mr. I..vle. We appreciate

your testimony. I hope you will convey to Mr. Coleman our regret
that lie was not able to come in person but he had at very fine substi-
tute to send.

Senat or Talmadge
Senator TALlturoE. Thank von, Mr. I.le. I have had the Privilege

of talking with both you and Mr. Coleman and I think your objectives
are the same as the objectives of this subcommittee, and, of course,
we need all the help we can get front every source that we possibly
can.

This is at gigantic, inannth)th undertakimr, as you know. First, we
must create a popular demand for legislation of t his type. One of the
reasons we are holding hearings thomrliont the country is We have
got to educate the people of America on the problem. Once they under-
stand what the problem is, hopefully they will respond with direct
solutions.

You present some interestim, ideas, interesting thoughts and ideas
there, one, the tax incentive to decentralize industry around over the
country. 1 have cosponsored bills of that nature front time to time,
since 1 have been in the Senate and unfortunately, we have not been
able to get that agreed to. I think ;it does offer a solution, but in view
of the fact that we have not been able to ;Iccomplish that, We are
offering this proposal and I hope we have better luck with this.

Thank you very much.
Senator ALLEN. Thank you.
( The prep i.Al statement of Mr. Coleman is as follows:)

Honorable Hubert II. Humphrey, Chairman, .111(1 Distinguished Members of
the Sub-Connuittee on Rural 1)evelopment of.the united states Senate Committee
on Agriculture and Forestry :

I am Clarence D. Coleman, Director Of the Southern Region, National Urban
League.

First, let me take this opportunity to congratulate you, Senator Humphrey,
and the other illustrious Illeffiloors of this vital Sub-committee, for heing willing,
to sacrifice your time and convenience to come to Georgia, the hub of potential
and opportunity for this region, to listen to the needs, coneerns, attainments, and
dreams of the isople of this great section of America. To you, we say a very
appreciative "Tlmok you".

4 )ur congragulations go also to our Senior United States Senator from Georgia,
The Honorable lierman E. Talmadge, who, as ChairMan of the Senate Committee
on Agriculture and Forestry, had the vision, as the man of the so oil that he is, to
create it Sub-Committee on Rural Development to study the ways and means of
pro/siding legitimate choices for Americans who wish to enjoy the full blessings
of country living without being deprived of the economic and social advantages
of this ontion.

And lastly, our congratulations to the Honorable David Grambrell, who in only
a few 'months in office has already moved to get a closer understanding of the
problems of the people of his State and who has exhibited an extraordinary
awareness of the great potentials of rural people and their irreplaceably and
non-duplica table resources.

My appearance before you today is on behalf of the National Union 0 Leagis_
headqua rtered in New 'fork City. with five regional offices, and 98 affiliated Urban
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Leagues serving the entire nation. The National Urban League is a professional
social work agency representing thousands of members, volunteers, and general
supporters who identify with our goal of eliminating the effects of discrimina-
tion, inequity, and disadvantage from our society through the mobilizing method-
ology of community organization.

Organized in 1910, the National Urban League originally concentrated its
efforts on solving the problems which black people were encountering in com-
pleting the classic transition from rural to metropolitan life, and thus, for the
past t4) years, though .in an urban setting, the Urban League has been most
critically involved in seeking solutions to rural problems.

Always inter-racial in the composition of its Boards of Directors and staff,
the Urban League long since has quit thinking exclusively in terms of "black
problems" and now concentrates on "people problems"economic and educa-
tional, poverty and deprivation, substandard housing, lack of health care and
social welfare servicesmigrant workers, Chicanos, Indians, Appallichian whites,
as well as black Americans. In essense, the Urban League is the only organiza-
tion of consequence which attempts to deal with the problems of all minority
peoplethe problems which, in fact, are nasic to the definition of the term
"minority."

However, even with our broadened perspectives, the Urban League still chan-
nels the majority of its services and resources into the black community. Partly,
no doubt, this is due to our history, but to a large measure, we believe it is
because black Americans still represent the largest and most disadvantaged
group within our society. The 1970 census revealed that there are now about 23
million black people in the United States, of which one-third, or 71/2 million. earn
loss than the minimum dollar income. This is up from about 28% of the approxi-
mately 19 million black Americans counted in 1960or about 2 million more
black people now living in poverty despite what is considered to be 10 years of
unprecedented progress.

Another study of 1970 census data shows that nationally the gap between
white and Meek family income is being closed steadly, but that in the South
there is a rather suhstantial lag. In the north and west. Hoek families now have
median incomes of 73% of their white counterparts, while in this region the
figure is only 57%a gap of 16% which gets even more serious when it is con-
sidered that there is also a sizeable gap in white incomes between the regions
against which the black families are being compared.

It was jitst this type of information which led the National Urban League to
begin re-evaluating its traditional urban-only philosophy. Upon researching the
situation. it found that despite the huge and accelerating migrations of black
people into the central cities of the north and west. some 53% still lived within
the twelve states of Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi. North
Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia, which com-
prise the Urban League's Southern Region, and that 46% of those still lived
in rural areas.

In other words, approximately 25% of all black Americans rain live in the
areas of their major ancestorythe small towns, plantations, back roads, and
marginal farms of this nation's poorest sectionalong with millions of other
poverty-stricken whites. Spanish-speaking people, and share-croppers and mi-
grants.

What, then, we asked, should he the National League's response to those
people': Should we ignore the processes which have been systematically depriv-
ing them of their land. way of life, and heritage, and driving them into the proven
hopelessness of the city to roll on as we continue our search for answers to the
urban question? Should we conclude that the answer for America's minority
problems lies ultimately in the city?

True to our Urban League commitment to self determination for all people,
we decided against saying that either the city or the country is the answer for
America's poor. We concluded, rather, that the baste problem has been that
this nation's ninny disadvantaged people have been offered fewer and fewer
honest choices in selecting their pinees of residence--that the increasingly deter-
iorating economy in most rural areas are in fact forcing these families to one
decisionmove into the city.

Of course, the major problem confronting the Urban League as it hqs set mit
to provide bona tide choices for rural people through the equalization of hoth
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opportunities and results with those purportedly available through urban migra-
tO thin is resources. As a volunteer social welfare agency, the Urban League has

never been able to appropriate sufficient funds to meet the real needs of the urban
communities it has sought to serve, which is why we have increasingly con-
centrated our meager resources on community organization which enables people
themselves to deal with "root problems" through united action.

Thus, the Urban League has been able to respond to the problems of rural
people and communities iu any thing even faintly resembling the quantity which
is necessary to realize the joint goals of equal opportunities and results. But we
have worked successfully and qualitatively in several representative commun-
itiesboth small ti wn and purely ruralwhere, in addition to solving some
specific problems and aiding many rural people in regarding confidence in rural
life, the have pane,' a real appreciation for the parameters which will have to be
covered by any comprehensive drive to provide rural residence with the full life
chances of mainstream America.

In the following sections I will be outlining those problems which our staff,
working in these communities and struggling with the difficulties and frustra-
tions largely forgotten Americans, have identified as areas calling for federal
action. For sake of clarity, I have divided the presentation up into five problem-
centered areas: Poverty, Economic Development and Employment, Education,
Housing, and Health and Welfare.

POVERTY

It is no secret that the lack of economic and material mean and resources has
been a growing problem, especially in this region. Part of the growth of poverty
may be more apparent than real, as the bulk of persons living in rural settings
could hardly be said to be affluent all through history. But, often they we're rela-
tively better off than most of the people trying to fnake it In' the city.

For most Americans, this is fro longer trite. An urbanity /has become synono-
moo,: with a high standard of living. otul ritral.evoitomy'has progzessed very
little. But the tragedy of America is that in both rural and urban settings, it
has been its minority peoples who hare fared least well. 'Thus, the pOorest Of the
por, vit h the lea,,t hope. of attaining a. decent job. an adequate edncatt.Oit,-Ifiliee
home. and maintaining good health, tend to at a minority grottp whOlive in the
country or small town.
--On the surface, it appears that poverty is declining-in the United States. Since.

1959. the first year for which data on poverty are available, there has been an
average drops of 4.-ftete- each ye3tx-In the number of- persons statilstically defined
as impoverished. Surely, much of this gain ran be attyilrated to the "War on Pov-
erty" launched in 1964 With the foundineof the Office of Econmic Opportunity
and the revolutionary Community- Action Program. Anotter portion of it, how-
ever, is the result of the unprecedented years of eolith' our prosperity experi-
enced by the American economy (luring the sixties deb has now abruptly
ended.

lc should not be surprising, then, that in 1970, the number of persons living in
poverty shot upward 5.1%or more than the average decline for the previous
nine years. At the end of 1970 there were over 4.4 million families with incomes
below the poverty line living in rural America, of which 2.1 million, or 47.7%,
lived in this 12-state Southern Region.

Nationally, on 1970 10% of all white households were classified as improver-
ished. while a whopping 31% of minority households were found to he living in
poverty. The conditions in the rural South, predictably, were much worse, with
22.5% of all white families and 53.6% of all minority families having incomes
of less than $4.000 per year.

Poverty is also known to be related directly to families headed by women, as
male headed households in poverty declined 53% during the last decade, while
those with fetnale heads held steady. In fact, the chances of a family ieing in
poverty increases three times if that family is he:.ded by a woman.

Again. minority groups suffer disproportionately as nearly half of all minority
poor households are headed by a woman as compared to only 28 for white
bousebolds. fore ominously. r.4% of all minority people classified as poor are
below 18 years of age. while for whites the rate is only 36%. The ratio of white
age. on the other hand, is nearly three times that of minorities. reflecting, with-
out a doubt. the differentials in life chances which hear ever so heavily on
longevity as well as the propensity to escape the legendary poverty cycle.
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We find it totally inexplicable. in light of the above facts and at the very time
that poverty is on the increase, that the DEO program is being severely curtailed
stress the board. But we find it even more distressing that the Community Action
Program, the first and only hope which millions of rural poor petitile have ever
had to break the chain of local systems and institutions which ensure their
impoverishment year after year, is being wholesalely dismantled in rural county
after rural county.

.1s ineffective and courthouse dominated as some of these CAP programs were,
they at least offered a hope for change--ii lever where the egalitarian concepts of
the federal system could he hooked into the deadwood of rural "stand-pat-ism"
to force at minimum the acceptance of some standards of national public policy.

Thus, as a type of community action agents itself, the Urban Longue makes
one recommendation for the Sub- C'ommittee's consideration relating to this set-
thin on Poverty. recognizing that all of lint- testimony and recommendations relate
directly and totally on the problems of impoverishment. And that re':onimentia-
thin is that legislative action be initiated to either re-establish the Community
.1ction Program for rural eimintunities as originally envisioned through 0E0. or
create a similar agency for similar purposes based more directly upon the rural
I riclitatioil of this Sub-Committee.

Such :Pi agency could function much as DEC) relates to local communities
through it speeially created CAA. or it could fund proven community action
groups. The purpose would be to mobilize loeal citizens, primarily poor people
themselves. to plan and manage solutions to their own problems and to funnel
federal resources into rural communities to accomplish the basic national rural
development goals.

A
ECoNoNlIC DEVELOPMENT .cam 1:M4.01-Mt.:NT

Without any doultit, the major problem confronting this nation in responding
to the problems of rural communities is the inherent economic inequities and
cleticieneies which have come to denote rural as opposed to mainstream America.

This is particularly endende to the Smith, where rural popnlations continue
to fall, villages and town,s stagnate, once bustlintfarins grow up in weeds, :1111
YOling PV"Pit` 111.111 out of town for .\ Mem or on to the North is soon
as they terminate their secondary education. Yet most observers, including the
emigrants themselves. agree that rural life offers many opportunities and po-
tentialities highly preferable to urban conditions.

Among these are fresh air, open space, recreation, decelerated life'style, lower
cost of living, and greater sense of community independence and personal re-
sponsibility. The one and only significant negative is the ;ibysinal lack of eco-
nomic opportunity which almost totaV blankets rural America in the second
half of the 20th century,

The main reason, of course, for our declining rural economy has been tlw
amazing increase in American agricultural efficiency. ll'here about 1(10 years ago
as many its 80r,-t- of the nations' workers were engaged in farming. litiw it is no
more than 5('(and much of them are considered to be surplus or marginal-
whose time and efforts fail to bring minimum productive returns.

This radical change the replacement of people by machines has eallSed a
similar shift of .1inerieft's population from rural to urban areaslargely because
when ggriultural jobs disappeared, there were no other employment alternatives
in the rural communities for the persons displaced.

Despite this rapid mechanization in our region. a recent study by the USDA
showed that the South still contained of all farm wage workers in this
country-:i tots of over 1,0)0,00 persons. (Farm wage workers do not include
self-employed flirmers tvorking either their own or rented land). 650.000 of
these persons worked less than 25 days per year, and only 317.0141 worked 150
days or more- -at :in average wage of only S5.97i per day. of the 509,000 anon
over 2:i years of age so tonployed were heads of households. over 422,0(M) had
completed 8 years or less of formal etliwation. 530,000 or of all Southern
farm wage workers worked for more than one employer during the year.

The 1,106.000 southern workers who worked exclusively on farms averaged
only u3 days work per year for annual earnings of mere The remaining
703.000 workers worked ma average of 58 days in agrieulture, but managed to
average IN) additional days (.f non -farm work at an average wage of only $8.24
per day. Together these workers averaged only 149 flays total work and earned
a meager $1,105.
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The median income for the 1.609,1100 families was a pitiful :$2,0s7 --less than,
half that of farm wage earners in other regions of the nation.

From a national perspective. minorities made up 30' of the farm wage work-
ers compared to only 11,,/,- for all occupations. Minorities comprised of all
men and a whopping -UV', of all woomen farm workers. On the other hand, white
youth were far more prevalent in the fa rut wage labor force than those of
minority groups. Twenty -live inorcent of all males and 17', of all females were
both white and between 14 and 17 years old, compared to and Ili, for
minorit ients

While it is not possible to currently obtain data on 11011-b MI wage difference
between small citifies and towns and urban areas, it is generally conceded to be
signitieantespe( ally in the South. Many southern states. counties and noun-
.opalities hate aggressively sought to attract industryusually citing lower
wages, and ample labor, as well as often offering certain loyal tax incentives.
covering initial operating periods. Despite some success, hardly a dent has been
wade in the overall industrial and business development lag in this region, While
a few jobs have been created for displaced and underpaid farm workers, by
far too many of this region's workers still cannot earn a decent living here. Thus,
the move from country to city continues.

During the year cited earlier when southern farm workers were averaging
less than $6 per day, 'nonagricultural workers in Georgia were earning $16.72 per
dayand $15.20 even in Mississippi. However, it must be noted that these figures
are considerably inflated by industries in major urban centers paying national
union rates or similar scales.

The small town men and women in the plastic plant. textile mill. or mobile
home factory wione doing much worseand even those jobs were scarce. At
the same time, in Michigan the average wage earner earned $26.80 per day, in,
California, $25:28. in Illinois $23.641. and in New lurk $22.16.

Several other factors are blunting the early optimism concerning the prevail-
ing approach of southern industrialization. ,Many concerns are finding that one
regions' poorly educated and otherwise deprived surplus labor force due: nit
lend itself to manufacturing processes and techniques. Thus. a plant supervisor
re,ocntly reported.the company's per unit labor eosts at $2.00 per hour in a small
southern town have rather consistently equalled or even exceeded those of its
mid-western operations where workers earn $3.50 per hour.

Needless to say, this man's company is far from totally satisfied with its move
South despite favorable climate and other positive considerations,

This region is also attracting too much extractive industry, where the huge
capital investments result in few jobs for local people and often a deterioration
of environmental quality through pollution and similar results. A good example
is the paper industry which isrecoming su vybunated that new plants are mainly
hiring only a few technicians who must be imported from other cities.

Thus, it is absolutely essential from our viewimoint that the federal govern-
ment take 'he initiative in encouraging and directing the economic development
of this nation's rural communities. Families cannot be reasonably expected to
remain long in areas where income omoirtunities are poor or non-existent. In-
come presumes jobsgood jobs. And jobs require investmenteapital not now
being so allocated through our normal business decision- waking channels.

Competition alone cannot at this point in history provide the answers to our
intertwined urban/rural imbalances and realize the adequate attainment of our
uncial goals. County folk deserve both a fair chance and an honest choice. The.ag-
gressive pursuit of productive ,jobs through nubile policy implementation is our
best hops -- perhaps our only hopeof providing a base for a decent life for all
Americans.

EDUCATION

Despite the American fixation with formal education as the "sure-cure" for all
social ills, the absolute measure of social status, and the guarantee of ultimate
economic success and personal happiness, most of the information available by
which our educational establishment might be evaluated is so complex, yet full
of holes and often outdated, that the honest searcher for answers is usually left
to bewilderedly wonder if academics serves our society or if we are instead its
servants.

But we do know by observation. if no other way, that the American educational
system has consistently short - changed the disadvantaged and impoverished
Citizen': of this nation rather than providing the super highway to mainstream

C3-7:2 71--pt, 3-37
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culture and achievement so loftily envisioned. Increasingly, there are those who
maintain that public education itself is the greatest blockage to the realization
of the American dream by its unfortunate citizens, and they would point to such
studies as the ones on standard achievement tests which indicate that the gap
between whites awl minorities actually widens the longer minority children stay
in school.

Thus the theory that black, brown, and red children are receiving what might
more appropriately be called a "dis-education" in our government supported
institutionsthat the knowledge and abilities they just naturally have as persons
is somehow wrung out of them in the de-humanizing process we call schooling.
The reasons for this most likely lay in the recent studies on the effect of teacher-
perceptions of students upon student performance and the increasing alienation
from and rejection of the schools by disadvantaged and minority parents. As
this split continues to widen between educated and affluent Americans and those
who are not, it can be expected that the public school, as the major point of
contact between the two camps, will become more and more a battleground and
less and less a bridge.

It is also becoming more apparent that there is a direct relationship, despite
our mass public education system, between family income and educational attain-
ment. For instance, a report on school enrollments as of October, 1970, shows
that 243% of those persons 18 to 24 years old were in school as opposed to 46.1%
overall. For those families in the $10-15,000 income bracket, the figure was 50.4c/o.
and for those'over $15,000. 63.2%.

Figures for college attendance in the same age range are even more skewed,
with only 13.7% of those below the $3,000 mark enrolled in higher education as
compared to 59.8% for those above $15,000, Thus, if you are well-to-do, your
chances of attending college are at least four and one-half times greater than
if you are impoverished.

If you are also a member of a minority group, your chances of completing any
grade level is lower across the board, and, though no figures could be found on
this specific criterion, we are certain that if you live in the country, your chances
of reaching any educational attainment level is lower than if you live in a
metropolitan community.

To recapitulate, it is our conclusion that despite the breakdown of urban public
education, a person stands the least chance of attaining a decent education in this
nation if he is poor, part of a minority group, and resides in a rural area.

The relationship between parental income and the educational success of the
children is nothing newly discovered. What does need to be re-thought is the
notion as to which of these variables is causative. The old view that education
would lead to significant increments in the earning power of the succeeding
generation now`appears defunct. The number of poor children who are attaining
high levels in our education ladder not only is too small, but other measures
indicate that the actual learning in terms of performance may be considerably
less for many of these same disadvantaged children.

Thus. in light of the failure of the traditional education road, as of this mo-
ment in history. to be effective in bringing disadvantaged children from the cy-
clical bog of poverty, we are leaning toward a eomiter viewthat if family
income can be raised substantially, then the children will begin to make sig-
nificant gains in educational performance. Even if the education-first theory
did work, the income-first theory might be preferable as it considerably shortens
the time taken to reap the benefits. This generation experiences the escape from
poverty and disadvantage, and the rest of our society its residual affects, rather
waiting for a hoped for improvement in the next generation.

Why might income-first work? Because the child is most influenced by the
parent. As income rises above subsistence levels, the parent's self-image will be
enhanced, his belief in himself, his community. and his country will grow, and
his aspirations for his children will crystallize into realiable goals based upon
his new realities. Most important, perhaps, will be the school's new perception
of him and his child i.s responsible, persons of worth, who can benefit from the
educational process.

We are simply saying that it appears that wealth is the major standard of
personal value in this society. So4Ie human rights advocates have spoken about
"green power" as the key to unlocking the doors to equality. This is much the sameideathat as family income rises, fundamental changes occur, both internally
and externally, which brings about better utilization of our preesnt educational
resource: :.
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'Jousts°
Anyone who has travelled to any extent by surface transport around the

region has undoubtedly seen enough evidence to convince him that the South
has serious housing deficiencies--especially in rural areas. The most recent data
available shows that about one dwelling unit in 10 in this 12-state area is con-
sidered to be unsafe, unsanitary, or dilapidated.

Preliminary returns from other sources indicate that there may be some im-
provements occurring, but it is more probable that any such improvements, espe-
cially in rural oreas, are the direct result of the destruction without replacement
of unfit dwellings. Thus, the improvements would be purely statisticalnot quan-
titative, and would signal a net loss in population as the former dwellers either
moved from the urea, and probably to the city, before the demolition or be-
cause of it.

The figures cited above also show that 31.6% of all substandard housing in
this region is minority occupied, while 14.7% of all minority dwellings were
classified as substandard as compared to only 6.3% for whites.

A number of problems currently confront an ytalkling
A number of problems currently confront anyone tackling the problem of pro-

viding decent housing for present and future rural populations in this reti,ion:
(1) Many minority families have incomes fur too low to meet normal loan re-

quirements. even with prevailing interest subsidies and below market rates;
12) the private construction business is best equipped to produce a relatively

high volume of housing units in a compact geographic areawhich few rural
situations can support ;

(3) current rural federally subsidized housing programs in this region have
failed to produce anything near a satisfactory level of constructionlargely due
to the inability of federal agencies to effectively bridge local resistances to
minority land ownership, loan qualifications, provision of sanitary and other
support services etc.;

(41 most rural areas in this region-Auk comprehensive planning and zoning
systems ritich could provide for orderly development and the presence of
necessary facilities such as clean water, sewerage treatment, drainage, and
adequate utilities, instead of the present unofficial system which works to
exclude minority and disadvantaged families from the housing, market.

There is little doubt that a decent home is a great incentive for a family to
remain in a community, along with the other living qualities which rural life pro-
vides. New housing construction can also bring to a community many of those
new jobs, as well as, other business which it is generally agreed that most of
rural America badly needs. Poor people see television just as do other Americans,
end they develop the same aspirations and levels of satisfaction. If rural com-
munities cannot or will not meet these standards, then these shortsighted
'leaders" can e.ipect to see these people continue to look elsewhere.

HEALTII AND SOCIAL WELFARE

It would he possible to devote L. ntire hearing to either the problems of
health or social welfare as these areas affect the lives of rural pcor in the South.
The plight of the rural poor is above all a problem related by displaced national
priorities and created by a prolonged emphasis on urban development. It seems
that our interests in rural development have become priorities accidentally and
hopefully not too late. The current emphasis on rural development is actually
bowed upon the desire to relieve the overwhelming pressures under which our
rapidly decaying urban centers are currently straining.

Let me take a moment to offer meager praise to the current administration's
Family Assistance Plan, perhaps a beginning step in the right direction for
urban America. It also goes far in alleviating the gross inequities in public
assistance payments which existed for Public Welfare recipients by State, and
as a result could conceivably improve the quality of life somewhat in the rural
South. As it is eurerntly structured, however, it will do little to remedy the
vast ,,,ocio-econiimie problems of the rural South, for it is, and will continue to
he. a grossly underdeveloped region within a nation of an unsurpassed standard
of living. For in the rural Souk it is possible for a poor black or white man
to work all his days and never escape the cycle of poverty. A sharecropper, farm
laborer, or domestic worker cannot escape this cycle, and there are currently no
options in most of the areas ()trite rural South.

(1.
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Furthermore. the quality and qinint 10. I if social welfare services in the rural
south is consider:I Id y bell v that of the rest of Ano,rio.a, There k an absence of
qualified and dedicated personnel who understand tin' problems of the rural poor.
As a reslilt, there ailment:01y poor rural Southerners. especially blacks. who are
qualified for Narious forums of public assistance bUi'Wh0 (10 not receive it. Many
lack the knowledge and political sophistication of their urban connteeparts to
seek and demand what is rightfully theirs. Who is to advise them if the Welfare
Caseworker or the Antipoverty worker will not? im..

As you may know, the fatuity size of pour lama; fatuities is larger titan the
tuitional average. and the lack of quality child care is extensive. Although the
extended family inis alleviated this immediate problem, it has produiced a cul-
turally isolated and elepriviid population whi;i11 is not having a catastrophic
er,ct on our urban centers. Even with a minimum i 11COMO, we still fare the im-
mediate problem of making it available to every rural family that is qualified
for it and also those supportive services in the area of management and family
planning that will CE:thlt, the rural poor tu'enter the mainstreams of American
life.

In addressing the welfare of the rural South. an over-riding concern for im-
mediate consideration must be maternal and child health care. The rural South
Is the ttidwife capital of this nation and many births still oveur in private
dwellin rs. In famit, it is still possible for a child to he horn and never see a
physician. n dentist, or a 'pulilie health nurse until he enters it public school
system in sortie torus of time rural Sor.th. As you' well know, the vast majority
of the hospitals in. the rural South are insufficient .iimm terms of the number of beds
and the number' oftrained personnel. Most are short term facilities offering the
poorest quality of general care on a crisis basis. The number of specialty hospi-
tals in the South is grossly below that um_ the national average and these rural
poor :ire both economically aturgeographically isolated from these favilities..knd
to this the dearth of trained health and allied health professionals who are will-
ing to locate in the rural South and yon face a problem of bewildering
!In:portions.

In nnymy rural counties. public health services are available only on a part-
time bursa. Sanitation services are non-oxistant and you would not. have to
travel very far Loma this room 'to tied homes with out-liouses which are a poten-
tial and real hazard to time water supply of rural families. There are many chil-
dren who never receive vaccinations of any type until they enter the public
school system. Can you imagine such a potential hazard within a few miles of
tills very site?

The rural South has an epidemic of malnutrition. Nearly 40 per cent of low
ineotne families in the South have what are classitied_as poor diets. Southern
families consume considerably more fats. oils. flour. eereal. eggs. sugar, and
sweets than those in other regions."rhe consumption of milk and milk products
is considerably lower in the South than in other regions of this nation. about
`;(` yell gallons less per person per wear. I:011011'111 families also consume less frill'
than se in. other regions of this nation, about 2rm pout ds less per person per
year. There is also a high incidence of intestinal parasites. The rural South has
the unusual distinction of being the land of the -peculiar diet." Among the poor
malnournished black liond white persons of the rural South, you will find such
poor food choices as clay, chalk magnesium. starch. flowers, and refrigeration
frost.- A special type of white clay is sold in many farmers markets for personal
consmnpt ion. .

Planners in the urban areas of America are talking about the duplication and
fragmentation of health and welfare services in our on tropolitan wrens. lint it
is not likely that the rural South will face these types of complex and sophisti-
cated problems in tlai immediate future. It is almost impossible to duplicate
services where no services exist or where they are of such limited quantity. In
the rural South you can discuss fragmentation. but it is, fragmentation of people
and not services. There are people in the rural iionth 'that work in one county.
purchase consumer goods in another county. purchase health services in it

third county.

REro it MEN RATIONS : ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND EM PLOY NIENT

In order to provide the et:on:nide base and opporinnities needed to meet the
chronic problems of rural people and communities we offer the following rec-
ommendations for federal action. both legislative and administrative:
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(1) That special capital depreciation allowances be made for industrial in-
vestment in areas defined as being rural in order to encourage the industrial
and economie development of such communities. This plan is far tfigperior to the
nrreLit local tax competition models which shift the tax burderfs to the local

communities and their already depressed ecouoinic and income structure, and
pits one disadvantaged community against another.Our plan willjustend ele-
vate rural economic deyelopment to the level of minimal public policy -hind spread
the costs among the national components. on a more equitable basis.

2) That additional funds be made available nr the -growth center" concept
of aural industrial developmentlight industrial and business parks which eau
be served by one support network (sewers, utilitie3, transportation, etc.) and
will show workers froua wide radial area,- rather than a scattered and piece-
meal site selection. Currently (wing administered by Lhe Economic Develop-
ment Administration the program .should be expanded, refined, and perhaps
shifted (along with the entire EDA) in the proposed rural development
reorganization.

(3), hint the present agricultural oriented USDA Extension Service be re-
directed to service and support the requirements of rural industrial development.

14) That additional funds be allocated for specialiy designed manpower
training efforts aimed primarily not at "blue sky" careers which will require
ma:ration for all or nearly all graduate-s, at the known jobs which the other
sectors of federal rural economic policy are creating right in the enrollers'
inunediale commuting area. These training programs must be separate from
the -Manpower establishment" which has tended to perpetrate non-attainment
and other resistances to equal employment results for so many of the rural poor.

( r) That (airing the interim until industrialization can begin to provide the
2 million new jobs now esti,nated to be needed in rural areas, a meaningful
pr(igran of jobs in the publie sector He establishedespecially for the young
people who otherwise Will be off to the city. Most rural communities have a
large reservoir of conservation and environment oriented tasks which are be-
coming more and more crucial to the total life quality of all Americans. Parks
to be built, maintained, and staffed. trees to be planted, neighborhoods to be
planted, neighborhoods to be cleaned .up and repaired, rivers to be stocked, and
on and on.

16) That appropriate equal opportunity mechanism be established and exer-
cised over all aspects of rural economic programming, For too long federal re-
sources aimed at alleviating rural problems have been controlled by the privileged
few in many rural areas, while poor purple and minority people have received

little or no benefit from the programs written for them. The files of this P.S.
Commission on Civil Rights are overflowing with documentary reports detailing
the facts of how federal policy has been subverted. Thus, it is absolutely,impera-
tive that :ill rural programs contain strong and comprehensive equal opportunity
investigative and enforcement -powers and sta ff.

(7) That resmarees be channeled into the new sector concept of "agribusi-
ness"the restructing of agriculture or its derivative enterprises along new
productive and proeessive lines entailing changes in the'deployment of labor. capi-
tal and land. In other words, agribusiness concerns the industrialization gf
farming, which has been basically an extractive enterprise. Agribusiness. in one
sense, changes filming to a more non-extractive status by converting the farm
commodity into, or nearly into its marketable form=thus increasing the margin.
of value added which the community and its labor force retain. One idea which
we believe has particular merit would involve poor farders as owner/operators
of an intensive vegetable growing and marketing combine utilizing land now ly-
ing fallow, Of coarse, many of us are familiar with the budding catfish raising
and processing operations in several areas and the middle Georgia Flower grow-
ing enterprises.

(R) That-a program of grants. loans, and technical assistance be established to
promote and aid the es.ablishment of an extensise system of both consumer and
producer cooperatives among disadvantaged peiPe throughout rural areas. We
recognize sofne of the programs already existing and what has been accomplished.
But it is entirely insufficientespecially regarding credit unions. These types
of economic units promote community, identity. responsibility:trust and team-
work as well as protide economic and financial bases for solvj.ng underlying per-
sonal and collectiveproblems. A unified. coordinated national thrust is abso-
lutely essential in this area for the attainment of other rural develOpinent gcals.

RL
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Before closing this section, we fi3d it incumbent that we mention our reserva-
tions concerning nattional farm price-support find soil-bank programs. We Mid
it inconsistent frith reason or logic that many geographic sections receiving large
Payments also contain the poorest rural dwellers in this nation, who apparently
receive not one cent of benefit from this huge subsidy.

We are sure there must be a better wayone which would allow food prices
to fluctuate more in line with supply/demand factors and would funnel consider-

- ably more resources to the most needy farm families. We urge that any legisla-
tion emergency from the subcommittee deal with this most frustrating and in-
equitable situation.

EDUCATION

Of course, there re many specific areas where federal intervention and as-
sistance are n in order to assure adequate and equitable educational
opportunity for r ral citizens. From this total perspective, we meke the follow-
ing reconuendations:

(1) That efforts be concentrated on raising significantly the incomes of rural
families by applying the related recommendations in other sections of this
report concerning economic development and employment and through the
implementation of an adequate national minlintial income policy ;

(2) That federal legislation be enacted establishing special 'grants for public
education in districts serving predominantly rural and disadvantaged Popiit
lations with emphasis on attaining specific pupil gains in communications skills

vrosoffir on the teacling of certain basic vocational skills identified as being n line
with national rural ecohomic development policy and goals :

(3) That the federal government provide subsidies and grants to supplement
the teacher salary scales in districts serving predominantly rural and dis-
advantaged populations in order to reduce, and even reverse, the drain -.)f the
most able teachers into metropolitan areas: and that special scholarship and
loan funds be established for rural and other youth, seeking teaching careers
who are',willing to commit themselves to teaching for a minimum of five years
in districts identified as being rural and disadvantaged;

(4) That federal money he made available for research and the extensive
training of teachers in rural and disadvantaged districts in human relations.
concentrating on affirmative ways of overcoming teacher biases in the areas
of poverty, race. culture, rurality, and similar factors:

(51 That legislation be enacted providing a high level. of federal _matching
grants for the construction and operation o1 'community colleges and vocational
schools in rural areas havIng significantly high ratios of poverty. minority
populations. or educational underachievement, and for the free transportation
all young people enrolled from the district or districts involved.

In further comment on the final recommendation. we recognized that several
states, in this region and elsewnere have established similar structures alrearly
niany covering the entire state. This is by no means, however, the case every -
when .

We are alsA concerned, and have been unable to obtain sufficient data to
date. aliont whether these state-rim systems rtgg really an tariff. effective in
reaching disadvantaged youth than government- figures show the public schools
to he, Thus, we propose Cud the federal sector talze n much more actives role
in this nrea to ensure that all citizens, no matter in which state they live. hove
Nina! opportunity for a sound education and that. as n matter of national policy,
certain criteria relating to the Affee,tiveness and Pffipipnty of higher education
for the it.ost needy Americans he amiformly applied, as we have proiiosed tt he
for elementary and secondary schools.

frousrso

To meet the housing needs of rural America and the goals of national policy.
we propose the following recommendations :

'(1) That the several agencies and programs now responsible for meeting' rural
and small town housing needs be restructured to divoq it from those systems
devised to aid farming improvement anvl urban redevelopment :

(21 That this new or reconstitiitod agency he given Agar and concise holiszintr
goals in terms of both Pliminnting delapidated housing and providing a set
amount of 11(.117 units within a reasonable period of time. with specific allotments
for the various typos of limist-ng as identified:
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(3) That new legislation be formulated authorizing additional subs ( ed and
low-interest housing, both single and multi-family, rental and owner-occupied,
but with emphasis on developing home ownership, specifically for rural areas,
and that a new program be devised for the very low-income households which
will provide for either lowerinterest rates that now permitted through govern-
menteguarantees, or no interest at alt or some sort of direct subsidy of principle
as well as Interest ;
. e(4) That money be made available for further development of innovations in
low-cost housing construction such as ntodulars, etc., and for loans to individuals
and groups, such as cooperatives and community-based corporations, for initiating
or expanding minority-owned construction firms and operations and ancillary
businesses such as building supply firms, construction material mandfacturers,
and modular and prefabricated housing plants.

HEALTII

To insure a healthy and better life for rural Americans, we recommend :
(1) That a National Health System be devised that is available to and fully-

Hits effectiv?ly for all regardless of age. rave, sex, locnion. citizensh,- stns,
or income. This is a vital requirement, particularly in view of the fact ,...t( some
24 million Americans under 65 have no health insurance.

12) That a National Health System must provide a tax supported public
health professional education and training program which is free to any applicant
able to utilize the training and education necessary to fulfill a wide range of
health professional roles.

(3) That a National Health System nnist assure that comprehensive awl spe-
cialized.bealth care services are distributed evenly through the nation by area
andin accordance with the needs of the populace

(4) That a National Health System must be eommitted to the flexibility neces-
sary to discover and implement new ways to rage standards of care through the
recruitment and training of paraprofessional personnel and to the establishment
of career ladders which enable advancement to higher levels of service.

(7;) That to he effective. a Natiiinal Health System must be administertd
a single agency under community influence and control and have a Secretary
of Health at Its head.-

(6) That because of the amount of money that this country squanders in
underdeveloped countries is shameful in light of' the conditions in the Rural South,
we recommend that a program of citizen education and service designed to im-
prove and elevate the health and welfare position of the black and white poor
of the rural South be established. 4,

SOCIAL WELFARE

(1) That a guaranteed minimum income, above and beyond that of the present
Administration's, be a right and a reality for all citizens.

(2) That inAtitutiomil racism be eradicated in all social welfare delivery sYs-
tentsboth public and private. This would include public agencies such as the
T'SDA. state departments of public welfare and so on. It would also include all
private agencies who provide services to the poor both black and white.

Senator ATLFN. There have been filed with the snbcorpmitte0 state-
ments by Lloyd Jackson, nationtime consultants. Dr. Crzias Pearsen.
and a statement for the Georgia Electric Membership Corp.. and
others, and these statements will be included in the record.

(The statements referred fo follow :)

STATEMENT OF LLOYD JACKSON, DIRECTOR, NATIONTIME CONSULTANT FIRM,
ATLANTA, GA.

Today our nation is faced, -with a domestic crisis. Each year millions of the
rural poor, mostly black, move into the cities.

A great majGrity of them are unskilled and cannot find gainful employment.
As a result, our cities are exupriencing acute overcrowding in practically all
areas.

The urban welfare rolls are saturated, and the housing shortage is sever?.
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'There is also a rapid rise in crime ; and,racial tentaon is at a boiling point ; in
fact; there is a serious threat of complete inner-city decay.

Let's look at some statistical information. According to the 1970 census report,
approximately. 73.5% of our population is living in the urban areas compared
to 70% in 1950. In the south, the rate of increase was .much more in 1950. In
1950, 58.5% of the country's population lived in the urban areas. The 1970

0 census report shows that 64.4% of the population now lives in urban areas.
The movement from the rural to the urban* areas in Georgia is in keeping

with the trend of the rest of the south. The percentage in 1960 was 59.2%; how-
ever, according to the 1970 report, it is now 65.4%, an increase of 6.2% over a ten
year period of time. This nation has been largely oblivious of these 14 million im-
poverished pedple that are left behind in rural America. The nation programs
for rural America is woefully out of date.

This report is about a problem which many in the United States do not realize
exists. The problem is rural poverty. It affects millions of Americans. Rural pov-
erty is so widespread and so acute as to be a national disgrace, and its conse-
quences have swept into our cities violently.

The urban riots during 1967 had their roots, in considerable part, in rural pov-
erty. A high proportion of the people crowded into city slums today came from
rural slums. This fact Mime makes clear how large a stake the people of this na-
tion have in an attack on rural poverty.

The total number of rural poor would be even larger than 14 million had not
so ninny of them moved to the city. They made the move because they wanted a
job and a decent place to live. Some have found them ; many have not. Many
merely exchanged life in a rural slum for life in an urban slum, at exorbitant
cast to themselves, to the cities and to rural America as well.

Even so, few migrants have returned to ore rural. areas they left. They have
apparently concluded that bad as conditions are in an urban slum, they are
worse in the rural slum they fled from. There is evidence in the pages of this
report to support their conclusion.

Some of our rural progra s, especially farm and t hcational agriculture piro-
grains are relics from an Hier era. They were developed in a period during
which the weIfaye of farm families was equated with the well-being of rural
communities and of all rafal people. This no longer is so.

They were developed without, anticipating the vast changes in technology, and
Gni consequences of this technology to, rural people. Instead of combating low
incomes of rural people. these programs have helped to create wealthy land-
owners while largely bypassing the rural poor.

Most rural programs still do not take the speed and consequences of tech-
nological change into account. We have not yet adjusted fo the fact that in the
brief period of 15 years. from 1950 to 19(15. new machines and new methods it-
creaseisfarm output in the United States by 45 percent and reduced farm em-
ployment by 45 percent. Nor is there adequate awareness that during the next
15 years the need for farm labor will decline by another 45 percent. Changes
like these on the farm are paralleled on a border front throughout rural America.
affecting many activities other than farming add touching many more rural
people than those on farms.

In contrast to the urban poor, the rural poor, notably the white, are not
well orgaWzed, and have few ,spolfesmen for ybringing the Natios attention
to their prZblems. The more vocal and better organized urban poor ain most of
the benefits of current antipoverty programs.

Until the past few years, the Nation's major social welfare and labor legis-
lation largely bypassed rural Americans. especially farmers and farinworkers.
Farm people were excluded from the Social Security Act until the n.id-1950's.
Farmers. farmworkers, and workers in agriculturally related occupations are
still excluded from other major Ir.bor legislation, including the unemployment
insurance programs. the labor Ma nagement\rtelations Act. the Fair ',elan. Stand-
ards Act. and most State Workman's Compen tions acts.

Because we have been oblivious of the rur I poor, we have abetted both rural
and urban poverty, for the two are closely nked through migration. The hour
is late for taking a close look at rural pove y, gaining an understanding of its
consequences, and developing programs for doing something about it. Nationtime
is unanimous in the conviction that effective programs for solving the problems
of rural poverty will ,contribute to the solution of urban poverty as well.

The facts of rural poverty are given in detail later in this report. They are
summarized in the paragraphs that follow.
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Rural poverty in the United States has no geographic boundaries. It is acute
in the South, but it is present and serious in the East, the West, and the North.
Rural poverty is not limited to Negroes. It permeates all rates and ethnic
groups. ,Nor is poverty limited to the farm. Our farm population has declined
until is it only a small fraction of our total rural 'population. Most of the
rural poor do not live on farms. They live in the open country, in rural villages,
and in small towns. Moreovtr, contrary to a common misconception, whites out-
monber nonwhites among the rural poor by a with margin. It is true, howeyej,

that an extremely high proportion of Negroes in the rural South and Indians
on reservations are destitute.

Hunger, even among children, does-exist among the rural poor, as a group
of physicians discovered recently in a visit to the rural South. They found
Negro children not getting eLgh food to sustain life; and so disease ridden
as to be beyond cure. Malnutrition is even more widespread. The evidence ap-
pears in bad diets and in diseases which often are a product 'of bad diets.

Disease and premature death are startlingly high aniongThe rural paw. Infant
mortality, for instance, is far higher among the rural poor than among the
least privileged group in urban areas. Chronic diseases also are common among
both young and old. And medical and dental care is conspicuously absent.

Unemployment anl underemployment are major problems in rural America.
The rate of unemployment nationally is about 4 percent. The rate in rural areas
averages about 18 percent. Among farmworkers a recent study discovered that
underemployment runs as high as 37 percent. The rural poor have gone, and
now go, to poor sclibola. One result is that more flirt' 3 million rural adults
are classified as illiterates. In both educational facilities and opportunities,
the rural poor have been shortchanged.

Most of the rural poor live in atrocious houses. One in every-13 houses in rural
America is officially classified us unfit to live in.'Many of the rural poor live in
chronically depressed poverty - striker rural communities. Most of the rural South
is one vast poverty urea. Indian reservations contain heavy concentrations of
poverty. But there also are impoverished rural communities in the upper Great
Lakes region, in New England, in Appalachia, in the Southwest, and in other
sections.

The community in rural poverty areas has all but disappeared as-an effective
. institutir. In the past the Juiral community performed the services needed by

farmers and other rural people. Techniilogical progress brought sharp declines
in' the manpower needs of agriculture. forestry, fisheries, mining. Other
industries have not replaced the jobs lost, and they have supplied too few jobs for
the young entries in the labor market. Larger towns and cities have taken over
many of the economic and social functions of the villages and small towns.

The changes in rural America have rendered obsolete many of the political
bounda'ries to villages and counties. Thus these units operate nn ton small a scale
to be practicable. Their tax base has eroded as their more able-bodied wage earners
left for jobs elsewhere. In consequence the public services in the typical poor
rural chminunity are grossly inadequate in.number magnitude and quality. Local
government is no longer able to cope with local needs.

As the communities ran downhill. they offered fewer and fewer opportunities-
for anyone to earn a living. The inadequately equipped yoting peoph; left in search
of better opportunitieq elsewhere. Those remaining behind have few resources
with which to earn incomes edequate for a decent living and, for r>vitalizing their
communities. For all practical purposes. then. most of the 14 million people in
our mverty areas are outside our market (K.onotny. So far as they are concerned.
the dramatic economic growth of the United States might as well never have
happenIA. Tt has brought them few rewards. They are nn the outside looking in,
and they need help.

Congress and State legislatures- from time to timqihave enacted many laws and
appropriated large sums of money to aid the poverty strikers and to hell) rural
America. Very little of the legislation or the money has helped the rural poor.
'Major farm legislation directed at commercial farms has been snecessfitl in help-
ing farmers adjust supply to demand. but it has not helped farmers whose orodne-
tion is very small. And because the major social welfare and labor legislation has
discriminated against rural people. many of the rural poorfarmers and farm-
workers psrticularlhave been denied unemployment insitiance denied the
right of collective bargaining, and denied 1 he protection of workman's compen-
sation laws.
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Nationtime questions the wisdom of massive public efforts to improve the lot
of the poor in our central cities without comparable efforts to meet the needs of

%, the poor in rural America. Unfortunately, as public programs improve the lot of
the urban poor, without making similar improvements in conditions for the rural
poor, they pre,. ide. fresh incentive pr-the rural poor to migrate to the central
cities. The only solution is a coordinated attack on both urban and rural poverty.

Nationtime has endeavored to chart a course to wipe out rural poverty. Empha-
sis has been placed on the problems of poor rural people, and problems of im-
poverished rural communities. Changes in existing- programs and the develop-
ment of a new program is considered. Action on the immediate needs of the rural
poor is emphasized, as well as act 41 to change the conditions which make them
poor. Human development and the physical resources needed for this development
are stressed. Improving the operation of tie private economy in order to provide
rural people with better oppoitimities for jobs and a decent living is emphasized.

It is the firm conviction of Nationtime that the complexity of the problems of
rural, poverty preclude the success of a single program or approach. Programs
addrtkaied to immediate needs will not erase the underlying conditiods creating
and perpetuating rural poverty. Programs addressed to these conditions will not
immediately help the poor. In tital, the vecomthendations of Nationtime will go
far to solve the problems of rural poverty.

Nationtime is convinced that the abolition of rural poverty in the United States,perhaps for the first time in any nation, is completely feasible. The nation hastale economic resources and the technical means for doing this. What it has
lacked, thus far, has been the will. Nationtime rejects the view that poverty, in
so rich a nation, is inevitable for any large group of its citizens.

1. Nationtime recommends that the United States adopt and put into effect
immediately a national policy designed to give the residents of rural America
equality of opportunity with all other citizens. This must include equal access
to jobst'rnedical care, housing, education, welfare, and all other public services,
without regard to race, religion, or place of residence.

2. Nationtime recommends, as a matter of urgency, that the national policy
of full employment, inaugurated in 1946, be made effective. The need is even
greater in rural areas than in u 'an areas. Nationtime urges that this need be
gi en priority in legislation and tipropriationa. To,the extent that private enter-.

. pri e does not provide sufficient employment for all those willing and able to
wo h. It is our belief that it is the obligation of government to provide it.

3. Nationtime believes that the United States has the resources and the tech-
nical means to assure every person in the United States adequate food, shelter,
clothing, medical care, and education and, accordingly, recommends action toward
this end. Millions of rural residents today are denied the opportunity of earning
a livimr. Nationtime believes it is the obligation of society and of government, to
assure such people enough income to provide a decent living. In order to kichieve
this, basic changes are recommended in, public assistance programs. In some
rural areas of the United States there is not only malnutrition but hunger. Exist-
ing public programs for food distribution to those in need have failed to meet
the peed. Nationtime recommends that the food stamp program be expanded
natiokwide and that eligibility to benefit be based upon per capita income. Food
stamps should he given to the poorest of the poor without cost.

4. Nationtime ree9mmends a thorough overhauling of our manpower policies
and programs, particularly including public employment services, in order to
deal effectively with rural unemployment and underemployment. Nationtime
deplores the fact that the richest, most powerful nation in history compels mil-
lions of its citizens to enrage in aimless wandering in search of jobs and places
to live. Our recommendations aim at a comprehensive and active manpower pro-
gram which can be an effective weapon against poverty. AP

5. Nationtime recommends extensive changes in our rural education system,
ranging from preschool programs to adult educatiOn. Rural schools must be
brought up to par with urban schools. The education system must reclaim youth
and adults who drop out before obtaining sufficient education to cope with the
complexities of today's world. An educational extension service is recommended
to help teachers and schools Meet the needs of all students.

6. Nationtime is deeply concerned at the evidence of disease and the lack of
medical care in rural areas. Nationome, therefore, recommends rapid expansion
of health manpowerboth professional and subprofessionalin rural arena.
and the establishment of Community Health Centers which can focus on the
health needs of rural people.
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7. Nationtime recommends development and expansion of family phinning
programs for the rural poor. Low income Malin& are burdened with relativ,ely
numerous children to feed, clothe, and house. They are prepared payehologIcally
to accept family planning. As a matter of principle. they are entitled to facilities
and services to help them plan the number and splicing of their children.

5..Nationtime recommends immediate action to provide housing in rural areas
by public agencies and puts special emphasis on a program providing rent sup-
plements for the rural poor. We further recommend that a single unified hous-
iyg he made responsible for housing programs in rural areas and that
credit terms be made more responsive to need. Nationtime also urges a substan-
tial increase in appropriations for Indian housing.

9. Nationtime believes that the overlapping patchwork tf districts, organiza-
tions, plans, and programs for development impedes the economic development
of lagging and poverty-stricken areas and regions. It. therefore. recommends the
creation of multicounty districts, cutting a:'ross urban -rural boundaries, to co-
operatively plan and coordinate programs for eonomie development. To finance
development. we recommend Federal grants, loans, and industrial development
subsidies. as well as State and local tax reforms.,

1t. Nationtime belitves that without citizen responsibility, which includes
the active involvement and participation of all. antipoverty and economc develop-
ment programs will flounder, Therefore, we recommend that increased attention
he given to ilIVOIN ins; the poor in the affairs of the cMinnunity, on both local and
areawide, fevels. Specific suggestions are made for impriiving the effectiveness of
the antipoverty programa of the Office of ECO/10/111C Opportunity and the Depart-
ment of Agriculture.

11'. Nationtime.recommends that the Federal Government re-examine its com-
mercial farm programs in order to Ma ke sure that adjustments in the supply of
farm products are not made at the expense of the rural poor. Public programs
are recommended to enlarge small farm operations and to retire submarginal
land from commercial production, but with safeguards protecting the Interest-
of low income families living on, submarginal land. Nationtime aLo recommends
that the dnvelopment of additional farmland with public funds cease unti the
nation's food and fiber needs re(tuire this development.

12. Without effective government at all levels, the ommendations in this
report will not result in the eradication of rural poverty. Nationtime recom-
mends changes in program development and administration to facilitate and en-
courage-the effective, involvement of local, state, and .Federal governments.

S TATE NT. OF C)7,1 AM VEARSON% DIRECTOR. HET:Al. COM \I UNITY ASSISTAN
cON SORTIU NI, ATLANTA. GA.

The (lithe for Advancement of Poblie Negro Colleges (OA P,N(') of the National
Association of Slate Universities and Land-Grant Colleges ( NASULGC) has
discerned ;t- role which it ;tad the publie traditionally Black colleges can play in
the :10-; et»erving national thrust, especially in the rural South, of.idcutifying
and serving needs of rural people through establishment and administration
of tin- Rural Commonity Assistance Consortium (RCAC).

RCM'. has become a reality through close, continuing cooperation betweca the
Office of Economic Opportunity in Washington (0E0), leadership of the National
Assis iation of :state Universities and Land-Grant Colleges (NASULGC), and
t'APNC,

Being close to the center of the identified national thrtst, the Community
DeviotiMent Branch of (X,Ice of Program Development, 0E0-Washingtoi , rec-
ogni-nal the potential contribution of the public Black institutions and expr ssed
ail interest in providing basic financial supportort for a program ineeha I kill
N., 11101 could coordinate, facilitate, and release the potential of these institutions
in developing and launching service programs for rural people.

BACKGROUND OF RCAC

RCAC represents the fruition of ideas originally broached at a "Rural Eco-
nomic Development Dialogue" conference held on the campus of Soother!' Uni-
versity in Baton Rouge. Louisiana on January 31February 1. 19M.

Faculty and administrative Personnel representing seven of the fifteen schools
which now comprise RCAC Were in attendance. Government officials from the
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U.S. Ir)eparttii_etkrilf Agriculture, and the National Research Conned were also
in at tendajil.tb, along with the Director of OAPNC.

ey,-Ksues at the Southern University Conference were (1) utilization of the
ty,stinrees of the Black land -grant colleges in imideinenting innovative approaches

-"to meeting the needs of rural peottle, (2) reversing the plight of our colf.,zi,s
in securing the necessay resources required to perform an effective servo e
function in their respective communities, and, (3) the recommendation of the
formulation of a consortium to pursue effective solutions for schools with
similar problems..

TILE RCAC PROGRAM

RCAC grant provides an opportunity for the fifteen predominately Black
land-grant colleges to pursue service pr-egiams fir rural people. The Consortium
is designed to effect leadership through the provision of training and technical
assistance consistent with program projections of the nwinher colleges.

End products of program efforts will be directed towards fuller develoinnent
of human reSOILIWS anti Neill' itielit ion of ways of mobilizing existing or potential
resourtes.,for the improvement of living conditions in local communities served
by the cOlieges.

The biSic otijective of the Consortium is to increase the demonstratable cap-
abilities of"the member schools to 'attract and maintain funded programs and
qualified resource personnel as aids to upgrading human and community resources
in rural areas serviced by the participating institutions.

It is envisioned that the Consortium will provide a basis for exploration in
several service areas. While the respective colleges will be responsible, initially,
for establishing their program priorities, the following general areas serve as
points of departure:

A. Community leadership;
B. Child Development ;
C. Eronconie and Manplover 1)evelopment ;
1). Fa rm 1 'oopera ti cos :
E. Ilealth and Nutrition;
E. licereation:

.Adult Education; and
II. Program Design, Proposal Writing, and Evaluation Techniques.

The RCA(' grant provides for some financial assistance to member schools
directly through III payment of travel expense:: for school r; ';entatives to
I:CAC-related activities such as seminars, conferences, workshe,-, sinall group
interactions, and pioject site visitations, and, (21 technical assistance consult-
ants and training specialists.

The lutist immediate tangible efforts of the Consortium will he the preparation
and communication of formal proposals for funding of setivice prograins identi-
fied in the respective states and the securing or necessary financial resources
to launch the programs planned. Thus, other branches of the Federal government
and private agencies are afforded an opportunity to participate in this inipor-
tam 7aualert:akiNg. The ha Sie )1 :() grant to establish RCA(' does not include funds
necessary to operate programs at individual schools.

It is our considered opinion than any significant attempt to energize the rural
areas in the fifteen states served di.vetly by the 'tura' Community Assistance
Consortium School should involve as key role for these land-grant institutions.
Early efforts in this direction might include some hearings on rural develop-
ment on the campuses of some 1s911 institutions as well as the provisiott of
significant appropriations consistent with the enormity of the rural prohleizs to
be .iddressed, in future legislation growing out of hearings such as this one.

o
STATEA1ENT OF WALTER 11.1101IsON, PREs GENT, tEORGIA LEctizic .10.mari:stite

ColusulATIO.N, 1117.1 EN, I:A.

The 1:eor_thi Electric Metilhership Corporation is the statewide service organi-
zation of the 11 rural electric systems in the state ofIleorgia. These systems
distribute electricity to over 100,000 customers. In order to provide adequate
electric service these electric cooperatives maintain over 75,000 miles of (113tribil-
tion lines, serving in virtually every county of the state.
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IVe are indeed proud to submit this statement on Of Georgia's rural
electric systems. The spte's. Senior Senator. Herman E. Talmadge of Georgia
Its been anti is playing such an instrumental role in rural di'VD1111111)11t.
great interest lie has manifested in this subject is indicative of the great state
he represents. The State of Georgia, through the vision of its leaders, hits con-
ceived and developed the nation's only Rural Development Research Center.

This Research Center is dedicated to finding ways and means of solving the
ills of rural Georgia and rural America. The creation of job opportunities, better
community services and au haprovtal social and physical qsnvironntent in- the
small cities, towns, villages and farm communities in Georgia will help stem
the migration from the rural to urban areas that has been taking place through-
out all America. IVhen this and only this has been accomplished will the nation
begin to achieve Rural Urban balance.

This is what Rural Development is all about.
This is what Title IX of the 1970 Agriculture Act, as sponsored by Senator

Talmadge, brings forth as the greatest priority outlined in the Consolidated
Farm dual Rural Develdtpmeut Act It 1971.

No one has been more active in the held of rural development than the electric
odoperatiVPS. Since 1901, when the first rural development act ryas approved
by Congress, rural electric systems leaders have consistently contributed their
time oind talents to rural area development.

The statewide association, Georgia E.M.('., during this period of time,' has
developed am Indolgtrial'Itevelopment program with a full time Industrial 1 )e-
volopment representative. The sole purpose of this department has been to work
with communities throughout teorgia in an effort to create and stimulate eco-
nomic development. 'floe fruits of this labor haVe directly resulted in new jobs
and a general up-lifting,yf the economic stability of rural Georgia. The.tirst yours
of this program were 'spent in the educhtional arca, and it has taken time to
develop bricks, mortar. and the increase of jobs.

The educational process has involved creating a community awareness of
the needs of industry and a ii expanding economy. Many projects such as In-
dit..otriod parks, vounty overall Econotnie Development Plans. adequate water
and sewer systems and the modal for aded,mt.e housing, had to be brought to the
dittentIon of community loaders before new job opportunities could become a
reality.

Aecording, to national statistics:
Over half the nation's sndbstamrard homes--more than four million are in

rural America.
Nearly 30,000 rural communities are without water system --about -15,0410

without sewer systemsthousands lack medical centers, libraries, good schools,
recreation programs.

Rural unemployment figures in many areas run nearly 15 per cent.
The effects of high interest are most sharply felt in the countryside where

there is a chronie shortage of risk capital.
Moreover, the Central savannah River Area Planning and 'Development Com-

headquartered in Augusta, Goa.. recently conducted a survey of housing
needs in the CSRA area. The Commission which Ions jurisdiction in 13 surround-
inK counties, determined that within the 12 rural ,counties outside the ..kugusta.
Richmond County area. there were 10,673 substandard units. Of this total, 7.395
would need replacing while 12.275 wonld require rehabilitation by 1979. In addi-
tion, it was projected that a total 12,:::11 additional units would be needed in
order to meet the population graWth trends.

It is our belief that the rural development legislation will he of great benefit
toward alleviating these conditions. Therefore, we commend Senator Hubert H.
Humphrey, as Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Rural Development, for
his untiring efforts and energies toward furthering the great potential of Amer-
ica's countryside.

Rural electric cooperatives in their beginning, 3(1 years ago. could be com-
pared to a rural development project that offered no more than an opporutnity
for rural people to upgrade their own welfare. Today it cannot be overlooked
that :

the EMCs are located in predominately rural areas
their headquarters buildings are often times the only available sites for com-

munity meetings
in many instances, they are the largest single employer in the community
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The rural electric emt,cra lives are living examples of rural development in
nue:ionaim we stand ready to assist in the further development of the State
of Georgia.

CLEVELAND, GA., July 13, 1971.
Sena tor HCBERT HUMP H REY,
Chairman. Sub-Committee on Rural Derelopmenf Senate Agricuitural Committee,

Senate Office Building, Wa.shington,
I ItAR SENATOR IlumenitEic : It .was a pleasure to meet you in Tifton, Ga., on

July 9. I appreciate your bringing your sub-committee out into the field for hear-
ing testimony. As I mentioned to you then, I am originally from the Eau Claire,
Wis. area and have been working in North Georgia for the past 8 years. We cer-
tainly need rural development.

Before closing out the hearing, Senator Allen said that you would accept
testimony for one week as part of the Tifton hearings. I would like to offer my
ideas for your consideration.

I think the essential quality for a plan for rural development is that it be
cumprehen.:ive. I am not asking for an omnibus rural development bill, but a
comprehensive national i Ian for rural development. This would include the goals
for population distribution, for housing, for education, for health services, and
for economie development. As individuals hills are drafted. they would then be
drafted against this comprehensive plan. Then, we, as a people, would know how
far we had come and how much farther we had to go.

As planning is essential on a local level, I think it is equally important on the
national level. Pragmatism and expediency are understandable in our political
Iik.-but they are not substitute for planning.

The second most necessary element of rural development, as I see it, is the
streamlining of government agencies. I was chairman for a 16 county CAP agency
for 3 years. During that time I saw the almost unbelievable multiplicity of health,
welfare, education, labor, economic development and agricultural agencies on
both the local and the multi-county level. More than that, these agencies over-
lapped in areas of jurisdiction and duplicated each other's services. We were
committed to help unravel that maze, but we only contributed to it more. The
state and federal government comes to the local and multi-county area with a
multiplicity of programs which lack coordination. The Technical Action Panel
wii;; a good concept but it did not work either.

I would like to offer a rather wild idea that might be a possibility : Life is
complex am' complex rules and regulations must be drawn up to separate those
who qualify for various programs from those who do not. Why could not these
complex qualifications be put on a computer? Each Federal agency would feed
its programs into the computer. At the local level a representative from the
Federal government would interview the person or community seeking help and
would feed IA particular data into the computer. The computer would then print
out tIli,se programs for which he is eligible.

I know it sounds impersonal, but it may actually be more personal. Now the
social worker is pitted against the client because the social worker or the agency
person is a symbol of the governmental regulations. Under the idea I am sug-
gesting, the government representative could be seen as an advocate of the citizen
and pitted against the computer trying to find circumstances in thalierson's or
the community's life which would make him eligible for programs.

I am committed to rural development because I am committed to human de-
velopment and the rural areas have been detrimental to the full human develop-
ment of our citizens. Count me as a supporter of your work.

Your Brother in Christ,
Illy. FRANK Rurr,

Regional Office for Non-Metropolitan Ministries.

STATEMENT OF W. H. HARPER. .112., EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT, RANK OF
WAY NESBORO, WAYNESRORO, GA.

Mr. Chairman and distingtilshed members of the Subcommittee, my name is
W. H. Harper, Jr. I am Executive Vice-President of the Bank of Waynesboro,
Georgia. I appreciate the opportunity to 'present to you this brief on some of the
program benefits my County has received from our Area Planning and Develop-
ment Commission.
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As. a very rural County, losing population over the last fewe4ctides, we do not
have the resources to employ the professional staff we need/fo aid us in our prob-lems on a full-time basis.

The following information is presented on the effo Z'S that we have engaged
in with our Area Planning and Development Comm' sion to improve rural de-velopment in Burke County.

Burke County, which is our largest county area-wise, has benefited signifi-
cantly from the rural development contributions of membership in the 13-countyCentral ,tilivannah River Area Planning and Development Commission. The
area commission has p'rovided urgently needed technical planning and develop-
ment assistance to the local officials and groups charged with the respimsibilities
of furthering community goals in an orderly and efficient manner. Specific ex-amples of the myriad rural development problems and programs of B'trke Coun-
ty which have been attacked head-on by the joint regional-local approach arelisted below :

CO.MMVSITY FACI1.111

HousingThe C.S.R.A. Planning & Development Commission assisted the
,City of 'Waynesboro in acquiring 5 new low-rent housing units in 10. Through tlie
Comprehensive Planning Program, the C.S.R.A. Commission prepared land useand structural conditions maps for Waynesboro, Midville.and Sardis in 1967, to
identify the qualitative and quantitative housing problems in those communities.
Measures to correct identified deficiencies were suggested, and many of these
suggestions are being implemented. The City of Waynesboro, in particular, has
implemented suggestions by initiation of a proposed 'Urban Renewal project in
1970 and by implementing codes enforcement measures. A regional housing study
was completed in 1969, which described quantitative housing needs in Burke
County. The Commission is presently developing a region-wide housing program
to eliminate deficiencies. A housing site aggregation survey was completed in
Burke County during November, 1970, and a codes standardization program was
completed in December, 1970, The C.S.R.A. regional housing element, prepared
in 1969, kept local Burke County communities eligible for housing funds. Speci-
fic housing marizet feasibility reports for Burke County are being prepared to
assist in housing construction (luring 1971. Waynesboro's subdivision regulations,
prepared by Commission staff, are presently being implemented and anew 156-Iot
subdivision to consist of predominantly, non -white lots will be initiated soon.

2. Financial Management AssistanceA report entitled Comparative Financial
tf Management Analysis for the Central Savannah River Area was completed in
1967. This particular document included sections on Waynesboro, Midville, Gir-
ard, Keysville and Sardis, plus the Burke County government. A model account-
ing and data system was prepared for all counties within the C.S.R.A. in 1967,
and the C.S,R.A. Commission agreed to pay the initial set-up fees for establish-
ing Burke County's tax digest on a computer program in 1960, The computeri-
zation or the tax digest for Burke County has been completed, An in-depth
fiscal capabilities report is currently being prepared for Burke County to estab-
lish economic feasibility for the County to jointly finance various community
facilities, with special emphasis being placed on the county-wide solid waste
collection and disploAal system. Capital Improvements Program and Budgets have
been prepared for MitIville and Waynesboro during 1970. The C.S.R.A, Com-
mission staff also provided significant technical assistance to the revision of
Waynesboro's property tax management system. The Waynesboro accounting sys-
tem is now completely on a computeriz,A system as per C.S.R.A. Commission's
recommendation, A 1971 up-date of the County and to a1 community tax struc-
ture analysis for Burke' County has just been completed to determine the cap-
ability of financing needed community facilities.

3. UtilitiesA report entitled Regional Water and Sewer Plan, Burke (`nunty,
was completed in 1.)O8 and included the communities of Alexander,-Waynesboro,
Midvflle, Sardis, Gough, Keysville, Vidette, and Girard. ThiS water and sewer
plan,is required by Federal legislation for eligibility for Federal funds for water
and sewer projects. With assistance from the C.S.R.A. Planning & Development
Commission, Waynesboro, Midville, and Girard received grants and loans for
water or sewer improvement during.the past four years. The City of Waynes-
boro received the largest amount for water and sewer systems in 1969 upon
the receipt of $318.000 grant from the Economic Development Administration
for water and sewer improvements. Under existing legislation, such Federal
grant assistance would not be available to Burke County communities if : (1) the
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4' 11 .k. 4'4)11mi:4s:ion was not an approved Economic Development District ; (2)
th t loyal assistance program to Waynesboro and 111i(lville Nvas not available; and
I ..40 the I. F.It\,, Commission had not prepared an area-wide water and sower
Pitill

1.. 111iit';i1:1t, ill:1111:,1:.Itillilrflillik l'IN1I't1:itII:yi(.11ill'ilitliiiii1);*1 1181:Isiltil:11111.1ShSlitls)11!Tieyna

proposed
gf:.i)irn tilfiri ii.ikiei

t1 i I .S. Public Health Service. 'nth; proposa I. Nvlten implemented, should 11011)
i
niderably in eliminating the rendsid, dumps which are not 011ly au aesthetic

1 /light, but a public health menace.
4. 1'11111 to `,.;11 fety--Through the assistance of the Commission's law enforce-

iit coordinator. the Iltirl:is ('minty' Sheriff's Department hits been authorized
lit rider:11 grant of $2,404) for $4.000 worth of equipment (65% grant) for 1070
!and Ivityncskiro's police (lepatment has been a.utliorizei, a grant or $2,041) for
/ $1, 100' ill police clitlil'Ilivlit. 1114111eStS for funding in 1971 includes \'ay.neshoro's

poln.0 depat:tient for a $3,150 grant to porbase $:"...s.00 in police eillIllailellt 111111
Siiriti ponce department to purchase $2,500 in police equipment NViIll a $1.500
Federal grant. Each I if the law enforcement agencies in Ittirl:is Comity has also
benefit' il from this 19-A% 4iiik course in firearms and late (satin:ism' lit training held
in Millen and specie) I0.' enforcement training courses offered in .ktigusta. With-
out the assistance the C.S.II.A. Commission. the above grants and training pro-
gram, could test have 144.11 provided. F1141111, grunts and training programs under
/ilk 1.1q ellforceloyllt 10*(1g:1'110i IV II he liTO.:1,(1 on co/11011114.1 100111111:111401 Of the
l' 5 It A. Comini,sion staff.

:., I I igli%k .. s The C S(.1t.A. Commission stall' has provided technical ilsistatice
to (he Burke ('Dungy' It4iiird or coodois,:loopr,4 and local oommonitio,-, iif lillrke
1'.,11111.1" in 111,velop1111'111 of highway plans for the appropriate jurisdiction. The
19fls, Iliglm ay Functional Classification plan for Burke Cianity, prepared in
1 9,;9, the 1990 Ilizliwny rtilictional l'hissitication phio rm. Iturke Comity, pre-
pared in 1979, are a ri.:01111.111(.10 or the garcon of Piddle )toads in order that
Iturke Cuiiiily will he eligible for Federal funding for road projeels in the future.
The C i4.1t..k. Commission staff along- with 111%. NV(tYlleshoro lillidellilli Planning
commi-sion voIced clcely with the I I ilrlIW:IS I W11;11'11114111 OttkilliS in pillaring
the \\';itii ,tioro Transportation plan in 1969. This plan was the first compre-
lienive transpori:ktion plan on it Community of Wilyneshoro's size in the State
of (h' rain. Steps to implement the plan are already underway with purchase
(if ,, pm fold id:rid-4.-11%1y along' the :Myers Lane by-pass area. Additional assist-

-1Ince to the Ilighwa: Ihipartioent and County on the Proposed bridge across the
Sit \ anwth RiNer It Shell IIIIIII was also provideit ill 196:1 and 1069, The Savannah-
.tiigasla Industrial Corridor feasibility st-ii(lby was published in 1007. This studs
11;ls a vooperative i.ffort bid111111 the 1.'tt-lit.A. Planning & Development (fow-
l:IP-hal and the ,(;(iiirgia Soulhern .\'.rea Planning Development Commission, and
in( haled a roithi' thiiiigh Burke County which would'have It significant impact
on the 1,11,1re e, cn,,,iiic development lvithin this Comity.

N 10,A\ LNG

1. Local I'M 1,,ititoce Tire Planning Canmission staff of the 4'.S.R..A.
. 1 4,6.1(1011pm Commission have, si..lee vontinuotisly assisted the

NViiylitshoro and Nlidvillo Alunicipal Planning Commissions. Tecritlienl_guidance
from the 14:11111011; C01111111SSioll 117IS been aVaill1141e to ilev11-tp-gpid
implement local comprehensive planning programs.

Iteports The .S.11.A. Commission staff prepared this following
report in ,00peration with this local planning et1111111iSsion:

/ ////sc .1f,//01, 101./1//licShOr0,
Land se thins, .111(1011e, 1941(1

Lam/ /radix. 196(1
fun,l *se 11,1p.1 Itensrii,-, ride! /r, Girard and Alexander,
l: r. <r Maps, Mirka (-aunt 19t;6
Population l'attern.s and l'rojectionii, Burke C'ounty, 1967
I and l'si (Reel:red), Waynesboro
.',trannith-.Ingusta 11011u-fry Feasibility Study (through Burke County),

itinT
Soi/ St( ital)ility for Land Derelopment, County
Z(111big ()riling nee, Waynesboro, (Revised), 19(17
/,,/m/ f'sw idrille,1967
( ;40inunil y Farilities flan, ifidnine, 1967
F;nrironmentell Health Surrey, Waynesboro, 1967
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Environmental Ileal,11 Survey, Midville, 1967
Environmental Health Survey, Sardis, li37
Regional Water and Sewer Plan, Burke ount y, 1968
liming Ordinance, If idrille, 1968
Major Road Plan, Waynesboro, 1968
Land SubDiviaion Regulations, 1Vayneshoro, 1069
Housing Evaluation, Waynesboro, 1969
Rousing Program. Goals and Priorities, 1Vayncaboro, 1969
Transportation Study, Waynesboro, 1969
Downtown Redevelopment Plan, Waynesboro, 1970
Community Facilities Plan, Waynesboro, 1970
Capital Improvements Program and Budget, Waynesboro, 1970
Capital Improvements Program and Budget, Midville, 1969
C.s.R.A. Airport Inventory, Burke County portion, 1969

DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE

1. Economic Development .AssistanceThi, C.S.R.A. Planning & Development
Commission staff has made significant contributions to the Burke County Eco-
nomic velopment program. Included among the various publications and as-
sistance are

Zeonomi Profile of WayneaboroBurke County, 1963, 1966, and 1969
Economic Profile of Mitivilie-Burke County, 1963 and 1969
Industrial Site Survey, Burke County, 1963
Manpower Resources, Burke County,19133

' Manpower Resources in the C.S.R.A., Burke County Portion, 1963 and
1968

Agriculture and 4gribusiness, Burke County, 1964
Tourism Development in the C.S.R.A., Burke County portion, 1964
Mineral Resources in the C.S.R.A., Burke County portion, 1967
Over-All Economic Development Program, Burke County portion, 1967
Burke County Over-AU Economic Development Program Progress Re-

port, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969, and 1970
Comparative Financial Management and Analysis of C.S.R.A. Cities,if ynesboro, Midrille and Sardis, 1967
8urf,ey of Police Costs, C.S.R.A.. Burke County portion, 1968
Regional Criminal Justice Planning, C.S.R.A., Burke County portion 1969and 1970
Burke County Industrial Park, 1969

2. Eligibility fx. Economic Development Administration FundingThe desig-nation of C.S.R.A. Planning. & Development Commission as an Economic Devel-
opment District in 1966 meant that communities within the region had the op-portunity' to share greater financial grants from tne Federal government, particu-laky trom the Econonlic Development Administration. The Burk County De-
velopment Authority received a $208,000 grant-loan from EconomieDevelopmert
Administration in 1969 for developing the Burke Industrial Park. As part of thisindustrial park development, Waynesboro was awarded a $318,000 grant for theexpansion of water and sewer facilities. Samson Manufacturing Corporation ofWaynesboro, was awarded a $250,000 loan.from the Economic Development Actministration, in 1970 for expansion of its Waynesboro plant. This expansionwill result in the local firm hiring approximately 150 personnel through 1973. Aspeculative building is now under construction within the Burke Industrialyarkupon recomniendatign by the area Commission staff. Industrial solicitation forWaynesboro and Midville have been accomplished by staff through a contractwith Georgia Tech. Engineering design control assistance has also been providedto a JlidNile industry.

3. Manpower TrainingAs a part of its regional manpower training program.the C,S.R.A. Planning & Development Commission has instituted a supervisorylevelopment training program for local industries wishing to participate. Thefirst such training program was for Perfections Products Co., of Waynesboro.in 1970. Fourieen supervisors and potential supervisors took advantage of thisprogram. Additional such programs under the Manpower Training group areanticipated during 1971.

a

4. Tourism DevelopmentThe C.S.R.A. Commission sponsored tircytite:rielop-ment of the report. Tourism Development in the C.S.R.A.. including
tourism development program for Burke County, in 764. Waynesboro and 1°1sit'ill63-5.8.2-71pt.3-438

590
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ville plus Burke County were added to the -C.S.RA. Trail" development pro-
gram in 1965. and nine C.S.R.A. Trail signs were constructed in Burke County
in 19e L;. The C.S.R.A. Trail brochure, published in 1965, emphasized the tourism I

potential of Burke County. Such C.S.R.A. Commission reports as: Directory of
Traveling Service in the C.S.R.A., and C.S.R.A. Historic Markers Guide, 1066/
plus the Georgia tourist brochure Sea the C.S.R.A. for a Total Vacation, 196('
all emphasized the tourism potential. of Burke County.

CIVIC IMPROVEMENT

1. An environmental health survey of Waynesboro, Midville, and Svdis was
prepared in 1067 with the joint cooperation of the State Health Department and
the C.S.R.A. Planning & Development Commission. This survey led, to a hndted
clean-up program in 1067. A further, more detailed clean-up camp .ign was com-
pleted in. SI'aynesboro during the early part of 1970. Over 100 Waynesboro resi-
dents were involved in the Waynesboro glean -up program .'Which collected 60
cubic yards of compacted wastes, 25 dunip truckloads of loose refuse, 80,000
bottles and cans, and `XI abandoned automobileg.

2. The C.S.R.A. Planning & Development Commission, in a joint effort with the
Waynesboro Municipal Planning Commission and the Waynesboro Merchants
Association prepared a Downtown Redevelopment plan for Waynesboro. This
plan Included an off-street parking plan, facade renderings for three blocks in

' Waynesboro, an over-all site development plan as well as procedural analysis
for business practices in the Central Business District. This project is presently
being implemented and a half dozen stores have already been remodeled or
refurbished in accordance pith the plan.

REGIONAL REVIEW'

The C.S.R.A. Commission has accepted the regional review requirements of the
Federal government under Section A-95. If the C.S.R.A.-Vonunission had not
accepted such review responsibility, the Federal government Probably would have
appointed a Federally-sponsored type commission with its extensive rules and
regulations which could have created adverse reactions and problems and conflict
in local plans. It was felt by the Commission that such review should be respon-
sible to the local governing bodies of the region, rather than to the Federal
government.

STATE:MIS:IT OF.RICHARD M. KINNE, CIIIEF, INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT; SLASH PINE
,AREA PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION, WAYCROSS. GA., IN BEHALF
OF pg; W. HAHRAL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

The problems of rural development are. not really rural, but they rather are
regional, resulting from physical ,and economic conditions in a given area. Solu-
tions to rand problems, then, involve regional solutions, and in many eases,
multi-state or national solutions.

Georgia addresses the problems of environment and eeonomy through a system
of area planning and development commissions JAPDC's) covering the entire
state. Each APDC is locally governed and partially funded from local sources.
and it Is oriented twoard problems which affect its number localities in either
a composite or individual way. In the course of development plans for its own
membership area, a Georgia APDC sometimes finds it necessary and exiMient to
cooperate with neighboring APCD's on specific projects.

Georgia, outside of a few metropolitan areas, is predominantly rural, and the
Slash Pine Area is rural. Sonic 5s Percent of our population resides either on
farms or in communities smaller titan 2.500. and many times economic and en-
vinnunental enhancement involves the provision. of public facilities or services.
If federal or stata progr:uns offer grant assistance in financing these public needs,
we coordinate efforts to secure the financing. whether it he from_ the Economic
Development Administration. the Farmer's Home Administration. the Depart-
ment of lbaising and rrinin Development, the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, or
other agencies.

A major problem facing any organization involved with regional development
is the noillittlicity of programs dealing with the same.proldem. Perlinps reorga-
nkAtion ml consolidation of efforts might be a help. As an example, a number
of Federal agencies, including the Departmimts of Agri:iltnre and commerce,
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offer program and funding aid in industrial development and have their ownspecialists. State governments, universities. and regional groups also have theirown programs, which APCD's attempt to coordinate with the federal effort.This tan be a difficult task, probably- more formidable in other states than inGeorgia, since Georgia's agencies are .cognizant of the activities and role ofAPCIEs.
The Department of Agriculture recently employed Plinths Company to deter-mine if its program can aid rpral development, specifically in the field of indus-trial development. We wilt not attempt to discuss the Fantus report, except torefer to two specific points made. USDA was told that research is needed on loca-tion opportunities specific to community size and geography and documentedwith specific: industrial cost data. This is an expensive task requiring trainedresearches or money to pay for consulting services. In many cases local com-mittees 04 noinufacturers might become involved, but it also takes guidancefor these committees. Net every Economic Development District or APCD hosstaff qualified to handle this activity ; and if it does, funds are not sufficient toundertake new programs nor to disseminate results of this research once it iscompleted.
It should be pointed out that the Economic Development AdministrationfEDA), through the encouragement of the Economic Development Districts, ass)is involved lu -rural" development. EDA on a national level, however, now seemsto be leaning toward an urban conceptconcentrating its efforts to promsrelarger growth centers such as communities haying 50,000 population or more.In ti recent speech. Mr. Arnold H. Leibowitz, Director of the Office of Techni-cal Assistance in the Economic DeVelopment Administration; said there noslittle effort being made to transfer technologies resutling frith' technical ass' t-ame research projects. Reports go uniroplemented in many gases because thereis no one interested. He says there is a need to build capabilities to produce whathe terms "ftfilow-on efforts". In fart, there has been little attempt to transmitthese reports to the Economic Development Districts with staffs capable oftransferring technologies. Since the so-called "colt reduction" policy of the Eco-manic Development Administration has dealt a sharp blow to the service poienstial of Slash Pine and a number of Other districts throughout the country. itwould be necessary for the districts to be provided additional funding in orderto successfully deal with substantial new responsibilities.Let us cite another case where lack of funds 'hay hindered implementatiouof research findingS. A consultant to our Slash Pine APDC recently prepared astudy which suggested, by sx-numbers, specific industries which might be gee.lprospeets for our area. We do not have funds to document for" industry thereasons why Meg should consider our area. The report cited,, only documentswhy we should want these specific industries.
On the other hand, we have projects in mind which could furnish some of thespecific data USDA sass is needed in order to, encourage industrial developmentin our rural area,One thes0 involves the'potential uses of our major resource,timber, a site on a good-sized rivet, and our unemployed. or underemployed peo-ple. Another involves cOnsideration of a new limited access highWily from KansasCity, Mo., to the`vicinity of Brunswick, Georgia, and the economic linkages itmight 'offer,te prospective industries. A third project, already underway, is thediversification of agricultural products, including the Bacon' County BlueberryProject. Since cotton and tobacco are declining crops in Slash Pine Country, weneed to research addltitmal diversification possibilities; and therefore, we arepro using that USDA place a specialist on our staff as a pilot project to investi-gate ways of diversifying our agriculture, perhaps by horticulture,- oil seedcrops, etc.
Otte branch of USDA, the U.S. Forest Sefyice, has already cooperated by plac-ing a trained forester with us through the coopenition of the Georgia ForestryCommission. His purpose is to relate his training to problems of regional plan-ning and, development and to determine ways in which the forestry agencies canbetter serve regional and state development groups. He has been with us forabout a year and a ,half ; and we were recently disappointed to learn formallythat the U.S. Forest Service, due to budget limitations, does not plan to continuefunding this vital, and successful, project.
We would like to present a specific program for your consideration. Alma-

Bacon County's Model Cities Program has been given national attention becauseof 'the broad scope of its activities and due to community involvement in theplanning and implementation aspects of community development. Many of Alma-Bacon County's problems are, hoWever, regional in scope. For &sample, the state
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of its economic development is due in large part to its geography. Southeast
Georgia was one of the State's last areas to be settled ; and economic develop-
ment in Georgia has been concentrated in the northern and central parts of the
state, due to the impact of the Atlanta area. Our rural areas have suffered greatly
from the continued migration from the rural areas to the large urban areas. In
an effort to build the economy, the Model Cities program in Alma alms at co-
ordinating many programs. The Concerted Services in Training and Education
Program, jointly funded by several federal agencies, is working in four of our
counties. This program needs to be expanded to serve all nine member counties.
This would accord with the second aspect of The Fantufg Report, which dis-
cusses the lack of adequate labor availability data based on a rural situation.
Currently, labor data is oriented toward standard SMSA regions or larger
urban areas. A program is urgently needed to improve the capabilities a; agen-
cies such as Slash Pine in gathering adequate labor data and transmitting this
to industrial prospects.

A problem that is becoming even more critical insofar as federal aid applica-
tions are concerned is the never-ending and seemingly accelerating "red tape"
requirements of the federal agencies. One of the federal agencies with which we
frequently deal requires a staggering amount of paper work for each project,
with application and supporting documentation for either a public works project
or a business loan running two to three inches in thickness. We know that this
agency is working toward improvement of this situation, but we also know that
every application takes more paper work. One recent business loan application
cost over $400 for duplication of the paper work. Another problem with this
agency is the long delay before action on a project, from two to twelve months.

How does this relate to rural or regional development? What businessman
can afford to wait a year for an answer to his financing or to wait that long for
it public works project approval before 1'e c n plan an expansion? Perhaps the
Rural Development Credit Authority sugges ed by Senator Talmadge might be
ail alternative which can be used by local g vernments to finance public works
by si my selling bank revenue certificates.

We would like to propose that the Slash APDC be used as a pilot (or
model) to explore and develop data and programs for rural or regional develop-
ment.

Fantus suggests that rural areas need more research in industrial potentials.
USDA funds could be used to make possible research and to establish criteria
and guidelines for such research by Georgia's APDC's and other similar organi-
zations as to such elements as justification of research, cost, and proper utilization.

Fantus suggests that more labor data is needed which is tailored to fit rural,
rather than urban. situations. Department of Labor could provide trained staff
to the APDC to experiment in means of acquiring useful and useable data.

Programs for regional development many times have impact on more than
one APDC. Each of the projects mentioned previously has regional significance.
Six APDC's are already working together on the South Georgia Limited Access
Highway. Two APDC's are cooperating in tourism promotion. A new paper' mill
could use timber resources drawn from a 100-mile radius. Three South Georgia
APDC's need to cooperate in plans to capture some of the trade of the several
million tourists which will pass through this area enroute to Florida and Disney
World.

Rather than "rural development," we use the term "regional development,"
encompassing environmental and physical planning, economic development and
governmnetal services planning and affectin the very rural areas and the small
cities which we serve. Rural people are no longer isolated but are a part of
the region.

Regional development programs will cross any disciplines and governmental
units and involve approval of several VA agencies. We suggest, then, efforts to
focus attention through an area development commission, using the Slash Pine
APDC as an experimental area.

Senator Gambrel' has proposed a Rural Development Institute to train workers
in this field. We suggest a program which might involve academicians and prac-
tioners from the University of Georgia system and from a variety of professions.
This might also include participation of such professional organizations as the
American Institute of Planners, Association of State Planning Officials, Southern
Regional Education Board, the American and the Southern Industrial Develop-
ment Councils, and the National Recreation and I'ark Association as well as
others. Specialists from state and federal agencies having an interest in this field
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could also be involved. Such a pro ram could involve classroom and/or seminar
discussions along with practical experience in the fleld as interns in a variety of
work experiences. During the internship period, the interns would experiment
with new approaches to regional development. The Slash Pine APDC would wel-
come the opportunity to play an experimental role in the internship phase of the
program. Our staff includes specialists in several fields related to regional develop-
ment, and their experience includes participation in training other professionals.

It has been a privilege for me to have the opportunity to present this testimony
in behalf of the Slash Pine APDC. The interest of the sub-committee in new ap-
proaches to rural, and regional, development is indeed encouraging. If Slash Pine
can assist you in any way as ydti formulate your programs, please let us know.

Senator Auxx. The record will be kept open and if any person de-
sires to submit a statement giving appropriate testimony, the commit-
tee will be glad' to include that also in the record. The record will be
held open for r. weekas to this hearing.

If there is no further business
Senator TAUNrAuE. Only one further thing, Mr. Chairman. Our bus

is available and ready to depart to take our plane back to Washing-
ton. so please get aboard as early as you can.

Senator Ant.r.x. We appreciate the testimony of all of the witnesses,
the attendance of all interested citizens. We feel that we have devel-
oped a very strong case for identifying many of the problems of rural
America as well as receiving suggestions. many of them very construc-
tive. for solving these problems.

There will be other hearings held by the subcommittee in other sec-
tions of the country. We believe this hearing in the State of Georgia
has been most productive.

Thank von very much.
The committee stands adjourned.
(Whereupon. at 4:35 o'clock the hearing was adjourned.)
(NoTE.The following were made to the Subcommittee

duri:!g the tour of A lina[Georgia. July 9:)

'-.STATEMENT OF HENRY S. BISHOP, MAYOR, ALMA, SA.

*M. Bteame. It its a dist'netive honor and great pleasure for me,
along with \[r. \V
Alma and Raclin
.ruiished guests. to o
have an enjova
that you will gain so ping of value as, you hear our story and ob-
serve our accomplishments. We know that we must provide you some
fine expericences to compensate for this bus ride.

We m Alma-Bacon County share with von leaders the increasing
national concerns regarding declining and stagnant rural coni mpi-
ties. our increasingly overcrowded and congested major cities.lhe
inter-connections between our rural and urban 'conditions. and the
complexity of woblems associated with each. We believe that the
newly establishedItational policy relative to the revitalization of dis-
tressted rural areas is a sound beginning toward solving these com-
plex problems. ,

We know the .moblems of stagnation. decline. and poverty first-
. hand in Bacon Conuty. We Are part of the major poverty area defined
by the President's Commission or, Rufal Poverty in 'its publication
the People Left Behind. We are one of the 189 counties in the Coastal

sley mson. on behalf of all of the citizens of
unty, Georgia. to warmly welcome you distill-
r community. I extend our best wishes that yon

informative -visit with us. We sincerely hope
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Region Commission designated by you to receive special developme-el
tt.t.sistance.

Through the forced migration of friends and relatives to gain em-
ployment 'opportunities, visits and the news media, we have become
well acquainted with the acute problems of our major cities.. These 40
complex and interrelated rata I-urban problems challenged us to mount
h major and comprehensive development program that wOuld attack
these problems and their vauses on all fronts at their very roots. and
gain a new and improved destiny for the people of our community.

The people of Bacon County, through local initiative, are pooling
local. state, and federal resources in a. 00111111011 and united effort to
create. as part of the new "Urban South." a human environment, with
1 he :4erviees, opportunities. and quality of life befitting citizens of this
nation. We are attempting in our development efforts to be a "Model
for Rural America."

We believe that this most welcome site visit to our community is
mainly concerned with our success in attempting to be a "Model for

ra 1 America." In terms of successfully implementing our national
goals. policies aml priorities relative to the rural-urban situation. it
is of utmost importance that not only adequate assistance is available
from the federal government ; the local communities must have thy,
will and the political and technical capability required to successfully
implement major improvement programs.

We have found that there are specific requirements and steps in-
volved in a small rural community organizing and marshalling its own
human and financial ieso rtes. acqu'llring the necessary outside assist-
ance to supplement the loci I capability, successfully forging these into
the development 'program that is in progress in our community, and
s..tting the course of overall eoamie development on a controlled
upward spiral.

We want Jo share with you on this occasion some of the things we
have Learned from experience in our development Program. I will di-
rect my few remarks to the basic requirements for a local community to
inccessfully institute and maintain a development program. Mr. L. AV.
Taylor. .Tr. will describe our development efforts over the last' few
years. Then, on your tour, Aire Ed Stelle will point out our Unprove-
ments, and briefly explain them and the changes theyhave brought
about. Representative Bobby Wheeler will discuss the tools required
by local leaders and the assistanAhat will be needed by them from the
Federal Government if major rural development is to be achieved.

Webelieve that there has been a major mistake in not accepting the
complexity and restrictions involved in successful community improve-
iient programs of major proportion. Initiating and implementing a
major development program such as ours is no less complicated, and
requires no less knowledgeable and informed effort than a successful
soace ffioht. There are as many complex systems in Alma-Bacon .
County that are. integral parts of our development program as there
a re in a space ship.

A second aspect of this challenge is that gaining an organized,
cooperative. and coordinated effort involving the citizenry. their elected
leades, and their appointed officials requires the art and practice of
developmental politics. Infighting by vested interests, power plays by
major factions. the rhetoric of confrontation and conflict. the devisive-

t It )
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ness of conflicting ideologies, the spoils system of "dividing up the
take," or the politics of despair will cut the very ground out from un-
der any development effort, and demoralize a community in the proc-
ess. The politics of development requires a knowledgeable and informed
public, common goals, united purpose, an informed approach the
coordination of governmental bodies, and collective action. Gaining
the understanding and practice of developmental politics by local citi-
zens, leaders! and officials probably is one of the biggest obstacles to
be overcome in .achieving a successful rural development program.

Briefly, the following factors and steps appear to us to be the major
requirements that underly our successes to this date.

1. There was a firm will among the citizens and their leaders to im-
prove our local conditions. .

2. There was strong citizen and leader support to attack our prob-
lems on a comprehensive and coordinated basis.

3. We gained outside assistance to help us increase our understand-
ing of our problems and their causes and the programs and projects,
steps, and strategies, to alleviate or greatly diminish the problems and
their causes.

4. Informed citizens. public leaders, and appointed-officials were
mobilized and involved in a united improvementefrOrt.

5. We developed a comprehensive and complimentary plan through
joint effort by citizens, elected leaders, and appointed officials toward
making our dreams come true.

6. We determined common goals that would benefit all of the people
of Alma-Bacon County.

7. We pursued a common course of action tomake improvements on
a priority and systematic basis.

S. We gaitied the cooperation and coordination of citizens, public
leaders, appointed officials and the public and private bodies and
agencies of.this community in our effort.

9. We carefully allocated ond used our own scarce human and finan-
cial resources to greatest advantage.

10. We have gained and carefully directed the technical assistance
that was required to do the job.

11. Our improvemelik effort began, as a peoples effort .and remaTgs
to this day. of the people. by the people. and for the people.

1. The people of Alma-Bacon County have been kept informed
about thir affairs, their development efforts, by those having the
immediate responsibilities.

13. W have worked smoothly with state and national leaders and
federal officials.

14. We have used constructively and to greatest advantage the as-
sistance and guidance that has been provided to us by you national
leaders through the Model Cities Program and the many other assist-
ance programs that we have had the advantage of.

A major question faced by this Senate Subtommittee on Rural
Development is whether other rural communities can mount and
successfully complete development programson the scale of ours. We
are fully persuaded that .the answer is an unqualified Yes. However,
they must have the will and the resolve to face the challenges of pre-.
paring themselves for their tasks, practicing the politics of develop-
ment, organizing themselves into an effective force, ,,ing their own
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comprehensive planning toward creating their new realities from
their own dreams and visions, and successfully and carefully marshal-
ling and integrating their resources with the assistance provided by
you state and national leaders into a sound action effort. They will
have made a start when they come and reason together around the
table and bring their collective knowledge and wisdom, to bear on
their affairs.

STATEMENT OF L. W. TAYLOR, JR., ALMA, GA.

Mr. TAI-Lon. We have the pleasure and honor of presenting,* to you
today the Ahna-Bacon County Story.

It pleases us indeed that we have a story to tell, and. in particular,
to have you distinguished national leaders come here to hear our story
and view some of our achievements.

There are many chapters in the A hna-I3acon Comity Story, and
there are many people who deserve credit and the praise for our
achievements, and the writing of this story.

It is not a. story that started just last year or the year before. but
instead many years ago. We are indebted to numbers and numbers of
people and organizations, both inside mitt outside the community, for
helping to lay a foundation upon which others could build. People.
then, are the author"? of the A1 ,a -Baron ('ount y ,'I`orylot"? of people.

The greatest asset that Alma-Bacon County possesses is the minds
of its people, and the direction these minds give for knowledgeable and
responsible community action.

One of the keys to the success of our development effort has been that
our citizenry has consciously and deliberately, and I alight add, rather
successfrtlfr, worked at overcoming our differences. achieving a com-
mon cause, gaining cooperation, coordinating our efforts, and striving
for our goal to nefit all of the people. We are substituting the pollbilk
tics of developm for the devisive and destructive politics of power:
We are becoming a united group of people. a true community. and that
is one of our major strengths.

For as long as I can remember, the people of this community have
desired to become informed, to stay abreast of things; to update them-
selves. They have taken good advantage of the services of the Uni-
versity of Georgia, Georgia Tech, the Area Planning Commission, the
Agricultural Experiment Station in Tifton, Georgia. and now, the
new Rural Development Center. Short courses of all descriptions have
traditionally 'gained high levels of interest and participation in our
community. .

We have been considerably exposed to improved ways of doin!).
things. This exposure has had an immeasurable effect on the person-
ality and progress of our community.

These experiences and associations have made us more alert: live
helped us to see things in a broader sense: have prompted us to )10
things we otherwise would not have done: to make positive and in-
formed decisions rather trum ignorant and passive ones. Let me
illustrate.

In late 1965 our Grand Jury recommended to the Bacon County
School Board that they abide by time laws of our land regarding dual
school 'vstems. They did so, and we now have a unitary school sys-
tem---withoutfederal supervision and court orders.
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In 1966 our Grand Jury recogniked that the community faced the
possibility of a major economic and population decline. They recom-
mended to the County Board of Commissioners that they get help in
working toward city and county development. Our public officials
began a diligent search for developmental assistance.

We found that developmental assistance was available, but we could
not obtain it because of budgetary limitations resulting from our weak
tax base and high priority commitments.

We learned that the University of Georgia had a new program sup-
ported by Title I of the Higher Education 'Act that would provide
assistance to a limited number of communities in their development
offort*dere obtained their assistance in early 1967 to help its learn more
about how to successfully implement a major development program.
Since that thine, we have obtained major assistance from them at four
critical periods of time in our planning and development. Quite hon-
estly, this assistance, along with Model Cities supplemental funds, has
been the two most influential forces from outside the community in the
overall success of our deveropment effort.

In 967 our Grand Jury recommended that the City of Alma and
County of Bacon seek ecoaomies in government through possible'Nir
ordinating and functional mergers.

Shortly afterwards the people of Bacon County voted to consolidate
the offices of Tax Collector and Tiv Receiver into a single office of Tax
Commissioner.

In addition, a Citizens Self Study of city-county government was
made with assistance from the University of Georgia. We expect this
study to become the basis for still other improvements in governmental
administration.

Other examples of our efforts include :
1. The creation in the early sixties of a Ilonsing and Urban Rene%val

Authority.
-2. The creation of a joint City- County Planning
3. The adoption of the city management form of government.
4. Maximum use of governmental assistance- to bring about :

(a) An aggressive housing and urbgn renewal program.
b) A water and sewer improvement program.

(c) An airport improvement program.
f(I) A large open space acquisition and developmen program.
(c) A retirement home for our elderly.
f) A fifty-two bed nursing home.

1g) A Hill-Burton Hospital and health Clinic.
h) A Model Cities Program and others.

Each of these are achievements of which we are very proud. The
most current of these and one which we expect to have major impact
on the community is the Model Cities program.

will not attempt here to explain the comprehensive nature of the
Model City Program. This will he done later today as you vivw our
achievements.

I would, however, like to explain to you how we became involved in
this very fine program.

For several years now the citizens of our community have !well fasci-
nated by the possibilities of solving problems through a program of
('omprehensive Community Development. We simply have not had the
financial resources needed to launch such 4program.
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In 1966, the Model Cities program was created. This urban program
was perfectly suited for what we wanted to do. Not only did it en-
courage Comprehensive Community Development, but in addition, it
helped to meet the cost of doing so. We determined that we would
make whatever efttrt necessary to qualify for assistance under this
program.

The citizens effort which followed would have been truly an inspira-
tion to men like yourselves. Our Federal Government would be most
fortunate if in its honest effort. to help local communities it could
always match its aid with this.kind of competent, zealous, and con-
cerned peoplepeople who are motivated by a cause and who have a
passion for achievement as has been so vividly demonstrated in our
effort.

This was truly' a peoples effort...We had no money with which to
obtain assistance. The assistance we received came from the Uni-
versity of Georgia and our AreL,Ilanning Commission. We produced
a Model City proposal at no coR'to our city and county.

Some 800 citizens spent approximately 14,000 mon hours over -a
two-year period gathering information and preparing these doeu-
ments. We had an out-of-pocket expense connected with these pro-
posals of approximately $2,000. This cost was met privately by citi-
zens of the community.

This concentrated effort on the part of our citizenry led to our being
designated one of 147 Model Cities Programs in the nation.

Although we were the smallest Model City in the nation, with the
smallest planning budget. the smallest staff (two planners and one
seeretar). we produced a plan which is reputed ,o be (eke of the better
plans in the Model Cities Program.

This is not a prqfessional planner's plan even though we had some
very fine professional help. It is od plan. It represents our viewpoints.
ambitions, ana aspirations.

This plan was developed using only two-thirds of the money allo-
cated to Alma-Bacon County. whereas many other cities expressed a
need for more than was allocated to them.

We are now implementing the plan aird our effectiveness in doing
so has been highly reeognized in important places. These things are
being done by the people left, big-AndRural' Americans.

firentlemen. we have confidence in the capacity of the Rural Amri-
can. Ile is capable of miraculous achievement. He has a record of
such, and _Alma simply illustrates his capacity a new field. that of
community- development. We have seen him wiffcallonsed hands walk
into corporate board rooms across America and perform a feat in
'Rural Electrification that was considered impossible by the shrewdest
management minds in our most sophistic aced American industries.

His accomplishments in the production of. food and fiber are nn-
paralleled by any industry in America or any other country,irn the
WO lid.

Ile is responsive and adaptable to change. When research produces
better way, he adopts it. When technology discovers a better tool. he

uses it.
Ire is a rugged determined man. Because of economic stresses his-

torically imposed upon him, lie has developed the enpacity to accept
and endure hardship and misfortune.
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More importantly, he is a builder, a good teanimate. Why ist his so?
Although underemployed, for the most part, he is self employed and
must face up to management, finance, and planning responsibilities
daily. These are wholesome, developroental experiences, and from these
circumstances come-a very special type of persona person very much
akin to the early pioneers of our country and likewise able to join with
others in very challenging and demanding roles. This latent capability
can be used to great advantage today.

We no longer need to depopulate the rural landscape and further
crowd and congest our bulging urban areas. The forces that have. his-
torically dictated th e placement of people and industry are no longer
the same.. Highspeed transportation and communications have erased
our previous isolation. Rail and interstate highways criss-cross on r
nation in a web-like fashion and airports exist in most evilry small city.

Electric power generators dot the countryside and a new world in
synthetics has lessoned our dependence on traditional raw materials
and the need for hovering around their locations.

The diseconomies of congestion have become so critical as to prompt
American industry to consider the question of which imposes the
greater burden on the American consumer, freight costs in rural manu-
facturing or congestion costs in urban.

Because of these things, and those things which we have seen and
learned first hand in our own development effort, we are convinced that
rural America, with the Rural American in partnership with our Fed-
eral Government, possesses the capacity and capability needed for
striking at the very heart of our most serious domestic problems. We
can achieve a new rural-urban balance with a healthier distribution
of people in rural and urban America. By revitalizing rural America,
we can relieve the pressures on out cities which in turn will permit their
redevelopment.

We are. deeply concerned that so many of our national planners seem
to adovate A write-off policy for rural and small town America.

This is done in spite of the fact that reliable polls indicate that over
80 percent of our population would prefer to live in rural and small
town America, given economic opportunity.

Why, then, should our people, the American people. be forced to
abandon or be -denied the happiness of the rural habitat from which
they have actually evolved?

The increasing search for community in this nation reflectF, a human
need that is as much a part of our nature as love and, fear. Yet, ,;,)
many of our American people are being denied fulfillment ol this neeJ
to belong,, and have the security and warmth of community, the vei.y
cradle of civilization and civilized man.

The soil, the open spaces, are a part of our beingwe seek and crave
them without e.,R,n knowing it. Man and nature are one. Harsh lights,
shrieking noises, speeding objects, honeycombs and ribbons of con-
crete and steel ; what is this shoulder to shoulder, bumper to bumper,
wall to wall existence doing to the minds, emotions, and morals of this
nation ?

We believe, gentlemen, that we are building an environment fr
man. We believe that rural communities such as ours still have the
flexibility' and the ability to create the real "New Cities," cities bulit
for people. We wish to prove that the Alma-Bacon Counties in
America can make a contribution to this society ()Pours.
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With the continued help of men like yourselves, we are absolutely
certain that we can do it.

STATEMENT OF BOBBY A. WHEELER, REPRESENTATIVE 'FROM
HOUSE DISTRICT 5 ?, GEORGIA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
ALMA, GA.

It'is a distinct honor and a great pleasure for me to have this privi-
lege of associating with you outstanding leaders. and other dignitaries,
and discussing with you the challenge of rural development. '

I believe that my experiences as a farmer, a member of the Bacon
County Board of Education, a former chairman of the Bacon County
Planning Commission, a Representative. in the Georgia Legislature
whose consktneucv 111C11111('S two Ill ni 1 counties. a citizen of Bacon
County who has been deeply involved in lOcal public affairs, including
our development effort, and lily many conversations with people about
development have provided me with some insights into rural develop-
ment. I believe that they provide me some advantage in reflecting
rather accurately on the leadership, financial and programming re-
quirements conducive to achieving a successful rural development
program. Additionally I would like to share my views on the relation-
ship between area development and community development.

First of all, gentlemen;I want to express my appreciation for the as-
sistamr.e that I and other farmers have received from the Department
of Agricultne.throughout the years. However, I am in full agreement
and strongly support this new thrust into rural development, sym-
bolized by these hearings. I am convinced that the kind of development
that you'have seen today, on a lunch broader scale'; is one of the keys
to resolving our serious rural and urban problems.

The success of a major rural development program ultimately will
depend on the ability of local leaders and concerned citizens in carry-
ir.g out the program in their own communities. you will not find such
a qualified leadership waiting for your program. While the potential
existed here, we had to find the assistance to build a leadership capa-
bility equal to the challenge and the requirements of comprehensive
planning and development. And, we can tell you that we were able to,.
acquire and use in our efforts the very liNted amount of qualified as-
sistance that exists in Georgia.

. In light of these considerations. I recommend that, as part of the
rural development program, you Mein& a statewide capability in each
state to assist local leaders in preparing to begin a major development
program and to assist them through the initial stages of their plan-
ning. This capability needs to have the strength and the,,flexibility re-
qired to react to reqnests from rural communities on denNnd. Timing
is an important factor. Also, this assistance must be provided to local
communities at little or no.cost. if it is to b accessible to them.

A second major consideration in buildin!, a successful rural devel-
opment program is that rural communities are financially worse off
than.the large cities. We could not have taken advantages of but very
few of the Federal assistance programs had it not been for the differ-
ential provided by the Model Cities Program. You will find that this
same level of assistance will. be required by, other rural communities
throughout this nation if you hope to gain -significant results, and
success in your rural development Irogram.
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I 'would recommeal,' to this Subcommittee that the rural develop-
ment progri(m achq4jhe Model Cities Program level of assistance
and funding arrang6nents, Otherwise, just one or two major pro-
grams on a normal matching basis will exhaust the local ti Jacial ca-
pabilities of rural exnnunupi'iies.

A third consideration irsithe kind of progratn that will gain the de-
sired results in Rural America. We are aware that the Model Cities
Program was developed. for our larger cities. However, it has been
more successful in the smaller towns and cities. It has been a wonderful
tool for us to work with in Alma and Bacon County.

On the basis of our experiences, we would recommend to you that
you carefully consider using the Model Cities Program or that you
build a very similar rOgra for Rural America. However, we would
recommend some specific improvements in thlit program. First, less
time should transpire between submission of proposals and designa-
tion. Each proposal should be evaluated according to set standards--L-
rather than on a competitive basis. Designation should be based on the
quality of the proposal and how the local people developed it. Cominti-
nities must earn the right to use the assistance that yelt provide and
also evidence that they have the capacity to fulfill the requirements
involved in major local development. The simplification of the bureau-
cratic proceSses involved would be a major improvement. Also, there
should be flexibility allowing the Nvitlara wx 1 of a project and the sub-
mission of another whenever a community. funds that through some
change that it is unable to move with the original project. This flex-
ibility should only be within tice overall plan. Qianges should not be
allowed that would destroy the integrity of the total program or do
violence to its overall integration.

Finally, gentlemen, we believe that too much emphasis generally
has been placed upon area development and growth centers, and not
enough emphasis has been placed on local development. We have a
very fine area planning commission, the Slash Pine Planning and De-
velopment Commission, which serves us well, so this is no criticism of
them. The point is that with regional markets, existing transportation
and communications, and the other immediate considerations of indus-
try regarding production and marketing make up one set of deter-
minants in indust riatlocat ions.

The second major determinant is the local community itself. If it
has the services, oppiirtimitic!s, housing, streets, etc. which meet accept-
able standards, then industry will give serious consideration to locating
there. Area recreation, health services, and educational opportunities
are iniportant but area development to a great extent will come about
as the local communities themselves are able to, develop. And, gentle-
men, I can tell you for sure that the crucial decisional and action levels
for development purposes remain at the city and county level, and it
is these that you will have to depend on to carry out your rural devel-
opent program. I am afraid that you will be sadly disappointed in
the success of your' program,if major emphasis is placed on area deVel-
opment and growth centers rather than on the Almas and Bacon
Counties.

In .closing, gentlemen, I want. you to know that we see rural develop-
ment as one of the top domestic priorities, if not the top domestic
priority today. Atlanta cannot solve its problems until we solve our
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rural problems. Regaining a second rural-urban balance is critical for
not only thepresent but the future of at ion.

We appreciate this honor tl have bestowed upon us of coming
and seeing our improv S. hearing our story, and providing us
the opportunity e these recommendations to you. We hope that
you will with other national leaders our great appreciation for

assistance that you have provided in our development efforts.
We strongly support what this Subcommittee is doing and offer you

any farther assistance that we can provide in establishing a sound and
successful rural development prtigram. We extend an invitation to all
of you to again come and visit with us whenever the opportunity pre-
sents itself.

NoE.The following background information on community de-
,lopment in-Alma-Bacon County, Georgia was presented to the Sub -

committee during its tour of Alma, Georgia July 9 'by henry S.
Bishop , Mayor, Alma, Ga., and Wesley Johnron. ('hairman, Bacon
County Board of Commissioners, Alma, Ga.)

ip ILION° RURAL AMERICA AN INTRODUCTION TO COM Ntl:NITY DEVELOPMENT IN
ALMA-BACON CouNTY, GA.

(Prepared by the Alma-Bacon County Model Cities Commission, July 1971)

ABSTRACT

This paper provides an introduction to the comperhensive community develop-
ment program underway in Alma Baton County. The background of the current
Model Cities program is presented, followed by a brief 'summary of the overall
decelopI1 strategy. Next. several major projects and activities are described.
The final section points to the significance of the Alma-Bacon County program
as potential model fo'- cummunity development across the nation.

I. BACKGROUND

'Alma -Bacon County is a small, rural community located in the Coastal Plains
Itegion of southeas Georgia. It is typical of many rural areas in the Southeast,
both in size and i economic base. Agriculture and small industry are the pre-
dominant means o livelihood for Bacon Country's residents. Like many 'other
rural communities in the United States, Bacon County has had a long history of
declining agricultural activity, economic stagnation, In of job opportunities
and- outmigration particularly of its youngest and most promising residents.
This economic instability has in turn affected every aspect of life for Bacon
Comity's residentsincluding education, health care, community services, hous-
ing, and recreation. These services and amenities have failed to keep pace with
those In larger urban areas in terms of both *quality and coverage. Throughout
the MO's and 1960 s the lack of urban amenities and services, coupled with a
shortage of jobbopportunities locally, resulted in the outmigration of many resi-
dents. This outmigration, however, has been far from voluntary. A recent survey
of forint r Bacon County residents revealed close ties to family members who
remained be,iind, and a widespread desire"to return to Alma-Bacon County
if opportunities are mad( available for a rewarding career and an attractive life
style. In human terms, then, the challenge of community development in Alma-
Bacon County is to create new opportunities for working and living that will
encourage former residents to return and today's young people to stay in the
unanimity and help build its future.
To meet this challenge, concerned Alma-Boom] flounty residents luive spear-

headed and successfully completed :1 long series of colninunity improvement pro-
: rains over the past several yenrs. Theselinlude a major Urban Renewal project ;
i }le construction of Sun City (*miffs, a unique congregate housing complex for
tile elderly ; a series of public housim; projects; and seventl street imiirovement
I rograms. Major contributions to these NO other efforts have come from the
Slash Pine Community Action Agency, the Area Planning and Development
Commission, the University of Georgia, and the Rural Development Center in

. Tift on.
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In 1968, after two years of concentrated effort to he included in the nationwide
Model Cities Program, Alma-Bacon County vas awarded a Planning Grant of
$72.000 by the Department of Housino. and l'rban Development. For an entire
year, Bacon County residents studied and discussed community problems and
planned their comprehensive development strategy. They were then awarded a
grant of $1.2 million in August of 1970 to implement the first phase of their five-
year plan. After one highly successful year of implementation, AlmaBacon
County was awarded a second year grant in June 1971.

Alma-Bacon County has the smallest Nlotiel Cities program of 147 in the na-
tion. It encompasses the entire city-county Area rather than just an isolated seg-
ment of f ..- community. The program is unique in that the city turd county share
full and equal responsibility for implementing the ModelCities program.

The planned strategy for community development in Alma-Bacon County and
several of the key projects and activities are gescribed in the following pages.

IL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

While many rural communities throughout the United States are engaged in
efforts to improve the lives of their residents, Alma-Bacon County's development
program is unique in that it is comprehensive in nature rather than a collection
of unrelated projects. The strategy mapped out by local residents aims at devel-
oping.the community through (1) the coordination and strengthening of existing
local agencies and other tesources, and (2) the creation of new local resources
and institutions and the development of human capabilities. Every component
of the program is designed to tie in with and reinforce all the others.

A single example will illustrate the value of carefully-planned coordination
within the program. A vocational education program, now being implemented
by the Bacon County Board of Education, will help teach local residents specific
skills for jobs that are currently available in the community. When linked with
job development and placement efforts, this program provides immediate benefits
in the form of local employment. In addition, the vocational education program
will prepare residents for future jobs which will be created in the community
as a result of planned economic growth. At the same time, a well-trained labor
forceand the flexibility to adapt training programs as specific needs arise
will encourage new indu"stries to locate here. This will contribute in turn to em-
ployment opportunities and economic growth.

Alma-Bacon County's comprehensive development plan focuies on three broad
areas:

Community economic development ;
Improving community services and amenities; and
;Strengthening local planning and management capabilities.

Taken together, these three areas are not only comprehensive in scope but are
mutually reinforcing.

Economic Development. which is the &tens of the entire community develop-
ment effort. is aimed at transforming and strengthening a traditional rural econ-
omy by creating new jobs and career advancement opportunities, developing
potential manpower resources, and revitalizing agriculture.

The strategy behind economic development is to create a balance between a
modernized agricultural sector and new high-quality industry. Economic growth
requires not only the development and better utilization of manpower and man-
agement resources, but an increase in the capital base and improved capital al-
location provesses as well. The development strategy also alms at a balance lw-
tween public and private Capital. To (late, Altua-Bacon County has seen evidence
of an expansion in pfivate capital in the form of new homes. retail .businesses,
and industries - -a rare sight in many rural towns. The community has also been
successful in attracting public capital in the form of grants and loans. During
the past year alone. $5.804,000 in b'ederal and State funds have been brought into
%luta-Bacon County. An additional $920,000 has been applied for midis presNitly

awaiting approval,
The second major area of emphasis in Bacon County's overall development

plan is the provision of Improved sci-rioe.t and phqral amenitie3 to its resident,.
Efforts in the area of community services are geared towards improving health
service. delivery. strengthening and coordinating the delivery of social services.
and expanding the quality fuel scope of educational opportunities. Physical amen-
ities include better housing, facilities for reerention and leisure activities. im-
provements in the water and sewer system. physical beautification of residential
and business districts, street improvemerts. and construction of other public
facilities.
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The third area emphasized by the comprehensive development strategy is the
strengthening of planning and management capabilities on the part of local
agencies and the citizens themselves, so that each can continue to play a lead
role in the community development process. Active citizen participation has al-
ways been the driving force behind Alma-Bacon County's community develop-
ment efforts. To keep up this momentum it is essential that local residents con-
tinually improve their skills in identifying local problems and in planning effec-
tive programs to solve them,

These areas of emphasis all aim at two broad goals of community development :
(1) to make immediate and short-term gains in the quality of life for every
Bacon County resident, and (2) to bring about long-term changes in the basic
structure and processes of the local economy. Short-term improvements include
more and better jobs, improved services, expanded educational programs, and
better recreational facilities. Long-term gains are evidenced by a stronger tax
base, new industry, higher incomes, and opportunities for career advancement.

Both the short- and long-term goals are designed to be mutually inforeing.
Long-term economic growth must occur in order for short-term gain: s be main-
tained and expanded. On the other hand, short-term improvements in the qual-
ity of life will support long-range economic development by helping to attract
and retain human and capital resources.

Several of the key activities involved in implementing Ahna-Bacon County's
community development program are explained in more detail in the following
section.

IIL PIIOJECTS AND ACTIVITIES

The projects and activities in Alma-Bacon County's community development
program were conceived and planned by local citizens in order to implement the
overall strategy. These projects -an be broken down into five major areas: (1 I
manpower and economie development, (2) education,. (3) health and social
services. (4) housing and physical environment, and (3) resreation and culture.
While each one of these components aims at a specific set of needs in the com-
munity, they are all closely related and designed to work together.
Manpower and Economic Development

The area of manpower and economic development is central to Alma-Bacon
County's deveropment program. Without a strong local economy. improvements
in the other program areas will be difficult to sustain in the long ruin. To adinin-
iste- the various projects in this eontponent. two. new comity agencies were es-
tablished. the Division of Manpower Development and the Division of Economic
Development. These divisions will continue to expand their resource, and staff
capabilities and will be responsible for planning and implementing future proj-
ects in economic development and manpower.

The projects and activities in Alma-Bacon County's community development
has been concentrated in basic research and planning studies. An investment
Fund was established to help create new local industries or expand existing ones.
The Investment Fund consists of $100,000 allocated from first year Model Cities
funds and an additional $250,000 to be allocated in the second year. Small
businesses, local industries, and public agencies in the community are presently
receiving technical assistance from the Manpower Division to help them develop
internal skills in management and planning. Labor force studies have been con-
ducted, and a series of manpower training courses established as a result. These
training programs have already enabled many residents to be placed in local
jobs. The County contracted with the State Department of Labor to establish
an Employment Service branch office in Alma, providing referral, placetr9rit.
and glipport services not previously available in the community. Finally, Bacon
County was selected to participate in the "Conterted Services in Training and
Education" (CSTE) program, an experimental inter-agency effort in rural
manpower development.

Land has been purchased and design studies completed for the Alma-Bacon
County Industrial Park, which will be financed by an EDA grant of $343,200
and local cnatching funds. The Industrial Park will offer basic utilities and im-
proved bunding sites to attract industries to the area. Industrial Park develop-
ment is being carefully coordinated with programs to recruit selected industries
to Alma-Bacon County and to encourage the growth of locally-based industries.
Detailed planning has been completed for the expansion of the Bacon County
Airport, located adjacent to the Industrial Park' site. Airport improvelimits will
be financed by a FederalAviation Administration grant of $133,869, matched
with local resources.

605.
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The Georgia Blueberry Association was organized in 1970 by Bacon County
residents as a locally-based growers' co-operative. The Association:1m a .smaji, /-permanent staff which is assisting members in establishing commercial Neale blue,
berry crops. To date, 140,000 cuttings have been planted in the Association's
propagation beds at the Bacon County Airport, and 30,000 more one-year old
plants are in nursery rows. The first plants are expected to bear fruit in 1974,
with the first commercial production to get underway as early as 1975.
Fducation

During the next year, innovative plans by the Board of Education call for
radical new approaches throughout the entire Bacon County educational system.
The projects in this component represent an important step toward a truly
comprehensive educational system for Alma -Bacon Countyone which promises
to serve the current and future needs of residents of all age levels, interests,
and abilities. Dr. ring the past year, a comprehensive study of the educational
system was carded out by Board of Education staff members, teachers, parents,
and studerto. Working together, these groups planned a five-year program to
strengthen educational processes In every grade level and subject area. Four of
the top-priority recommendations of the comprehensive education improvement
plan are now being implemented, as described below.

The Early Childhood Development Program is aimed at introducing children
aged 3 to 5 3...ears to a stimulating learning environment before they enter the
public schools. There are presently 150 Bacon County children enrolled in the
child development program. which is supported in part by at Title IV -A grant
for $300,000. Eventually this program will be expanded to serve, on a voluntary
basis. all pre-school children throughout the city and county. The child develop-
ment program will provide direct- benefits for the children enrolled, and par-
ticularly for those from disadvantaged backgrounds. In addition, the parents
of many of the children will benefit from the program's all-day schedule, which
will free them to accept employment or enroll in training programs.

In grades one thalami' .eight a new and highly innovative program will be
initiated beginning in the fall of 1971. Project P. L. A.N. (Program' fin- Le:lining
in ACC( irdance with Needs) is a Computer - assisted learning system that will help
every child to progress according to his own abilities and interests. By relieving
the teacher of many clerical duties. it will allow her to focus on teaching re-
sponsibilities and meeting the individual needs of each student.

At the senior high level. a -Quarter System" will be installed in the fall Of
1971. This s3stem divides the school year into three terms instead of two and
enables the school to offer more diversified courses and more, laboratory and
-field" experiences to supplement regular :.lasgroom work. The changes in
curriculum and scheduling will also provide an opportunity for increased breadth
and flexibility in responding to individual student needs,

Another program emphasis is in vocational education, ~ranging from a broad
orientation to the "World of Work" in the elementary grades to more direct
silll training at the junior and senior high school levels. In general. vocational
education is seen as an integral part of the total educational experience of all
childrennot something separate or inferior in Nome way "to au "academic"
course 11 study. Vocational education will be closely tied to other subject areas
in the curriculum as well as to employment and further job-oriented training
after graduation. Iu addition. "whin training courses will make use of new
facilities, equipment, and 'staff for expanded programs,in the evenings and dur
ing vacation periods.

In summary, changes in Alma-Bacon County's educational system will include
renovation and expansion of present facilities, improvenWilfs curriculum.
and in-service training of teachers and administrative personnel. Staff training
is being funded h3- the Urban/Rural School Development Program. through a
recent grant of $750.000. The rest of the education component is supported throm,h
a combination of State, Federal, and local resources.
Health and Social Services

To improve the delivery of services to Bacon County residents, a new County
Division of Community Services was established in 1970. It will continue to
provide coordination and guidance for a comprehensive system of social services.
as well as direct delivery of a limited number of servicesmostly In emergencies
and other special circumstances. The Division will also administer the new
Connnunity Development center, which will begin construction in July of this
year. This facility is being funded by a $316,000 HUD Neighborhood Facilities

63 -582 --71--pt. 3-39
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grant, matched with local funds. Some of the special features of the compre-,
hensive service delivery system based in the new building are a central outreach
and referral program, an inter-agency data rile, central transportation services,
emergency assistance, senior citizen activities, and expanded vocational reliabiii-
tation services.

In the area of heaith, steps have been taken to meet some of the most im-
mediate health care needs in the community. An environmental health, program is
presently operating through the Bacon County Health Department, and a first-
phase mental health program is providing counseling and therapy to a limited
number of patients. A health planning team from Georgia State University has
just completed a Comprehensive Health Plan for Bacon County. As an integral
part of the planning effort, a local resident was recruited and trained to serve
in a permanent capacity and continue the functions of coordinated health plan-
ning and implementation. The recently-submitted health plan calls for both im-
mediate and long-term changes in the health care system, placing greater em-
Phasis on community health education, preventive screening and treatment, and
new methods of organizing and financing comprehensive health scare. Other
recommendations of the health plan include renovation and expansicin of the
present hospital, the establishment of a community -orientel mental health pro-
gram, a training center for the mentally retarded, and the :pension and better
allocation of health manpower resources.
no:tiring and Physical Environment

An Urban Renewal grant of $1,616,000 was recently awarded to Alma-Bacon
County for the purpose of clearing 60.2 acres of substandard housing in Alma.
The area will be redeveloped with a carefully planned combination of low- and
moderate-income housing. Redevelopment activities will be tied in with a pro-
posed Housing Development Corporation, which will also be responsible for
financing and building housing in other areas of the community. Linked with
both the renewal and housing development programs is the proposed establish-
ment of a local manufactured housing industry. This would not only help fill an
immediate need for qUality, low-cost housing, but would grow into an export
industry, supplying housing units to the surrounding region and providing local
jobs and career opportunities in the process.

In the area of physical environment several projects are now underway or in
the planning stage. improvements in the physical environment will not only have
short-range benefits for Alma-Bacon County residents but will in turn make the
community more attractiveboth to its young people and to outsiders who may
decide to locate new industries here.

Perhaps the most innovative and far-reaching proposal made by Bacon County
residents as part of the community development program is the creation of a
2.000-acre lake on Hurricane Creek, beginning,within the city limits and extend-
ing approximately six' miles upstream. Recently completed engineering studies
have verified the feasibility of this project, and further detailed plans are being
developed along with a search for funding sources. Lake Alma will provide an
outstanding recreation facility to serve both local residents and the surrounding
region. Its physical beauty will attract newcomers to Alma-Bacon County and
play a significant role in encouraging economic' growth.

A neighborhood improvement program will support both long-range growth
and more immediate improvements in the quality of life through careful physical
planning and the phased construction of street and sidewalk improvements, water
and sewer lines, utilities, and street beautification. Plans are also underway for
long-range capital improvements in the water and sewer system to Provide better
service and to support the needs of planned community growth. A program of
solid waste management has been initiated in the form of a sanitary landfill proj-
ect serving both the city and county. Eventually, a county-wide waste collection
system will serve residents of the rural areas as well as those living within the
City of Alma. Coupled with an intensive effort In environmental health educa-
tion. this waste management program Will heip to reduce uncontrolled dumping
an eyesore in the environment as well as a hazard to health and safety.

A grant of $130,000 from the Soil Conservation Service will be used to imple-
ment the first phase of a land drainage program in one *the major watersheds
of the county. This project wiil help to increase the agricultural productivity of
about 65.000 acres of crop and timber land. It will also alleviate a major environ-
mental health problem by eliminating breeding grounds of mosquitoes Lad other
insects. A HUD 701 Planning Grant of $7,900 will be used along with local re-
sources to update the present Comprehensive Physical Plan elements for the
city and county, many of which are obsolete. An up:to-date physical plan, in con-

,
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junction with new forms of long-range capital budgeting, will serve as power-
ful tools to guide local government officials in making decisions relat to physi-
c;al development..
Recreation and Culture J

While high-quality recreation facilities are desirable in themselv Bac011,
County residents also realize, that these amenities can yield even greater, long-
term benefits for their community. The availability of a wide. variety of recrea-
tion and leisure activities will certainly enrich people's lives and influence their
decision to live in con County. With this in mind, a. greatly-expanded recrea-
tion program is bein planned to serve community residents of all ages and inter-
ests. A new community Recreation Center is now under construction. When com-
pleted it s. "l serve as the hub of recrea'tlon activities throughout Alma-Bacon
County. The new center is located in a 117-acre Open Space Park which will be
bounded on three sides by the proposed Lake Alma. Plans for the park include
a lighted softball field, a swimming pool, developed beach and dae.-k facilities, r-
ing and horseback riding trails, and improved picnic and Camping areas. In 'a di-
tion to this major community recreation area, a network of smaller "mini-parks"
is being developed in residential areas throughout the city and country. These
parks will provide playground areas for younger children and a local point for
community interaction and direct citizen participation. A linear park, running
from the downtown business district to the shores of Lake Alma, is another
recreation project now being planned. This highly innovative project will link
low-income, elderly, and disadvantaged minority residents with vital community
services, the downtown business district, and the future shoreline development
around Lake Alma. The park will thus provide not only dteegt recreation bene-
fits and physical beautification, but an innovative vehicle for economic and social
Mobility as well.

IV. CONCLUSION : "A MODEL POE RURAL AMERICA"

As this report has shown, the community development program in Alma-Bacon
County is a comprehensive effort designed to improve the total quality of life
for every Bacon County resident. This is being accomplished through a planned
community development st:Aegy which is coordinated county-wide. This focus
on a comprehensive development strategy, plus a record of steady progress to
'date, distinguish Alma-Bacon County from similar rural communities which have
undertaken programs more limited in scope.

It is the desire of Alma-Bacon County residents to improve their own commu-
nity and to offer the success of their programas well as their failures and the
lessons learnedas a model for other communities in the nation. Policy makers
on the national level are concentrating more and more on a National Growth
Policy to guide the redistribution of population and resources between our urban
and rural areas. Alma-Bacon County can serve an important function by showing
the nation how a comprehensive development program can work in a small cora-
nutnitytvhere human and capital resources me- be limited but where en-
thusiastic and concerned citizens are able to work together towards a common
goal. While we can help other communities learn from our experience, the real
key to development in any community is the active involvement of all of its
citizens, from all walks of life. It is this commitment on the part of Bacon County
citizens, and their willingness to work together t' build a better futua, that will
continue to make' Alma-Bacon County a true "51 vlel for Rural AmerIVIt."

(NcrrE.The following statements were made to the subcommittee
during its trip from Aim,, to Tifton, Ga.) ,

STATEMENT OF J. W. FANNING, VICIE PRESIDENT FOR SERVI
*. UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, ATHENS, GA.1

GEORGIA .AGRIct7LTrIzE /

Mr." FANNING. The agriculture of Georgia is a dyr Link enterprise,

with annual cash sales approximating one and one quarter billion
dollars.

Fundamental changes have been taking place in th ,:. t: ,riculture of
this Stataover a period of many years. The trend has br' :. to diversity
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in sources of farm income, fewer and larger operating units and in-
creased efficiency. Crop sales now average about $425 million annually.

No
Livestock and poultry sales average around $72i-i million each year.
Federal program payments to /farmers total about $84) million
annually. .' Peanuts is the number one income crop in Georgia, with flee -cured
tobacco being -second. Cotton and soybeans now compete for third
position. Corn and truck crops are in the next position as producers
of income. --

Poultry by far is the largest source of farm income in Georgia. Com-
mercial broiler sales approximate $215 million dollars annually, with
egg sales amounting to about $200 million dollars each year. Cattle
and calves return about $100 million dollars, with hogs ranking next
at around $90 million. Turkey sales total about $7 million dollars each
year.

Forestry. occupying more than two-thirds of the 371./., million acres
of livid area in this State. is a substantial producer of income in
Georgia, with sales approximating $150 million dollars annually to
producers. The forest products sold are highly diverse. The greater
majority of the woodland acreage is held in relativeK llall owner-
ship holdings.

Agriculture is highly significant in its contributions to t e economy
of Georgia. Each dollar of income produced by the farm .s of this
State, contributef, to the creation of non-farm jobs and investments
through processing and distribution. The farmers of Georgia are al.
substantial buyers of products that go into the production of thy'
products. They purchase over $800 million dollars each year in fee( s,
fertilizers, petroleum, machinery, and other production items.

Georgia has sustained a steadily declining farm population within
the last twentf years.- Serious problems have come to the strictly
rural counties of Georgia and to the small towns that provided sere-
ices and goods to a larger farm population. The number of farms
has declined from around 200,000 sonic twenty-odd years ago to ap-
proximately 76,000 in 1971. These declines in the number of people .:
in rillati areas have come at a time when capital investments of fari:is
have greatly increased. This substitution of capital for labor has
brought aboutt a reduction in totadtbor requirements on the farms
of this State. .

Farmers have striven to maintain their income fromeotton, peanuts,
and tobacco, the three crops under acreage and production control,
while attempting in every way possible to develop supplementary
, sources of income that will enlarge the total income base of agriculture.
Georgia farmers have embraced technology, and yields per acre of
these and other crops have increased significantly.,

Georgia remains basically a state of family-type farms averaging
in size between 300 and 400 acres. Commercial farms, of course, eon-
tribute the greater portion of the products which are marketed from
Georgia farms. These' farms are becoming more specialized as to
product and more vital to the well-being of the total economy of
Georgia. They are increasing in size. .

Large numbers of Georgia farms are part-time in operations with
one or more members of the families earning a large portion of their
yearly income from off-farm employment. These farmers are sub-
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stantial citizens within their communities and this type of agriculture
contributes immeasurably to the stability of rural communities within
this State. Those with off-farm employment conunute daily to jobs in
nearby towns and cities.

The changes in farming are associated with many basic changes in
rural comm unities, including the small. towns. More than half of
Georgia's counties have consistently lost population over a period of
20 years. The ne,eil for rural development has become most pressing.

AREA PLANNING
A

D DEVELOPM4NT COMMISSIONS

\JPGeorgia has 19 multi-cot nty Area Planning and Development
Commissions, fully staffed, supported financially from local, state
and federal governmental sources, engaged in planning and admini-
stering programs for total development. These Commissions were
organized under appropriate legislative acts 'f the Georgia General
Assembly, and thus are legal entities. of local government deriving
their powers from the governing bodies of counties and municipal- ,
ities. Representatives appointed by county and municipal govern-
ments serve as the goVerning boards.

Most of the Area Commissions were organized during the 1960's.
One was created in 1960, two in.1961, two in 1962, seven in 1963, three
in 1964, one in 1966, one in 1969.. and one in 1970. The Atlanta Metro-
politan Planning Commission created by an act of the General Assem-
bly in 1947 was renamed the Atlanta Area Planning and Development
Commission under legislation in 1971 and given broader responsi-
bilities.

Georgia has 159 counties and approximatley 600 municipalities wit)
a total population of 4,500,000. About 2,800,000 of these people live
in towns and cities above 2,500 in population. More than half of these
people live in six urban areas. The remaining 1.700.000 live outside
incorporated towns. Approximately 300,000 of these are farm resi-
dents, leaving 1,400,000 living in the open country but not engaged in
farming.

Georgia's shifting population of the last twenty years left many
counties and small towns in a state of serious decline while causing
others to expand very rapidly. The problem of decline in sonic com-
munities were as serious as the problems of expansion in. others.

Both economic and political power were affected by the changes of %
residence of people. The urban areas gained in economic and political
power while the rural areas lost. Thus resources for development in-
creased in the cities and larger towns and decreased in the rural areas.
The growth of suburbia caused a need for more metropolitan-type
planning for adequate direction and control of growth in the urban
areas. The loss of resources for development in rural areas created a
need for cooperative planning among rural counties and nuinicipai-
ities for a recouping of economic and political power to steal decline
and provide a base for growth. The Area Planning and Development
Commissions serve as the mechanism for cooperative planning in both
rural and urban development.

Area Planning and Development Commissions provide a wide
variety of technical, consultative, planning and informational sc..v-
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ices to individual counties and municipalities on problems of devel-
opment. Their staffs devote substantial time and energy to plans and
programs for solving regional problems for optimum development
at all levels.

The Area Commissions provide a very practical and fundamental
approach to rural development through cooperative planning and
action by local units of government working with state and federal
governments.

STATEMENT OF LT. GEN. LOUIS W.-TRUMAN (U.S. ARMY-RETIRED),
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, GEORGIA DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRY
AND TRADE, ATLANTA, GA.

General TRUMAN. I am Lt. Gen. L its W. Truman, U.S. Army Re-
tired, and I have been the Executive Director of the Georgia Depart-
ment of Industry and Trade since September 1967.

While with the Department, I have covered the State, extensively
calling on communities to assist them in their industrial development
organization and activities.

Because of this extensive overview of the State, I believe I know
what is needed and required in both rural, as well as urban areas,
as far as industrial .development is concerned.

The Georgia Department of Industry and Trade is the State agency
responsible for promoting Gecrgia's many advantages, and influencing
new industries to locate plants someplace in Georgia.

Another function is to assist existing Georgia firms in their expan-
siGns, thus helping to create more jobs and develop an enlarged tax
base for communities and for the State, as a whole.

The Department, also, is responsible for the development of tourism
and general aviation, state-wide.

Since the promotion of industry and tourism is our primary concern,the ind try and tourist divisions make up the nucleaus of ouroperati s.
The r search and administrative divisions. and public relations unit

support all activities of the Department.
As far .as the rural urban balance is concerned, the Department has

the responsibility of promoting the entire State and not merely the
rural areas.

We do attempt to influence industries to locate in rural areas, but
many times the requirements of the interested firms are such that
metropolitan areas are chosen.

Our overall goal is to assist companies in the selection of the Georgia
location that best fits their requirements and at the same time, enables
t lir State to benefit the most.

'.*e would hope, for the overall economic betterment of the State of
Georgia, that many would locate in the rural areas.

In the selection of a location for a new facility, many firms have
definite ideas as to what they require and what they want in a commu-
nity.

Sonic of these requirements include:
1. Dynamic and progressive local leadership and attitudes.
2. Efficient city and county governments.
3. Adequate basic services, especially water, sewerage and

power.
4. Good employee management labor relationships.
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5. Acceptable wage rates, which will permit reasonable profit.
6. Social and cultural activities in an attractive community.
7. Good local employer business attitude.
8. Adequate labor supply with good productivity and properly

educated, or availability of facilities to train the work force.
9. A good local and state tax structure.
10. And, of course, land.

Many Georgia towns have some or most of these qualities. Others
have few or none.

The Department, with our limited resources, and in conjunction with
other state-wide developers, assist rural communities in organizing
for the development of these elements.

Also he Georgia Bute Chamber of Commerce thas teams that
inst communities that want to upgrade themselves.

'The Georgia Industrial Developers Association has 180 members,
representing utilities, railroads, certain banks, local and State cha-
bers of commerce port authorities, municipal community development
groups, businessmen's associations, governmental agencies, and insti-
tutions of higher learning.

This association is interested, actively, in the rural-urban imbalance.
The Department, acting as a coordinating agency, with these intim

trial development talents has helped to keep Georgia competitive wit
other southeastern States.

In the past four years, Georgia has steadily increased its capital
investment in new and expanded manufacturing industries and jobs
created.

( See chart.)
Some of these increases were made in the face of a national recession

and they were matle without give"away programs.
Publisher H. McKinley Conway, in his November-December 1970

issue of Industrial Development Magazine, catalogued the various in-
centives and, assistance programs and included charts comparing the
ten southeastern states development programs.

This information covered ten of the most common incentives re-
quested by prospective industries looking over areas in the South.

These incentives are as follows:
1. Tax exemptions or moratoriums on land, and capital invest-

ment.
. Tax exemption on manufacturers inventory.
3. Tax exemption or moratorium on equipment and machinery.

.4. Tax exemption on raw materials used in manufacturing.
.1. Corporate inpine tax exemption.
6. Inventory I-if:K. exemption on goods in transit. Freeport.
T. Accelerated depreciation on industrial equipment.
S. Sales use tax exemption on new machinery and equipment.
9. State right to work law.
10. Compl lance with pollution control la ws.

Georgia offers less of these incentives than any of our neighboring
states.

Yet, year in and year out, Georgia has outstripped all but Florida
in capital investment and we do not know what Florida has done,
-because it does not publish its records.

The areas of a state or an entire state, which is handicapped because
of location, lack of resources, capital, or by anything which has kept
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that area front makinor economic progress should strongly consider
making any or all of these incentives available to new industry. At
least, the areas would then have something to otter.

rf a state cannot offer incentives for its underdevelved areas then
the nation should.

TiwsP ineentivcs shauld be considered as an investment rat:Ler than
concessions.

Another factor which helps to promote development is a state's
nat ion a I image.

In the past three years. the State of Georgia has been, and is being,
presented as a State of beauty, charm, history, sophistication, indus-
trial potential and adventure.

lso, Georgia, particularly Atlanta, has been, and is being, shown
as the center of the southeastern region in transportation, medicine,
finance \education. arts, sports, and economic development.

In the near future, we Will present Atlanta as a headquarters city
and an international city.

From our promotional program our industrial prospects have in-
creased, greatly, as has the capital investment in new and expanded
null HI ries.

Also, tourism inquiries have increased tremendously. Tax revenues
front tourist industry have increased from .;:10 million, three years
ago, to $.13 million last year.

Now. I would like to present at summary of the activities in the
Department.

The Industry Division consists of eight professional, industrial
representatives. They are skilled in industry requirements, and in
seeking industrial prospects. I have divided the State into five areas
and trsigned certain reps to each area.

The reps keep in contact with their assigned area's, so as to know
the city and county officials and leaders, to be completely familiar
with available public or private industrial sites and buildings, and to
know all about the industrial development activities in their specific
areas.

The reps are rotated about once each year so that they are familiar
with all parts of the State.

In considerinor rural industrial development, there are two factors
that often hinder us; and other state-wide developers, in bringing
industry into rural areas.

One is the attitude of corporate management. The other is the atti-
tude of the rural citizenry.

In other: words, corporate management often seems to believe that
the L000 employee plant must be locafed in larger communities that
have a heavier population base.

This tcpe of thinking nmst be changed, by some means, before sig-
nificant strides in rural development can be made.

I fere in Georgia if a rural town can meet the industry's requirements,
and i 1 the industry pays wages equal to, or higher than, the average for
the community, then there is no question but that industry will get
the labor force required.

To illustrate this industry attitude a stop further----we often receive
requests for location information which have a limitation that each
communitv -presented must he within 511 miles or not more than an
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hour's :hve from 0 metropolitan area, and, possibly from a major
jet airport.

'This again limits Our objective of the location of jobs in the rural
at

I fere in Georgia, industry, generally, has located in the middle
sections of the State. in Albany, and in 'Savannah and Brunswick on
the coast.

Yet in terms of stable, and numy tina,s available work force and the
overall cost of production, the southern portion of Georgia,.nctually,
offers the greatest potential for industrial opportunities.

The other problem is the attitude of some rural citizens to include
many farmers, toward obtaining new industry,

They believe that such actions might result in higher taxes for them,
in order to buy industrial sites, basic services and other town improve-
ments necessary to make the town more attractive to industry.

Also, there is the attitude of some existing industries that want to
keep others out because of their fear of competition in wa,es and work
force.

I can Lay that there is progress in this area -hpeause in the last four
years, I have S0011 great advances across the State, on the part of small
rural towns and communities in their enthusiasm to get into industrial
development and seenre new'industry.

And, on the other side of the coin. a Yrowing number of conipilnies
have adopted policies toward location of new plants in smaller rural
communities.

But in the main. corporate management still needs and tits imam
times to so locate, and rural Georgia cannot always afford to -offer
incentives. In fact, many times rural communities cannot even a gold
to obtain hind and basic services without outside assistance.

So. if the rural urban balance is to be improved. then Federal funds.
from some source must he made available to the rural towns and coatt-
mtnities to assist in making themselves attractive and acceptable to
industry.

Also, Federal funds or other incentives must be made available to
industries to entice them into locating in the rural areas.

Tifining to the APDS's, there is outstanding cooperai ion and coordi-
nation between the A PDCs and our Department.

They have a major role in helping rural communities in their t'0111-
prehensivc land use planning.

.1nd as far as I know, every one of their land use plans has -been
realistic and logical. The value of such plans to the rural community
is a cornerstone for their future building.

The APD(''s and Chambers assist our Department in gathering and
keeping current information on every known industrial site and avail-
able industrial building in Georgia.

Our Research Division prints and distributes this information On
data sheets. free of charge. I Samples are in your kit.)

This information is progrilmmed into our computerized site selection
system, and is made a vailabh;`kt any company upon request.

Fact is, this system is so devised that when a company supplies us,
with its specific requirement, we can have, within 30 minutes. a print
out of all communities in Georgia that can fill the requirements.

1
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We developed this system about two years ago, and we were one of
the first in the nation to have such a sophisticated program.

Also, the APDC"s assist us in gathering information for our
overDevelopment Profiles. We have prepared EDP's on over 460

Georgia communities.
These, also, are printed and distributed at no cost to 'the recipient.
The profiles have been produced on every city or town having a

population of 1,000 or more. and many times oil communities under
this population range.

The profiles give concise data. enabling corporate management to
compare communities. Logically, during the first phases of their
investigations.

As to Federal programs e.vailable. Georgia has received a larger
sha re of EDA. SBA and FHA funds than many other States.

Even though the existing EDA procedures are cumbersome, time
consuming and badly in need of streamlining, we do use these programs
whenever and wherever possible.

In this regard, Senator Talmadge has been most helpful in his
efforts in cutting through the red tape in approval of applications.

Without assistance such as his, approval, time is six months to a
year with the result that the prospect goes to another State, which
often otters tux and other ineentives, which we do not have. -

Other programs with which we and the APDCs are cooperatively
involved, and in which we are both well pleased, are the SBA's loan
assistance programs.

We have had about 15(1 SBA "502" loans, involving job creating
industrial projects finalized here in Georgia. Ellijay, alone. has had 13.

These SRA programs, according to our experience entail a minimum
of bureaucratic procedure. And. commitments are made, generally.
within two to four weeks after the complete application is submitted.

The only fault, a'A I see it, with the SBA program has been under
funding.

I would like to see the limit extended from $350f)00 to .$1.000,000 )
on a loan, assuf,aiiig sufficient funding can be provided.

The Coastal Plains and Appalachian Commissions have given us
some assistance. but not particularly in industrial development. We
require more assistance from them in the industrial development areas.
We have. now. a Coastal Plains Kaolin Potential Study for Alumina
Extraction from Kaolin in Georgia.

I lope fully. this State will recommend steps that can be undertaken
to make the kaolin alumina extraction process competitive with
bauxite processes.

Georgia could gain about billion industry complex, for some
rural Georgia communities having kaolin deposits. if this study can
conie up with feasible answers.

Also. Congressional acti - probably will be required on depletion
allowances on final aluminmo production.

In addition, there is a Coastal Plains trial, third level, air service
project, now in operation between Atlanta. Statesboro. and Dublin.

And still another is it Coastal Plains study identifying 30 of t he 'best
industrial sites in the Coastal Plains geographical region of Georgia.

As an industrial development agency. and in partnership in efforts
with the APDC's, and with other State-wide developers, we are most
interested in this Sub-Committee's work.

a
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'\%e hope that your efforts Will increase industrial productivity and
acceptability of rural areas.

If proper incentives are authorized, ma if proper paying jobs ale
thereby created in the rural areas by some means. there is no question
but that some of the drop outs from schools and colleges and the
majority of all type school graduates will remain in their rural com-
munities to work and live.

Also, many of them out-migrated to larger cities in Georgia, and to
other States will return.

I know this to be fad, from the many, many contacts that I have
made in rural areas throughout the State and the correspondence and
comments which I have received fomput-of-State.

There is another Department activity, which I mentioned, generr01Y.
earlier, and which indirectly supports ruml development.

This is our nationwide advertising program which I direct and
handle through an advertising agency.

Our present campaign used the slogan, GEORGIA, THE UN-
SPOILED.

Georgia. has probably the best and most strict pollution control
rerulations and laws in the nation.

We. in the Department join others in seeing to it that the State
stays relatively unpolluted, or as our slogan says, UNSPOILED.

The Department will work, only, with those industries looking for
plant sites, that will accept and abide by Federal and Georgia State
rules and regulations, regarding all types of pollution controls.

This applies, also, to expansions of existing industries when we are
cognizant of such expansion. and we usually are.

In keeping with this policy, our current series of advertisement
spotlights the various unspoiled aspects of our State, air. water: land,
sea. recreation, and people. Three ads. in particular, emphasize the
advantages of rural Georgia.

You have in your kit, samples of three of our ads which may he of
interest to you.

I. personally, don't think anyone could find a greener, cleaner look-
in, stretch of land than that shown On the land ad.

And the remarkable part. highlighted in the copy of the advertise-
ment, is that there are over two million ;icres of similar land available
in Georgia. some. for industry and plenty more for quality family
1 ivin,r. and Vyeat

The people ad is designed. especially. to emphasize the quality of
workers that we have in t;Tor,ia and the kind of life they lead here.

The copy goes on to say that these people are willing to work. dili-
gently, for an honest wage. and that practically every community in
Georgia is within 50 miles, or less. of a Vocational 'Fr:lining. School
which will train the work force for new industry, at State expense.

Although. admittedly. I did not have this advertising program de-
signed for rural area development. :done. it certainly encompasses
rural areas.

What I want to acconq dish. by our overall advertising program.
is to attract industrial prospects to come to Georgia, and for them to
see oar Statne. our cities. our rural towns, and communities, our re-
sonrces, and the profit potential. and litany advantages which Georgia
has to offer.
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Also, if they a e tourists, I- want them to come to Georgia and stop
and enjoy our ma v attractions, in our mountalas, our flat lands, and
many rivers aml la s. and our sea shores.

ln summation, fro an industrial development viewpoint:
1. We require assistance by making Federal funds available to

rural towns and communities. for assistance in
A. Acquiring industrial property with adequate Neuter, sewer-

age, and roads to and in the property. This property, normally,
should be under the operation of a local development authority
so that imlustrial revenue bond financing could be used, if desired
and county equipment and assistance could be used, where
required.

B. Construction of railroad spurs in industrial property, as
incentives to industry.

C. Facelifting of main streets, and other downtown areas, in
order to make the rural towns more acceptable and attractive to
industry.

2. Federal funds are required for training of the work force for
new and expanding- inch's' ..'es in rural areas, either in our 25 'Voca-
tional Technical Training ,-whools, or on the job training. This train-
ing would be in addition to that which' is supplied, pesently, by
State funds.

:1. Additional Federal funds should be made available for develop-
nwnt of economic highways, so es to make rural areas more accessible,
attractive, and aeceptable to industry.

4. National tax incentives, depletion allowances, particularly
kaolin, and other special location subsidies should be made available
to industries locating or expanding in rural areas.

EDA programs should be more efficient, more timely and they
should lw expanded. SBA. Coastal Plains, and Appalachia Colmnis-
,ions 1w funded and expanded further.
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6. Other new financial methods should be developed for public
and private investments. so as to support rural towns and community
growth and services, with a result of making these areas more attrac-
tive to industry and tourists.

Many thanks for permitting me to talk to you about industrial and
tourist development in Georgia.

(The chart and attachment to General Trunum's statement are as
follows :)

GEORGIA INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT (MILLIONS)
S 700

5600

5500

S 400

S 300

$200

S 100

0

t= CAPITAL INVESTMENT IN NEW INDUSTRIES

122 CAPITAL DIVESTMENT IN EXPANDED INDUSTRIES

-TOTAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT

19113 11114 ON Nlul IMO INS 1970
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THE TEN MOST POPULAR PLANT LOCATION INCENTIVES

Ej3-4 of the 10 Top P tet nGentives

E5.6 of the 10 Top Rated Incentives

7 or more okthe 10 Too Rated Incentives

TAX EXEMPT ION OR MORATORIUM L4t4D, CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
(Ala.. Tenn., S. C. , Miss., La., 10, )

Z. TAX EXEMPTION ON MANUFACTURER'S INVENTORIES
(Ala., Tenn.. S. C. , P4a. , Miss., Ky.)

3. ;TAX EXEMPTION OR MORATORIUM ON EQUIPMENT MACHINERY
(Ala. Tenn.. S. C. , Miss. , La.. Ky.)

4. TAX EXEMPTION ON RAW MATERIALS USED IN MANUFACTURING
(Ala. , Tenn. , N. C. , S. C. , Fla. , Miss. , La. , Ky. , Va. )

5. CORPORATE INCOME TAX EXEMPTION
(Ala., Fla., La.)

6. SALES/USE TAX EXEMPTION ON NEW EQUIPMENT
(Ga.. Ala.. Tenn., N. C. , S. C. , Ky., Va. )

7. INVENTORY TAX EXEMPTION ON GOODS IN TRANSIT (FREEPORT)
(Tenn. , N. C. . S. C. , Fla. , Miss. , La. )

8. STATE RIGHT-TO-WORK LAW
(Ga., Ala., Tenn. , N. C. , S. C. , Fla., Miss., Va. )

9. ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION OF INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT
(N.C., Miss., La., Ky., Va. )

10. INCENTIVE FOR COMPLIANCE WITH POLLUTION CONTROL LAWS
(Ga.. Ala., Tenn.,_ N. C. . S. C. , Fla.. La., Va. )

kNoTE.The following article was submitted for the record by
Senator Allen.)
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[Excerpt from Look magazine, July 13. 1971]

THE UNFINISHED BUSIiESS OF ANIERICA

(By George C. Wallace, Governor of Alabama)

I have great faith in the collective wisdom and judgment of the mass of the
American people. I feel that by our 200th birthday, our country will have stabilized
and settled down, and the small minority group that wants to destroy this soci-
etya society that most people in other parts of the world would like to emulate
that their moment will have passed, because of the insistence of the American
people that ,,e get on and stop all of this attempt at violent change. People believe
in change, but it ought to be done through the constitutional context that's open
to anyone if he has a majority viewpoint.

I think we'll have a lot to celebrate, even with all the things happening that I
don't ,lieke in our country. I've been critical of many actions of the Government,
but n.,0 country has ever given as much blood or treasure in defense of freedom in
the world as has the United States, with no territorial aggrandizement plans
at all.

We can reach new heights in industrial production in five years ; and by that
time, we should change the tax structure. You're beginning to get a great hue and
cry about these private foundations : people putting their wealth into foundations
has resulted in higher taxes for the average workingman and businessman ; and
by 1976, I think we could have a more equitable tax structure to celebrate.

The people in this country, through their elected representatives, can put the
Supreme Court in its place. They can have its autherity to determine every phase
and aspect of people's livesthey can have that authority,limited.

And I think the problems of race will be accentuatectiti the large cities above
the Mason-Dixon line, and more progress and good race relations will exist in
the southern parts or the country, and that we Southerners will be praying that
people in other parts of the country can solve their problems.

...1241_13Dc there could he an effort on the part of the Government to disperse in-
dustry, so that all of our population will not become one great urhan mass on the
Eastern Seaboard, or in the Los Angeles area, or around the Great Lakes. We
must do this or we'll compound our economic and social problems; the abnormal
growth of large urban areas without proper planning is not good.

I think industry and government at all levels can join together in an effort to
clean up the environment, both air and water, with a reasonable approach. (Not
the approach of some ecologists today who, if they closed down all industry,
would put everybody out of work.)

I hope the country will realize in the immediate future that the optimism of
some of the doves, in predicting that the Communists' strategic weapons buildup
will slow down, has been false optimism, and that the Soviets are not only reach-
ing parity but they're going to be superior.

The only way you can guarantee generations of peace is to be so rtrong mili-
tarily, offensively and defensively, that no nation would even do anything but
talk with you. Now, we're fast approaching the point where they will do all the
talking and we'll have to do the listening.

So I hope that oy 1976, this country would have overrun these extremist peace
folks who themselves are causing as situation to exist where there will be no
peace. And I hope that this hig drive against the military-industrial ccmplex
will he seen for what it is. Now, as far as cost overruns and waste in defense go,
I'm Just as much against war profiteering as anybody else is : I've advocated a
war-profits tax eve': now, in an undeclared war. But we eannot, because of
profiteers, let our defenses get to the point where there'll be no profit for anybody
in our country. I think everything else we've been talking- about will be for
naught if that happens.

Also, by 1976, the Government will have realized that it has failed in an attempt
to run the public school systems of our states. The people will have demanded a
return of local control and called for reason and logic to prevail instead of busing
and social experimentationthis will be demanded on as non-discriminatory
basis without mistreating any group of people.

By 1976, this -fiatifireat-echnology and industrial know-how can provide the
consumer goods for the masses of our people and a high standard of living, and

aft the same time have us in such a superior position defensively and offen-
sivelythat there can he no World War III.

(-"N
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